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FOREWORD

These volumes have been prepared to provide information on the IS Army Research, Develupusent, Te-1 ti Evalual io, Pl'rogr.,m lot
Congressional Couumittees during the Fiscal Year 1982 hearings. This information is in addition to I,,v testit,-,,y 1riveni by

US Army witnesses.

These volumep contain a descriptive summary for each program eleme.nt to be financed during FY 19132. 1,tscriptiv. ;nmmaries for
projects within the program elements to be financed during FY 1982 for $5.0 million or more appeal isii-liately f,,llowing the

applicable program element. Where there are several itels under development within a project, a st-poite sUlcisry has been
provided for each item that exceeds $5.0 million during VY 1982. A Test and Evaluation Section is 1 -ovided f-r all major
weapon systems. Major weapon systems are identified by an asterisk in the Table of Contents.

The formats and contents of these volumes are in accordance with guidelines and requirements of tho oressi,,ol Committe,.s
insofar as possible. Information previously provided in the SAC Data Book is consolidated into tl-.., vtiltmies. 'hie SAC Dhta
Book information appears at the beginning of each program element descriptive summary.

A direct comparison of FY 1980, FY 1981, FY 1982, and FY 1983 data in this Program Element Listing -th data slut, in the

Program Element Listing dated January 1980 will reveal significant differences. Many of the difle ,c. art atLi ihtahble to
the following factors:

a. Restructuring of the FY 1980 and FY 1981 programs for comparability to the FY 1982 program stl-i,ture.

b. Reclassification to provide greater visibility and contribute to the effective management ol ti. RDTE 1-tigrain such
as the following:

(1) RDTE leadqi-arters Management.

(2) Further extension of the Single Program Element Funding Concept.

(3) Restructuring of Exploratory Development personnel RI)TE programs.

The funding information used in these volumes correspondu to that contained in tie President's tlldgt.t tcept for I"Y 1980.

FY 198(1 funds in the President's Budget are not restructured. The attached Descriptive Summaries hasv, tihe FY 19801 Lolumn

restructured to reflect more realistic historical information. Procurement data is shown where appli J It- for ituts iin

engineering or operational development. Military constrnction.data is shown where applicable.
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UNCLASSIFIED
BIIDGET ACTIVITY

PROGRAM ELEMENT
'PROJECT/SCIFNTIFIC AREA/TECIINICAL AREA
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAl. DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.34.04.A Title: Ballistic Missile Defense Advanced 1'echnoloy

)OD Mission Area: #121 - Ballistic Missile Defense Budget Activity: #3 - Strategic P

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): (S in Thousands)

Total
Prolecc Y 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Etlimated

Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To CompleL Ioo Costs

Total for Program Element 119854 123222 126883 146623 Continuing Not Appl icable

I)215 RID Advanced Technology 119854 123222 126883 146623 Continuing Not Applicable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The Ballistic Missile Defense (8RD) Advanced Tbcinology Program is a
broadly-based research and development effort designed to exploit new and emerging technologies -- seekinl, improved c-st-effective
methods to perform ballistic missile defense. The US Is faced with a growing Soviet ballistic missile threat and munt continue
to advance and develop the technologies required to provide options to counter this threat. The progra,i Is essentliil to assure that
persistent Soviet BRD efforts do not further erode the level of national ballistic missile defense capability that the US has
maintained since the 1972 ABM treaty was entered into force.

C. BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REqUEST: The 8HD Advanced Technology Program is designed to maintain the pace of 81) advanced deve-
lopment needed to aggressively search for an exploit innovative concepts as a guard against technologic.al surprise. Tie FY 82

program objectives are to develop the technology which will provide a realistic exoatmospheric BH option to be offered b,
and provide selected technology support for low-altitude HD. Emphasis is to be placed on technology development to enhance
producibility of hardened exoatmospherlc optical sensors. Additional exoatmospheric target signature collection programs are to be
initiated. Selected developments In hardening technology for enhanced low-altitude BND survivability are to be initiated. Advanced
technology programmed efforts are to be continued on radar technology, sensor technology, unique discrimination techniques, advanced
data processing techniques, advanced interceptor missiles, and advanced B1D construct analysis.

lI-I CI, 11 Mar 81
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Program Element #6.33.04.A Title: Ballistic Missile Defense Advanced Technology

DOD Mission Area: 0121 - Ballistic Missile Defense Budget Activity: 03 - Strategic Programs

Current Milestone Dates

Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown In FY 1981 Submission

Designating Optical Tracker Flight 2nd QTR FY 1982 None Shown

Shipboard Radar Operational None Shown

Millimeter Wave Module Tests 2nd QTR FY 1982 None Shown

1. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST ($ in Thousands):

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

ROTE
Funds (Current requirements) 119854 123222 126883 Continuing Not Applicable

Funds (as shown in FY 1981 Submission) 120804 132751 143535 Continuing Not Applicable

The decrease in FY 80 resulted from a $950 reduction In the Advanced Technology Program due to increased fuel costs at Kwajalein

Missile Range.

The decrease in FY 81 reflects the application of a general Congressional reduction for inflation and President Reagon'e reduction
in travel, consultants, furniture and inflation.

The decrease in FY 82 will result froem the transfer of $12,500 to Project 6.33.08.A, BHD Systems Technology Program. for use on the

Low Altitude Defense Preprototype Demonstration program, a $5;800 Army decrement, and $4,434 added for civilian pay increase, higher

fuel costs and Increased Inflation, plus a $2,843 decrease for use of consultants and increased efficiencies.

E. (U1) OTIIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not applicable.

11-2 (1, 31 Mar 81
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Program Element: #b.3i.1 4.A T'itle: Ballistic Mi sle teense .,.etccdlcclo, l

01) Mission Area: #121 - Ballistic Missile Defens.e iudget Activity: 03 - SLtrat ejvi .ranis

F. (U) DETAILED BACKC(IINI) AND DESCRIPTION; The major objectives of Lite i) Advanced Technology Program are to maintain U.S.

leadership in BND teclnology, prevent technological surprise, support offensive deteirent forces, and suipport intelligence assess-

Ments. The BD Advanced Technology Program has, in recent years, placed Increasing emphasis upon eoatuscherfc intercept technolo-

gies and upon the technological upgrading of state-of-the-art terminal defense systems with non-nuclear kil Interceptors and

distributed defense components. Major technology accomplishments have included significant advances in ctLe fields oi Bi sensors,

discrimination techniques, data processing hardware and software for BD applications, and advanced end:t.fospheric and exoatmos-

pheric Interceptor missiles. Long wave infrared (IWIR) optical sensor technology has been developed allowing long-range target

acquisition, discrimination, and tracking from missile-borne sensors. Non-nuclear homing kill vehicle technology la been developed

and ground tested. Solid state radar techniques have been developed which allow for smaller, higher power, less expensive radars

for terminal defense. Considerable progress has been achieved in dIreved energy weapon (DEW) phenomenology. Higit ettergy kill

mechanisms have beei successfully demonstrated using simulated ICBM components. The program will contintie to address key issues and

expatd BHMD capabilities in tite eXoatMospheric defenses pressing toward demonstrations of exoatmosperic :iy::tess and exploitation ol

potential space-based defense concepts. Terminal defense technology advancement will pursue optical airbtt e adjuncts, non-ituclear

kiBl constructs, and technology development of low-cost, rapidly manufacturable, rapidly deployable hntetceptors to aiieve non-

nuclear defense of point targets.

C. (U) EI.ATED ACTIVITIES: The BD Advanced Technology Program is fully coordinated wth related prog ais being sp.sored by

other Army, other DOD, and other Gove'nment agencies. Included are Army Materials and Mecoanics Research (l1E 6.ll.02.A), Air Force

Intelligence Gathering (PE 1.10.15.F), Air Force Deep Space Satellite Surveillance (PE 6.34.28.F), Air F, rcF light Tcst Measure-

ments (PE 6.33.1l.F), and DOE Particle Beam Technology programs. Every effort is made to prevent dnpll.:.ti.,n of ellolt tLhrough

automated literature searches, coordination Meetings, memorandums of agreement, etc.

Ii. (U) WOhaK PERFORMEID BY: Te five major contractors currently are: Massachuetts institute of iechnItty. Lincolhn Laboratory,

Icaingtn, MA; the Boeing Company, Seattle, WA; MeDonell Douglas Corporation, Huntington Beach, CA; Rocla l intenttal inal

Corporation, Anaheim, CA; and Honeywell, Inc., Miinneapolis, HN. There will be approxlimately one httndred .liltitonal cottractors and

ther Government agencies for an additional estimatid dollar value of $99 million. The developing orgaotitait ion ie-pottible lot tie

program is tle Ballistic Missile Defettsc Advanced Tecinology Center, Iluntsville, AL..

I. (U) RiOIRAM ACCO*IMPISIIHMENTS AND FUTIORE PROGRAMS

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplshments: Najor technology accomplishments have included te devel.tment ol small netted

radars, Improved Interceptor missiles, new discrimination techniques and the adaptation of large, high-po-teed, cosaerclal data

processors for BMD use. Tte design of a modular missile-borne computer that is capable of performing a matltiplicity ot data pro-

cessing functions on board tie Interceptor missile was completed. The assessment of directed energy weapn technology for BD

I l-.i
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Progr;m Eletent: #6.3 I.04.A Title: allistic Missile Defense Advanced Techinlof
1OD Mission Area: fI?? - Ballistic Missile Defense Budget Activity: s3 - StrategicP

applications was Initiate.. The Designating Optical Tracker (DOT) Flight Test Program to verify LWIR sensor perfolmance in a
realistic 1111) environstttt was iottiated and three successful flight tests have been conducted to date. Deveiopmei or the
technology base to provil the potential for the utilization of non-nuclear kill (NNK) devices lit endoatmospheric ballistic misslle
defense. 1ligh technologyy engagement constructs for the exoatmospieric regime were synthesized based upon flight tested optical
sensors, direct impact kill guidance and control technology and miniaturized data processing technology. The Forcttd Acquisition
Sessor-(FAS) Integrated round test program was initiated to resolve technological Issues associated with early watning end attack
assessment lot BHD systems.

2. FY 1981 Program: The FY 81 HiD Advanced Technology Program is structured to address BMD technology within the context
of overall program objectives. The radar program will continue to be a broadly-based technology effort covering the major frequency
regimes (microwave. millineter, and micrometer) and stressing cost reduction, rapid deployment, component hardening, and Improved
information gathering. Emphasis will conti,,ue on the development of millimeter wave and solid state X band radar technology. The
optics technology progiatm will provide for: one Designating Optical Tracker (DOT) flight; the continued development of mosaic sensor
technology; and demonst ration of a testbed capability for mosaic technology components. The discrimination tecinology program will
include continued installation of the COBRA JUDY shipborne data collection radar, and preparation of specification., supporting the
Initiation and hardwar, prcurement for an airborne optical data gathering platform. The data processing program till provide for
development of a laboratory prototype of a modular missile-borne computer to address the stressing on-board data processing require-
ments of BMII systems. Critical research issues for distributed data processing in a BMD scenario will be emphasized to provide high
performance configuratlt-t and computer architecture for BlD systems. The interceptor program, will continue critical interceptor
component testine: contuLot full-scale tests of a missile forebody fabricated from advanced materials; and Initiate the design of

subsystem. Sled teats related to the developm,,nt of fuze and
warhead subsystems for the Endo NNK program will be conducted. Hardware procurement for the Forward Acquisition S osor (FAS) bite-
grated grouI test program will be initiated. Evaluation of strategic options from a defense viewpoint will be citttinued. Critical
component developments It,r a near-term, low-altitude defense system will be continued.

3. FY 1982 lIauned Program: The FY 82 riD Advanced Technology efforts will include research and hardware purchase in
the areas of: advanced s -nsors, unique discrimination techniques, advanced data processing networks and software, advanced endo-
atmospheric and exoatttpheric Interceptors, and advanced BlP construct analysis. The radar technology program will Include: Init-
ial Opera!fi; Capabilliv (tIC) for an Imoroved signature measurements radar at Kwajalein; the testing of Millimetet Wave (MMW) radar
modules; anti at Kwajalein. The optics technology program will provide for the testing of a ten-
element, hardeted opti tl array; the development of a laser vulnerability prediction model; and one Designating Opt Iral Tracker
(VOT) FI Igh . fhe dlst i:ination technology program will include iata gathering rdar; aircraft

procurement .ad continittd design and fabrication of the sensor for an airborne optical platform for use in obtailit in LW#IR data
base needed ftr optical discrimination development; continued acquisition and analysis of field test data on often .iv, threat

1-4 K
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Program Element: 16.33.04,A Title: Ballistic Missile Defense Advanc'I Technology
DO Mission Area: 0121 - Ballistic Missile Defense Budget Activity: 03 - Strategic Prog;.eys

vehicles and penetration aids, Data processing technology will Include: demonstration cf a dynamically recolotigurabie irchitecture;
demonstration of a residue processor prototype; and demonstration of real-time processor and memory allocation under decentralized
control. The intercepter, technology program will complete design review for test hardware for an Improved direct impact kill
vehicle prototype; initlafefabrication of fO(W fuze components; and complete proof-of-principle tests for n advanced programmable
auto pilot. Critical technology Integration and flight test planning for the Endoatmospheric lNK program %.it be continued. Analy-
tical simulations and pre-testlqg of components for the Forward Acquisition Sensor (FAS) integrated ground rest program will
be continued. Technology assessmvnt and integration programs will be continued.

4 4. FY 1983 PLANNED PROCBAI1 Critical technology integration and flight test planning will be c ml,leted for the
,ro oam to allow for flight experiment decisions. Desien and fahrli-at o., nf seo or components

datatprocessor and assoucated hardware relating to an integrated ground test of will be continued.
A Ieri of to obtain data on. will be initiated. Design
and deve in~ment of the integrated ground test of an ill continue. Technology assess-
ment and intgration programs will continue.

5. (U) P0GRAM TO COMPLETION: This is a continuing program.

It-
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SU141ARY

Program Element: #6.)3.8Ot.A Title: Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Technolo Uy Program
DOD Mission Area: 4121 - Ballistic Missile Defense Budget Activity: 13 - Strategic Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES_(iIincnE:T LISTING): ($ in Thousands):

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Tit I" Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

F TFAL FOR PICnt;RAM ELEMENT 120814 181038 301685 263143 Continuing Not Applicable

D991 1B:D Systems Tc,:hnology Program 120814 181038 301685 263143 Continuing Not Applicable

B. (U) RIEF DESCRYi'lI)N OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program provides a hedge against the strategic uncertainties asasocia-
ted with the ballistic missile threat to the United States by providing for BMD systems technology research and development
activities which will advance BMD systems state-of-the-art technology; maintain the capability to initiate design and development
of a deployable BMD systm, if directed; conduct systems definition studies; and test selected components in a systems context to
assess re.sponsiveness to a variety of BMD missions.

C. BASIS _FORY 19112 RDTE RE UST: This program provides for the definition of tactical BMD systems, the resolution of key
exoatmospheric system i -tes in the Homing Overlay Experiment and validation of endoatmospheric issues in the low Altitude Defense
(LoAD) Preprototype Deotstration (PPD) Program. The HOE will complete fabrication, assembly and in-plant testing1 of flight
interceptors, along ith system integration and testing of ground test units. First flight tests will be conducted.
The LoAD PI) Program will continue with systems engineering hardware/software design and preparation for hardware fabrication.

Current Milestone Dates Shown
Maior Milestoes Milestone Dates in FY 1981 Submission

1st iloming Overlay June 1982
Experiment Flight

Completion of lw-Alitttd-a Defense
Preprototype Demonstrat i,

iI-tn I , M-t 8I
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 06.33.08.A Title: Ballistic Missile Defense Syst, Technolofiy Program

DOD Mission Area: 1121 - Ballistic Missile Defense Budget Activity: 3l - Strategic Pr ms

D. (U) COMPARISON WiTH 1981 RDTE REUEST: ($ in Thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost_

RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 120814 L81038 301685 Continuing Not Applicable

Funds (as shown in FY 1981 Sub- 120814 133503 188620 Continuing Not Applicable
mission)

The increase in FY 81 reflects a $15 million increase by Congress to preserve the option to accelerate the LoAD PPD and a $39
million Supplemental to be provided Congress to accelerate the LoAD PPD. This program was also reduce,) a prorata share of the
Congressional Inflation cut to the FY 81 Army R&D appropriation and for increased efficiencies.

The increases in FY 82 reflects a $26 million increase in LoAD PPD costs caused by MX design changes a,d a $90 million amendment
provided to Congress to accelerate the LoAD PPD offset slightly by decreases for Improved efficiencits.

E. (M) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS; Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element 16.33.08.A Title: Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Tech3nolojyProgam

DOD Mission Area: 0121 - Ballistic Missile Defense Budget Activity: 13 - Strategc Prorams

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The Site Defense Program was initiated in FY 1971 to conduct prototype demonstration
of a defensive system against Soviet ballistic missile improvements which were becoming a threat to the US MINUTEMAN iorce. Tile FY
1975 and FY 1976 Congressional budget autlorization hearings directed reorientation of the Site Defense Program from prototype
demonstration to systems technology advancement and redesignated the program as thle Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Technology
Program (STP). The reorif-nted program investigates systems capable of defending a variety of national strategic targets with pri-
mary emphasis on defense of land-based intercontinental ballistic missiles. Tile primary objective of tile STP is to retain a posture
from which a full-scale development program can be initiated if required, which will result in a cost-effective ballistic missile
defense system which Incorporates the most advanced technology and provides an acceptable leadtime to deployment. The program is
in consonance with the US Strategic Arms Limitation Agreements, the US strategic offensive nuclear arms research and development
community and the US ballistic missile intelligence community.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Related activities include testing at the Kwajalein Missile Range, Program Element 6.53.0l.A, and theBallistic Missile Defense Advanced Technology Program, Program Element 6.33.04.A. Tile Systems Technology Program is designated to
validate and merge mature technology into BHD systems while Advanced Technology Programs explore technology associated with
specific program objectives. Ewajalein Misille Range provides the support and test facilities for test and evaluation of the
Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Technology Program. These programs are centrally managed to avoid duplication of art.

H. (U) WoRg PERFORMED BY: Contractors include: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, Huntington Beach, CA; Lockheed Missiles
and Space Co., Sunnyvale, CA; Honeywell, Inc.. Avionics Division, St. Petersburg, FL; Honeywell, Inc., Defense Electronics Div.,
Lexington, MA; Rockwell International, Rocketdyne Div, Canoga Park, CA; Martin-Marietta Corporation, Orlando, FL; Teledyne Brown
Engineering Co., Inc., Huntsville, AL, Kaman Sciences Corp., Colorado Springs, CO; and General Electric Co., Syracuse, NY. Govern-
ment agencies; Supporting government agencies include: Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown, MA; San Antonio
Air Logistics Center, Kelly AFB, Texas; and US Army Missile Command,Huntsville, AL. The developing organization responsible for
the program is the Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Command, Huntsville, AL.

I. (U) PR(X;RAM ACCOMPLISIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROCRAMS

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: In 1975, the Site Defense Program was restructured from a prototype demonstration
to one of validating key technology issues. The Technology Validation Program (TVP) continued the design and development of site
defense hardware/software for initial bulk filtering, discrimination and realtime data processing. The validation testing of this
hardware/software was completed in FY 80 and final data reduction and analysis are continuing. The TVP was highly successful and
these technology issues appear resolved for the system context tested. The data processing effort continued in order to Investigate
distributed data processing as a means to increase throughput. Technical studies on the layered defense system concepts, and analy-
sis for defending a variety of strategic national assets continued. Studies were completed in FY 80 which showed tile potential
contribution of BMD to nuclear deterrence and concluded that a potential mission for BMD systems in the 1

9 9
0s includes tile defense
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Progr.m Element: #b. 11.08.A Title: lll istic Missil e Defense Sytcalls 1, l ooill. IVL
1)01) Mission Are.: 0121- -a_ b l i Ic Missilc Delease Budget Activity: #3_- SrattL ilar..

tIt ICBMs and other high value targets. Selection of all Interceptor Systems Integration Contractor (IS[) und ilti.i ,levellmenat
work was Initiated for tie Homing Overlay Esprilaent (1lOE) in Aug 78. Tiae preliminary design review fal Ih ilOE w, tiialet ed in
Nov 19. Tile HO0lE desiga was caontianucd and A.irlcation and assembly of hardware was begun for desigi veril ait iol Itc. ,iaac; seven
majaar subcontractors began design verifiCltion tests for tie infrared sensor, warhaead, propulsion systeti. 'iiau ane ysLI, gi ottd
support equipment, data processing lardware/saaftware compatibility, and electronic control systems. Ctiaal ,ILti n f t aIired itOE
test facilities at Kwajaleln Missile Range was begun in FY 80. Pile first complete interceptor ground te.: sait was utipleted Nov
kl and Integration testing of the interceptor ground test unit was begin. Hardware testing, agmilleted iy h$yitem Sillaotioln, was

performed and procurement of tiae first interceptor fligiat test iardware was begun in eary FY 80. Advaaia I aita irties:;ing hardware
configuration experiments were continued and tie detailed design of a facility to support the developaiaeL A I tactital liotributed
data processing software was Initiated. Two Systems Technology Reentry Vehicle Experiment Progiam (sTRill 1ladidk'atel tailgets were
flown to complete tie evaluation of the discrinaation perfomance tf tle Site Defense Radar ai.d to pruvita Satvi et-Iik, leenly

vehicle data. Mothballing of the Systems Technology Test Facility was begun after tie last STREP flight ii, S;ep 80. .stem Analysis
was completed In FY 79 for the Iow Altitude Defense (I.L AD) Preprototype Demonstration (PPD), anad cost and .lieduIes weare developed
during CY 79. The LoAD PPII began in FY 80 wlith major effort directed toward system def loll n tand soutr, ,t., lectiota ait a ottacturas
for tle Sensor and Enagal.cent ContrilIer. liefinitioin work coinutied ot tile interceptor sutbsysteat antd a aI suppoit ielltselii

a ream.

2. FY 19h1 Planned Piram: Tire design veri'ication testing of tile ioelang Overlay Exlaeriiiean Ill;) comitana.a i hardware
will be completed and a critical design rtview is scheduled for Dec 80. Complete fabricatin and assenabl a1 tile Ilight teosta its
for tie Homing and Kill phase of the lifE will beg in and continue tiarouglanut tie year. Tile ground sulaprl uiiit sysltai iant egidtion
testing will be completed in COlIS and testing will begin at Kwalaleln Missile Rang'e (KHR). Costructin .,I test .,a iitties ill
be completed at K1R for the first HOE flight test scheduled Iv' rite Systems Technology Test Faci t i (STTr) Will be closed,
and personnel and some equipment will be returnied to CONUS. System functional design for tile Liow Aititu i).,lense 'reat-otolype
Demonstration will begin. The Setsor and Engagement Cottroller (SEC) contrector will be selected by mid-ia late FY 8I. Preliminary
design for the SEC radar subsystem, development and testing of radar brasuboard models, engineering modoelay aid blast radiatioa
analysis for tie interceptor airbirie guidance subsystem, wind tulnel tests of the proposed literceltot t 0.rt . i,.ii densign
aind development of tie propulsion system will also be initiated. A competitive effort to define BMDi syst, i aiaept, I-r tie 190
time tame will examine defense of ICRIs and other ligh value targets.

3. PT 1982 Ptituned Proral: The Low Altitude Defense ireprototype Demonstration will cntinue .4ih sysltlii tagineteing

atad development and testing components for rite Sentit and Engagement Cintroller (SEC) and iiterceptor. l are ani Stllwa redeve-
itipment aid testing will continue for tie data processing and suplipor t equipment. Tile Systet Design Revhu I (s DR) wil Ia liv Id during
2nd Qtr, FY 82 and prelimiatary design revlew~s are scleduled for tie SEC and interceptor equipment dtrling iti "3rd Qta. ite flight
test program for tile homing Overlay ExperiaiL (lOE) will start in FY 82. The fabrication, assembly and I ti of the loir linE flight
interceptors will be completed, along with system Integration and test of the ground test units. First atl :erond iiteliltor
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Progr,nm Klement: 06. 13.118. A Title. Ballistic Missile Defense Systets - r',.hjolo ar,.

1) Mlsstl, Area: #121 - Ballistic Missile Defense Biudget A'tivity: I3-Sratei Fr t

flights will Ih flon I respectively agalst odlcaored MINUITEMAN-! r-entry v'hllhs whi-h will I' Iistr ,',ot,

for lethAlty ,valtiatiin a-soed on the rei-Itn of the competitvlye effort In FY A). a single contr.( r .1l1 be ;, I ted to

iitiate !'tn, design tot vat idation of the BM) System for the 1990s.

41. FY 1983 Planed. Prngram: The Low Altitide DjefenF( Preprototypo l)eMonstration wtil conttto will, di i1 desigo ot Ihe

Sen..r nI Ei~gr..eneot (;ent C oler (SEC). flata processitg hardware unld so ftware lesign release Is s, hedtjled for ott ly FY 83. Inteor-

eptor prel indhary deslgt *;tnoien w!l] be completed.

S. (t1) Program_tnt t.vnpltion: Titis is a cont inuting program.
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UNCLASSIFIED
fY 1982 ROfTE CONGRESSIONAL IIEsCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.32.lS.A Title: Joint Survivability Investleiiaoos
DOD Mission Area: #225 - Air Warfare upport Budget Activity: 14 - tactical Pr.,4 r.,ms

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ In thousands)

For I
Project F 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Aiditlooji EStli-ted
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate ToCoapiL' on Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 600 64 5 948 1130 Cit int'l c. I.t A'qti icaih.

D079 Joint Survivability 600 645 948 1130 CoolI int N,, I AppI i ca1, t

Invest igat ions

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND HISSION NEED: This Program Element provides the Army's cotribution to tile
Trn-Service Joint Aircraft Survivability Program. Tile program operates under the aegis of tile Joint Logistics Commanders,
and is conducted by the Joint Technical Coordinating Group on Aircraft Survivability (JTCG/AS). All efforts are directed at
Improving tile survivability of US aircraft in the nonnuclear threat environment to increase assets available/sorties possible
over a given period of conflict. In addition to coordination of research and advanced development programs of the Services,
these resources are applied to efforts that have been identified by Trn-Service working groups to he critical, technology
void-filling projects. They are anticipated to provide low-risk, high-payoff technology for two ot wore services. Research
conductedJ is in support of and complementary to the Required Operational Capability (ROC) for Airciaft Survivability
Equipment. The JTCG/AS mission Is to: (I) coordinate research and advanced development efforts a-d plan and propose Joint
critical technology programs contributing to the reduction of vulnerability and the Improvement of srvivabillty In aeronau-
tical systems in a combat environment; (2) review and analyze data on combat damage; (3) conduct siulles of fotore threat
environments to determine survivability requirements and to assess enhanced survivability design f, atires; (4) plan and coor-
dinate joint service tests and maintain cognizance over single service tests to validate improved ,u ivvability design fea-
tures. The JTCG/AS Is required by its charter to promote survivability/vulnerabiiity as a design dliliplline aud coordinate
research and development results among the services and industry.

C. (U) BASIS FOR F 1982 RDTE REQUEST: Based upon analysis of combat experience In Southeast AsIls, Intelligence gathered
from the 1973 Mideast conflict, and the latest threat data available, the JTCG/AS, in conjunction with the research and
development organizations of the Joint Logistics Commanders, developed an overall technology plan to provide thc knowledge
required for the design of combat-survivableaLrcraft aid equipment. This program element funds tht Army portion of the joint
plan. The FY 1982 submittal includes support for the Combat Data Information Center; continued engin.- vulnerability tests;
develop canopy laser countermeasure for integration in preliminary design phase; develop and procesi related military stand-
ards; complete development of low-cost pilot seat/armor; advanced small engine vulnerability reductuim; study durability
payoff of survivable engine design; high-power transmission systems vulnerability reduction; evalaltl effects ol nonferrous

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.32.lS.A Title: Joint Survivability Investigations

DOD Mission Area: #225 - Air Warfare Support Budget Activity: 04 - ractical Programj

material fractures on engine survivability; continued support of IR measurements standardization; Full Authority Digital
Electronic Engine Control (FADEC) for Increased engine survivability; control signal transmission efforts; and analysis of
helicopter combat damage repair.

D. (U) COMPARISON W[TII FY 198L RDTE REQUEST: ( thousands)

Total
Additional 9atimaLed

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 600 645 948 Continuing Not Applicable
Fonds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 600 693 914 Continuing Not Applicable

Differences in fulding profiles between the FY 1982 and the Fy 1981 Congressional Descriptive Sunsmare,. reflect program
adjustments for Inflation. The FY81 decrease reflects the application of general Congressional reductlons.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 06.32.15.A Title: Joint Survivabiity -nves it tis

DOD Mission Area: 0225 - Air Warfare Support Budget Act ivity 14 - Tactical Pr;,..ecs

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: [n 1911, a Joint Technical Coordinating Group on Air .i.ft Survivability
(rCG/AS) was established under the Joint Logistics Commanders Group to acquire and make available .-hnology for designing
nonnuclear survivability enhancements Into new aircraft. The JrCG/AS is chartered to: (1) implen,,t Interservice efforts to
reduce nonnuclear vulnerability of aircraft, (2) coordinate research and advanced development in ,n.utclear iurvivability,
and (3) maintain liaison between technology experts and those actually designing new aircraft. In 1912, the JTCG/AS
formulated a tri-Service nonnuclear survivability program named Test and Evaluation Aircraft Survive.bliity (rEAS). The TEAS
program was approved by the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (USDRE), and $11 million in USDRE funds
were allocated for the program over a three-year period (FY 1973-FY 1975). As a technology-orieniell program. TEAS Involved
experiments to strengthen the data base, evaluate prototype hardware, and develop engineering theor and design criteria. A
USDRE decision in early FY 1975 called for further nonnuclear survivability efforts to be budgeted ky each of the services
beginning In FY 1976. (Interservice coordination continues under the JTCG/AS). The objective of this program -lement is to
support the Army portion of the overall nonnuclear survivability efforts of the Department of Defen.e.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This program is related to Army, Air Force, and Navy programs to Insu e Improved aircraft sur-
vivability in nonnuclear threat environments. Coordination of these efforts is accomplished throu;I, JTCG/AS Central Office
staffed by service representitives from each command represented on tie Joint Logistics Commanders (-r.-p. Duplication is
avoided through joint reviews by that office and IndivIdual Service task agencies. This program is specifically related to
Army Program Element numbers 6.37.lt.A/DRS2, Scout/Attack Helicopter Survivability Equipment; 6.37.i1k/0653, Special
Electronic Mission Aircraft Survivability Equipment; 6.47.ilA/DC52, Scout/Attack Helicopter Survivallity Systems;
6.47.IIA/D665, Special Electronic Mission Aircraft Survivability Systems. It is coordinated with and complementary to Air
Force and Navy Programs (Program Element numbers 6.32.44.F and 6.32.62.N respectively). Additionally, coordination is
effected with existing and planned programs of the Federal Aviation Administration, NASA, and plan; ire being developed for
exploration of coordinated efforts with NATO.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD; US Army R,earch and Technology
Laboratory, Fort Eustis, VA; Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC; US Army Materials and Mechtoi,:s Research, Center,
Watertown. MA; Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wriglt-Patterson AFB, Oil.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: In FY 1980 and prior years this program accomplishI efforts in tue areas of
survivability and vulnerability assessment methodologies, design criteria development, and hardware i-,sibility studies and
investigations. Efforts included aircraft engine vulnerability baseline tests, laser vulnerability u.,lysis procedures,
determination of damage tolerances, and the characterizationeof battle damage to composite structurci, development of design
enhancement features contributing to flight control systems for the Ai-IG, Uli-I, and 011-58 helicopucns. The program comp-
leted extensive surveys of infrared measurements facilities capabilities and prepared a nine-chapter lfrared Me.isurement

UNCLASSIFIED



UNCLASSIFIED
Program El,,ment: 06.32.15.A Title: Joint Survivability Investigations

D Hissaion Area: 0225 - Air Warfare Support .Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Qside; completed DOD cordlnation on military standards for Aircraft Nonnuclear Survivability Programs and Aircraft

Nonnuclear Stirvivability/Vulnerabillity terms; placed Hlltary Handbook for Aircraft Nonnuclear Survivability Into final coor-
dination cycle. Fabricited and ballistically tested electro-slag-remelt steel plates for use in helicopter pilot seat armor,
augmented an optical cointermeaaures effectiveness model to reflect threats to helicopters in nap-of-the-earth (NOE) envi-
ronments, completed Initial development and testing of radar-attenuating, thermal/ballistic-tolerant composite structural
elements.

2. (U) FY 1981 Pr, 8ram: Standardization of infrared ([R) measurement test and reporting procedures; field testing of

laser visual aerosol cotintermeasures; development of helicopter canopy strips as a laser countermeasure; maintenance of the
Combat Data information Center (CDIC); develop and process related military standards; develop low-cost pilot seat/armor,
evaluate high-performan-e armor materials; develop powder-filled structural panels for fire protection; develop/evaluate com-
posite structural elements integrating radar/IR/Laser/ballistic protection; develop Full Authority Digital Electronic Engine
Control (FADEC); evaluate engine rapid damage repairability; refine engine combat damage prediction methodology, evaluate
feasibility of control qignal transmission through structures.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Develop canopy laser countermeasures for integration in preliminary design phase;

develop and process related military standards; complete development of low-cost pilot seat/armor, advanced small engine vul-
nerability reduction; study durability payoff of survivable engine design; high-power transmission system vulinerability
reduction; evaluate effects of nonferrous material fractures on engine survivability; continue support of CR measurements
standardization, CDIC, FADEC, engine damage prediction, and control signal transmission efforts shown in FY 1981 plan above;
analysis of aircraft/helicopter combat damage repair.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Continue development/evaluation of canopy laser countermeasure; devel.)p standards for
radar cross-section measurements; develop and process military standards; evaluate of high performance armor materials; eval-
uate transparent armor materials; continue FY 1982 efforts in small engine vulnerability reduction, high-pow-r transmission
vulnerability reduction, effects of nonferrous material fractures on engine survivability; and complete FADEC effort
initiated In FY 1981; evaluate battle damage repairability of composite material structures; develop combat damage-tolerant
shaft for drive-train components; develop component vulnerabiitty/baiiistic resistance data.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE '71GRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 16.33.03.A Title: MLRS Terminal Guidance Warhead (TCW Ptormerly
Surface-to-Surface Missile Rocket System

DOD Mission Area: 1212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 198, FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estlmaled
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 1000 790 3057 16785 170842 192474

D216 (MLRS Terminally Guided
Warhead) 1000 790 3057 16785 170842 192474

Qusntities 0 0 0 0 To Be Deteiaiaed-

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The <oncept of a Terminal Guidance Warhead (TGW) for the Multiple

Launch Rocket System (MLRS) envisions the attack of armored targets from above using highly accurate and lethal submunitions
dispensed from an MLKS rocket. There is an urgent need for an autonomous, terminal homing, indirect fire-and-forget capabil-

ity to defeat hardpoint targets such as armored vehicles and equipment before they are committed into the central battle,

thereby reducing their presentation rate. The TGW for the MLRS will contain from one to six terminally guided submunitions
packaged within the rocket warhead section. The Army intends to develop Lhis warhead in cooperation with France, Germany,
and the United Kingdom.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST: Four concept definition study contracts will be awarded to itafLne the MLRS TGW con-
cept and development program. These studies will propose:

1. (U) Terminally Guided Submunition Design

2. (U) Warhead Packaging Concept

3. (U) Dispersal System Concept and Design

4. (U) Warhead/Fire Control System Interface Solutions

i1-15



Program Element: #6.33.03.A Title: MRS Terminal Guidance Warhead (TGW) formerly.Surface-to-Surface Missile Rocket Syst.m.

DOD Mission Area: 1212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

5. () Internatinnal Industrial Teaming Arrangements

6. (U) System Cost Effectiveness Analysis

7. (U) System Total Cost and Schedule

A multinational (US/UKIGE/FR) evaluation team will evaluate the Concept Definition Studies, establish a best technical
approach and prepare the NLRS TGW Validation Phase Specification and Request for Proposal, It is emphasize,l that both the
cost and milestone data contained in this report represent the Army's best estimate prior to conduct of con:ept definition
studies. The above cost estimates assume that the infrared seker being developed In the Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency's "Assault Breakr" technology demonstration is directly applicable to the TGW requirement. The costs further assume
that only one contractor team will be advanced Into the system Validation Phase. Mhen completed. the concept definition
studies wilt enable refinement of cost and schedule data. Current milestone projections are:

Mor Milestones Projected Completion Date
Approve MWI Supplement April 1981
Award Concelt Definition Contracts October 1981
Complete Coiicept Definition Studies June 1982
Complete Amy Systems Acquisition Review Council I October 1982
Awird Valldattion Phase Contract(s) May 1983

Future milestones and projected completion dates will be determined during evaluation of the Concept Definition studies.

D. (U) COMPARISON WITI 1981 RDTE REQUEST ($ in thousands):

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

ROTE
Funds (corrent requirements) 1000 71M 3057 187621 192f64
Funds (.it qhown In the FY 1981

stbmlsslon) 984 2692 34533 144099 182308
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UNCLASSIFIED
i'rogrim Element: #6.33.O).A Title: 'fLRS Terminal Guidance Warhead (TGIJ) Irmerl

Surface-to-Surface Missile Rock, ";jstem

1)I) Mission Area: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progfams

Monetary rqulremeunts hive been reprogramed based upon more current planning which Includes qualrii it negotlei tits In

advance of the conduct of concept definition Ltudies planned for FY 1982.

g. (U) OT'iER kPPROPR[ATION FUNDS: Provided that the US does enter into a joint development progre, with Its European part-
ners, those nations will fond a port ion or the development costs. The proportionate shares to be funl,1d by each , ition will

be determined after completion of Concept Definition studies and during negotiations of the Validation Phase MemorAndum of
Understanding. With the exception of the Concept Definition Phase, tue current profile assumes thaL 1-i10 US is prceedilng
uniiat.rilly. Therefore it is probable that the US share will be decreased. At this time, there are no other US approprl-
3tions visualized for the program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program FlRm,!nt: 16.3.fO3.A Title: MLRS Terminal Guidance Warhead (FGW) formerl)

Surface-to-Surface Missile - ket Syst-m
DOD Misslon Area: _212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Efforts to provide an indirect fire terminal homing capabilliv were Initiated
In 1970 on the hypothesis that a terminally guided system could be effective if delivered by a parent system to a preselected
point in space, dispersed from a delivery vehicle, and caused to decelerate to a low velocity, allowing time for a seeker to
antomatically scan, locate, track, and guide the homing missile to the target. Between 1971 and 1976 a series of demonstra-
tion tests were conductid, in conjunction with these tests, basic seeker technology was being improved. Emphasis was placed
on Infrared and millimeter wave seekers. Subsequent studies conducted by the Army, although limited in scope, have shown
that smart or guided muiltions provide large increases in both mission and cost effectiveness. In June 1976, the FY 1977
Authorization Conferenco Report authorized $5 million to the HLRS program with the understanding that the Atmy would include
a terminal homing option, for the system. In December 1977, the Army was advised that the basic NLRS progrant would not be
accoried OSD support unless the Army reached agreement with its NATO allies for a Joint development program. This admon-
ishment was repeated In the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) I decision memorandum In Feb-uary 1977. The
C,,lver-Nonn legislation was quoted to emphasize both admonishments. Since that time the Army has been involved In a series
of continuing discussions: first, with representatives of Germany and later with representatives of the United Kingdom and
France. These discussions led to formulation of a formal Memorandum of Understanding (HOU) which was quadrilaterally exe-
cuted In July 1979. During negotiation of this MOU, it became clear that the Europeans desired to fully participate in the
management of a future development of a Terminally Guided Warhead if one should be required. The MOU was followed by a quad-
rilaterally developed N:iteriat Equipment Characteristics Document which was signed in May 1980, and a Declaration of Intent
on the part of the four nations to negotiate an MOU supplement that provided for joint development of the TCW. The
Declaration, which was signed In July 1980, provides for:

I. (U) Conduct of Joint studies for Concept Definittot,

2. (U) Development of a quadrilaterally approved Rkequest for Proposal

3. (U) Joint evaluation of contractor proposals on the basis of the following consideration:
(a) (U) Cost
(b) (U) Srhedule
(c) (U) Technical
(d) (U) Motrinational work-sharing arrangements
(e) (U) Management

4. (U) Joint funding for Concept Definition not to exceed $2 million per nation (subject to availability of nationally
authorized/appropriated funds). UNCLASSIFrD
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: #6.31.03.A Title: MI.RS Terminal Guidance Warhead (TGW) r,rmer_ y
Surface-to-Surface Missile Rockt :i;ytem

DOD Mission Area: 1212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

5. (0) Right of each nation to own the studies when completed.

6. (U) Mutually agreeable contracts administered by the US Government.

7. (ii) Source selection procedures that provide for multinational participation. Although it Is the expressed desire
of all participants to jointly enter a development phase at a later date, provisions of the HOU are ILited to Con-ept
Definition. Accordingly. after completion of Concept Definition, each participant is free to unllatcr,ily pursue his own
program alternative, or two or more of the partners may agree to proceed as a consortium. Since the basic MOU, validated by
the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineerig in July 1979, commits the US to perform joint studies, the Army Is
pursuing that course of action. By so doing, it can be determined which companies are interested, how they intend to team
internationally, and which technical approach provides the best possibility for developing a cost-eff-ctive systeI.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering directed tl,! Defense Adviced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to develop the emerging technologies and demonstrate the potential ot a Long-range antlarmor
capability. The resulting DARPA technology demonstration, known as "Assault Breaker," will use a lonjg-tAnge Army carrier
missile with midcourse correction capabilities, an Air Force radar system to locate/track targets, an provide guidance to
the carrier missile, submisslles with infrared terminal homing TGSH (Terminally Guided Submunitions), and nonhomiug
target-sensing submunitions called SKEET. The demonstration is to be conducted from January to Noveaber 1981. rhe Army,
through its Missile Command, has been directly involved as the contracting and coordinating agency for DARPA to obtain and
test the carrier missiles, submissiles, and submunitions. Although Assault Breaker was not initiated to validate NLRS-TGW.
MLRS has influenced how DARPA has proceeded through the initial stages of its demonstrations. The ma;.t significant MI.RS
influence is the sizing of the TGSM. DARPA's TGSH was sized 4" x 25" so that six of them could be pa. k~iged into tile MLRS
warhead. At this juncture, no incompatibilities have been found between Assault Breaker and the seekr requirements that are
visualized for the MLRS TGSH. The MLRS-TGI program schedule was also established so that the Concept Definltion studies
would begin just as the Phase Ill Assault Breaker demonstrations terminated. This plan will assure the ivalability of a
maximum amount of data, both to contractor and government representatives. These data will also be .lallable to the team
that will evaluate the Concept Definition studies. The Assault Breaker seeker technology will provil lIe baseline for the
MI.RS-TGW. Day-to-day involvement of the Army Missile Command's Advanced Systems Concepts Office in the Assault Breaker dem-
onstrations assures that the potential for duplication between Assault Breaker and MLRS-TG is minimiz-l.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: This program is managed by the MLRS Project Manager. A contractor has not been selected. The
Vought Corporation of Dallas, Texas, prime contractor for the HLRS, will integrate the TGW with the Iasic HLRS system.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program .1,',nnt: 16.1. )1.A Title: MLRS Terminal Guidance Warhead (TGW) fonmerLy

Surface-to-Surface Missile Rocket Syste.
DfD Mission Area: #?t'- Fire S"piort Budget Activity:_- - Tactical Programs

I. (11) P-RO(R9'AlI ACC(rfi. I 1i.MENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (if) FY 1980 n.i Prior Accom~l Islsents: No funds were appropriated for TiW from FY t976 through FY 1979, but the
Army Missile Command participated in forums and conducted studies to determine the applicability of a TGW to the MLRS. These
efforts Included: (a) (;eneral Support Rocket System Special Study Group - 1976, (b) Department of the Arm/ Terminal
Guidance Symposium - 1973, (c) General Support Rocket System Terminal Guidance Warhead Development Plan - 1978, (d)
Cotinued stu:dies by the Advanced Systems Concept Office - 1919.

2. (U) FY 9g Pr ,gram: Continuation of Pre-Concept Definition planning and evaluation efforts by the Army Missile
Laboratory, Ballistics R .search Laboratory, [tarry Diamond Laboratories, Vought Corporation, Multinational Soor'e Selection
8oard, and the Project 0t flce.

1. ((tI FY 192 t'i nnod Program: Approximately four cnntracts will be awarded for performance of Cone pi Definitit"1
situdies.

4. (1) FY 1983 Pl ,nned Program: A Validation Phase R&D contract wllt be awirded and R&D efforts will b, Initlatd.

S. (n) Program ti Completion: Tentative TOC planned for FY 1990. This date must be reviewed after a'complishment of
concept definition st-il i.
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAI. DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.33.07.A Title: Short-Range Air Defense Seif-L'r 't-.t Weajttt
DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Pro r.,:,

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): (J in thousands)

Totla l
Project FY 1980 PY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1993 Additiont Esti.tted
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Compilel !tn C. 6L

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT O 6842 0 0 0
QUANTITIES I,,

D053 Air-To-Air STINGER 0 6842 0 0 0 0
DB60 Air Defense Supression

System 0 0 0 0 0 1)

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program was intended to provide a Mult ipjrpose Lightweight
Missile (HLM) System required by Army attack/scout helicopter teams for self-protection against arawJ Itostile aircraft. The
ML system would enable friendly scout helicopters during their normal employment to effectively entyie serial threat air-
craft at ranges which allow minimum exposure and high probability of survival. Current aircraft weapoin systems were not
designed to counter the air-to-air threat and are not effective against that threat. Full-scale development of tle ML
System would be based upon the STINGER/STINGER-POST manportable missile and a launcher assembly and w'told be common to a
future air defense suppression versnou of the HLM system. This was originally planned for a 1983 st tr. ithe STINGER missile
Is In production and possesses the proper combination of weight, range, and lethality for tLese appllittions. It would be a
cost-effective Insurance investment for the survivability of these aircraft.

C. (U) EXPLANATION OF CANCELLATION OR DEFERRAl.: Tile Army did not fund the MLM system during the 1982 budget pro:ess. TitiS
program may be reinstated based on the results of an Army-directed analysis to determine the optitim, cost-effect ive measures
to neutralize the armed aircraft threat to the scout/helicopter team.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAl. DESCRIPTIVE SUM4ARY

'rovr~im Elr-me,t: #6.31.16.A Title: Advanced Rocket Control System
DO)) Htssin Area- 1i Grounl Air Defense Budget Act ivity: -8- - Tactiical i'rOijla.ts

,. (I1) REKSIRCGES (PROIECT LIS'rtN(;): ($ in thousands)

Total
pro je-t FY 1981) FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Addit toenI Est isatei
Number ritle Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To COmPh. e!ion Costs

rorirL FOR PROGRAM EIEENr 0 26018 15001F To Be Determined

1)692 AIvanced Rocket Control
System 0 26038 15000 To Be Determined

n. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Program content Is SECRET "Limited Distribution - SpecliL Access
Rqutred, precludtg further description in this summary. Access to Information is controlled by the Deputy Chief of Staff
lr Research, Development, and Acquisition, Department of the Army.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: Continue RDTE effort.

D. (U) COtIPARISON wITI FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands):

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1981 Additional Esti.ted
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

RIOTE
F ids (current requirements) 0 26038 !5000 To Be Determined
Futds (-o shown in FY 1981

submissio) Not Not Not No t 3o t Not
4pplicable Applicable Applicable Applicable Applicable Appitcabl,

Details in FundinR changes are available upon request in accordance with parigraph B above.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Prgr.am Elmentt Ob.33.16.A TLitle: Avanced Rocket Contro Syatem

U0) isolo Are-; 12)3 Grouni Air Defense Bodget Activity; #4 - Tactical PergcA.U

E. (U) I)TLEK APPROPRIATION VIIl41)S: (S ill tbouSankls)

Total
P1 1981) P1 1)91 iY 1982 fY 1983 Additional Estimated

Actual Est imate Estimate Estimate To Completiton Cost

Nissile Procurement, Army

Foolnds (current requirements) 0 0 ' To Be Oetermined

FuJs (as shown In FY 1981

submission) Not riot Not Not Not Not

Applicable Applicable Applicable Applicable Applicable Applicabi,

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: Pb.3).16.A Title: Advanced Rocket Contro 2ysten
0)011 Mission Are.i 1 1 Cround Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Prorams

F. (U) DETrAILED ACKG(ROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Details may be provided In accordance with paragraph B hove.

G. (11) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This project is related to work i other Army technology programs. IhipiI ati oi f Jffort is
avol 1.1 Ine to io,s to the project being strictly controlled and limited to specific Department of Dolense todivido.is In-
volv-i In managin, related technologies.

11. (1I) WORK PERI'F(RiED BY: Government il-honse laboratories and contractors.

I. (11) PROGRAM AC(COMPL[SIIIENTS AND FUTURE PROCRAMS: Details may be provided in accordance with paragraph B above.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Ele, .e 16.!- 3'0.A Title: Corps Support Weapon System (CSY;)
(Formerly Assault Breaker)

DI) Missi, Area: IT2 -Close Air Support/Battlefield Interdiction Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prrogsras

A. (U) RPSOIIRCES (PRtJ;:T LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Totli
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 9460 942_9 T 1 2 TRI) Continuing Not Appllcable
QIANTITIES To KI" Determined

D302 Corps Support Weapon System 9400 14294 1162 TB!) ContJning Not Appllcable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: There Is a requirement at corps to InterJrt and destroy
second-ethelon enemy forces at ranges beyond the capabilities of cantons and rockets. The Army plans to evalu.ate the Integra-
tion of the Assault Breaker technologies, LANCE nuclear and antfpersonnel/antimateriel replacement reqlirements, and chemical
warhead considerations together Into a total Corps Support Weapon System (CSWS) program.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: FY 1982 funds will be used for continuation of development/evaluation of concept
definition packages, melectlon of best technical approach, preparation of request for proposal for the validation phase, prepa-
ration/completion of ASARC/DSARC, and early resolution of design/packaging issues concerning various subsystems to reduce
development risk. ThIn effort will lead either to a validation 4nd demonstration or full-scale engineering development phase
in the FY 1982/1983 ti-frame.

Current Milestone Dates

Hajor Mil, stnes Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission
Begin Assoitlt Breaker Technology
Demonstr.tion April 1978 April 1478

Mission Element Need Statement (HENS)
Approval March 1981 May 1980

Begin Spei;,lI Task Force March 1981 None

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 0b.33.20.A Tit le: Corps SupporL We±eLp :.. m _CSw:;)

(Formerly Assauilt ar,,

DOD Mission Area: 0222 - Close Air Support/Battlefileld Interdiction Budget Activity: 04 - Taic "I Prg -.. I

Current Milestone Dates
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Sulbfs;i.I
Complete Assault Breaker

Technology Demonstration October 1981 September 1981
Army Systems Acquisition Review Council August 1982 November 1981
Defense Systems Acquisition Review

Council September 1982 December 1981

(U) Previous dates reflected were those anticipated In the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agent ., ()ARPA) Ast,.,uIt Breaker
milestone schedules. As the Army progressed in planning of the program, the above adjustments have I-a made. S;hould it be
decided during the concept formulation to proceed with an improvement to a system already demonstratid, the Army can proceed to
an ASARC 11. Should it be decided to recommend alternatives which will require advanced development the Army will proceed
with an ASARC 1.

D. (II) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Toto
Additional Est J. --d

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 9400 14294 11762 Continuing Not i, 1 plicablh
Far Is (as shown In FY 1980

submission) 9200 7619 26126 Continuing Not pplicable

(U) djustments for Inflation were made to the FY80 program. Congress provided the additional funit it FY81 to support a
LANCE missile variant In the Assault Breaker Technology demonstration. Competing program priorltic nti TOA limitations pre-
cluded funding the FY 1982 total shown in the FY 1981 RDTE request.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FINDS: Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program El.... 0633.20.A Title: Corps Support Weapon System (CSWS)

(Formerly. Assault Breaker)

DoD Missin Area: #222 - Close Air Support/Battlefield Interdiction Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

F (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION:

I. (U) Description: LANCE will reqtiire replacement or modification in the 1990's. The Corps Support Weapon System

(CSWS) would replace LANCE and provide improved range, accuracy, survivability, and responsiveness. The CSWS is envisioned as

having nucleat, conventional (possibly antlarmor), and chemical roles. A Special Task Force (STF) has heen established t.
manage the program during concept formulation. The STF will evaluate viable alternatives (e.g., Multiple Launcb, Rocket System
(MIttS) derivatives, LANCE missile variants, PATRIOT missile variants, ground-launched cruise missile, wheeled-ve-s,,s-tracked
loader launchers, etc.) to Insure the system selected best meets the needs described In the Mission Element Need Statement
(HENS).

2. (U) Mission Element Need Statement (HENS): There Is a need to attack targets at ranges beyond the capa.ility of can-

nons and rockets with conventional, nuclear, and chemical weapons i&order to destroy, neutralize, disrupt, or d,.lay enemy
forces (mobile, stationary, fixed). By slowing down the enemy's ability to reinforce and support the central battle, friendly
forces can overcome the expected unfavorable force ratio.

3. (U) Assault Breakr. The Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering directed the Defense ,Ivanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to develop emerging technologies and demonstrate the potential of a long-range int larmor capa-

bility. The resulting DARPA technology demonstration, known as Assault Breaker, will utilize a long-range Army carrier missile
with midcourse correction capabilitiea, an Air Force radar system to locate/track targets and provide guidance It) the carrier

missile and submislles wit, infrared terminal homing and nonhoming target-senalng submunitions. The demonstration is to be
conducted during FY81. Tb, Army Missile Command has been directly involved as the contracting and coordinating igency for

IARPA to obtain and test the carrier missiles, submissiles, and submunitions. The Assault Breaker technology will provide the

baseline for any CSWS antlrmor capability and the Multiple Launch Rocket System's Terminal Guidance Warhead.

4. (U) Protram Summary. The Army plan is to evaluate the integration of the Assault Breaker technologies, IANCE nuclear
and antipersonielJa'tIimateriel replacement requirements, and chemical warhead considerations together into a tot.i CSWS pro-
gram. A Special Task Force. (STY) was established in 2Q81 to manage the program during c3ncept formulation throuh initial
ASARC/DSARC milestone. Th, STF will evaluate all viable alternative concept solutlons (e.g., MLRS derivatives, LANCE missile

variants, PATRIOT missile variants, ground-launched cruise missles, wheeled versus tracked loader launchers, etc.) to Insure

the system selected best mets the needs described in the HENS.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Ps:gra Element: #6.33.20.A Title: Corps Support Weapon Sysi, _ (CSWS)

(Formerly Assault Breaker)
DOI) Mission Area: 222 - Close Air Support/Battlefield Interdiction Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical P. -grams

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The Corps Support Weapon System (CSWS) program will take advantage of ongt ij:: Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Tactical Technology Program Element (PE) 6.27.02.E; Missile Technology (i; 6.23.O3.A); tile
Army Missile Command's Terminally Guided Submisslle (TGSH) and SKEET target-r2nsing submunitlon work; tI, Air Force's Wide Area
Antiarmor Munitions (WAAM) Program, Air Force Activity 6.46.13.F; warhead technology associated with lite lANCE Missile System;
Multiple Launch Rocket System (HLRS), Terminal Guidance Warhead (TGW), Program Element 6.33.03. A, Prolt D216; target acqui-
sit Ion/survel I lance technology associated with the Army's Standoff Target Acquisition System; and missli, booster technology
associated with the LANCE and PATRIOT missile systems. The technology from the Assault Breaker demonstt Ion will provide a
baseline for any CSWS antlarmor warhead and the MI.RS/TGW. Overlapping of capabilities of the above sysi,.:. will be tomplemen-
tary in nature.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: The Army's portion (booster, dispenser, seeker/sensor, submissiles/submunii icts) of the Assault
Breaker technology demonstration Is managed by the Army's Missile Command, Iuntsvllle, AL. The Air For('e: target acquisi-
tion/tracking/update guidance system is managed by Air Force System Command's Rome Air Development Cenit, GrIffiss Air Force
Station, KY. The following contractors are associated with the Army/DARPA Assault Breaker Demonstration: Martin Mariletta
Corporation, Orlando, Fl., for a T-16 booster (Patriot missile variant) and submissJle dispenser; Voughi .ocporation, Dallas,
TX, for a T-22 booster (Lance missile variant) and submissiles dispenser; General Dynamics (Pomona Division), Pomona, CA, for
Infrared terminally guided submissiles; AVCO, Wilmington, MA, for SKEET submunition; Science Applications., Inc., iuntsville,
AL, for Assault Breaker systems and test coordination.

(U) Approval of the FY 1981 funds permitted Vought Corp., Dallas, TX, to continue work on the T-22 booser (Lance missile var-
iant) and associated dispenser. Chemical System Laboratory, Aberdeen, MD, Is doing limited warhead wrk. Armament Re.search
and Development Command (ARRADCOM), Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, NJ, is conducting nuclear and nonnuclear s:udles for the CSWS.

i. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIHENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:"

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Awarded eight Assault Breaker Technology Demonstration *oatracts to develop
competitive submunition, dispenser, and munitions; conducted Infrared and millimeter wave seeker flight &ess. Prepared Draft
tllssion Element Need Statement (HENS) for Corps Support Weapon System, conducted free-flight drop tests *ft :mnigded submissiles
smartlets and SKEETS, conducted wind tunnel and sled tests of a submissile dispenser, provided lethality a~iessments of appro-
priately sized warheads. Awarded five Tactical Application Concept Definition Study Contracts to look at ilternative concepts.
Procured and tested tite T-22 booster (Lance missile variant) and-associated dispenser which will be a co pjltor in FY8) flight
tests.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 16.1i.20.A Title: Corps Support Weapon System (CSIJS)

(Formerly Assault Breaker)
DOD Mission Area: #?22 - Close Air Support/Battlefield Interdiction Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progras

2. (U) FY 1981 irevgram: Flight test of an integrated Army/Air Force antiarmor system will be conducted under the DARPA
technology demonstration program. Coordination for the scheduling of Standoff Target Acquisition System update guidance dvmor
stration will be pursued. Major activities will include OS approval of the MENS and establishment of a Special Task Force
(STF) to prepare a concept formulation package, cost/performance analyses, engineering estimates, system Integration himulation
model, Request for Prnposals, and other documentation leading to a development decision.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Activities of the STF will continue on the development/evaluation of concept definition
packages, selection of b,,st technical approach, preparation of request for proposal for the validation phase, prepara-
tion/completion of ASARC/DSARC, and early resolution of design/packaging issues concerning various subsystems to reduce
development risk. This effort will lead either to a validation and demonstration or full-scale development ph.tse in the
FY 1982/1983 timefram,.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Begin validation and demonstration or full-scale development phase, as appropriate, of
the system concept that Is decided upon as a result of tite STF efforts.

5. (U) Program tCompletion: To be determined based upon results of the STF.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.35.36.A Title: Army Standoff Jammer Suppression
DOD Mission Area: 1213 Cround Air Defe.se Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Progra,,z,.

A. (0) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total

Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1992 FY 1983 11ditional Estim..led
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate EstimatL. To Compleilo Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 0 =,0i, 6,000 0,0u, hJ)

D219 Army Standoff Jammer 0 0 4,000 6,000 JO,00f, 40,tjo0
Suppression System (SOJS)

B. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: A Standoff Jammer Suppression (SOJS) capability is required to

defeat standoff jasers (SOJ) which
This SOJS capability will significantly enhance the capabilities of all our iriendly electronic

systems by d&stroylng the large airborne SOJ's which degrade our systems.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: Previous studies and analyses of proposed system configurations will be reviewed

for potential application to joint Army-Navy cequirements for a surface-launched weapon. Engineeritig design and simulation
of proposed system capabilities will be initiated.

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST ($ In thousands): Not applicable.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ In thousands)

Total
FY 1980 VY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional EstiffialrI
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Competio Cost

Missile Procurement, Army

Funds (current requirements) 0 0 1-

Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) Nt Applicable

11-27
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Program Fiement: 06.1',.'h.A Title: Army Standoff Jammer Suppression
DOI) Hission Area: -0J3 Cround Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

I/I Procureo,.oit funding requirements will not be available until the first phase of the developm'ent program Is
completed in 1982.

I~it 1.
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Program Element: #6.35.36.A Title: Army Standoff lammer Suppresni i
DODI) Mission Area: #213 Cround Air lelensoe Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Pr, ,

F. (i) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The requilrement for a counter to the standoff ja1 has bel n uder study for
several years. These studies have contilnued efforts to produce a viable Standoff Jammer Suppres ,ioi, system.

C. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The Navy portion of this program PE #63536N, Project #50854AA, will also be xamluing potential
sololtions to this task using suface-launched weapons.

II. (it) WORK PERFORMEI BY: New contracts to initiate work would be let in FY82. The tS Army Ml .-. ie Command will manage
the Army portion of this joint program.

1. (t) PROGRAM ACCOMPLiSIIMENTS AND FUTIIRE PROGRAMS:

1. (11) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Nut applicable.

2. (0l) FY 19BI Program: Not applicable.

3. (UI) FY 1982 Planned Program: Conceptual design, initial definition of performance trade oilts, and initial design
will begin. Emphasis will be on specific hardware and software requirements so that detailed desigit and evalution can

begin. Development of system-level performance simulations will also be initiated.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Continue design and evaluation of performance trade-offs. Co,.iplete detailed defini-
tion of requirements and evaluation of operational concepts. Initial testing of prototype compontni.: will als. be started.

5. (U) Program to Completion: Identify common (Army-Navy) technological solutions to meet ti. requiremtLs for a

surface- launched standoff jammer suppression weapon. Complete trade-off studies to select tile we, 1 ,o system (n w or modified

existing system) best suited to perform tile required mission. Complete development and testing e1 :ipecific components

required, and initiate procurement of required Iardware and software.
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FY 1932 ROTE CONGRESS!ONAL DESCRIPTIVE SI4ARY

Program Element: #6.16.')4.A Title: Nuclear Munltlons and Radiacs
DO) Missin Areat1-/ - -- Battleflelzi Theater Boiget Activity: -A - Tactical Programs

Nucliar Wirfare

A. RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousinds)

To' ii
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional F.R Ijneted
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Comptetton Cost

T'r AL FOR PROGRAM ELFIPNT 1677 1724 Continuing Not pplicable
QUANTItiES * f * f f *

O135 Nalear Weapon Development 495 560 733 843 Continuing Not Appli[cable
Support

Olin Atomic Demolition Munition 2 216
(ADI) Firlng and Control
System

9153 Nuclear Effets Support 673 732 979 11? Continuing Not Applicable
Team (NEt)

n390 Tactical Earth Penetrator 0 0
(TEP)

04.3 Nuclear Projtles 0 ?16 Continuing Not Applicable
Advanced Development

D433 Raliac Equipment 509 0 775 2088 Continuing Not Applicable
Advanced Development

*Prototype hardware is not procured in nll these projects. For those where prototype hardware would be procured, program

definition has not progressed to the point where quantities have been defined.

R. (U) RRIEF DESCRIPrIO)N OF ELEMENT AND MiSSION NEED: Tactical nuclear weapons have the potential to be the deciding fac-
tor on th~e auern battleField. It Is thus absolutely essential for the Army to have modern, effective, and safe nuclear
weapon systomq. The Army must also be able to effectively defend against the effects of the enemy's nuclear weapons.

11-30
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Program Element: #6.36.04.A Title: Nuclear Munitions and Radiacs
DOD Mission Area: i241 - Battlefield Theater Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Nuclear Warfare

Effective defense in a nuclear environment requires modern radiation detection and measurement devl_.. Finally, whether In
an offensive or defensive posture, critical fielded systems must be survivable in a nuclear envirou..cut. The projects in
this program comprise the Army's nuclear system Advanced Development efforts and also fund the man eant and engineering
support structure required to interface with tihe Department of Energy and other weapon system dcv,i:l1,..rs.

(U) D135 - Nuclear Weapon Development Support. The Project manager for Nuclear Munitions has the .ponsibililty to provide
the nuclear engineering Interface for Project Managers of systems having a nuclear capability with IlI Departmeut of Energy,
Army laboratories, and the Department of Army Staff. He must also provide support to development !t if-ts that pertain to
generic nuclear programs (as opposed to a specific weapon system), and must fulfill life cycle man~tj-...nt resipnaibilities
for stockpiled Army weapons.

D148 - Atomic Demolition Munition (ADM) Firing and Control System - Modernization of the Army's INIt is required to

Development of a versatile, high-reliability firing and control system for fielded ADM will improve allitary utility and
enhance safety. Current AD4's represent the technology of the early 1960*s.

(U) D153 - Nuclear Effects Support Team (NEST) - Critical Army systems must be survivable in a nut'I, , envlronm,1st. Nuclear
hardening should be applied during the development process. This program supports tie transfer of , .aulatel s rtem harden-
lig technology from the Army laboratories to the system developer.

0390 - Tactical Earth Penetrator (TEP) - The development of a Tactical Earth Penetrator to
must be pursued. This effort, separate and distinct from the earth penetrator effort associt -I with the I'ershing It

System (6.43.1IA), will provide the Advanced Development effort required for development of a second gueration TiP for
delivery systems other than Pershing (e.g., the Corps Support Weapons System (CSWS)).

(U) D443 - Nuclear Projectile Advanced Development - This project supports the development of impro-. safing, arming, and
fuzing components urgently required to meet modern nuclear safety standards. The top priority task - to develop power
sources which dissipate energy In a safe and predictable way when an environment other than the tntcdt-d mode firing envi-
ronment is experienced. Current-generation nuclear weapons use battery power sources and shunts-to- rliuad.

1l-31
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Program Elem,.t: 16.l6.0't.A Title: Nucleqr Munitions and Radlacs
DOD Missloni Area' i -- Battlefield Theater B0dget Activity: T

1
tactical Programs

Nuiclear Warfare

(U) D483 - R llac Equlpm.nt Advanced Development - There Is an urgent requirement to develop technology to ulprade Army
radiation der,,ction eqlipient which is old and bulky, has limited response capability, and cannot be efflclenly employed
from grouind vehicles or aircraft. Snccesqfut development efforts will be transmitted to the Army's contlnuing onginee-ing
development I in-.

C. (ii) BASIS FOR FY 1992 RDTE REQUEST: The Project Manager for Nuclear Munitions will continue nonsystem-r,.it ed ROTE to
fulfill Army-wide requlrescuts is dlrected. Support of the! Joint DOE-nlD Phase 2 Nucder Weapon Feasibility !;tuily for th.

Low-Altitoie Air Defenso yqtem will continue. Analysis of te military requirements for ADM product Improvw ent will be
completed. If a lecislon i mide to Improve the ADM8, advanced development will start In FY82. Support for vrlons project
managers In the area of ndcloear survivability will he expanded as part of the Army Nucleir Survivability Prog: am. Develolprs
of government-furnished e 1 tuisment will be integrated into the Army Nuclear Survivability Program. Advanced de.velopment of
qulck-responae, fa[isafe power source (turboalternator) together with associated environmental sensing deviceu, will be
Inlti.ated. Oewv.lornent of tho Mnliture fMultipurpose Radlac Devire (HMIRD) and a radlac for employment on the remotely
piloted vehicle will be Initiated. Total development costs are moderate high-risk assessments because of unccrtaintles iii
the technologies involved.

Current Milestone Dates
tiajor Milestones Hilestone Dates iown in FY 1980 Submission

Atomic iDemolItion M lunttion (41)

Firing ind Control Systm
Feasibility Assessment Cqmpleted FY81 FYRO
Initiation of Advanced novelopment FY82 FY81

rct Ical V.arth Penetrator
Requirements Document COompleted FY84 FY82
Feasibility Studies Completed FY84 FY82
Advanced Development Initiated FY85 FY83

The ADM Improvempnt and Tictic.al Farth Penetrator Progrims |have been delayed to provide time for the Army to e-valuate the
role of nuclear munitions in barrier planning.

I ,
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Program Element: #6.36.04.A Title: Nuclear Munitions and Radiacs
DOD Mission Area: -241--- Bttlefield Theater Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Pror

Nuclear Warfare

D. GOMPAR;SON w[rH FY 1981 RDTE REIIEST: ($ In thousands)

Total

Additional Estimat I
FY 1980 FT 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 1677 1724 Continuing Not App] le. ble

Funds (as shown in FY t98i

submission) 1958 1852 Continuing Not Appi L[able

(U) The $281 thousand decrease In FY80 occurred because:

(1i) 0089. the Nuclear Burst Detection System, was eliminated as a project. The user need could not be cstablished

(-$500 thousand).

(U) D153, Nuclear Effects Support, was Increased to provide the required level of nuclear survlvibility technical

assistance to an expanded group of materiel developers (f$180 thousand).

(U) D443, Nuclear Projectile Advanced Development, was decremented to provide funds for higher priority Army

requirem.ents (-$173 thousand).

(U) 0483, Radiac Equipment Advanced Development, was increased so that Advanced Development of the digital radiac could

be accelerated in 1930 (1-$212 thousand).

(U) The $128 thousand decrease In FY81 for the PE reflects the application of general Congressional reductions. The $i978

thousand Increase in FY82 occurs because:

(U) D135 Is lncrem,-nted to account for inflation and increased civilian pay pricing indices (f$28 thousand).

I I-3+
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Program Element: #6.36.934.A Title: Nuclear Munitions and Radiacs
DOD Mission Area: 241 -Battlefield Theater Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Muc eir Wirfare

(U) 014I8 Is ftooled to initiate ADM product improvement (1-$411 thousand).

(it) 0151 is incremented to account for inflation and increased civilian pay pricing indices (+45 thous*ind).

(U) D443 is funded to Initiate turboalternator power sources advanced development (+$719 thousind).

(U) 0D41 is funded to Initiate advanced development of the Miniature Multipurpose Radiac Device and ti, K, motely PI loted
Vehicle Radlac (-$779 thousand)

E. (U) OTIIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands): Not Applicable.
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 56.l6. 4.A Title: Nuclear MuniLtons and Radiars
DOD Mission Area:--241--Battlefield Theater Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Progr as

Nuclear Warfare

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Emphasis on the advanced development (AD) of nuclear irtillery projectiles is
to modernize stockpile weapons, develop new warhead proposals which reduce collateral damage, and Iiii1,rove safety, security,
and command and control. Modernizing fielded nuclear weapons provides a cost-effective approach to ,:ect chagling
requirements which ensue from the Army's maturing tactical warfare concepts (D143). The reduced colltieral daimv, , efforts
enhance deterrence by making the effective use of the nuclear forces more credible. Artillery applit ions of earth peue-
trator technology offer the potential for cost-effective standoff atomic demolition munitions and tor attack uf lairdened
structures with reduced collateral damage (D390). Improved safling and arming technology facl[Irat.sp operatloal mploymeot
of the Theater Nuclear Force while reducing the probability of an unintended nuclear detonation. TI,' family of radiological
detection, measurement, and alarm devices will be Improve] through application of technology develop-I in this i ogr.am. The
objective is to apply such improvements as "large-scale integration" technology to electronics in ri ,ac eqolastena and to
transition such improvements directly to production without further engineering development. vote,)t 1 cost avicns to app-
lying this technology are substantial (D443). R&D support for noonsystem-related functions such as ) L-a1ll c1umaai, control,
and security of the nuclear stockpile will be provided by the Project Manager (Psi) for Nuclear uanltalos (DI15). A Nuclear
Effects Support Team will provide technical support to system PHs In the area of nuclear survivabil tty and hardling. This
effort is essential because the survivability program is embryonic and requires expert liaison to ta l iItate technology tran-
sfer to the materiel developer community. This Is a key element of the Army Nuclear Survivability i', ),ram (D153).

C. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This program complements and is closely coordinated with Depart.eut of Energy (DOE) alvanced
development efforts. The outputs of exploratory development efforts in PE 6.26.03.A, Large Caliber and Noclar Technology.
are utilized. Tacttcal Earth penetration programs under Pershing It auspices, PE 6.a3.ii.A, and tha- being wocoupllshed by
the Defense Nuclear Agency also are Incorporated. Tri-Service radiological detection programs are ,adinateI an inte-
grated.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: US Army Armament Research and Development Command, Dover, NJ; larry Di a:oaJ I.aboratories,
Adelphl, HD; US Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown, MA; and US Army Electronics R,earch adol fvellopment
Command, Fort Monmouth, N.). Principal contractors include BendIx Corporation, South Bend, IN, aod Sandia Laboratories,

Albuquerque, NM.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPI.ISIItENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Elcmeot: #6.16.04.& Title: Nuclear Munitions and Radlacs
DOD Mission Area-: V.-il- Battlefield Theater Budget Activity: 14 - TacticalI Prorams

Nuclear Warfare

I. (II) FY 1980 inl Prior Accomplishments: The Project Manager for nuclear munitions continued to proIJe assistance in

Identifying improvement.; reqilred in the nuclear weapon stockpile, provided support to the Tri-Service Emerqency Disablement

Systems program, managel1 the nuclear warhead development. effort for Pershing It, and the 8-Inch and 155mm n,clear projec-

tiles. Development of various artillery projectiles, atomic demolition munitions and surface-to-surface ml;sile adaption

kits was completed in the 1
9 7

0's. Monitoring these stockpile weapons continues within appropriate engineering sections of

the Project Manager for Nuclear Munitions. Current efforts are focusing on technology for modern power souces and improved

safety for nuclear artillery projectiles. The Nuclear Effects Support Team provided substantial sopport to system project

managers in the area of Nuclear Survivability. Digital Radiac advanced development was accelerated with a Iew toward

advanced development copletion In PFY81.

2. (U) PY 1981 Program: The Low-Atttude Air Defense System (LOADS) Joint DOD/DOE Feasibility Study ill be Initi.ted.

Analysis In support of the Corps Supports Weapons System (CSWS) warhead concept formulation will continue. nle Atomic

Demolition Monition modernization study will be completed Improvement options selected, and hardware develol.scnt initiated.

Support to Project Managers will be continued In the area of nuclear survivability. Advanced development i1 the digital

radlac will be completed.

3. (U) FY 1982 PI inned Projram: The Project Manager for N,cleir munitions will continue RDTE support for the LOADS -nd

CS4S weapon systems. Di-velopment of Improved saing, arming, and command and control features will continu, for the AI84.

Development of the qielk-response tarboalternator power source will be initiated. Advanced development of 11, Miniature

Mulripoirpomse Radian D,.vlre (MMRD) and Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) Radiac will be Initiated. The Nuclear Fl lets Support

Team will continne to s4ipport project managers in tie area of nuclear survivability.

4. (U) FY 1983 lionned Program: The Project Manager for Nuclear Munitions will continue RDTE support for the

Low-Altitude Air Defense System and the Corps Support Weapon System nuclear warhead development programs. AlIM Improved

firing sygt.m development will continue. Development wlil continue on the enhanced safety turboaltenater power supply. Tile

Nuclear Effocts Support Teim will continue to support Project Managers In the area of survivability. Nucler weapons
extended r.ange project lie and arming and firing system improvements will be continued. Miniature Multipurlm)-. Radiac Device

and Remotely Piloted Vehicle radiac advanced development will be continued.

5. (0) Program 1, omp on: This is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1992 RDTE COHIGRESSIO)NAL DESCRiIPTIVE SUMMARY

Pro)gres Element: 06.16.07A ritle: -Joint Service Small Arms Prog. 'm (JSSkP)
DOD1 Mission Area: 1216 - Advance]I Technology Demonstration Budge AciWy 4-Tcia r.

A. (U ) RE~SOU1RCES -(PROJIECT L[SriING): ($ in thousands)

Told
Protect FY 1980 FT 1981 VY 1982 FT 1983 Additionti Estite
Numbe-r Title Acrual Estimate Estimate Estiate to Comply: In Cost

TOTAL FORP.JROGRAMJ ELEMENT 700 05 T600 0 Con t InoIn Not A 1 :licabie
D640 Crew Served Weapon Dev. 700 0I 0 0

D627 Joint Service Small
Arms Prog. 0 0 36001 0 Cont Inuin, Not Alipl icable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Thia effort provides a coordinated progrdim fo~r the advaniced
dev.lopment of the small arms weapon systems required by the joint services to meet the threat on tie battlefield of the
foreseeable future. The associated technology advancement In small arms will provide a capability to respond to present and
projected requirements to Insure that the US fighting man will be adequately armed on the modern hallleflel..

C. (U) BASIS FOR TilE PY 1982 RDT9 REQUEST: Current small arms we~apon systems are aging and are b,tsed on outdated technol-
ogy. Increased capability must be pursued because of the high probability of a threat numerical advantage and because of
continuous advances in threat equipment and continual changes In operational modes; i.e..* Rapid Deployment Force, Military
Operations in Buit-Up Areas, armored battlefield, anti improvements in personal protection. The Joint Service Small Arms
Program Management Committee provides the mechanism to assure overall harmonization coordination, -god Control of this
effort. The program facilitates consideration of. diverse joint service needs, optimum utilization of limited resources
(funds, facilities, and small anus expertise In government and Industry). and accurate prioritization of tasks to best coun-
ter threat advances and changes in operation modes. The funds will support advanced developmsent of six high-priority )atilt
service items transitioning from exploratory development (6.2). These are: General Purpose Heavy Ma~chuine Gun System (both
weapon and advanced ammunition to meet the modern threat), Individual Semi-Automatic Grenade Launcb,-r, Submachine Gun.
"Combat Shotgun System," Saboted Light Armor Penetrator, and Tubular Ammunition for Personal Defeng- Wapon and Submachine
Con.

UNCLASSIFIED1-3



UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: #6.3-LA. Title: Joint Service Small Arms Program (JSSAP)

DOD fllsston Area: #216 - Advanced Technology Demonstration Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

D. (U) COPARISON WITII FY 1981 RDTE REIEPST: ($ in thousands): Not Applicable. This is the first descriptive summary
for this effort.

E. (U) OTIIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: #6.36.OZA Title: Joint Service Small Arms Pror,_m (JSSAP)
DOD Mission Area: 1i6'- Advanced Technology Demonstration Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progteins

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The Joint Service Small Arms Program Management Committee was ch.rtered as
directed by a memorandum from the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (Ras,,arch and Advanced
Technology) designating the Army as Executive Agent to establish exploratory development/nonsystem ideanced development
(6.2/6.3A) program elements and program funds. The Management Committee, chaired by the Army, has i voting member from each
of the Military Services (Army. Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps) and a representative of the Coast Cu rl (Department of
Transportation). This joint service program was created to provide the means to assure that there is no duplicAiIon of
effort within the Department of Defense. The basic approach is to use: Joint Service Memorandum oi Agreement, Joint
Service Operational Requirements, frequent meetings, and continuing liaison to assure complete inte-sn-rvice awareness of the
total research and development program in the area of small arms and related technology, and also piovide a focal point for
contact with the private sector. This effort provides advanced development of enhanced performance weapon systees for small
operating units and individual combatants of all services in concert with the demands of tie modern and project-] bat-
tleftetd. Weapon systems tnoved a e all types of small arms to Include Individual and crew-serveI weapon systems used to
defeat existing and projected improvements in body armor and related hard targets expected on the m,,dern battlefield. Also
under this project Is the development of low signature weapons, Improved individual fire control for effective target acqui-
sition and engagement, application of modern lightweight/high-strength materials, high-performance light armor penetrators,
and application of newly developed weapon technologies. The work contributes to modernization of this class of weapon sys-
tem leading toward the Immediate objectives of significant gains in individual firepower and in baL(lefield sustainability
and survivability. Projects transitioning to 6.3A evolve from exploratory development conducted under a memorandum of
agreement executed by the Joint Service Small Arms Program Management Committee. The program addre~ses deficlenies and
shortcomings in current small arms weapon systems being identified in ongoing user mission analyses.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The technical areas in the program are related primarily to Program Eteauent 16.26.17.A, Fire
Control and Small Caliber Armaments Technology, Project OAiiI9A, Small Caliber and Fire Control Techoology.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: This program is a new start of 6.3A, Non-System Advanced Development, ,nder the management of
the Joint Service Small Arms Program. The prime In-house developing organization responsible for the program Is the US Army
Armament Research and Development Command, Dover, NJ,. with other major efforts at: the Naval Weapon Support Center, Crane.
IN; Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA; Air Force Armament Technology Laboratory, EgItn AFR, FL.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: The result of the Squad Automatic Weapon (SAW) program under D640, Crew
Served Weapon Development, not managed under the Joint Service Small Arms Program, was selection of FN MINIMI (Xi249)

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 06.36.OZA Title: Joint Service Small Arms Program (JSSAP)
DOD Mission Area: 2-6 - Advanced Technology Demonstration Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

manufactured by Fabrique Nationale, Herstal, Belgium (from among four competing tight machine guns), as the weapon to be
matured for future production. This one-man machine gun, weighing about 21 pounds with 200 rounds of ammunition, is capable
of delivering sustained automatic fire to 1000-meter effective range. This weapon fires the heavy bullet 5.56mm ammunition
recommended for selection as the second NATO standard caliber. The combination of XM249 and heavy bullet aomnittion will
provide a significant Iitcrease in firepower, range, and effectiveness in the rifle squad.

2. (U) FY 1981 Prparam: Not Applicable. No FY81 RDTE request was submitted.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: The Items entering 6.3A, Advance Development, as new starts will be:

(a)(,General Purpose Heavy Hachinegun System: This caliber .50 class system provides a replacement for the current
112 and "85 weapons systems which are ineffective against modern threat targets. The new weapon is significantly lighter,
has fewer parts, and is more producible at a lower coat than the M2 or M85 machine guns. It is not limited to current low
imptalse munitions of World War I[ vintage, but can utilize, through its selective dual-feed system, any combination of ammu-
nition (such as standard ball ammunition and improved penetrator rounds to defeat threat light armor at extenled range).
The system is planned tc transition to Engineering Development (6.4) in FY84.

(b)6,)lndividu.al Semi-Automatic Grenade Launcher: Provides substantial incr(ase In volume of fire and lift probabil-
Ity over the current single-shot capability. Planned transition to Engineering Development (6.4) is FY85.

(c)X(iSubmachine Gun: Replaces the current H3Al with a tighter system providing burst control, greater effective
range/hit probability, and silent capability plus improved reliability and compactness. Planned transition to Engineering
Development (6.4) is FY85.

(d)(.i)Combat Shotgun System: This multipurpose Individual weapon system alternative replaces curreat converted com-
mercial shotguns with a militarized system providing Improved controllability, box magazine for rapid reloadlincreased
firepower, and improved ammunition for increased effectiveness over current military loads. Planned transition to
Engineering Development (6.4) is FY85.

(e)(,i)Saboted Light Armor Penetrator (SLAP): Provide capability against threat light armor, not avaltable with cur-
rent 7.62nem and Caliber .50 ammo, substantially improving the capability of currently fielded weapons in the! near term.
Planned transition to Engineering Development (6.4) Is FYR4.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.36.07.A Title: Joint Service Small Arms ProgU-4 (ISSAP)
DOD Mission Area: h216- Advanced Technology Demonstration Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Prog i

(MXW Tubular Ammunition for Personal Defense Weapon and Submachine Gun: Provide capability igainst moden body
irmor, not available with current ammunition, while providing reduced impulse. increased range and Iiher hlit probability
than Is currently available. Planned transition to Engineering Developmsent (6.4) is FY84.

4. (U)64) PY 1981 Planned Program: The items entering 6.3A, Early Advanced Development, as new ,rrs will b,: a fully

integrated man/weapon Sniper Rifle System, and a modern, crew-served, automatic, high-velocity gren,,i iainclv,,r.

(a)()The General Purpose Heavy Machine Gun System, the Saboted Light Armor Penetrator and th Iubular Am,atinition for
Personal Defense Weapon and Submachine Gun will transition from 6.3A to 6.38, Advanced Development.

(b)(tdThe Individual Semi-Automatic Grenade Launcher, the Submachine Gun, and the Combat Shot ,, System p-igrams will

continue in 6.3A.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMiBARY

Progr.im Eleistot: #6.36.12.A Title: Infantry ManportableAntiarmor/Assauit Weapon !:ystem (IMAAWS)

DOD0 Mission Aica: 211 -Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOIIKIES (PROJECT LISTING): ( in thousands)

Tot at

Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated

Number TIte Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Costs

iofili. FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 2000 19506 23106 To Be Determ-ned

QOUI.AfTlES 350

ID311 ltiA;"WS 2000 19506 23106 To Be Determined 451466

a. BRIEFIEiSCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Thie Infantry must have the capability to comat numericaliy superior

armored force!.. 7Tis need has been met by the TOW, DRAGON, avid LAW, respectively long-, medium-, and short-range weapons

systems. This ucapons mix allows the Infantry to kill tanks at long range and still afford the numhbers of weapons necessary

to deal with fl ithigh intensity of close combat with superior forces. The medium weapon provides the primary itank-killfig

firepower of 1441, forces. The DRAGON system Is deficient In
The Infantry Nanportable Antiarmor/Assault Weapon System (lINAAV'S) will replac-e the

l)RA(CON system in the Ile 1980's. The INAAWS will be a manportable weapon designed to correct the DRAG;ON system deficiencies

and defeat armored vehicles and engage other hardpoit targets, and as such, will play a key role In the light Infantry and

Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) contingency missioins.

C. (II) BASIS EFtP FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: FY 1982 funds will continue the program begun in FY81 of cnm1.eiitive flight demon-

strations of 11t ital hla-rdware components for two moderate-risk system concepts. These funds will be ised for engineering

design, fabri-t ion, assembly, and teat of prototypes of proposed systems. This includes testing the iropulsion, warhead,

iauncher, and acquisltion/guidance subsystems culminating in a competitive "fly-off" at tihe end of FY83 between the alterna-

Itists funded In tis effort and the high-risk technology program (Tank Breaker) being pursued by the Dofense Advanced

Research Project-; Agency (DARPA) In a separately funded effort.
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: #6.36.12.A Title: Infantry Hanportable Antiarmor/Assault Weapon System (INAAWS)
DOn Mission Arra: #211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

Current Milestone Dates
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission

Army Decision 4th Qtr 80 4th Qtr 80
Second Army Decision Review 4th Qtr 81 --
Army/DOD Decision Review lst Qtr 84 4th Qtr 82

The 4th qudrter 1980 decision was subsequently reviewed in October 1980. This review determined that the con-.pLS selected
were Insufficientiy suited to the light infantry need and that the current effort should be terminated pending further
refinement of the requirement description. The Second Army Decision Review will review concepts selected for ompetitive
development and shoot-off at the end of FY83.

U. (U) COMPARISON WITH VY 1981 RDTE REqUEST: (. in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

KDTE

Funds (current requirements) 2000 19506 23106 To Be Determined
Fuids (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 2000 21190 51222 393900 469312

The dc-reabLe in FY81 Is attributable to the application of general Congressional reductions. The decrease In FY82 estimated
I lid Ig requirements was caused by slipping the Initial development effort one year and a willingness to accept greater
schedule/cost risk in program planning. Since program cost estimates were made prior to selecting the weapon onept. they
involve some approximations. Tile estimates are based on parametric and technical analyses of the various possible concepts
and judgment as to the most likely course of events. Funding requirements are Army estimates as no contracts %jero In force

when made. The Army Is reasonably confident that the full development can be accomplished with these resourcez.; however, the
i program plan is recognized as having high schedule/cost risk. Adjustments to reduce overall program life-cych costs could
madke Increasing resources for development a desirable option.

E. (U) OTiHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Elment: 06.36.12.A Title: Infantry Manportable Antlarmor/Assa,lt Weapon System (IMAAWS)
DI) Missl.n Area: 2il - Close Combat Budget Activity: 17F- Tactical r....

F . DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Analyses of the current and projected threat Indicate tlhat the c.rrent
infantry avet jrmor systems (TOW and DRAGON) are Due to this threat
assessment (-ii agreement with the assessments of the United Kingdom, France, and the Federal Republrc of Germany) and the
major short ojlngs in the current infantry antlarmor weapons, the Army has accelerated efforts to provide our Inf.intry witi.
adequate atlirmor firepower to combat the increasing quality of the numerically superior Soviet threat. These efforts
include improving the current long-range antlarmor missile (see TOW Program Element 2.37.24.A) and fieveloping a meudilm man-
portable system to begin replacing the current DRAGON system In the late 1980'u. System coniepts .ill be developed throughflight demonstration in parallel with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) high-risk technology efforts for
a focal plane array terminal homing system. Early In FY84 the most promising concept will be further advanced through engi-
neering development to a production decision in FY87. The IMAAWS will provide a manportable precision weapon to defeat
armored vehicles and engage other point targets with high first-round accuracy. As such, this weapon will greatly increase
the antlarmor firepower of the light infantry and the Rapid Deployment Forces (RDF) and provide the capability to engage
nomerically superior mechanized forces for potential worldwide contingency missions. This weapon will complement the heavy
(250 pounds), long-range (3750 meters) improved TOW system and wtl complicate the threst countermeasnres problem through the
use of a different guidance mode and potentially different lethality technique (e.g., top attack).

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: TOW Missile System (PE 2.37.24.A), Advanced Munitions Project (PE 6.33.I3.A), Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Technology Investigations and Missile Technology (PE 6.23.03.A). The DARPA and Army efforts
are being closely coordinated to preclude duplication of effort. The Army project office Is also the contracting agent for
the DARPA piogram.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: US Army Missile Command (MICON), Redstone Arsenal, AL.

I. (U) PROC;RA1 ACCOHPLISIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Evaluated the results of exploratory development tests of acquisi-
tion/guldance hardware, warheads, and propellants. Evaluated results of smoke and countermeasures -Stisg and reports
d criblng the operation of a number of acquisition/guidance techniques. Conducted a concept study ind evaluated eight sys-
tem proposals. Initiated discussion with NATO allies for a potential cooperative development effort, and reached a tentative
agreement that the European trilateral group (UK, FR, GE) would assume development responsibilities lor a vehicle-mounted
system (TOW and HOT replacement), while the US would develop a manportable system (DRAGON replacement). Evaluat,d six IMAAWS
proposals from industry and tentatively selected and contracted for the demonstration of Smart, Targt-Activated,
Fire-and-Forget (STAFF), and Laser Seamrider (LBR) concepts. Subsequent Information cast doubt on the systgms suitability
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element; f16.36.12.A Title: lufantry Hanportable Antiarmor/Assault Weapon Syut.em (111AW!)

OUD Mission Area t211 Close _Combat- Budget Activiy: 4-Tcia rg~

(physical/pertormauce characteristics) of the proposed demonstration hardware. The contracts were then caiicelhd -ding Mke
results of a systems Soitability Study whiclh will sufficiently define systems suitability parameters.

2. (Ul) FY 1981 Program: Continue technology development and initiate competitive system demonstrations. lila will
inluide hardware contracts for key components of maturing guidance and lethality technologies (target-sensing aosaitlol5.

I aser beducsrider, millimeter wave, self-forging fragment and new geometry shaped charge warheads, etc.) that could provide the
requl.-ed performance improvement In a manportable system. Continue discussions with North Atlantic Treaty Organizastion
(NATO) allies relative to exchsange of technical Information and parallel cooperative development of complementary antitank
guided weapon systems.

3. (U) FY 19b2 Planned Program: Continue competitive system concept development for validation/demonstrati-1. Work to
be accomplishe in this year Includes fabrication, assembly. and test of key components. Coordinate development s.,rk With
INAftO allies assd reach agreement on a coordinated development plan for nest generation antiarmor weapons.

4. (U) PY 1983 Planned Program: Complete competitive concept flight demonstrations. Select the best of sls. system
conssepts demnstrated in this program and the DARPA program for competitive engineering development to a producl ho decisions
lin FY81. Continue cooperation with NATO allies.

5 ore. (U) Program to Completion: Complete development anid begin production in the late 1980's for US and otl.-s NATO

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
PY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: I 6.36.15.A Title: Lethal Chemical Munitions Concepts
DOD Hlsslon Area: #5- Land Combat Support Buoiget Activity: f4 - Tactical Programs

N. (U) RESOURCES (PROI-t-F LI3TING): ($ In thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 191 FY 1982 F¥ 1981 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAL FOR PR,GRAM ELEMENT 1047 1820 8347 9444 Continuing Not Applicable
QIJANTI TIES

DE76 Lethal Chemical Materiel 1047 1820 8147 9444 Continuing Not Applicable
DE77 Lethal Chemical Agent Process 0 0 0 0 0 0

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) has developed ind
continuses to mifotafn a formidable offensive chemical warfare capability which presents a threat to survival of US and NATO
forces. In contrast, th(. US has not produced any new chemical weapons since 1969. Consequently the stockpile Is
deterloratig and the number of useable munitions Is decreasing. US policy requires a chemical weapons develolanent program
which will provide a cre-lible deterrent/retaliatory capability. This project supports that need by providing for the transi-
tion of technology concepts into advanced development materiel. Additionally, the Department of Defense (DOD) has designated
the Army Executive Agent for developrent of all Services' chemical warfare requirements. There Is no other 1)OD program which
satisfies thsse needs.

C. ([i) BA.I S FOR FY 192 ROTE REQUEST: Advanced development will be continued on a binary lethal agent warhead for the
Multiple La-vch Rocket S..stem (MI.RS). A chemical warhead for the MLRS will significantly improve the effectiveness of the US
deterrent/re:aliatory caltbllity in terms of range, rate of fire, and area coverage. Advanced development will be initiated
on a chemicil warhead for the Corps Support Weapon System and an B-Inch Binary Intermediate Volatility Agent (IVA)
Projectile. The IVA slgnIficantly increases both Inhalation and percutaneous effects over the current lethal persistent
nerve agents. Beginning In FY 1991, efforts on lethal chemical agent manufacturing processes will be transfcrred to PE
6.26.22.A, Chemlcal MunittIons and Chemical Combat Support, and Project DE77 will be eliminated.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: I 6.36.15.A Title: Lethal Chemical Munitions Concel
DOD Mission Area: f215 - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Progr,.,

Current Milestone Date.
Major Milestones Mileatone Dates Shown In FY 1981 :Si,,lsslon

Initiate Engineering Development Engineering FY 1981 to enter El)
(ED) on 155mm Binary Development (ED)
Intermediate Volatility Agent (IVA) in FY 1981
Projectile

Resume AD on MLRS Lethal Binary 4Q FY 1981 IQ FY 1981
Warhead

Complete AD on MLRS Lethal Binary 4Q PY 1985 2Q FY 1983
Warhead

Initiate AD on 8-inch Binary IVA 4iQ FY 1984 Not Shown
Projectile

Complete AD on R-inch Binary IVA 4Q PF 1987 Not Shown
Projectile

Initiate AD on Corps Support Iq TY 19%2 Not Shown
Weapon System

Complete AD on Crops Support 4Q FY 1983 Not Shown
Weapon System

Because of close similarities in munition configuration between the type classified M687 binary t5'I projectile and the naw
155mm Intermediate Volatility Agent (IVA) projectile, it is possible to move the IVA development dlrc:tly from Exploratory
Development (6.2) to Engineering Development (6.4). The difference in PY 1981 and FY 1982 mi'estohes for the 155mm IVA and
MLRS is due to a delay in obtaining approved requirements documents. The necessary requirement do, ua,!nta are scheduled for
approval in FY 1981. Continued funding and progresa of the entire retaliatory weapons program is dep,!ndent upon national
policy pronounced by the President and supported by the Congress. Maintenance of a credible retaliiLry capability requires
consistent support to provide desired progress.
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Program Element: I 6.16.15.A Title: Lethal Chemical Munitions Concepts
DOD Mission Area: 15- Land Combat Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

D. (U) COMPARISON ITiH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total

Additional Estimated
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE __
Funds (current requirements) 1047 1820 8347 Continuing Nat Applicable
Funds (as shown In FY 1981

submission) 2328 2009 2018 Continuing Not Applicable

In FY 1980, $600 thousand was transferred to PE 6.26.22.A, Chemical Munitions and Chemical Combat Support, to support efforts
on lethal chemical agent manufacturing processes which were previously conducted under Project DE77, Letiol Chemical Agent
Process. An additional $681 thousand was reprogramed to higher priority Army requirements. The Decrease of $189 thousand in
the FY 1981 funding level reflects application of general Congressional reductions. The significant increase in FY 1982 and
beyond Is a reflection of the Increased Interest and sense of urgency in the need to develop a credible deterrent/retaliatory
capability. The Increased funding will support Advanced Development on new agent/munitions concepts Identified as feasible
and effective mens of modernizing the deteriorating US chemical stockpile.

U. (O) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands) Not Applicable.
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UNCLASSIFIED

'rogram Element: / 6.36.15.A Title: l.ethal Clmical Mun tlions Concept
DoD Mission Area.: 1215 -_ landI Comb.at_ jjport Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Progr...

F. () I) iETAI[LED BAIKGR!IIND AND DESCRiPTION: TIll+ ob In lye of ti s program is to con lct Advai , I I n.vlolesor on binary
Iclthil chemical agent munitions which have progressed from Exploratory Development and exhibit p. ., , iit for -' iaty produ-
tlin through either the respiratory tract and/or peaneral.lon of environmental and protective clot., 4 . Smal l -ic pilli
units are designed and Installe.i to obtain process engineering data for application to future pr.'lI t ios feaillt es.
Chemical ageLt munitions concepts that employ the binary principle are evaluated. The program is ,-.entlal to tie
development of a credible deterrent/retailitory chemical warfare capability required by US nation l security pcIicy and to
counter the formidable CW threat posed by the Soviet Union.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: As directed by Department of Defense (DOD) Directive 5160.5, the Aijui lias eXc'utlve agent
r,,sponslitlty for tie development of all lethal chemical agents and common use munitions. Theret j'r, no comparable work Is
done by the other Services on lethal chemical munitions development and agent processes. Each of ihe other Services sponsors
engineering development on lethal chemical agent weapons uniqte to its requirements. informat io is exchanged and the
efforts are coordinated through exchange of tech ical dumeots, liaison oficers, and by )oint I,- i,ical coor lihating
groups. Exploratory work leading to this Advanced Development effort Is conducted under program ei, cut (Pt) .26.22.A,
Chemical Munitions and Chemical Combat Support. Items successfully completing Advanced Developniuni ne t rannst, ried to
Engineiering Develoument 'nuder PE 6.46.10.4, Lethal Chemical Munitions.

H. (D1) WORK PERFORMED BY: US Army Chemical Systems Laboratory, Edgewood, HD, which is the in-ic s, iArmy ,v, loper for
lth.al chemical algent iunltions; tine US Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOlI), Aberdeen Proving; (,iound, fll); .nd Dugway
Proving Ground, Dlogwiy, UT. The Chemical Systems Laboratory performs a

11 
toxic chemical agent dcv h,;ient wonl, for the

Department of Defense. Vought Corporation, Dallas, TX, the MLRS developer, has a contract to invt . igate chemical warhead
interlace problems.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCO"IPLISIMHENTS AND FIITIRE PROGRA4S:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Numerous concepts for weaponization of lethal chl1, i] .1 sgeits have been In-
vestigaind and d ivelnlncl Into prototype systems under this program. Since PY 1970 advanced *levelo,-,ot has ie-t completed on
rI 5amm bliry nonpersistent lethal chemical projectile and a binary 8-inch persistent lethal agent projectile, prototypes of
chemical s'bnuntios and chemical warheads for rockets and missiles have been evaluated. Design. rlteria and feasibility
stlles fur leveloluuent of a chemical warlneal for the [ulttpie Launch Rocket System (iILRS) was the pt Imary effort for PY
I 93.q.
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Elemonr: 0 6.36.t5.A Title: Lethal Chemical nltionsConcets

DOD Mltslol Area: f25- Land CombatSupp. lhidget Activfty.-4 - Tactical Pror

2. (U) PY 1991 Program: Resmue Advanced Development of the binary warhead for the PIRS by preparing tit., Concept

Demonstration Test Plan and procure materiel and equipment required for the test.

3. (11) FY t982 Plannedprogram: Advanced Development (AD) on the binary warheid for the MI.RS Witt continue. The

Concept Demonstration teat wilt be completed and evaluated. Munition and agent concepts for the Corps Sutpport Weapon .Systems

(CSWS) and an 8-inch binary intermediate volatility agent (IVA) projectile wIll enter Advanced Development. Initial AD

design and the Development Test I/Operational Test I (DT I/OT 1) plans will be prepared. Fabrication of munitions and

associated material required for the test wiltl be initiated.

4. (U) PY 1983 Planned Propram: The agent fill (IVA vs more persistent lethal nerve agent) for the MlRS will be selec-

ted and the validation phase of testing will be Initiated. Minition fabrication will be completed and DT i/or I will be ron-

ducted for the CSWS and -inch IVA projectile.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This Is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.36.19.A Title: Landmine/Barrier Systems
DOD Mission Area: #214 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: !4 - Tactical Pro,:I .

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTIIG): ($ In thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 F¥ 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additionai Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Compl iion Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELE.MENT 3981 4471 6182 8128 Continiag Not Applicable
QUANTITIES Not Applicable

DO05 Landmine Systems 1800 3570 4259 4403 Cont I nlig Not Applicable
D606 Countermine and Barrier

Systems 2181 901 1923 4325 Continulig Not Applicable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The objectives of this program are to improve Army countermine
capabilities and provide for advanced development of new mine systems. Countermine equipment prottypes which aid in the
maintenance of battlefield mobility and techniques to reduce the Logistic burden normally associat,!d with barrier systems
are being investigated. Improved field fortification techniques, combat shelters, are being devistd and evaluated to imp-
rove battlefield survivability of friendly forces. Soviet and Warsaw Pact doctrine advocates the large-scale use of land-
mines in both offensive and defensive operations. In Support of this doctrine, tile Soviets have developed mechanized
devices which rapidly lay minefields having a variety of complex mine fuzes. Mutually supporting ountermine devices and
techniques are required to meet this threat. New mine systems are being developed and tested undei this progr.- element by
prototyping advanced development components, sensors, fuzes, logic networks, and power sources, into complete mine systems.
Mines provide a formidable obstacles to the massive tank threat posed by the Warsaw Pact and are r. qired to fortify natural
obstacles Such as defiles, woods, rivers and bukltup areas In order to delay, canalize, and Interdict attacking forces and
enhance the performance of direct and Indirect fire weapons.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: Complete advanced development of a portable mine neutraliztion system (POINS) to
counter antipersonnel minefields and barbed wire, and a vehicle magnetic signature duplicator (VEM,: Sill) to counter magnetic
influence fuzes. Complete advanced development of the horizontal action off-route antitank/antiveliular mine system.
Initiate advanced development of the universal mine-dispensing system and a family of improved comlat shelters.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program IIement: -.16.19.A Title: Landmine/Barrler Systems
D) Higlon Area: 21t4- itne Warfare Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

). (0) M)PARISON WITI FY81 RDTE REQUEST: in thousands)

Tota
Additional Estmated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE
funds (current requirements) 3981 4471 6182 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown in FY 1980
submission) 4372 6692 8723 Continuing Not Applicable

Program decrtcases In FY80 and FY81 reflect restructuring within the program element and reprograming to higher prioriiy Army
progris . Rednettons In FY82 are consistent with changing Army priorities and delays In advanced development of CANETIP
mine noutralization system and the Cleared Lane Harking System (CLAMS).

E. (U) orIIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ( in thousands) Not Applicable.
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: #6.36.19.A Title: Landmine/Barrier Systems

DOD Mission Area: 1214 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prog, ji

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This program element provides for prototype testing of countermine concepts

developed in Program Elements 6.27.33.A, Mobility Equipment Technology, and 6.36.06.A, Landmine War-imre Barrier
Developments. The goal is to provide the Army with a family of mutually supporting counteraine dcvlsies and techniques to

meet the Identified threat. The challenge of mine detection and neutralization has proven to be hJl;ly complex In the pur-
suit of maintaining the momentum of the attack. Detection must be accomplished rapidly and remotly, if possible.
Neutralization must be highly reliable and, In m3ny instances, from a standoff position. Field forI ification fforts are

concentrating on a family of Improved Combat Shelters consisting of metal frames with fabric cover to support earth protec-

tion. The Army has also been in the process of developing and fielding a family of scatterable mio-i (FASCAM) for some
years. These small, highly lethal mines are configured for delivery by various means including helicopters, artillery,
ground dispensers, and manportable modular packs. Development on new mines begins by addressing thre components which make
up the mine, i.e., lethal mechanisms, fuze, logic network, power sources, and potential configuratlo. Once these compo-
nents can be configured Into a prototype, the mine is then treated as a system and is transferred ,rum Program Element
6.36.06.A, Landmlne Warfare Development, to this program element. Three mines are currently includ1ed in tilts category: a

horizontal action off-route mine for use along roads and trails to enhance other obstacles, an impoved conventional mine

for hand emplacement wT l , takes advantage of the features associated with the scatterable mines, .,nd a universal

mine dispensing system hic. will provide a mine launcher which can be used on a variety of vehici. s.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Component work and exploratory development for this program are conduced to Program Elements
6.27.33.A, Mobility Equipment Technology. and 6.36.06.A, Landmine Warfare/Barrier Development. Engineering devlopment
efforts which result from this program are accomplished in Program Elements 6.46.12.A, Countermine & Barriers, nd
6.46.19.A, Landmlne Warfare. Mine and countermine efforts are closely coordinated to incorporate oUmLter-counitraeasuren as
applicable. Development information on mines is coordinated and exchanged between the services by the tri-Service Jiot

Technical Coordinating Group for Bombs, Mines, and Clusters. The Department of Defense Armaments hialtions RItil.rements and
Development Committee monitors the scatterable mine program with a view to avoiding service dupli-:.tlmn.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: The US Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command (MERAIa01l). Fort B,Ivotr, VA.
is assigned countermine and barrier development responsibility. The Development Project Officer fur 'elected Aamonltlon, US
Army Armaments Research and Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover, NJ. is assigned responsibility ior lndmine systems.

Contractors include: Ioneywell incorporated, Hopkins, MN; Martin Marietta, Orlando, FL; Hughes Aircraft, Fullerton, CA;

and Aircraft Ordnance and Manufacturing Company, Downey, CA.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program iement: #6.36.19.A Title: landmtne/Barrier Systems

DOD Mission Arei: f214- Mine Warfare Budget Activity: JV- Tactical Prorams

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLSHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Advanced development (AD) was completed on the Surface-I.iiuched Unit,
Fuel-Air Explosive (SLUFAE) mine neutralization system, the vehicle mounted road mine detector, the mine-clearing roller,
and the mine-clearing plow, Initiated AD on portable mine neutralization systems (POMINS), a vehicle magnetic signature
duplicator (VEHASID) to counter magnetic influence fuzes, and the horizontal action off-route antivehicular/antltank mine.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Continue Advanced Development on POHINS, VEMASID, and a horizontal action off-route anti-
tank/antivehicular mine.

3. (U) FT 1982 Planned Program: Complete Advanced Development (AD) on POMINS, VEHASID, and a horizolal action
off-route antitank antivehicular mine and continue AD on improved combat shelters. Initiate AD on the universal mine dis-
penser system, and develop coulhal shelters for other than antitank weapons.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Continue Advanced Development (AD) on improved combat shelters and the universal mine
dispenser system. Initlate AD on an Improved Conventional Mine System (ICONS) and a dedicated counterobs.cle vehicle.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This Is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.36.27.A Title; Combat Snpport Munitions
DOD Mission Area: 0215 - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Prog r a

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thusands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Es timLted
Number Title AcLual EsthIuate Estimate Estimate to Compl.t I.- Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 2815 2334 6275 4029 Continuinj Not Applicable
QUANTITIES Not Applicable

DE82 Smoke Munitions and

Material 2815 2334 6275 4029 Continuln Not Applicable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program is required for advanced devolaisent, investigation.
and evaluation of smoke material and munitions. New and significantly improved smoke/obscurant sys(ems are required to
protect United States (US) forces from advanced Soviet electro-optical devices which operate across the electromagnetic spec-
trum (from visible to the radar region). The currently fielded US Army smoke systems were developed before and luring World
liar II and are not capable of rapijly providing the broadband screening for the required length of t lie for our armored vehi-
cles, critical installations, assembling forces, and logistical complexes to survive on the modern hattefield.

C. (11) BASIS FOR FY 1932 RDTE REQUEST: Funds are needed to complete Advanced Development (AD) of prototype large area
screening systems. Funds are also needed to continue AD of promising combat vehicle rapid smoke syi.teiss that will screen/ob-
scure in the far infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. These efforts are necessary to provide for armored vehi-
cle survivability and for timely and effective large force, installation, and logistical complex seLeuing oi a modern bat-
tlefield.

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: *6.3.7.A Title: Combat Support Munitions
DOD Migqlon Area: -2--i--Land Combat Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

Total

Additional Estimated
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cast

RDTE
Fund.s (current requirements) 2815 2334 6275 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown Irk FY 1981

submission) 2615 2486 6956 Continuing Not Applicable

The FY 1980 Increase of $200 thousand dollars was required to support the comparative trials of the 81mm mortar prototypes.
The FY 1981 decrease reflects the application of general Congressional reductions. The $681 thousand decrease in FY 1982 is
the result of the terlination of the requirement for development of a smoke projectile for the 4.2-inch mortar.

R. (U) OTHER 4PPRO'PI\1TION FUNDS: ($ in thousands): Not applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.36.27.A Title: Combat Support Munitions

DOO Mission Area: #215 - Land Combat Su pIport Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Progral

F. (U) DETAILED BACKCROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of this program is to conduct Advanced Ievelopmeut (AD) of new
and improved smoke munitions and material. Current emphasis Is on the Advanced Development of improved smoke sy:,tems that
screen In the Infrared as twall as the visible spectrum, and on large-area screening systems. Develolaeutal syst.ss will
increase survivability of armored vehicles, weapons, command and control systems, and personnel.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIViTIES: This program is supported by Program Element: 6.26.22.A, Chemical Hunitions and Chemical
Combat Support; 6.46.Oi.A, Infantry Support Weapons; and 6.46.09.A, Combat Support Systems. In order to meet other Service
needs and to prevent unnecessary duplication of effort, liaison personnel from each Service monitor hi~e developing agency's
programs, and a Joint Services Smoke Steering Committee meets regularly.

1. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: In-house work is conducted by United States (US) Army Armaments Research and Development
Command, Dover, NI. Contractors are Battelle Corporation, Columbus, Oil; AAI Corporation, Cockeysville, i); and others to be
determined.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISUHmENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishmetits: Under Program Element 6.26.22.A, Chemical Munitions anl Chemical Combat
Support, a concept of screening materials and munitions was developed and demonstrated in August 197'j. As a result, interest
was generated, and the smoke/aerosol program received renewed emphasis. The concept of embedding wiks in white and red
phosphorus significantly increased the burning characteristics and smoke generation capability of th,' 155m smoke projec-
tiles. Advanced Development (AD) on the XM825 155mm smoke projectile was completed in P 1978. The technology gained has
been utilized in the development of an improved 81mm mortar smoke cartridge. In V¥ 1979 AD was initiated on a mauportable
large-area screening smoke system (LASS) and an infrared defeating smoke grenade to be utilized for large-area streening and
protection of armored vehicles respectively. During FY 1980, competitive testing of the "Ballistic Match" versus "Maximum
Screening" prototype of the Simm mortar cartridge was completed. The "Maximum Screening" prototype cas selected for con-
tinued AD. Procurement of hardware for Development Test I/Operational Test (DT [/OT I) was initiatcd. Prototypi- design was
selected and fabrication Initiated on DT I/OT I hardware for the manportablie smoke/obscurants genertl icg system. AD con-
tinued on an infrared (IR) defeating grenade.

2. (U) P¥ 1981 Program: Advanced Development (AD) will continue on the manportable large-are imoke/obscui cots
generating system (LASS), and the infrared (IR)-defeating grLnade system. DT l/OT I will be complettd for both systems. The
81am mortar smoke cartridge will complete AD and enter Engineering Development (ED).

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program PElement: 06. 1 .?I.A Title: Combat Suppot M nitions
DOD Mission Area: -P215 - Land Combit Support Budget Activity: #4 -_Tactical Programs

1. ii) FY 1982 iI1nned Program: Advanced Development (AD) will be completed on the manportabte large-rea
smoke/obactrants genevatIng system (LASS) and the lR defeating grenade. AD wilt be Initiated on the developjnent of an
Infrared-defeating smoke pot and vehicle engine exhaust smoke system (VEESS) and a family of safe training smokes.

4. (U) FY 1983 I'laaned Proram: The IR-defeating VEESS will complete AD and the transfer to Engineering DeveLopment
(En). The Rl-defeatl,-g imoke pot and training smokes will continue AD, and work will be initiated on an lR-lefeating 155mm
smoke projectile.

5. (U) Program tn_ -ompietion: This is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1982 RI)TE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 06.36.28.A Title: Field Artillery Ammunition Dev.[lomLent
DOD Mission Area. 22 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progi ii._

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ In thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 AdditionlI Estimsatod
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To ComplelIu Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 4581 12398 25190 28117 Continuing Not AppI cable

o007 Field Artillery Ammunition 2997 4736 6399 11645 Continutn Not Applicable

1)276 SAIARM 1584 7662 18791 12938 Continuin): Not Applicable
D277 Smart Munitions - - 4194 Continuilg Not Applicable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program supports the design and devel',,m,-nt of more effective
propelling charges, munitions, and fuzing for field artillery systems to offset the advantages in rrig.r and ausbtara currently
enjoyed by Warsaw Pact artillery and armor forces. A principal objective is to develop improved alpr-o.ches to c.innon pro-
pelting charge and projectile design in the gun propulsion technology program that will provide signiticantly increased range
capability and enable US artillery to compete with and survive against Warsaw Pact forces. Also int:,led is the Advanced
Development Program for the Sense and Destroy Armor Artillery Munition (SADARM). The SADARH will pr.vide a fire-and-forget
antlarmor capability In the indirect fire role which significantly increases the lethality of field rittliery alinst an
armored threat. The fuze efforts encompassed by the program are focused on increasing the operationil effectivenless of
present munitions. Wireless data transmission techniques are being developed to remotely set fuzes, thereby improving res-
ponse and reducing human error. A major objective Is the development of new fuzes to meet the reqol,-ements of advanced
weapons systems. Efforts are continuing to reduce annual training costs by developing low-cost trai ling projectiles for the
60mm and Simm mortar.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST: To provide for: continued development of inexpensive lndi :(t fire morLar training
projectiles; continue fuze development programs; continue the gun propulsion technology program [iil ;ajid in FY 1978; and
continue advanced development of the Sense and Destroy Armor Munition (SADARH). An increase In FY82 ltuding ibove that
projected in FY81 is required to accelerate completion of engineering development of SADARM by I yu...

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Progrim Element: #6.1

6
.29.A Title: Field Artillery Ammuni1tion Devecopment

DOI Mlssiun Area: i 2L-__Fire STport Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

D. (1)) COVIPARISON WITI1 FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE

Funnd% (ciirrent requirements) 4581 12'98 25190 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (an shown l FY 1981

submission) 5131 8053 17246 Continuing Not Applicail,!

Reduction In FY30 funis reflects reprograming from project DOO7 to higher priority Army requirements. [ncrei!;.! in FY81 is
attrbutablo to a Congresslonal increase to the Army request to accelerate development of SADARH. Major incc,.ses in FY82
reflect funding to ac,-elerate the advanced development of SADARH project In D276 and the XM762 fuze In projp..r D007.

E. (U) OTHIER APPROPRIArION FUNDS: R~ot Applicable.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.36.28.A Title: Field Artillery Ammunition Dev2I.l: pment
DOD Mission Area: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Prur.c.:s

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This program supports two projects In munitions advaa.,d developlnent. Project
D007, Field Artillery Ammunition, provides for: Development of low-cost concrete-filled plastic morti.r training projectiles
to provide realistic training and significant avoidance of training ammunition costs; a gun propulsito technology program
which will develop improved approaches to the design of ammunition through integration of the com;pouat technologies of pro-
pellant development, to include development of stick propelling charges and a combustible cartrigt .,:aie for advanced field
artillery weapons systems, and utilization of nonmetallic rotating bands, projectile/tube interactions and cannon tube wear
and erosion. A fuze development program focused on increasing the operational effectiveness of present munitions: including
a high-burst artillery proximity fuze to assure capability for improved conventional munitions, extended range terminally
guiled projectiles and smoke and illuminating mortarartillery applications. Advances in electronic fuze technology now
offer the opportunity to realize both hand-set and remote-set capability in electronic fuzing for artillery. This program Is
exploiting the technology for the next generation 200-second, hand-set, electronic time artillery f,,ze. Project D276,
SADARM, wilt continue to support advanced development of the Sense and Destroy Armor (SADARM) to provide a fire-and-forget
antitank capability to the Field Artillery. The SADARN is a carrier projectile containing three suhmanitions each of which
Is affixed to a parachute and has a sensor and lethal mechanism. Upon ejection from the artillery projectile, the parachute
stabilizes the submunition and Imparts a spin to provide a scanning capability for the sensor, which activates the lethal
mechanism when a target is sensed at an appropriate range.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The development items in this program are directly related to explor itry research being done
In Program Element 6.26.0l.A, Large Caliber & Nuclear Technology. Follow-on engineering developmeni is conducted in Program
Element 6.46.31, SADARM. Developments in this program element are compatible with US Marine Corps .,equirements and are coor-
dinated to preclude duplication of effort. Prior to FY 1979, work now done under project )008, In crogram Element 6.36.29.A,
Field Artillery Cannon System, was conducted in this program element. Ammunition development condo t, i in this PE continues
to he closely coordinated with all developments in PE 6.16.29.A. Fuze development work was accompl,cd in Program Elemen,
616.13.A, 5dvanced Fuze Design, prior to FY 1981.

Ii. (UI) WiORK PERFORMED BY: US Army Armament Research & Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover, NI; Ua(orvliet, NY; sod
Aberdeen, PI; Army Materiel Systems Aalysis Agency, Aberdeen, MD; Harry Diamond Laboratories and U: \rmy Electronics
Research and Dev2lopment Command, Adelph , MD; US Army Armament Readiness Command, Rock Island, IL; al, US Aray Test and
Evaluation Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Contractors include General Electric Company, Burlin4ton, VT, and Syracuse,
NY; Chamberlain Corporation, Waterloo IA; and Aerojet Electro Systems, Azusa, CA; Uoneywell Aerospa, e .and Defense Group,
Ilopkins, MN.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 06.36.2g.A Title: Field Artillery Ammluitioln Development
DOD Mission Area: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplislueents: The qualification of alternate explosive fill In artillery projectiles was
completed in 1977, and srveiilance monitoring of climatically conditioned munitions to establish storage characteristics
continued through 1978. The XEMiI, 8-inch High Explosive (iE) projectile development was initiated In 1976 and was termi-
nated in FY 1978 as not providing sufficient improvement over the standard MtO6 projectile to justify further development.
In FY 1977 work was inittated on an inert 155mm artillery training projectile and a concrete-filled plastic Bimm mortar
training projectile, and expanded In FY 1978 to include 60mm mortars. Fuze and spotting signatures were evaluated, low-cost
packaging design was conhicted, and 81mm concrete rounds were fabricated and tested for cartridge integrity. In FY79
advanced development of ihe training projectiles was completed and transitioned to engineering development In Program Element
646.28, Indirect Fire Trninng Munitions. The gun propulsion program was initiated in FY 1978 with major technical efforts
to investigate Improved high-energy Igniters and propelling charges using high-force, cool-burning stick propellants. In
FY79 efforts were expended to fabricate a variety of propelling charges which will be tested against tube wear requirements.
Fuze developsent accomplishments were achieved in Program Element 6.36.13.A, Advanced Fuze Design. In FY80 the gun propul-
sion program was continued with investigations of refractory metal liners and coatings in 105mm and 155mm gun tubes, to
determine uIner retention and effectiveness in improving tube wear and erosion. Development of combustible cases for Im-
proved handling was begun. Testing of plastic rotating bands and thin-walled projectiles, and advanced developoent of the
Sense mnd Destroy Armor Munition (SADARM) were initiated.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Concentrate on the design, fabrication, and evaluation of new propelling charges such as con-
solidated charges which permit the use of cool-burning propellant at higher loading densities and modular charges for zone
simplification. Complete combustible case charge design and conduct evaluations in larger caliber cannon. Conduct high zone
firings of chemicmlly bonded plastic rotating bands. Continue development of the 200-aecond artillery electronic time fuzes,
ind high-hamrst artillery proximity fuzes Initiated in PE 6.36.13.A, Advanced Faize Design. Continue advanced development of
the Sense and Destroy Armor Munition (SADARM).

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Continue development of cool-propellant, high-loading-denstty propelling charges and
modmlar charges. Test ,embustible cartridge case configurations. Initiate development of a 4.

2
-incl, l/iO-range mortar

training projectile an a alummy ICM/submunition training projectile. Complete AD of 2
0 0
-second artillery electronic time

fuze. Contline accelerated advanced development of the Sense and Destroy Armor Munition (SADARM).

4. (U) FY 1983 Pl:nned Program: Advanced development of SADARM will continue through the 2QFY82 followed by award of
the engineering development contract to the contractor providing the best design as determined by a competitive shootoff.
SADARM transitions to amgineering development in PE 64631. Cmun Hardened, improved sensors developed In PE 6.26.03 AM-18 will
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element; #6.36.28.A Title: Pfeld Artillery Ammoaltion D. e

DOD Mission Area. 1- Pire Suort BuJdget Activity; #4 - Tactical Pr1q :,,q

be Integrated weith projectiles employing precision glJdance and extended range capabilities In pr4.)j,, D277, S .,it Munitions.

J. (U) Pr cnEaui to c ,leito: Tiis is a co.ntinuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Project D0111; Title: field Artillery Ammunition and Fuzes
Program Elir.ent: 46. 16.28.A Title: Field Artilery Ammunition Deveioaeirt

DOD Misu lon Area: i/12 Fire Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Pro Lrnms

A. (U) DET.iI,1) BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This project provides for: Development of concrete-filled plit ic mortar
training prrjer-fles for low-cost, realistic training arid significant avoidance of training ammunition cost:;; .r gun propulrion
technology Pr-ogram which will develop improved approaches to the design of ammunition through integration el (hiet componenti
technologies of propellant development, Ignition, utilization of nonmetallic rotating bands, projectile/tube Interactions and
cannon tube weir and er-ion; and a fuze development program focused on increasing the operational effectiven!!:: of present
munitions, Including a high-burst artillery proximity fuze to assure capability for improved conventional mnlli ions, extended
range terminally guided projectiles, and for smoke and illhminating mortar/artillery applications. Advances Ir electronic: fuze
technology no offer the opportunity to realize both hand-set and remote-set capability In electronic fuzing for artillery and
exploit the technology for the next generation 2

0
0-second, hand -.et, electronic time artillery fuze.

B. (U) RELATE) ACTIVITIES: The development items In this program are directly related I) exploratory reserh being done In
Program Element 6.26.03.h, Large Caliber & Nuclear Technology. Follow-on engineering development is conductel In Program
Elements: 6.46.11, Fl Id Artillery Ammunition, and 6.46.28.A, Indirect Fire Training Munitions. Developmertr In this program
element are compatible with US Marine Corps requirements and are coordinated to relude duplication of effort. The fuze
development work to be accomplished in this project was formerly done in Program Element 6.36.13.A, Advanced Fuze Design.

C. (11) WORK PERFORMED BY: US Army Armament Research & Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover, NI; Watervliet, IlY; and
Aberdeen, PIt); Army 4ltrrll Systems Analysis Agency, Aberdeen, MO; Harry Diamond Laboratories and US Army Electronics Reseirci
and Development Command, kdelphl, MD; (IS Army Armament Readiness Command, Rock Island, IL; and US Army Test and Evaluation
Command, Aherdeen Proving Gronds, MD. Contractors inclrde General Ekectric Company, Blorllngton, VT, and Syrlcuse, NY;
Chamberlain Corporation, Waterloo IA.

D. (U) PROCRAM ACCOli'II;IIHEHTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (11) FY 1980 ar, Prior Accomplishments: The qualification of alternate explosive fill in artillery projectiles was
completed in 1977, anl srrvellance monitoring of climatically conditioned munitions to establish storage chiracterlstics corE-
tinurd throogh 1978. The XK71I, 4-Inch Illgh Explosive (liE) projectile development was initiated in 1976 and rIas terminated In
PY 1178 as ort providing ,rfficent improvement over the standard M106 projectile to justify further devehlr en . In FY i977
work was Itir lated on an inert 155mm artillery training projectile and a concrete-filled plastic 81mm mortar trrining projec-
tile, and ,rrniei in FY 1979 to irlrrlde 6Omm mortrrs. Fuze and spotting signattres were evaluated, low-cost pr.ckagirg design
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UNCLASSIFIED
Project #1)007 Title: Field ArtilHSLeAmuiton and Fuz.

P'rogram Element: #6.36.28.A Title: Field Arrtll e Amwmunition Deyelq .,
DOD1 Mission Area: #212-Fr u?~ ugtAtvt: 1 Tactical Pors

was conducted, and 8imm concrete rounds were fabri cated and tested for cartridge integrity. lin FY79 ado,:, . devel opu'.ilt of
[the training projectelt was completed and transitioned to engineering devtlopsnent lin Prograim Element 6- -'s, Ind-re. Fire
Training Munitions. The gun propulsion program was Initiated Lin FY 1978 With Major technl)C1 efforts It, 1eStigall improv-d
high-energy igniters and propelling charges using high-force, cool-burning propel lants. lit FY79 effort:. le eXPec~tie In fab-
ricate a variety of propelling charges which wilt be tested against tube wear requirements. Fuze deeel ,.:ctt aCcousili~meutt

were achieved in Program Element 6.36.13.A, Advanced Fuze Design. In FY80 the gun propulsion program was continued with Inv,
tigations of refractory metai liners and coatings in lO5mm and 155mm gun tubes to determine liner reteil n and effectiveness
lin improving tube wear and erosion, and develop combustible cases for improved handling. Testing of pli'c I,- rotating hands and
thin-walled projectiles was initiated.

2. (U1) FY 1981 Program: Concentrate on the design, fabrication, and evaluation of new propelling ci,-ges so,th -o con-
solidated charges which permit the use of cool propellant at higher loading densities and modular charges i,r zone sia1,lifica-
titau. Complete comxbustile case charge design and conduct evaluations In larger caliber cannon. Conduci high zone firings of
chemically bonded plastic rotating bands. Continue developssent of the 

2 0 0
-second dirtillery electronic I G- fuzes and

high-burst artillery proximity fuzes Initiated in% PE 6.36.13.A, Advanced] Fuze Design.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Continue developmsent of cool-propellant high- load ing-dens Ity prol- Iiig chiage . and
Modular charges. Test combustible cart ridge cases conf igurit ions. Initiate development of a 4.2 -Inch I/F) r utge n-11 r
training projectile and a dummy ICM/submunition training projectile. Complete Al) of 20

0
-second artillegy ci-ctronic lime, tuze.:M162,

and transition ["jEngineering Developsent in PE 6.46.31.A.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned_ Prga: Extended range propelling charge and propulsion concepts will bee, plired. Advanced
designs lin igh-lIoading- density charges, sotlentless propellanta, base bleed and ratmjet combustion will b. evaluatled. A range
increase of 10% to 30% will be sought. A refactory met'al-coated liner approach will be used on 155MM SYStI-k to akitil-e gun

tube wear improvements of 100 to 200%.

5. (U1) Program to Completion: This is a continuinsg program.

6. (U) Major Milestones: Not Applicable.
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Pro)crt PDO)7 Title: Field Artillery Ammuniton and Fuzes

Progr.m lem ,it: If, .3t,.28.4 Title: Field Artillery Ammunition Develo
DOD Nisql.u Area: 1.12 - Fire Suppor Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Pro#ras

7. (U) ReSourcea ( in thousands):

Total

FY 1980 FT 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Kstimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

RDTE
Ftni. (current r,.qtirementO) 2997 4736 6399 11645 Continuing Not Applilc.ible
Fusnd (.i. shown In FY 1981

,,hmt1q. on) 3047 5138 7972 Not Shown Continuing Not Applicable

RI'ueI FY 19811 fundinR ,eflerts reprograming actions to support higher priority efforts. Decrease In FY 1981 Is attributable
to a general CnngreasI,)nil reduction. FY82 fgpure reflects program restructuring.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONMRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SIiMHAkY

Proect: #D276 Title: Sense sd Destroy Armor (SAIIARN)
Program Element: #6.36.28.A Title: Field Artillery Ammunition Devel,iacnt

DOD Mission Area: 7212 - FireSupport Budget Activity; 14 - Tactlc, Plogrami,

A. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Threat studies indicate that massive armor attack . tlie pricigii ground
threat in Europe. Artillery will be required to perform a key role in responding to massed armost I ssolits biie It has tihe
capability to bring extensive fire power from distant standoff, protected positions. The Sense -1 liestroy Aritar (SADARN)
round will be part of the 8-inch Artillery Weapon Systems family which will provide the capability it, attack anered targets
that are beyond the direct observation of friendly forces. It is intended that the system will h. dployed aoi tired using
current and future fire delivery and target acquisition techniques. SADARN will provide a fire-ato- lrget, ntir all-weather
antiarmor projectile, carrying self-contained target-sensing submunitions. Using volley fire, it a attack ai.cas contain-
log self-propelled field artillery, air defense and/or massed armored units that are well beyond 1t VEBA and h-yond the
range of direct tire systems. Employment concepts including the use oi SADAII? In combination with atilllery-dclivered an-
tiarmor and antipersonnel personnel mines would combine to keep snch units in double jeopardy by killing targect if they
moved (mines) or If they remained stationary (SADAIRN). The excellent system accuracies of the att Hiery-lott ing radars and
other target acquisition devices together with the B-incl howitzer combine to make this a most ei t tive counci.ttire weapon.
Additionally, employment concepts would feature the SADAIi 8-inch munition In preplanned tires g.itinst hardtned targets such
as defense positions and assembly areas. Such targets, containing both armored and unarmored velh,i are vet y vulnerable
to SADAIUI's lethality. SADARN's high terminal effectiveness will greatly reduce the number of pr)tecttles required to
defeat the target. Its self-contained target-seeking capability will eliminate the need for the i,,rward observtir to track
individual targets, thus reducing forward observer exposure time. Since multiple submunitions at c.rried int- tite target
area by occe carrier, the potential exists for attacking many targets stmtltaneously. SADAk attat t trom ativt ; therefore,
it will be difficult for the enemy to hide or resort to defilade tactics.

is. (i1) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This project follows from exploratory development Program Elemect b.-.iti.A All -I (Large cali-
her slid nuclear technology), where a prototype sutbmlttciol design was tabricated asid stccessftully .i -it-natraltd.

C. (it) WORK PERFIRHMED By: Principal Army Nattagement Agency is tie Development Project Office iti :ii.iected Amaitltiton.
ARRADCOM, Dover, N.I. In-itouse support is provided by tice Large Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory, AI:IADCO; Ballistics
iesearch Laboratory, ARRADCOM, Aberdeen, MD; US Army Test aid Evaluation Command Activity, Aberde,, lil. Pritipti ccntrac-
tots are: Aerojet Electro Systems, Azusa, CA, and lioneywell.Defense Systems Division, Hopkins, tIl.
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Pro sct FI1276 Title: Sense and Destroy Armor (SADAR)
Program Elcacent: f6.3(.28.A Title: Field Artillery Ammunition Development

DOD Mission Area: I 212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

D. PROCRAM ACC)HPLISII"EliTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (il) FY 1980 aod Prior Accomplishments: Conducted conceptual design of submunition including sensor, warhead, aod
parachute. Iroured prsotype hardware and successfully demonstrated feasibility of a Sense and Destroy Arml0,r (SADARH) .. b-
mnni t Ion. i~ttfer of Agri iment (LA) was approved, and two contracts were placed to conduct competing advancd development
programs with the most -,oessful contractor to be awarded the follow-on engineering development phase.

2. (U) FY 1981 Prorram: Contractors will complete program documentation, test, and evaluation of theli respective
SADARi compocats. Fol l-,-on prototype hardware fabrication will be completed. In-house engineering support and contractor
evaluation will be pur,d.

3. (U) FY 1982 Plaoned Program: The advanced development of the Sense and Destroy Armor (SADARM) projectile will be
continued. Contractor. -. 11 pursue subsystem evolution, system integration, and conduct static and ballistic testing. The
design of th, SADARM siousnition will be completed and Incorporated Into the M509 shell body carrier. Full-up projectiles
will be fabricated for ivaluation and support of DT I/OT I. Projectiles will Incorporate a dual sensor approach to minimize
vulnerability to weath-r, battlefield dust and smoke and active and passive countermeasures.

4. (tl) FY 1983 Pl.oo,,d Program: Conduct DT i/OT I evaluation of the competing contractor designs. Initiate pro-
curement of long-leadlint components for use during the Engineering Development (ED) phase. Conduct validation In-Process
Review, sele't ED conttaclor, and initiate ED in PE 64631.

S. (0i) Program_ to ()mpletlon: This is a continuing program.
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UNCLASSIFIED

Pro ect: #D276 Title: Sense and Destroy Armor (SADAkI)
Program Element: 06.36.28.A Title; Field Artillery Ammunition Devei,,r.t
DOD lission Area: 0 212 - Fire Support Budget Activity; #4 Tactical iI,l),ass

6. (0) Malor Milestones:

Current lilestone Dats
Hajor lilestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 19111 .obmission

Development Testing I 2Q FY83 None Shown
Validation In-Process

Review 2Q FY83 None Shown
Development Testing 1I 2Q FY85 None Shown

and Type Classification-

Limited Production
Release 2Q FY85 None Shown

Development Accep
tance in-Process
Review and Type
Classify Standard IQ FY86 None Shown

Pull-Scale Production 4Q FY86 None Shown

7. (U) Resources ($ in thousands):

"luI 11
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional ,. t imated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion I -g I

Funds (current requirements) 15b4 7662 18791 12938 33226k 4 p(*
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 2084 2915 9274 Noo Shrw ilo l [. alil it.. I,

*Includes Engineering Development in PF 16.46.31.A, Project D369. Total estimated costs are based on i preliminary baseline
cost estimate only. F Y81) unds reprogranle.-d to oLtfr Army reijt irlent . Incre.es in FY81 and 82 ,Li,,t id Inusgi, 0.1I 4dld
OSh acceleration of tibe progia li.
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UNCLASSIFIED

FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMHARY

Program Element: 16.36.29.A Title: Field Artillery Cannon Systems
DOD Hission Area: #212 - Fire S Budget Activity -- Tactical Prog rams

A. (U) RESOURCES (PR.ECT LISTING): ($ In thousands)

Protect FY 1980 FY 199t FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional lEstImated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 3646 5862 2074 15556 Continuing Not Applicable

D008 Ilivislon Support Weapon 1646 5862 2074 15556 Continuing Not Appllcahle
System

6. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The Neavy Brigade/Division Field Artillery Fire Support Weapon
System pr,vbd:' indirect fire support to the maneuver forces of Armored and Mechanized Divisions/Brigades. Indirect Fire
Support pr(ivlled by this systom Includes the destruction, neutralization, and suppression of target elements within the,
maneuver commander's area of responsibility. The purpose of the hleavy Brigade/Division Program Is to ensure that the US Army
maintains a r-,sponsive, survivable, and lethat lleavy Brigade/Diviston System through Improvement of the currently fielded
system, ievelopment rf a new system, adaptation of i foreign system or components, or a combination of these approaches is
requ I ret.

C. (i) BASIS FOR TIlE FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: FY 1982 funds are required to support the concept formulation phase of th,-
Ileavy Rrig.ade/Tivisioa Fire Support Weapon System Program, The lleavy Brigade/Division Field Artillery Fire Support Mission
Element Need Statemer has been approved by the Secretary of Defense. A Special Task Force (STF) will be formed In 198t.
The Special Task For-, wll manage the program during the concept formulation phase and will evaluate alternative system con-
cepts. Renults of Cri),at Generation Contracts executed-in FY 1980 Indicated that additional in-depth analys.,s in specific
areas must he Initiated itn 1981 to include terminally guided munitions; command, communications, and control; and ammunition
pickiging tnd resupply. Detilled preparation for 3P)FY1982 Army Systems Acquisition Review Council Decision wi il also be
Initlited in FY 1981. The FY 1982 funds are required to complete the work iniriatel in FY 198t.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: #6. 1h.29.A Title: Wield Arlilery Cannon Systems

DOD Mission krea: 9i:reSprtBudget Aivty 04 -Tactical Projyrsuna

n. (i) co.p..RiSOm Win "Y 1981 ROTE R Etfu.'ST: (I In thousands)

ToL, i
Additional iiEt ba., ted

FY 198) FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE

Funds (current requnirements) 1646 SH62 2074 Continuing Not ,1,1 icabl
Funds (as shown in VY 1981

submislins1) 2269 6715 19117 Continuing Not ki,licable

The change In PY 1980 funding was due to an increase of $400 thousand to complete the I09/M203 prop, I I foot charge program, and
an iocreitse of $977 thousand for the lnavy Brigade/Division Field Artillery Weapons System Program. elhe decrease in FY 1981
funding is due to a reprograming to a higher priority Army requirement. The difference in the FY i9iQ figures is because of
funding constraints duo! to higher Army priorities that prevented the Heavy Brigade/Division Field At Lillery Weapne System
Program from entering Advanced Development in FY 1982 as uas originally planned.

E. (i) OTHER APPR0PRIArI,}N FUNi)S: Not Apilicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Prograem Fit-t: -1. 16229. A Title: Field Arttllery Cannon 3ystems

WM0! tti'li Aroa: 012 -Fire Supp~ort Budget Actvity: Tactical Programs

F. (11) O)EMALFD - A i:VJU)ND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of this program Is to determine, and then dev-Iop, the opt Ian's

Ipproaic for a r, sponsle, le-thal, and survivahle Field Artillery System to provide indirect fire support to the Heavy
Brlg-,Ie/niI _1stn In the 1990-2011~ timeframe. A Mlission Element Need Statement for a Heavy Brigade/Dlvision Field Artillery
Fire Saippori System thts bee~n approved by the Secretary Secretary of Defense. A Letter of Instruction is biIng prepared by
the Offir.- of the Depo1lty Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans that directs formation of a Special Taisk F'orce to consider
alt,-roatI-e ipproach- for satisfying the stated need. Apparentit alternatives Include cannon, rocket, or missile solutions.
Pr~paratlto for a cotl:-henaive inaiyais and evailuation of alternative system approaches by the Special Ta!;k Force, leading
to 1 14 Qieirter FYl''17 disitaon by the Army Systems Acquisition Review Council, tias been initiated. In FY 1979, FY 1980, and
IQ)FY 1981 , the Army conducted a detailed assessment of technology available to Improve the Heavy Brigade/DivIsion Field
Artillery Fire Support Weapion System. During this time system concepts implementing the available technologies were
gencraI i alealv] . Specific areas such as terminally guided munitions; command, communications. control; and amisoni-
lion pit-k~ifio and -,.,eply that require more detailed analysis have been identified; these analyses will be conducted during
PP 19RI i FY 1

9
92.tell the results provided to the special task force. The technology survey and concept generation effort

was exeeot,'d with ete-iv~le participation by Industry. Two Industrial teams, headed by FMC Corporation and Pacific Car and
Foundry Corporation, qeeae cnet for new cannon systems. A third induastrial team headed by Norden Systems conducted a
compre-hensie evaluation of te 11109 155mm Cannon System and hasl developed oncepts and proposals for improvements to he app-
tied to tht stystem. A government team submitted a concept for a modified Multiple Launch Rocket System thtat will be consid-
ered as.i .,,teFrnative by the Special Task Force. A government team also solicited. compiled, and evaluated Information on
foreign synttems and components that would contribute to solving the deficiencies In the Mt109A2/A3 system. Tite technology
qorvey and system conce-pt genieration effort was completed by a Genera-l Officer's Review, during which dectiions were manle as
to the compeltteness aol1 quality of work accomplished and additional work that is required to support ai Special Task Force.

G. (1l) RRI.ATED ACTIVITIES: The projects In this program are related to Program Elements 6.26.O3.A,Large Caliber and
Nucear Teritnology, whe-rn weapons exploratory work is pe rformed; 6.27.02.E Tactical Technology. where the Itefense Advanced
Reseairch Prolicts Appelny is Inv.stigatingt extended range aemm,oion And advanced seeker technology; 6.36i..! 1.A, Improved
'onnventional Ammunitin, where Field Artillery Ammunition Development Is accomplishei; 6.33.06.A Dual Mod !becker, where new
.ecit..r t-hitmmligy with ptotillih application to Artillery Sysitems Is being investigated; 6.36.2l.A, Combat Vehicle Engine,
whtete tmit Vehicle Propulsion Systems are being Investigated; 6.17.07A Army Data Distribution System; 6.46.21. A,
(;opperheid. now entering prodtuction, 6.46.0114. Improved liS'sm Nuclear Projectile, where engineering developmsent of An
Improved 155nmm Nucleair Projectile Is .snlerwaiy; 6.5l.1tlloreign W~eapon,% Evaluation, where evaluation of foreign weapon systems
Is condot-'i 6.47.2

7
A.Divisfon Artillery and Battalion Fire Direction Centers; 6.46.3l.A, Amsmunition MSain, where field ar-

tillery ammunition engitt..-ring efforts are being pursne1. Activities of related programs will be monitored, anll reviews will
he condumcted to prec litde doplheat ion of efforts.
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Program Element: #6.16.29.A Title: Field Artillery Cannon Systems
DOD Mission Area: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Proj;.tu_

I. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Contracts for system concept studies were executed by Food, Machinery a,,l Chemical C-rp (FMC)
San lose, CA, Pacific Car and Foundry Corporation, Renton, WA, and Norden Systems, Norwalk, CT, as p, I: contractors.
In-house developing organizations participating in the program are: US Army Armament Research and Dv Iopment Command
(ARRADCOM), Dover, NI, Edgewood, MD, Aberdeen, MD, and Watervilet, NY; Army Materiel Systems Analyst 4,ency (AM:;AA),
Aberdeen, MD0; Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), Arlington, VA; US Army Test and EvstlLiion Command (TECOM).
Aberdeen MD: US Army Operational Test an Evaluation Agency (OTEA), Falls Church, VA; US Army Field A Ililery Board (USAFAB),
Ft Silt, OK; US Army Field Artillery School (USAFAS), Ft Sill, OK; US Army Training and Doctrine Comt:a,,l (TRADOC), Ft Monroe,
Vk; US Army Tank Automotive Research and Development Command (TARADCOM), Warren, Ml; US Army Armament literiel Re llness
Command (ARRCOM), Rock Island. IL; US Army Communications Research and Development Command. Ft Monmottt NJ; US Army
Electronics Research and Development Command, Adelphi. HD; US Army Missile Command, Redstone, AL; US A,,ay Mobility Equipment
Research and Development Command, Ft Belvoir, VA; US Army Human Engineering Laboratory, Aberdeen, MD.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLiSIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: From FY 1976 to FY 1979, the bulk of this program footling was used to deter-
mille tite feasibility of using the 1203 propelling charge to provide an extended range capability for tih M109 series 155mm
Self-Propelled Howitzers. Although analysis and testing have shown that the range of the M109 can b, increase, usaing the
M203 propelling charge, the adverse impact of higher overpressure on personnel and the degradation ot ri.llabilIty of the
howitzer led to a decision that the M203 will not be type classified for use in the M109. Funding wJi ilso provlled through
1979 to support updating of the Field Artillery Digital Automatic Computer software in consonance wi:i tlie fielding of new
w,-,pons and munitions. in FY 1979, a Request for Proposal was issued and proposals from 7 prime co .',,:tors were evaluated
for system concept studies of an -nhanced 155mm Salt-Propelled (SP) Artillery Weapon System. Contric. were awarded to FHC
Corporation and Pacific Car and Foundry Corporation to survey technology and generate concepts for a oew syste-tl0.t could be
fielded in the 1990-2010 timeframe. A contract was also awarded to Norden Systems to determine Impro ,'mente that could be
made to maintain or Increase the capabilities of the currently fielded M109A2/A3 system. The informi- in gained trom these
contracts was evaluated by a government team in the fall of 1980 and the results presented to a Gencril Officer's Review in
December 1980.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: The concept generation contracts awarded during the first quarter of FY 1980 were completed
during the first quarter of FY 1981. The results were presented to a General Officer's Review by a g,.crement evaluation
team. with the conclusion that dramatic increases in Heavy Brikade/Division, System capabilities can b. ,,:hleved. The areas
of Command. Communications, Control, Operation In Nuclear Biological, Chemical Environment; handling, pickaging, and ammuni-
tion and resupply were determined to require require more in-depth analyses. These analyses are to b. initiated in
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Program Element: 06.3f,.29.A Title: Field Artillery Cannon Systems
DOD Mission Area:7L1 - Fire Supor Budget Activity: 4 - T3ctienl Pograms

2QFY 1981. A letter of Instruction for formation of a Special Task Force that will evaluate alternative conepts Is belng,
drafted. Administrative preparation for an Army Systems Acquisition Review Council Decision has been initialed,

. (I)) FY?982 Planned Prorm: The work in FY 1982 will be to complete the work Initiated in FY 1981. Final prep.,ira-
tions for VIFY 1982 Army Systems Acquisition Review Council Decision will be completed. Preparation for ent,,ring Advanc'i
Development durinR IQFY1983 will be completed.

4. (0) FY 1983 Planned Program: A competitive Advanced Development Phase is planned to be Initiated in I(jFY 1983

should the decision be made to develop a new system.

S. (0) Program to ompIletlon: Should the decision be made to develop a new system, the program is projected to enter
Engineering Development in 2QFY 1986. The Production Decision is planned for IQFY 1990 with the inital3 fielding being
planned for 4QFY 1990.
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fY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPrIVE SUMMARY

Progrim Element: 16.16.32.A Title: Armored Combat Support Vehrl, ,'imaly
Donl mission Area: 1216 - Lind Comb t Service Support BuJget Activity: 4 - TactcaI-Pr,, r,,ns

A. (UI) RESOURCES (PROJECt LISTING): ($ In thos.an.is)

T,,t ai
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additiol EL Iv ted
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Compi ilo COIt

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEVIENT 3700 3224 103 13911 20958
QUANTITIES Not Applicable

r154 Armored Forward Area 1000 600 - 11931 15l,1

Rearm Vehicle

D109 Field Artillery Ammunition 2700 2624 103 '- 5.27

Suitport yeile

(M) NOTE: D154 (Armored Combat Support Vehicle Family) project Is changed to the Armored Forward .,.,i Rear, VAhicle as
shown above. Prior to FY12, the Armored Combat Support Vehicle Family Project was used to fund bot,, (ie Armored ForwJrd Area
Rearm Vehicle ano the Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle now in D15 and D109 respectively. lhe lliotenance Assist
Vehicle and Medical EvacoAtion Vehicle listed inder the 154 project In FY81 used no funds and witll I,,t be Iiht-. urder the
154 project In the future. They are not funded in FY82.

B ) BRIEF DESCRIPTIN OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Supports Army needs for armored combat sup.ort vehiclh,, to meet two
L . li logistics roles and missions. The principal requirement of each role and mission is:

I. (U) Armored Forward Area Rearm Vehicle (AFARV): Resupplies tank and infantry fighting vellcl! ammuOlltloR to forws,.rJ
deployed tank And mechanized forces in an environment of suppressive enemy artillery fires. This v. ltize will provide pro-
tection for ammonition thereby allowing them to remain in the main battle area where they are needed i much larger percent of
the time to supply combat vehicles in or neir their fighting positions.

2. (U) Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle (FAASV): Provides protection of artillery ., iitttion J:ing resupply
of self-propelled Alillery weapons In their firing positions, that are subject to counterbattery fii ,; from enemy rocket and
cn,1n. This vehicle wlll replace the onprotectol M548 tracked resupply vehicle, and provide armot I protect ion for the

UNCLASSIFIED
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Progrim Ei,.nent: 06.16.32.A Title: Armored Combat Support Vehicle Family
0

) 
Ils9on Area 26 ---Lind Combat Service Support Budget Activity. 4 - Tactical Programs

immunition ant, crew. The vehicle will have new mmunnition-han'll ng equipment permitting faster and less mia-Intensive

-ammaui t Ion r' r -pp I y

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY )1M2 ITF. REQUEST:

I. (Il) r e Armourl Forw.ird Area Rearm Vehicle (0154) is unfunded in FY82. This will result in at lea-;t i one-year

delay of this proje:t.

2. (il The Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle completes its development program in FY82. The Army will procure

five Field Artillery Ammunltion Support Vehicle prototypes for in FY92 Operational Development Test 11 evalation to deitr-

mine their sultabilitv for artillery ammunition support for armored and mechanize divisions or separate brigades. These

prototypes will be prlduce using the tiI09 self-propelled 155mm howitzer chassis.

I. (W) Aq stat-i In parigraph CI above, there is no FY32 funding to continue the Armored Forward Area Rearm Vehicle

project. The Field Artillery Ammunition Suppirt Vehicle project is funded for development which will be completed in FY82.

FundIng le vl for the Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle program Is considered adequate and valid by the Army. This

project is considered a low-risk effort since the ebhasgls (11109) has been in use by the field artillery for fifteen years.

Current Milestone Dates

Major tillestones Hi lestone Dates Shown In FY 1981 Submission

Armored Fo rwa ri Area _Re i rm Veh Ir I e
Award Tostbe,l lontrict: 4QFY1980 2QFY1980

Delay was caused by late release of funds to the projef't.

Condan-t Opertional Fvailattion: 2QFY198I IQFYI931
Dliy was a result of late FY80 start of project.

Award Engineering Development Contract: Program not funded2TFY199l

There will be a one-year project delay dne to a lack of fumds.

Compt,te Operational Testing: 4QFY1982

Type "ls9s ify: IQFYI982

Field Artillery Ammunilton Support Vehicle:

Rel- , - Request for Propoal: 4QFY1990 2QFY1989

UNCLASSIFIED
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Progr.:m Element: #6.36.32.A Title: Armored Combit Support.Veh.': Famlly

not) Hlsslon Are 1: 1216 - [nd CombaLt Service Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactieal P, gr aIs

li jor Mi lestones Current Milestone Dates

Armored Forward Area Rearm Vehicle Milestone Dites Shown in FY 1981 SubuIsstou

Delay was caused by late release of funds lI FYSO to this project.

Armored Contract: 2QFY1981 3QFY198
0

Same as Above

Complete Operat ional Testing: 3QFY1982 IQFYI98I

Same is above

Type Classify: 4QFY1982 4QFY1981

Same as above

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

To:
Additional Es, hsited

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 to Completion C o.,t

ROTE

Funds (current requirements) 3700 3224 103 13931 .0953

Funds (as shown in FY 198t

submission) 4400 3516 1513 20000 29429

The Armored Combat Support Vehicle Family project is an outgrowth of the Program Element 6.36.24A/I)154. Vehicle Rearm System

Project. Differences reflect a restructuring of. the project. The FY 1980 decrease of $700K was cosed by these funds being

used by the Army for a classified project. The reducltion of $l4lOK in FY 1982 was caused by the Armored Forward Area Rearm

Vehicle project not being funded. The decrease in additional to completion funds was caused by the Ilimintenance Assist

Vehicle and Medical Evacuation Vehicle being removed from this project.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ In thousands) Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Elomnt: 96 .16. 12.. Title: Armored Combat Support Vehicle PamiIy
DOD 41iston Area: #2t6- - Lind Combat Service Support Buidget Act~v #4iy - Tactical Programs

F. (Ui) DETAILED BACKGROumn AND DESCRIPTION: In order to win In ground combat against enemy mechanized fores which are
tmericealfy _qnpertor, US tanks, artillery, and other fighting vohticics must sustain combat at higher Intensities for longe-r

p-'riods than ever before. Frontline logistical support becomes the buttress of sustaining these combat operations. Vehicles
requirel for this support must have protection against small arms and overhead artillery fires and cross-country mobility
comparable to the trackel combat vehicles they support. Resupply of tank, infantry fighting vehicle, and art iilery ammuni-
tion to the combat site for on-position resupply Is essential to satisfying the increased logistical demand. There are two
current combat systems Wtich demand Increased logistical capabilities. A priority development is an armored resupply vehicle
designed sp-cificaliy to resupply tanks and infantry fighting vehicles which are engaged in close combat In the forward bat-
tle area. The other priority developnient is a Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle designed to couple with
self-propelled howitzers for sustained firing engagements in a counterbattery enviroment. The Army Initiate'd the
levelopsent of theae two priority programs in FY 1980. There is no intent In this program to develop a new tracked comb~at
vehicle. The Armore.- Forward Area Rearm Vehicle program will develop an armored module In which to carry taiik and
Infantry-type ammimoitlon. and attendant on-board materiel handIntrg equipment. It will use the Multiple Launitb Rockat System
(rff,RS) cissis as tthe ba-itc carrier, thus providing cross-country mobility a3nd protection from small arms andI splintering
munitions. The 411119 -rnisi (Field Artillery Ammu~nition Support Vehicle) Is desired by the user as the carrier for field] ar-
tillery ammunition. Thts chassis Is the basic system for the M109AI/A2/A3, 155mm howitzer weapon system now organic to all
irsorel an'! mechanized infantry artillery units. Using ti chassis, the Field Artillery Ammunition S~ipport Vehicle wilt be
is mobile as the systtem it supports, cause very little training impact on deployed units and enjoy commonality of many spare
pirts.

G. (U) RELkTEDACTIVITIES: This program is related to all of the Army's research and development programs connected with
tactical andt spea p-mrpo-se vehicies. Programs of primary Interest are: Progrm Element (PE) 6.26.t9I.A. Tlink and
Automotive Teclunology; PE 6.1l.02-A, Project AF22, Research in Vehicle Mobility; PE 6.21.Oi.A. Materiels; FE 6.36.21.A,
Combat Vehicle Propulsion System Development; and PE 6.33.01A, Project 216, GSRS. Dupication of effort Is avoided by review
aol coordintation of programs at Hieadiquarters, Tank Atutomotive Command.

I1. (11) WORK PERFORMED -BY: US Army Tank and Automotive rommand, Warren, 41., has the responsibility for implementation of
this prugretm. Contractors for the Field Artillery Ammunuition Support Vehicle will be setccted In FY i98i.

1. (I1) PROC)(RAit AkC;iIPLtII'iENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS.

i. (11) FY 19)8') i,l Prior 4ccomplishments: An engineering evaluation was conlucted on several confliguruions of
'mmunlon-rarryIng moditles and ammutnition materiel-handling equipment to support the development of the Armored Forward Area

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.36.32.A Title: Armored Combat Support Vehici, FKmi
DOD Mission Area.216 - Land Combat Service Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progla',,1s

Rearm Vehicle and the Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle. A contract was awarded to develop ..n ammuiltin module for
the Armored Forward Area Rearm Vehicle. A request for proposal was made to produce five Field Art I try Ammunit ion Support
Vehicles. An Army decision was made to reevaluate the requirements for the Maintenance Assist Vehl.ih and the rlodlcal
Evacuation Vehicle.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: The Armor Center will evaluate one technology demonstrator module to support the Armored
Forwart Area Rearm Vehicle project using an MLRS chassis. The Army will contract for five prototyp. Field Artillery
Ammunition Support Vehicles to be used for operational and developmental testing in FY82.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: There is no planned FY 1982 Armored Forward Area Rearm Vehicle progrin. It is an-
ticipatei that this program will be continued in the future, once the Army clarifies the requirem-t ind th, concept.
Complete development of the five prototype Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicles and conduct ,,poratlonsl and
developmental testing. Type classify this support vehicle to allow production in FY 1983.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Prepare for procurement of the Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle.

5. (g) Program to Completion: Begin procurement of 1293 Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vthl-les to fill a critical
need in Europe. Begin engineering development of an Armored Forward Area Rearm Vehicle when fundel. qomplete operational
ind developmental testing and type classify this system to allow future procurement.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RI)TE CONCIlISSIONAL ESCRIPTIVE SII IARY

l'rogram Elr',nlt: 06. 36. 1I,.A Title: Advanced thulti-Ptirpose Armament System
I10) M .ss,mn Area. a+1 - Close Coimbat Blodget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

Tills |ESCRIPTIVE SIBMNARY WILL BE SIIBIIITTED UNDER A SEPARATE COVER.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 06.37.05.A Title: Pit sical Security
DoD mission Area: 1216 - Land Combat Service Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Pr gi.msa

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project i FY 198) FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Addition,1 Est Ima teJ
Number Title S Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To CompI tion Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 3375 3100 3887 5556 Continuig Not Applicable
DK82 Physical Security 3375 3100 3887 5556 Continulig Not Applicable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELENtIdi AND itSStOH REK90: The object ve of this program element Is in conduct advanced
development of physical security equipment used to provide protection for critical areas, installa mons, and the rear area

of deployed forces. The need Is to use physical security equipment to enhance all DOD security to the maximum extent pos-

sible and decrease manpower (guard) requirements to a minumum.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST:

1. (U) Funds are required to accomplish advanced developsent of: (I) components to provide aiditionat c;apabilittes
for the Facility Intrusion Detection System (FIDS) in full-scale development under Program Element 6.47.18.A. Physical
Security, (2) exterior lighting and barrier systems, and (3) security locks and containers. AdvaneI development will con-
tinile on the following PIS components: Adaptive and discriminative strain and radio frequency (RI) motion senoor; fiber
optic, RF. and extended range data links; end the fog-deterrent response device. Advanced leveloie ai will be initiated for
a low-light-level TV suitable for FIDS, and a st.rain-sensLtive cable for use as a combination senst.t end data link.
Advanced development of optimized security lighting and barrier systems will continue, and a vatidation In-Process Review
(IPR) will be condected for the lighting and barrier components that will satisfy the DOD security requirements. Advanced
development will be Initiated for security locks and containers.

2. (U) FIDS development costs have been validated in the FIDS Baseline Cost Estimate (BCE). Validation iPR for both
the Sevcurity Ligihtlng aed Barrier Systems and the contrasting Ground Cover System has been Jelayel b.!,oause of a delay in
having an approved reqoirements document. The Mttttary Poltcce School has drafted a Letter uf Atre-oict (LOA) wielch was
forwarded to "vadqe rters, Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), and to the other services for 4t ifling on I Ihcember
1980. RhADOWC approvAl Im anticipated 2Q81.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.37.()5.A Title: Physical Security

DOD Mission Area: #216 - Land Combat Service Support Budget Activity: 4 -Tactical Programs

Current Ilestone Dates

14a ior MI iest-on, Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Suhnlssion

Special IPR - Electronic 2Q81 Not Shown

AItering System

VAL-IPR - !;..arity 2Q82* IQ81
Lighting & Pirrier
Systems (friginally
Group I rmo, )nents)

VAL-IPR-4dvrnced FIDS 4Q81 4Q81
Group It

VAL-IPR-Se rity Locks FY83** FY82

and Containers

VAL-PR-oti stIng Ground FY83* PY82
Cover Syst,- (Originally
Group It 1.1pIii ing and
Rirrier Components)

VAL-IPR-Advanced FIDS PY33 PY83
Group Ill

* Validation IPR has b1r delayed pending approval of requirements document.

* Villiton IPR has hen delayed because available Military Police School minpower resources have been

levoted to -fie priority FinS ind Lighting and Barrier Systems.

D. (VP COMPARISON iJIT1I FY 19,31 RDTE R_ ST: In thousands)

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program esement: 06.31.05.A Title: Ph!siSecurity
DOD Mission Area: 1216 - Land Combat Service Support budget Activity: 4- Tactical Pro iriis

Total
Additional Esi4,ted

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 3375 3100 3887 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown in FY i98i
submission) 3500 128t 5817 Continuing Not kpplicable

In FY80 the $125K a re~rogramed to 6.47.18.A to fund a cost growth on the interL FIBS contract. Decrease in I'Y8| lw attrib-
utable to the application of general Congressional reductions. Reduction in FY82 ts due to total obligational authority
constraint.

E. (U) OTIIE APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.31.05i.A Title: Physical Securty
DOD Mission Area: 02k6 - Land Combat Service Support Budget Activity: - - Tactic.al Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BACKR(OUND AND DESCRIPTION: Developments will be directed towards satisfying the Army, Air Force, and
Navy materiel need for a. Interior security system (Facility Intrusion Detection System (FIDS)) and their r-.l:ircment for i
Physical Security Lighting and Barrier System. Development wilt Include the following: (i) sensors, tncluditg penetri i,.,
motion, Item removal, duress, and contraband; (2) electronic data links, data link security supervisory compot.ots, and cen-
tralized data processing components; (3) alarm display, monitoring, and readout components; (4) physiological and/or psycho-
logical deterrent devli-s; (5) devices to protect cargo In depots or in transit by track or ship; (6) devices to provide
physical security for the rear area of deployed forces; (7) standardized security equipment and locking hardw.'re; and (8)
exterior lighting and harrier systems. Interfaces necessary to Integrate exterior sensors developed by the Air Force and
potential shipboard sev.rity equipment components adopted by the Navy wilt also be developed In consonance with the direc-
tion from th. Under Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering) (Memo of 26 Itly 1979) for the Army to ",,velop the com-
mand, control, and display subsystem (CCDS) of the DOD standardize-phys[cal security equipment system; east r' that the CUOS
has the capacity and design to manage all segments of the entire mlItary/commercial security equipment land Ia.sed systems."
In addition, tIhere wil he a continuing evaluation of commercial physical security equipment as well as tIhose items that
might be developed by other government agencies.

G. (U) RELATRD ACTIVITIES: The exploratory development for physical security equipment is conducted under PE 6.27.1].A,
project AFi2q, 'ohillty Equipment Technology. The Improved processing technique effort and the fiber optic daa link, whil(t
entered Advanced development in FY80. are outgrowths of these projects. This program supports the engineerln,, levelopnent
Program Element 6.47.18.A, Physical Security, In which the major item Is the Interim Facility Intrusion Deteci ion System
(FIDS). Related are the Army's Remotely Monitored Battlefield Sensor System (REIBASS) tactical sensor progras. and the Air
Force's Bise and Installation Security System (BISS) exterior physical security program. Close coordination with REMBASS,
RISS. and th, Navy Is helitg accomplished to assure tiltlization of related technologies and developments And ti prevent
duplication of effort. Cnrdination Is accomplished by joint working gronps and attendance at other Service ind department
meetings. The DOD Physifril Security Equipment Action Group monitors aol corprdinates tite development atJ acqu Jitlon of
physical security equmipment by all services. The Departmeot of the Army's single point of contact is the Pro et Officer
for Physical Security Erquipment (POPSE), who monitors and coordinates the development, Acquisition, Integrated logistic sup-
port, and installation of physical security systams.

Ii. (U) WORK PERPORMED BY: The United States (US) Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command (NERADCOH),
Fort Belvoir, VA, is -assignol responsibility for Physicn Security Research, Development. Test and Evaluation (ROTE). Otiter
government agencies currently Involved are the US Army Test and Evaluation Command. Aberdeen, MD. Hajor contia. tors are GTE
Sylvania, tountinview, CA; Southwest Research. San Antonio. TX; General lnstruments Corporation. IltcksvIIle, NY; Tetra
Tech, lcorporated, Pasadna, CA; and ENSCO Incorporated, Springfield, VA.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 16.37.05.A Title: Physical Security
DU Missiol Are: 0116 .- Land Combat Service Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Pru.g- .,.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACC(MPLISIPIENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments:

a. (U) Facility intrusion Detection System: Advanced development in pursuance of the ap1 .r.-v.d Materiel Need for
the Facility Intrusion Detection System (FIDS) was initiated during FY 1974 under Program Element (0') 6.37.19.A, Special
Purpose Detectors. During FY79 an Acquisition Plan was prepared and a Valtuation In-Process Revti. ,pproved cntering Into
fuil-scale development of Advanced VIDS Group I components. Advanced Development was initiated and t-tracts were awarded
for Advanced FIDS Group 1I components. During FY80, advanced development (AD) continued for Adv3ncel l[DS Group i1 compo-

nents and the RF Data Link. AD was initiated for a strain sensor, the RF motion sensor, Improved si ;nai-processing tech-

niques, a combination light and sound response device and secure fiber optic links.

b. (U) Security Lighting and Barriers System: During FY77 a review of Commander in Chief. E.rope (C1NCEUR),
lighting requirements was conducted, concentrating on horizontal and vertical illumination requtrem.-tc 30 feet from tile
perimeter fence, quick start-up (S" second) lights and noninterruptible power sources. In FY78 tile i., hting .ind barriers
task was begun, ant points of contact for lighting were established at the Defense Nuclear Agency (W:4), National Bureau of

Stanlards (NBS), Energy Resources Defense Administration (ERDA), Base and Installation Security Systm Project Otfice
(BISSPO), and Sandia Laboratories. In FY79 contracts were awarded for fence components, luminaires, triiler-mouoted light
towers, lighting control system, a lighting and barrier composite system analysis program, models of o .4 high-pressure
so-liu luminaires, personnel barriers, vehicle barriers, contrasting ground covers, and construction of a test site. In
FY80, a test site was completed and various lighting systems were evaluated to determine the probabi Ily of making a correct

target assessment. Personnel barriers were constructed and ev3lated to determine their delay and d. tarrent char cteris-
tics. Contrasting ground covers were installed and evaluated in terms of Improcing the sentry's tar; et assessmeolt.

c. (U) Electronic Alerting System: A contract was awarded in FY79 to initiate development of an Electronic Alert-
Ing System (EAS) for use in certain installations in Europe. Tile EAS is to alert local security for, e and, thrlroagl
existing organic communication systems, alert higher headquarters.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program:

a. (U) Facility Intrusion Detection System: The development of adaptive and discriminat tvcensors, iuproved
processing and decision logic wiil continue und,;r contract. In-house effort will be required to prepare, award, iod monitor
the contract and evaluate the improved processing techniques. Advanced development of Secure Fiber ,rtlc Data and

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.37.05.A Title: Physical Seturit
DOD Mission Area: l 6 -Land Combat Service Support Budget Activity: A- Tactical Programs

Surveillance Li.nks will be continued. In-house evaluation of a secure internal surveillance link, a strain sensor which
will detect the removal of a protected item and structural stress changes within a protected area caused by the movement of
an intruder, an extended range Internal data transmission system, and the Advanced Development Models of the RF Motion
Sensor and the combination Light and Sound Response Device procured In FY90 will be initiated. A contract will be awarded
for Advance] Development Models of Fog-Deterrent Response Devices. A Validation In-Process Review (IPR) will be conven-e.
for tile Advanced FIDS Group It components.

b. (I) Security Lighting and Barriers System: The contractual effort for testing lighting systems to determine
the quantity of liumination and Illumination distribution will continue. Personnel barriers will be developad ard eval-
uated to determine their effectiveness in delaying and deterring intruders. The physiological and psychological effects of
the lighting and barrier components on both the sentry and the intruder will be evaluated. The HERADCO In-house effort
will be directed towarda contract preparation, award, and monitoring; providing assistance in the generation of a Required
Operational Capability (ROC) for lighting and barriers; and revising the lighting and barriers Acquisition Plan.

C. (U) Electronic Alerting System: A Special tn-Process Review (SIPR) will be conducted to present the results of
in-house testing, formalize the quantitative requirements, and obtain approval of the planned approach. If the SiPR
approves the approach, a contract will be awarded for test hardware for evaluation in Europe In FY82.

1. (11) FY 1982 Planned Program:

a. (I) Facility Intrusion Detection System: Advance development contracts for the Adaptive/Discriminative Sensor
and the Fibe-r Optic Links will be modified and development continued In PY82. In-house effort will consist of providing
technical glidance to tile contractor and completion of the evaluations initiated In FY81. The evaluations of the Strain
Sensor, the RF Motion Sensor, the Combination Light and Sound Response Device, and the Secure Internal Surveillance Link
Initiated In FY8I will he completed, and any changes required will be incorporated in the equipment. AdvanceJ Development
Models of the- Extended Range Internal Data Transmission System will be delivered and an evaluation initiated. Advanced
Development of the RF Dat i Link will be continued and Advanced Development of an Low-Light-Level TV suitable for FIDS will
be Initiated. The Advanc-ed Development models of the Fog-Deterrent Response Devices contracted for in FY81 will be
delivered, and both types of fog deterrents will be installed in a magazine and undergo test and evaluation. An Investiga-
tion of a strin-sensitivw cable for use as a combination Sensor and Secure Data Link will be initiated.

b. (U) Security Lighting and Barriers Systems: Advanced DevElopment Validation Tests will be completed, and a
Validation IPR will be conducted In the 2Q for the lighting and barrier components that will satisfy the DOD se.urity
requirements. UNCLASSIFIED
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irogram Element: Ph.17.l.A Title: Physical Security
DOD i sIon krei: 26 - ..ind Combat Se"rvice S prt Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Pr gr.i,,is

c. (11) Security Lucks and Containers: Advancel Development of high-security locking sysl.ns for nuelit- and ciet-

ical storage magazines wll1 be initiated.

4. (U) FY 1983 l'ianed Program;

a. (U) Facility Intrusion Detection System: A Validation In-Process Review will be condo,-. for the Strain
Sensor, RF Data Link, and selected Rear Area Security Devices. Advanced Development of Transit Se-i-y, Rear Area Security
Devices, Fiber Optic Security Links, Response Devices, Low-Light-Level TV, Adaptive and Discriminati, Sensor.
Strain-Sensitive Cable, and tie Extended Range Internal Data Link will continume. Advanced Developoie,i of new transducers
and smart sensors will be initiated. New thireat Information will be gev.rated and evaluated to lienilly any system or

equipment deficiencies.

b. (U) Security Locks and Containers: Tile Security Locks and Containers Program will contine with tile following
potential programs: (1) Development of a lock that Is an Integrated part of an Intrusion Detectlon ';yitem, and (2) the
development of a one-time key that may be a combination of an Identification (ID) badge and key, usinig electrically pro-
gramed solid state read-only memory.

5. (iU) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program. In FY84 and the outyers, there llt be a continuing

effort to develop physical security hardware which is capable of countering the ever-increasing sophistication of the threlt
to military personnel and property. Coordinated efforts with the other services will be directed totards Integrating compo-
nents/subsystems/systems developed under this Program Element into a completely integrated Interior/,.xierlor physical seco-
rity system for the Department of Defense.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Elm. nt. 6.37.06.A Titil: Identification Friend-or-Foe (IFF) Devclopments
DOD Mlssoii Area: #254 - lactical Command & Control Budget Activity: i-Thctica Programs

A. (U) RESIURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 4045 402 9496 4143 Continuing Not Applicable
)243 IFF Developments 350 402 3595 4143 Continuing Not Applicable
D297 lFF NATO 3695 0 5901 0 Continuing Not Appi cable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The ability to detect and engage targets has advanced faster than
the abilityto positively identify them, with the likely result that either weapons will not be used at their maximum range,
or high levels of fratricide will occur. This program is directed toward the development of techniques and equipment to
identify aircraft and ground combat vehicles with high reliability. Programs include (1) improvement of curent Mark XI
air defense 1FF interrogators and transponders, (2) development of noncooperative IFF signal processors for major Army alt
delense system (Hawk, Patriot) and combat surveillance systems (SOTAS, AN/APS-94, STARTLE), and (3) development of a new,
cooperative 1FF system in coordination with NATO, for both air defense and battlefield applications, called the NATO
Identification System (NIS). The air defense portion of NIS is referred to as Mark ( ), while the ground combat portion is
termed Battlefield IFF (B1FF). MIS hardware will be fabricated by US firms, but the hardware will be compatible with NATO
systems. Dollars required for Advanced Development for HK ( ) 1FF NATO for FY83 are currently being identified.

C. (U) BA:;IS FOR FT 1982 RDTE REQUEST: Under IFF Developments (D243), complete test and evaluation of a noncooperative
OFF signal ptocessor for Hawk, and award a contract for a design study to apply the same technique to Patriot; begin
development of noncooperative 1FF techniques to Identify ground combat vehicles. Start Tri-Service Itlrk XII Technical
Improvement Program (TIP). Under NATO IFF program (D297), complete system specification for the air defense applications
and award a contract for advanced development; complete requirements study for battlefield applications, as well as system
definition.

UNCLASSIFIED
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rolgr.u Eiment b.37 U6.A Title: Identification Friend-or-Foe (IFF) D, , it

01 )lilion Ar'i; i254 - "attic'I Command & Cou i Iodget Aetivity; ±4 - Tactical Prozrams

Curreit Milestone Dates

H.Lo. Milestones lestone Dates Shown in F' 1980 Sol.Islo,

Test NCIFF (noncooperative 1FF) for llawk FY81 FY81

Award Contract, Patriot

NCIFF Design FY82

Confirm NIS Drait STANAG FY8I

Award Contract, Hark ( )

Adv. Dev. FY82

Award Contract, BIFF Adv. Dev. FY83 FY81

Contrat for construction of advanced development models of BIFF has been deferred to FY-83 to allow time for ih, Army to

thi-rouglkly anlyze operational requirements for the system before proceeding with hardware.

D. (i) C(MtPARISON WITH FY 1981 kiTE RE UEST: ($ in thousands)

Total

Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

K l'Ilt

Funds (curren t requireenis) 4045 402 9496 Continuing Not Applicabl.

Funds (as shown in FY 1981

snabmslsion) 4045 5017 13140 Continuing Not Applicabl,

Port oi the FY81 funds were allocated to hightr priority projects. Remaining FY81 funds were decreased to $40t,,000 by

Congressiolal action. Project D243 hsas decreased in FY82 to reflect that Patriot NCIFF effort will begin wlth a design

study, rathler than hardware. Project D268, Combat Reconnaissance Surveillance Target Acquisition Data Link (0ISlAD.), has

desrc.ased hrum $4703 to zero in FY82. Project D297 has increased from $3734 to $5901 In FY82 to cover Initial loll of

advaucd develpment for the Mk ( ) portion of NIS.

E. (0) 0-lIEN APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable.
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Frccprccc ElIement : #6.37.06.A Title: IdentificationFriend-or-Foe_(ItiF)Deveopmscnls
i()11 Mission Art ct: 0254 - Tactical Command & Control Budget Activity: _14-- Tactical rog amrs

F. (ii) DETAIiIc1 BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION:. Project~ions of fucture conflicts In Central Europe depict ic Warsaw Pact
assauclt inivol-ving n-iucuerically sup erior ground and air forces. It Is forecast that battle lines will nct be clearly drawn
accd thcat friendtly and enemy ground combat veiclces and aircraft will be intermingled. The battle will be characterized by
equcipment (weapcons and electronics) thact Is technologically advanced, resulting In devastating firepower delivered at
ecxtended ranges. In lhis scenario. existing meticods of Identification will be Inadequate. The effectiveness of command and
control links (if cot Jammed) will be severely reduced by thce lItermingling of friendly and enemy forces. while iice existing
HKR XlI air defense 1FF system may suffer from electronic cc-intermeasires. For grocund targets, visual observation will nrct
provide capabilities consistent with the ranges of modern target acquisition and weapon systems. For thcese and other rca-
sons Ltce Under Scecretary of Defense Researcc and Engicneering (USDRE) Issued a memorandia on 19 January 1979 establisiig a
Joint Service IFF Program, with the primary objective being the timely definition and Introduction of ihc NATO
Identificationc System (NIS). Project D297, 1FF HATO. Is directed toward participating In this program fcc condccct lice neces-
sary cdesignc and fic.clwirc cfforts to determine tice most cost-effective design, and obtain agreement wititccccr HATO allies.
Project 17243, IFI, livtopments, Is directed toward developing special signal processing techcniqcues for cnccccooprative (pas-
sly,) Ideitiffic iion, to encable positive identification of hostiles accd friends witic malfucnctioning transponders.
Additioccally, Olt US icas a significant Incvestment in lire current air defense Identification system, tice Mark Xl1. Project
D243 Includes tcc cdevelopmcent of improvements to equipment withcin tice system, so thcat its useful life ran be extended tn lice
time whcn fle atic defense portico of HIS Is ready for Implementiation.

G. (D) RELATEDc ACTIVITIES: Tice efforts of thcis program are planned and accomplished In close coordination withc thec work
cccditgE .3 2c. ,Cma Identification Technology; PE 6.35.15.N, Advanced Identificat ion Techniques; PE 6.32.67.14, NATO
Identification System; and FE 6.47.25.F, Combat Identification Systems. lice Air Force Is lice lead servie in this
Tri-Scrvice effocrt. Programs are coordinated by lice Air Force Systems Program Office (SF0) tcnder lice Tni-Service Chcarter.
Tic, Mission Elrcvcccs Needs Statement (HENS) was approved in October 1980. A Triiateral Hemorancdum of Undcirstanding to
exci:ang( techicnaa Information on tice design accd development ccf lice NATO Identificaction Systcm (NIS) wits signed in Flay 19Ri
wilt: 111v United Kincgdom ancd tice Federal Republic of Germancy.

Ii. (11 ) WORK V1 RFORMED BY: Army iFF activities are managed by tice Combat Surveillance and Targei Acqucisition Laboratory at
Ft Mocccccclc .... . Tice Fill Lincoln Laboratory of Lexington, MA, is lice system engineering contracior for NIS. Tic,- non-
ccccci ratlive 1FF wcrk fccr Hawk Is being performed by Scope Electronics of Reston, VA. Work oci Hark XII improvemcects has been
peccicccd by Naitine Corporation of Creenlawn, NY, accd Teledyne Eiectronics of Newbury Park, CA.

1. (1) PROGRIAM ACCOtMPISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

UN4CLASSIFIED
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'rog-m Eleent; 6.37.Ob.A Title: Identification Friend-or-Foe (IFF) I), I1hpaul.is
DOb Mission Area: -254 -Tactical Command & Control Budget Activity. 84 - Tactical Programs

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomp1 ishments:

a. (U) Completed a draft Standardization Agreement (STANAG) for the NATO Identification System (NIS) it thu NATO
Working Croup. Completed preliminary system definition at the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory and delivered a str.,waian US design
to UIK and FRG. Constructed experimental version of modulator and processor for the NIS waveform at Lincoln Laboratory.

b. (U) Successfully completed contract for design and computer simulation of a noncooperative IFF ti ,l proc-or
lor improved Hawk. Awarded contract for advanced development model.

c. (U) Completed Mark XII ECM vulnerability measurements on interrogators for AN/TPX-46 (Hawk, Patri-I), AIN/Ti'X-'A1
(Forward Area Alerting Radar), AN/PPX-3 (Stinger), and MSR-400/5 (US Roland). Completed design of circuit iipiovementa jor
AN/JPX-S.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program:

a. (U) IFF NATO (D297): Continue system definitioll of NIS at M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory. Complete hitial piase t
the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) study to determine potential operational utility of battlefield .,ii Ion of Ni;
(btudy utilizes computer simulation oi combined arms engagement). Construct and test experimental version .-1 proposed [iS
wavetorms to test perfotmance. Conduct multipath tests to assess signal environment. Initiate study to dtt. railne pot-nti l
inr utilizing existing IFF band for new system. Attend NATO Working Group and trilateral meetings to obtain areement uti

major irequency and waveform parameters.

b. (U) IFF Developments (D243): Complete construction of a noncooperative IFF signal processor for ]mlt,,Ycd Hawk, and

begin Force Development Test and Evaluatlion (FlITE).

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program:

a. (U) IFF MATO (U297) Continue system definition of NIS. Complete trade-off studies on optimum ic-joency band

for Hark ( ). Award contract for advanced development models of air defense portion of NIS, Hark ( ), for Asmy-peculiar

applications. Start Tri-Service hark XII Technical Improvement Program (TIP). Complete study on effectivn us of

Battlefield IFF and system specification. Continue participation in-trilateral forum and NATO Working Group.

b. (U) IFF Developments (D243): Complete testing and evaluation of noncooperative IFF signal procesor for

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 8 6.3/.06.A Title: Identification Friend-or-Foe (IFF) DeveLopmenta

InOD Mission Area: -- 2-,4- -Tactical Command & Control Budget Activity: *4 - Tactical Programs

Improved Ilwk. Begin 1- s1gn effort and computer simulation to apply technique to other Army air defense systems (Patriot,

Roland, etU.). Develop Improvements for Hark XII interrogators on Stinger and Roland, and initiate divelol-,snt of non-

cooperutlwvt techniques for ground combat applications.

4. (U) FY 1983 P anned Program:

a. (LI) lFF NATO (D297): Award contract for advanced development models of Battlefield 1FF (BIFF) portion of NI:;,

for ,lentlflcitlon of lakm by other tanks, attack helicopters, etc. Continue contract for construction of idvanced

developMenl models of air defense portion of NIS Mark ( ). Continue NATO and trilateral interfaces.

b. (I) 1FF Ilvelopments (D243): Award contract for advanced development model of noncooperative TIF signal

processor far Patriot. Continue design efforts for other Army applications (Roland, etc.). Continue develolent of Mark

XII Improvements for Army Interrogators, and noncooperative techniques to identify ground combat vehicles.

5. (U1) Fo C a omqo etion: This is a continuing program. Future efforts will include completion of development

and test of the Mark ( and 8IFF systems and extension of noncooperative techniques to ground combat applicitlons.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 Rogn CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Project: 9D297 Title: Identification Friend or Foe NATO
Program Element: 06.3/.06.A Title: Identification Friend or Foe De l, opents
DOD Mission Area: 4254 - Tactical Command and Control Budget Activity: - - Tactical Progr i,;

A. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Projections of future conflicts In Central Europe diict a W.tru w Pact
assault involving numerically supertor ground and air forces. It is forecast that battle lines will not be cleirly drawn
and that friendly and enemy ground combat vehicles will be intermingled. The battle will be charatrized by -quilpsent
(w-apons and electronics) that is technologically advanced, resulting in devastating firepower deliv, red at extended ranges.
It, this scenario, existing methols of identification will be inadequate. The effectiveness of com,,aud :nd control links (if

,not Jammed) !,ill be severely reduced by the intermingling of friendly and enemy forces, while the xiting Mark Xi[I air
defense 1FF system may suffer from electronic countermeasures. For ground targets, visual observai ln will not provide
capabilities commensurate with the ranges of modern target acquisition and weapon systems. For th. s. reasons, and the lack
of a NATO standardized 1FF system, the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering issaaed a memo on 19 Jan 79
establishing a Joint Service IFF Program to develop the US Identiftcation System (USIS), with the .rimary objective being
tie timely definition and introduction of the NATO iJentification System (NIS). Project D297 Is drc':ted toward partici-
pating in this program to conduct the necessary design and hardware efforts to determine the most 'ost-effectiec design, and
obtain agreement with our NATO allies.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The efforts of this program are planned and accomplished in close coordination with the work
under PE 6.37.25.F, Combat Identification Technology; PE 6.35.15.N, Advanced Identification Techniques; PE 6.32.67.N, NATO
identification System, and PE 6.47.25.F, Combat Identification Systems. The Air Force is the lead serviceit tlie
Tri-Service effort. Programs are coordinated by the Air Force Systems Program Office (SPO) under tihe Trn-Servi,,e Charter
dated 26 September 1980. The Mission Elements Need Statement (HENS) was signed In October 1980. A trilateral nemorandwil of
understanding to exchange technical information on the design and development of the NATO identification System (NIS) was
signed in May 1980 with the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany.

C. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Army NATO 1FF activities are managed by the Combat Surveillance and Trget Acquisition
Laboratory at Fort Monmouth, NJ. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Lincoln Laboratoty of Lexington, MA, Is
the system engineering contractor for NIS.

D. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Completed a draft Standardization Agreement (STA..,;i for the NtO
Identification System In the NATO Working Group. Completed preliminary system definition at the I r Iincoln I.ahoratory and
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UNCLASSIFIED
Project: #D297 Title: Identification Friend or Foe NATO

Program Element: 06.1!.06.A Title: Identification Friend or Foe Developments
DOD Mission Area: 4 '54 - Tactical Command and Control Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

delivered a Strawman US3 design to UK and FRO. Constructed experimental version of modulator and processor for the NiS
waveform at Lincoln Laboratory.

2. (U) FY 1981 Pro;ram: Continue system definition of HIS at MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Complete Initial phase of
TRADOC study to determin- potential operational utility of battlefield portion of NIS (study utilizes computer simulation of
combined armea engagement). Construct and test experimental versions of proposed NIS waveforms to test performance. Conduct
multipath teats to asseqa; signal environment. Initiate study to determine potential for utilizing existing IFF band for new
system. Attend NATO Working Group and trilateral meetings to obtain agreement on major frequency and waveform parameters.

3. (U) FY 1982 Plnned Program: Continue system definition NIS. Complete trade-off studies on optimum frequency
band for Hark ( ). Awar, contract for advanced development models of air defense portion of NIS, Hark ( ), for
Army-peculiar apptlicatlons. Complete study on effectiveness of Battlefield IFF, and system specification. Continue partic-
ipation in trilateral fors and NATO Working Group.

4. (U) FY 1983 Plinned Program : Award contract for advanced development models of Battlefield IFF (BiFF) portion of
NiS, for Identification of tanks by other tanks, attack helicopters, etc. Continue contract for construction of advanced
development models of alir defense portion of NIS, Mark ( ). Continue NATO and trilateral interfaces.

5. (U) Program tCompletion: This is a continuing program. Future efforts will include completion of development
and test of the Hark C) and BiFF systems and extension of noncooperative techniques to ground combat applications.

6. (U) Major Milestones: NATO IFF program for FY82 includes complete system specification for the air defense appli-
cations and awar4 a contra_t for advanced development; complete requirements study for battlefield, as well as system
definition.

Current Milestone Dates
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown In FY 1980 Submission

Confirm HIS Diraft STANAG FY81
Award Cnntr.act, Mark ( I Adv. Dev. FY82
Award Contraet, 81FF AIv. Dev. FY81 FY81

UNCLASSIFIED
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Project: OD297 Title: Identification Friend or Foe NATO
Program Elemeat: 06.37.06.A Title: Identification Friend or Foe -ev- 1o.muentsDOD Mission Area. 5 - Tactical Command and Control Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Protros

Contract for construction of advanced development models of BIFF has been deferred to FY83 to aIlw time for the Army to

thoroughly analyze operational requirements for the system before proceeding with harilware.

7. (U) Resources ($ in thousands):

Tot.. I
FY 1980 FY 1981 Fy 1982 FY 1983 Addttlol EstLiated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

ROTE
Funds (current requirements) 3695 0 6020 0 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 3700 4611 3734 - iontlnuong Not Applicable

Quantities (curcent requirements) Not Applicable
Quantities (as shown in FY t980
submission) Not Applicable

Decrease in funding in FY81 is due to 31Uocation of funds to higher priority projects during the p.)graming and
budgeting cycle, and to Congressional cuts. Funding vs increased in FY82 to fund the Army share oi ulvanced d.velopment of

the Tri-Service NATO Identification System, Mirk (). FY83 funding for MK( ) is currently being daternined.

Other Appropriations: Not Applicable

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONlAI- DESCRIPTIVE SUNMARY

Program Element: 06.37.O7.A Title: Communications Development
DD Mission Area. T 56 --Tactical Communications Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

A. (0i) RESOITRCES (PROIE(T LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estlmated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Costs

TOTAl. FOR PRO4;RAM EI.EMENT 2315 4075 6451 8870 Continuing Not Applicable

D246 Tctical CommtnicatIona
Development 1495 2151 4075 4954 Continuing Not Applicable

D437 Tactical Rapid Communications 820 1924 2376 3911 Continuing Not Applicable

R. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT: This program eitlott the most admsvced technolog7 of fiber optics, miliseter and
microwave transmission chr;tacteristlcs, and microprocessor control of antenna systems, high-frequency radio systems, and
signal hiding systems. The program applies the technology to develop working feasibility models for advanced communications
systems. Present Army t ittical communications systems stffer from a lack of mobility, vulnerability to electronic counter-
measures, radio frequency signal congestion, and a lack of signal hiding capability. The objective of this program is to
apply the results of exploratory development to overcome existing deficiencies. Specific areas of exploitation Include mil-
limeter wave transmission, fiber optics cable systems, antenna systems, and high-frequency communication systems.

C. (Ii) BASIS FOR FY l82 REQOEST: Complete the fiber optic (FO) missile payout system and millimeter wave (MMW) mul-
tichannel command post radios (.MCPR) contracts and conduct testing in coordination with the users. Start new contracts for
an Intrusion-resistant FO cable system, an extended range FO missile payout system, an improved tactical area FO distribu-
tion system, mobile intercept-resistant radios (MISR) and IIF radio Fotaunicattons program (a new task). Project D437 funds
are requested to start the Electromagnetic Compatibility/Vulnerability (ENC/EHV) analysis for Phase III of the
Single-Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System (SINCGARS). In addition, technical efforts on bit error detection and cor-
rection techniques for quiasI-analog and digital a single-channel radio systems will be continued. The Survivable
Low-Profile Antenna (SIA) for combat tracked vehicles, advanced development models, will be delivered and tetvitd at the
Armor Center.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.37.07.A Title: Communications Development

D)D Mission Area: #256 - Tactical Comnunicat ions Budget Activity: #4 - TacticalPrograo

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 ROTE RWQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Tlof a I
Additional 1.!, lIwated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion ., I

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 2315 4075 6451 Continuing fow Applicable

Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 2990 4349 9073 Continuing 11., Applicable

The funding difference in FY8O is due to higher priority Army requirements. The decrease in FY82 .ju- the result of general

Congressional reductions.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUJDS: Not Applicable.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Flmee.t 06.37.0?.A Title: Communications Development
DOD Mission Areas 256 -Tactical Communications Budget Activity: If - Tactical Programs

F. (11) DETAIL.ED) BACKCRIND AND DESCRIPTION: In millimeter wave transmission, new techniques of microwave millimeter wave
power amplif Ia ion will 1,f applied to line-of-sight and troposcatter radio systems in an effort to provide a signal bidinug
capability. In fiber opt 1 s, the technology ill be applied to develop a less costly, more flexible, and Jamniiing-resistant
cable system, and to inctetorate the technology into existing Army tactical commtnicatlons systems. In antenna systems, new
microprocessor techniques will be applied to achieving desired radiation patterns by controlling antenna radiating elements.
In addition, current antenna deficiencies such as high physical profile, low physical survivability and compromised electri-
cal efficien'y will be ev.lluated. By applying new technology, these deficiences may be overcome. In high-fr.quency
systems, technology will i applied to developing systems for strategic communications and vulnerable satellite systems.

G. (U) RElATED ACTIVITIIS: Program Element 6.11.02.A (Research); Program Element 6.27.01.A (Communications Engineering
Development); Program Element 2.80.10.A (Tr-Service Tactical Communications Program). Related research and studies per-
formed by the Air Force and Navy. Coordination is accomplished by Department of the Army reviews, through exchange of tech-
nical reports and attendance at scientific meetings and conferences.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Norden Systems, Norwalk. CT; hughes Aircraft Co., Tucson, AZ, and five additional contracts
whose total FY 1982 cost is $2,570,000. Contrect monitoring and in-house development are the responsibility ,f the US Army
Commumications Research and Development Command, Fort Moomouth, NJ.

I. (U) PRO;RAM ACCOMPLISIIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishement: Started and completed contractual development of a local Distribution Fiber
Optic (FO) Cable Communications System for the interconnect/interface and message-processing shelters of the AN/TYC-39
message switch; the program was tranaltioned for incorporation into the AN/TYC-39 production contract. Started contracts
for an FO missile payout system and FO distribution system and Millimeter Wave (104W) multlchannel command post radios.
Continued engineering support and evaluation for the family of quick-erect antenna masts. Awarded contract for the
Survivabile Low-Profile Antenna (SLPA).

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Complete the area PO distribution system contract and conduct revaluation tests. Continued
contracts for the FO missile payout system and NNW multichannel radio (MCPR). Process procurement actions (DiF) for an
Intrusion-resistant FO cable system, an extended range FO missile payment system, and an Improved Army Tactical
Communications Systems (ATACS) area distribution system. Continue Advanced Development (AD) efforts on SLPA. Award AD con-
tracts for highl-power amplifier and broadband veicular antenna.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Flement: 16.37.O).A Title: Communications Development
DOD Mission Area: 0256 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity; #4 - Tactical Progtre,.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Complete tie FO missile payout system and conduct Developieiit and Operational
(DT/OT-l) tests with NICOM and TRADOC. This system provides communications for an aotiarmor weal-ois systcam capable of
defilade-to-defilade operation. Start contracts for an Intrusion-resistant FO cable system whicl will not ijuire use of
COMSEC components, an extended range PO missile payout system and the improved ATACS area F0 distribution system. Complete
advanced development of the HMW, using results of the program to start engineering development ii F ' 1912; start spe-
cifications for a two-year contract to develop mobile intercept-resistant radios (HISR) for tracled vehicles and for hand-
held use; start ip Communications system technology. Project D437 will continue technical support in the Illh-Power
Amplifier, Survivable Low-Profile Antenna and Broadband Vehicular Antenna. Complete Advanced De,elpment (A)) efforts on
the Quick Erect Antenna masts (QEA) and transition to Engineering Development into Project ElemanL (PE) 6.47.UI.A,
Engineering Development for Single-Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System (SINCGARS), Project 1,488.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Complete contract and conduct tests for thie Improved Army T.ictical Communications
System (ATACS) area Fiber Optic (FO) distribution system; Continue contracts for an intrusion r-A.Istant FO cable system.
extended range F0 missile payout system, MMWJ mobile intercept-resistant radios and lip Communications. Start contract for a
multiple access PO data buss system. Continue development of efforts to support single-channel l.atical communications.

5. (0) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program. Funding for iP Communicationb will start iii FY 1982 and
in FY 1983 for Antenna Development.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Eloment: 06.17.11.A Title; Aircraft Electronic Wfarfare (Eli) Self-Prot-rI ion Equipment
1100 Mission Area? 251 Electronic liarfare/Counter-C3t1 Budge Acivity: 04 - Tactical Programs

A. (II) RESOUIRCES fPROJECT LISTING): ($ In thousands)

Project PY 1980 FY t981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional PEstirntted
Nuber Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Co.1

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 6975 7315 12_428 20103 Continuing Not Applicable

D852 Scout/Attack lellcoprer 2655 5244 7123 11298 Continuing Not Applicable
Survivability Equipment

D651 Special Electronic 4320 2071 4705 8805 Continuing Not Applicable
flission Aircritft (SENA)
Survivability Eqnipment

B. (U)l BRIEF DESCRIPTIO1J OF EL.EMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program provides the advanced development effort:s which are
reqnired to provi'ie the US adallied aircraft with protection against enemy Infrared, optical, laser and/or radar-directed
threats. The program is the continuation of efforts to achieve the survivability required to accomplish the Army attack,
assault, and special electronic mission aircraft (SENIA) mission requirements. The program is structured to preclude Service
duplication and reflects the Army's responsibility for the Implement at Ion of a Tni-Service Memorandum of Agre-tent reached in
1977. This program respouids to tite Required Operational Capability (ROr) for Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE). ASE is
needled for bo)th currently fielded and future Army aircraft in order to survive to accomplish combat missions and reduce com-
bat attriti-I to accepta;tbe ilees.

C. (U)l BASIS FO)R PY t9'_ROTE REQUEST: FY82 funds are r e qtred for advanced developments which address the current and
future thrent to Army itvittion as represented by the SA-t3, SA-8, SA-6, SA-4, and future variants and by newiy enhanced campa-
bilities of the 7SU-23-'., SA-7, and SA-9. The three most serious threats are in air defense fire control systems empioying
(1) TV and optical system-; which enhance low-altitude kill capability, (2) radars operating at millimeter way, frequencies,
and (3) radarmi employing inonoptmlse and pulse doppler signal processing. The FY82 program provides the following major
hardware throits: (1) tit- continuied development of time AN/ALO-169 optical warning tocation/detection (OWL/O) system, (2)
millimeter wm've routnermetm9mrs, (3) tri-Service program of msonoinulse commttermeasurea development and testing. and (4) a vtml-
nerablIty rimertlon progiim to provide ballistic hardening/fire protection for tactical helicopters.
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Program Element: 06.37.ll.A Title: Aircraft Electronic Warfare (EW) SeIf-Proteelion i
DOD Mission Area: 0257 - Electronic Warfare/Counter-C~I Budget Activity: 54 - Tactical Prograas

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Compla: Lon Cost

ROTE
Funds (current requirements) 6975 7315 12428 ContinUin. Not Applicable
Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 6975 7324 13938 Continun g Not Applicable

Differences between current requirements and the FY 1982 submission reflect the results of more defllitive information on the
funds required for several of the tasks.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ( in thousands): Not Applicable.
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Program Element: 16.37. H .A Title: Aircraft Electronic Warfare (EW) Self-Prot- i ton Eqj e-t
DOD Mission Area: #257 - Electronic Warfare/Counter-Ci Budget Activity: -4 - Tactical Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BACK'.RiIND AND DESCRIPTION: This program combines two advanced development (AD) projects -i-aged by tile
Army Project Manager for Aircraft Survivabiltty Equipment (PM-ASE): PE 16.37.11.A/)B152, Scout/Attack lleicoptm.r
Survivabiilty Equipnent, rnd PE 16.37.1.A/D653, Special Electronic Mission Atrcraft (SEMA) Survivability Eqmillnent. Both
projects were Initiatil ifter tile Soviets Introduced the SA-7 shoulder-fIred, surface-to-air missile (SAN) Is, the Mideast.
The objectives of D552 are systems engineering, signature reduction, infrared (iR) suppression, effectivens i ireasurements
an evalnaitlons, and h;llistic hardening and/or vulnerability reduction. The objectives of Project D653, Spclal Electronic
MIssion Aircraft Survivability Equipment, are the development of warning devices and active infrared (IR), optical and radar
couatermeasors. In 1972, the SA-7 was used against Army helicopters in Vietnam. Army helicopters were qulckly equipped
with TB soppresaors and low-reflectance paint. The success of the suppressors provided credible evidence of the tactical
ability of helicopters to operate aginst surface-to-air missiles. This success coupled with demonstrations of the ability
to jam IR threat missile

, 
and the development of a successful radar warning receiver formed the nucleus of the ASE programs.

In 1973 a Joint US Army training and Doctrine Command/US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (TRBDOC/DARCOM)
Working Group wis formed to deteIine requirements for ASE and address current and future threats to Army aviation. An ex-
tensive analysis of the qurvivability of Army aircraft in a number of combat scenarios wtth and without ASE xas performed.
The analysis provided survivability benefits as a function of cost, penalty, and development risk which led to the
development of specific requirements for ASE to address the II, radar, and optical threats. This analysis by the
TRADOCIDAflvi Joint Working Group defined the tasks within this program. Periodic updates maintain a vlabl, program to
address the changing thr,-at.

C. (U) RELATED ACTIViriES: This program is conducted In conjunction with PE 6.47.11.A, Aircraft Electronic. Warfare (EW)
Self-protection System, tiso managed by the Project Manager for Aircraft Survivability Equipment (PH-ASE), arid PE 6.32.lS.A,
Joint Survivibility [nve,;tigatons, of which PM-ASE is the Senior Army Representative. In 1977, the Service:; signed a
Memorandum of Agreement ,utlining the responsibilities for tri-Service development and production of the aircraft EW
self-protection (AEWSP) systems for helicopters and selected fixed-wing aircraft. The Army ts responsible frr radar and
laser warning receivers for most helicopters and selected 'fixed-wing aircraft, radar Jammers for attack and ther selected
helicopters/fixed-wing airrcraft, Infrared (IR) jammers for small helicopters and designated low/slow fixed-wing aircraft, and
pulse doppler missile warning detectors for helicopters and selected fixed-wing aircraft. The Navy Is responsible for iR
Jammers for large helicopters, continuous wave (CW) radar jammers for selected Navy aircraft and Army special electronic mis-
sion aircraft (SEMA), and ultraviolet (UV) missile warning detectors for selected helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft. The
Air Force Is responsible for lR missile warning detectors for fixed-wing aircraft and selected helicopters. International
coordination Is achleve, through North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) NATO Army Armaments Group (NAAC), and
(tuadripartit. Working i4rrups.
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Program Element: 6/l .11 Title: Aircraft Electronic Warfare (EW) SeIlf Il te tmo ii.miimeut
)O) Mission Area: #257- Electronic Wmrf.ire/Couniter-Cl Budget Activity: "4 - Tactical Prors

ii. (ii) WORK PERFORMED BE: US Army Aviation Research and DevelOnLvent Command (AVRADCOM), St. Louts. Mi Army lile, 1rommie

Research and Development Command (ERA)COM), Electronic Warfare Laboratory (EWL), Ft Monmouth, Ni; US 4t: Amomaent R,..-rch

and Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover, NJ. Contractors: Sanders Associates, Inc., Nashua, Nil; ITT ipiratiov, 11mm Ivy
NJ; rRACeR, Inc., Austin, TX; Hughes Helicopter, Culver City, CA; Calspan Corporation, Buffdlo, NY; Peak,. mimer, ltotmik,
CT; Applied Technology, Inc., Mountain View, CA; Tasker Systems, Chatsworth, CA; Martin Marietta, Orlvol.. FL; IHlghes

Aircraft, Culver City, CA; Honeywell Inc., Lexington, MN; Bell Helicopter, Hurst, TX.

I. (i)) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: fit 1976, improved versions of time infrared (IR) suppre, ot ;, used to lefeat
time SA-7 missile in the Republic of Vietnam. were fiel-led to frontline US tactical Ilrcraft in Germany, I m--a, and Lhi. ioted
States. 4dvanced Development (AD) was completed, an engineering development (ED) was initiated for IR oitprssors f,,r

growth threats on the following aircraft: 011-58 (FY 1915), OV-I 1HOffAK (FY i97S), AU-I COBRA (F)Y 1977), and RU-21 GUAR~DRAIL
(FY 1977). Infrared jammers applicable to attack, observation, and utility helicopters, Including All-64 aol UU-60 BLk CKiIAlCK,
completed AD in FY 1976. A pulse doppler missile detector, AN/Al.9-136 for All-I COBRA A/C, completed udvc.d developolnt
(AD) in FY 1977. An advanced radar warning receiver, APR-39(V)2 for special electronic mission aircraft (iI" A), commpt.t.i At)
in P¥ 1976 as did a dmal-purpose chaff and flare dispenser amd tactical aircraft radar jammer. Au optic1lly designed flat
plate canopy, which reduced sun glint, entered engineering development (ED) In 1975 for the Af-i and 0)1-',8 mlrcraft. A Im-
proved light shade of infrared (IR) paint modeled after an Air Force development began ED in 1977 for Sr:A. AD Of tit op-
tical warning loeatlon/detection (OWLID) system started in 1976 and continued thru FY79. AD was complet-d in FY 1978 for a
laser warning receiver for attack and scout aircraft and a continuous wave radar jammer for SENA aircraft. Developments of
countermeasures against millimeter wave radars were Initiated with time development of a millimeter wave :apabitity for the

APR-39 radar warning receiver (RWR). A feasibility study of USN/USAF advanced self-protection radar jamier (ASPJ) was
initiated to assess suttability/adaptability for Army use. Self-Protection Radar Jammer (ASPI) Study wam 1.>d to assess suit-
ability/aiaptability for Army use. Army partIcipaton ti a Tri-Service divelosent and test program was initiated to define

technology and hardware modifications to upgrade Aircratft Survivability Equipment with monopulse capabil tiles. First-phase
advanced development flight testing of time AN/AI.Q-169 O)ptlcal Wrning Location/Detect In Systes, and El1lmht testing of the
TrI-Servic AN-ARR-46 ultraviolet missile detector were completed. Infrared signature eca suremeots of All-IS and U1i-6t were
completed. Alvanced development of All-IS fire-retardant system for in-flight fuel fires was continued. U)mvelopment '.[forts
were Initiated for millimeter-wave frequency extension of the AN/ALQ-116 radar jammer.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: The advanced Self-Protection Rditr Jammer (ASPJ) feasibility stmdy will , Implete.
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Program Element: 06.37.11.A Title: Aircraft Electronic Warfare (EW) Self-Protection Equipment
r) Hisilnon Area: 

-
2-) -Electronic liarfare/Counter-C3I Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Participation lit the Tr-Service monoptlse countermeasure efforts will continue, and the millimeter-wave radar warning
receiver effort will be completed. Development will continue for the AN/ALQ-169 Optical Warning Location/Detection System;
the AN/Ai.Q-136 millimettmr-wave frequency extension, and the All-IS fuel fire-retardant system. Advanced development will be
InitiaLed for millimeter-wave chaff cartridges and for low Radar Cross Section (RCS) rotor hub cover for the All-IS.

3. (I) FY 1982 Pl.mned Program: Advanced development efforts will be initiated for Directed-Energy countermeasures;
advanced Infrared Jammer techniqutes to counter third-generation infrared missile systems, advanced passive radio frequency
(RF) countermeasures; advanced radar warning receiver capabilities to address near-term threats; Optical (High Energy Liser)
coatings and optical deoys; and to increase the Ground Emitter Trainer for Aviators (GRETA) capability. Di.velopment will
continue for the AN/At.Q-169 and All-IS fuel fire-retardant system. Advanced development will be completed for monopulse
counter- measures, AN/AI.Q-136 millimeter-wave frequency extension, and tie low Radar Cross Section rotor hub cover.

4. (II) FY 1983 _linned Program: Advanced development will be initiated for improved missile detector performance;
advanced threat traltier demonstrations; advanced threat optical warning/optical jammer; and active optical countermeasures
against antitank guided missiles. Development efforts will continue for Direct-Energy countermeasures, advanced Infrared

Jammer, advanced pasilv, radio frequency (RF) countermeasures, optical coatIngs/optical decoys, and capabtity extension of
Ground Emitter Trainer for Aviators (GRETA). The AN/ALQ-169 and the All-IS fuel fire-retardant system advanced development
efforts will be complet.-d.

5. (11) program to Completion: This is a continuing program. The aircraft survivability equipment and electronic war-
fare self-protection coontermeasures advanced development programs respond to stated user requirements and threat docu-
mentation. The requirements and threats are reviewed on a continuing basis by the Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE)
Permanent Steering Group (PSG) with broad representation from the US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) and US Army
Materiel Dtevelop sent and Readiness Command (DARCOM). Interservice review is accomplished in accordance with the Tri-Service
Memorandum of Agreement by the Joint Technical Coordinating Group on Aircraft Survivability (JTCG/AS).
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VY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Project: #0852 Title: Scoot Attack Helicopter Survivability I-utpment
Program Element: 06.37.[l.A Title: Aircraft Electronic Warfare (EU) Salf-Protection Equipment

DOD Mission Area: #257 - Electronic Warfare/Counter C I Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Progra s

A. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of this project Is the advanced developoiul and concept feasi-
billty demonstration of aircraft survivability equipment required for the survival of scout and attack ,tlAcopters in a los-
tile air defense environment composed of Infrared, radar, and optically directed weapon systems. Tie tiproach includes an
analytical determination of equipment and specifications for development using US Army Training and D-.l ,e Comman=d (TRADOC)
battlefield scenarios, approved threats, and US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOi) equipment. The
equipment selected for development is that with the potential to significantly enhance the staying pow a and combat
effectiveness of the aircraft. The task includes signature suppression, threat warning and jamming ei,1iment, as woli as the
ballistic hardening of aircraft components. Also covered are the development of measuring and evaluation techniques and
equipment and necessary program management to support the Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE) program. Alternal ives are
determined by the DARCOM/TRADOC Permanent Steering Group requirements analysis. Foreign state-of-the-ri and enemy threat
Intelligence is considered throughout the project.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Related Aircraft Electronic Warfare Self-Protection (AEWJSP) developments are conducted by the
Air Force and Navy for their specific needs. To preclude duplication of effort, these developments ar, coordinated through
reviews conducted by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (USDRE), subgroups and working
panels of the Technical Cooperation Program, the Joint Tr-Service Electronic Warfare Panel, and the Joint Technical
Coordinating Group on Aircraft Survivability (JTCG/AS). Formal requirements documents submitted by cal,- Service are also
reviewed by the other Services. Tasks in this project are coordinated with those in Protect D653, Spe,'ial Electronic Mission
Aircraft (SENA) Equipment, also in Program Element 06.3

7
.1l.A, to preclude internal duplication of etf,.rt. Tasks which suc-

cessfully complete advanced development (AD) In this project progress to engineering development (ED) in Program Element
#6.47.II.A, Aircraft Electronic Warfare (EW) Self-Protection Systems.

C. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: US Army Aviation Research and Development Command (AVRADCOH), St. Louis, 0; US Army Electronics
Research and Development Command (ERADCOM), Electronic Warfare Laboratory, Ft. Monmouth, NJ; US Army a:mament Research aid
Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover, NJ. Contractors: Sanders Associates, Inc.. Nashua, Nil; ITT CiiporatLion, NuLley, NJ;
TRACOR, Inc., Austin, TX; Calspan Corporation, Buffalo, NY; Loral, Inc., Yonkers. NJ; American Electrailcs Laboratory,
Lansdale, PA; Bell Helicopter International, Ft. Worth, TX; Garrett Air Research, Los Angeles, CA; Perl in-Elmer, Norwalk, CT;
lioneywell Inc., Lexington, MN; Science Applications, Inc., luntsville, AL; General Dynamics Corp., Posu ni Division, Pomona.
CA.
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Project: #1B52 Title: Scout Attack Helicopter Survivability EuI[pmt_

Program Element: #6.37.1.A Title: Aircraft Electronic Warfare (EU) Self-Protection EquIpment

DOD Mission Area: #257 - Electronic Warfare/Counter C I Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

D. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: In 1976, Improved versions of the Infrared (IR) suppressors, used to defteat

the effectiveness of the SA-7 missile in the Republic of Vietnam, were fielded to frontline US tactical aircraft in Germany.
Korea, and the United States. Advanced development (AD) was completed, and engineering development (ED) was Initiated for IR
suppressors for growth threats on the following aircraft: 011-58 (FY 1975), OV-l HOIIAWK (FY 1975), All-I COBRA (FY 1977),
RU-21 GUARDRAIL (FY 1977). Infrared jammers applicable to attack, observation, and utility helicopters, Including the All-64

advanced attack helicopter and the UI-60 Blackhawk helicopter, completed AD in FY 1976. An optically destgud flat-plate

canopy, which reduced sun glint, entered engineering development (ED) in 1975 for the All-I and O1-58 aircraft. An improved
light shade of IR paint modeled after an Air Force development began ED in 1977 for Special Electronic Hissio Aircraft

(SEHA). First-phase advanced development flight testing of the AN/A.Q-169 Optical Warning Location/Detectio,, System was com-

pleted, and the system requirements for second phase were defined. Flight testing of the Tr-Servtce AN/AAR-46 ultra-viulet
missile detector was completed with the Army conducting missile firings at Sandia Base, NM. Advanced develoleent of All-IS
fire-retar'int system for In-flight fuel fires was continued. Advanced threat demonstration efforts were Initiated for
millimeter-wave frequency extension of the AN/ALQ-136 radar jammer. Infrared signature measurements of All-I:; and UlI-60A were
completed.

2. (U) PY 1981 Program: The second phase of advanced development for the AN/ALQ-169 will be Initiated with emphasis on
aircraft integration and cost/complexity reduction. Development efforts will continue for the AlI/AI.Q-136 Millimeter- Wave

frequency extension and for the AH-IS fuel ftre-retardant system. Advanced development will be Initiated for Itittimeter-
Wave chaff cartridges for 130 chaff/flare dispenser system. Advanced development of a low Radar Cross-Sectioin rotor hub
cover for the All-IS will he initiated based upon exploratory development efforts.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: The AN/ALQ-136 Milltimeter-Wave frequency and the low gidar Cross Section rotor hub

cover advanced development efforts will be completed. Advanced development for the AN/AI.Q-169 and All-IS fuel fire retardant
system will continue. AIvanced threat demonstration efforts will be initiated for optical (Itigh Energy Lasers) coatings and
optical decoys. Developsent effort will be Initiated to increase the Ground Emitter Trainer for Aviators (CIIETA) caplbl~lty
to Include features of the AN/AVR-2 Laser Warning Receiver.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: The AN/ALQ-169 and the All-IS fuel fire-retardant system advanced development efforts
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ProJect: #DB52 Title: Scout Att-ck Helicopter Survivability, Enuiplent
Program Elemsent: #6.37.lI.A Title: Aircraft Electronic iarfare (EW) 3,!if-Prolectiun Equipment

)OD Mission Area: 1257 - Electronic Warfare/Counter C I Budget A~tivity: 04 - Tactical Progreiis

will be completed. Advanced development will continue for optical coatings. optical decoys, and cap,,blitty extension of
Ground Emitter Trainer for Aviators (GRETA) for AN/AVR-2. Advanced threat demonstration efforts will b lnithjtcJ for op-
tical warning/optical jammer, and for active optical countermeasures against antitank guided misaile.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This Is a continuing program. The survivability equipment and , o,:tronlc war fare
self-protection countermeasure advanced development programs respond t stated user requirements anl threat documv-ltatlon.
The requirements and threats are reviewed on a continuing basis by the Aircraft Survivability Equlpa-sa (ASE) PFroinent
Steering Group (PSG) with broad representation from the US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRAD(H) Ind US Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM). Interservice review is accomplished In accordance with Ili.- tri-Servie
Memorandum of Agreement by the Joint Technical Coordinating Group on Aircraft Survivability (JTCG/A5).

6. (U) Major Milestones: Not Applicable.

7. (U) Resources ($ in thousands):

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Addition,[ Estlm-Ited

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Compl tion Cost
RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 2655 5244 7723 11,298 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 2665 5209 1445 - Continuing Not Applicable

Aircraft Procurement Army: Not Applicable

Differences in FYS[ and FY82 reflect adjustments for Inflation and minor subtask realignments.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 16.17.13.A Title: Joint Tactical Information Distributioo Systemss (JTIDS)
DOD Mission Area: /256 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (P')iECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Tt a
Projaet FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional KI;EmateJ
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost:i

TOT .L FOR 'PORAM ELEMENT 4388 20477 19087 41333 36153 121438
D370 Army Data I)stribution

System (AIDS) 0 17557 19087 41333 36153 it'1130
D137 IT I DS 4388 2920 0 0 0 1108
B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIwrtON OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The emerging battlefield automated systems of the mold- to
late-l

98
0's will require near-realtime, lam-resistant data communications. These communications are needed to support com-

mand and control, air defense, field artillery, intelligence and logistics systems. The effectiveness of current systems is
limited by restricted Iata throughput, voice/data contention problems on FM radio nets, a lack of adequate antomatic relay,
and poor mobility. This effort will take advantage of two systems presently under development. PE 6.47.27.,, Command and
Control, Project Dr98, I' ,)siton Location Reporting System (PLRS), is completing engineering development in FY 1981 and the
Joint Tactiral Inform;,tion Distribution System (JTtDS), in PE 6.4?.02.A. Joint Tactical Information Distribution Systems. is
a joint Army/Air Force development entering engineering development in FY 1981. By taking advantage of the advanced state of
these two projects, it will be possible to produce a system for the Army in the late 1

9
80's which will satisfy the data dist-

ribution need. dithout this program the Army's automated systems will have limited effectiveness in a full .-,,ctronIc war-
fare environment on tht highly mobile battteftel4 of the futu.re.

C. (1) BAS IS FOR FY 1912 RDTE REQUEST: In FY 1980 the concept of combining PI.RS and JTIDS was studied, and a system
definition wis developed. During FY 1981 PLRS and JTIDS hardware will be integrated and the capability to piss data between
the two systems will he proven. In FY 1982 interfaces with existing operational systems will be started. The capability of
ADDS to support these systems will be tested in the testbed at the Hughes Aircraft Corporation, Fullerton, Cilifornia, during
FY 1982 and FY 1983. Th,! total development costs are based on an independent government cost estimate done by the program
manager's office. This ,stimate was validated by the cost analysis office of the Communications Research and Development
Command. Cost estimate Is supported by experience with both the PLRS and JTIDS programs.
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Progrim Element; #6.37.13.A Title: Joint Tactical Information Distributton System
DOD ttission Area: #256 - Tactical Commuications Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Progra t-

D. (U) COMPARISON iwiTul FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Tot I
Additional EsLtm .ted

FY 1980 FY 1981 F' 1982 To Completion Cost

ROTE

Funds (current requirements) 4388 20477 19087 77486 1214 ii,
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 0 21991 15682 16769 6:1530

D370 - Decrease in FY 1981 is attributable to the application of general Congressional reductions. M,qt of the iY 1982 and
beyond increase was ciused by two factors. First, completion of the design concept studies allowed f,)r a government indepen-
dent cost estimate based on a well-definei program. Second, the teqtbed JTIDS terminals were initli,,ty planned for OVA.
liowever, because of the status of the JTiOs program their purchase has been moved to ROTE. Other ii,creases for inflation are
Included in FY 1982 and beyind. D137 was restructured to this Program Element for I'- 1982.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not applicable.
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Program Element: 116.17.1.A Title: Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
DOD Mlssion Area 6 -Tactical Communications Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

I. (U) DETAILED BACKf;R(IUND AND DESCRIPTION: The Army Data Distribution System (ADDS) is an integration of the Positol
Location and Reporting System (PLRS). which s completing engineering development, and the Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System (irli'S), which has the tactical class 2 terminal ready for engineering development. This program was
Initiated by the Army In recognition of the potential of merging both systems to meet an early fielding of it critical irmy
operational need to Impreve data distribution and position location reporting In support of Army automated hittlefleld
systems and operations. The ADDS system will satisfy requirements for realtime data distribution, position Iocitlon, and
identification. The heart of the system Is the Net Control Unit/Master Unit (NCU/NCM) which performs the net management ;nd
control functions of the system. There will be five of these units in a typical division area. Enhanced PI.RS user units
(EPUU) will be furnished users that have limited data requirementa such as Stinger and the Multiple Launch Rocket System.
Combination (EPUU/JTIDS) terminals wilt be furnished those few users, such as Tacfire that need to send information to EPIIU
or JTIDS users. There will be JTIDS terminals for high data requirements such as those of Tactfre, Ilfawk Air Defense
System, and Patriot Missile System. Without this data communications improvement, highly sophisticated and highly effective
weapons systems will not operate to full potential, and the Air Defense community wilt not have a responsive rameans of pro-
viding early warning, cueing, aircraft identification, and weapons command/control Information on a realtime basi to
short-range Air Defense systems. The project was Included under Program Element 16.37.07.A, Communications Development, on
the PY 1981 RDTF. CDS.

C. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: PE 6.37.07.A, Communications Development, Project Di7, Joint Tactical Information Distribution
System (JTIDS), accomplished the Phase I concept definition and evaluation for this program. This program clement will also
be supported by PE 6.47.02.A Joint Tactical Information Distribution Systems, during the remaining phases of the progrim.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: In-house developing agencies are the United States (US) Army Communications Reseirch and
Development rommand (CRAD04.), the US Army Electronics Research and Development Command (ERADCO"I). Contract:ai efforts are

provided by MITRE Corporation, Bedford, MA; hughes Aircraft Company, Fullerton, CA; Litton Data Systems, Van Nuys, CA.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOPLISIIMP.NTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS: Eff6rts for this program began in P 1980 under PE 6.370l.A,
Communications Development. A Letter of Agreement (LOA) for the Position Location Reporting System/Joint Tactical
Information Distributlo:; System Hybrid (ADDS) was approved by the Combat and Materiel Developers and on 6 July 1979 by the
Department of the Army. The Army was authorized to proceed with the ADDS development by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense on 8 August 1979. This program will be carried out in a series of evolutionary developments and four test phases
using a building block approach. Integral to each phase is a test period to verify the design/development activities of the
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Program Element: 16.37.13.A Title: Joint Tactical Information DistrLburf ),i Sysem.._
DOD Mission Area: #256 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

program. The establishment of a hybrid testbed will be Initiated in FY 1981 integrating the engint-ciag development models
of Position Location Reporting System (PLRS) and JTIDS Class I equipment. Continuation of testbed ., t:vities in 1982 wili
carry over in FY 1983 when interface testing of potential user weapons systems will take place. Upgrading PLRS and JTIDS
terminals will take place in PY 1984 to provide increased communication capability and current softWire/firmware. System
test and evaluation is scheduled from PY 1984 through FY 1986 by exercising the system within a re,-.'a!,ntative slice of a
combat division.

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: During FY80 the Hughes Aircraft Company (IIAC), Fullerton, California, comp-
lete4 the Definition and Evaluation (Phase 1) of the ADDS System. RAC developed the design concept for ADDS and analyzed
division level data need lines to determine if the concept would satisfy the Army's data requiremeiita. Results of the iIAC
effort supports entering Phase 2 of the ADDS development.

2. (i) FY 1981 Program: Phase 2 was initiated in July 1980. This phase will verify the lotir,.rablity of PLRS and
ITIDS by exchanging data between the two systems. To do this the teatbed being implemented at IIAC i,~cludes five PLRS user
units, a PLRS master unit, five JTIDS terminals (2 Hughes Class I 'Alternate Waveform" terminals, 2 t;Iuger-Kearfott Class 2
Advanced Development Model terminals, and one IBM Adaptable Surface Interface Terminal (ASIT) contalilg a Ilughe., Improved
Terminal), and appropriate interfaces to allow a suitable representation of the ADDS system to be acilved. To Illustrate
baittlefield operations, scenarios approved by the various Army schools will be exercised.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Depending on the success of Phase 2, Phase 3 in FY82 will esit 01sh an ioterface capa-
bility with selected battlefield systems, complete the development of the enhanced Position Location, R porting System (PLRS)
user unit, and provide an initial net management software capability for the Net Control Unit. Arsy devices with which the
expanded testbed will Interface include the Digital Message Device, Interactive Display Terminal (or Digital Com,,unications
Terminal - DCT). AN/TSQ-73 Radar, Battalion Fire Direction Center, Hawk missile fire unit and FirelI d-r Radar. Realistic
scenarios will be exercised using all elements (hardware, software, and operations) of the Army Data dlstributioll System
(ADDS).

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Completion of the exercise portions of Phase 3. Begin Phase . which will provide a
complete prototype system to be tested at hughes and sent to Fort Bliss, Texas. in FY84 for use with the Shlort-R.nge Air
Defense Command and Control testbed. Complete technical testing and demonstrations will be conducteA, including examination
of continuity of operations.
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Program Element: 16.37.13.A Title: Joint Tactical Information Distribution Spystem

DOD MisI on Area: *-46 - Tactical Comunications Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

5. (i1) t!ogam to Completion: The ability to support air defense and its command and control requirements will be
demonstrated In the field at Fort Mliss. In Phase 5 an essentially deliverable ADDS system to support one-half an Army divi-
sion will be available for extensive operational testing at Fort [food, Texas, with the Ist Cavalry Division. The
deveiolment/testing of ADDS will be completed In FY86. IOC is planned for lite FY86.
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FY P912 ROTE CONGRESSIONAl DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 06.37.21 A Title: Chemical Defense Materiel Concepts
DOD Mission Area: #215 - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Prograums

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ( in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated

Nmber Titla Acta I Estimate Estimate Estimate toCormlet Ion Cost
TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 14888 21231 20476 16956 Continuing Not Applicable

QUANTITIES

DESO Individual Cml Protection
Materiel 0 3430 634 2636 Continuing Not Applicable

DE8i Cml Decontamination Materiel 2128 5231 3169 2217 Continuing Not Applicable
DJ)IO Collective Protective

tliaterial for Armored
Vehicles 5940 4380 5369 5556 Continuin Not Appl icable

D61 Caml Detection & Warning
Materiel 6430 5724 10248 6063 Continuing Not Applicable

U604 Collective Cml Protection

Materiel 390 2466 1056 484 Continuini; Not Applicable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND HISSION NEED: There is an urgent need to provide all Ser'ihs with an Improved

rapid detection and warning system which will provide United States (US) Forces with early warning f in approaching chemical
agent attack, and improved individual and collectlve protection materiel and other protective equipll ,e1 to protect against
chemical attack, whether in vapor or liquid/aerosol form. The Army has the Executive Agent responsibility for conducting
chemical/biological defense research and development for the Department of Defense (DOD). This proir.s covers defensive

systems and equipment to protect Individuals and groups from chemical agents by providing: protection for the respiratory
system and body; manual and automatic detection, and warning devices that respond to toxic agents It. all forms on all str-
faces; means to decontaminate skin, clothing, equipment, and terrain; and the development of collect ive protection for
shelters, armored vehicles, vans, and associated equipment. Failure to correct these Nuclear-Biolol I il-Chemical (NBC)
defense deficiencies would seriously jeopardize the survivability of US Forces tn the event of a chail attack.
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Program Element: 16. . IA Title: Chemical Defense Hateriel Concepts

DOD Mision Area: 021 I - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: 54 - Tactical Programs

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1932 RDTE REQUEST: Advanced Development (AD) will be initiated on an aviation respirator system and
continued on numerous Itoms of collective protection equipment for shelters, vans, and tactical armored vehicles. In the
chemical agent detection and alarm area, development will continue on a remote sensing and detection alarm, ;I detector kit
for chemical agents In walter, an automatic liquid agent alarm, an alarm training simulator, and a chemical attack warning and
transmissin system. Work will continue on the development of decontamination systems for clothing and a rapid decontamina-
tion system for tactical vehicles. These items are essential to meet the objectives of a totally integrated
chcmical-hiologlcal (:S) defense posture.

1. (1) COIPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST ($ In thousands)

Tot al
Additional Es imated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Co.;t

ROTE
Funds (current requirements) 14388 21211 20416 Continuing No' Applicable
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
Submission) 17230 23217 23678 Continuing Not Applicable

DE8O - $500 thousind Io IV 1980 was reprogramed to other chemical defense projects because of the lack of an approved
requirements document Io, the aviation protection mask. This project was reduced by $1241 thousand in FT 1982 to reflect a
revisei scope and fundin;; requirement to initiate advanced development (AD) efforts on the aviation protective mask.

DEP1 - The scope of this project was reduced by $2857 thousand in PY 1980 and $1181 thousand in FY 1982 because several
derontaminlr ion requiremont documents wer not approved ad anticipated.

0.110 - This project was Increased by $1999 thousand in FT 1980 to support additional AD work on the hybrid collective protec-
tion equipme'nt for armord vehicles. The $144 thousand increase in FT 1982 Is the result of refinement In program cost
estimates,

D601 - This project was Increased by $1636 thousand in 1980 and $3507.thousand in the FT 1982 to fund those detection and
warning devilces that arefwill he supported by approved requirement documents and proven technology.
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Program Element: 16.37.21.A Title: Chemical Defense Mlateriel Concept,
DOD Mission Area: 121S--Land Combat Support Budget Activity: 54 - Tactical Proqra;

bet)4 - This project wais decreased by $2620 thousand in FY 1980 and by $4231 thousand in FY 1982 to onform to a reduction in
the scope of the program.

The FY 1981 funding decreases for projeCts DE8O, D)E81, D,1O. D601, and D604 reflect the appllcatioa of general C-lneressionat
reduct ions.

E. (L1) OTHIER APPROP IIATIOIN FUNDS: ($ In thousinds): Not applicable.
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Program El ient: #6.37.21 . Title: Chemical Defense Materiel Concepts

DOD Mi9,n Area: N215 -- Land Combat St!ppErt Budget Activity: IA - Tactical Programs

F. (i) DF.rAIL.g BACV(:R')lND AND DESCRIPTION: After the 1973 Mi'least War and the suspected use of chemical igents In La-s,

Intensive -orlinat,,: between the mtteriel user and the materiel developer was begun to identify urgent field needs and

translate them Into requirements. The reported use of ciLemical agents in Afghanistan has Intensified these efforts. Tile

results of everai general officer reviews by the Services and the Defense Science Board recommendations are Implemented by

this prngram. The objective of this program is to conduct advanced development for all Services on rapid detection and warn-
Ing systems to warn of a chemical attack and to develop protective materials and equipmaent to provide protection. This pro-

grim covers defensive systems and equipment to protect Individuals from chentcal agents by providing: prote-.tion for the

respiratory qystem and all body surfaces; manual and automatic detection and warning devices that respond to toxic agents on

all surfa-es, In the atmosptere, and in food and water; and means to decontaminate skin, clothing, equipment, and terrain.

it also provides for tie development of collective protection equipment/materiel to provide rest and relief to personnel per-
forming certain ieadquarters and communications functions, and for certain armored veticle crews to relieve the stresses and

restrictions inherent in wearing individual protective equipnent while performing thteir mission in an active chemical envi-

ronment.

G. (It) REL.ATEID ACTIVITIES: Memorandum of Understanding (11011) between the United States and Canada on the Irotecive msk

and caniqters providies for the US developing protective masks and Canada developing filter canisters. The Aimy-approved
Required Operational C:apbility (ROC) for tite New Protective 1ask has been converted to a Joint Service Oper.itional

Requirement for loint-Servlce application. Companion Engineering Development work Is being done under Progrim Element

6.47.25.A, Chemical Defetse Materiel. Related Exploratory Development work is conducted under Program Element 6.27.06.A,

Chemical Defense and General Investigations, Project A553, Chemical Biological Defense and General Investigations.

Ii. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: In-house: Chemical Systems Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD; Human Engineering

Laboratory, Aberdeen Provlng Ground, HD; Arctic Test Center, Fort Greeley, At.; and Tropic Test Center, Panamo. Contract:
.alspan, Buffalo, NY; loneywelt, Orlando, FL; Bendix, Towson, MD; Donaldson, linneapolls, MN; American Air Fitter, Ellicott

City, MD; and Brunswick, Marion, VA.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

i. (U) FY 1980 anl Prior Accomptlshements: A 1978 review of the Services' chemical decontamination capillity resulted
In the Army's decision t, Initiate an accelerated program to improve this capability. During FY 1979 the following were
accomplished: (I) Advated development (AD) of the remote sensing chemical agent alarm was reinttiated; (2) All was contitnued
on the 19-1iter decontamaination apparatus for vehicles and decontamination procedures for weapons systems; aod (3) The infor-

mation gap tudy program related to collective protection for armored vehicles was expanded to cover areas s-h as ventiIa-
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.37.2l.A Title: Chemical Defense Materiel CoIe,rS

DOD Hission Area: 215 - Land Combat Support Bdget Activity: 14 Tactical Progrr:

tion parameters, liquid agent transport, agent transport due to personnel entry/reentry, and crew ci pi rtment
decontamination. During FY 1980 the following were accomplished: (1) Plase I prototype tests and i S; clai lIt P-,css
Review (IPR) were held on the Decontamination Apparatus Portable, Xi13; (2) a Letter of Agreement (I, %) was alrpr,-d and
AdvanceJ Development (AD) initiated on the Interior Surface Decontamination System; (3) AD was Inti. -I on the Lrrge-Scale
Decontamination Device (Jet Exhaust System); (4) AD contract was awarded and concept feasibility [Pi t 4 coirduct-i on the
Testing Kit for Chemical Agents In Water, XH272; (5) AD was continued on the hybrid collective prot, ta equipue,1t for
armored vehicles; and (6) the LOA was approved and AD Initiajed on the Automatic Liquid Agent Detect,r I ALAD), XMd-2. AD was
continued on the Remote Sensing Chemical Agent Alarm, X1421.

2. (U) pY 1q81 Program: This is a continuing program which supports AD of new/Improved decorl irnationr systems,
detection and warning systems, collective protection equipment for shelters, armored vehicles, vans, rI associated equip-
ment. AD will continue on: (1) the Simplified Collective Protection Equipmsent, X1120; (2) Lte Rapid J.ontamloatio
Apparatus; (3) Clothing Decontamination System; and (4) the Automatic Liquid Agent Detector, X1182. Alir.ill be Cu.Lptreted on
the Remote Sensing Che-cal Agent Alarm, X1H21. AD w1l be completed and type classification accompl I fhd on tire l'ortable
Decontamination Apparatus, 10113. AD will continue on the Testing Kit for Chemical Agents in Water, X 1.'2. Effort on tile
water test kit will include tile initiation of Development Test I/OperationaL Test I (aT i/OT I). AI .i orts Initiated In
FY80 to develop and test a hybrid collective protection system for armored vehicles will continue. I , iybrid werod of pro-
tection offers the greatest operational flexibility by allowing operation as an overpressure system, , -entlated laceplece
system, or simultaneous operation of both systems. AD will be Initiated on the Advanced Chemical Age it Detector .\isars
(ACADA).

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: AD will be completed on the Testing Kit for Chemical Agents in ULter, XH272, rapid
decontamination, clothing decontamination, and interior srurface decontamination systems, and tile Adva rmd Chemical Agent
Detector Alarm (ACADA). AD will continue oi tie Automatic Liquid Agent Detector (ALAD), XH82. AD wi I be initlird on the
aviation respiratory system and the detection and alarm components of tire NBC reconnaissance vehiclr. lhe following will be
accomplished on the Simplified Collective Protection Eqruipment, XM20: (I) complete DT I/OT 1; (2) Ilr.trire DT II/iT HI; and
(3) conduct Validation In-Process Revic. (VAL IPR). AD will continue on the hybrid collective prote,. i,,n systm lor appli-
catlon to a variety of armored vehicles.

4. (11) FY 1983 Planned Program: AD will continue on the aviation respiratory system, tire Im5rci t I personnel lecon-
tLaminatlon kit, a universal decontaminant, and tie decontamination statlon kit. AD will be complet-I -i the Airto tic iqurrid
Agent Detection, X182; tile Simplified Collective Protection System, X1l20; the Detector Kit for Chemi, I gents iln qater,
X14212; and the hybrid collective protection system.
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Progrim F:I.n-ment; 16. 17.21..% Title: Chemical IDefense Materiel Concepts

DOI)l1 tilon Area-: 425-Laud Combat .plt Budget Activity: f - - Tactical Programs

S. (Ii) Program to Completon: This is a continuing program.
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPrIVE SUMMARY

Project: #1)E8l Title: Chemical Decontamination H.it ,i
Program Element: #6.37.21.A Title: Chemical Defense Materiel C , j~ta
DOD Mission Area: #215 - Land Combat SupM!rt Budget Activity. 4" - Tactical Pr ,, .s

A. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION; The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and W.ir -w Pact (WP) nations

have a recognized technological advantage aver the United States (US) In decontamination capabiliti- 4,ich siguil ic-antly
enhances their ability to conduct sustained operations in a toxic environment. An accelerated decont mination pr.,gram was
initiated by the Army in May 1978. The objectives of the program are to achieve at least parity with the USSR/WP ind provide

a survival and sustained operational capability for US forces on a chemically contaminated battleflml I. An Army iclence
Board Ad iloc committee reviewed the Army's decontamination program from October 1978 to March 1979. (i- Committee's report
reemphasized the urgency for the accelerated program and made recommendations for improvement. The porl,,se of this project

is to conduct Advanced Development on new systems designed to quickly and effectively decontaminate 1p r:inoel J. .quipent
in the field. This Is the only project in the Department of Defense for Advanced Development of dec-1-,imlnation . terdl.

B. (U) RELATED ACTiVITIES: Advanced Development is eonducted on decontamination/contaminatiot avot c,e concepts com-
pleting Exploratory Development under Program Element 6.27.06.A, Chemical-Biological Defense and Ge,-.,1 Invest gitlons. In
accordance with Department of Defense (DOD) Directive 5160.5, which designates the Army as Executive E it for Clhtical
Warfare/Chemical-Biological Dofense Research, Development, Test and Evaluation, work is planned and a ",splished in response
to requirements from ill Services. Items or systems of Army and Joint service interest which complet. Advanced Development

progress to Engineering Development under Propram Element 6.47.25.A, Chemical Defense Materiel, Proje t iF97, Cheical

Decontamination Materiel.

C. (U) WIORK PERFORMEID BY: Contractors: Brunswick Corporation, Marion. VA; In-house developing otgolzation Is the United

States Army Chemical Systems Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.

D. (i) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Advanced Development on the XI13, Decontamination Ap,,, itus, Port-oble, was
initiated in FY78. The apparatus is to be carried on all tactical vehicles and will significantly In t,,ve tie ctpibility of

crews to decontaminate their vehicles in the field and continue their mission. During FY 1979, two -i., epts were selected
for further competitive development. Work continued on the technical report providing Information on tie deconttaaination of
nuclear weapon systems. The program supported the initiation and development of the Army's polyoreihtie. paint application
pilot test program to evaluate the efficiency of polyurethane-paint as a means of .,ontamination avoid lie or reducing decon-
taminatlon. effort. Data from the pilot program will also be used to conduct an operational cost-efre A iveness aiiilysls. The
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Project: ODE31 Title: Chemical Decontamination Materiel

Program %lement: #6 37.2l.A Title: Chemical Defense Materiel Concepts
DOD Milion Area: IM15 - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prora

pilot test program will he completed in the IQ FY 198t. During FY 1980, phase I of the prototype tests and .a Special
In-Procenq Review were held on the XlI3 Portable Decontamination Apparatus. A Letter of Agreement requirements document was
approved, and Advanc.,l Development was initiated on an Interior Surface Decontamination System. A Large-Scale Rapid
Decontamin,ition Devl:e (jet exhaust) entered Advanced Development. A report on the decontamination of nucleir weapons was
completed.

2. (U) FY t981 Piogram: The polyurethane paint pilot test program will be completed and the report published.

Advanced Development Willi be completed on the XMI3 Portable Decontamination Apparatus and the item type classified. The
Large-Scale Decontamlnttion Device and the Interior Surface Decontamination System will contine Advanced Devolopment, and a
Decontamination Systom for Clothing will enter this phase of development.

3. () FY 1982 Planned Program: Advanced Development will be completed on the Large-Scale Decontamination Device, the
Interior Surface Decontamination System, and the Decontamination System for Clothing. Testing of prototype models of the
systems will be completed to validate the feasibility of the deagis concepts to meet stated user requirements.

4. (i) PY 1983 Planned Program: Advanced Development will be initisted on a Decontamination Station Kit for decon-
tamination of medical ranualties and an improved Personal Equipment Decontamination System that will provide the individual
soldier a greater capability to reduce the level of immediate or residual hazards from contaminated personal equipment.
Development Test I and Operational Test I (OT I/OT 1) plans will be prepared, and construction will be Initiated on prototype
items for testing.

-. (I1) Program Lo Completion: This is a continuing program.

6. (U) Major Hlt 9tones: Not applicable.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Project: #DE81 Title: Chemical Decontamination Matci1,1

Program Elment: 16.17.21.A Title: Chemical Defense Materiel CX-.ats
DOD Mission AresT 1 5-2Land Combat Snpport Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prj tams

7. (U) Resources ($ in thousands):

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 F 1983 Additon.,i Estimated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completlon Cost
RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 2128 5231 3169 2217 Continutni; Not Applicable

Funds (as shown In FY 1981

submission) 4985 5720 4550 - Contlnu;n.; Not Applicable

The $2857 thousand decrease in FY 1980 expenditures was due to a lack of approved requirements necesasry to transition Items
from Exploratory Development to Advanced Development. The funds were reprogramed to continue ExploraLory Development on

selected decontamination items. The $489 thousand decrease in FY 1981 funding level is a result of ge-ral reductions by

Congress. The decrease of $1381 thousand estimated funding requlrements for FY 1982 Is based on a projected decrease In level

of required effort to meet user needs ($1287 thousand) and the result of program realignment to reflet incremntal funding
policies ($94 thousand).
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SU14ARY

Project: #) 130 Title: Collective Protection Materiel Armored Vehl.l-.
Program Element: *6§.I.Zi.A Title: Chemical Defense Materiel Concepts

DOD M!sslon Ar-a: 0215 - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: #to - Tactical Programs

A. (U) DERAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The Soviet Union continues to maintain a signifieant chemical w;.rfare capabil-
ity. The evidence is that they regard chemical weapons as an integral part of future tactical warfare. For e:.ample, they
conduct extensive training exercises which stress operating proficiency in a chemical warfare protective posture, and they
have equipped their armored vehicles with colleactive protection systems. Other Warsaw Pact nations are simli irly trained and
equipped. To meet this threat, Congress directed in the FY 1978 Department of Defense (DOD) Appropriations A.-I (PL 95-79)
that the Army prepare a plan to provide nuelear-biological-chemical (NBC) protection for combat vehicles in d vltopment or
procurement by 1981, which was done. Subsequently, enemy threat assessment and review of the Army's tactical doctrine for
operating in a chemlcallv contaminated environment resulted in an Army plan for providing NBC collective protnL ion for fleet
as well as development;l combat vehicles and their crews. This program is structured to support these specifi. needs to im-
prove the Army's srvivalillity on the battlefield in a contaminated environment. Specifically, this program provides
Advanced Development of new and improved collective protection equipment for armored vehicles. This goal wil I be achieved
through the development of an improved air purification system which can be used for positive pressurization i. the vehicle,
If It is assigned a rear area mission, or in providing ventilated facepiece protection if it is assigned a f.,rutrd area mis-
sion. The provial, of the improved collective protection system will enable the crews to perform combat doitt10 without Ihe
encumbrance of comple e Individual protective equipment when operating in an NBC-contisinated environment.

B. (1U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This was a new start in FY 1980. Related work has been done in this area tudet Program Element
6.37.21.A, Chemical Defense Materiel Concepts, Project D604, Collective Chemical Protection Materiel; Progr. Element
6.47.25.A, Chemical Defense Materiel Concepts, Project DO7, CB Collective Protection; and Program Element t.'u.25.A,
Chemical Defense Materiel Concepts, Project DO1, Collective Protection-Vehicles and Vans. Related exploratr development
is conducted tinder Program Element 6.27.06.A, Chemical Biological and General investigations, Project A553, (henitcal
Biological Defense and C,nerai Investigations. Foreign state-of-the-art will be considered throughout the RIFE cycle.
Related data is exchaogei with allied countries via data exchange agreements and NATO Panel VI-NBC defence.

C. (U) WORK PERFORMFEI lY: US Army Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM), Warren, MI, is responsible for the development and
overall management of this program. in-house ROTE work is being performed by Chemical Systems Laboratory, Aherdeen Proving
Ground, MD. Honeyweil, Inc., St. Petersburg, FL, is the prime contractor on the hlybrid Collective Protecton, Equipment
(IICPE). Donaldson, Minneapolis, MN, is developing a centrifugal dust separator that can be applied as a product improvement
on armored vehicles with ventilating blowers.
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UNCLASSIF IED
Pro ject: Ili Title; C~ollective PrOtectiomi1 Materiel At t,,ed VelmI c1 i,

Program Element: #b.37.2l.A Title: ChmclDfneMateriel Co;m, I.
DOI) Mission Area: 12-1 - L.and Cmbat Sit )prt Budget Art ivity: 14 - Tactical Pr., I mmI

1). (UI) PROGRAM ACrmo VISiiMFiJTS AND) FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY i9BO aod Prioar Acosplimet Tire Advanced Development (AD) of collective protect .- materiel tar armored
vehicles was initia.ed in FY 1978 under Program Element/Project (PE/PROJ) 6.31.2:1.A, D604, Coilecti e 'hefitc it Protection
Msteriel. PE/PROJ 6.37.21.A, DJ30, Collective Protection Materiel for Armored Vehicles. wai immtttLtm ci 1mm VY Ti~i. le
foloing are the significant evenits Lust have, occurred under Project D)604 anid are directly related to timc efforts ongoing in
Project 1)130: (it) Secretarial Determinit ion and Findings (D&F) was approved July 1979 and k.; slJeialo,ient Test I operational
Test I (DT i/oT I) on thle hybrid system was Initiamted March 1979. rthe An contract on thle hybrid SY -ea Was dwirleod during
Jone 1980 tinder project 0130. At tile beginning of this program (FY 1978), US ROLAND was time only it mi)red vehicle, *mf tile
nine Identified as basing Congressional Interest, requiring the hlybrid Collective Protection Kquilx-i- it (iICPE). rise .emaining
eight vehicles were eamrmarked for the Ventilasted Facepiece System. Therefore, providing thme imybrici -.- tem to US ROLlAND is
received top priority during FY 1980. in eariy FY 1980, time XMi Tank, Multiple Launched Rocket Sysmeim (Ml.hlS), aimd Division
Air Defense Gon (DIVAD) were idenitified by time user as possibie candidates for time hybrid system. A creliminary concept
review of time Honeywell tInc. hybrid design was helmd dumring Septesmer VAD8 at Chiemical Systems Labor:mmm-y. Concepts were
presented for both US ROLAND application simd tile modular approach to Hybrid Collective Promtectioni 1.1i mm,0ment.

2. (U) FY 1981 Pmglmam:. Work on Informmation voids and data gap progras related to collective p. ectton fo- armored
vehicles and crewqs ,ll be conmtinued. Development lest i/Operatiomsi Test I on the hybarld Colectis: airotection Equmipment
(IICPE) will be completed. The assessmenit of vehicle crew compartmcnt air leakage reduction conmcepts cii cootic,-
Compatibllty/sultabiiiy tests directed toward time Integration of demc'ctLom, alarm, smmd decontaminm. im apparitmoes into
armored vehicles will conmtinume. Time XMii amuxiliary power unit (APU) tmmroine wiil be evalumated as a ism sible totes ior decoi-
tamilnation soumrce. Dlesigni, construictionm, smmd testing of the prototype centrilmmgal dust sepmarator wi I continue. Tfime cell
trilmigal dust separator will be evaiuated as :a possible pmrodumct improvemeni. on armored vehicles wih vtiitatimg blowers.

3. (U) FY I98 Planned Prcmrram: Comminue Adivanmced Developmenit (AD) of time Ilybrid Coallecti. - V .i,!cttoi Equimsent
(IICPE) to include time following; (a) 1mmitiste hDeveloient Test If/Operational Test if (DT I[/OT 11) tm,i time IiCPLi with em-
phasis omm collectimig data to prove reliability amid mainmtainability, and (b) contiomme design constrtim: I-% and testilog of pro-
totype IICPE to correct deficiencies Identified dmurinmg DT [1/01 It. Continume test and evaliution eli, ct to establish per-
formammce amid hazard data to quantify tile reilative overall protective performance of NBC protective s: st ms fistalled on
armoured vehmicles. Simmulated challenge of agemmts, smokes, radioactive particuliates and dusts will bic pim formed omi vehicles In
both static and simulated osperatioi models.
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Project: #D30 Title: Collective Protection Haterlel Armored Vehicles

Program Eement: 6.I1.2i.A Title: Chemical Defense Materiel Concepts
000 MItio, Area: 12iS - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

4. (U) FY 1983 Plinned Program Continue AD of the IICPE to include the following: (a) complete DT II/OT I; (b)
finalize all design, construction, and testing; (c) complete the technical data package; and (d) conduct Development
Acceptance In-Process Review (DEVN-IPR). HCPE will be type classified from a combined advanced and engineering development
effort conducted under this project. Continue data collection efforts, as required, to quantify unknowns aid fill informa-

tion data gips relative to NBC collective protection systems.

5. (I) Program to Complejton: Continuing.

6. (U) Major Mi te;tones:

Current Milestone Dates
Major M lestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1980 Submission

Development Test I/
Operational Test I March 1979-November 1981 -Not Shown

Developm,-nt Test it/
Operational Test It March 1982-November 1982 -Not Shown
Development Acceptance
In-Process Review February 1983 -Not Shown
Type Classification February 1983
Initial O)perational
Capability February 1984 -rNt Shown

The Ilybrid Collective Protection System will be type classified from a combined advanced and engineering pr,,gram. In view of
this development approach, major milestones are included .in this FY 1982 Congressional Descriptive Summary !iubmssion.
Milestones were not Included In the FY 1981 submission.

7. (U) Resources ( in thousands):
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Project: IDJ30 Title Collective Protection Hateriel Ari'.or,!d Ve1itcies

Program Element: 06.37.21.A Title: Chemical Defense Materl Concojt;
DOD Mission Area: #215 - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: f4 -Taci i.al Programs

Total

Fy 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Alditi,,il Eatia.-ted

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate toCom t ion Cost

RITE
Funds (current requirements) 5940 4380 5369 5556 Contiue Not Applicable

Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 3941 4704 5225 - Con inue Not Applicable

Increased funding in PY 1980 is due to funds being reprogramed Into this project from the companion ,ngineering development
Project 6.47.25.A, D023, Collective Protection Materiel for Armored Vehicles. The adjusted funds In -th projects were ade-

quate to conduct the revised program. The FY 1981 decreise reflects the application of general Congressional reductions.
Increased funding in FY 1982 results from adjustments to compensate for pay raises and inflation.

Other Appropriations: Not Applicable.
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Project: IDO61 Title: Chemical Detection and Warning Materiel
Program Element: 16.37.21.A Title: Chemical Defense Materiel Concepts
DOD Mission Area: 1215 - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: There is an urgent need to provide all Services with an Improv-d rapid dtec-
tion and warning system which will provide Unitei States (US) forces with early warning of an approaching chemical agent
attack, whether in vapor or liquid/aerosol form. The suspected use of chemical agents in Afghanistan has caused an inten-
sification of research and deveiopnent efforts and the chemical special In-process review directives form the t,asis of the
proposed detection and warning program. Current detection systems lack necessary response time, sensitivity, agent spe-
cificity and off-target detection capability. Failure to correct these chemical defense deficiencies would s!riously
Jeopardize the survivability of US Forces in the event of a chemical attack. This project supports Advanced Ievelopment of
an integrated detection and monitoring capability for all known threat agents to prevent contamination and rendering our com-
bat forces Ineffective, determine the need for decontamination, and give the all-clear for rehabitation.

B. (U) RIA.T.TED ACTIVITIES: No comparable work is done by other Services. Coordination Is maintained with rh,! other
Services to ;ssure provision of required detection and warning materiel and avoid duplication of effort. Cooedinatlon and
cooperation are maintained with allied countries via Data Exchange Agreements and through meetings of North At lantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) Panel VTI-NBC Defense. Companion Engineering Development (ED) work is being done under Pro;mram Element
6.1.7.25.A, Chemical lefense Material, Project 0020, Chemical Detection Warning and Sampling Devices. Relate I 'xploratory
Develops-nt -,rk is beilg, -onducted under Program Element 6.27.06.A, Chemical Defense and General Investigatl.)u;, Project
A553, rhimtsivl Biologi -1 Defense and General Investigations.

C. (I) 1)RK PFRFORMEIl BY: in-house: US Army Chemical Systems Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground. HM). Co-l ract:
Iloneywell, St Petersburg, FL; Bendix, Towson, 90; Calspan, Buffalo, NY; and Mine Safety Appliance Co, Murrysville. PA.

D. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMI'LISIINENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (I1) FY 199 and Prior Accomplishments: During earlier years Advanced Development (AD) was completed on the M26
rhemical De,.-t)r Kit, X1207 Chemical Attack Warning and Transmission System, and X49 Liquid Agent Detector Vller. During FY
1979, the k-y effort wan the relnitlation of AD on Remote Sensing Chemical Agent Alarm, X421. During FY 1980, the following
was acrompl f;hed: (I) AD contract was awarded on the XM272 Testing Kit for Chemical Agents in Water; (b) initiated AD and
ipprovd th letter of Agreement (LOA) on the Automatic Liquid Agent Detector, XM82; and (c) Continued AD oil t e XM21 Remote
qensing Chtil Agent Al irs. A special Tn-Process Review (Apr 80) an the XM21 approved a new milestone sch(d,,le because
more AD tim,. In requlr-.l to solve rechnology problems. Development Teht i/Operational Test I (DTI/OTt) wis initiated on the
X421. Corr-l dIe-sign of X1121 prototype indicates higher power requirement and system weight than the user preacribes.
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2. (U) FY 198L Program: The following wilt be accomplished on the X2I Remote Sensing Chemicil Agent Alarm: (a)

continue AD, (b) Complete DTI/0TI, (c) prepare the Required Operational capability (ROC), (d) Cond, t Departmsen of Army

Deol::ion Review. Tile following will be accomplished on the X"82 Automatic Liquid Agent Detector (AIAI)): (a) continue AD (b)
award advanced development contract, and (c) conduct Special In-Process Review. The following will be accom)ll;hed on the

X.4272 Water Testing Kit: (a) continue AD, (b) conduct Special In-Process Review, and (c) initiate/, oipiete Dr I/or 1. AD
will be initiated on the detection and warning components of the Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (3iC) Reco.,Issance

System.

1. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Complete AD on the Detector Kit for Chemical Agents in Water, 01272. V.lidation

In-Process Review (VAL IPR) will be conducted on the water test kit (3QTRPY82). Continue AD on the ,lvanced Chemical Agent

Ietector and Alarm (ACADA) and Automatic Liquil Agent Detector (ALAD), X(82. Initiate AD on detection and alairm -omponents

of the NBC Reconnaissance Vehicle.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Complete AD and conduct Validation In-Process Review (VAL IPR) oc the AUitoAtic Liquid

Agent Detector (ALAD), XM82. The following will be accomplished on tile Automatic Chemical Agent Ip.!lcl.Ion/Ailrts (ACADA),

XH83: (a) conduct Development Test 1/ Operational Test I. (b) develop requirements document, (c) :: cpare and di tribute

final New Equipment Training Plan, (d) and conduct VAL iPR.

S. (U) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program.

6. (U) Major Milestones: Not Applicable.

7. (M) Resources (0 In thousinds):

To t a l

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional I'stimated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion ozt
RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 6430 5724 10248 6063 Continuing 0 L App Ii.IfhI,-

Funds (as shown in FY 198i

submission) 4794 6230 6741 - Continuing i:t AppIicaI,
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Increase in FY 1980 funoling Is die to refinement In program cost estimates. The FY 1981 decrease reflects the application of

general Congressional redoctions. Increase In FY 1982 finding is due to refinement in program cost estimates .nd initiation

of AD on the detection and ilarm components of the NBC Reconnaissance System wihicIh was added to the program since the FY 1981

sobmi lon.
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Y_ 1982 ROTKIIONGRPSSIONAL iMgsRJrIVE SLIMMARY

Programs Element: 06.37. 23.A Title: Command and Control
D0OD Mission Ar-a

7 8
254 - Tactical Commandi and Control Budget Activity: #4 - Tacticsl Prgrrms

A. (IJ) RES'OURCEKS (PRO JECT LISTISCI,: to i thousands)

TotLaI
Pro ject Fy 1980) FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Addition.)I Esaht Imte
N,,. br Titi,' ActualI Estrima4te Estimate Estimate To ComplI lion Costs

-~ TOTAL FOR PROGRA14 ELEHENT 8164 12075 22179 21182 C out inuing N -ot [ Ppl Icablte
1I)0 Ticti-al Aritomat Ion 8964 12075 3550 8328 Continuh::. Not App1 l [cable
1815 Militiry Software

Sta,ndarltitton 3311 3W82 Gontinur:4 Not Applicable
14'6 Militairy Computer Family 13656 13214 Co nt Inu I :, No t AppIcable

D)192 Ada Joint program Office 1862 1958 Coot Jun In,; Not Apr;,l.ible

B. (11) 8RRiEF DFSCRI PrION OF ELEMENT AND NIS1iIIS NEED: Today, commanders must be provided the capibility to k..ow
thke comiplet! It ictile i s Itoititon in ne.3r-re!iltlsme. This progrtsa pursues this goal by accelerating tit,! fielding in- the sur-
vivibilitty of biitt lof el

1 
toitomated systemas. It will provide a common. compatible family of comptun !rs (MittAry Comput.!r

Ftishy), transportible software prodlucts anJ tools (Including implementing Ada, the common tactical igh-order computer pro-
griming language), intelligent Input/output. levices (terminals, displays, storage levices, etc.), Io provide multilevel secure
operait-ing systems si 'list ributed processing techniques to promote survivabil ity on the bitttLefie i, mid developmsent Of

computer resour,:, sarmieeent policy, prucoirires, regul it ions, and t rat olig to assure reduction of -11,111,ter resource proli1fer-
at i n.- Tis will.1 liv continuoi competition. minlce prolifer.ition of computer types, eliminating -ally life 7ycle
,ieveisptnot tn post -'ieployment maintenance1 pha9.ss, andl prevent small product ion bases with costly solec sourco fol low-uon pro-
cor.ments. Bitlefield arirvivablllty will b-2 nhincet WItti training and logistics simplicity.

C(11) BASIS FOR FY 1992 ROTE RP.OF9't These fuinds ire e-ssential to continue developmsent of Ada iii necessiry software sup-
port tool1s-. A s-iior t-rain ing- effort Is planned to Introduce Ada to t1e military and civilian work force. Major !fforts are
lit innot for developssent andl testing of a compatible family of military computers, peripherals, and -.nminals. Coimputer
r -- uorce man igerrr-nt poilicy anti standirdi cit inn coot rol wi I- continne. The development of secure op:tmit ing systoss will be
iniltita tel.
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Program FKhvsent: 06. 17.21. A Title: Command antl Co ntrol
OOD MI-'b-, Area: 2IVA - 'Tatctil Command and- Contr Budget A ctivfty: --A - Thft it Progra.ms

roirrent Hilestooe Dates
4a j or Mi 1.'-1 ns Hilestole Dates Shown tn FY 1981 Sobmission

Initilte 1,11 IlleI competitive FY81 FY81
rontricts for MC'F

Configure softwirp FY81 FY81
ievelopst-t facility
for Post -lpoyment
ISopport efforts

Initiato dev-Iopsent FY91 FY9i
of iife .y Ie software
tools

Complete 1 ,v" opsent of AIla IQ3 FY92 21) FY82
languagle "Ystem

D--l~vop ro-lo -enerator for FY82 FY82
H'CF c pOIt r

iitate D-ctopsent of FY82 FY92
Common 01Ort t lg Sy s tem
(TACEXF.C)

no.vetop additionnl rode FY83
gianeratorq tor Ain lainguage
. yqt v.5

if I joUNCLASSIFIED
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fiP,;gr. E..Ict: 16.17.2l.A Title: Command and Control
t HIiss,, Are.a: 

7
251 - Tactic.il Command and Control Rudget ct -vy: ---f4-Tactica Programs

Dolopsent Test for FY9 3 FY82

A-Iv ncvl Development
4I I,ls of ICF

The d,.lay of ont, quarter In completion of Ada was jie to the cost negotfition phase In the contractors' solicitation. The list

mll-.qt'se replicre the milestone developsent test for brassboird of MCF computers. The change In date is due to a restruc-

turing if the program to include a new Instruction set architecture.

D. (11) CRIPRf )IN WITI FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total

AddItional Estimated

FY 1990 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

ROTE

Funds (C'urrent requirements) 8964 12075 22379 Continuing Not Appliable

Frnis ( vi qhown In FY 1981

submisloa) 8964 12998 25902 Continuing Not Applicable

The decretse In FY 1982 is due to a

restructuring of the "ILt progrim and a projection of funds to establish the Ada Joint Program Office. The decrease in FY 1981

reflectq the application of general Congressional reductIons.

E. (DI) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: lot Applicable.
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Pirogram Element: #6 .. 1l.A Ti t Ie: Commrandr and -Control
DODt 4i sstagi Area: 125!. - ctI i mmarid and Corgt rol Widget Activity: #4 - Trt l Po~rgn

F. (It ) DErtAiI.FFD BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: To inert the mission need, this program providles the adv-anced, J-v-iopseni or
sftir. asg a11ugrrs. noittil emphasis will be oil thle Ad.a Iiagiage arnd rcqiaireffleutS tools. lIn thle Second1 Phi '~ .1ge Stiri- lter
.1.id vonfig rt iogi-a tgre tools will be used] for the SPecifi aLi lg arid irapl.Aeittion of multiprocessor En-d m, i oprcacessiot
syst ers crif igurat Ions. The final phgise will provide techilques, procedures, ar-i tools for t ile detectionr,rl, 410 rn rec

tori1 if f ield softwoire failures With a reluction of requiiredi skill levels In the field. A crirpatible! fimilDy -1 tllitary
rgp~es(4-:F), Intelligent istcroprocessor-basei terinls grid peripheral devices, d3a distribugtiong, oper,rrlr-. systems IrrJ

gs-rci itel eqipmencrt wilil be d1eveloped. To promote a more suarvivagble battlefield, aothler program Is ii ft - i s nif lisr
rihilteA Processing aind secure Soiftware. Required policy, procedures, regul itiori, idJ training will be pro2viicd.

G.- (1) ) 10.1.% rlEO ACTI VIT IES: Tig is prig leet i s relIatedl to a3t I Army bit ti0 e Ied ggg tirmat I i syste-ms as Itw t Ill pr ovide ag s 1 -. a r I
irago age fgll y of coapiters graid software for such systems. Tile instruct ion-set archlitecrure to be osed fi I fi I-V * N. gig)a

(MIL-Sf) 1 - 1542), is under jrint Uair ?trce--11rsy manalgenerit 1arid corntroi based oil a Wemortrndum of Agre sment of 12 'September i1930
between tlie Air Force Systems Comirarigrl ind the 'Army Materiel Development -md] Readiness Command. This project is relate!d t. thke
Tactiril Fire Direction System (I.ACHRLE), 2.37.26A; Commggictlon Electrongics, 6.27.Oi.A;. Tacticai Automation T-ignoirugy,
6i.17.46.a; Aatamaitic Test SngppirL Sytem--s, 6.47.46; Missile Higarhr (ANITSQ-73), 6.41.01.A; ant other Commaknd rod Control Iro.-
gi ian. Ttner, is no unrirecess ary dnpl icat ion of elffort wi thin tile Army or the DOD. Cr-ligit ionI~a to avoid dripi r i- onl IS acc:I-

tillShii- thtrough the Depirtmeant of Defense Computer Resources Technology Paniel of the Management Stee-rlig Coinritt cv fur Embnedded
Crimprit Cr Re sor evs ;id t tie I ig-)r de r Langugge Wjork ing Grouarp (11)1MG).

If. (11I) WO)RK PKRRFOILtD BY: C ianegie-he I I ol Uive rs it y, P I t t siirgli. PA; Srifteclg I nc., -4. it, )am, MA; T-! Aey... I~r ,rg Erigi rir ring,
higgrt he il e, Al.; Il her Order So ftwa re, Cagmbr idge , NO,; EG&, Rrurkville, l); Compater Scienices trrorat ion, No.- I ,wa ri, 4 'I.
ii tigrs.,a de-eloipmeut Is perfori- by ttre UtS Army Coririrri icioris Res,!arch irid Dove loparit Command.

1. (i1i) PROGRAM ACCtlPL~IStlIHNTS A otI, iURE PROGRAM'S:

1.(U) FY Lr)BI arid Prilot A "compl slameats: ReviselI technic it and icquisit ion it ritegics werts Develop.u I I. the Mii g ry
Corapril r Fimt Iy to reduice risk ardenalincr, ai ust ry Ingterest . Experimenta a i liitbians were coridictn-d of et-ig arcgi I c.

tires t,) Ietrrmirie performance rig mi litairy problems. Aui givancedl archaitectgure, Nebrta, was -lesignel. This it it-rtecture I.
nrto e ii) A la andl to reai time iampuiat tion, and It 1irovi les secuiIt y Ctipabilittles. Prop~osal s fot MCF were ,,irl.gited or 29
Auguist 1180D. A contrtact to dievelrip Ada was awarled to Softeri, firc. A Software Development Suapport System (Iin r ) was est ii)-
fishted to cert ify all software products and tools for Army software Support ceniters. A tact lcd d isplaiy sysi irrverlay
g-ri-.inrir ain. validat ion of fte inass Storage technuolrogy into Army-baised coumiter systemas wore l i-ate I. Vl.,
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licrprogrammabit iltil tIprocessor (HiP) System was Interfaced to the ARPANFT demonstrating the capabil iI ty for worldwide raptil
post deployment support. An Army-wide Post-Deployment Software Support study was conducted and i mainigetaent p in developed.
Computer support wig provided to Army organizations. Participation wis provided to NATO, joint servic'e panels, -nd Army soft-
war. "conference., panels, and symposia, as well as in planning tile Army Implementation of DOD Directive 500,0.29, 4inaigement of
Cumpoter Resourc-, in Iiijor Defense Systems, A revised standard (MIL-STD-t462A) was prepared as a tst programing I inguige fur
Antfotatic Test Emqll mIet (ATE) Systesns. liork progressed on a maintenince Informitlon delivery system. A cost algoritinm ani
design guile wi les eloped for a Test Program Set (IPS).

2. (M) FY 1981_ Program: The four-step bid evaluation for A) of MCF will be completed, and up to four compelitive cunt-
racis will be awarded In April t931. The Nebula Control Board will Issue MiI.-STD-1.62A, tile final standard. Nebuli support
software and viltation software wlll be designed anl tested. Procurement for facility for testing the MCP will be initlited.
Initiated a conrravt for the MCF compatible family of intelligent terminals and peripherals. Award two competitive contricts
for the design In Ada of two different battlefield automated systems intended to exploit the various generi- functions of tie
language. Start in Ada training program for the Army and DOD community. Implement the Ad. test cases. The Army expects to
provide funds for Ihe Ada Joint Program Office when established. The management of planning for the Integration of Army tarti-
cal data system

, 
with feeder systems will be continnel. General engineering support to Project Minigers and centers will also

cootinue. Exi silog Army stanlards and procedures in the area of computer resource management will be Improved. Participation
on NATO, Joint service, and Army panels involved with computer resource management and standardization will continue. The
development of a ;ecure kernel operating systen for the Army standard Software Support and Developsment System (SDSS) computer
will b- started. Distrlbuited processing techniques for the maneuver battlefield element will be investigated. The converslon
of existing support software to execute on the SDSS computer Will begin.

3. (U) FY 192 Planned Pora: The Military Computer Family effort will transition to its own project [i FY32, D186
(tnder 61723A). Ailltary Software Standardization will also transition to its own project In FY82, D1u5 (under 6.37.23A).

Development of Adi will be completed, and additional target generators and tools will be tdentified.for subsequent development.
Vall,ition, verification, and testing of Ada will continue. Ada education programs Will be defined. Dvelopment of an Ada
code generator for the MCF computer will begin. Development of life cycle support standards and gulIielines will be Initiated.

Ada program design stulies will be Initiated. Participate on NATO, joint service, and Army panels involved with computer
resource management and standardizatlon. The secure kernel operating system for the SDSS computer will be developed. The

transition of exting support software to the SDSS will be completed. Distributed processing and dati processing techniques
to promote survivbility for battlefield functional areas will be developed. Tie Army has programel to provide tie Army share
for support to Ih,- Ada feint Progrim ffice. This effort will help standardize the software effort for the Department ofDfense. UNCLASSIFIED
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4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Continue development of HCP stan.dard terminals, peripherals, and sofi4ire and Ad, oe
gBner.itors. Products and tools of the Ad. Iang~nge will cont inue to be improved an suppi led to other user. Training pro-
grms for Ad, will be fornallzed.

5. (11) _rogr to C oIletion: This is a continuing progrm.
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PY 1982 RoTE CONGRESSIONAl, DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Pro Itc: il Title: MI Itary Computer Family (MCrF)
Program Element: 06.31.21.A Title: Comand and Co.ntrol

1)01) Mission Area: #254 - Tactical Command and Control Budget Activity: $4 - Tactical Pr,,gr!ms

A. (U) DETAIIgi BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The Increasing complexity, speed, and lethality of mod,,rn warfare hive made
aut"atlon nn hi battlefield essential for weapon system and equipment control and to provide the coitmander with an
up-to-the-minute grasp of battlefield information from which lie can make decisions. This will entili the Introduction of
sophisticated yet ruggedI computers into the field in increasing numbers. Proliferation of types alreidy complicates
logistics, maiitenance, and training. No single standard has been found to be adequate. The challea,;e is to transition from
proliferation to standardization of a single Military computer Family. But standardization tends to ie the antithesis of
advancing technology, flexible evolution, and competition. Goals for the MCP program are (I) technoligy insertion to take
advantage of rapid advances in computer technology in order to realize improvements in reliability, pe!rformance, capacity,
cost, size, weight, and power and to assure supportability; (2) open competition for computers that is soistained throughout
the acquisitlon life-cycle; (3) reduction of acquisition and support costs over the life-cycle; (4) r'-ductlon of time from
Inception to flilding of battlefield automation systems (BAS); (5) avoidance of unnecessary proliferat ion of types of bat-
tlefield computers; (6) high reliability of computers; (7) ease of maintenance (fault detection and isolation, parts
replacement); (8) tntorchangeability of parts across different systems; (9) provision for distribute] processing to arcos-
modare degraded mode operation, graceful degradation, and load shifting; (10) minimum logistics support burden; (i1) flexi-
bility for system evolution to support system functional expansion and change. The approach planned to meet the above goals
is to provide a wide range of computing capabilities via several subfamilies and standards (hardware and software) for the
field and for support. A software-compatible and plug-compatible family of computers will employ the same advanced standard
instruction-set architecture, interfaces, busses, configurations, and enclosures. The computers will use standard peripheral
devices and fieldable software products. On the development and support aide, a single standard high order language (ADA)
and standard software development and post-deployment support tools will be used. This family will constitute a standard
product tine that all battlefield automation managers will be expected to use. (In July 1980, the Assistant Secretary of the
Army established policy and a transition plan for the use of MCF and ADA in all future HAS.) An open solicitation is planned
that will lead to the award of up to four contracts for competitive advanced development (AD) of the MCF. Each contractor is
expected to deliver AD models in 21 months. The competition will be in the spirit of A-109 with each developer hiving the
opportunity to develop his own total solution to meeting the performance/goal "envelope." The competitive emphasis in AD
will be on achloving the best life cycle cost (including ILS approach) and operational effectiveness profile, and on
developing the technology/approach that will be used to achieve the performance/goal envelope In production models. Toward
this end, a Terhnology insertion Plan will be required from each contractor 21 months after the date of award that presents
his planned approach, In detail, to achieve the goals, not In the AD model, but in the full-scale deve-lopment (FSD) model and

UNCLASSIFIED
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Project: 1I)i , Title: Military Computer Family (NCF)
Program Element: 06.37.23.A Title: Consnand and Control
DOD Mission Area. 254 - Tactical Command and Control Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Progrem.

tit the production units. The AD model will be a stepping stone toward the goals. The technical approach ieing taken ls to
delay for as long as reasonable the freezing of technology for production units, delivery of which will I- In In 1986. The
AD phase will end with awards of FSD contracts to two of the initial competitors based upon a second compe,, it ion. Durlig the
FSD period, these contractors will complete ILS packages and will deliver models for the DT/OT II fly-off nl for use ly PH's
cosmitted to the use of HCF in their systems. The production decision is planned for early In CY 1986, an is the prod*.ction
contract award. It is planned that the fly-off will end with the winner being awarded a fixed-price five-,eir requiretuaots
contract. The approach outlined above will provide an intensity of competition that should satisfy industjy's demand lor
participation, and adequately address the problems of sole source and old technology. A cyclic developmeni i- planned that
will produce software and plug-compatible upgraded computers via new open competitions every five years.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This project is related to all Army battlefield automation systems as it will provide a utand-
ard family of computers for such systems. The instruction-set architecture to be used in the MCP is under joint Air
Force-Army management and control based on a Memorandum of Agreement of 12 September 1980 between the Air Force Systems
Command and the Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command. Related exploratory development work is onducted under
6.27.0l.A, Tactical Automation Technology. Previous advanced development work on this project was conduct,-d tnder Project
DiOl of 6.31.21.A. The Department of Defense Management Steering Committee for Embedded Computer Resource, lijs coordination
responsibility over all service computer standardization programs. MCP is the only DOD computer staniardl: trion project
oriented to the technologies of 1984 and beyond with provision for continuing competition and technology it,3,rtion. In this
regard, there is a close relationship between the MCF Project and the VIISIC Program (6.27.04.F). There a no unnecessary
duplication of effort among the Army's MCP Program. the Navy's MECS and AN/AYK-14 Programs, and the Air Fn:!'s MIL-STb-1750
Program. Critical related projects within 6.37.23./I are the ADA Project (0101 and DIS) and the HCF lntelll,, nt Terminal
Family (DO).

C. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Primary contractors have been performing work on HCF under 6.37.23.A, DIO1, iili .27.0.A. A094.
They are listed here for continuity: EG&G, Rockville, 4)D; Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA; Gen-rai Research
Corporation, McLean, VA; Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, NC. The in-house developing )rganization
responsible for the project is the US Army Communications Research and Development Command, Fort Monmouth, 14J.

D. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIHENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Prior accomplisme as were funded by 6.37.23.A, DIOI, and ,.7.Ol.A, Ao94.
They are listed here for continuity. Extensive analyses of existing computer development and weapons systL lprograms we"e
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condueted, and revised technicil and acquisition strategies were developed for the Military Computer Family that should
reduce risk and ediance industry interest. A contract was awarded to Carnegie-Mellon University for work on Instruction-set
architectures. Eiperimentai ,vajuations were conducted of existing architectures to determine performance on military prob-
lems. An advanced architecture, called Nebula, was designed and has been evolving with the help of Industry and other serv-
ices. This architecture Is oriented to the new DOD high-order language, ADA, and to realtime computaii ton, and it provides
32-bit virtual address and security capabilities. Nebula (NIL-STD-1862) is now under joint Air Force-krmy control based on a

Memorandum of Agreement signed by AFSC and DARCOM. Nebula will be the architecture of the Military Crsiputer Family. A cont-
ract was awarded to EG&G for work in the area of MCF hardware system architecture. MCP system requirsaits were delineated
and computer Interfaces specified. Following several major briefings to industry, review of preliminary specifications and
Statement of Work for MCF, an RFQ was released on 11 July 1980. Proposals were submitted on 29 August 1980. A contract was
awarded to General Research Corp. for the development of an MCF life-cycle cost model and for logistics support plinning.

2. (U) FY I'81 Program: The FY 1981 MCF Program will be conducted under 6.37.23.A, DIOI, and 6.11.46.A, A094, and is
described here to maintain continuity since this project will pick up work at the 6.3 level in FY82. rhe four-step bid eval-
uation for AD of ICF will be completed, and four competitive contracts wili be awarded In April 1981. Evolution of tire
Nebula (MlL-STD-;562) instruction-set architecture will continue under joint Air Force-Army control. All of the MCF contrac-
tors will be involved in this activity. Completion of fine-tuning of Nebula is planned for November 1981, and the Nebula
Control Board will issue HII.-STD-1862A. the final standard. Nebula support software and validation software will le desig-
nated and teste.|. A facility for testing MCF computers and interfaces will be planned and prociurement initiated. Design of
the MCF life-cy.h cost model will be completed. Initiative will be taken to include the Navy in tire joint Nebula control
activity.

3. (U) FY 1082 Planned Program: Design plans for AD models of MCF computers will be completed, and a preliminary
design review hi'. The Testability Program Plan, Reliability Program Plan, Reliability Prediction Report (first issue),
Prodi-bility a-I "riglneering Plan, and Testability Program Report will be completed as will competing hardware functional
designs of the -m,,ruters and a final design review. Nebula evolution and refinement will be completed and HIL-STD-1862A will
be issued. Development of the MCP test facility will be completed.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: The following competitive advanced development efforts will be tompLeted: Technology
Insertion Plan, Reliability Prediction, delivery of MCP computers and completion of acceptance teats, Final Producibility and
Produrtion Engineering Plan, Producibility Analysis, Nuclear Sucvivabiltty Requirements Analysis, Life Cycle Cost Analysis,
and DT I.
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Pro ject: #1)1 t) Title: Military Computer Family (HCF)

Program Element: 16.37.23.A Title: Comlnand and Control
DOD Mission Area: 1254 - Tactical Command and Control Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

5. (U) Program to Completion: Technology insertion designs will be completed, and additional quantittl s f AD mod, Is

will be delivered and tested. Transitioning to full-scale development (to PE 6.47.27.A, D287) will commence flile ti0. is

not a "level-of-effort" project. It will be a continuing effort to permit the award of new competitively baw d (from AD

forward) production contracts on a five-year cycle in order to avoid sole-source lock-in and technological or,.,-Loscence.

6. (U) Major Milestones:

Current Milestone Dates
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown In FY 1981 SubmIs;I.n

Awird of Competitive Advanced Development
Contracts for the MCF Apr 81 FY 1981

Final Instruction-Set Architecture (Nebula) Nov 81 Not Shown
Standardized (MIL-STDi-1862A)
Technology Insertion Plans Jan 82 Not Shown
Functional Designs of HCF Jun 82 Not Shown
HCV Test Facility Operational Dec 82 Not Shown
Delivery of AD Models of MCF Jan 83 Not Shown
DT I Completed Jul 83 Not Shown
Te:bnology Insertion Design Oct 81 Not Shown
Initiative of Next Cycle AD of MCF Jun 84 Not Shown

7. (U) Resources ($ in thousands):

Py 1980 P¥ 1981 VY 1982 FY 1981 Additional Istimated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion ,o.t
RDTE

Funds (Current Requirements 0 0 13656 11214 Continuing*
Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission) "4pt Shown
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Pr, jecr: #D I' Title: Military Computer Family (MCF)

Program Ele n t: 16.17.2l.A Title: Coimnand and Control
DOD Mlssin Area- 2 1 - Tactical Command and Control Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progras

*h,, MCP Program includes cyclic developments In order to avoid sole-source lock-in and technical obsolescence. This is the

re.,;on that tI,! project is described as continuing. The estimated cost to comsplete the Initial advanced development cycle Is
$310i)0.
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.37.26.A Title: Combat Support Equipment
DOD Misaion Area: #216 - Land Cumb3t Service Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

A. (H) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

To I
Pru)ect FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Es: h,ated
Nmuber Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Co;t

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 7528 6032 6824 8303 Continuing Nol Applicable

DGOI Combat Engineer Equipment 2845 281' 3270 3353 Continuing Not Applicable
DGI4 Container Distribution

Equipment 230 247 207 104 Continuing Not Applicable
DK39 General Support Equipment 0 0 559 1397 Continuing Not Applicable
1K41 OL Distribution Systems 3633 2503 1727 1688 Continuing Not Applicable
D428 Tactical Rigid-Wail Shelters 820 468 1061 1761 Continuing not Applicable
D471 Camouflage 0 0 0 0 Continuing Not Applicable
D526 Marine-Oriented I.oglstics

Equ I pment 0 0 0 0 Continuing No( Applicable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Tile Army requires new and advanced land combat service support
equipment to meet the logistics support and mobility requirements of the current and future battlefield. Th.. effectiveness
and survivability of the combat forces In a hostile situation are highly dependent on supply capabilities. Vital cargo sucl
as fuel. ammunition, food, water, and medical supplies must be delivered to field units In the required quantities, at the
right time and location, and in useable conditions. Increased use of commercial containerships and fuel tankers to efficien-
tly handle the large volumes of supplies requires military equipment capable of offloading, transporting, and handling con-
tainerized cargo and bulk fuels. Providing essential logistics resupply equipment Is a primary objective of this program.
This program also provides materiel that will increase the Army's tactical mobility, Increase battlefield suvivabiity, and
reduce the logistics burden. A new family of standard, multipurpose tactical bridging will improve capabililei for crossing
rivers and other natural barriers. New water purification equipment will efficiently provide potable !water Iro,m any source,
including nuclear-, biological-, and chemical-contaminated environments. The myriad of existing vans and sht Itrs of various

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.37.26.A Title: Combat Support Equipment

DOD Mission Area: #216 - Land Combat Service Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prorams

sizes and type will be replaced by a new family of multipurpose tactical shelters. New hardened shelters will protect
sophisticated :ommunication/electronic equipment against nuclear, ballistic, and chemical/biological threats. New envi-
ronmental control equipment (heating/air-conditioning) that is more efficient and highly reliable will be provided.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST: Funding Is required to conduct Advanced Development (AD) of major components and
subsystems for Bridging for 1985 and Beyond; access and egress systems for present inventory bridging; means to detect clan-
destine tunnels dug by hostile forces; components for a system to rapidly load ammunition Into containers; bulk
fuels distribution equipment to include large-capacity fabric storage tanks, rapidly emplaceable pipeline, low-temperature
fuel dispensing, flexible hoseline, and field blending of fire-resistant fuels; equipment for cooling drinking water and
monitoring wat r quality; a family of expandable and nonexpandable tactical shelters; and kits to provide protection for tac-
tical shelters against nuclear, ballistic, and chemical/biological threats. Planned efforts in project D471 (Camouflage)
have been deferred due to lack of approved user requirement documentation. Project D526 (Marine Oriented Logistics
Equipment) has been terminated in response to Congressional direction to eliminate Army RDTE efforts on watercraft.

D. (U) COMPARISON WITIl FY 1981 RDTE REqUEST: ( in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY t981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 7528 6032 6824 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submissin) 8576 6897 9630 Continuing Not Applicable

T1e reduction in FY 1980 funding results from the combined effects of the following:

DOI - A $ !,000 reduction In funding based on refined cost estimates.
DK39 - Deferral of all planned effort due to lack of approved user requirements documentation.
DK41 - Deferral of planned effort on specific items due to lack of approved user requirements documentation.
D428 - Additional funds reprogramed into project to accelerate development on hardening of shelters In response to

lncreased empha-ls on providing protection for critical weapons systems and operating personnel.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.37.26.A Title: Combat Support Equipment

D)) Mission Area: 5216 - Land Combat Service Support Budget Activity 14 - Tactical Programs

D471 - Deferral of planned effort due to lack of approved user requirements documentation.

The decrejase of $865 thousand In FY 1981 funding reflects Lite application of general Congressional reductions.

The net decrease In the FY 1982 funding requirement reflects the combined effects of the following:

IX;1l - Increase in funds is required to resalve technical difficulties in time to meet the trilateral (US K--GE) coordi-
nated sflcedule for development of an Interoperablie family of tactical bridging.

DI 4 - Reduction of the planned scope of efrort.
iK39 - Deferral of planned effort on specific Items due to revised priorities.
DK41 - Decreased funding requirements is due to realigning program to reflect incremental funding politic: and deferral

of planned effort on specific items due to revised priorities.
D428 - Increased funding requirement to support expanded scope of effort in response to the increased emlasis placed on

the project in FY 1980.
D471 - Deferral of all planned effort due to lack of approved user requirements documentation.
D526 - Termination of time project in response to prior Congressional direction to eliminate Army RDTE eftmrLs on watere-

raft.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable
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PrograIm Element: #6.37.26.A Title: Combat Support Equipment

DOD Mission Area: 126 - Land Combat Service Support Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Pro.iai

F. (I1) DETAII.ED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This program supports Advanced Development (AD) of various items which are
essential to the Army to provide the land combat support functions during combat and contingency opec3tions. Included are:
capbtllitles for rapid combat engineer construction; resupply of Increasingly greater amounts of conlalnerized cargo; mobile
wattr purificatin units and water distribution equipment; environmental control for shelters and vei;lles housing critical
electronic eqoflpent and personnel in all climates; resupply of bulk fuels, oils, and lubricants (Pal,); and tactical shelters
to replace exinting vans.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Coordination to avoid duplication and provide program guidance is acco,,plished through a
trilateral (Iltd States, United Kingdom, and Federal Republic of Germany) Memorandtu of Understanding and the Steering
Committee for Bridging for 1985 and Beyond, the Department of Defense Joint Container Steering Group, the Joint Committee on
Tactical Shelter;, the Program Advisory Group for Bulk Petroleum Fuels Distribution, and the DOD Executive Agent for
Land-Based Water Resources. Related Explbratory Development programs are in Program Element (PE) 6.27.23.A, Clothing,
Equipment, and Shielter Technology, and PE 6.27.33.A, Mobility Equipment Technology. Items in this PE progress to Engineering
Development in PE 6.47.17.A, General Combat Support.

i. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: In-house efforts are performed by the US Army Mobility Equipment Researih and Development
Command, Fort Belvoir, VA. and the US Army Natick Research and Development Command, Natick, MA. Current contractors include
Pacific Car and Foundry, Renton, WA; Johns-Manville, Denver, CO; Rexnord Corporation, Milwaukee, WI; Ai[research Manufacturtng
Company, Phoenix, AZ; Foster-Miller Associates, Incorporated, Waltham, MA; PA Incorporated, Houston 1X; General Research
Corporation, McLean, VA; Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, Akron, Oil; Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge,, MA; ILC Dover,
Prederica, DE; Albany International Research Co., Dedham, MA; and Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, TX.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIHENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

i. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Year Accomplishments: Technical feasibility testing of components for Bridging for 1985 and
Beyond was completed, the results evaluated, and the International Final Concept Team recommended systema concepts for
Engineering Development. Fabrication of composite structural bridge elements and the design of expedient systems for access
to and egress from wet gap crossing sites were initiated. Prototype components for tunnel detection systems were procured.
A technology assessment and a cost and operational effectiveness analysis were completed, and the design concept was selected
for a depot syqt,.m to rapidly load ammunition into containers. An assessment of coated-fabric materials and manufacturflig
technology wan c mpleted and two manufacturers initiated fabrication of prototype 5,000-barrel-capacity bulk fuel storage
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Program Element: b.37.26.A Title: Combat Support Equipnt
IX)D Mission Area. l - Land Coabar Service S i t Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Prograws

tanks. Continued development of components for low-temperature refuellug systems included conducting develol,*ut tests (OT1
i) oil a bulk fuel transfer pump, Initiating design of a fuel dispensing pump and fabrication of prototype lhose, Arums, .l
stor.ige tanks. Fabrication of prototype quick-connect pipeline couplings was Initiated. Development of a mechuila
pipe-joining system was continued. Design of a flexible hoseline system for short-haul fuel transfer was tniti-li. A con
cupt design for nuclear hardening of S250 and S280 shelters was completed, and fabrication of prototypes for tl r it and
overpressure criteria testing was initiated. Development of kits for complexing the Army family of shelters w,:. Inltiated.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Component fabrication and testing of modified girder, ramp, launcher, and translxrL.!r compo-
nents of Bridging for 1985 and Beyond wilt be continued. Development of lightweight, high-strength bridge strue to-al compo-
nents wii *e continued. Development tests will be initiated on prototype access/egress systems for current br l!iing.
Continued tunnel detection development will Include evaluation of selected seismic and soil resistivity analysl-; t,chniques
and the application of automatic data processing to reduction of field data. A container ammunition dunnage syrste for use
with the rapid depot loading system will be developed and tested for compliance with transportation safety regul it tons.
Fabrication of two competitive designs of a 5,000-barrel-capacity coated fabric fuel storage tank will be compieLd, and
development and operational test (DT h/OT I) initiated. A rapidly emplaceable petroletm pipeline system will ho procured and
tested. Fabrication of a prototype refueling system components will be completed, and system design tests con-1h.te,. Ai
experimentai model of a unit for field mixing of fire-resistant fuel will be fabricated. A seans for IntercounI ,l ng
rigid-wall shelters will be developed, and alternative structural designs will be evaluated. A prototype shel,-r ilth del e-
trom.guetic and radio frequency Interference protection will be fabricated. Low-cost composite panels will be I.toicated for
evaluation with the family of Army standard shelters.

1. (Ii ) Y 1982 Planned Program: Component testlng of modified ramps, launcher, and tile wheeled transporter lot
Bridging for 1985 and Beyond will be completed. Evaluation of the initial composite structural bridge members will be camp-
leted, and design of additional composite structural members and launch-mechanism components will be initiated. Development
and operational tests will be cunducted on the access/egress surfacing and placement systems for current bridging .ld on the
egress system for swimming and fording vehicles. Prototype tunneling activity detectors will be procured and tested. The
transfer vehicle subsystem for the Prestaged Ammunition Loading System will be designed and fabricated. Advanced Development
will be initiated oi a system for cooling drinking water in hot-arid climates and a water quality monitor. Operational test-
log of tbe 5,000-barrel coated-fabric fuel storage tanks and the rapidly emplaceable pipeline will be completed. Fabricati.n
of development and operational test models will be completed for the flexible hoseline system, low-temperature lout dl-n -
slug systems, and the field mixing and handling equipment for fire-resistant fuels. Kits to provide chemical/blulglcal
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nuclear iad ball istica protect ion for tactical shelters will be designed and fabricated. Falt icat ion of prototype,
1--ost composlet panels for the Army family of tact ical shelters wit I be completed.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program- Develolpnent of composite bridge structural and launch mechan t"a components will be
rott Inned. Dev,!lopmoenr and operational tests and evaluation of the access/egress expedient surfacilwg system for current
bridging will be completed. Development of access anl egress systems for new bridging systems will he initiated. Advanced
Development will be completed on the seismic, resistivity, and electromagnetic systems for tunnel Itectlon. Exploration of
gtphysical techniques for deep tunnel detection will be continued. A systems evaluation of the rapid container ammunition
loedlng system will be conducted and subsystem Interface requirements verified. Advanced Developmeett will be completed on
tho system for cooling water, the water quality monitor, the flexible petroleum hoseline system, Ib- leld blending equipment
for fire-resistant fuels, the low-temperature refueling systems, and the large-capacity coated-fabric fuel storage tanks.

eIl [g of equlpment for detection and rapid developxsent and production of ground wirer sources will I-, Initiated.
Development of air-cycle air-conditioning units and a standard family of systems providing total en.ilonmentil control will
he Initiated. Advainred Development of a 50-foot accordlan shelter will be conducted. A shelter wlIl, nuclear, ballistic,
ch,,mlcal/blological agent protection kits will be fabricated for test. Hardware for intercounectin,, ielters will be fabri-
cated for field evaluation.

5. (0) Pro&ram to Cometlon: This is a continuing program. Specific Items will progress to Fngineering Development
(F.1h) upon completion of Advanced Development (AD), and new AD efforts will be initiated upon Identitllation of critical sys-
tev. redo

1 
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FY 1932 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

P-ogrem Element: 16.31.30.A Title: Tactical Surveillance _1tE!
L[) Mission Are.: 1255 - Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Budget Activity: 54 - Tactical P, .s

and Tret A als I tion

A. RESOUR CES (PROJECT LISTING):__ (S -in thousands)

T,.t I1
Priecct FY 1980 py 1981 FY 1982 FY 1981 Additional Eti , ted
Nmbher Nile Ac t,1al Eist ima l Estimate Estimate To Completion Coss

TOTAL FOR PROGRAII ELEMENT 11720 10933 Continuing Not Applicable

D560 Tactical Surveillance System 11720 10913 Continuing Not Applicable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program element supports the portion of the Ar" s Tactical
Exploitation of National Capabilities (TENCAP) program advanced development work which Is directed toward dv .l,,ping a ta,-
ti¢:al support system to receive, process, and disseminate Intelligence/linformation from multiple sources whilh locates enoy
units, activity and targets representing a general tactical threat. Systems developed will be the primary soure of Intel-
ligence on enemy second-echelon forces. Such intelligence/information Is essential to the tactical commander to enable hlim
to fight and win while outnumbered in a high-intensity conflict. The tactical commander must have the capability to locate,
Iientify, engage, and atiriLe superior enemy forces at maximum range to insure that a manageable combat power ratio exlst.
In the main battle area. The tactical commander must also have the capability to seize the Initiative from tihe enemy by
blntilng his strength and exploiting his weaknesses. In the TENCAP Program, advanced techniques are applied tu exploit ht-
foruttion collected from a variety of nationally controlled sensors which, In general, Is not otherwise obtalahie, and then
provide that information to the tactical command and control environment in a sufficiently timely and useful tot&m to greatly
assist the commander In defeating the enemy.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: Continue Advanced Development (AD) work on hardware/software interfices between
existing and fnture strategic and theater sensor systems and Army tactical exploitation systems. Begin protolype Tactical
Imagery Exploitation System (TacIES) development. Conduct TacIES system/subsystem tests and demonstrations Ii. conjunction
with tactical exercises to assess the performance gains resulting from the use of new tactical surveillance sstms.

I). BASIS FOR CHANGE BEigWEN FY i982 and FY 1981 CONGRESSIONAl. DESCRIPTIVE SUHMAR[ES: ($ in thousands)

1 1 14- ,
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Program Element: #6.37.30.A Title: Tactical Surveillance System
D101) Misnion Area: p255 - Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Budget Activity: TA- Tactical ogras

anJ Target Acquisition

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

orom

Funds (vurr ent requirements) 11120 10933 Continuing Not Applicable

Finds (;,s -;hon In FY 1981
submlss1oi) 11720 11886 Continuing Not AppIcable

(U) FY 1931 and FY 1982 changes are due to Inflation adjustments.

E. (U) OTIIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable.
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Program Element: 16.37.30.A Title: Tactical Surveillance _ystem
)Oil Mission Area: 255 - Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Budget Activity: I4 - Tactical Pro,, ,

and Target Acquisition

F. (I0) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Data originating from a variety of strategic and tactical surv .ilance sen-
sors must be transmitted to central collection points where the data can be processed and analyzed. The re-,01t ing tactic it
intelligence must then be rapidly disseminated and fused into the command and control environment In such a I iiis.ly and
useful form as to materially influence the land battle. Techniques and equipmsent which will provide for thi., .pid receipt,
processing, and dissemination of intelligence data are being developed under tilts program.

G. (U) RELATED A2TiVITIES: Technological developments designed to shorten the time required to collect adli dissemlin.te
Information are-rela-tc to this development. These areas include automated search procedures, data link and late com-
pression technologies, and tactical identification and positioning. Tie use of satellite communications is 1, hig consid-
ered. Tills work Is coordinated with appropriate departments and agencies. Program Element (PE) 6.47.40 (Tc ia
Surveillance Systems) covers engineering development (ED) work which is related to tils program.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: RCA Corp., Camden, NJI &er .poa e Corp., El Segundo, CA; US Army Electronic Resna.s, and
Dcvelipment Command (ERAD-XOM), Adelphi, ID; Ford Aerospace Corp.. Palo Alto, CA; Systems Planning Corp., Arli-gi in, VA; MR],
inc., icl.ean, VA; E-Systems, Inc., Garland, TX; General Dynamics Corp., San Diego, CA; General Electric Corp.. ling of
Prussia, PA; DBA, Inc., Melbourne, FL.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOPLISIImENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomliahments: The systems Interface elements for a demonstration system, tie lugltal
Imagery Test Bed (DITB), interfacing with one collection system were completed and tested. Necessary experihnm-l I work was
completed, and the DITS was prepared for an engineering demonstration. Tie Engineering demonstration was coal.lted in fall
1979. Demonstration In a tactical environment (Reforger Exercise) was completed In fall 1980. System develol tit for in-
terlace with a second collecton system was continued. Advanced development (AD) of subsystems for an advanced .- xploitation

system was continued.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Modification will begin to allow the DITB system to accept input from a new th*.Ltrr sensor.
Correlation of new sensor data with other data will be evaluated. Tie DITB will be deployed to gVIII Abn Copi, Ft. Bragg,
NC, for further operational evaluation. Improved communications and interfaces with the Interim Tactical ELIlitJ Processor
(iTEP) and all Source Analysis System (ASAS) will be developed. Develojment of specifications for a prototyp. Tactical
Imagery Exploitation System (raciES) will begin based on analysis of FY80 demonstration results, FY81 operatio-ili eval-

natlons, an.I competitive concept design studies completed In early FY81.
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Program Element: 06.37.30.A Title: Tactical Surveillance 3_ ten
rN)D Mission Area: 0255 - Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

and Target Acquisition

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Development of prototype TacIES will begin. Software develonMi1t for tactical
exploitation of rR-I Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar System (ASARS) data in TACiES will continue in coordinatIon with

USAF. The Digit 'i imagery Test Bed will be used to evaluate operational concepts and techniques developed for Tac[ES and to
evaluate operator-system interfaces. Improved Interfaces with the Interim Tactical ELINT processor ([TEP) and emerging
All-Source Analymis System (ASAS) will be completed and evaluated. Software development to integrate d.ita from a Aeveloping
national sensor wiltl begin.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: The TacIES prototype will be deployed to a tactical Corps, aud operational evaluation
will begin. TR-I/ASARS demonstrations and operational evaluations will be supported. Software development for Ilegrating
data from a new national sensor will continue.

S. (U) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.37.37.A Title: Antiradiation Missile Countermeasures (ARM-CM)
DOD Mission Area: #213-Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Program

A. RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 PY 1983 Additional IKstimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion to:t s

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 4540 4622 Continuing Nol Applicable
i I I i

D181 Antiradiation Missile 4540 4622 Continuing Not Applicable
Countermeasures n

B. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEEDS:

This program element provides the broad, ntiystem-specilic
technology base for the development of countermeasures to the antiradiation missile threat. The program i. oriented at
developing countermeasures applicable to ground surveillance, counterbattery, and air defense radars, alog; with spe-Alal
classes of communications terminals. The effort addresses five areas of activity: threat evaluation and ;1la,,,lstion; counter-
measures development; laboratory simulation and testing; establishment and maintenance of a triservice fit-Li test capability;
and support of Tr-Service Joint Working Group on Antlradfation Missile Countermeasures (ARM-CM).

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: Continue analysis of threat information to provide simulations I Litemy systeius for
the evaluation of ARM-CH effectiveness; update capabilities of generic seeker to emulate enemy systems and hiftiate recon-
figuration of generic seeker to include postulated ARM seeker design responses to present ARH-CM's; provide fHeld test Instru-
mentation, field test support and data reduction for planned field tests of advanced development models of AR!I-CH's for

111--I 'il
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Program Element: 16.37.37.A Title: Antiradiation Missile Countermeasures (ARM-CM)
DOD Mission Area: #213-Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Pro&E.m

the PATRIOT, FIREFINDER (AN/TPQ-37), and Air Force TPS-439 radars; continue development and test of paj.slve decoy concept and a
low-cost modular decoy (MODEC); continue development of postulated continuous wave (CW) ARIM systems and development of counter-
measures applicaible to CW systems; continue analysis of anti-ARM radar technique for application to fulure radar system design;
continue develolment of mainbeam ARM definition and countermeasures; continue analysis and developlent of active ARM-CM tech-
niques; provide suipport to the Trn-Service ARM-CM Working Group and NATO ARH-CM analysis.
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Program Element: 16.37.31.A Title: Antiradiation Missile Countermeasir,. (AR-CM)
DOD Mission Area: 1213- round Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Program

9L COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST:($ in thousjinds)

Total
Additional Estimat,d

VY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 4540 4622 Continuing Not Appi.ible
Funds (as show in FY 1981 5545 4964 Continuing Not Applti,.bie
submission)

Decrease in PY 1980 resulted from reprograming to higher priority programs. Decrease In FY 1981 and FY 1982 Is due Lo
budgeting constraints not anticipated in FY 1981.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable.
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Program Element: #6.37.37.A Title: Antiradiation Missile Countermeasures (ARM-CM)
DO1) Mission Area: 0213-Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Program

F. DETAILED IACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The- Army has fielded and has under development a variety of emitters which are
susceptible to attick by location and tracking systems which utilize the radiation of the emitter as a tracking signature.
These emitters are

These
systems are relatively complex and expensive, and serve a critical role for the Army in the field. All are susceptible to
enemy antiradiattooi missile attack in varying degrees. Given their criticality and susceptibility, it is imperative that ARM
countermeasures be developed and tested vis-a-vis the known and projected threat. The objectives of this program are to
characterize and simulate the known and projected threat missile systems, to develop appropriate countermeasures to provide
laboratory and field test instrumentation, and to provide triservice data exchanges.

G. (II) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Development of antiradiatton missile countermeasures is conducted by the three services with the
Army being the lead service. The threat data and simulations, countermeasure technology, and field test instrumentation
developed within this program are utilized within the specific ARP-C development activities done in Program Elements 6.43.O7.A
(PATRIOT), 2.37.3L.A (Improved Hawk), 6.43.09.A (ROLAND), and 6.37.29.A (Counterbattery Radar). The Navy has conducted work
in Program Element 6.35.16N (Radar Surveillance Equipment), and by the Air Force in 6.39.18F (Electronic Warfare Technology),
and 6.37.50F (Coonter-Countermeasures Advanced Development). The field test instrumentation and simulations developed under
project D181 directly support the Navy and the Air Force work. The three services routinely coordinate their respetive serv-
ice programs via the Tri-Service Joint Working Group on ARM-CM.

It. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: The present contractors utilized in accomplishing this program are Computer Science Corporation,
Huntsville, Alabama; General Dynamics, Pomona, California; HRB-Singer, State College, Pennsylvania; Brunswick Corporation,
Defense Division, Costs Mess, California; System Planning Corporation, Arlington, Virginia, and Iluntsville Alabama; Malibu
Research Associates, Inc., Santa Monica, California; Technology Services Corporation, Santa Monica, California and Silver
Spring, Maryland; General Electric Corp, Syracuse, New York; Vought Corporation, Dallas, Texas; ESL Inc., Sunnyvale,
California; Tektronix, Inc., Beverton, Oregon; Hewlett Packard, Rockville, ND; and System Support Associates, Arlington, VA.
The in-house developing organizations responsible for executing the program are Harry Diamond Laboratories, U.S. Army
Electronic Research and Development Command (ERADCOM), Adelphi, Maryland; US Army Missile Command (MICOHI), Redstone Arsenal,
Alabama, Naval Weapons Center (NWC), China Lake, California.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:
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Program Element: 16.l.37.A Title: Antiradiation Missile Countermeasotres (\t-CM)
DOI) Mission Area: -2li-Cro,,d Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Program

I. (U) VY 1980 and Prior Act' mlishments: in FY78 the generic seeker was developed for laboratory lt: L rtmentatiou;
digital simulatlons of friendly AXiM'.- were completed, and threat ARM simulation was initiated; analysis oe lie passive decoy
concept was started; and the study of hardening techniques was initiated. In FY79 the generic seeker was ,t ilized in tie Radio
Frequency Source Simulator it MICOM4, and hardware-in-the-loop simulations were performed in support of evali tion of ARM CH
techniques for the HAWK and PATRIOT systems. The generic seeker was modified for mounting in the nose of i i.,t aircraft with
a realtime computer control to provide a "flyable- generic ARM seeker (FGAS) capability. A fighter aircraft i-unted Instru-
mentation pod to be utilized with tile FGAS was also developed for future field tests. The study of hardeniia techuique was
completed. Development of threat ARM simulations continued. Feasibility studies of dual-mode (radio freqa, ta,-infrared)
seeker technology were initiated in late FY79. Analysis of tile feasibility of the mainbeam ARM concept col ii.,ed during FY79.
The low-cost modulhr decoy concept (MODEC) analysis, specification and tube development was started in late ', '19. In FY80 the
FGAS was integrated in an A-I aircraft with the instrumentation pod and utilized in a HAWK ARM-CM fVeld test it the third quar-
ter of FY8O. The feasibility analysis of the passive decoy concept was completed and breadboard hardware d, *tl.n started.
Analysis of anti-ARM radar techniques for future radar design was initiated. Analysis of Ci ARM homing mel l),I:; and CH i-M
niques against CW Al's was started. Feasibility analysis of the main beam ARM concept and dual-mode seek- t,-ctnol,)gy ,on-
tinued. Field test measurements relative to analysis of active ARM-CM techniques were made. Support in All. t~il analysis to
NAWO and support of the Tr-Service ARM-CM Working Group continued.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: The flyable generic ARM seeker (FGAS) will be modified to improve Its perforin.ii.e and provide

additional discriminants relative to projected ARM seeker design. The FGAS with its instrumented aircraft %IIl provide lield
test support for ARM-CH tests of PATRIOT, FIREFLINDER (AN/TPQ-37) and tite Air Force TSP-43E in the third an I.,rtt qtarter
FY8I. Threat ARM simulation development for use in ARM-CM effectiveness analysis will continue. Tie low- it modul- decoy
(IODEC) prototype hardware should be completed In the third quarter of FY81, and field tests to evaluate t itrdwate will be
conducted. Passive decoy breadboard hardware design and teeing will continue. Analysis of anti-ARM radar icit.nlques for
future radar design will continue. Analysis of CW ARM homing methods and development of CM techniques agailti CW ARM's will
continue. Analysis of the main beam ARM concept and dual-mode seeker technology as well as possible couotte,, intsures against
these projected threats will cotntinue. Field test measurements relative to analysis of active ARM-CM technil s will cotilnue,
3nd some analysis on the feasibility of an antt-ARM missile system will be started. Modest efforts on dete, iuling tile threat
of a remotely piloted vehicle-ARM (RPV/ARM) combination will be initiated. Support of ARM-CM analysis for [AI'lt and tie
Tri-Service ARM-CM Working Group will be continued.

1. (if) FY 1982 Planned Progr.ia: Time FGAS with its Instrumented aircraft will provide field test suplo ri for tite t.ittine

I 1- 1,4
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.37.37.A Title: Antiradiation Missile Countermetsasures (ARM-CM)

I)OD Missico Area: 1213-Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical ProT*._m

TVS-59 radar ito the second quarter of FY82. Threat ARM simulation will continue. The brassboard hardware of the low-cost

modular decoy will be Initiated and should be completed by the end of FY82 or early Fy83. Passive decoy brassboard hardware

will be initiated. Analysis of anti-ARM radar techniques for future radar design will be completed. CW countermeasure

development will be initiated as well as countermeasures development for the projected threats of m.tin beam ARM and the

dual-mode ARM. Analysis of the anti-ARM missile system concept will be completed. A feasibility analysis of a high-energy

radio frequeuci kill concept will be Initiated. An assessment of the impact of advanced ARM threat. including main beam ARM's.

duil-mode ARM's, and RPV ARM's will be started. The design and construction of an Advanced Generic aeaker and support instru-

mentation as a test instrument to emulate projected threats will be initiated. Support for NATO and the Tri-Service ARM-CM

Working Group will be continued.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Threat ARM simulation will continue. The Advanced Generic seeker and support instru-

m.'t,'rt.ion will he completed and tested. Test support for new ARM-CM techniques will be provided. The low-cost modular decoy

and passive deo.y brasaboard hardware will be completed and evaluated. Support for NATO and the Trt-ServLce ARM-CM Working

Groop wl l1 be cout inued.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIFI
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE Si44MARY

Program Element: 06.37.40.A Title: Division Air Defense Command and Control (SIIORAI)-,:2 System)
DOD Mission Area: 2t- Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

To ,t I
Project PY 1980 FY 1981 Ft 1982 P¥ 1983 Additional Et iaated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Ca1SL

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELE11ENT 3000 14085 13378 12562 16092 5117
QUANTITIES I

D593 Short-Range Air Defense 3000 14085 13378 12562 16092 5,117
Command ad Control
(SIIORAD-C System)

B. (U) BRIIF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Short-range air defense (SiORAD) command and control In provided tihru
three major elements: A sensor to provide aircraft position data, command and controlling information provilid to enhane
the air defense system gunner's capability in effectively engaging the target, and a communications medium Jii:ih provides
for the exchange of controlling and sensor Information. The present manual SHORAD command and control systa furnishes
these elements with marginal effectiveness. When considering the improved short-range air defense weapon cp.lbtittes coup-
led with increased capability of threat aircraft, the present command and control system does not support the torce coumman-
der's requirement to manage air defense. The shortfalls in the flow of air battle information results in slow. error-prune
dissemination of airspace control orders by SIiORAD Commanders, incomplete and Inaccurate engagement informat im to SilORJD)
gunners, and untimely and Inaccurate sensor data to the entire system. The impact of these shortfalls caus,-, ,Lssed oppor-
tunlties to engage enemy aircraft, the useless expenditure of air defense munitions through the simultaneo-i o-gagement of a
single aircraft by two or more weapon systems, and incredsed risk to friendly aircraft. A new SIORAD cOmmatiAi -nd control
system Is necessary to improve the effectiveness of SiIORAD weapons and overcome present shortfalls by integrating weapons.
sensors and data devices Into a functional system. This will be accomplished through the use of digital processing of tar-
get information, improve dissemination of air threat warning and weapon control orders, the introduction of additional
instrumentation to allow timely and accurate presentation of appropriate battle information at the gunner position, and
expanded communication support. Initially, In an effort to support the earliest practical deployment of a viable command
and control system that fulfills a near-term requirement, the use of already-developed hardware is necessary. This initial
effort may be complemented and expanded through state-of-the-art technology and procurement to provide an "upgraded system"
commensurate with long-term requirements. UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 16.37.40.A Title; Division Air Defense Command and Control (SIIORAD-C2 Lyatem)

DOD Mission Area: 13 - Ground Air Defense 0udget Activity: 14 - Tactical programs

C. (U) BASIS FOR 1982 RDTE REQUEST: The requested funds will continue the effort begun in FY80, Including formal DT/OT

activity scheduled to start in 4th Qtr FY81. Requested fonds are needed for operation, modification and support of test
hiardware and software, collection and analysis of test data, system engineering, program managemint, development of an inte-
grated logistics support package and engineering development of sensor. Available FY81 SHORAD C funds will also be used
for sensor engineering development.

Current Milestone Dates
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown In FY 198t Submission 1/

Initiate System Design t/ 2Q80 2Q79

Concept Feasibility I/ IQ81 4Q80
I)monstration

Sensor Decision 2/ 2Q81

1/
Cosmptete Systei Qesiagn 3Q81 2Q80

Start DT/OT I 4Q81

ASARC I (changed iom 2Q82 IQ81
Validation IPR)

Tegtbed, Upgraded System 4 none 4Q83

Vilidatlo? ASARr, Upgraded none 4Q93
System 4

i SIIORAD C
2 
Program funds were used to Initiate system design in FY80, not FY79. The design will be completed after the

Concept Feasibility Demonstration (CFD). The CFD was delayed pending the acquisition of a sensor capable of producing the
required data.

2 A General Officer Panel will convene to select the most suitable (for acquisition and/or modlfl(-ation) sensor to support
deployment.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 16.37.40.A Title: Division Air Defense Command and Control (SIIOgAD-C.!
. 
System)

I)OD Misslon Area: #213 - (round Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

3 ASARC I was changed to accommodate the need to modify a sensor to support the testing.

4 The program for the "Upgraded System* has not been completely formulated and approved.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 06.37.40.A Title: Division Air Defense Command and Control (SIIORAD-C2 System)
DD Hission Area: T213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

11. (U) COtPrARISON WITH f'8[ RDTE Request: ($ In thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 3000 14085 13378 28654 59117
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 3000 15583 17112 26286 61981

D993 - The difference in funding for FY81 and FY82 represents reduced requirements for sensor modification because of the

del;y in the selection of a sensor for SIIORAD command and control. That selection should be made in 2Q81. As a result of
the delay, some funds that were to be used in FY81 will be carried to IQ82, thereby reducing FY82 funding requirements.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: (I in thousands)

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Other Proc-rment, Army

Funds (current requirements) 0 0 0 33674 64959 98633
Funds (.19 ho.n In FY 1981
snbmission) 13370 1

/  
281430 294800

Quantities (current requirements) 20 20
Quantities (as shown In FY 1981
submissioi) 20 20

1/ The FY81 anhmission did Include procurement funds for an "Upgraded System." Since a program for an "Upgraded System"
hsq not been completely formulated and approved, the procurement funding requirement has been reduced accordingly.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 16.37.40.A Title: Division Air Defense Command and Control (SiORAD-C2 :;tt.ice)
DOD Mission Area.-2-3 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: To fiht and win on the battlefield in the 1980's, Short Range Ail Defense
systems require an Integrated command and control (C ). A SIiOgAD Command and Control system will improve til e ictiveness
of SIIORAD systems by providing precise and timely target Information, including tentative target Identiflcati,,ii, to the
.,iORAD gunner. This will allow the gunner more time for positive visual identification. and allow engagement ii: targets in
tile forward aspect mode of, then, newly acquired weapons. That is, the gunner's effectiveness in selecting oi, l Lostile
targets for earliest possible engagement will be enhanced because he will be able to identify and engage targ.t i lefore tile
targets pass overhead. This function, called "cuel.ng," will be performed by acquiring target data from a senbo" (radar),
and transmitting that data to SiIORAD gunners via a digital data link over the Army's curreat VHFi radios. Tile acohitecture
for the cueing system will be determined by the Concept Feasibility Demonstration planned to start In lQFYSI. 'I.. sensor
must have an automated capability for extracting target and transmitting target data with frequent updates as to, target
moves. The gunner must be furnished a device which will receive and display this improved target position data is such a
way that the gunner can more accurately Jetermine target direction (within 10 degrees In azimuth) than is posI)l,, with tile
currently deployed system. The SORAD C System will also provide an improved interface between the SIIORAD batiion and a
uiarby IIAWK or Patriot battalion. This improved Interface will be used to provide the second major function of the SHORAD
C system, called "alerting." Alerting is described as warning all friendly ground forces of impending air alt ick so that
those forces may take protective/defensive measures. This interface will be implemented by extracting infro;nat toi from the
AN/TSQ-73 fire distribution system at the lAWJK battalion or from the Patriot Command/Control Set, transiaitLng float Informa-
tion by uIP radios directly to several locations simultaneously in the SilORAD battalion, including the battalci,' liaison
offices at the manuever units. Alerting information can be transmitted to the lower echelons by uaind FH radio ntv within
the manuever units. The use of HiF radios will greatly expedite this alerting information by eliminating sevetal retransmis-
stung of tile data required by use of the shorter range over Vii radios. The alerting system may be automated o" manual, as
determined by the CDF. The alerting system, in addition to the function described above, will also expedite i, transfer of
general weapon control instructions from the NATO command through tile Patriot or HAWK battalions to the SHORAD 1,attallon.
Once these weapon control instructions are witilin the SIIORAD .battalion, the cuelng2 system will be used down to elio SIIORAJI
gunners. When the lIp and VIIF radios are replaced in the late 1980's, the SI ORAD C system (both cueing and alerting) will
be suppo.ted by the PLi'S/JTIDS (Position Locating and Reporting System/Joint Tactical Information Distribution ;y.tes)
Ilybrild. Tile sensir to be used for initial operational deployments of the cueing capability will be selected 1y a General
l ier Piel in This sensor will be selected based upon several criteria, including availability, cost -of modifica-

I r,,, IrId/or add . sensors, and growth potential to meet tile changing threat through the 1980's. This Gi i.l Officer
P,.a.-I e lh,,ld als- -t efforts to assure timely availability of a follow-on sensor in the 1

9
80's.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Pro~gram Elemi .. :a #6.37.40.A Title: Division Air Defense Command and Control _(SIMOAD-2_System)j

DOD1 Mi~ssin Are.a: 13- Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

G. (Ui) REl&TE) ACTIVITIES:
~ystcmProgram Element I

Rol.tnd 6.43.09.A
C,Iipa r ra I 2.37.30.A
Dtid Gun 6.43.18.A
Vu I a n 2.37.4i.A
St lnp.r 6.43.06.A
FAA)) 2.

1
7.30.A

llie operation -td/or configuration of the above systems will be directly affected by the SIIORAD command aod control system.
lineeressary dupilication of effort will be avoided by continued direct contact and exchange of statu, Information between and
among the prolt-t offires iknvoived.

1i. (Ui) WORK lI-PRFORtlE BY: Program management wtll be performed by the Project Manager, Air Defense Command and Control
Systems (Ad) sindto the US Army Missile Command (MiCOM), Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. Contracted efforts will be
performed by r:.'setirively selected contractors, except in the case of nondevelopsental hardware, in which case, hardware
and any neceocary modificat Ion" wll be acqtlired through the office currently responmible for that hardware. New software
an It'st supl rt uinique to the SIORA C System, but for nondevelopsmental hardware, may he acquired directly from the prime
cont rartor f-r that hardware on a sole-source basis.

1. (iii) PRO(;RA!I1 ArCOMP 1 1SIIENTS AND FIITRF PROGRAMS:

1. (II ) FY 1980 and Prior- Ac comtiislvtsents- The US5 Army Communications Research and Development Command (CORADCOM) and
tice IS Army Air Refense Schooi (iiSAADS) coordinated a study titled 'Division Air Defense Command and Control Analysis,"
whitch resuirdi In conclusions that operational effectivenesm, reaction time, kill ratio, and aircraft Identification could
be Improved 'I I i the introduction of Automated commmnd and control for SIIORAD weapons. In-house efforts at CORADCOM were

beg~ todefne 2 systems, exploiting existing off-the-shelf hardware. CORADCOM allocated $600 thousand from program ele-
mea-t 6.27.01 A, Proj~ct W492, Communicatitons Technology, In FY 1979 to Initiate a program that would lead to development of
ang (mproved S1IIAD C system to meet urgent requilreets In Europe and envolve Into an "upgraded system" that could more

I , ly *alot th~e ca-pabilities of new weapons systems. Conce'pt development for the overall system was Initiated. The
518)C rraswspaced tender management of the Project Manager, Air Defense Command and Control Systems, In FY79. In

fy81) hiirdwtrr amid software were acquired to initiatet a1 Concept Feasibility Demonstration.

UNCLASSIFIED



UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 16.37.40.A Title: Division Air Defense Command and Control (SIIORA C2 Systems)
DOn Mission Area: 1213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

2. (U) FY 198t Progrma: The Concept Feasibility Demonstration (CFD) will demonstrate various arch it. Lire for Cu,.Ing
and for Alerting. D. Sensor Selection Panel will decide which sensor is most sultabla for acquisition andl, r aodific,ti,-I to

aupport the Cueing effort. Start of DT/OT I for Cueing is dependent upon which sensor ts selected.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Acquisition and/or modification of a sensor to support SHIORAD C
2 

fuin,,rion will begin.

The schedule for testing and/or technological base needs is dependent upon the sensor decision, but all neresaary experimen-
tal work will be performed and the proposed system will be ready for full-scale development prior to proce,tlng with pro-

curement of hardware and software for DT/OT.

'4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: DT/OT 1i and Ill for the Cueing capability will be initiated, depea lio upon
availability of the selected sensor. For the Alerting capability, all necessary experimental work will hiv been perfilraed
and the proposed system will be ready for full-scale development.

5. (1) Program to Completion: Depending upon which sensor is selected for the Culeing capability, p , I. tion 0t

hardware is expected to support initial deployments in fY85 or later. The alerting capability should be .1i/ for iitlil
deploymeots In fY86.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUM4ARY

Propram Element: #6.37.45.A Title: Tactical Electronic Support ieasur-_S .ystems
DODl Mission Area: f255 - Tactical Surveillance, Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Recoanalsance, & Target Acquisition

A. RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 198O FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimat,,d
Numbe r Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 1503O 12576 Continuing Not Applicable

QUI'i [rIES Not Applicable
D907 Tact i-l Electronic 10781 9955 Continuing Not Appl [cable

Snveillnce Systems
D92 Tal leal Electronic Warfare 4249 2621 Continuing Not Applicable

a,,4 Intelligence Command
a,,O Control Systems

B. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program encompasses the Army's Tactical Exploitation of
National Capabilities (TENCAP) Initiatives and Tactical Electronic Warfare/Intelligence (El/i) Command and Control Systems
for use by Divistn, Corps, and echelon above Corps commanders. The scope of the program Is to Identify and/or refine
Initial iesign co,,cepts and to provide for advanced development through prototype fabrication and testian. The past decade
has witnessed ma|,)r technical advances and the introduction of increasingly sophisticated weapons anA Intelligence-gathering
systems Into tll. ;trategic and tactical operations of military forces both friendly and opposing forr,'. Army comminderf! at
all echelons m5t have an Intelligence system which-will provide early detection, Identification, and lo,.ation of these
enemy critical no.les in order to employ our own forces and weapons for effective enemy attrition. Ti. -; stems in this pro-
gram provide for he development of strategic intelligence collection interfaces with tactical operatfo~ii and the
development of in automated management, control, analysis, data reduction, and reporting system for g-nration of timely and
effective combt intelligence and electronic warfare Information and control o

F 
El/I assets.
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Prograsm El !ment; 06.37.45.A Title: Tactic-il El tronlc Support _jH !n .s__y Ia.
)OI HIsioln Are,: 1255 - lactical Soirvetilance, Bodget Activity; 04 - Tactical Proira~mt

Reconnalasnce, & Target Acquisition

C. (1I) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RrD REQUEST:

I. (tI) Pending the Army program modifications based on Implemenlatlon of the Joint Tactical Fusion PI.-.:, ,omplt-I.-
idv ,ne1 development of the SIGINVIEW sobsystem (SEWS) of the All-Source Analysis System (ASAS). A Corps-I,., l protoiy.,

molule wlth attendant softwire will continue to be fabricated. Ilardware and software wil I be evaluated.

2. (I)) Conlinu*. Investigation of applications to exploit strategic sensor programs.

D. CO'IPARISON WITH FY 1981 RE IEST: (S In thonsands)

Additional E., I.,., ted

FY 1981) FT 1981 F 98 To Cos,,je I ton C. I

RD)FE

Funds (c,rrent reqloiemunts) 15010 12576 Continuing N. ypIc:.,ill.

Ponds (a, shown in FY 1981

submission) 15119 12756 Coil In..ing N-,.,, pI I cab,.

mec decrese In FY81 is due to a general Congressional RedlctIon. The Increase shown In F I 982 Is due to .. ,lil loul

Alvlced dlevelopment efforts required to refine, stablIize, and fialie software deaslgl and code, and condo,' In{cI. Ia1

testIng of the advanced model of the ASAS/SEWS (Project 0925).

-. (U) ,TIIER AP?ROIIIATIO4 FUN _iS: In thou.,ns): Not Ap. llcable.

I I I 1 It
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Program Element: 6.37.45.A Title: Tactical Electronic Sp or_t N esur .4 ';YSteIs
DO) Mission Ara: 1255 - Tactical Survellance, Budget Activity: -4 - Tactical Pro rams

Reconnalsance, & Target Acquisition

F. (U) DETAILEI) BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of this program Is to establish the tech,lial fenilbility tid
military potent ii of projects being developed in two functional areas: tactical electronic surveIlli ne (D907), iud tacti-
cal electronic wirfare Intelligence (EWI) command and control (D925). All Items are non-Signals Intelligence
(SIGIMT)/intelligence-Related Activities (IRA). Project D907 includes the development of equipment aid systems whilh col-
lect, process, and disseminate lntelligence/information from a variety of strategic and tactical el,-t,,)nI surveillance
sensors to locate and Identify enemy units, activity, and targets. Project D925 encompasses develolme..ii of automited, cen-
tralized tactical facilities for analysis, Integration, and reporting of the collection from, and mantIjment of, ill the
Army's tactical intelligence and electronic warfare (EW) resources, as well as integrating lita fri -i lonal, Joint, and
allied qensor qyntems.

G. (if) EI.ATFOD ACTIVIT[ES: Related developments are condarted by the Air Force, Navy, and NSA. Ciordlnation I,; effect-d
by the exchange ,f technical reports, attendance at scientific meetings and conferences, joint participatIon iu subgroups
anl working poocls. in addition, formal requlrements documents of each Service are exchanged, revi,.-d, and commented upo'i
by other Servir,.. Coordination Is also accomplished as part of the program reviews conducteid by tle Of fice- i th,
Secretary of lefense (Under Secretary for Research and Engineering).

II. (iU) 40RK PERFORMED BY: Time major contractors for the two projects are: Aerospace Corp. El Segoaido, CA; Cu. ;yle.vinii,
Itiuotaln Vlew, A TRW, Incorporated. Redondo Beach, CA; and RCA Corporation, Burlington, MA. In lioun developi,, orgaliz,1-
tion,. tire: ItS Army Electronics Research and Development Comm3nd (ERADCOM), Adeiphi, MD; US Army CommaiIcatlo[ni gerc-h tind
Iwevelopnent Coin.i-0, Fort Monmouth. NI; Project Manager, All-Source Analysis System, Vint IHill Farm. Wa.rrenton. VA; US Army

Eli-troir Wirfil Laboratory, Fort Honmouith, N.I; and US Army Matrlel Development and Readin,.is Comin ., (DARC(*I)

Alex mdr Ia, VA.

I I Ii ,
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Program Element: 06.37.45.A Title: Tactical Electronic Support Measures Sysi,s
DOD Hission Area: #255 - Tactical Surveillance Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

Reconnaisance. & Target Acquisition

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments:

a. (U) 0907 - Studies were completed. System design was completed to interface with two strategi," electronic -r-
veillince systems. Two Interim Tactical ELINT Processors (iTE 's) were developed and deployed for operation I evaluatlot
and limited operational capability.

b. (U) 0925 - Advanced Development of the Signal Intelligence/Eleccronic Warfare (SIGINT/EW) subsy:.to:e (part st
the All-Source Analysis System (ASAS)) and prototype fabrication was initiated. Development Is scheduled to continue in
advanced development through 1982 because of the necessity to structure the control and processing systems i, ,onsonance
with the technologies derived from of the Battlefield Exploitation and Target Acquisition (BETA) program anJ thoJ. Technical
Control and Analysis Center (Division) (TCAC(0)) (see PE/Project 6.43.21.A/D926-AUI-Source Analysis System.

2. (U) Fy 1981 Program:

a. (U) 0907 - Continue development and improvement of strategic sensor interfaces to enhance tact i -I utility.
Continue iTEP operatlona evaluation.

b. (U) 0925 - Advanced Development of the ASAS SIGINT/EW module will continue. The hardware will - integrated
Into tactical shelters, and computer software will be designed and coded, and testing will begin. The TCAC(O) coftware
package will be delivered to the government and tested. The Joint Tactical Fusion Program (JTFP) will be inlI *ted which
may revise this strategy. However, as of the date of this "seumary, specific modifications have not been defi -,t.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program:

a. (U) 0907 - Deploy additional ITEP systems. Continue joint programs to enhance tactical atitity of strategic
systems.

b. The JTFF should be fully implemented, and a joint program strategy initiated. Pending any p, ogram

modifications, advanced development of the ASAS/SEWS will be completed. iardware and software will be evaluated and
accepted from the contractor. DT/OT I will be conducted.,

ii -1i66
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Program Element: #6.37.45.A Title: Tactical Electronic Support Neasurs Syaema
DOD mission Arrea: 25 - Tactical Surveillance, Budget Activity: E4 - Tactical Programs

Reconnaisancee & Target Acquisition

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program:

a. (U) D907 - Continue analysis of strategic sensors and advanced development of strategic Interfaces.

b. (U) D925 - Complete DT/OT I of ASAS/SEWS. Initiate development of flat-panel display and interactive color
graphic terminal.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program. Development under this element will normally be trans-
ferred to engineering development, Program Element, 6.47.45.A, Tactical Electronic Surveillance Systmg, and Program Element
6.43.21.A, or Joint Tactical Fusion Program.
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FY1932 ROTE CONGRE~SSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Pruject: #D907) ritle: Tactical. Electronic Surveillance Syi-i
Program Element: 06.37.45.A Title; Tactical ElectronicSupt aur sem
DOD Mlissin Area: OM5 Tacztical. Surveillance, Budget Activity: #4 - Tac tical Program.,

Reconnaisance and Target Acqumisition

A. (11I) DETAII.ED BACKG.ROUND) AND DESCRIPTION: This project supports the Army's Tactical Exptltation of NIit mnnal CipaIiii-
ties (TENCAP program advanced development (AD) work which is directed toward developing a tactical supp.m. -ystes to -t
fect, process, and disseminate electronic Intelligence/ information which locates and identifies enemy unit., activity, and
tajrgets representing a general tactical threat. The systems developed will be the primary source of intelligience on enemy
secon,I-echelonk forces. Data originating from a variety of strategic and tactical electronic surveilltauic, iuors must be
transmitted to tactical echelon central collection points where the data can be processed and analyzed. I-- resulting tac-
tical Intelligence must then be rapidly disseminated and fused into the command and control environment in :-ch a timely and
useful form so as to materially Influernce the land battle. Techniques and equipment which provide for thi %pid receipt.
processing, and dissemination of Intelligence data are being developed under this program.

B. (U) RE~LATED ACTIVITIES: Technological developssents designed to ahorten the time required to collect .ini d!-, si~nite
iniformsition are related to this development. These areas include automated search procedures, data link t-ochoolagles, t..r-
tic-it Identification and positioning, and data reduction/filtering. The potential of satellite communications is being con-
sidered. This work Is coordinated with the appropriate offices at the national. level. to avoid duplication ol effort.

C. (Ui) 14ORK PERFORMED BY: Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, CA; US Army Electronics Research and Develiacu-t Cuaman-i
(ERADC(*i)'1 Alip i i 6D S Army Comsmunications Rdsearch andi Developsment Command, Fort Monmouth, NJ; MRJ In. ., Fairfax, VA.

D. (U) PHG'iRAH ACCOiPLIS111tiNrS ANI) FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Suies were completed which provide the technical basis 1,r time equijmet,
technmiques, systems development and Interface definit ion witih three strategic systems and four theater/tac lici sydttm!;.
Advanced development work was Initiated on one strategic electronic surveilance system to make It more repoisive to tacti-
cal comsmanders' needs. System design was completed for interface With two strategic electronic surveillance systems. two
Interim Tactical ELINT Processors (ITEP's) were developed aol deployed for operational evaluation and limaijed operatiou.m
capabhility. Both ITEP's are performing well and are providing ciccellent support to Army Corps.



Pro Iat: r 1907 - Title: Tactical Electronic Surveillance- ,y.;tem
Pr.,gr,m il m ent: 16.37.45.11 Title: Taictical Electronic Sit 0 tM-1aur-e! Systemau

(1)tain Are.,: 1255 - Tactical Surveillance, Budget %Actity 4-Tcil Progr tssa
Reconatisance and Tar.&et Acquisition

2. (U) FY 1931 Progrilm: Continue development and Improvement of strategic sensor Interfaces to uh~iance tactical
utility ind risduce vcoMmunicat Ions requirements. Continue Interim Tactical ELINT Processor (ITEP) oper'l lonal evaluation and
level 

1m improved qsiftware to enhance tactical support capability of deployed IrEP's based on these evaltiations. D(!veiop Im-
prov-A -nmmuntit ions and Interfaces with the Digital Imagery Test Bed (hlITB) * the emerging Al i-Sour-. Analysis Syqtem
(ASVA'). jod the aratotype Tactical Imagery Exploitation System (TariES).

1. (if ) FY 1912 Planned Prograi: Continue advanced development work on joint programs to enhances tactical utility of
itri,gir sensoiaz. Continue development of communications and Interfaces between ITEP, prototype Tart: S, and ASAS. Perform
terhoital anaty~.1s of potential utility of developing strategic sensors.

'A. (i1i) FY 1911 Planned Program: Based on ETEP experience and strategic systems advanced configuration, Initiate
dIn tr '"fully oac rational Tactical EL14T Processor (TEP) to be developed in consonance with the future strategic F.LINU
sensor mix and the ASAS. Continue analysis of developing strategic sensors with the objective of enhancing tactical
otil fly irlny In tl,,- program.

U. () Proe m to om letton: This Is a continuing progras.

6. (H ) i for iii I estunes: Nlot applicable.

Re.., ($--In thousands):

Tola I
FY 1980 FY 1981 PY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Esi isated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Co-yt

ROVEt
bFunds (rurreut requirements) 10781 9955 Continuing Not Applicable

Fauds (.Is %haown In FY 1981
submission1) 10181 10159 - Continuing Not Appicable

(Ui) tao reduction Is P581 was due to Congressional authorization reduction. The Increase in FY82 is dluo to Inflation

low11t ~e)



FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Project; I D925 Title: Tactical Electronic Warfare Intelligence
Command and Control Systems

Program Element: 16.37.45.A Title: Tactical Electronic Support
Measures System

DOD Mission Area: 0255 - Tactical Surveillance, Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs
Reconnaissance, and Target Acquisition

A. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION:

1. The past decade has witnessed major technical advances and the introduction of increasingly sophisticated
weapons and intelligence gathering systems into the strategic and tactical operations of military forces, both friendly and

opposing. Army commanders at all echelons most have an intelligence system which will provide early detectio, identifica-
tion, and location of these enemy critical nodes in order to employ our own forces and weapons for effective -m.y attrition.

This project provides for the advanced development of
I the All Source Analysis System (ASAS),

2. (U) Based on summer 1980 Congressional guidance to redirect the BETA project, the Services have subm,tled a Joint
Tactical Fusion Plan (JTFP) to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). This plan describes a program fr the joint
development and acquisition of a tactical correlation/fusion capability for the Services and includes the cur.'cat ASAS and
BETA projects. The proposed objective is to acquire service systems at the earliest possible date in a joint program whit:ih
ensures interoperability within and among services. The program will:

a. (U) Provide an automated capability to support joint air/ground combat operations in near-rcalti,,.e.

b. (U) Make maximum use of the investment in the Battlefield Exploitation and Target Acquisition (11ETA) project by

Incorporating it into development of the Army's All Source Analysis System (ASAS), the Air Force's Automated c,'tical Fusion
Division (&TPD), and Into theater fixed facilities, as appropriate.

c. (U) Provide Lihe ASAS the required Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) capability by maturl g and inor

poriting the Army's Quick Reaction Capability (QRC) Technical Control and Analysis Center (Division) (TCAC(D) i.d

ASAS/Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) EW Subsystem (SEWS) Advanced Development Model (ADM) into ASAS.

II- ilil



UNCLASSIFIED

Pro)ect: I D925 Title: Tactical Electronic Warfare InteltipIce
Command and Control Systems

Prograrm Element: #6.37.45.A Title: Tactical Electronic Support
Measures S stem

DOD Mission Area: #255 - Tactical Surveillance, Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs
Reconnaissance, and Target Acquisition

d. (i1) Use an incremental approach to development and procurement to minimize cost and duplication to the extent
a Ihw'd by operational necessity and service-unique requirements.

e. (11) Ilse Command and Control (C2) architectures defined by the Services.

f. (I!) Comply with Congressional direction, Department of Defense Directives and other applicable guidance.

3. (U) The Joint Tactical Fusion Plan (JTFP), approved by the Office of the Secretary of Defense on 5 December 1980,
will be the conceptual framework from which to evolve a Program Manager Charter, a program development plan, and a system
acquisition strategy. These programmatic documents will be completed by June 1981. Therefore, strategies portrayed in this
descriptive summary (and project D926, PE 6.43.2l.A) are subject to modification as the Army developI Its revised program.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Related developments are conducted by the Air Force, Navy, and NSA although these efforts will
be redefined -,poa implementation of the Joint Tactical Fusion Program. Current coordinatton is effe.ted by the exchange of

technical report.i, attendance at scientific meetings and conferences, joint participation on subgroups and working panels.
In alIdition, for,il requirements documents of each service are exchanged, reviewed, and commented upon by other services.
Coordination Iq ilso arcomplisi -- s part of the program reviews conducted by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (Under
Secr.'tary for Re-earch and En& Ing). The following Air Force/Navy/NSA PE's apply: 6.43.21.A and 6.43.21.F, Joint
Tactical Fusion ';ystem; 6.47.11a.,. Reconnalssance Electronic Warfare Equipment; 6.31.55.A. Tactical Electronic
Coonrermcaqure,, and 3.56.i5.G., Tactical Cryptologic Program. There is no unnecessary duplication of effort among services
and .genctes.

C . (U) WORK PIFORHED BY: The major contractor for the current advanced development effort of the All Source Analysts

Syst(-m is RCA corporation, Burlington, MA. In-house developing organizations are: US Army Electronics Research and
levclcpsnnt Co:n (ERADCOM), hdelphi, MD; Project Manager, All Source Analysis System, Vint Hill Farms, Warrenton, VA; US
Army Electroni,- Warfare Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, NJ; and US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM)

Alexandria, VA.

I). (U1) PROCRA'l ACCO1PI.ISIHIENTS AND FUrURE PROGR',MS:

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

ProIcet: 0 1925 Title: Tactical Electronic Warfare Intel Ictae
Command and Control _Ystems

Prograa Element: 06.37.41.% Title: Tactical Electronic Support
He3. ares System

DI) Hisslon Are3a 5255 - Tacti(,al Surveillance, Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs
Racoaanalssance. andTargetA~.asto

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accompllsisents: Advanced development of the Signal Intelllgence/Electronl t rfare -dl puitem
(SEWS) of the All Source Analysis System (ASAS) and prototype fabrication were initiated. Effort consist, .j develolnue-it of
otne Corps-level. 5-shelter prototype model. Develotment Is currently scheduled to continue In Advanced Ihv 1Ipement (Ali)
Into FY 1982; however, this strategy may be revised based on tile Joint Tactical Fusion Programs. (See PE/I lect
6.43.21.A/D926-Jolnt Tactical Fusion Program).

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: The ASAS/SEWS will continue In advanced development. The hardware will be 1 it, grated I oto
tactical shelters, and computer software will be designed, coded, and testing will begin. The TCAC(D) SOIL 1,iIc package will
be delivered to the government tud tested. The Joint Tactical Fusion Program (ITFP) will be Initiated whl', .ay revise the
strategy described above. Ihowever, as of tiae date of this summary, specific modifications have not been de i-ed.

3. (U1) FY 1982 Planned Pro&ram.: The JTFP should be fully Implemented with a joint program strategy aat devetolaueaat
plan. Pending any program lodifications, advanced development of the ASAS/SEWiS wIll be completed. Ilardwar Lnd sofiaoa
will be evaluated and accepted from the contractor. DT LIOT I will be conducted. The TCAC(D) will be deol yd. (See
Project 0926, para. D1.)

4. (U) PY 1983 Planned Program:. Pending any JTFP modifications, DT I/OT I of the ASAS/SEWS will be - upleted. A
large, single-color, flat-panel ilsplay product improvement will be initiated to support the evolutionary d sign of tile ASAS.
rite ASAS/SEWS AiMI software is utilized as operational software in the TCAC(D), a Quick Reaction Capability aQRC) system pro-
cureld for tiae Eueopean Divisions and one CONUS unit with Py 1979 OPA dollars. Evolutionary software improv macaits, based upon
field-generated requirements, will continue to be developed and Integrated into the ASAS.

5. (U) Program to Completion: Software improvements will continue. A multlcolor flat-panel display nad a videot disc
PIP will be Initiated. These components will be Integral to tite ASAS and are requtired to support the evolu, ilia of the ASAS
from tie 1970's computer technology into the very large-scale Integrated circuit (VLSI) technology of the lii's.

6. (U) Major Milestones: Not applicable at this time. 14111 be prescribed based on Joint Tactical Faa' 1-i Plan
Acquisition strategy and official designation of tile ASAS as a major system.

UNCLASSIFIED
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i'r I 't : # 0 I5 TitLe: Tactical Electronic Warfare Inte~llDonce
.. Command and Control Systems

Program RL.mr-i: #6.37.45.A Title: Tactical Electronic support
Moasres S stem

i)fll) Fltsse Area: 255 - Tactical SurvelllanceL Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

ReconnaIsance, and Ta rt n !It t ion

7. Reiources: ($ In thousands)
'rot

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1932 FY 1983 Addltlo ial Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completton Cost

F-ids (rucrr-nt requl renients) 4249 2621 Coot inu tug Not Applicable

Funds (.s hown In FY 1981 I
submi-sl,-) 4245 2597 Not Shown Continuing Not Applicable

Quant if I,, ;: Not appltcable.

Other ApjiropriaLtons: Not applicable.

The funding ]evI differences In FY 1980 and i98i are attributable to minor budgetary adjustments. $5000 thousand increase

showl In FY 118' is duo to additional advanced development efforts required to refine, stabilize, and finalize software

design and cole ad conduct verification testing of the advanced development model of the ASAS/SEWS.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 06.37.46.A Title: Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radl ;ystem (SINCCARS)
DOD Mission Area: 1256 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (Project Listing): ($ in thousands)

FY80 FY81 FY82 FY81 Additional Toti Cost

Project Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Compiei, Estlmated

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 20475 15714 15526 9135 1000 7669'

D555 Single Channel Ground 20475 15714 15526 9135 1000 76695
and Airborne Radio
Subsystem (SINCGARS)

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program provides for the advanced development o the Very high
Frequency (VHF) Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System - (SINCGARS-V) and selected ancillary dev,.!.. SINCOAR:" Is
the future combat net radio (push-to-talk netted operations) replacing the current VRC-12 series, and is thi. primary means of
communications for armor, artillery, and infantry forces. It is used primarily from brigade down to platuo,. Configur.ations
consist of manpack, vehicular, and aircraft. Larger anJ less mobile radios capable of communications via a,1tichanneis (12,
24, etc.) through the means of multiplexing equipment are not covered under this element. In addition to poviding a radio
with Improved maintainability and reduced size and ueight. SINCG&RS-V will satisfy the need for a tactical ,Ilo system to
operate in an electronic countermeasure (ECH) environment. Technique being validated is frequency hopping kt).

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REqUEST: Funds are requested for the continuation of the SINCGARS-V contrnc.o.ui effort to
include system test and evaluation of the Advanced Development Prototypes, Internal support, and preparatio, [or the ne L
decision milestone In F¥83. Funds are also requested for contract awards for Advanced Development of the Si ecrable Null
Antenna Processor (SNAP iT), the Vehicular Intercom System, and Audio Transducers (earphones, microphones. looaIspeakers)
which will interface with the SINCGARS-V radio.

11-114
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UNCLASSIFIED

Progrm Element: #6.37.46.A - Title: Single Channel Ground and Alrborne Itilloo System (SINCCARS)

O) ilslon Area: 0256 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Htlestone Dates Sh,mn

SINCGARS-V Major Milestones Current Hilestone Dates In FY81 Submission

Advanced Development (AD) APR 78 APR 78
Contract Award

Development Test/Operational Test JUN 82 FEB 82
(DT/OT) Completion

Army Systems Acquisition Review

CounclI/Defense Systems Acquisition
Review 1;ouncil It NOV 82 MAY 82

Knglneriig Development (ED) DEC 82 JUL 82

DT/OT Completed NOV 84 JUL 84

ASARC/DSARC ill MAR 85 NOV 84

Change in milestone dates (SINCGARS-V only) was directly attributable to the Incorporation of a specification change into the

contracts. The change clarified and amplified requirementa.

D. (11) COMPARI1SN WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

ROTE
Funds (current requirements) 20475 15714 15526 10135 76695
Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submissI on) 18476 15587 6698 8100 69278

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Eiement: #6.37.46.A Title: Sille (AanneI Ground and Airborne Radio :.i, em (SINCGLAS)
DOI) Mission Area: 5256 - Tactical Comml:ationl Budget Activity; 54 - Tactical Programs

Increase In FY80 represents funds reprogramed ntou the program for a change in the specification to all three --,.pet itte
contracts and cost growths on all three competitive contracts. The Increase in FY81 Is attributable to the i,-,.,,poratln )f

a modification to the Integrated Logistics Support Package to all three competitive contracts. The increase in VY82 i-

attributable to Pnticipated award of advanced development contracts for the Steerable Null Antenna Processor tSN.AP 1i). ti,

Vehicular Intercom System (VIS), and the Audio Transdticers.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Eleme-t: !6.37.46.A Title: Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System (SINCGARS)
DOD Mission Nen: 5 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity 4 |4 - Tactical Prort.nrs

F. (11) DETAILID BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of this task is to develop a new family of combat net radios
(manpack, vehicular and aircraft configurations) and selected ancillary devices. The program has the following key
development goals: (I) modularity with maximum commonality of components in the various configurations; (2) capability of
operating with an add-on communication Security (CONSEC) and Electronic Counter-Countermeasure (ECCH) modules; (3) In-
teroperability with combat net radios of NATO allies; and (4) capability of operating In a nuclear environment (Defense
Nurlear Agency participation). There is extensive participation In the program by the Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps.
SINCCARS-V is hilng designed to either replace Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps close air support Vill radios or to be in-
teroperable with them. Time system will be capable of operating wlh or without CONSEC, with or withaout ECCH, or as a total
system In all rodes. It wilt transmit voice, tactical data, and record traffic to include teletype and facimile. The
following ancillary devices are included in the program: (1) Vehicular Intercom System: This intercom system wilt replace
the AN/VIC-I. Techniques and objectives being explored are: (a) Improved operational functions and capabilities, (b) I-
proved reliability and durability, (c) Improved installation and maintenance, and (d) improved CONSEC. (2) Transducers: New
transducers are being developed that increase intetiigibility at reduced volumes to overcome hearing losses. The two basic
approaches are to: (a) reduce background noise by filtering and directivity, and (b) extend the audio bandwidth.

C. (U) RELATEI) ACTIVITIES: Program Element 6.47.5l.A, SINCGARS Engineering Development; Program Element 6.27.01.A,
Communications Electronics; Program Element 6.37.O7.A, Communications Development; and Program Element 6.47.0i.A,
Communications ngineering Development, provide exploratory, advanced, and engineering developments of related and supporting
single-channel net radio equipment.

II. (U) WORK PFRFORMED BY: Contractors are: Cincinnati Electronics Corp, Cincinnati, Oil; ITT Aeronnutical/Optical
Division, Ft Wam,',, IN; and Collins Telecommunications Products Division, Rockwell International. Cedar Rapids, IA. In-house
developing orgaunizatlon is the US Army Communications Research and Development Command (CORADCO). The National Security
Agency (NSA) In responsible for development of the COMSEC Nodule (VANDAL).

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: The Major System Requirements Specifications (MSRS) was approved by the
Department of tli Army, in April 1980 on SINCGARS-V. Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria (C/SCSC) redemonstration reviews
were held at Cininnati and ITT. Engineering Design Tests (EDT) were initiated at the contractors' fa-ilites. Cost growth
proposals were received from all three contractors. NATO began participating in the Test Integratioi Working Groups (TIWG)
under the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed in December 1979. Three design study mnd material investiga-
tion contracts were completed on the Transducer program.

UNCLASSIFIED 11-i77
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: #6.37.46.A Title: Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radl, System (SINCCARS)
DOD Mission Area: #256 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity; 04 - Tactical Programs

2. (U) FY 198t Program: Finalize and validate Cincinnati and ITT to the C/SCSC procedures. Approval of an updaLed
Baseline Cost Estimate (BCE) will be accomplished. An HOU with Germany will be finalized after comparative testing of
Electronic Counter-Countermeasure (ECCH) Techniques. Completion of EDT will be accomplished. Final design reviews will be
conducted. Advanced Development Verification resting (ADVT) will be initiated. Proposals will be evaluated in preparation
for Advanced Development (AD) contract awards on the Vehicular Intercom and Transducer programs.

3. (U) PY 1982 Planned Program: Funds requested are required for the Development and Operational Testing of
SINCGABS-V. Continue funding three competitive contractors; continue to monitor contracts and provide engineering support;
develop Technical Data Package for the next phase of the program; proposals will be evaluated and contracts awirded for
Advanced Development models of the new Vehicular Intercom System and the Transducer models to support the SOI.:AMS-V.

4. (11) FY 1983 Planned Program: Milestone It will be held to approve decision on next phase of progiaii. Engineering

Development (ED) contract will be awarded on SIitCGARS-V; monitor and provide engineering support to Vehlculr intercoai and
Transducer AD contracts.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This project is continued in program element 6.47.51.A. SINCGARS EnginAng
Development, Project Number D282.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
F¥ 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 6.-1.46.A Title: Sln le Channel Ground and Airborne Radio
Subs stm (SINCGARS)

DnD 4isston Area: I 256 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progras

J. (U) Test and Evaluation Data:

I. (U) Development Test and Evaluation.

a. (11) Developmental testing of SINCGARS-V wilt consist of Engineer Design Testing (EDT) aad Advanced Development
Verification Tests (ADVT) designed to determine and validate the degree to which the contractors meet the technical criteria
if the user. In addition, the Advanced development equipment models will be tested to evaluate the teclnical performance
versus requiremen. of the specification.

b. (1) There are three prototype development contractors: Rockwell International (Collins), Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
Cincinnati Electronics, Cincinnati, Ohio, and ITT Aerospace/Optlcal Division, Ft. Wayne, Indiana. The US Army Test and
Evaluation Command (TECOH) is the agency responsible for the conduct of development tests. For test and evaluation support
TFCSI has contracted with Bell Technical Operational Corporation, Sierra Vista, Arizona. US Army ,iteriel Systems Analysis
Activity is the Independent PT design. and evaluator. SINCGARS-V is a major Army program managed by a fully chartered

Project Manager Office.

c' (U) The major test facility to be utilized in the conduct of DT I is the Army Electronic Proving Ground (AEPG) at
Ft. ihuachuca, Arizona. Army civilian and military personnel will be used to conduct these teats. Contractor test facilities
and personnel will be used to conduct the contractor portion of the DT. AEPG personnel will monitor these tests.

d. (U) The schedule for developmental testing (UT I) is:

(1) (U) EDT (Draft Plan) January 1980

12) (U) EDT Jul 80-Feb 81*
(3) (U) Final Design Review April 1981*
(4) (U) ADVT (Draft Plan) Janusry 1981
(1) (1) ADVT (Contractor) Jun-Nov 198[*
(6) (11) rEmP July 1981

* Milestones.

e. (U) Each contractor will provide 10 receLver-tranmsitters in the following configurations for DT I:

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 6.37.46.A Title: Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio

Subsystem (SIMCCARS)

DOD Mission Area: I 256 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity: P4 - Tactical Program

(1) (11) Two (2) anpack
(2) (U) Two (2) Vehicular (shore-range)
(3) (W) Two (2) Vehicular (long-range)
(4) (U) Two (2) Vehicular with additional receLver-only capability
(5) (U) Two (2) Aircraft
(6) (U) In addition, sixteen (6) Security Modules and Electronic Countercounter Modules will be ih ivered for test

during DT 1. Ancillary devices such as Securable Remote Control units and ECCH fill devices will also be av.,lH:ble for tst.

f. (1) In addition to the Army, SINCCARS-V will be utilized by the Navy, Marines and Air Force.

g. (U) EDT is presently being conducted.

h. (U) Reliability Growth Testing will be performed during DT. Data from this test will identify it-uns requiring
frequent maintenance. Sufficient test time will be available to verify the adequacy of design changes incotr1,ir,ited to reitce
the frequency of repair. Subsequent to DT I/OT I each contractor will be required to conduct a Prototype Relibility
Qualification Test (PRQT), a Maintenance Teardown and Evaluation, and a Maintainability Demonstration. The i::QlT will verify
those design changes which were not verified during the Reliability Growth Test and verify the adequacy of ,lign changes
resulting from DT/OT.

(U) The Maintenance Teardown and Evaluation and the Maintainability Demonstration will be conducted to evaluitv technical
manuals maintenance capability (i.e., BlTE, test support equipment, maintenance concept, etc.). Maintenance personnei used
during these tests will be military personnel with appropriate HOS.

i. (U) Environmental testing will be conducted in accordance with HIL-STD-8I OC.

2. (U) Operational Test and Evaluation:

a. (U) Operational Testing (OT) of SINCGARS-V will be conducted between December 1981 and June L982. Testing will
concentrate on obtaining data for subsequent evaluation of the functional performance of each SINCGARS-V configuration and
the overall effectiveness of SINCGARS-V concepts. Typical users (soldfers) will operate the equipment.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 6.37.46.A Title: Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio

Subs stem (SINCGARS)
DOD ission Area: I 256 - Tactical Communications Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Program

c. (U) All subsystems and support equipment needed for test are on schedule.

d. (11) There are three prototype development contractors: Rockwell International (Collins), Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
Cincinnati Electrooics, Cincinnati, Ohio, and ITT Aerospace/Optical, Ft Wayne, Indiana. Operational T st and Evaluation
Agency (OTEA) is the Army agency responsible for the conduct of Operational Tests. There are no other planned independent
operational tests.

e. (U) F1 Polk, LA, has been selected as the test site for OT I. OT I will be conducted by a Mechanized Infantry
Brigade. OT is delgined to test all contractor configurations concurrently and will be tested against the requirements In
the Tv.t Evaluatioo Master Plan (TEMP).

f. (U) mie schedule for operational testing is:

(1) (U) OT (Draft Plan) - June 1981
(2) (U) OT - December 1981 - June 1982 (Major Milestones)
(3) (U) TEMP - July 1981

g. (11) Each contractor will provide the following configurations for OT I:

(1) (U) Four (4) manpack
(2) (U) Six (6) vehicular (short-range)

(3) (U) Twevlve (2) vehicular (long-range)
(4) (U) i,iur (4) vehicular with additional receiver-only capability
(5) (U) Six (6) aircraft
(6) (U) Thirty-nine (39) CONSEC and ECCH modules will be available for test during OT. Ancillary devices will also

be available and tested as part of the system.

h. (11) SINCGARS-V will be utilized by the Navy, Marines, and Air Force in addition to the Army. No tests have been
conducted by any of these DOD components.

1. (11) Subsequent to DT I/OT I each contractor will be required to conduct a Prototype Xeiiability quatilicatiou 'test
(PRQT), a Maintenance Teardown and Evaluation, and a Maintainability Demonstration.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Elemnt: 6.37.46.A UNCLASSIFIED Tilde: Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radi,
S1bas"tem (SINCOARS)

DOD Mission Area: I 256 - Tactical Communlcations Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Program

J. (U) OT is scheduled to be completed prior to the program's budget year major production contr;,L ward. No
aperational testing has been initiated on S[NCGARS-V.

O.rtiona| Technical CharacteristIce Threshold '1), hoid
ECCM PROCESSING CAIN 1B 1)

FREQUENCY RANGE 30-88 HIlz CHANNEL BANDWIDTiH i 1Z
NWJINER OF CHANNELS 2320
CHANNEL SPACING 25 kHz
VOICE COMUNICATIONS RANGE

MANPACK 8 km
VEHICULAR 35 km
AIRCRAFT 15 kia

DIGITAL TRANSMISSION (DATA) RANGE (Bit Error Rate .1 B/S)

TACFIRE DATA 17 I.a
ALL OTHER DATA 17 km
MANPACK 4.5 km
VEHICULAR 17.5 km

PHYSICAL DETECTABILITY

MANPACK 200 ntrs
VEHICULAR 500 a,!t er s

DEMOIJSTRATED TECHNICAL CIARACTEI111:,TJS TO BE
TTR DETERMINED.

ORGANIZATIONAL 15 min

DIRECT SUPPORT 45 min
GENERAL SUPPORT 2.5 fire

MTHF

MANPACK 1300 hra
VEdICUIAR 1250 bira
AIRBORNE 750 lira UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SIIMARY

Prgr., l.emnt: 16.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Counterme.isurcs Systemsi
XI ii Nssloa Area. #257- Electronic Warfare & Counter CI Budget-Activ ty: -4 -- Tactical ProgiamJ.

A. RESOIJRCES (PROJECT LISTING): (S in thousands)

Total

Prolect FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number TItle Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate t u Coml tion Cost

TOtaL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 9859 8867 Continuing Not Applicable
DKl2 Cmunicat ions Electronic I I I I

Countermeasures Systems 4954 5553 Continuing Not Applicable

)K1I tt)n Communications Electronic I I I
Coontermeasures Systems 2605 2856 Continuing Not Applicable

I)K I. Expondable lammers 0 0 Cont iung Not Applicable
D251 Proecetive Electronic I I I I

Wirf ire Equipment 2300 458 Continuing Not Applicable

8. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The objective of this program Is to provide for validation/advanced
development of tactical electronic countermeasures (ECH) equipment and systems to assist the tacti-l Army (Brigade,

Division, and Corps) commander in denying, destroying, disrupting, and deceiving hostile command and control communications
and radars assoclated with weapons systems, paneuver forces, and other threats of immediate value to the command,.-r.
Overcoming currtnt equipment deficiencies

is of prime Impor-
tance to the Army tactical commander. This program provides for tactical systems which, by exploiting technical superiority.
will serve as force multipliers to assist In offsetting Warsaw Pact numerical mobility, and firepower superiority. A com-
plementary mix of airborne and high-survivability, ground assemblies will provide 24-hour, all-weatht'r coverage in depth.

C. BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: FY 1982 funds are required to support: development of automatic test equipment
appll ctlons )ottware for the Tactical Ground-based Communications JAMMER (TACJAH) and the helibornc
e.-raer (OICK FIX); improved frequency capability in both systems; continuation of advanced dpvelopwent of a family of expen-

dable Jammers; Initiation of jdvanced development of Jammlng systems
continuation of effors

end advanced development of the Air Defense Electronic Warfare System (ADEWS).
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Progrim Element: 06. 3.55.A itle: Tactical Electronic Countermeasures S/sle su

DOD Hisslon Area: 1257 - Electronic Warfare & Counter C1- Budget Activity: !4 - Tactical Progrars

D. COMIPARiSON WITI FY 1981 RDur REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Additional E'stimated

FY 1980 PY 1981 PY 1982 To Completion ioC-t

Funds (current requirements) 9859 8867 Continuing riot Applicable

Funds (as shown in FY 1981 8734 9399 Continuing Not Appliic ble

submission)

Increase In PY 1980 of $1125 thousand is due to an increase of $1450 thousand in Project DK 13 as the result of an Increased

requirement for software effort in interrelating control and analysis centers with ECH systems, and raprogiaming to higher

priority requirements of $325 thousand from Project 0251.

IDecrease in FY 1981 reflects the application of general Congressional reductions.

Decrease in FY 1982 attributable to alignment of funds to higher priority requirements.

E. OTHER APPROPRIATION FU1NDS: ($ in thousands)

FY 1980 Py 1981 PY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Etiu~ted
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Comletion Co.,t

Other Procurement, Army*: r"
Funds (current requirements) 21400 62100

Funds (as shown in FY 1981 21400 60800

submission)I I J I I

I)orntltles (current requirements) it 25

-- L JI .4 J.
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Progrim Element: 06.37.55.A - Title: Tactical Electronic Countermeasures ste s
DOt Mission Arvi: P257 - Electronic Warfare & Counter C--i udget Activity: 14 - Tactical Proramn-s -

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY t982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Quantities9 (as shown In FY 1981 Ii 23 Not Shown
submiss ion)

*Funds/quantities shown are for TACJAM (Project OK 12). Difference of two systems between FY81 quantities is based on cont-
ract reduced costs. FY82 has an Increase of three systems. Funds were adjusted in FY 1981 and FY 1982 for quanlity
increases and Inflation. Difference in cost to completion is due to Inflation.

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 PY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate ToCompletion Cost
Aircraft Pr,icitrement, Army**:

Funds (currnt requirements) 0 0
Funds (as shown in FY 1981 18900 5400 Not Shown

subm sslon) I I I I I
I(uantities (current requirements) 0 0
IQuantitter (as shown In FY 1931 5 0 Not Shown

submission) - - -

S*Funols/quantltlts shown are for QIICK FIX/BACK IAWK (UII-60A) aircraft (Project DK 12). Changes in funding and quantities
are to reflect HLACK fHAWK production. Previous funding contained funds to modify EII-III/X to QUICK FiX configuration. The
current funding for this MOD Is as follows: FY80 - $16,000; FY8I - $5,600; FY82 - $2,700.

ii1-18
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Prolgram Element: 16.37.55S.A Title: 'Tactical ELI.:trnlount ..tttrme.sur. 6 Ssl,-m
I)01) Mission Area: 0257 - Electroni1c Warfare & Counter C-i Budget Activty: 14 - Tact!a -lcd Pl mrw

F. !WT LKD BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of this program Is to provide for vai~ation/ad..v-,i
development of tactical electronic countermeasures (ECH) equipm~ent andi systllu to deny or to degrade Like en-R' ; -we of Ihis
electromsagnetic communications and radar devices. This program Includes the development of ECK equipment to dt-.iy ind/or
rade hostile forces ose of their communcationp. noncommunict tons, Infrared, and optical battlefield1 surveiiia. devices.
Equipment developed includes ground-vehicular-mounted and airborne ECK systems. Developments Include ieliburne
Commun teat fils Jamming System (QUICK FIX); Tactical Army Communiceat Ions Jammer (TACJAHl); .inick-,,reCtable Untelulteast assem3
hules; anutmated test equipmengt software development for all -systems; expendable jammers

warning devices as self-proteClton measures for tactical vehicles and Instail,-a ..... ; anti
c 3atermseasures Systems developed in this program element normally proce i I Pruga-..
Element 6.41.5O.A. Tactical Electronic Countermeasures Systems, tor full-scale development.

G. (Ui) RELATED) ACTIVITIES: Related electronic warfare developments are conducted by the Air Force and Navy. ir For-
developments are conducted fin Program Elements 6.37.18.F, Electronic Warfare Technology, and 6.17.43.F. Elect-~ (,1,Lic
Warfare. Navy developments are found In Program Elements 2.57.64.N, Electronic Warfare Countermeasures Respo; 6.35.21.14.
Surface Electronic Warfare; and 6.37.97.N, Surface Eiectromagnetic and Optical Systems. Coordinat[in Is main( ',I between
the Services to maximize tl'e interchange of technical data and minimize duplication of effort. Coordination i:- complishu.1
by the exchange of technical reports, attendance at scientific meetings and conferences. joint participation ts, e.bgroups -.l
working panels of the Technical Cooperation program, and by tile Joint Tri-Service Electronic Warfare Panel. lo .,Ilition.
formal requirements documentm of each Service are exchanged and reviewed by tile other Services. Coordination it Iso ac-o-
plished as part of the program reviews conducted by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (Under Secretary foi i fense for
Research and Engineering).

It. (UI) WORK FERFOPlIED BY: US Army Electronic Warfare Laboratory, Fort Konmouth, NJ; the US Army Signal Uaiii
lsboratory, Vint 11111 Farms Station, Warrenton, VA; US Army Kateriel Development and Readiness Command, Alexandri t, VA. Ill.!
major contractors are: ESL Incorporated, Suninyvale, CA; GTE Sylvania. Mountain View, CA; and RCA Curporation , ;,,eilen, NJ.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCfSIPLISHiMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. FY 1980 and-Prior Accomplishmnents: Studied techniques Iof enemy -1titank
guided missile (ATGM). Electronic countermeasures (ECKl) for ATG4 wer field tested. The helibtorne coammunicat icl-. itte ept
and jamming system QUICK FIX was developed, testeJ. type classified standard A, and at production contract awarled. 1n..OIdi-
tion, a program to optimize Lte communications

ii -1117
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Program Elnm,-ur: #6.37.5,.A Title: Tactical Electronic Countermessures Systems
DOI) Iissli %rea--_25---Electronic Varfare & Counter C-i Budget Activity: 1 - ractical Prorraas

receivers wis completed. Development and Operational Testing, standard type classification,

wil iward ot pr ocurement contract for the Tactical Army Communications Jammer (TACJAM) were accomplished. Procurement of
.pplicatloon -,ftw.ire for TAC.JAFI and QUICK FIX automatic test equipment continued. System validation leading toward the
It-topmcnt of i family of very rugged and rapidly erectable antenna systems for use with commun icit ions and noncommuniea-
tions jammer, is completed. A proRram to develop optimized communications

was begun. Advanced Development for a series of expend.ibIe cleir-
tinic couni ern .,nasures (ECi) devices

wI initiated.

2. F' 1981 Program: Efforts initiated in prior years will continue. Development of Automatic Test Equipment (ATE)
-ftIw.ire for T',,lAM and QUICK FIX will continue. System validation leading toward the development of a family of very rugged
ii r.ipidly -r tahle intenna systems (tactical antenna masts and assemblies) for ume with communications and noncommnica-
in ),imm.r,; 0 I be completed and tested. A program to optimize communications

will be completed. and a developmental product improvement

ir.iir to ail ly the results to deployed and develosmental jammers wilt be initiated. Advanced dev-,,Ivment of
a.I bl] e jamners will continue. Development uf warning devices for self-protection electronic warfare will

Cliilti I Oil" .

1. FY 1982 Planned Program: Efforts Initiated in prior years will continue. Automatic tesl equipment (ATE) appli-
cailous saftwaro for TAC.IAH and QUICK FiX will continue. Development of expendable Jammers will be continued, and
dtveloent I.stJng will be initiated. Development of an Air Defense Electronic Warfare System (ADFWOS) will begin.
Development if lsaing systems -'

1
will begin. Efforts to

develop Countermeaues will begin.

14. .Y 1983 Planned Program: Efforts.initiated in prior years will continue; these Include the development of a
fmlly of exi -ilable Jammers, development of Jammers, and development of an Air Defense Electronic Warfare
System. Aut, Ic test equipment applications software for TACJAM and QUICK FIX will be completed. Development of

,I itronic W.irf ire devices for self-protection will be reinitiated.

I1- 187
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Program Element: 16.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Countermeasures S §_lem
DO) Mission Area: #257 - Electronic Warfare & Counter C2I Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

5. (U) Program to Completion: This Is a continuing program.

1I-188
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FY 1982 RDTE C61GRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUIMHARY

Project: iDKl2 Title: Communications Electronic Counterm,-asaures Systems
Program Element: 06.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Countermeasures Syteiss
DOD Hission Area, -257 - Electronic Warfare Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Prograhs

and Counter-CM

A. DETAIlED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of this project is to establish the technical feasibility and
military potential of tactical communications electronic countermeasures (ECH) equipment and systems to assist the tactical
Arm) (Brigade, Division and Corps) commander in denying, destroying, disrupting, and deceiving hosi1ii' command and control
comms.nications associated with weapons systei. maneuver forces, and other threats of Immediate co,cern to the commander.
Overcoming current equipment deficiencies.

is of prime importance to the Army
tactical coms.uider. This project provides for the orderly development of future systems to counter a changing threat and to
replace syst,.%-; now fielded, it provides for tactical systems which, by exploiting technical superiority, will serve as
force multipii.rs to assist in offsetting Warsaw Pact numerical, mobility, and firepower superiority. A complementary mix of
airborne and high-survivability ground assemblies will provide twenty-font-hour, all-weather caverele in depth.
Noncommunicatins and expendable jammer development have been moved to Project DKI3 and DK14 respect Ively for this program
element for ry-i2 and outyears.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Technological developments designed to shorten the time required to c ]liect and disseminate in-
formation art, related to this development. These areas include automated search procedures, data link technologies, and tac-
tical identification and positioning. Engineering development efforts of this project are accompliliod in Program Element
6.47.50.A, Project DLI2, Tactical Electronic Countermeasures Systems.

C. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Major contractors are Analyties, Inc, Willow Grove, PA; GTE Sylvania, Mountain View, CA; ESL
Incorporated, Sunnyvale. CA; Quest Research, McLean, VA. in-house development and contract monitoring are accomplished by
the US Army Signals Warfare Laboratory, Warrenton, VA.
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Project: 0DK12 Title: Communications Electronic Countermeasures ._,.aa
Program Element: 16.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Countermeasures Syste.
DOD Mission Area: 1257 - Electronic Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

and Counter-C31

D. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHIENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: A heliborne communications Intercept and Jamming systeia, Qlli 'I' VfI IA, wat
developed, tested, and three Quick Reaction Capability (QRC) models were deployed. DevelopmenZ of this sys..a Into a ei-
bility to meet total Division and Brigade requirements is proceeding In accordance with developmental product iaprovementa.
The QUICK FIX Il, which upgrades the IA by the inclusion of an improved Jamming system (the AN/TLQ-17A) succasafully comp-
leted DT III and started OT 1I. The QUICK FIX It, which adds a direction-finding capablity, has been developed, teated,
type classified standard A, ond a production contract for the first 10 QUICK FIX II systems in a Iluey helicopter (EH-IX) was
awarded. A ground-based tactical communications jammer the AN/MIL-34 (TACJAM), has been deieloptd,
tested, type classified standard A, and a production contract awarded. This system is mounted in an armored sihlter "ai
tracked vehicle, featuring rapid mobility, very fast setup/teardown, and high-performance, computer-controllrJ aultLsag...I
Jamming. Developed G Series quick-erection (sixty-to-ninety seconds) antenna masts and assemblies which have been found
applicable not only to communications or noncommunications ECH and signals intelligence equipment but also t) tiher milli ry
systems; for example, the PATRIOT Missile system and several tacitcal communications systems. Development oi i series olt x*-
pendable jamming devices capable of disrupting hostile tactical

was started.

2. FY 1981 Program: Support to procurement of the TACIAH and QUICK FIX will continue. Development of appl I iai i.ns
software to allow intermediate maintenance to be performed at common autcmatic test system facilities for TA(:IAM and QIIlC:,
FIX will continue. Prototype development of various types of expendabli. jammers will contin.s. Developascut
of the family of very rugged and rapidly erectable (sixty-to-ninety seconas) antenna systems (tactical antea,, masts and
assemblies) for use with communications and noncommunications Jammer&'wilI be completed and tested. Procur.e,cr of tite
antenna masts will be accomplished with the procurement of the using systems; that is, TAClAN, TRAILBLAZXR. I,'rRIOT Misliles,
Communications Systems, and others. FY81 begins.developmental product improvements to TACJAN to add a cap.-
bility, taking the lower frequency range from This program, witl continue through 198b. In adli-
tion, a program will be started to add the capability to TACJAH io effectively Jan .,,iasls. This is
an advanced development new start with advances in technology r/equired prior to the-integration into TACJAM.

3. FY 1982 Planned Progra_: Efforts initiated in prior years will continue. Development of Auto.,, ti: Test
Equitpmett (ATE) software for TACJAM and QUICK FIX will contiane. Upgrade of the QUICK FiX systems will cou.nt,,) to Il.pr-e

i I- i 'itt
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Project: IDKI2 Title: Communications Electronic Counterme.-,s Sytems
Program flfaent: 06.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Counterteasur., ;stea

P)n Mission Area: 525 - El.ctronic Warfare budget Activity: 54 - Tactical Projramt
and Counter-C3!

jamming and dfr,.ct(on-fIndlug by development of a ]_antenna for use on a hell,:..pter which will take
advantage of the AM/TIq-i7A and attempt to improve upon the current aqcuracv.
The TACIAN developmental product improvement program will continue with the add-on pro -ram and the ECH
upgrade, plus the starting of a program to Increase the capability of the current systemL

through software modifications without significant equipment changes.

4. FY 1983 Planned Proga. Efforts initiated In prior years will continue. Automatic tea: gqplpment ,applications
software for TACAIH and QUICK FIX will be completed. The developmental product Improvements to TACJAtt

'will

.cogtinue. QUICK FIX jamming and direction-finding Improvements will continue. A program to peeform iiuelear weapons effects
assessments on TACJAM and QUICK FIX

wili start.

5. (U) Program to CompetIon: T.1his is a continuing program.

6. (C) Maj H l4lestones:

Current Milestone Dates
Task Name Major Milestones lilestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 3Shm.bisston
ANALk-51, QUICK FIX Type Classification I Qtr FY 1978 1 Qtr FY 1978
AlI/HL-34, TACJAM Type Classification 3 Qtr Fy 1979 3 Qtr FY t979

F:KI A) Start 2 Qtr FY 1981 Not Shown

Slippage of two months in AN/MLQ-34 type classification was dame to administrative delays in approving ra;%#Its of development
acceptance in-process review (DEVA IPR).
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Project: IDKI2 Title: Communications Electronic Countermeasures Systea.sa
Program Element: #6.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Countermeasures Systems

DOD Hlission Area: 1257 - Electronic Warfare Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs
and Counter-C3i

7. Resources (I in thousands):

Total
VY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional kstimat-,i

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost
RDTE I

Funds (current requirements) 4954 553 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown in PY 1981
submission) 4954 5959 Not Shown Continuing Not AppJ i.able

quantities: Not Applicable

Decrease in FY 1981 attributable to the application of Congressional general reductions.
Decrease of $1379 thousand in FY 1982 is due to restructuring of the overall program element by moving expendable jammers and
noncommunicationas Jammers to Project DKI4 and DKI3 respectively and internal budget adjustments for higher pritriLy Army
projects.

Other Appropriations:

Other Procurement. Army
* *

*

Funds (current requirements) 21400 62700
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 21400 60800 Not Shown

Other Appropriations:

Quantities (current requirements) I 25
Quantities (as shown In FY 1981

submission) It 23 Not Shown

*
5
*Funds/quantities shown are for TACJAN. (See Descriptive Summary for-Program Element 6.37.55.A.) FY 1981 Is an increase

of two systems based on contract reduced costs. FT 1982 has an increase of three systems. Funds were adjusted in FY 1981

for Inflation and FY 1982 for quantity increase and inflation.
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Project: #DKI2 Title: Communications Electronic Countermeasures Systems
Program Element: 16.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Countermeasures Systems
000 Mission Area: 257 - Electronic Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

and Counter-C31

Aircraft Procurement, Army****
Funds (current requirements) 0 0
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 18900 5400 Not Shown

quantities (current requirements 0 0
Quantities (as shown in PY 198
submission) 5 0 Not Shown

****Funds/quanttties shown are for QUICK FIX/BLACKIAWK (UH-60A) aircraft. (See Descriptive Summary for Program Element

6.37.55.A.) Changes in funding and quantities are to reflect BiACKIAWK production. Previous funding contained funds to
modify Eli-tH/X to QUICK FIX configuration. The current funding for this HOD is as follows: FY80-$16000, FY8i-$5600, and
FYR2-$2700.
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FY k982 RD'E CONGRESSIONAI. DESCRIPTIVE SUMHARY

Project: I DKI4 Title: Expendable Jammers
Program Element: I 6.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Counteri..,isurestms

DOD Mission Area: 1257-Electronic Warfare and Counter Command, Budget: 14 - Tactical Programs
Control, Communications, and Intelligence

A. DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This project funds the advanced development of a series ,f -xpendabl ele-
tronic warfare (E) equipment capable of disrupting hostile tactical communications and noncommunicatl..i3 systems and capa-
bie of being emplaced behind enemy lines by artillery, unatteuded/airborne (U/A) platforms and/or by imnd. The basic
advantages of expendables are: I - Can be quickly and accurately deployed in close proximity to hostile -ommunication and
noncommummications systems; 2 - Are capable of disrupting these hostile systems without compromising U.5 Aray ground and air-
borne troop locations; 3 - Will not normally interfere with friendly equipment due to low power output :ili distant emplace-
ment of the devices. The expendable electronic counter-countermeasures (ECHI) .capability will consist tf m mix of bmirraRe
and automatic scan/lock-on Jam types with

There Is also a requirement for the development of time -,:n;ilng and guidance
systems necessary to create a homing antiradiation sensor to be targeted against

The tasks included in the expendable Jammer (EXJAN) project are expendable .J, homing ant iradia-
tLion sensor (lomerun) system, Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPV) EW payload, and micromwave/communlcattons .. mjendable Jamers.

B. RELATED ACTIVITIES: During FY 1980 an internal laboratory infrared (ILIR) program entitled "ReAtle Control of
Expendable Jammers Using Spread Spectrum Techniques" was performed under Program Element 6.11.OiA, Project Number
ILI611OIA91A. The objective of this in-house effort was to assess the feasibility of

Experimental remote control links utilizing
matched pairs of surface wave devices were breadboarded and successfully tested within the laboratory. The results of this
program have been used as the basis for an PY 1981 program entitled "Expendable Jammer Techniques" being performed under
Program Element 6.27.1SA. Proect 62715A042. Effort will result.in a sufficient quantity of remote control links to permit
determination of the

The tasks currently being performed under this project 6375SDKI4 were previously funded under program elements
6.27.55.0251 (Protective Electronic Warfare Equipment) and 6.37.55.DKI2 (Communications Electronic Cotinics'measures). The US
Army Electronic Research and Development Command (ERADCO4) Project Officer has been assigned expendable ciectronic counter-
measures (ECl) (jamming) devices. Among his responsibilities is monitoring Army and other services expundabte ECM device
programs In order to preclude any possibility of a duplication of effort within the Army or the Department of Defense.
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Pro lect: 0 DKI4 Title: Expendable Jammers
Program Elemt: 0 6.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Countemeasures Systems

l)01l) M saon rea: "Wi7-Electronlc Warfare and Counter CommaQk Budt -Tactical Pirouama

Control Commnications, and intelligence

C. (11) WORK PERFIRMED BY: Tile prime contractors performing work on the EX.AM program are Motorola, Inc-., Scottsdale, AZ,
for Artliery-l)clivered Smart Set-On EXJAM; Fairchild, Long Island, NJ, for ArtIllery-Delivered barra.e EXJAM and Sanders
Associates, Naslieg, Nil for Microwave EXJAH. The In-house developing organizations within the US Army Electronics Research
gnd Development C.mmand (ERADCOM) are tile Electronics Warfare Laboratory (EWL), Ft Monmouth, NJ, for t he Artillery-Delivered
Smutt Set-On and 'lcrowave EXJAM; US Army Electronics Research and Development Command - Signal Warfare Laboratory (SWiL),
Warrenton, VA, for tile Artlilery-Delivered Barrage EXJAM; and 1IS Army Electronics Research and Develolment Command - liD
Laboratory (iD!.), Adelph, MD, for the Artillery-Delivered Barrage EXJAi.

D. PROGRAM Af:COMPLiSI[HENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: In FY76 US Army Electronics Research And Development Command (ERADCOM)
Initl el the deviopment of the scan lock-on and barrage hand-emplaced communications Jammers. These jammers were completed
In FY71 and an op-ratlonal feasibility test conducted. The conclusions from the test Indicated that '-spendable Jimer
(EXIJAl) devices c.in be expected to

Based on the FY78 results, an acceleTated development for the very high frequency (VIIF)
artillery-deiIver.d barrage Jammer was initiated. Principal efforts in the initial stages of this effort were concerned with
battery life, automatic antenna erection, and deployment dispersion. These efforts have resulted In a planned procurement of
a litits reserve battery, development of new composite material antennas and the verification of appropriate deplony ent of
EX.JA devices. Also In FY78, development of an artillery-delivered scan lock-on jammer was started. Eighteen scan lock-on
devi a were delivered In FY8O for in-house government testing. A feasibility model of a microwave (IADAR) expendable Jammer
was also built nAl tested in FY74. Tests proved the feasibility of using a microwave expendable jamm.r (EXJAM) agailnst
specified threats. Contracts were awarded in FY80 for the advanced development of a VIIF artillery-delivered barrage device
and a microwave de-vice.

2. FY 198l Program: Those efforts started in FY80 for
and a microwave FEJAM will continue through FY81. During FYS, designs will be finalized and approved and

Initial prototypes will be delivered for government evaluation. Development of a scan lock-on EXJAM will begin In second
quarter FYBI. in house test and evaluation of existing communications EXJAM devices will continue. Artillery EXIAM disper-
sion terhniques will complete field testing. Prototype development of the homing antiradiation drone syatem, lomterun, will
begin.
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Project: # DKi4 Title: gxpendable Jammers
Program Element: 0 6.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Counterseasures Systems
DOD Mission Area. 77--Eectronic Warfare and Counter command, Budget: 14 - Tactical Programs

Control, Communications, and Intelligence

3. FY 1982 Planned Program: Fabrication and documentation for the advanced development (AD) artillery-delivered
barrage and scan lock-on EXJAM and the microwave EXIAM will be completed. The development test/operational test (DT/OT) it
and the validation in-process review (IPR) for each of these devices will be completed and a transition decision, to engi-
neering development, will be made. All necessary experimental work will have beel performed, and these EX.IAM programs will
be ready for full-scale development. Also, development of a for the
iomerun program will be initiated.

4. (U) PY 1983 Planned Program: Development of an airborne platform carried and seeded barrage and scoan lock-on com-
munications EXJAH will begin. The artillery-delivered EXJAM will transition to engineering development. Advanced
development of the Rlomerun system will continue through FY83.

5. Program to Completion: Continue advanced development of the airborne platform barrage and scan lock-on EXJARi
programs.

Start improvement programs for com-
munications and microwave EXJAM devices in FY84.

6. (U) Major Milestones: Not Applicable.

7. Resources ($ in thousands):

Total

FY 1980 FY 1981 FT 1982 FY 1983 Addltlon.,l Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Comphitln Cost

RDT9
Funds (current requirements) 0 0
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission Not Shown
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UNCLASSIFIED
Pro Jct: 1 DKI4 Title: Expendable Jammers
Program gleat: # 6.37.55.A Title: Tactical Electronic Countermeasures Systems
DOD Hission Area: 257-Eiectronic Warfare and Counter Command, Budget: 14 - Tactical Proraes

Control, Communications, and Intelligence

This Is the first time a Congressional Descriptive Summary was submitted for expendable jammers.

Other Appnprialttons: Not Applicqble.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1982 ROTE CONGRRSSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

i'rgrim Element: #6 .42.02 .A T itlte: Aircraft Weapons
DI)) ti ,toa Area: h212- Fire Support Budget; Activity: #4 - Tatical.Porm

A. (11) RESOURCES (PROJECT IJSTING):; ($ in _thusnads)

Pr ,, FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additiocal E. t 11 at cd
r4.a. ,!r Ti t]. Ac tual I 'st ttte Esat Ima te Estiate to Cum lc-tion C. a

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT -6-403 5130 3d_ 568 1729 1911 $I "

1)1.62 AIrcratft Rocket Subsystems 4153 4286 2939 729 1517 ?1I
DI 13 Ai rcraft Gun-Type Weapons 2250 844 629 0 0 P6:. )

B. (11) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSIO NEE: lTits program is needed to support tile development -d test ofit I-
p~roved aircraft weapon subsystems. excluding missiles. The program Is necessary in order to support the cr lauing reqo Ire-
ment for low-cnst, reliable. easily malatainable, lightweight, Increasingly effective armament subsystems oI Avanced drt-.ig.
for attack h~el icopters. The Jtsvelopsent .ini testing of new rocket (2 .75 inch) warheads and all Improved mul -- iI be -,, Am-
plishe) for use as se,-ondtiry armament capability on attack helicopters.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1941 RDTE RE4)IEST; Basic rocket trajectory data will be acq~uired for Integration tin i.raft tkr. o-
trols. Env iomentai and aircraft indllceJ paraimeters affecting rocket trajectory will be defined. Evainail i, cof severllI
taotors lnt cllrretty Incolrporated in the trajectory eqjuation14 will be Initiated. These equat ions must be d, loped to o--
clomo deficiencies in delivering rockets accurately. Trajectory constanlts for tile different rocket motor/w~it ., ., combInai (oals
will be developed and reflnel. Fi re control compulter Info~rmation nlecessary to produce tile read-only traje. i i data ar.I;
which will be required for future productin aircraft and for uplgrading tile fire control computers of field.. I -ircraft, iud
the Iati necessary to upgrade the Rocket Management System data cards will be developed. Recommended change4 40t the IlOCket_
MinlgemeLnt Systems thumbwheel to reflect changes In rocket (motor/warhead/fuze) configuration will be obtailelI. Tile type
classi fication action for tile 10mm Iligh-Exploive nula-Purpose (XM78

9
) ammunition will he completed by coallIn lg ln-1 roess

reviews (IPR) for type classification by examining the technical data package for suitablatity for Comapetita. t rocurement and
by trinsilonlog the Item to single service manager.

11. (U) COMPARISON WITHfFY 1981 RnTE REJUEST: ( iln thlousan~ds)

11 Pill UNCLASSIFIED



UNCLASSIFIED
Pr;,g).s Riem*.,y: #6.42.02.A Title: Aircraft Weapons

00) Miss[o., Ar,.,: 2i2- Fire Sofport Budget Activity; 14 - Tactclc Propr tmo

Tota I
Add I t Ionat I Es t na t e,I

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Co,.pletirn Cost

Funds (rcirrent requlrements) 6403 5130 3568 2246 501( f,
Funds (as !l;o,.n In FY 1981

sub.l I .o") 524) 5511 4970 1890 50431

The FY 1980 li.rease reflects reprograming action to fund special effort to solve problems encountered dulring pr.squallfica-
tion testing of the high-exptosive dual-purpose 30mm Ammunition (XH789). These developmental problems resulted in schedule
slip of approxldnately 12 months establishing the additionai funding requirement for PY 1982 to complete this develolnent
lealing to type ctasslfication. The FY 1981 decrease reflects the application of general Congressional reductions. The
overall decrvate in FY 1982 results from a decrease in tle 2.75-Inch Rocket Development Program due to higher priority Army
reqn]i rements.

E. (i) OTHER APPROPRIATTON FUNDS: ($ In thousands) Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 06.42.02.A Title: Aircraft Weaons

UOD Mission Area: 12t2 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 4 
- 

Tactical Program s

V. (UI) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This program supports the development of new gun and rocket ampons submystsems
for Arsy Aircraft. The requirement is for reliable, 1iw-cost, easily maintainable, minimum drag, lightweit il armament uub-

systems of advanced design that provide sufficient standoff range and effectiveness. The submunition warl, ad element pro-
viles smuitlpurpose lethality against personnel, materiel, and lightly armored targets. Analysis and firings to date ludicate
a slet result of the improvements will be an increase in antipersonnel lethality of greater than 50-1 when comp ared to the
current standard system. The 19-tube lightweight launcher ias a 50 weight reduction compared with the coi r-,,mt 19-tube
launcher and tho lightweight launcher is compatible with the current and Improved families of rockets. Th, hrhmm alms,mnl ion
element provides a lethal combat round with both shape charge and high-explosive capability for use by th,: klack leiilcopter
(AAII) and the US Marine Corps Harrier. This ammunition will be interoperable In NATO Gun Systems.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Close liaison is maintained with the other services and industry to avoid dupli,atioo of
effort. The Army participates in time Tri-Service Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Air-Launched Non-N, tear Ordnance,
an organization chartered at time ma)or field command level. This group provides a medium for exchange of t, hmnical informa-
Lion and determination of joint use Implications. An Army representative serves on the Air Munitions Reqmi ,inents and
Development Committee. an organization Within the Office of the Secretary of Defense. One of the functioi:; i,, titls committee
is the establishmuent of joint service requirements and development of air munitions. Related Program Elemu, are 6.

4
1.O.A,

Advanced Attack Helicopter; 6.42.12.A, COBRA/TOW; 6.32.06.A, Aircraft Weapons; and 6.22.Oi.A. Aircraft We,,,.: Technology.

H1. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Contractors: lughes Aircraft Company, Canoga Park, CA; Norris Industries, LI. Aiigeles, CA;
Ilercules Incorporated, Rmdford, VA; Ill-Line Plastics, Incorporated, Olathe, KS; Colin Industries, Sheboygan. I[; Ilugies
Ielicopters, Cmlver City, CA; Iloneyweil Incorporated, Minneapolis, MN; and seven other contractors or prop.n lie bidders
accounting for ($1,765,000) of time effort. In-hmouse organizations: US Army Aviation Research and Develolasmitt Command, St.
Louis, MO; US Army Armament Research and Development Command, Dover, NJ; US Army Missile Research and Devel.-jiment Comand,
luntsville, Al.; Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head. MD; Lake City Ammunition Plant, Lake City, HD; Project Hmmager, Advanced
Attack Helicopter, St. Louis, MO, Project Manager, COBRA/TOW, St. Louis, MO.

I. (I) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

i. (U) PY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Initiated development of: new family of 2.TSi-nch rocket atheads with
remote set fuzing capability; a training practice, higi-explosive. dual-purpose 

3
om ammunition round, ilnten 1erable mi tmie

HATO 3ilma gus, for attack helicopters. Completed development of tim 2.75-Inch Ligltweigmt Rocket Launcme f,sr artmck

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Progr-m Element: #6,42.02.A Title: Aircraft Weapons

DI) Mission Arei: 12 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

helicopters. This I.ightweight Rocket Launcher will be compatible with the new Remote Settabie Fuze oi the 2.75- Rocket
Systems. Completed development of the 30mm HIIgh-Explosive Incendiary Ammunition (XM799) for the USHC for use in hurrier
Aircraft. Resolved problems associated with the Iligh-Explosive Dual-Purpose (IiEDP) Ammunition in bore explosions which al-
lowed the Army to move to qualification testing of the ammunition.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: The multipurpose submunition warhead (XM261) and improved rocket motor continue development.
Static, ejection, fragmentation, and armor penetration tests will be conducted on submunitions. Fuzes and bailute assemblies
will he wind tunnil and flight tested. The 1fI(66 rocket motor with the XM261 and HlSi warleads will be wind tunnel tested.
DTOT It test will be completed and Type Classification of the XKH26 with the new MK66 rocket motor will be initiated.

1. (Ii) FY P)82 Planned Program: The type classification of the improved rocket motor will be completed. The technical
data package will be updated, and the effort transferred for production procurement during FY83. Basic rocket trajectory
data for the multipurpose submunition warhead will be acquired for integration into the AHIS fire control. The
high-explosive, dual-purpose (IIEDP) ammunition will be type classified. Detailed examination of the technical data package
will be conducted ro assure suitability for competitive procurement and transition to single service imanager.

4. (U) FY 1913 Planned Program: Refinement of the multipurpose submunition rocket trajectory dta for tile warhead, im-
provel rocket motor and AllIS combination will be initiated. Production actions will be Initiated pendling avaliability of
funds.

5. (if) Pro,,grm to"Completion: Full engineering development efforts will be reestablished for illumination and smoke
warheads and ar. scheduled to complete development In FY 1986.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

FT 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SIII4ARY

Program Element: 16.42.04.A Title: Air Nobility Support Equipment

DOD Hission Area: 1261 - Airlift Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Tot a i

Project PY 1980 Y 1981 PT 1982 FY 1983 Additional gail,_ed

Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Coat,

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEHENT 250 1187 3064 3958 Continultig Not pp Ilcable

DC32 Ground Support Equipment 0 0 1345 2096 Continuing Not k.xiIicable

DC33 Cargo Handling Equipment 0 651 939 1061 Continuing Not + 1.jlcable

DC45 Aviation Life Support
Systems 250 536 780 801 Continuing Not %ppicable

B. (U) BRIEP DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program develops Items of equipment, excluding alt,:raft, that

support the Army air mobility requirement. The program leads to the production of Items which enhance the c..r;o handling
operations and crew survivability for aircraft or which facilitate the maintenance of the aircraft fleet. To evade enemy air

defense systems, Army aircraft must fly at low levels, when operating near the Forward Edge of the Battle Area (FEA).

Special Electronic Mission Aircraft (SEMA) maintain a standoff distance from the PEBA to avoil enemy air defenet. systems and

must operate at higher altitude for mission accompishment. These operating conditions demand improved aircraft subsystems

and components to enhance the efficiency, safety, and survivability of air crewmembers operating in a hostile anviroment.

New and improved ground support, cargo handling and aviation life support equipment im required to minimize arcraft tura-

around times and to maximize efficient operations and maintenance, especially in forward battle areas. The o,ulizing of

the cargo capabilities for the cargo and utility helicopters will result In reduced airframe requirements. ope,. itng coats,

and manpower requirements for given cargo requirements.

C. (U) BASIS FOR PT 1982 RUTE REQUEST:

(U) Ground Support Equipment: Initiate Engineering Development of: a Small Portable Analyzer Diagnostic Equiatsnt (SPADE)

to diagnose the condition of helicopter drive train bearings during ground run-up; a highly mobile, lightweight

turbine-powered Aviation Ground Power Unit (AGPU) capable -f providing all electric, hydraulic, and pneumatic round serviL-

iug requirements of the Army's current and developmental aircraft systems; a mobile, self-contained, high-pr assure Aviation

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Ecyrus VI tlii #f,.42.0i',.A Tit 1,: Air flobi lity, Sopport Equiipincit

Wci '-1.~ #~a I20I -- All lift Holcdget Activity: #14 - Tactical l'rogians

1) nI ici , Ii ie-Icing, and C leaningi Systemi (AiiiCiS) for rapid decccctatinatjcon/claccccg of Lte extcc cal sirfa aces cit Aluty
,i ,I it ; iii AVIM iioi-ivjs ionacI Shcopj Sets , tt bte mounted in lIterinationial Standards Orgacicatiori-s ized siccIters ,it) repclace

cotr itict si-ts which ate ccocctcd iii obscoletce vans.

(111 Cargc-Iliaid I ticg Equipmient: Cuiihete procicieucilit of plctctyp-,e of an external wcctaicr systeni for cargo (Cargoc
11il1 iccicter Rictvul Lilt Systemc) for lDeveloymcsc'ct test IIt/iihercticcal Vest It. Award contracts for additional lcdIiCcilct
Ic ccci n a , iccdlg Systems, ( jugS ) prcctccyp 1ie for Develoccccit Te~st II/ciperat ional rest I I witic tile C11-4 7.

(111 Aviat iccic 1c 11c Sucjport ± iticcccct: tpccc~uc~e dcelcpccit ccf a Floctationc Kit for licelicopter airceiccewn. Initiate
cnii: cccr i g cic-, vIoipcin tci aci Eise rgnccy Loca toir -rranccii t ter (ELT). Conduict DevelIopmeint ricst II lOpe rat ioct rest 11 Icr
twcc lit (cr ct ox.ygen, s ysteels. A Itli icopter (lit tled) cisygen syst ciii will pircovide oxygen to a irc rewicn ducr ing sea cl and

rcs~~icc ..ss Ic acdliglc-altitcde, traiccing. 11-c 1Iv-I.illiii-2I Special Eletroccic Mission Aircraft (ShMA) will ibe cqccipped
wcilc :1. te1 Ic at oygenl system (Oicctica rd Oxcygeci Cenerat i g Sys t i) whlcicii gecncerates acid fit ters clsygn when 01cc iat ing at
iiyi alt itccdc; cud/or icc clicicial agecit eicvirsncucts.

tC- reit Milestone Dates
Itj,.,r Milsoces Vii lestcce lates Shown in IY 1981 Silicscioi

Iciprccced Light ing Systeci
for Arcmy Aircraft (ILSAA)

ccteei)T/oiT it :'Y 1981

10i ataul e Bocdy acid Hlead
It, trajicts Systecc (ItAtRS)
licciiate Ecnginfee ring lie e lcipc int FY 1982 Not Shccwn

cicticcuve'd I iIt dcnlg Systec for Aricly Ai rcrafit (I ISAA ) is nocw a noic'eveltciceital i temc. It is bicc icn corporatecd inito aplchi -
cai, ai Ircratil -iitcoveiect llrogracis. AllI p-cgrai lcccdincg is based ccil validated acquisit ion cost estlimcates cccntaicned icc
apii vect or dial ci ilcirencecits documnencts.
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UNCLASSIFiED
Program Element: 16.42.04.A Title: Air Nobility Support Equipen.t

DOD Mission Area: 261 - Airlift Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total

Additional s timat ed
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Coast

RTE
Funds (current requirements) 250 I187 3064 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown In FY 1981

submission) 450 1230 1653 Continuing Hot Applicable

The $200 thousand reduction in FY 1980 and the $43 thousand reduction In FY 1981 resulted from the diversion of funds to
other higher priority Army programs. The increase of $1411 thousand In FY 1982 is necessary to meet new development efforts
in the Ground Support Equipment project. This project was not funded in previous years (FY 1980 and FY i9bi). The new
Ground Support initiative ior aircraft includes Lite development of a new ground power unit, an aircraft dCcontamination
unit, a nondivisional shop set (intermediate level of maintenance), and a portable diagnostic set.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUND: Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Elemen: 16.42.04.A Title: Air Mobility Support Equipment
DOD Mission Area: 0261 - Airlift Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Pro0rnms

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This ongoing program is a composite of Ground Support Equipment,
Cargo-Handling Equipment, and Aviation Life Support Equipment. Engineering development of ground support equipment Is to
develop equipment and procedures applicable to the servicing and maintenance of Army aircraft. The cargo-handling projects
are to develop slings, nets, and devices to optimize the rapid movement by helicopter of equipment and supplies to and within
forward areas. Development of aviation life support equipment will continue to enhance the overall safety and survivability
of Army atrcre~een.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Program Elements 6.32.09.A, Air-Mobility Support; 6.22.09, Aeronautical Technology; and
6.22.10.A, Airdrop Technology, in coordination with Joint Technical Coordinating Group (Air Force Program Elements
6.42.28.F, Tactical Airlift Modernization; %nd 4.11.18, C-141 Stretch Modification); and NATO Standardization agreements. US
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command/US Army Training and Doctrine Command (DARCOM/TRADOC) Life Support Steering
Council. US Army Aviation Research and Development Command (AVRADCOM)/TRADOC Joint Working Group for Aviation Life Support
Equipment (ALSE) Development. Duplication of effort is avoided through coordination of Joint Working Groaps composed of
development activity representation of all services.

It. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Ii. Koch and Sons, Anaheim, CA; Boetng-Vertol, Ridley Park, PA; Sikorsky Aircraft Company,
Stratford, CT; Kaman Aviation, Windsor Locks, CT; Bell Helicopter, Dallas, TX; Martin Marietta, Baltimore, MD; Fiber Science,
Salt Lake City, UT; Air Research, Phoenix, AZ; Whitehill Mfg Corp, Lima, PA.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLSIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FT 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Cargo-landling Equipment: A high-performance helicopter rescue hoist has
been procured and fielded to meet an urgent requirement stated by the Surgeon General for Medical Evacuation units. Aviation
i.ife Support Equipment: A vacuus-packed flotation kit for helicopter crewmembers and passengers wis procured and submitted
to formal Army DT/OT TI. The development cost of this kit has been reduced by using an adaptation of a US Air Force standard
life raft.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Cargo-Handling Equipment: Engineering development of an external helicopter lift system
(Container Helicopter External Lift System) will be initiated based on the satisfactory completion of validation testing of
the Container Lift Adapter and an 8x8x20-foot Helicopter External Gondola System (HEGS-tO). Aviation I.ife Support Equipment:
Complete the Development Test/Operation Test It of Helicopter Flotation Kit. Award a development contract for an oxygen sys-
tem for use in the UH-2, 011-58, CH-47, and EH-60 to allow these aircraft to fly, in accordance with Army regulations, at
altitudes over 10,000 feet. An On-Board Oxygen Generating System (OBOGS) will also enter engineering development to support
high-altitude missions of the RV-1D/RU-21 aircraft. UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: *6.42.04.A Title: Alr Hobilit_. S=Mmrt ent
DOD Mission Area: 1261 - Airlift Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Programs:

(U) Ground Support Equipment (GSE): Engineering development of the following end items will be Initiated: Small Port.,ble
Analyzer Diagnostic Equipment (SPADE), Aviation Ground Power Unit (AGPU). Aircraft Decontaminating De-icInq ad Cleani"n;
System (ADDCS), and Aviation Intermediate Maintenance, Non-Divisional Shop Set.

(U) Carjo-IHandling Equipment (CIE): Acquisition of Cargo Helicopter External Load System (CIiELS) Ihardwa., aid teat support
packages for Development Test/Operation Test i will be initiated. Engineering development of an Internal .:argo-Ilandlig
System (ICIlS) for the CH-47 will be Initiated with tie procurement of additional prototype hardware and nec..ssary tat .up-
port packages for Development Test/Opm.attonal Test I (DT/OT 1i).

(U) Aviation Life Support Equipment: The Helicopter Flotation Kit will be type classified standard. Time Dvelopmet
Test/Operation Test It of the Ilelicopter Oxygen System will continue. Development Test/Operation Test It tl the On-sdi
Oxygen-Generating System installed in time RU-21/RU-ID aircraft will be initiated. Engineering development titi be imit|ted
on an Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT). All necessary experimental work for the above items will be peLrormed, and tlaese
items will be ready for full-scale development.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Ground Support Equipment: Acquisition of Aviation Ground Power Unli (kGPU), SmhiI
Portable Analyzer Diagnostic Equipment (SPADE), Aviation Decontaminating De-Icing and Cleaning System (ADD(':;), and Aviation
Intermediate Maintenance (AVIM) Shop Set prototypes and test smpport packages will continue. Cargo-iiandlim iuipment:
Development Test/Operational Test It will be initiated for the Container elicopte: External Lift System (C2,F.-).
Acquisition of prototype Internal Cargo-Handling System (iCilS) for the CH-47 will be continued and Initiatl tor the UlI iO.
Engineering development wilt be initiated on the 8xmxlO-foot Helicopter External Gondola System (NEGS-IO) and on a helicopter
external cargo sling system constructed with advanced technology materiels. Aviation Life Support Equipmemn: The helicopter
On-Board Oxygen system for use tn the UlI-l, 011-58. CH-47 pod EN-60 aircraft wilt be type classified stand 11 1. Comphett;
Development Test/Operation Test II of the On-Board Oxygen Generating System (OBOGS) installed in RV-ID and Ibd 1 alrcralt.
Engineering development will be initiated for the Inflatable Body sad Head Restraint System (IBAIIRS) based iii !mucceasftal com-
pletion of the validation phase. An engineering development contract will be awarded by the Naval Air Deveio~ment Cetmtmt for
design and fabrication of the IBAlRS. Separate contracts will be awarded by the US Army Aviation Research nd Developsmt
Command for system integration in the AH-IS and AII-64 aircraft. Initiate Development/Operational Teat 11 m he Emerge.y
Locator Transmitter (ELT). All necessary experimental work for the huGS-I and the IBAHRS will be perform,. and tim.-me

systems will be ready for full-scale development.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 16.42.04.A Title: Air Mobility Support Equipment
IDO) Mission Area 2K26- Airlift Bodget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prora.as

i. (u) Pfro!j m to C2"petion: This is a continuing program. Al FY 1982 efforts are scheduled to be completed with

achievement of an Initial Operational Capability (10C) by FY 1986 except for the Aviation Ground Power Unit (ACGN) and
Aviation Decontelijating ne-Icing and Cleaning System (ADOCS) which have an estimated 1OC for FY 1987.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL iESCRIPT[VE SU3IIARY

Program Element: #6.42.06.A Title: BLACKI|AWK
DOD Mission Area: #261 - kfrlift Budget Activity 04 - Tactical Prougr.:,;

A. (W) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTINC): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 VY 19d1 FY 1982 FY 1983 Addition l Eslit L
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Complet i in Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEUIEwr 5259 5046 6158 3110 0 982l4

QUANTiT iES

1069 UII-60 Feasibility 1000 504o 6158 110 U i 13 1
Demonstrat ion

01)76 BLACKIIAWK (UII-60A) 2259 0 0 0 0 48)9))

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION IF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEE): This program will demonstrate the feasibilit, of firing ihe h;LLFIR
-

missile from the U11-60 aircraft, a Congressional initiative. The program also satisfies an Aray reniira!lent to e: iblislh and
quality aircraft hard points and hardware to mount external stores such as the 1M-56 helicopter mine IJispensing sy.iteis or ant
eiternal fuel storage system to Improve the self-deployabiLity of the UII-60A BLACK lAWK.

C. (11) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDI'g RQuES'T: Funds are required to cover the third increment of ConerstL- effort Lij include
qualification flight testing, missile firing, and a preliminary airworthiness evaluation.

Current hilestone Dates
Major liLestones Milestone Dates Shown in I'Y 1980 Submission
Contract Awird February 1981 Not Shown
Critical Design Review Junce 1980 Not Shown
lit Missile Firing 2nd Qitr FY 1982 Ird Qtr FY 1981
Demonstration Completion 1st Qtr FY 1981 4th Qtr FY 1981
Final Report Ird .)tr FY 1983 ist Qtr F 1982

An initial schedule adjustment was required for in-house design determinations, coordination of a ;1is;l...i 1leeds (tit;) document
aid to obtain and evaluate a development proposal from Sikorsky Aircraft. The Aviation Research and 'evelopment 4,mmand

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
I'rogram EIom,o.t : 6. 2. 06.A Title: BLACKIAWK

DOO Hislon Area: 2 -- Airlift Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

developed the total prcgram cost estimate based on an analysis of similar engineering development in the Advanced Attack
liel iopter progr.im am-l v,lattci of contractor development proposals.

). (11) CIIPARISON 141t_' FY 1981 ROTE REqJEST: ($ in thousands)

Tot aI
Additional Pat Iated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RtIE
Funds (current reqILrements) 5259 5046 6158 3110 498214
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 3000 5420 0 0 85120

FY 19,41) and 1981 fundq fr the U0-60 Feasibility Demonstration were shown under Program Element 6.43.10A, 8leliborne isslie-
IIELLFIRE, to the FY 1981 budget submission. There were no funds requested for project D378, BLACK IAWK, in th. FY 1981
budget request; conseque,tty no Congressional Descriptive Summary was submitted. Subsequently, $1999 was reprogramed into
I)178, BLACK IAWK, to complete maturity testing, and an additional $1) was later added as reported to Congress in December
1980 in a Niotification of Reprograming. The FY 1981 decrease reflects a Congressional reduction in inflation adjustment. FY
1982 sod FY 198) funis wre added to satisfy an Army requirement to develop and qualify an external stores support system
capablo of qupporting tlh. t-56 mine-lispensing system or external fuel tanks required for improved seif-deptoyability nd
extended mission ranges for the U11-60A, BLACK UIAWK. The remainder of the Total Estimated Cost reflected for Corrent
Requlrcment ($18641) i attributable to Project ID178, BLACK 11AWK.

E. (u) I)TIIER APPROPRI,%rION FUNDS: ($ in thousands) Not Applicable

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #b. 42.06.A Title: BLACKIIAIJK
DOll Mission Ares: 1261 - Airlift Budget Activity; 84 - Tactical Program,.

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This project encompasses the design, development, test and full qualification
of the External Stores Support System (ESSS), the feasibility demonstrations of the HELLFIRE missile anA -56 sine dispensing
system, and the development of an external fuel system for extended range capability. Funds have beai, programed ti incre-
mentally fund the following efforts through program completion in FY 1981:

1. (U) Relocate, design, and qualify fuselage hard points and a removable external stores syste. Lair the UII-6iQA capable
of carrying eight HELLFIRE missiles on each side of the Ull-60A. The stores system wilt also be capable if carrying external
fuel tanks and mine dispensers.

2. (U) Conduct flight tests to qualify the ESSS with external fuel tanks and to evaluate compatiblltty of the system
with missiles and launchers.

3. (U) Fire ballistic missiles to insure HELLFIRE missile blast pressure is compatible with the 1111 6OA structure and
conduct an airborne firing survey to determine airframe and missile compatibility with regard to both 0i tuctural toads and
stability of the airframe and missile.

4. (U) Conduct a preliminary airworthiness evaluation and a developmental test by the US Army leil and Evaluation
Commind. Contract award is scheduled to allow coordination of Letter of Agreement (LOA) requirements ',,i a UII-60A Mlission
Needs (MN) change to accommodate the External Stores Support System (ESSS).

G. (U) RELATED ACrIVITrIS: The UELLFLRE missile is being developed under Program Element 6.41.10.A, Ih liburne
Hiss il e-IIELLFIRE.

It. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: United Technologies Corporation, Sikorsky Aircraft Division, Stratford, It; Rockwell i"Lerna-
tlional, Coluab I; BLACK HANK Project tianager's Office, St. Louis, MO.

I. (U) PRIOGRAN ACCOMtPLISIIlIENrS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS;

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: In September 1980, a contract was awarded to Rockwll International for mis-
sile anti launcher refurbishmsent and test support. Contract to the airframe contractor, Sikorsky Airtr t, to liaLtiote the
design and modification of hard points and external Stores and fabrication of teat articles has been d layed to alliw coordi-
nation of the Letter of Agreement (LOA) with a draft Mission Needs (MN) change for the Uli-6OA helicupt r. The LilA is In the
final stages of staffing 3nd will be signed prior to contract pward currently scheduled for February 1 81.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program EIement : fi, 4?.06.A Title: BLACKIIAWK

901) Ilssioa Area: #261 - Airlift Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

2. (11) FY 1981 Program: System design, fabrication of flight articles, integration with flight vehi.le, instro-
mentatin,. and initial flight tests will be accomplished during FY 1981.

A. (1) FY 1982 Planned Program: Ilandting qualities evaluation with missiles installed, firing of three ballistic mis-
sules, t't analysls, mine dispenser design verification testing, external stores system qualification flight testing, and
preilminiry airworthlnoss by the Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity (AEFA), Edwards AFB, CA are schedled for FY 1982.

4. (I) FY 1981 Plannel Program: Completion of flight testing; design and qualification of fuel, pnetenitlc, and elec-
tricat qyt-i for tr,isfer of external fuel; and government deveiopmental testing are scheduled to complete t,,qnired engi-
neering JI.'e),Ipment.

. (11) Progras t Completin: Engineering development is scheduled to be completed with PY 1981 funding.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Fr lsnA MITI,1 ClifiAuES Io~Al 161811 PUiALRti

I t. Eicit: 11.42.ll.A lit le: Advanced Attack I11Leojoer
min 1ssin Arca: 021-Coethtlodgert Activity: #)4_- Tactical I1,ogra.s

A. () (LbSiillkCLS (IcIJEC 1 l.l LIE lo): (I in tIhonsailds)

P
1

1
. FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 19W2 FY 1983 Additional LoliAiated

l1ie b- ratio. Actual Laoti,,iato. L loo AnoatI. Els fot., To Com'pletion Cools
ViTAl. FoR PROGR8AM ELLMENT 176036 172946 94027 0 0 1141381,
i011A141 j jT ES 9

1)"24 Al .vanicvd At tack
l.ickicptor 1161116 1 /294b 9!412: A) 0 It I 1M5

i. fIlllo LU~lo PT8i Fr tI F Lo.llollol AlND ISSlION it.,) Alicc neehods tlie Advan ced At tack Ise IiAcopt- cAr(AIl A u I.- I a
.Ik icAantlIy imlproved taok-ki I I iug capali ity over the ciirro,,t All-I atl-ack iocot to asoist in idefeat togA 141oci.- I ly

slca ior Warsaw Pact arnoir korcos. In recogniitioni ol tlie soohilticatliii and lethality of tlio oir dotll-s throat -oW ip ros
oitoL Ali the hal listic protectionl of Warsaw Vact aroo, a maore ourvivaole, versatile, and lethal attack IlickpL -coto

atodto isjaaataiaa a favorablr onkioloat eocliage ratio. 'II, AAII ias hee.s designed to poroide thiese advaiatag-s Loiiih i ,. Iia.
Loon plistd oan the design -od doe-lonoent of a weapons sysorom wi tli superior fIli ghi per lormanico; al, atot1alooent caalii t to L

Icloat ad a Hioisoio eiqoipownt package to allow day. nightL, and adverse weathier operatin, hfih sv-oahalty
and no1ll ld versatility. Aircraft arolianient includes lte IliELLkR [8Modular ion i Le Systesi,, 3float cliatn gun, and -2. 14 -inach

ti, Lots. rileAII-64 will he Elic Ariop's prieliary attack 1,Iitoliter and will he conipleaseted ky thre All-I series attack 1-1 coptelo.
tc iro..aoa as currently in On! I-Scale Enogiuneering )cvslopieot (Phase 2), which wan preceded lop cooilletit iso aitlra

C. i 01 ASIS Uo rii Y 0 19821 RL(L IulOillIl: F ril fustnds to do 11 vol1ip 1ipo.rt aiud toot equi p-Avt 01Ia -i ita rllL-1 a I vol op
di.tiois tic Programos for onission oqoipoloait Status 1.oaiiy Ipatosa .ts L~o sn correct. delicioncies Aisovered i, OT 11. MILh
toot a cooipaito inatli rolt.-a bladc, coniduct tests ill cIaiatic Iiana'sr slid so icing surfvey it, hliiaeoota, andi revad, dI 1, I.
I ltlt Costs tar preopara i In )i Artiy crew mianuals.
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Progrm lement: #6.42.O7.A Title: Advanced At tack _Nfeilicopter

DO11 Mssion %r .: 12i1-Close Combat Budget AtiLity: 4 - Tactical Prog..:.

Current Milestone Dates
M.)o, '4[lestones Hiestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission

Awird Acrid Vehicle Development

Conract (Phase 1) June 1973 June 1973

First Flight September 1975 September 1975

Complete Air Vehicles Fly-Off September t976 September 1976

Auir.1 Full-Scale Engineering

Dovllopment Contract (Phase .2) December 1976 December 1976

Aw:ird Competitive Target Acquisition December 1976 Decemh- r 1976

D.-gnat ion Systems

anI lilot Night Vision Systeas

(TSI'q/PNVS) Contracts March 1977 March 1977

Co1o l tlive TADS/PNVS Selection Apri 1980 April 1980

Cocrpl ete OT It August 1981 August 1981

Prcdr-eI ion Contract Award December 1981 December 1981

Ftr-t Production Delivery November 1983 December 1983

in)ttl Operitlonal Capability (IOC) January 1985 October 1934

Del~iy in first prlduction delivery ind IO is a result of reduced procurement ftiding in FY82 and F03.

D. (If) COMPAY fF m wiT1I FY 1981 RDTSI RE(UEST: ($ in thousands)

Total

Additional Es t imted
FY 1931 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost ....

RITE

Finds (c-ir rnt reqtuirements) 176036 172946 94#027 0 1141 18',

Funds (a siown in FY 1981
suhmlsi1on) 176036 171564 58246 0 1104221!

The finding lee-i difference In 1981 Is attributable to the ipplicalion of higher fuel, inflation, ai Iiilisn pay pricing

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.42.07.k Title: Advanced Attack ileiitOtr

DO) Mission Are.t: 0211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Prorams

indices than were 3pplleJ last year. FY 1932 is increased by $3500 thoms-nd to complete RDTE effort defer,.I to,* FY I.11

as a result of a mid-air collision on 22 November 1980 and loss of one prototype flight t-at vehicle. Rem-,lipi RIFt , .f)t
has been rllstributed to the other four flight velletis with some work being 4elaye3 until FT 1982. Otler i, I.s,JSd ol

shown in FY 1982 are the result of higher fuel, Inflation, ind civilian pay pricing Indices than were .pplil. I Ist yn m'.

This cost estimate is from Army cost tialyies and should be achieved since FY 1931 is time ltat year of develipsnc.nt suid

eatlwtites i't previous years have been valid.

E. (I) orLIER APPR,PRIATION FUNDS: ($ in tihousands)

'o t, I

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estli.,t md

Actuatl ESt imate Estimate Estimate To Complelh t.k st -

Aircraft Procurement, Army
Funds (current requirements) 1) 50800 365500 554100 4486900 5

4 
S' stvI

Fonls (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 0 50401 427 100 Not Shown 3872300 435Wh),1

Quantities (current reqirements) 0 0 8 44 484

Quantities (as shown In FY 1981

submission) 0 0 14 Not Shown 522,

The funding level difference In 1981 is 3ttributable to the application of higher inflaition indices than wri. ,plplled list

year. -'>st differences in FY 1982 were $39,700 tihousaua1 as a result of higher inflation indices thimm w!e u-lI last year;
$8.410 thousand from a ew bisellinc cost estimate; and a reduction of $11O,000 thousand in the final prepiri I.i., of tile!

FY32-86 budget. This reduction caused an increase In time t'otal estimate of $76,400 thuousaal since procuremitli ,f 8 At's Is
delayed from FY82-86 to FY88-89. To meet omtyear obligitional authority, procurement was reduced In FY 193) hy $230,i100

tlhousand and in FY 1984 by $267,400 thousand. This adjmstment caused ;im ioease In time total estimate of $5%i 7(0 tilil tnd
Since procurement of Ill AAIs is delayed from FY82-86 to FY88-89. It is planned to readjust the FY83-86 pro..1 m to the

originil procurement profile In the PY 83-87 budget ,And timin1 -.-rise this increase In the program estlmat.. Tin i,-mainIhg
$449.i00 thousand lncreise In the total estimate Is from the appllcatlon of hilgh,,r Inflation Indices tman wi.r ,eJ itt

y,, ir.
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Program Element: #6.42.07.A Title: Advanced Attack ieltcopter
I4)D) Mission At. I: Itll-Ciose Combat Bmdget Ativity: 14 -_Tactical Pro-.u.

F. (U) DETAILEI) BACKGRCIIJND AND DESCRIPTION: In September 1972, the US Army approved an Advanced Ai tick Iellcopter (AAII)
development program for an attack helicopter with greater agility, better performance, and a greater ;mrial fire support
capability than currently available in existing Army aertal weapons systems. The AAI program was pr',sonted to Lime Defense
Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC 1), and on 10 November 1972, the Deputy Secretary of Deftnm authorized[ release of
the AAII Request lor Proposals (RFP). This specified a $1.4M to $l.6M (FY12 constint dollars) constrafint on the recurring
flywiay design tm-unit production cost, based upon ma Initial production buy of 472 aircraft. In Api-1I 1976, the- planned
procurement q9am m Ity Ills increased to 536 aircraft. The REP stressed acquisition and olperational co;tst as prime consider-
ations in the pr,)gram and in the comprlzItve selection between contractors. Five helicopter manmfac.mrers, Bell, Sikorsky,
Boeing-Vertol, ighes, and Lockheed responded to the REP. As a result of the HEi.LiPIR DSARC on 26 Firuary 1976, It was
decided that the IRILLIRE missile would be utilized as the point target weapon for the AAR In lieu of the Inlitlily proposed
Tube-Launched, Optically Tracked, Wire-Gulded (TOW) Missile System. On 23 March 1976, the DSARC directed that the Target
A,.uisitlon Deignation Sight (TAOS) and the Pilot Night Vision Sensor (PNVS) be competitively devel m.id with flyoff on the
AAIi. DOveiopMaaiJ of the AAi consists of two phases. The first phase was conducted as a flyoff of tI. prototypes each from
tile competing coratra(tors, Bell Helicopter Textron and Hlughes iiellcopters, to Insure airframe accept ihility Ii the crltlcl
area of flight handling quantities anI performance. Competitive development contracts for Phase I w.,r. awarded to Bell
ilell,-oprer Textron and to Hughes 111copters. Government testing (flyoff) was completed on 30 Septemlar 1976. The AAii DSARC
II, held on 7 ,eber 1977, resulted in approval of the AAI to enter full-scale engineering developcvnt (Phise 2). On 10
December 1976 tl ,- Secretary of the Army selected Hughes Ilelicopters (YAii-64) as tile prime aircraft system contractor for
Phase 2. Phase .1 consists of modification of the t wo thughem Helicopters' Phase I aircraft, fabricitLion of three additional
air vehicles, -ubiaystems development, and integration and tasting of the total weapons system. Of pirttcular importance to
the AAII program was the competitive development of TADS/PNVS with Martin Marietta and Northrop Corporation. Martin Mirietta
was selected as the winning contractor in April 1980. At the direction of the Office of tihe Secretary of Defense, the use of
the WfECf4-1l |saami ,tion for the 30mm gun on the YAII-64 was obviated in favor of development of an ATD"'N/DRFA (British and
French gmun) cosp.it ihle round to provide Interchangeability and interoper.blity with NATO and other IS 30mm guns. T ,? %4il
program manager has develop-ent responsibility for this ammunition. A project manager for time TADS/INVS and a product
man.mgar for time 1lm ammunition iave been designated to assist the Advanced Attack Helicopter progr-n ms,ma.13er In tile
dev.aipnent of thie AAII system.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Tile Army All--IS COBRA/TiN, Program Element (PR) 6.42.12.A, and the Manria Corps A"-IT are
reitted helicnpters. The All-IS provides th Army a current aerial antitank capability with the TOW ,al;sie until tile
availability of tie iigher performance AAII, The MI-IS will constitute tie "low"end of tile high-low attack hellcooter mix.
FI,, Ni-IS and All-i

UNCLASSIFIED
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Pr.,ir.Iat tient: 16.42.07.% Title: Advanced ALack lelicopter
0i) Hisalon Arel: 0211 -. Close Combat Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

I i k perI,rm.aove, .adverse weather mission capability, firepower, night vision devices, and survivability ch.,r,,teristlcs
reqIreI of the attack heilcprer and available In the AAII. The General Electric T700 engine Installed In ill YAH-64 is
being maniged by the BLACK Pi.,WE project manager (PE 6.42.06.A). The Hleliborne Missile HELLFIRe is being d, elped uitdle PE
b.43.l0.%. The 30m ADERI)EfA ammunitlon is being developed under PE 6.42.02.A, Aircraft Weapoas. These ri led actlvilles
.re all carefnlly montord to precl.de duplication of effort.

II. (lI WORK Pi'RPORMED BY: Ihighes Ilelicopters, Culver City, CA, is the airframe and 0.mm ammunition devel.p.r and Is
r-ipoonible for the total wr.pon system Integration in Phase 2. General Electric Company, Lynn, MA, is tho mllufactorer of
th goverrseut-furnished T700 engine. Martin Marietta, Orlando, PL, Is the contractor for the Target Acqui: Ilion Designl.tion
Sight (TADS) an.i the Pilot Night Vision Sensor (PNVS). The Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAI) program manage,'-; office,
located at the US Army Aviation Research and Development Command, St Louis, MO, is responsible for the developsent program.
Ialor subcontractors include Advanced Structures Division, Nontrovia, CA; Aircraft Gear Corporation, Chicago., IL; Bendix,
11tIca, NY; Bertea, Irvine, C;'; Garrett Alresearch. Phoenix, AZ, and Torrance, CA; General Electric, Lynn, Mi.; loneywell,
Minneapolis, MN; Kearfott, Little Fall, NJ; Litton Guidance and Control Systems, Woodland Hills, CA; Litto, Precision CG.ar,
(IhIc.igo, Ii.; Lockhee.i Aircraft Service Company, Ontario, CA; Henasco, Burbank, CA; RCA Automated Systems, dirllngtou, HA;
Rockwell International, Columobus, Oil; Sperry, Phoenix, AZ; Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical, San Diego, CA; Telelyne Systems
Company. Northrldge, rh.

I. (U) PROIR.AM ACCOMIPLISIIHMENTS AND FuTurE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Competitive contracts for Phase I development were awarded L-) Bell
lieIicopLer Textron and Hughes lelicopters on 22 Julne 1973. Phase I development concentrated on aerial vehi. I.! development.
Please 2 was slheduled to include subsystems development and subsystems integration into the total weapons syatsif. Thsroughout
KY 1914 and 1915 and until the latter part of FY 1976, each of tile contractors designed, fabricated, and t,.ti a Ground Test
Vehicle (GTV) and two prototype air vehicles. On 30 September and I October 1975, respectively, Hughes Heliclopters and Bell
ilelicopter Textron made first flights with their prototypes and began the contractor flight test programs. Iu 31 May 1916,
each contractor delivered two flyable prototype aircraft to the government for flight training, testing, and evaluation.
Flight testing was successfully completed on 30 September 1976. Source selection activitles, which began il July 1976 when
the Army received Phase 2 proposals from each of the contractors, were completed with the selection of lughes Hlelicopters as
the winning contractor. A contract award for full-scale engineering development was made on 10 December 1976. Target
Acquisition Designation Sight (TADS) and Pilot Night Vision Sensor (PNVS) proposals from Industry were received by the Army

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.42.O7.A Title: Advanced Attack Helicopter
Ont Mission Area: 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Progras

in November 1976, .md TAOS/PHIVS contracts were awarded to Martin Marietta and Northrop Corporation on 10 March 1971. During
FY 1977, Hughes Hiellcopters initiated engineering design efforts to Incorporate configuration changes identified by the Phase
t Source Selecton Evaluation Board. Testing was also initiated on the GTV and air vehicles to support tile Phase 2 prototype
modification effort. Due to restructuring of the original PY 1978 budget request, fabrication of the additional three proto-
types was delayed from FY 1977 until FY 1978. During FY 1978, design, fabrication, and assembly of th,it three additional pro-
totype aircraft were Initiated. In FY 1979, prototype TADS/PNVS systems were integrated with the AAi fire control system.
Pilot flight training was initiated to support flight testing for the Armament and Fire Control Survey and in preparation for
the TAOS/PNVS flyoff scheduled for early 1980. in July 1979, tile AAI development program was restructured internally to con-
qolid,ie all remal itng operational testing (OT) at itle end and to provide additional time to correct technical problems. In
this restructuring, the production contract award was delayed one year, whtich also accommodated the Increasing production
leadtimes. In April 1980, Martin Marietta was selected as the contractor for the maturity phase of the TADS and PNVS program
which includes finalization of the design, qualification testing, and support of the Advanced Attack ii,!icopter (AAi) flight
tests. Flight tests of the new stabilator design demonstrated that tite previous flight handling and loads problem, were
eliminated, and complete expansion of the aerodynamic flight envelope was accomplished. Integration and testing of tile
weapons systems, TA S/PIVS, and fire control system on the AAII were highly successful.

2. (11) FY 1911 Program: Contractor and government flight testing will continue on all four vehicltes with emphasis on
reliability, avai.Ibtlity, and maintainability (RAM) culminating In a user assessment of RAM during th, OT 11 in Jute through
Atgtst iqii. Long Lead Time Item (LLTt) contracts will be awarded during February 1981 in preparation for the production
contrict In Decpmb,,r 1981.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Data from Operational Test (OT) I, completed in August 1981, will be prepared for the
use of ASARC/DSAR Ii prodction decision in November 1981. Contract award for the production Phase will be made to iugies
iell iopters and tit TADS/PNVS winner during December 1981. Development and test efforts will include development of support
and t.;t eqtipment for maintenance tasks, developaent of diagnostic programs for mission equipment, and qualification of
,IIt tric tost equtipment. Additional effort will correct deficiencies found in OT i. A composite main rotor blade will be
flight teted on the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAII). The Army will also conduct tests in the Eglin AFO climatic hangar, an
Icing .;orvey it fifinesota, and perform flight tests to provide data for Army crew matuals.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.42.07.A Title: Advanced Atlckl lelIco ter
DOD Hission Ar ea: 2-i - Clo3e Coambat hlu4ger Activity; 94 - TvctlcaPjrS -

4. (1)) Fr 1983 PLanned PrPram: Procurement of 44 WIls.

5. (U) ProgramR toCmpletLlion: Procurement of AMIl will continue.

UNCLASSIFIED
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PY 1982 RRTZ CONGRESSIONA. nESCRIPTIVE SUMM4ARY

Program Flemeit: 06.2.07.A Title: Advanced Attack lelicopter
M) mission Area: 21t - Close Combat Bidget Activity: W4 - Tactical Irograto

I. (1U) TEST AND EVALUATION DATA:

I. (Ui) !levelojnsent Test and Evaluation:

a. (I) The AAII developmental program is divided Into two phases. Phase I was competitive development of the basic
aircraft with very limited weapons Integration. Phase 2 encompasses the integration of all weipoiis s

4
'systemn into the win-

ning Phase 1 i1rcraft together with the fabrication and test of 3 new prototype aircraft bu.ilt to approximate production
configuratinn. Within the Phase 2 effort was a competitive development and selection of the Targ.i Acquisitiun Designation
Sight (TADS) ind Pilot's Night Vision Sensor (PNVS). Both independent and joint developmental tets are conduicted by con-

rctor and p.)vernment test personnel. Significant past developmental program events are as follows:

(I) (U) Cotpettng Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAl) contractors, Bell Helicopter Textron and Hughes Helicopters,
successfally ,'opteted Phase i testing on 30 September 1976. Phase I testing included contractor design support tests,
testing of Inlividual components to verify structural integrity and establish fatigue life, and bench testing of dynamic
components. fomptete dynamic system testing was conducted utilizing the Ground Test Vehicle (GTV) beginning in April 1975.
Following suc, essful complettoti of GTV qualification testing, first flights occurred on 30 September and I Octob- t975 for
hlughes and Bell, respectively. Each contractor completed more than 300 hours of flight testing prior to delivery of two
flight vehicl,,s each to the Army on 1 4ay 1976. The primary objective of this contractor testing was flight envelope
de,-velopment, demonstration of structural integrity, and evaluaticn and verification of aircraft flight handling qualities.
The 30mm cannon -and 2.75-inch rockets underwent limited in-flight firing tests also.

(2) 'ii) The Army Engineering Flight Activity (AEFA) at Edwards Air Force 
5
sse, California, conducted Development

Test (DT) I during July-September t916 to evaluate flight handling qualities and aircraft performance including in-flight
firing of the 30mm cannon and 2.75-inch rockets. Reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAN) data was obtained
throughout Lh( DT test program. The Army selected the Hughes YAII-64 to enter Engineering Development (Phase 2), and a cont-
ract was awarded on 1O December 1976.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.42.07.A Title: Advanced Attack IielicoJter
DOD Mission Area: 0211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14-Tactical Program

b. (U) During Phase I government competitive tests (GCT), which combined developmental and operai iatal test ii, ol
the YAli-Si, the major deficiencies identified included controllability problems in sideward flight, an uor. lible auxili ary
power unit and engine starting system, and structural Inadequacy of the cooling fan associated with the laic.red suppression
system. Design changes have been made in Phase 2 as discussed below.

(I) (U) Phase 2 developmental tests (DT) make maximum use of contractor/government integrated tests to eliminate
duplication and have expanded the aircraft flight envelope and evaluated modif!cations that have been proposed to the iaase
I design. The first set of modifications (HOD 1) incorporated a changed empennage. improved automatic stabilization equip-
ment and a new Infrared suppressor and removed the unreliable cooling fan. Findings from the Government Eaj,,ueering Design
Test (EDT-I), conducted In Nay 1978 to evaluate the NOD I changes, indicated improved sideward flight charac ,.rLitics, im-
proved handling qualities (particularly in the areas of static longitudinal stability, pitch-to-side-slip ,upling aid con-
trol breakout forces), and much improved reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAN) with the remoal of the ha-
reliable cooling fan. The most significant deficiencies discovered during this test include: less thtan du.;rable
main-rotor-to-canopy clearance; undesirable handling characteristics with Stability Augmentation System (SA:) off In ieft
sideward flight and at speeds above 120 knots true; vibrations at the crew station In excess of speclficatina requiremeats;
and canopy drumming caused by a combination of aircraft vibration and main rotor passage. Subsequent to Dr-i, a second set
of modifications (NOD 2) was installed on the Phase I prototypes. These modifications included incorporatilm of the suit of
weapons subsystems (e.g., Target Acquisition Designation Sensor (TADS), Pilot Night Vision Sight (PNVS), ant HELLFIRE mis-
sile) and airframe-related changes such as a new auxiliary power unit.

(2) (U) During the NOD 2 period, the governament conducted an evaluation to Cnafirm the correction of deficiencies
in the airframe. This test, EDT-2, occurred In April 1979. Only one major new deficiency was revealed; this was insuf-
ficient left pedal during right sideward flight at most critical azimuth and- high velocity. Although the main rotor mast
was raised prior to this test, canopy vibrations remained unsatisfactory. Sideward flight characteristics with SAS off also
remained unsatisfactory. These results Indicated that the design of the empennage. primarily in the fixed horizontal sta-
bilizer area, was deficient. As a result of these findings, a basic redesign was undertaken to incorporate a movable sta.-
bilizer (atabilator). The deficiencies did not, however, preclude continued subsystems development and integration. ri e
systems-configured Phase I aircraft arrived at the weapon test facility at Yuma Proving Ground, AZ, in June 1919. The tirat
flight of a prototype helicopter with the redesigned stabilator was on It October 1979, and all five prototvps had rectehed
the modification by Nay 1980. Plight test data indicates that the stabilator has corrected the technical publems it was
designed to correct.

c. (U) Prototypes used during Phase 2 include both early developmental aircraft from Phase I and i new helicop-
ters. The Phase I aircraft had a series of modifications so as to generally conform to the final specifict mion. The new

UNCLASSIFIED
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Pr:gram Element: #6.42.07.A Title: Advanced Attack Helicopter
t1) ',ission Ar'ea: #21 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Program

ph.,;e 2 aircr.,f, are the production configuration, and producibIlIty engineering is being implementd for them. No known
ch.inges are cs'lemplated In the total system which would invalidate the developmental effort to dale or affect tile pro-
uroment of ion.- lead items.

d. (11) in May 1980, the aircraft with all final stbsystems entered the final period of Lest and evaluation. Prior
to this time, the four system prototypes were in several unique configurations primarily determined by tile stabilizer con-
figoration and lhe TADS/PNVS type. In April 1980, Martin Marietta was selected as the winning TADS/PNVS competitor and was
aw-,,,ed a contr~rL to complete TADS/PNVS development. The final 15 months of the developmental program will, therefore, be
U-1 in all asp(.cts of a total system for battle.

e. (U) In accordance with the AAII development contract the following TMg assignments apply:

(1) (U) Development Contractor:

(a) (I?) Prototype Aircraft - Hughes Ilelicopters, Culver City, CA

(b) (0) TADS/PNVS - Martin Marietta Co, Orlando, FL
(c) (0) 30)mm Ammo - Hughes ielicopters

(d) (U) IIELLFIRE Missile - Rockwell International Corporation, Columbus, OH

(2) (U) Test support is provided by Army development and readiness commands with contract consultative services to
be obtained as required.

(3) (U) Service Proram Hanager: MG E. H. Browne, Program Manager--AAII, US Army iterlel Development and
Readiness Commanl.

(4) (IU) Oevelosent Test and Evaluation:

(a) (1)) Il1 Army Test & Evaluation Command (USATECOM) Yuma Proving Ground, AZ, and Electronics Proving Ground, MD

(b) (1I) IIS Army Aviation Research and Development Command (USAAVRADCOM), St Louis, MO

(c) (0) Ballistlc Research Laboratory (BRL), Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.42.07.A Title: Advanced Attack Helicopter

DOD Mission Area: D211 - Close Combat Budget Act ivity: -j - Tactical Proram

(d) (U) US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratories (USAARL), Ft Rucker, AL

(e) (U) US Army Communications and Electronics Research Command (USACERCOM), Night Vision Laborat,,ris: (NVL), Ft
Monmouth, NJ

(f) (U) US Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency (USAMSAA), Aberdeen Proving Ground, HD

f. (U) Major test areas and agencies Involved are as follows:

(i) (U) Air Vehicle Tests - DT: Contractor primary test base is Carlsbad, CA (Patomar Airport). A]lacent USIIC
Camp Pendleton is used to fire the various weapons in a restricted mode. Government DT air vehicle tests aie also conduited
at this facility for short periods, but the major government tests are conducted at Edwards API, CA.

(2) (U) Systems Tests - DT: The major site for both contractor and government systems tests is USA Yuma Provhig
Ground (YPG). AZ. Relatively short tests, to examine unique system characteristics, are accomplished away iris YPG (e.g..
na.tural icing tests In northern Minnesota).

g. (U) Future major test reviews are scheduled for. February 198t - Long-leadtime Items, and Nov aber 1981 - Army
and Defense Systems Acquisition Review Councils (ASARC/DSARC iII).

h. (U) Four flying prototypes are in the test program. In addition, one ground test vehicle is uted to support
tiie pover train qualiication.

i. (U) A total of 62 HELLFIRE guided missile firings is planned during the AAii test programs. Th, i. firings il i1
contribute to the development of this missile which Is belng conducted by a separate project manager at US Arau9 Missile
Command. Of the 62 AAI missile firings, 59 are guided without wirhead, and I are guided with high-exploalti intitank w.ir-

heads.

J. (U) Reliability, availabiiity, and maintainability (RAM). RAN data will be collected during dh Iopmenc.i
testing to assist the RAM assessment at OT It. Specific RAM objectives are listed in paragraph 2f.

k. (U) The total system is designed to meet the requirements for worldwide operations. In furth, i,'e of these
requirements, and in addition to individual component laboratory environmental tests, the total system will oiilergo tes[. in

natural desert environment (YPG), cold environments (Minnesota), temperate environments (California) and sir, it ited envi-

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.42.O.A Title: Advanced Attack Ielicopter

D Mission Aa,.:-if - Close Combat Budget Activity: I- - Tactical Proram

roaments of a ,lImatic hangar. Environmental conditions such as vibration, shock, fatigue, and temp:,rature are also an In-

herfnt part of the developmental effort.

2. (11) op|erational Teat and Evaluation:

a. (II) Operational Test (OT) I was conducted In September 1976 at Edwards Air Force Base, CA, by the l." Army
Oporational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA) in conjunction with Development Test (DT) I. Approximately 16 hours were

flown on each contractor's design during this test utilizing representative attack helicopter mission profiles. Aircraft

flight and detectability characteristics and mission performance in a low-level and nap-of-the-earth (NOE) operational envi-

ronment were emphasized. Military crews for the competitive flight tests consisted of an Army Engineering Flight Activity

(AEFA) test pilot as pilot, and an experienced attack helicopter pilot from the US Army Forces Command (FORSCO) units as
copilot/gunner. Operational Army maintenance personnel observed all maintenance activities. The current Army attack

helicopter (All-1;) was concurrently flown on all YAI-64 missions to establish comparative baseline information. The full
weapons, visloni:., and navigation subsystems were not tested during OT 1. OTEA prepar-d an independent evaluation of OT I

which was brielel to the Army Systems Acquisition Review Council in December 1976. OTEA concluded that the Advanced Attack
lih.llopter (AAII) wis suitable for continuation into the next phase. The major discrepancies Identified were those

associated with the auxiliary power unit and starting system. These were previously discussed in the Developsent Test sec-

t Io-.

b. (II) ')TEA Is scheduled to conduct OT It, separate from developmental tests, during June-togust 1981 at Ft

ltinter-Llggett, -!A. Three fully equipped YAlI-64 prototype helicopters will fly approximately 350 hoors under a complete
r.g--g of flyicgr -onditions and mission profiles. This test will be an operational evaluation of the tull

shibystems-eqolpped aircraft and will obtain reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAM) data prior to a production

decision, It will Include firing of the HELLFIRE, 30mm, and 2.75-inch rocket systems, as well as nonfiring exercises.

Flight crews and maintenance personnel will be provided by FORSCOM. OTEA wilt prepare an independent evaluation.

c. (it) rhe AAIi RAM-operational suitability verification which will take place during OT It will be a true opera-

tional suitability test where a mix of simulated missions Including the AAII primary and alternate mission profiles will be

flown by Army pilots. Army ground support personnel will perform all support functions. Proper ground support equipment,

Including most attomatic teat equipment, will be utilized for the test. Operational realism will be emphasized. An Army
RAM data collection tem will gather data throughout the test for determination of AAII reliability and maintainability char-

acteristics.

d. (11) Operational Test Agences:

11-223



Program llement: 06.42.07.A Title: Advanced Attack Ielicopter
DOD Mission Area7 12 - Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactlcal Progra.s

(I) (U) US Army Forces Command (USAFORSCOI4), Ft McPherson, GA.

(2) (U) US Army Training and Doctrine Command (USA'RADOC), Ft Monroe, VA.

e. (U) Independent OtertIonal Tes t_ Alj jy_: US Army Operational Test .ld Evaluation Agency (USAOI;.'), Falls
Church, VA.

f. (U) The reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAN) assessment at the completion of Ope ".,I tonal Tes
(OT) 1 willt be based on data collected in OT I[ and all flight test data accumulated during Phase 2 develolu .imal testinm.
Aray maintenance personnel will perform unit and Intermediate maintenance support on all systems and subsyste t except for
Target Acquisition Designation Sight (TADS) and Pilot Night Vision Sensor (PNVS) removal and replacement and . black box
diagnostics. Time RAN objectives In terms of maintenance man-hours per flight hour (HHII/FIi) and mean time bet &a failure
(MTBF), which are to be assessed at OT I1, are listed below along with the values to be achieved at full-rate I.ioduction
after completion of the follow-on evaluation. These values are supported by reliability growth analysis. Fuol maturity of
RAN characteristics is expected to occur at approximately 100,000 flight hours.

RA REQUIREHITS

OT If Full-Rate Production

MII/FI 14.4 13
System Reliability (MTBiF - hours) 1.95 2.2
Mission Reliability (NTF - hours) 17.G 18.5
TADS Reliability (MTBF - hours) 100 108
PNVS Reliability (MTBF - hours) 120 130

3. System Characteristics:

11i-2'4
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Pir,gras Element: 06.4? .07.A 'FitlIe: Advanced Attack iHelicopter

Y10 Mission Ar,,: #21 -Close Combait Bludget Activity: LA,-_ Tactical Program

OI-pratitonali/Techni cat
Cha rricterisat Ics* Objective Demonstrated -I',--forancv**

Primary Mission Gross Weight (PHGV)-lbs t3910 13920
Cruise Airqp'w(d @i PHGW (Knots) 145-t75 142

Vertical Rnu,x of Climb @ PMi.-(feet per
minute) 450-500 470

NI.,sion Rol I thil Ity .95
Weapon Accur try (
3(1mm
iiElLFIRE (stationary targets)
Literal a-reration (g's) .?5-.35 .29

Endurance (tir,) - Primary Mission 1.83 1.833

- Alternate Mission 2.5-2.8 2.50

Expendabic Ordnance @i PMCV
IIF.LLPIRE Mi untie (No.) 1-12 8
10MM (rdrr) 32n-500 320
target Recogition (kin) Maximums - Day

- Night
rarget Desigtiation (km) Maximum

Day
Night

Nt)TKS: Perforrstince required at primary mission gross weight, operating within speciFied mission profiles.
F* ros thre AAii Source Selection Evaluation Board (SSEB) final report, governmsent develoissetui tests, and TADS/PNVS

comptatition and resting at Yuma Proving Grounds.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONA, DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Progr,l Element: #6.42.12.A Title: COBRA/TO'
DOD Mission Area: 1211 - (,lose Combat Budget Activity: !4 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECF LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Protect FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated

Number Title Actual- Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 945 8515 20074 8561 To be Determined Iro Be Determined

)619 COBRA/TOW 945 8515 20074 8561 To Be Determined To Be )et-cmined

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program is needed to develop a night/obscureI bittlefieid an-
tLiarssr capability for the All-IS, COBRA/TOW, by incorporating forward looking infrared (FLIR) in the TOW ilHlsle systeu and

to develop the necessary control features for complete compatibility with the TOW and Improved TOW missile. (TOw 1I), as all

Integral element of the ground combined arms team. The All-IS is a single-engine, two-seat attack helicoceptec desigoed to

deliver th~e TOW missile, 20)mm ammunition, and 2.75-inch rockets. However, its capabilities are limited primarily to daytime
operations, rhe All-IS will complement tie Army's primary attack helicopter, the AHI-64, to be fielded in the mld-1980's.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: The requested funds will be for continuation of the development ,f forward Il,)king
infrared (FLIR) capability in the COBRA/TOW tel.escope sight unit, and to develop the necessary digital coni rl systems tot

complete compatibillty with the Improved TOW Misaile (TOW I).

Current Mtlestone Dates •
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown In FY 1981 Submission

Development Contract for Facts/I-TOW Apr 1981 Not Shown

II - 1:16



UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: #6.42.12.A Title: COBRA/TOW

DO) Missiou Area: #211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Pror' ,ms

D. (U) COMPARISON WITII FY 1981 ROTE REQIEST ($ in thousands):

Total

Additional Estimated
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Complet [)t Cost

ROTE

Funds (current requirements) 945 8515 20074 8561 To be determined

Funds (as shown In FY 1981 910 9145 4560 - To be determined
submti ss ion)

The reduction In FY 1980 reflects funds reprogramed to higher priority Army requirements. The FY 1931 decrease reflects the

application of general Congressional reductions. The FY 1982 figures reflect concurrent development efforts to gain complete
capability with the Improved TOW missile by Incorporating a digital control system.

F. (1) OTIIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completionj Cost

Aircraft Procurement, Army:
Fonds (current requirements, 29500 44500 -

New Aircraft)

Funds (an shown In FY 1981 29500 - 505100
sobIiss ion)

Quantiti s (current requirements) 12 17 -

Quantitif, (as shown in FY 1981 15

subm iss ion)

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element; #6.42.12.A rite: COBRA/TOW

DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14_- TactIca Pr ajrjb

l'ot- ,

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Est imdted
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

F ids (current requirements- 276400 138900 33100 117200 219300 1277200
Modification of Aircraft)

Funds (as shown in FY 1981 276400 121300 18300 To be determined To be determined FI I, determiji-i
submission)

Qutantities (current requirements) 160 76 -

Quantities (as shown in VY 1981 160 64 -

submiss ion)

The FY 1980 new procurement quantity reflects numbers of aircraft procured tnder a new contract reflecting IgiI~er subsysi,
costs. FY 1981 new buy figure of $44500 thousand represents amount authorized by Congress for new All-iS's. lader
Modification of Aircraft, Congress authorized 17200 thousand for modification of 12 TII-IC's to All-IS's in If 1981.
increased costs shown in FY 1982 and beyond reflect required funds to procure aircraft survivability equip.-,l: and the
enhanced H65 TOW missile system.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.42.12.A Title: COBRA/TOW

DOD Mission Are.,: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Projrms

F. (U) DETAIn.11) BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: To fulfill an urgent requirement for an operational aerial antitank system,
the Army Initliated a development program to e-iulp the All-IG (COBRA) aircraft with the Tube-Launched Optically Tracked
Wire-Gulded (TOW) missile system. This system was designed as the All-Q. During operational testing of the AH-Q, It was
determined that certain performance limitations resulted from the additional weight of the TOW missile system. A Product
Improvement Program (PIP), designed to alleviate the performance limitations In the area of hover performance and payload
cipabilities, w- Initiated during FY 1974. The program was low risk as the engine was state-of-the-art and is similar to an
engine that hlI ilready undergone extensive testing. The transmission gear boxes and tail rotor were components already in
service on the marine Corps All-liJ helicopter. An Ali-IQ modified by the Installation of these components has an increase in
maximum gross weight from 9,500 pounds to 1O,OO pounds and was designated the AH-IS. Funds were approved in FY 1974 and FY
1975 to modify 2)0 existing AlI-IG's. Additional funds were approved In F 1979 to convert and modernize 160 more All-IG
COBRA's to the All IS COBRA/TOW configuration as the Initial effort toward modernizing the remainder of the existing All-IG
fleiut. Funds were also approved In FY 1975 thru Ft 1980 to procure 309 new All-IS CORRAITOW's.

G. (IU) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Prior to the revised FY 1973 budget, the Improved COBRA Armament Program (ICAP), which Incor-
porated tihe TOW ,nisile system on the COBRA, had been previously identified in Program Element (PE) 6.42.02.A, Aircraft
Weapons. The fuids for this armament subsystem were shifted in FY 1977 to this program element. Also shifted to this ele-
ment wasq the alviced technology program to develop a new COBRA main rotor blade. This advanced composite material blade was
previously fuldel tinder Advanced Structures, PE 6.32.tl.A. This restructuring consolidated all ongoing developmental COBRA
improvement proj,,cts under a single program element (6.42.2.A) to obtain optimum program management. Office of the
Secretary of Defse, approved development of both the Army AN-IS and Marine All-IJ helicopters because of different mission
re ,I irermrehts.

II. (U) WORK PFIFORHMED BY: Contractors: Bell Helicopter Textron, Ft. Worth, TX - Airframe; Kaman Aerospace Corp.,
Blnosfield, CN; General Electric Armament Division, Burlington, VT - Turret. In-house organizations: Aviation Research and
Development Commarnd, St. Loots, MO; and Ammunition Research and Development Command, Rock Island, IL. The program Is managed
by the Project Manger, COBRA, US Army Troop Support and Aviation Readiness Command, St. Louis, MO.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 06.42.12.A Title: COBRA/TOW

DOD Mission Area: 0211 - Close Combat budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programis

1. (Ui) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

i. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Development and qualification, including contractor and gov,'.:., t ttie.,
of the Universal Turret (T) and Rocket Management Subsystem (Ril) was completed In October 1979. Productio, d. iiverles Wlths
the UT subsystem began In September 1978. Fabrication of the prototype fire control subsystems was completed ..id initial
testing began in September 1978. The fire control subsystem developmental testing Including operational Iss. was completed
in November 1979. Ground operational checks, aerial nonfiring performance tests, and aerial firing performan :,. tests to vor-
ify accuracy and performance in all functional modes of pilot heads-up-display (IiUD), fire control computer (.;). air data
system (ADS), and laser rangefinder will be accomplished.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Begin full-scale engineering program for development of night capability for tint COBRA/TOW by
incorporating common module forward-looking infrared components into the COBRA/TOW telescopic sight unit. C,,..ilete prototype
design.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Continue engineering developent of the FLiR-augmented COBRA/TOW sighL (lACTS). I1., or
effort directed towards fabrication of production prototypes, and begin systems integration. Begin Producibilitry Engioceiug
and Planning (PEP).

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Complete engineering development of the FLIR-augmented COBRA/TOW sight (FACTS), and
complete necessary DT/OT tests leading to production decision.

5. (U) Program to Completion: Currently, It is anticipated that the FACTS development effort will be c ,iqteted , and
procurement initiated in FY 1983.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 16.42.15.A Title: UH-I Modernization
)OD Mission Area: V61- Airlift Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Proariss

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ In Thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate EstimaLe Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 200 0 0 0 16656 16856

D147 Ui-i Modernization 200 0 0 0 16656 16856

B. (11) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The objective of this program Is to meet continuing Army
requirements tor UII-lii/V combat support utility helicopters in the active Army and Army Reserve components by modernizing and
extending the twenty-year service life of current Ui-lII/V assets. To meet this need, the aircraft will be returned to depot
for modification to the service life extension configuration and accomplishment of selected mtasion-required product Improve-
ments. This configuration includes a change from metal to composite main rotor blades which will provide increased life and
reliability, improved performance, reduced maintenance, and increased survivability, safety, and producibility.

C. (0) EXPLANATION OF CANCELLATION OR DEFERRAL: The FY81 RDTE request was for initiation of the design and development of
a composite main rotor blade for the UIH-l. Congress interposed no objection to the overall U1i-l aircraft system moderniza-
tion; however, they did question further development Investment in composite rotor blades when the technology exists present-
ly. Additional development, with attendant cost, is required for each different helicopter type due to differences in rotor
systems, controls, and aircraft operating envelopes. Deferral of FY82 funding was due to requirements of higher priority
Army programs.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Pc.grim Eless.nL: b.42.I1.A Title; lntjIEwiv Flight Traloing .o i-is
DOD Mission Area: 1261 - Airlift budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Ili. ms

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ In thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Adit onal Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate t. t: ptiou Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 1098 0 8333 TBD Cl,t I. Ing Not Applicable
0215 Synthetic Flight Training 1098 0 8333 TBD C .tI ulng Not Applic.ble

Systems

8. (U) BRIEF DESCR.PTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program develops high fidelity opel. i sl flight weapon sub-
systems, and mission environment helicopter simulators to support initial entry rotary-wing traliiii-g and combat operational
training. The goal Is to produce a simulation of the combat environment for tactical flight, to inciude nap-ot-the-earth
(HOE), weapons engagement, and enemy interaction, in order to provide realistic ard coast effective, training. Vic simulators
are used to complement the training accomplished in actual helicopters during formal courses of tiistruction and for
maintenance of combat readiness for rated Aviators.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY i912 ROTE REQUEST: To initiate full-scale engineering development ol the i ,ion simulato~r for the
All-64. Advanced Attack Helicopter including the simulation of the gunner's Target Acquisition DeOii.tion Sensor (TADS). the
Pilot's Night Vision Sight (PNVS), and all weapon subsystems on the All-64.

D. (U) COMPARISON WITii FY 198i ROTE REqUEST: (y in thousands)

l'ot .t1

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Addit i,.....i Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Com,,t rion Cobt

ROTE
Funds (current requirements) i098 0 8333 TBD COt ,- Ing Not Applicable
Funds (as sholwn in FY 1981

submission) 1198 - 0 14733 N/A Cot i,,ing Not Applicable

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Elemet : 06.42.]i.A Title: Synthetic Flight Training SystemsDOD Mls-i(on Area: - 6F - Airlift Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

The FY 1982 docrease in fh nding Is due to program adjustments due to the lack of sufficient funding priority within Army
resources.

E. OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

Aircraft Procurement, Army
Funds (current requirements) 16800 0 31300 TBD Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (ds shown in FY 1981

submission) Not Shown

Quantities (current requirements) 2(CI-47) 0 2(AMI-IS) 2(AhI-IS) Continuing Not Applicable
l(CH-47)

Quant it ies (as shown in FY 1981
submission) Not Shown

Military (onstructiot, Army
Funds (current requirements) 2350 9110 10200 8430 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown In FY 1981

submission) Not Shown

Funding in FY81 was deferr,-d due to resource requirements of higher priority programs. Aircraft Procurement, Aimy and
Military Construction, Army data submission was not required for FY81 deferred programs.

F. (U) DETAII)ED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This program develops a family of high-fidelity flight, wcapoo subsystems, and
mission invitonment helicopter simulators to support Initial entry helicopter pilot training, transition training, and combat
operationai training. A major thrust is the development of a simulation of the combat environment for tactical flight,
including nap-of-the-earth (NOE), weapons engagement, and enemy interaction, to provide realistic and cost effective training
in a totally safe environment. The simulators complement the training accomplished in actual helicopters during formal
courses of instruction and for maintenance of combat readiness for rated Aviators. Each simulator Includes a replica of the
helicopter cokpit, mounted on a motion system, plus an instructor's station with the equipment necessary for tie instructor
to control the training scnario, the operating environment, and the measurement of the pilot's performance. Each simulator

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 06.42.I?.A Title: Synthetic Flight Training Systec.

DUD Mission Area: 0261 - Airlift budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Progri-e.

includes a visual system to provide Like aircrew with a view of the terrain outside the lielcopter. ir. FY 1982 iuocding will
Initiate the Engineering Developmsent of the Ali-64 Combat Mission Simulator. This device will be the tiin.t tratlnn simulator
capable of simulating the full combat mission to Include hostile enemy Interaction. All Ai-64 flight i-I weapons uybtems
required for aircrcw training, to include tice gunner's target Acquisition Designation Sensor (TADS) ai,.t ie Pilot ' Night
Vision Sight (PNVS), will be Incorporated In tie simulator.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Program Elements 6.32.16.A, Synthetic Flight Simulators, and 6.27.2l.A. N .- Systems Training
Device Technology. These activities are engaged in flight simulation component research and developme-ut .

ii. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Link Division, The Singer Co., Binghamton. KY. for development of the All 1, CI-47, and UII-60

simulators. Developing contractor for the Ali-64 Combat Mission Simulator has not been selected. gebl
o
i,,ible d~veioping

agency Is the US Army Project Manager for Training Devices collocated with the US Naval Training Equipm,ct Center, Orlando,

FL.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: The first simulator developed under this program was an Instruent fligt
and emergency simulator modeled after the Uh-I helicopter. Development was completed In FY 1972. Prt-duction is no com-
plete, and 22 of these simulators are in service at 17 locations worldwide. The second simulator devloped provides transi-
tion and combat readiness flight training for pilots of the CH-47 helicopter. The simulator underwent development and opera-
tional testing in FY 1977 acd demonstrated a cumulative transfer effectiveness ratio (CTER) of .85 to I. In FY 1978 the
CH-47 flighct simulator was type classified. Production of five follow-on units began in FY 1979. Th, third slmul.itor,
simulating the Mi-I helicopter, completed development in FY 1980 and was type classified In FY 1980. Pcductioc oi the A-I
simulator will begin in FY 1981. The U-60 Flight Simulator prototype was accepted by the Army In ch, second quarter of FY
1980 and Is undergoing Development and Operational Testing at the US Army Aviation Center.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Not funded.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Initiate full-scale engineering development of the combat mlbs,i simulato for the
Advanced Attack Helicopter. Due to the limited funds available, It is aciltcipated that loccg-lead Ji t cnd
government-furnisied equipment (CFE) will require most of the available funds.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Continue the development of the combat mission simulator for tlt Advanced Attack
Helicopter. An interim device for meeting tice CT 1984 training need date will be considered as a pal, ct the overall

development of Lice combat mission simulator for tice Advanced Attack Helicopter.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Eiement: #6..2.17.A Tte: Synthetic Flight Trainin59stems
/)DO Nission Area: ,261- Airlift Budget Activity: !4 -Tactical Programs

5. (i) Pro -r Com i o letlon: Thl to a continuing program. The development effort for the A11-64 coobat Missiun
simulator is expected to continue through FY 1986.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.42.18.A Title: Airdrop Equipment Development
DOD Mission Area: 1 - Airlift Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in tLhosands)

Tot aI
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 i'Y 1982 FY 1983 Additional El Imated
Number Title Actual Estimate estimate Estimate to Completion C. ;

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 823 2513 3184 4656 Continuing 14:1 Applicable
QUANTITIES N,L Appicabi.

D279 Airdrop Equipment Development 823 2533 3184 4656 Continuing Not Applicabl,!

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program supports engineering development and lyje ctas-
alfication of airdrop components and systems used by all uniformed services for airborne assault and specil operations and
airdrop resupply of both conventional and airborne forces. The airdrop projects are included In the Army (HS Army Training
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)) critical category priority list for support of combat operations. The progris directly sup-
ports the XVIlith Airborne Corps contingency plans for the deployment of an airborne division and thu is vital to natiokal
defense. The airdrop of supplies Is increasing in Importance In view of the increased need for a Rapid Deployment Force and
the extended distances characteristic of many contingencies that could Involve the vital interests of tie US. Through data
exchange agreements and standardization working groups, the program fulfills essential airdrop mission and technology needs
of many allied countries.

C. (U1) ASIS FOR FY 1981 ROTE RE UEST: Complete development, type classify and field Personnel Maneuverible Reserve
Parachute for Free-Fall and a new airdrop platform. Continue development of Two-Staged Personnel Parachute System with
accompanying loads and High Altitude Airdrop Resupply Sysi:em (500-pound capacity) in support of special airboie operations;
initiate development of 60,O00-pound-capacity airdrop system and drop zone assembly aids (visual) to provi., orgently needed
new airdrop capability requested by XVIIIth Airborne Corps; Initiate development of High-Speed Container Airdrop System to
upgrade capability to airdrop critically needed supplies from high-performance aircraft; initiate tsks to provide airdrop
engineering support for air transport and airdrop of Army materiel and for the development of the Ai'r Force C-X aircraft.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Elems-nt: 06.42.18.A .. Title: Airdrop Egipment De o ent

DIOD Mission Area: V2--Airlift Budget AcIvIty: A --Tactical P-ogram

D. (11) COHMlRISON ITI FY 1981 ROTE RE(lST: ($ in thousands)

rotat
Additional F,;tImated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Costt

ROTE
Funds (0,-rrent requirements) 823 2533 3184 Continuing Not Applicable

Finis ( -; qhown In FY 1981
submIsh,n) q50 2721 1665 Continuing %)ot Applicable

The FY 1980 rei.tlon of $127 thousand reflects a reprograming of funds to higher priority Army requirements. The decrease
in FY 1981 Is attributable to the application of general Congressional reductions. The $481 thousand decrease In FY 1982 is
the re- :lt if the transfer of funds to higher priority efforts outslile the airdrop program.

R. (II) )TIIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable. (NOTE: Airdrop items are stock fund procured and managed.)

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.42.iN.A Title: Airdrop _nlpinent Development
DOD Mission Area: #261 - Airlift Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The ou-goini; work under this program is dedicated to the dt, ,iopmsent a-d tield-
ing of airdrop systems, components, and techniques which will increase the mission capabilities of airdrop ,)perations.

reduce operational costs, Increase reliability of airdrop materiels, and improve the readiness posture of atrhorne and tir-
lift forces. The program supports Army, Marine Corps, Air Force, Navy, and Allied Forces (as requested). 11- major eflorts
tirougi Fiscal Year 1983 ar-. focused on: providing a capability to airdrop heavy, outsize combat materiel ip to 60,000
Pounds; fielling a single platform usable for all modes of airdrop; extending capability to airdrop personn,.l at higher
speeds/lower altitude and at large offsets from target areas with precision; laproving personnel reserve parachute for
free-faill; new methods and equipment for enhancing the link-up of men and material after airdrop; providing a capability to
airdrop related combat materiel on linked platforms; upgrading the capability to deliver critically needed :.ujpies from
high-performance aircraft; and providing airdrop/air transport engineering support to Army materiel develop,-r, and to the Air
Force C-X aircraft development program.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Program Elesent's 6.22.10.A. Airdrop Technology, and 6.32.18.A. Airdrop Equipleat and
Techniques; Joint Technical Coordinating Group/Airdrop; Joint Air Movements Board; North Atlantic Treaty Or.aaizastion (NATO),
Air Transport Working Party; Air Standardization Coordinating Group. Working Party 44; Mutual Weapons Data Exchange
Agreements with France. Germany, and Korea; United States/Germany Nomajor Items Meetings.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Metric Systems, Inc., Fr. Walton Beach, FL; AAI Corporation, Baltimore, H; Arthur 0. Little
inc., Cambridge. MA; Pioneer Parachute Co., Manchester, CT; irvin Industries Canada Ltd, Fort Erie, Ontario; Strong
Enterprises, Orlando, FL; Army Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma, AZ; Army Electronics Warfare Laboratory, Ft. Monmouth NJ; Naval
Ordnance Station, Indian Head, MD; Army Natick Rl search and Development Laboratories, Natick. MA.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Twelve new and improved items were fielded during the prior four years,
incl.iding NC-1 Military Free-Fal Parachute Syst,-s; static line deployed Steerable Personnel Parachute; Ramp Bundle Delivery
System for the C-110 Aircraft; Dragon Missile Jump Pack; Navy Emergency Air Cargo Delivery System; Iigh-SpeI, Low-Level
Airdrop System (500-lb. capacity); and iligh-Altitude Airdrop Resupply System (2000-lb. capacity). Developed rigging proce-
dures and qualified 128 items of priority munitions for airdrop. Fabricated teoat quantities of the Free-Fall taneuvrgbl,.
Reserve Parachute and Initiated development of High Altitude Airdrop Resupply System (500 pound capacity). :-upleted fabri-
cation of test quantities of Type V Airdrop Platform. Provided airdrop and air transport engln.iering support to various
developers of Army "fiteriel.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 16.42. IR.A - Title: Airdrop Equient Development
DOD Mission ir'.s: -261 Airlift Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

2. (11) FY IqRl Program: Continue to provide airdrop/air transport assistance to developers of Ainy materiel and
Initiate develop,.nt of computer model to simulate loading Army materiel in air transport aircraft. Participate In con-

trator source s lectlon, contractor design reviews and flight test planning of Air Force C-X develo..tntal aircraft.
Conduct develolpmnt ant operational tests of Type V Airdrop Platform. Complete development of CTU/2A High Speod Container
Airdrop System atii type classify. Complete development and operational tests of Free-Fall Maneuverable Reserve Parachute.
Procure test qu.oititles of components for iligh-Altitude Airdrop Resupply System (500-pound) and Inttiite development as well

as opor.itional t,:ttng.

I. (U) FY 1182 Planned Program: Design components, fabricate engineering design test quantities, and initiate design
tests of critical components of 60,000-Pound Capacity Airdrop System. Continue to provide airdrop and air transport engi-
neering assistanco to developers of Army materiel and to develop computer model to simulate loading of materiel in air trans-
port tireraft. Continue participation In the development of the Air Force C-X developmental aircraft and identify needed
relatod Army airdrop developments. Complete development of Type V Platform and type classify. Complete fabrication of engi-
neering check test quantitLes of Two-Staged Personnel Parachute components and Initiate Engineering Check tests. Complete
developent of Fr-,e-Fall Maneuverable Reserve Parachute and type classify. Cosp ete development and operational tests of
Hilgh-Altittude itrrop Resupply System (500-pound capacity). Initiate engineering development of Drop Zone Assembly Aids
(Vi(a.il), |ligh-P.ed Container Airdrop System (lOfO-pound capacity), and Two-Staged Personnel Parachute Systems.

t. (U) FY i1 Planned Program: Continue engineering development of 60,OO0-pound-capacity airdrop system. Complete
the r',mpitter sit,,l ition model of cargo-loading operations for vir transport aircraft and provide airdrop/air transport engi-
neering assista- to developers of Army materiel. Continue to participate in design reviews, test planning and engineering
evaluations of Mr Force C-X developmental aircraft. Complete Engineering Check tests of Two-Staged Personnel Parachute
Syqtt-m, fabricat,. levelopment test quantities, and Initiate development testing. Type classify High Altitude Airdrop Resupply
Syqt's (5OO-poul). Complete development and operational tests of Drop Zone Assembly Aids (Visual) System and Initiate
development of i--wl It (improved) Drop Zone Assembly Aids (Visual) System. Conduct wind tunnel tests of High Speed
Cont lIner Airdr 1, l , !;ystem. Initiate development of Airdrop Controlled Exit System, Bundle Airdrop System (C-41l aircraft).
sni P,-rsonnel Offist/Precision Airdrop System.

5. (I1) Pr-,r n to Completion: This is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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F¥ 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 16.42.20.A Title: Army Helicopter Improvement Program
DOD Mission Area: 0255 - Tactical Surveillance Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programn

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ( In thousands)

Project FY 1980 PY 1981 F 1982 FY 1983 Additional EsLmated

Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion ':ot
TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 0 25939 39373 45876 4812 ICbO-OO---
QUANTITIES re be det-raiu ned

D518 Army Helicopter Improvement
Program (AlIiP) 0 25939 39373 45876 48812 16)0

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Ground commanders require highly survivable, flexihi,., and respon-

sive means to conduct reconnaissance, surveillance, security. target acquisition, and target designation funci ions in red-,ed
visibility conditions and all levels of intensity of warfare. This program Is to adapt an existing helicopit I perform

those functions. The helicopter will operate in air cavalry, attack helicopter, and field artillery units. lt the anti aritor

role the developmental system and attack helicopters will operate in close harmony as hunter/killer teams. 1. apport of
field artillery, the developmental system will provide conventional artillery spotting and precision laser ,Ic I, ,ation for
the COPPERHEAD. The program will provide a day/night target acquisition and laser designation capability thr. -h incurpoi..-
tion of a Mast-Mounted Sight (19S) into an existing airframe. Time designed system will include space, weight md power. IS
well as structural considerations to incorporate a Multipurpose Lightweight Missile (MIL) system to provide . s If-defs,

capability and the Integration of an Improved nap-of-the-earth communication and navigation system.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST: The FT 1982 program provides for the minimum essential effort requl ii for contfin-
ation of the full-scale engineering development of the near-term Scout helicopter/MMS integration initiated i. f 8 and
structured to achieve earliest possible Initial operational capability (lOC). Requested funds will be used (, tabrictl-,i
and Initlil hardware integration and contractor testing.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Rlrment: #6.42.20.A Title: Army Helicopter Improvement I'oFram
Doi) Mission Area: 1255- Tactical Surveillance Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

Current Milestone Dates

i!OLl!lones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission

Concept Foramnlation Package Complete* Oct 79 Oct 79
Special Army C ystems Acquisition

R-view Coun.,-l/Office of the

S--retary of Dtlfense Program

R-view* Nov 79/Dec 79 Nov/Dec 79

A!;AR(C anag.nnt
Review Jul 40 Not Shown

Rquest for Proposal (RP) Release Not Shown

for Near-Term Scout Iellcopter (NTSII) Jan fIt Not Shown

NTSII Source Slectlon Evaluation

Board (SSEB) Apr-Jun 81 Not Shown

Engineering Ovvelopment Contract Award Aug 81 Nov 81

Initial Operi tonal Capability (10C) Mar 86 lt 85

*Performed onder Project D23t, PE 6.42.03.A.

The program milestones have been realigned to accelerate full-scale engineering development contract award and optimize fully

Integrated systems approach to meet the near-term target acqulsition/designation capability requirements. August 1981 cont-

ract award and March 1986 IOC date could possibly be improved upon during upcoming contract negotiations following source

stlection when more definitive data are available. The change In IOC date from the FY 1981 submission was mandate0 by the

time required to evaluate the potential airframe candidates and formulate a viable competitive acquisition strategy.

D. (Ii) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total

Additional Estimated

FT 1980 FY 198t FY 1982 To Complton Cost

ROTE

Funds (current requirements) 0 25939 39373 94688 160000

Funds (an shown in PY 1981

submisslon) 0 5023 38000 To be determined To be determined

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.42.20.A Title: Army Helicopter Improvement Program
DOD Mission Area: 0255 - Tactical Surveillance Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

1981 - Increase of $20.9H permits acceleration of development program initiation to permit tile possibility of fielding of tile

Near-Term Scout Helicopter in a reasonable timeframe. Total estimated cost of $160000 thousand is based on a preliminary
Army cost estimate. A validated baseline cost estimate is planned for completion in July 1981.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Tr tal
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional g.timated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Aircraft Procurement, Army
Funds (current requirements) 0 0 0 To be determined T:, h, determined
Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission) Not Applicable

Quantities (current requirements) 0 0 0 0 720 )20

Quantities (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 720 720

The Army will address the procurement funding requirements during tile FY83-87 PO formulation.
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Program Element: 56.42.20.A Title: Armyjlellcopter Improvement Proer ara
D )l) Mission Area: #255 - Tactical Surveillance Budget Act ivity: #4 - Tactical Proran

F. (l)) DETAILER BACKGROIND AND DESCRIPTION: In January 1974, Ileadquarters, Department of the Army approved a Required
Operational Capabil ity (ROa) for an Advanced Scout Helicopter (AShI). A special task force reviewed the need for in aerial
scoot and condueled concept formulation efforts and trade-off analyses and evaluations during FY 1975. In February 1975, the
Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) approved the need for the ASH and the initiation of hardware development.
The need and Inatiation of a development program was subsequently approved by the Department of Defense Systems Acquisition
Review Council (D)SARC) In September 1975. Both the Army and the Department of Defense concluded that some commonality
botween the AStI and potential future helicopters in the weight class, such as a light attack or a light utility, was probably
achievable. I Harch 1976, the DSARC again reviewed the Army's program and reaffirmed support for a helicopter In the weight
class of ASti and approved development of a Target Acquisition and Designation System (TAOS) and Pilot Night Vision System
(I'NVS) to be common to the ASti and Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAI). Subsequent Congressional actioni ,.!nied the ASti FY 1971
funding request, Increased the AAII funds to provide for development of TADS and PNVS, and provided guldance to disestablish
the ASti Project Office. Congress Indicated, however, that the ASti program would be considered later if proposed by the Army.
The requirement continues, and the Army requiested FY 1979 funds, which were provided by Congress, to support the analyses and
syqt,,m trade-off atudies required to determine the best candidate systems to meet the requirement as it was being updated. A
special study group was also established to refine the specifics of the requirement and to thoroughly explore all candidate
systems, and th,' ASIh Project Office was reestablished I June 1979. This work was completed in October 1979. A special ASti
ASAR: on 30 November 1979 reaffirmed the Army's need for ASti. The special ASARC also looked at the affordability issue and
acknowledged that the fuil ROC development program could not be supported tinder present funding constraints. Furthermore,
the qpecial ASARC determined that mast-mounted sight (1HS) technology is sufficiently mature to apply to an existing airf-
rame. Tiue near-t, rm program will furnish an urgently needed capability that is compatible with the near-term attack helicop-
ter fleet and provlde a logical step moving toward the most survivable combat force. Analyses clearly indicate when commit-
ted to battle the iNiS helicopter significantly increases attack/NtiS helicopter team survivability, and also improves the
tot it force loss exchange ratio. The Aerial Scout program (Project D281) was cancelled by the Office of the Secretary of
Deffan4,- (OSD) at the end of FY80 and effort redirected toward Integration of a mast-mounted sight (HS) on an existing
inv,'nt,,ry airframe to continue under a new program.-clement (PE #6.42.20.A) and title Army Helicopter Improvement Program.
Th- oSt ,Iecisian precluded new airframe development activity and withheld commitment for any procurem.nt. After
user-developer mission profile and HMS/detectability evaluations conducted Spring 1980 an ASARC Maiu.ia-inent Review in July
1980 approved i program to compete 1I1S developsent and integration on existing inventory airframes :;hi to include performance
improvements to, enhance hover-out-of-ground-effect (110) capability to meet worldwide deployability ,'equirements.

C. (11) RELATEit ACTIVITIES: Previous aerial scout program concept and program formulation efforts wt.re conducted under pro-
grn .iIments #6.12.05.A, Aerial Scout, and 6.42.03.A, Aerial Scout. A portion of PE 6.42.03.A, Aerial Scout, FY 1980 fund-
Ing will he is,! io support initial phases of tlS development. Weapon systems being developed under elements 6.46.21.A and
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Program Element: 16.42.20.A Title: Army Helicopter Improvement Program
DOD Mission Area: l - Tactical Surveillance Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

6.43.10.A, leliborne Missile - IIELLFIRE, and program element. 6.46.21.A. COPPERHEAD, when required, will use thta terminal

homing guidance provided by the mast-mounted laser designator on the MKS helicopter.

ii. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Prime contractor will be determined when source selection has been completed for the Near-Term
Scout Helicopter. In-house developing organization: US Army Aviation Research and Development Command, St io,)uis, NO.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHIENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) PY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments; Covered onder Program Element 6.42.03.A Projects D281 and 0l314; FY 1979

effort encompassed overall concept formulation and requirements documentation, feasibility studies, and trade-off analyses

(including North Atlantic Treaty Organization/Rationalization Standardization Interoperability (NATO/RSI) put.!ntial), and

cost and operational effectiveness analyses (COZA) for the Advanced Scout Helicopter (ASH). FY 1980 effort: ASI Special
ASARC on 31 November 1979, Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) review on 18 December 1979, ASARC mana&4=mnt Review on 10

July 1980 and Department of the Army (DA) and US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCON) ac-qatsition stao-
egy reviews on 2Z July 1980. Also, included effort for the Army ielicopter Improvement Program (AHIP) Near- Trm Scout
Helicopter (NTSI) ROC, COEA, Procurement Plan and draft Request for Proposal (RPP) preparation.

2. (U) VY 1981 Program: Covered by Program ELement 6.42.20.A., Army Helicopter Improvement Program, Lblodes prepalr-

tion and release of final RFP, Source Selection Evaluation Board (SSEB) effort, Army/OSD decision reviews, anA award of

initial Engineering Development (go) contract.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Continuation of Engineering Development (ED) contract; includes contio,tattoo of engi-
neering design, fabrication and initial hardware integration and contractor testing of aerodynamic (MMS nonfutictional) proto-

type.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Award of third Increment to ED contract; includes system first flight, contractor

flight testing, qualification and prototype delivery. Army will conduct preliminary airworthiness evaluation (PAE).

5. (U) Program to Completion: Award of final increment to ED contract; includes Producibility Engineering Planning

(PEP), contractor testing and reporting. Army will conduct development testing/operational testing (OTIOT). Component pro-

duction and airframe modification contracts will be awarded, leading to aircraft delivery and Initial operatlnal capability

projected for late CY 1985.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FT 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 16.42.21.A Title: AN/UPD-7 Surveillance Systems
OD Mission: 82!55 Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Budget Activity: #4 Tactical Progroms

and Target Acquisition

A. (0) RESOIIRCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ In thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Nusber Titic Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completioni Cost

TOTAl. FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 52 0 4000 13200 18000 35720
QUANITTIES 1/ 2

D20 AN'iiiD-7 Surveillance 520 - 0- 4000 13200 18000 35720
S y trem

MOTES: I - This funding was contained in Program Element 6.42.0l.A, Aircraft Avionics, Project DC95, Airborne Data Links in
the FT 1981 Budget Request. The program has been transferred to a new Program Element to align it with the correct DOD
Mission Area.

2 - FY 1981 funding of $4,335 thousand requested in the FT 1981 Budget for this program was deferred by Congress.

3 - ROTE Program will equip one fielded OV-ID Detachment of six aircraft with four product-improved radar systems, two
Rroand stations, and one set of ground support equipment.

a. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Current doctrine for fighting a theater war Includes two major
efforts: fighting the main battle and interdiction of the second echelon. Of decisive importance In the conduct of the main
battle is the Isolation of the battle area from outside Influence through interdiction of the second echelon. This Is a
Corps mission and has the Inherent requirement that the Corps commander must be able to locate, identify, and target
second-echelon forces out to beyond the forward line of troops (PLOT). The inability to delay, disrupt, or destroy
second-echelon forces will allow ai overwhelming force to form against our frontline units, a force which could not be con-
tained in anv.convpntlonal manner. The current AN/IUPD-7 Surveillance System with its AN/APS-94F side-looking airborne radar
(SLAR) Is in several significant areas and cannot meet the Corps Commander's needs and support successful Inter-
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Program Element: 16.42.21.A Title: AN/UPD-7 Surveillance Systems
itD Mlisstits : #2Wi - Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Budget Activity: #4 Tactical Programs

and Target Acquisition

ait ton of the second echelon. This program will product-improve the existing AN/UPD-7 Surveillance System It) meet Ii.
Cosrps crmmander s moving target survelilance requiresents.- Tihe AN/UPD-7( ) or electronlcdlly scanned (E-S N) progr.is s Il
ensjhllt tie system to operate against the threat which the curr,.-,. ystLm ssnlst-i
do, ill extend the surveillance range out to the required beyond the forward line of troops (FIOT) a.d &us( lsisr-
iant , wili provide continuity of surveillance by scanning the entire Corps area of influence every 90 seci .s. The Ciu, l*nt
system does not provide timely enough coverage of the Corps area of Influence and adjacent flanks to insure ittit
second-echelon forces do not enter the main battle area undetected. The continuity of surveillance providesl by the
prodoct-improved AN/UPD-7 will detect secord-echelon forces entering the Corps area of Influence and will b, ised to cut.
shorter range, more accurate target acquisition systems such as Standoff Target Acquisition System (SOTAS) and PAVE MtVE~g as
they are introduced into the force structure.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RlTE REQUEST:

I. (ii) FY 1982 funds are required to Initiate Engineering Development (ED) of four prototype electroitically scanned
(E-SCAN) and electronic countermeasures (EC)-hardened versions of the AN/APS-94F side-looking airborne radlr, two grond
sensor terminals with electronic countermeasures-hardened data links, and vine set of special test equipment. The
AN/IIPI)-I( ) system engineering design will be completed, and tiht procurement of long-lead components will b, mde to sopposrt
system fabrication in FY 1983.

2. (U) The FY 1981 request for this effort was deferred by Congress and Is now being requested again in FY 1982. [he
FY 1981 deferment was based upon the battlefield surveillance capabilities to be provided by developmental s-/slems stch as
the Aimy Standoff Target Acquisition SysLem (SOTAS) and Air Force TR-I ASARS If. and PAVE MOVER. Since that deferment, the
Army has done an extensive relook at the Corps Comsmander's surveillance requirements and the ability of othec Army or Air
Force developmental systems to satisfy these requirements, The initial conclusions drawn from this review ace that the
AN/IPD-7( ) electronically scanned (E-SCAN) system will meet a unique set of requirements and is still an tirgintli seeded
capablilty. This conclusion was supported by three separate formal statements of urgency for the AN/UPI-7( ) .ystem from
Elghth IS Army, US Army Europe, and US Army Forces Command. This review will be continued during FY 1981 in fse form of .,
"mini" Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA) to further reinforce the complementary and cost etsectiveness of
the AN/UPD-7( ) system as an integral part of the SOTAS, PAVE MOVER, and ASARS II "radar mix" on the battlefield.

I. (Ii) The total developmental costs shown, In this suisssary are-re resu't of a one-year detailed engis,,s 1 ig anasly:;is
and program structuring executed by the Army during FY 1980. These costs were developed Independently by c;. ia Instltsle
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Program Element: #6.42.21.A Title: AN/UPD-7 Surveillance Systems
DOD Mission: 1!255 - Tactical Survelllance Reconnaissance, Budget Activity: *4 Tactical Programs

and Target Acquisition

of lechnology, Atlanta, CA, and the US Army Combat Surveillance and Target Acquisition Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, NJ, and
were done in cognizance of the restructuring of the Standoff Target Acquisition System (SOTAS) progri-m funding requirements
that occurred concurrent with this effort. Prior to the start of the Engineering Development (ED) program in FY 1982 the
total development costs will be further validated by a baseline cost estimate to be accomplished in .Y 1981.

4. Major Milestones:

Current Milestone Dates:

lini Cost and Operational

Effectiveness Analysis Jul 81
Baseline Cost Estimate Jul 81
Antenna Proof Of Principle
Demonstration Jul 81

IIQDA Engineering Development Decision Aug 81

Engineering Development Contract Awp'd May 82
Developmental and Operational Testing Sett-Dec 84
Interim Initial Operating Capability
Production Award Nay 85
Initial Operating Capability

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost
ROTE

Funds (corrent requirements) 520 0 4000 31200 35720
Funds (as shown in FY 1891

submission) 595 4335 5955 0 13995

The FY 1980 funding decrease resulted from a reprograming of funds to higher priority Army requirements. The funding
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Program Element: 06.42.21.A Title: AN/UJPD-7 Surveillance Systems
D)lt Mission: #255 - Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Budget Actiity: 4 Tactical Program:.

and Target Acquisition

required for Initiation of this program in FY 1981 was deferred by Congress. In addition, the total prog.,m cost sh.wn in
the FY 198 submisslion was an early estimate of program RDTE requirements. During the past year the tta] system contigura-
tion was defined, and two independent cost estimates were made. The total RDTE program cost will be fualh,,r validat.,i
during FY 1981 with a Baseline Cost Estimate of the total system.

E. (i1) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

I'J a I

FY 1980 FY 198I FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional .t imated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion :o!,t

Aircraft Procurement, Army:

Funds (current requirements) 0 0 300 15100 102300 117410
Funds (as shown in FY 1981 15479 28479 43958
submission)

Quantities (current requirements)
Data Links 20 70 90
Radars 32 32
Ground Stations 24 24

Quantities (as shown in FY 1981
submission)

Data Links 90 0 90
Radars 0 0
Ground Stations 0 0

Military Construction, Army:
Funds (current requirements) 0 0

Funds (as shown in FY 1981 0 0
submission)
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74.

Program Element: P6.42.21.A Title: AN/UPD-7 Surveillance Systems
DOD Mission: 1215 - Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Budget Activity: #' Tactical Progrm.;

and Target Acquisition

The FY 1981 submisqlon supported the procurement of an electronic countermeasures (ECN)-hardened data link for tlie AN/UPD-7
(APS-94F) program. The current. requirements tprorporate the same as a part of
the ANI/UPD-7( ) program which also-includes sufficient radars and grotid statlns to equip
the active Army OV-ID fleet. The procurement funding requirements for the AN/UPD-7( ) (E-SCAN) were d.veloped from two
indel endent cost anclyses accomplished in FY 1980 by the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, CA, and the US Army
Combat Surveillanc.' and Target Acquisition Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, NJ. and will be further validate,) during FY 1981 with
a Baseline Cost Estimate.

11-249



Program Element: #6.42.21!-& Title: AN/UPD-7 Surveillance yts
DOD Mission: 1255 - Tactical Surveillance, Recnnaisan 3  idget Activity; 14 Tactical Prre

F. DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: In order to succussfujily conduct fits mssion ot Interdiction at ilie second
eciel-i, the Corps Commander has the Inherent requirement of befog able to locate. Identify, and target sect,. I ,Aieto"
forces out to beyond the forward line of troops (FIAT). The AN/iiPD-7( ), electronically scanned (E:C.lprogram
wilt product-imiprove the current AN/iJPD-7 (AN/APS-94F) Corps survcllitance system to meet til requilrement. 1--. Army cutrretn-
tly hids five Corps-level companies and two detachuments of OV-ID, Wl)HAliK, aicraft fielded worldwide. Time pii .- , Y sensor
associated with theme units is the AN/UPD-7 Corps-level surveillancze Syllsi, of which the AN/APs-94' sidle-loti ig airinnrn,,
radar (SLAg) io thes main component. This systemcurrently provides a valuable Intelligence prfduct to field -owtsndcmc oil a
daily basis. but does have several maajor The current AN/UPD-7 system requires up to t., over A til.-
cal Corps front (not including Corps flanks) and has-a range of oniy beyond the forward iine of trunt1,. (FiLtT). It-
to this lack of timely surveillance coverage of the Corps area, tht" system cannot maintain continuity (apeeti nd directloti)
onl moving targets It detects. This limited coverage will permit second-ehelon forces to enter the Corps at, ,n cif tlfilmen
undetected, In addition both the AN/APS-94F radar and the data,llrtk (AN/ARC-i64(V)12) that connects the sliU ne senso'r lon
time groundf station wilt be

This program will product-improve the existing AN/UPO-1 surveillance systea to correct these detiA,ncies and
meet the Corps Commander's radar surveillance requirements. Utiliiig,proven technology from other deveinpm-ct programs.
te radar will be electronicaily scanned to enable It to cover up to of the Corps Commander's aream of ninti-nce eviry

seconds. This timely coverage will allow the Corps Commander to maintain continuity and track movitng t it gets as thecy
advance Into the main battle area. Current aircraft (OP-ID1) assets are capable of maintaining tilts survetii, capability
around the clock during hostiiities atid will allow the AN/iJPD-7( ) system to cue targeting systems such as SL iloff TattgcL
Acqunisition System (SOTAS) and PAVE HOVER for direct engagement as the second-echelon forces move Into range. AL ti. ..mttm
time the electronically scanned (E-SCAN) radar will be

Tiltis ihardning wi t I have t Inc
aiditional operational benefit of extending the current range of time AN/APS-94F to ttme range be..,t the
forward line of troops (FLOT) required by the Corps Commander. Tis program wili also replace the existing A J/li'D9-7 ditta
link with an to provide a that. it.
Interoperablewitth the Division-level Standoff Target Acqtstioln System (SOT A§) groumnd terminal. Tis wil ii Ic.ihieved by
Integrating the same data link that io being developed for SOTAS and the Army Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) indt will nto
Involve the developmaent of yet another new data link. Finally, the current AN/UPD-7 ground station will be r.,piaced with at

ground station that is functionally similar, if not Identical, to the SOTAS Secondary Ground Station. This ciaige is nec,,.-
mary to allow the surveillance information collected from the OV-iD, MOHIAWK.C to be displayed in near-ritailtine itm the groundi
station on a cathode ray tube (CRT) and to allow software-controlled time compression of the tracks made by minving targets.
This Is the same technique utilized by the Interim Interim (12) SOTAS-currently In operation in Europe. This ctigineering



Program Element: 46.42.21.A Title: AN/AIPD-7 Surveillance Systismi
DOD 'llsailo,: J255 - Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Budget Activity: 04 Tactical Prtgruls

and Target Acquisition

development (Et)) program wilt result in enough hardware (4 radars, 2 ground stations, and one set of special test equipment)
to eq.ip an OV-l Detachment. At the conclusion of fabrication, the AN/UPD-7( ) system will undergo a limited development
and operational test and then be refurbished. The refurbished AN/UPD-7( ) hardware will then be fielded to an OV-ID
Detachment 1in E-irope for an interim initial operational capability (IOC) in The program will then transition to a
limfitetJprod,.tton nf hardware to equip all the active Army OV-ID units. The AN/UPD-7( ) will have a production IOC of

in Europe. The decision to continue this program after the Congressional deferment of the FY 1981 funding
!; ma,le onry after a careful evaluation of the operational capabilities anticipated to be achieved by other developmental

radir systems. This evaluation will continue in FY 1981 In much greater detail through the AN/UPD-I( ) "mint" Cost and
Operational Effocetlveness Analysis that wilt Include the Standoff Target Acquisition System (SOTAS). PAVE MrIVRR, and ASARS
11. Tf, initlal results of this evaluition strongly support the need for the AN/UPD-7( ) as part of our "radar mix." The
SorAS cannot e,-t the Carps surveillance requirements wittout a product improvement to the current !ngineering development
system and addtf Ional procurement. This is neither timely nor cost effective. The Air Force ASARS 1I system does not meet
the Corps com-aider's survelliance reqtltrements In several major areas. ASARS It Is a fixed target: radar systems, not a
moving target sisrpm, and Its range of beyond the forward line of troops (FLOT) falls short of the required
Adhtttionally, 4;ARS It is sized to support four to five Corps in an Allied Tactical Air Force support area, and as such,
canuat provide the conttinons coverage required to maintain continuity on moving targets in a single Corps area of lnflu-
e, . PAVE 1ftV:R is also an Allied Tactical Air Force asset or possibly even a Theater asset and mist support four to eight
Corps. This alto will preclude It from providing dedicated support to a single Army Corps. With a primary mission of tar-
get acquisItioo and strike control for Assault Breaker, PAVE MOVER cannot provide continuous surveiliance coverage to any
oue single A-,v Corps. As the PAVE H(VER feasibility test data, operational and organizational colllcept and
fielding data b,.come available, its cost and operational effectiveness to meet the Corps surveillance requirements will con-
!iue to be evluated. All of tiese systems, Standoff Target Acquisition System (SOTAS), AN/UPD-1( ), ASARS it, and PAVE
(OVER, ire deoi[ned and built to perform a unique function on ttie battlefield and operationally cons-lement p.leh other on the
hattlefiftld. li addition to performing the Corps commander's radar surveillance mission, the AN/UP.--7( ) will perform a
viu ahie cuetnp function in support of the targeting capabilities of bott SOTAS and PAVE HOVER.

G. RELATED ACTIVITIES: This program Is capitalizing upon the development work contained in s. veral related programs
by Incorporating proven technology fro them as appropriate. This approach has resulted in a low-risk development program
that is largely al Integration effort. The only area of the AN/UPD-7( )_system development assessed to have any risk is the
approarbt tO actieving an threat envi-
roncnot. This approach, is technologically simple utilizing 1 ,d beam concept and will be proven during FY 1981 with a
proof of principle demonstration. This effort will he io m' .1 as a part of Program Element 6.37.19A, Surveillance,
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and Target Acquisition

Target Acquisition and Night Observation (STANO), Project DK72, Radar. The AN/UPD-7( ) will utilize either the Modular
integrated Communications and Navigation System (MiCNS) under development in Program Element 6.47.48.A, Standoff Target
Acquisition System (SOTAS), and Program Element 6.47.30.A, Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV), or the L-80 Micrwv.ve Data Link
developed for the TR-i and Improved GUARDRAIL V programs. The ground station to be utilized for the AN/UPD 7 ( ) capital-
Izes on the secondary ground control station currently being developed in Program Element 6.47.48.A, SOTAS, and will be
either identical or a minimally modified version of that piece of equipment. The engineering design study for the
AN/UPD-7( ) that was accomplished in FY 1980 also took a detailed look at the Air Force PAVE MOVER and ASARS ii
developments. Some of the basic components of the AN/UPD-7( ) antenna will be a direct application of hardiare developed In
the PAVE MOVER Program. The entire design concept for the AN/UPD-7( ) was managed by a Study Advisory Group (SAG) compJed
of members from the Army Standoff Target Acquisition System (SOTAS) program. Combat Surveillance and Target Acquisition

Laboratory, Program Manager for Special Electronic Mission Aircraft (SENA), Headquarters, US Army ElectroaiJ,: Research a.nd
Development Command (ERADCOM), and US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC). Coordination between th1 management
group and the Air Force was accomplished through numerous visits with the PAVE HOVER and ASARS It project otiices and system
contractors. The primary objective of this type of continuing coordination is to insure that there is no dp ication ot
effort within the Army or the Air Force and that the AN/UPD-7( ) can be rapidly developed in a low-risk, to,-toat progr.m.
This integration of components developed and proven in other programs as a product improvement to an alread, teided sytitem
will assure that these objectives are met.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: In-louse: PM, Special Electronic Mission Aircraft, St. Louis, MO; US Army Ele ttonlcs Reatrch
and Development Command (ERADCOM), Adelphi. 1MD; Combat Surveillance and Target Acquisition Laboratory (CS&T,), Fort
Monmouth, NJ. Contractors: Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA; NIlbu Research
Associates, Santa Monica. CA.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: During FY 1980 the Army (US Army Intelligence Center and S I..L) developed
an Organizational and Operational Concept for providing moving target surveillance of the battlefield to bil, c orps ind
Division Commanders. This concept included the complementary operation of Standoff Target Acquistion Syste,. (SOTAS) -it
Division Level and the AN/UPD-7( ) electronically scanned (E-SCAN) system at Corps level. In addition a pr,-ltminary
trade-off analysis was made to determine if the Corps or Division Commander's requirements could be met sol. Iy with SOTAS or
the AN/UPD-7( ) (E-SCAN). The Initial results of this analysis cleaily delineated the benefits obtained frm the imprued
AN/UPD-7( ) and showed hw this system and SOTAS perform unique functions and complement each other. in pa-ilel with ihi
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work, an Independent Analysis was conducted that determined the baseline hardware and software configuration for the
AN/UPD-7( ) system utilizing existing technologies from programs such as PAVE HOVER, ASARS Ii and SOTAS. All of these
actions were reviewed at an 1lQDA decision briefing In October 1980. The results of this review are the FY 1981 and beyond
program detcribed below.

2. FT 1981 Program: During FY 1981, the trade-off analysis accomplished in FY 1980 will be expanded to a "mini"
Cost and Operational Effectiveoiess Analysis (CORA) utilizing Standoff Target Acquistion System (SOTAS), ASARS-I and PAVE
14OVER as baseline systems. In addition, the formal requirement for the AN/UPD-7( ) electronically scanned (E-SCAN) will be
updated based on a review of the.requirement for tar&eting and target classification at both Division and Corps areas of
Influence In parallel with these initiatives, a proof-of-principle model for
the recommended AN/UPD-7( ) radar Electronic Counter-Countermeasures (ECCH) approach will be developed and tested. The
results of tihe PY 1980 Independent Analysis indicated the entire development of the AN/UPD-7( ) would be of low
developmental risk with the sole exception of the Electronic Counter Countermeasures (ECCH) approach which is classiled as
a moderate risk. The proof-of-principle demonstration will eliminate the risk associated with this portion of the program.
All of these actions will be reviewed at an IIQDA decision briefing in August t981 and a decision will be made on whether to
proceed with Engineering Development with the AN/UPD-7( ) in FY 1982.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Based on the previous two years' work and a successful review of this work by HQDA in
August 1981, all necessary experimental work, and operational considerations will have been performed, and the AN/UPD-7 ( )
wilt be ready for full-scale Engineering Development. The FY 1982 program will then initiate develolment of four prototype
electronically scanned (E-SCAN) and Electronic Countermeasures (ECH)-hardened versions of the AN/AP!;-94F side-looking air-
borne radar, two ground sensor terminals with ECH-hardened data links, and one set of special test ,quipment. System engi-
neering design will be completed, and the procurement of long lead items will be completed to support fabrication in FT
1983.

4. (M) FY 1983 Planned Program: Based on the engineering design completed in FT 1982, the hardware modifications to
the AN/UPD-7 (APS-94F) will be initiated. These will include the development and fabrication of th,, new electronic scanned
antenna, and the ground sensor terminal will be initiated. If the Stendoff Target Acquisition Syst, m (SOTAS) data link and
serondary ground station have been selected for use in this system, this will be largely an integration effort vice
develolmentni effort.

5. Program to Completion: Engineering development will be completed during the fourth qarter of FY 1984 with
the subsequent fielding of the engineering development hardware to an OV-ID detachment in Europe in

(1-253
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FY 1982 RD'E CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: Ob.43.Ob.A Title: STINGER
OO Mission Area: #213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity. #4 - Tactical Programo

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): (9 In thousands)

Total
Project FY L980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimted
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Compiet-. Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 18827 5833 16171 To Be Determined

QUANTITIES 20e

D646 Stinger 18827 5833 16171 To Be Determined

B. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program provides for full-scale developotic of a li..npurtable
Air Defense Weapon System (MANPADS). MANPADS is a self-defense, air defense weapon system needed at lit. company unit level
to counter enemy low-altitude, high-speed tactical aircraft and helicopter threats to company-size unite operating near the
Forward Edge of the Battle Area (FEBA). Stinger has been designed as the MANPADS to replace the curr-,i Redeyc sysic-m, whilh
hab no forward aspect engagement capability and no Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) system. Engin..i ini Develol-icnt (ED)
of the basic Stinger system was completed With FY 1978 funds.

An advanced ci I" r, Pass..vI OptJI'.l
Seeker lechinique (POST), was approved for engineering development In June 1977 to significantly Impt-. 'linger's iarercd
cuuter-countermeasuus capability.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: The programed full-scale development of the advanced seeker ki:ST) will cutinue.
Ground testing of the missile will be completed by the contractor as well as simulation validation. elotype tualification
Tests (PQT) by the qovernment, consisting of 1b rounds, will begin In FY 1982. The Stinger-POST finaI p,,irformance bssessment
will also begin during this period. Program costs and schedule are being analyzed to evaluate a possbl, growth In the pro-
gram of approximately $10 million because of the additional time required to complete testing and qual iteation related to
the Integration of the sealed head with the guidance electronics.

II-2,4 1 11, Ma II,, 81
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program ee t : #6., 3.U6.A Title: STINGER

DOD Mission Area: 11213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

Current 4ilestone Dates
Major lil stones Milestone Dates Shown In FY 1981 Submission

Initiatio, ,:f ED of the
POST St, kor June 1977 June 1977

CompiCtlo, o:f ED of
POST Se' k-r July 1982 June 1981

Init ial 1I;irdware
AvallalIity December 1985 March 1983

The Stingvr-OST en., i.ring development program was extended because of difficulties encountered with produ, ibility, inte-
,gratlon/asscmbly and i'sting of the POST seeker head and packaged electronics. The Stinger-POST program is cutrently being
analyzed to more accur.ntely define rise schedule impact.

D. (U) :OhIMPARISON 11111 FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST: ($ In thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 pY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDI E
Fu::ds (current r:uiresmnts) 18827 5833 16171 To Be Determined
Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 1.7577 9945 0 0 204710

(I) In FY 1980 $1.25H was reprogramed to conduct a special acquisition test in Germany. (2) FY 1981 funding was reduced by
$3.5M for the FY 1981 hndlget amendment and by $O.51 for tile studies general reduction. (3) $4M was added to FY 1982 to
recoup tite $3.5M lost in FY 1981. An additional $12M was included itn FY 1982 amendment to resource the additional time
required to (onduct test ilg related to the Integration of the sealed head with the guidance electronics.

UNCLASSIFIED
11-.'I CI, 31 Mar 81
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: Ib.4..Ob.A Title: STINGER

DOD Mission Area: #213 Ground Air Deflnse Budget-Activity: 4 - Tictical Vrors,

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ In thousands)
iotal

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additioial Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completimi Cost

Missile Procurement, Army
Funds (current requirements) 81800 70600 224300 To be Determined
Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 81000 70800 Ir8600 - 908700 1368000

Quantities (current requirements) 1874 1356 2544 To Be Determined 30453
Quantities (as shown In FY 1981

submission) 2400 1356 1974 - 22215 A0453
Military Construction. Army

Funds (current requirements) 3300 0 2914 - 0 6214
Funds (as shown In FY 1981

submission) 0 0 0 - 0 0

Change in quantities in FY 1980 is the result of the FY 1980 contract negotiations. Other changes in it missile procurement
proram are due to economic chanises resulting from application of new Department of Defense inflation giidance and lor
Stinger-POSI development and production schedule delays resulting In stretching out completion of the prturement program.
Additional funding in FT 1982 resulted from estimating changes based on prior year contract experience. lillitary construc-
tion in FY 1982 Is to construct two moving target simulator buildings In Germany to support training (,l ltInger and Redeye
teams. Procurement funding programed for FY 1982 Includes purchase of the equipment for these building. . Military construc-
tion In FY 1980 was not Included In this summary In the FY 1981 submission.

UNCLASSIFIED
11-156 (:1, II Mr 81
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Program ElmtiTit: 0I.43.06.A Title: STI NCER

DOD Mission Area: 21.3 - -Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

F. DETAILED BACK;ROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The currently fielded Redeye Guided Missile System exhibits serious lhmits-
tions in view of the current and postulated threat nosed by enemy support and Interdict ion jet aircraft. Redeye can attack
only
Furthermore, Redeye ha,. no Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) capability. The purpose of this program is to produce, test,
and field Stinger as the successor to Redeye, and to develop, test, and field the follow-on Stinger-POST seeker with Improved
counter-countermeasures to meet advanced countermeasures threats. As a successor to Redeye, Stinger will overcome the above
cited deficiencies by being capable of engaging threat aircraft from any aspect at speeds

Stinger will provide an integral air defense capability to the
combat maneuver company complemented by PATRIOT, ROLAND, and DIVAD GUN in the overall air defense of the field Army. Stinger
will be deployed with both Army and Marine Corps forward combat elements and Is expected to replace Redeye generally on a
onc-for-one bas-. Stinger is similar to Redeye in that it Is a shoulder-fired, passive infrared homing guided missile sys-
tem. Stinger has a higher performance rocket motor, an advanced seeker, a separable reusable gripstock, a new launcher, and
a lightweight Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) device. The total weiglt of the missile and its launcher in the
ready-to-basic-fire configuration is 33.9 pounds. The fire unit Is a two-man team and Is authorized a basic load of six mis-
sies with six additional missiles in theater stocks. The Stinger-POST advanced seeker has demonstrated the feasibility of a
two-color (infrared and ultraviolet) design which has a significantly enhanced counter-countermeasure capability. Full-scale
development of POST began in FY 1977.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This program is a joint development with the United States Marine Corps. Production
requirements for that service are fully coordinated with the Army. The program is monitored for the Marine Corps by a Marine
Corps officer assigned to the Stinger program office, Redstone Arsenal, AL, and through coordination by the Army Staff 1ith
their Marine Corps counterparts.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Development of the Basic Stinger System and the POST seeker is under the direction of the US
Army Misfile Command, 1uintsville, AL. The prime contractor Is the Pomona Division of General Dynamics, Pomona, CA. Atlantic
Research C orporation, Cainesville, VA, is the developer of the rocket motor. The 1FF prime contractor is Teledyne
Electronics. Newbury Pick, CA. Government agencies which will contribute during the development phase are the IS Army
Armament Riesearch and Development Command, Dover, NJ (missile warhead), and the US Army Electronics Research a I Development
Command, Futt Monmouth, NJ (battery).

• • i . i II II I-I ' I



Program Element: Ib .43.06.A Title; STINGER

Dul Mission Area: 1213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prghr.ma,

I. (U) PROGRAN ACCOPI.ISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: In 1965, a series of advanced development efforts wrce begun to dmonstrate
tie rltl,' components required for an Improved, shoulder-fired air defense missile which would enga c low flying aircraft
trum any engagement aspect flying at speeds up to The effort demonstrated through firings at jet alrcr.it targets
that such components were feasible. In June 1972 Stinger entered formal Engineering Development. hli, tisellne design was
completed in 1974. A cost reduction effort entitled STINGTIIKIFT was implemented in C¥ 1974 resulting it an eatiled $2)
million savings in procurement. In FY 1975 the Guided Test Vehicle (GTV) series of tests were completeA with positive In-
dications of system performance criteria being met. A total of 16 GTV firings demonstrated a success rite against
threat representative targets. A design flight test program (18 rounds) was conducted to confirm pat, ,,er. Producibllity
Engineering Planning (PEP) was initiated witlch provided delivery of Special Acceptance Inspection Equip-a,.t and dtawinga for
the Initial Production Facilities (IPF). In FY 1976 and P 197T, further tests continued with the Pr t type Qualitication
Teats-Contractor (PQT-C). These flights determined that the contractor met his contract specificatiots. The government
Initiated Prototype Qualification Test-Governctint (PQT-G) to evaluate system performance Independent- .gainst requirements.
There were 35 filghtts conducted in Prototype Qualification Teat-Government (PQT-G) under varying enviioia.sental conditions.
The US Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA) also tested the system (Operational Test I. with boti eifiring
tactical exercises and with troops firing a total of Ii rounds. An 18-round Production Prototype Test ilitiated it July 1977
was successfully completed In November 1917. Stinger arctic testing by US Army Teat and Evaluation C,sinmd (TECOM) was comp-
leted ilt February 1978, and Produclbillity Engineering Planning (PEP) was essentially completed in Septater 1978. A produc-
tion Technical Data Package (TDP) adequate to support initial production was completed in December 19,1. This irodhictioa TDP
cons.ists of documentation defining the product (tactical system and ancillary equipment). Special Act pl rce Insp, ion
Equipment (SALE), operation methods planning data, and tooling design. SAlE to support production or tth, warhead .- ction was
completed In July 197 . Stinger Initial Production Was begun In April 1918. Initial deliveries roat lIt, first prtduction
contract were made in Marc 1980 for Use In tite Initial production firings and for Instructor and key at% soune tr.ining.
Tectnlcal difficulties related to production and training firings and to delays encountered in hardw.st , ,ualificatiun testing
caused tlte August 1981i 1tK to be delayed. Qualification testing has now been completed, and technit-I ioblems elilter have
been solved or modifIcations are now being incorporated. Tle system meets Its designed system effecl I stess. 10C was
lattained on 27 February 1981. A counter-countermeasures improved seeker (POST) full-scale developmett t ifort was initiated
28 June 1971/ after lavorable Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARG) and Office of the Secret,, > of Deltb. (OSD)
decisions. Tile design lot the filal configuration of the POST seeker hoa been completed. Englneerlht taluatltu Itsting
(LET) Is underway. Fabrication of the firat flight configuration hardware was Initiated. Design tr.d.-,,ff studlie and a
pitelmlnary performance assessment lave been completed. Fabrication. sad ground and laboratory testi.; tf protoutype hardware
continues as will Pmoducibility Engineering Planning (PEP) activities.

II-2t tiI, i Mr I
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Eltsm, nt 16.4304. .A Title: STINGER
Dot) Mission Ar'a. h _2l -Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

2. (U) FY 1981 Ptoglam: Engineering Development of POST will continue In FY 1981. System simulation activities
In lohde computer simulat ion validation acid pre- and post-flight analyses. The 13-round contractor flight testlng of
Stinger-POST will be initiated; ground testing of the POST missile will also continue.

3. (U) FY 1982 Plannudl Program: Engineering development activities include completion of simulation validation and
contractor ground testing. The 16-round government Prototype Qualification Testa (PQT) flight testing will be tonducted in
IFY 1982. The POST final performance assessment will be completed.

4. (U) FY 1983 Plu o-. Prgram; None.

5. (U) 'roram oto Cnletion: None.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Progrim Element: #6.43.06.A Title: STINGER
DOD Mission Area: 1213 - Ground Air Defense Bulget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

.1. (11) rIisr. AiD: EVAI.IIATION DATA:

I. Development Test and Evaluation: in June 1972, Stinger entered formal Engineering DeveloPAeCCt. The base ln
design was completed in 1974. in July 1975, the Guided Test Vehicle (GTV) series of tests was completed. A oial of l ;i'V
firings were conlut.i4d to test the missile guidance against various targets and test conlitions. The test reulted in 1t %uc-
cesses and 6 failures. The root causes of the failures, detector warm-up and system noise, were corrected by the contractor.
A design flight test program consisting of IS rounds was completed in January t976 to confirm missile perfora ne characteris-
tics when shoulder-fired and after temperature conditioning. There were 12 successes, 4 failures, and 2 no-tas. The fallures
were due to tailfin failures in a hot environment (2 rounds), wet launch motor, and a short in a battery cool ht unit; all
deficiencies uere corrected. Prototype Qualification Testing (PQT) by the contractor began in February 1976 ct was suspded

in March 1976 after 6 missile firings and laboratory environmental tests indicated quality control problems ad unsatsfatory
reliability. After verification of the corrections, testing resuaed in June 1976, and 26 more flight tests a, ro conducted.
There were 21 successes, I failure, and 4 no-test. These tests verified that the system met the specificatio-s ind
requirements of the contract and that the system was prepared to begin government testing. Thirty-five missiles were fired in

the Prototype Qualification Testing by the government; testing was completed In April 1977, with 26 successes jit 9 no tests.
A Production Prototype Test consisting of 18 flight tests was conducted from June through November 1977 with 4t .luccesses, 2

no-tests, and 2 failures. The failures were Isolated to a faulty missile umbilical and a broken wire in the ,rhead acti.n.
A coli region test was conducted at Pt Greely, Alaska, from January to February 1978. Testing included cold temperature stor-
age, field handling and transportation, a firing phase and an operational tracking exercise. Results of the field handling
testing Indicate,| a need for better sling design. The firing phase resulted in two eject-only failures of four missilu,; fired,

and the tracking exercise reve.lei operational problems with the identification Friend or Foe (;FP). Corrective action h.as
bqen taken on all problema. DT&E for b slc Stinger was completed in February 1978. The required system round reliability wis

the demonstrated reliability was This high reliability supported the certified round maintenance concept. St iu.,er
has proceeded Into production.

(Ui) Development Test and Evaluation (lT&E) for Stinger-POST started in FY78 and is expected to be completeI in FY 1981.
Stinger-POST Is an improvement to the basic Stinger seeker head assembly and guidance electronics assembly which enhances the
counter-countermeasure capabilities of the basic system. The program is managed by US Army Missile Commud, R.ist.ond Arsenal,

AL.

(U) DT&E for Stinger-POST Includes a comprehensive program of ground testing, simulation, and flight te ilin:.
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(U) Testing by the contractor, Pomona Division of General Dynamics Corporation, is being performed on two versions of the
guidance section: a guidance verificatton (GV) configuration and a counter-countermeasure verification (CCHV) configuration.
The CV issembly is the POST guidance ectton less a portion of the counter-countermeasures circuitry. The CCMV assembly is the
complete POST guidance section assembly. This technique was devised to allow the development and evaluation of the new POST
guidance system, whlvh uses state-of-the-art microelectronics and microprocessors, while concurrently developing the CCH cir-
cuitry. Identical tests will be performed on both configurations during contractor testing. The CCHV version will be the pro-
rot ype.

(U) Reliability testing, which began in June 1980, is designed to isolate and eliminate the root causes of malfunctions by
subjecting the hardw.ire to increasingly severe environmental tests (step stress) and to determine safety margins. Flight vib-
ration, transportation vibrations, launch shock, and combined environments of temperature/vibration and temperature/launch
shock are some of the stresses to be applied. The required system reliability is the same as for basic Stinger.

(U) Performance assessments using a flight test-validated computer simulation will evaluate the hardw.,re design and estab-
lish the Stinger-POST performance capabilities and lethality against the full range of threat speeds, maneovers, and counter-
measures. The simul ttions are scheduled to be completed In CY 1982.

(U) Plight teqtfng for Stinger-POST will be conducted at White Sands Missile Range (5SHR), NN, to verify system perform-
ance against various targets and to provide data to validate computer simulation. A total of 29 flight tests are planned. The
contractor will fire 13 Guidance Test Vehicles (GTV) (5 CV and 8 CCKV vehicles), beginning In FY8i. Six of the GTV's will be
preconditioned at exireme temperatures. Prototype Qualification Tests (PQT) by the government, consisting: of 16 rounds, will
begin in late-1

9 8
1. Ten rounds will undergo environmental preflight conditioning; six rounds will be fi-ed under ambient con-

ditionq. Aft support equipment will be available during the test.

(U) Several sp lal tests will also be performed. Supersonic sled tests were conducted by the contiactor on the GV con-
figuratlon from Mar-h through June 1980 at China Lake, CA. Fly-by tracking tests of the GV were complet.d In September 1978.
Initial C'MV fly-by tests were conducted at Ft. Bliss, TX, In January 1980, and special CCHV tracking tests were conducted in
Germany Ahring Pebruviry and March 1980. Electromagnetic radiation tests are scheduled for late 1980 at Redstone Arsenal, Al..
The )ffire of issit, Electronic Warfare (OHgW) is conducting an independent countermeasures and vulnerability analysis of the
Stinger-PosT guidance assembly. OMEW will provide suggestions for countermeasure improvements as the program progresses.
rountermeweure devices vil also be developed for subsequent use In the flight test program.
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2. (i1) Operational Test and Evaluation

(U) Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&8) for basic Stinger has been completed; no significaut ue:f -i , 1,:s wer, i,
and the system has proceeded into production.

(U) Operational Test I was not conducted. Instead, the US Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency ,IrtGA) monlired
the contractor demonstration it Ft. Bliss, TX, during Mar-Jun 75. "The contractor demonstration verified the -pabillly -,I
Stinger in the areas of Iuman factors, weapon performance effectiveneas preliminary weapon system reaction i1.-,:s. alid
associated command, control, and communications doctrine.

(1) Operational Test 1I (OT 1i) for Basic Stinger was performed by the OTEA in Aug 76 for the field exse1 ie portio iod
Oct 76 for the live firing portion of the test. Eleven rounds were fired with 5 hits and 6 misses. Four of tlh missee . re
due to gunner error; one failure was due to reliability; and one because time t.rget exceeded the kinematic cpabiility of time
system. The Stinger Weapon System was evaluated during OT I in terms of performance against Redeye Weapon system, which vis
used as the baseline. The conclusions that supported the production decision were:

(U) The Stinger Weapon System has a subst2ntial forward hemisphere capability which can engage targets ir,,a% all asp, is.
Redeye engages targets In an outgoing or crossover aspect only.

(U) Functional operations of the Stinger Weapon System are basically the same as those of the Redeye Wuapon System.
Stinger operator errors, when they occur, are similar to those made by Redeye operators.

(U) Stinger possesses an Identification Friend or Foe (IV) system which Is adequate when used as an aid I,,r ldentifIca-
tLion. RedeyL does not have an IFF capability.

Infrared countermeasureo are less effective againit the Stinger Weapon System than against the Redeye Weapon Syl tm.
Hiowever,

(U) Operational testing for Stinger-POST is schdduled concurrently withm rite government-conducted prototype quAmiflc.4t Ion
test (PQT/DT 11) In CY 1982. A separate operational field/tracking exercise will be conducted by tile OTIIA it Nellie AFB, NV.

I
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The field exercise will be conducted to evaluate gunner training and operational aspects of the system It a benign tand
countermeasures environment. Six Tracking Head Trainers and a moving target simulator will be availabLi tor the operational
tests. Six live firings will be conducted by OT gunners as part of the PQr/DT It firing program. Theas will be joint DT/OT
firings. OT testlig will be completed by early CY 1983.

3. (U) Initial Production Testing:

a. (U) Production missile flight tests consist of six First Article Test (FAT) weapons and a itimple of 20 weapons for
reliability assessment from the FY78 production contract. The first of the reliability samples was delivered in March 1980 and
flight testing started Immediately thereafter.

b. (U) In July 1980 the six PAT weapons, after having been exponsed to simulated life cycle environments, were fired.
Firings were perforned at extreme operating temperature limits (hot and cold). Five of these weapons performed successfully
and one resulted In an eject-only only failure. Analysis of this failure revealed a disconnected flight motor lanyard (a
breakwire safety circuit designed to prevent flight motor ignition prior to launch motor separation in flight). Failure mode
was random and attributed to inadequate quality control during assembly. Corrective action has been taken to preclude
recurrence. The First Article Test results were contractually acceptable.

c. (11) rho 20 weapons comprising the reliability test series are randomly selected from perlolie production
deliveries. The 15 reliability flights conducted to date began March 1980. The first of these successfully Impacted time subs-
cale target and all flight test objectives were met. The next two firings were elect-only missile failures and the flight
testing was suspend.d. It was determined that incompatability had developed between missile battery voitioge rise characteris-
tics and faize input requirements causing a timing error between May 1980 which resulted In two successful firings. Ten addi-
tional missiles wer, fired during November and December 1980. Of these 10 missiles, one was "no-tested' due to launch without
acquisition (gunner error) leaving nine scorable flights. Seven of the nine were successful and two failures occurred. One
failure was an open circuit In the missile battery which will be precluded from recurrance by screening all manufacturing and
Inspection procedures. A second failure occurred when a missile went ballistic (no apparent guidance).

d. (U) The total production missile flight test experience to date includes the contractual flight test noted above,
plus thins, flights c:onducted In troop training exercises. Several additional failures have occurred in these early training
flights and Immediate corrective actions were implemented. The only problem wherein the root cause has not been identified is
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the early detonation of the warh.-d. This failure has occurred three times with warheads using very earli production fuzes.
The last 10 missiles fired utilize,! fuzes from later production cycles with no recurrence of the early dJ,Ioatioa failure.
Fuze improvements have been Identified and will be tested in early CY 198L. Following proof testing, thh- Improvemeals wilt

be Incorporated into the second production missiles.

e. (U) The many successful firings Include shots against stationary, high speed and maneuvering L.rgets as welt as
t-argets ,employing infrared countermeasures and a target executing a maneuver in combination with infrared c-untermesures. Thle
demonstrated accuracy of all successful flights is 100 percent; I.e., all have been physical or tactical hlts. The d.iaonst-
rated system effectiveness exceeds requirements. A total of 20 reliability sample firings are required ts meet contrd,:tual
requirements and to establish weapon reliability and system effectiveness. Data from these firings will I~u support a
"Suitability for Release for Issue" statement prior to IOC. The five remaining reliability sample firing .,re scheduled In
January 1981 , and Stinger IOC has been rescheduled for the second quarter V¥ 198t.

4. System Characteristics:

Operational/Technical Demonstrated
Lharacteristics I/ Objectives Performance

Intercept Range 2/
minimum (meters)
MLaximum (k)
Intercept Range 90o Offset 3/
Minimum (kIa)
Maximum (ka)
Intercept Altitude
Maximum (kin) 4/

Maximum Acquisition Range
No Offset (kIm) 5/
Activation Time (Secs) 7/

System Effectiveness (9s) 8/
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Infrared Counterie-sures
(Performance flegidation %) 9/ 10/
Weapon Reliability
[ff r.iaximum Inat-,ntaneous
Search Sector (r) grees) 13/ +6 +5
Ready-to-fire we.ipon weight
Including Onbo;ird 1FF antenna
(ibs) 35 34.4 (34.8)*

Number In parentheseq reflects current estimate (CE) for POST program.
t Based (n PQr-G/or ur/PPr test results and production testing will be updated pending completion of production firings.
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Suism iry: (U) Current performance values are based either upon prototype hardware or analyses using the fin I performan'c
assessment (PA 14) computer simulation models of the missile and threat.

FOOTNOTES:
1/ (U) Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP) threshold allows 20Z degradation for items I thru 7 and system retd)-to-fire wusght.
2/ Kinematic performance, no offset. Minimum Intercept range v3ries with target speed and missile latt-6 angle rel tive
to the threat aircraft flight path. The. values reported are derived from computer analyses. linlmum range ia for direct y in-
coming targets at speeds between 4aximtu range is for a zero-speed target. The current eat ite (CE) i,,r
POST f r miximum intercept range is based on analysis of prelimInary POST data and will be updated 2fter future POST analyses.
3 The 90* offset intercept ranges are based on Slinger or prelmi-
nary POST computer simulation. The current estimate for'1iYST will be updated following future POST computer aulilyses.
4/

6/ (U) The CE for Stinger is based on measurements in ideal environments.- C'--for POST is based on worst . a,- ambieR t-mper-
atere sensitivities at 23km visibility.
7/ (U) Time to ready-to-fire status.
8/ (U) E - Preuse reliability x prefire reliability x firing reliability x missile lethality for K kills. list included in
this defin tion of E is the probability of detection, evaluation, and transfer (Pdet). For the purposes of engineering
development, the perormance of the gunner will not degrade this probability. Includes non-IRCH maneuvering and nonmaneuver-
ving targets only and uses TACOS weighting (crossing emphasized).
9/ Although current estimate for Basic Stinger Is as shown,

LO/ Degradation is calculated as the percent decrease in system effectiveness (E.) in a countermeasure:i -. ,lronmeut 'os-
pared to the approved program E , i.e., in a beaign environment.
It/
12/ (U) Prefire reliability x fire reliability x warhead detonation reliability.
13/ (U) Characteristic Is not specified by the DCP. Search sector is 6n from the antenna line of sight.
T/ (U) Design changes are being made to the POST seeker optics which require the seeker dome to have a larer" radius of cur-
vature. This results in a more blunt dome shape that will cause missile aerodynamic drag to be increased. 1,. increased drag
will cause the maximum intercept range to be less than the CE. The CE will be updated following future simul it oln analyses.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Plgr. m Eiesl: 86.'.3.07.A Title: Patriot (SAM-D)

1101) Misto Acea: Area - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 4- Tactical ProgrAms

A. (U) RES,1IR :ES (PROIECr LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total

Prolect FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated

Number Tit tle Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Complett )n Costs
VI IT XL FOR PROGRAMi ELEMENT 128718 75315 57991 To Be Determined

0212 IP.triot (SAM-D) 126218 53074 27972 To Be Determined

D213 Patriot (ECCH Enhancement) - 19513 28058 To Be Determined
D291 Patriot (NATO) 2500 2728 1961 To Be Determined

a. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Air defense for the field Army requires high- and medhum-atttude

air defense iapahie of reacting to tie massive air raids expected in a conflict. In the field Army Ptriot defenses will be

complemented by short-range, Low-altitude forcard area air defense weapons and will be integrated witit the US Air Force in

tli. overall air deC-rise of the theater of operations. Patriot is an advanced surface-to-air guided missile system with a

high sIngle-qhot probability capable of operation in an Electronic Countermeasures (ECH) environment, and able to con-

d,,ot multiple slt .eous engagements against the high-performance air-breathing targets likely to be encountered by dep-

layed United States tortes during the 1980's and beyond. To cope with the projected threat, Patriot Will utilize a

trainable, multifunction, electronically scanned phased array radar, in addition, a digital computer will be used to

automatically control the system functions and provide the operator, through various displays. the ability to control and

monitor operations. The guidance system combines command guidance and homing guidance (track-via-missile (TVM)) systems.

Patriot (Project Number D291) is being considered by European nations as their future surface-to-ait missile system. Six

European NAT) Nitions have signed a Memorand=m of Understanding with the US which established a NATfl Patriot Steering Com-

mittee (PSC) and a full-time management study group for the period Oct 78-Oct 81 to study the acqui!;tion of Patriot by these

f1-26h7 (I, )I Mar 81
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nations. Patriot Electronic Counter Countermeasures (ECCH) Enhancement (Project Number 0213) has been init I t,: upon r- ,,u-
mendatiuns of the Defense Science Board to cope with the

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RUTE REQUEST:

(U) Project D212 - Development and modification of hardware and software which is needed to ,lapt Patriot's inherent
growth capacity to evolutionary advancements in technology will continue. Efforts include continued develoixeudt and testing
of the Antenna Mast Set (AiS), the counter Antiradiation Missile (ARM) program and the Maintenance Enhancement Prodram (AFI').

Project D213 - Continue design and testing of Patriot System enhanced capabilities in the fniowing i.eas:

Project D291 - Continuation of ongoing technical/management requirements to support NATO acquisition ciforts.

Current .tllestone Dates
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 191 Suluiission

Completion of DT/OT Testing Aug 80 Jun 80
Limited Production Decision DSARC [[I Sep 80 Not Shown
Completion of Prototype System
Confirmation Test Oct 81 Not Shown
Delivery of lot Production Fire Unit Feb 82 Not Shown
First Battalion (FORSCOM) Activation May 82 Not Shown
Complete Production Coofirmation Test Sep 82 Not shown
First Battalion (USAREUR) 1OC Not Shown
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Program Flem1t: 16.43.07.A Title: Patriot (SAN-D)

))D llsio, Area: #213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Progr.ms

1. (Il) COMPARISON W[TI FY 1981 ROT. RE(Q EST: (s In thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 To Completion Cost

Funds (cmrrent sumimssion) 128718 75175 57991 Fo Be Determined
Foods (a, slhown In FY 1981
asmullslor) 128710 51621# 28699 Nut Shown '4286? 1902072

The additlonal foods are required to support the planned product improvement program for PATRIOT which will begin In FY84.
ThI' program will Include production engineering of all the ECC14 enhancements selected for incorporation in the system.

F. (l) OTIIEZ APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Total

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estim3ted
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Complet oni Costs

TtItsile Procurement, Army
Fonds (currnt requirement) 395950 442300 / 820801- To Be Determined

Foods (ag shown In FY 1981) 395950 469600 575200 Not Shown 2004800 4092350
sobm 1 i m l)

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1980 F¥ 1981 FT 1982 FT 1983 Additional L.tiated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion C..,ts

Quantities (current requirement) 2'
Fire Control Sections 5 5 - 12 1/ To Be Determined
missiles 117 130 364 To Be Determined

Quantities (as shown In FT 1981
submission)
Fire Control Section 5 12 18 Not Shown 68 103
Missiles 155 183 391 Nut Shown 2907 4273

Military Construction, Army
Funds (current requirement) 0 0 42200 3/ 66004 214048 3/ 122252 3!
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 3800 0 42000 Not Shown 0 0

I/ (U) Cost Increases caused by reduced production rate for FY01 t 82, OSD directed test program for FY81I 2, and revised
production cost estimates from negotiation of FY80 production contract.

2/ (U) Reductions In production quantities directed by OSD In SEC)EF Decision Memo fr m DSARC III, 10 Sep 4(-

3/ (U) Increases in Military Construction, Army (HCA) are added requirements fur depioyment of Patriot ti W. Army Euroj..
(USAREUR) and US Army Forces Command (FORSCOM). NATO Infrastructure Funda will also be tt.ed for coustructi.,P .. t operating
facilities in USAREUR.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Progras Element: #6.43.O7.A Title: Patriot (SAiI-D)
1)(1) Mission hreaT 213- Ground Air Iefense Budget Activity: 54 - Tactical Programs

F. (i) DET4II.I) BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Patriot will replace NIKE IIERCULES and Improved HAWK. IOeployment of tile
Patriot system will reduce manpower and logistical costs and provide an Improved Army air defense. In the field Army Patriot
defenses will he complemented by short-range, low-altitude forward area air defense weapons and will be integrated with tile
US Air Force in the overall air defense of the theater of operations. The advanced features of Patriot will provide an
increased cap.ibility against saturation attacks, electronic countermeasures (ECH) and maneuvering targts. Patriot is an
advanced surfacc-to-air guided missile system with a high single-shot kill probability capable of operation in an ECIt envi-
ronment, and able to conduct multiple simultaneous engagements against the high-performance air-breathing targets likely to
be encountered ty deployed United States forces during the 1980's and beyond. To cope with the projected threat Patriot will
utilize a tralnable multifunction. electronically scanned phased array radar, in addition, a digital computer will be used
to automatically control tile system functions and provide the operator, through various displays, tile abilirv to control and
monitor operations. Tile guilance system combines command guidance and homing guidance (track-via-missile (TVMi)) systems.

G. (11) RELA'KD ACTiVITiES: System commonality with the Navy AEGIS has been studied and although separate developments are
required, continuous coordination insures the use of common components whenever feasible. The Patriot system, through the
battalion, will be interoperable with other Army Group/Brigade-level command and control systems through the Army Air Defense
Command and Control System (AN-TSQ-73). It will also be interoperable with the Air Force or Marine Corps systems when tile
Group/Brigade-level AN/TSQ-73 is not available.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: The Raytheon Company at Bedford, HA, is prime contractor witha Martin-Marietta Corporation of
Orlando, FL, as missile subcontractor. Thiokol Chemical Corporation of Huntsville, AL, is a subcontractor for tile rocket
motor. Teledyne grown, luntsvitle, AL, is the Software Verification and Validation contractor; Science Applications
Incorporated, tuntsville, AL, has developed a Tactical Operation Simulator (TOS); Sanders Associates. Nashua, Nil, is
developing an flparator/Tactics Trainer (OTT). Government agency in-house work is managed by the Patriot Project Management
Office, Huntsville, AL.

h. (i) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIMRNTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Tile project was initiated as the Army Air Defense System for the 1.)I!'s
(AAIS-7O's) In i 163. The program was renamed Surface-to-air missile development (SAHL-D) in FY 1965. Contract Definition was
completed, and a contract for Advanced Development (AD) was awarded tn May 1967. SAM-D hardware was Jesigned, fabricated,
and tested in thv Advanced Development program. This program proved the ability of tile multifunction phased array radar to

UNCLASSIFIED
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carry out time-shared search and track functions under computer control. As a result of the successful cO,1itieLon of
AdvanceJ Development objectives, SAM-D was approved for entry into Engineering Development (ED) in March 1412. The SAN-o
Nuclear and Antimissile Capability Study was approved in December 1972 which recommended: deletion of the tit. iear warhead,
programing of reduced number of tire sections for Continental United States (CONUS) air defense, and deveii-aleat of ail ill-
proved nonnuclear warhead. After another year of ED, the program was reoriented on 10 January 1974 to emph,,stze greater
austerity whitle permitting early flight verification of the track-via-missile guidance principle. A stop i.rk order was
issued to the prime contractor on 4 February 1974. As a result of this order, all effort in support of a ta~ilr portion of
the hardware development aud some engineering activities were deferred until a Defense Systems Acquisition I-view Council
(DSAR4C) met to approve the reoriented program. Ongoing efforts remaining after the stop work order were ia itipport of the
Track-Via-MLsstle (TVM) demonstration and an austere development program. The DSARC met on 6 June 1974 aol Lih,! Deputy S re-
tary of Defense directed program efforts continued in the following areas: preparation for the TVH demonsc ILion flight;.
continuation of the austere degelopment program. initiation of cost reduction efforts, development of a bacl ip guidance.
Control Test Vehicle (CTV) flights were completed on 26 August 1974. The major objectives of the captive -cry flight tt
program, a prerequisite beginning the Engineering Development Model flights, were successfully demonstrated and repeated
during November 1974. Proof-of-Principle flight tests demonstrated through missile firings that TVM guLdauta, functions were
successful against various targets. The remaining missiles were used to obtain additional engineering data. An Army Sytems
Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) was held in January 1976 which directed the resumption of Full-Scale Englacring Develop-
ment. The Surface-to-Air Missile Development (SAM-D) program was officially named Patriot on 21 May 1976. In 4 Augubt 1976
a contract to complete the contractor portion of the Patriot system development was awarded to Raytheon Coeiara-iy. The Patriot
Missile System Flight program was resuled on 2 December 1916 at Wite Sands Missile Range (WSHR) with a firlag using the
tatiaL prototype Fire Unit (FU-I). The contractor test progrm from 2 December 1976 to 16 January 1980 cospieted 3b mis-
sile firings. A special ASARC decision was made on 17 February 1977 to accelerate the Engineering Developmanat (ED) program.
FU-3, -4, -5 were used at iJS,1R for training, support, and DT/OT It Tests during FY80. Nine DT 11 firings and nine OT I
firings were conducted from 22 August 1979 to 21 July 1980. Results of these tests were used to support the DSARC Lit pro-
duction decision. The contract period of performance has been extended to March 1981 to include producibilLcy engineering
and planning (PEP). the Counter-Antiradition Missile (ARM) Program, and the Maintenance Enhancement Program (HEP). The PEP
contract was initiated in October 1977 to produce tile manufacturing data package, to complete quality assurance plans, and to
design special tooling %nd test equipment necessary to go into the production phase. The initial production facilities (LPF)
contract was signed in M.orch 1979 to purchase Long-lead special tooling and special test equipment necessary to support a
production decision on th,! Patriot Program In FY 1980. The second 1PF contract was awarded in April 1980 to acquire, in con-
junction with IPP buy 3 (PY-81), the remaining IPF entitles necessary to establish an initial production capatbility. The
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sch,Inled award dire for IPF buy 3 Is in the second quarter of FY81. Following DSARC [it SECDEF authorized Patriot to begin
limited production. The production program was initiated on I Oct 80 when the contract was awarded for ' fire units, 155
missiles, and other associated support equipment.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Tests planned during FY81 include the system environmental qualificatlon test program, com-
ponent tests, system performance tests, missile firing tests, tactical software reconfirmation testing, ind Advane.l
Development ARM Decoy tests. Extensive testing of maintenance diagnostic software will be conducted to demonstrate Improve-
ments in fault detection and isolation capability.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Tests planned to be completed during FY82 include software T ttical Build Set 2
System testing, component design confirmation, system design confirmation, and Follow-on Evaluation 1. Software Tactical
Build Set 2 formal tests, Follow-on Evaluation i and Production System Environmental Juaification tests are planned to
begin in FY82. Three sets of tactical hardware will be used to form the first tactical half-battalion wlich will be ac-

I tvated at Ft Bliss, Texas, as a training unit. Testing of maintenance diagnostic software will continue, and development of
maintenance support test equipment will begin.

4. FY 1983 Planned Program: Tests planned to be completed during FY83 include Software Tactical Build Set 2 for-
mal tests, Follow-on Evaluation i[, ARM Decoy Prototype tests and Production System fnvironmental QualiFication tests.
Training of the first half-battalion for Europe with deployment planned for early Development and testing of
maintenance support equipment will continue.

5. Program to Completion: Complete system ECCH enhancements for incorporation into planned production schedules.
The US will assist in the development of any US/NATO Patriot cooperation program. Production contracts will be executed
until the currently programed number of fire units are completed. Starting in FY84, development of several major product 'a-
provements will b -gin. These improvements will provide the system with added capabilities to counter the

and also provide improved reliability and maintainability. it will also provide funding to'continue updating
and Improving system tactical software and continue interoperability testing with other Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air
Force air defense systems.
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMIARY

Project: OD212 Title: Patriot (SAM-D)
Program Elemelit: g6.43.07.A Title: Patriot (SAH-D)

DOD Mission Area: 1213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

A. (I) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Patriot will replace NIKE HERCULES and Improved IAWK. Deply ent of tht
Patriot system will reduce manpower and logistical costs and provide an improved Army %ir defense. In the fjeld Army l.itriot
defenses will be complemented by short-range, low-altitude forward area air defense weapons and will be IntErated with the
US Air Force in the overall air defense of the theater of operations. The advanced features of Patriot will provide a
Increased capability against saturation attacks, electronics countermeasures (ECH), and maneuvering target... Patriot is an
advanced surface-to-air guided missile system with a high single-shot kill probability capable of operatio1 In an ECH ,-ovi-
roument, and able to conduct multiple simultaneous engagements against the high-performance air-breathing laigets likely to
be encountered by deployed United States forces during the 1980's and beyond. To cope with the projected hleiat, Patri.t
will utilize a trainable, multifunction, electronically scanned phased array radar. In addition, a digital computer will be
used to automatically control the system functions and provide the operator, through various displays, the alility to control
and monitor operations. The guidance system combines command guidance and homing guidance Into a crack-vi-alelle (TVN)
system.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: System commonality with the Navy AEGIS has been studied and although separat., developmenls are
required, continuous coordination insures the use of common components whenever feasible. The Patriot system, through the
Battalion, will be interoperable with other Army Group/Brigade-level command and control systems through the Army Air Defense
Command and Control System (AN/TSQ-73). It will also be interoperable with the Air Force or harine systems when the
Group/Brigade level AII/IIQ-73 is not available.

C. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: The Raytheon Company at Bedford, MA. is prime contractor with Martin-Marietta Corporation of
Orlando, FL, as missile subcontractor. Thiokol Chemical Corporation of Huntsville, AL, is a subcontractor for the rocket
motor. Teledyne Brown, luntsville, AL, is the Software Verification and Validation contractor, Science Applications
Incorporated, Iluntaville, AL, has developed a Tactical Operation Simulator (TOS); Sanders Associates, Nashoa, M, i
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developing an Operator/Tactics Trainer (OTT). Government agency in-house work Is managed by the Patriot Project Management
rifice, untsvill, Al.

D. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIgMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS.

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: The project was initiated as the Army Air Defense System for the 1970's
(AADS-70's) in 1963. The program was changed and renamed Surface-to-Air Missile Development (SAI-D) in FY 1965. Contract
definition was completed and a contract for Advanced Development (AD) was awarded in May 1967. SAi-D hrdware was designed,
fabricated, and tested in the Advanced Development program. This program proved the ability of the mollifunction phase array
radar to carry out time shared search end track functions under computer control. As a result of the successful completion
of Advanced Development objectives, Patriit (formerly SAN-D) was approved for entry into Engineering Development (ED) in
March 1972. Th. !;AM-D Nuclear and Antimissile Capability Study was approved in December 1972 which recommended: deletion of
the nuclear warhod; programming a reduced number of fire sections for Continental United States (CONUS) air defense;
develonment of an improved nonnuclear warhead. After another year of ED, the program was reoriented on 10 January 1974 to
emphasize ereatter austerity while permitting early flighlt verification of the track-via-missile (TVM) guidance principle. A
stop work order was issued to the prime corntractor on 4 1-br- iy 1974. As a result of this order, all cffort in support of a
major portion of the hardware develonment otid some engineering activities were deferred until a Defense Systems Acquisition
Review Council (DiARC) met to approve the reoriented program. Ongoing efforts remaining after the stop work order were in
support of the TVH demonstration and an austere development program. The DSARC met on 6 June 1974 and the Deputy Secretary
of Defense directed program efforts continue In the following ares.: preparation for the TVN demonstration flights; continu-
ation of the austere development program; initiation of cost reduction efforts; development of a backup guidance. Control
Test Vehicle (CTV) flights were -successfully completed on 28 August 1974. The major objectives of the captive carry flight
test program, a prerequisite to beginning the Engineering Development Missile flights, were successfully demonstrated and
repeated during November 1974. Proof-of-Principle flight tests demonstrated through missile firings tnint TVM guidance func-
tions were succ.'ssful against various types of targets. The remaining missiles were used to obtain additional engineering
data. An Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) was held in January 1976 which directed the resumption of
full-scale Enginerrnrig Development. The Surface-to-Ai," Missile Development (SAM-D) program was officially named Patriot on
21 May 1976. On 4 August 1976 a contract to complete the contractor portion of the Patriot system development was awarded to
Raytheon Company. The Patriot Missile System Flight program was resumed on 2 December 1976 at White Sands Missile Range
(WSKR) with a firing using the tactical prototype Fire Unit (FU-I). A special A-ARC decision wee made rn 17 February 1977 to

UNCLASSIFIED
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accelerate the Engineering Development (ED) Program. The contractor test program from 2 Dec 76 to l Juti i0 has cosiphited
thirty-six missile firings. FU-3, -4, and -5 were used at White Sands Missile Range (WSR) for training, aiport acid DT/OT
11 during FY80. Nine DT 11 firings and nine OT 1i firings were conducted from 22 Aug 79 to 21 Jul 80. hi tilts of tliest.
tests were used to support the DSARC Ill Production decision. The contract period of performance Ias bern txtended to Mar 81
to include producibility engineering and planning (PEP), the counter Antiradistion Missile (ARLM) Program, id Naintenaiice
Enhancement Program (HEP). The PEP contract was initiated in Oct 77 to produce the manufacturing data paclage, to complete
quality assurance plans and to design special tooling and special teat equipment necessary to go into.the -roduction phase.
The initial production facilities (1PF) contract was signed Mar 79 to purchase long-lead special tooling aid special test
equipment necessary to support a decision on the Patriot Program in FT 1980. On 10 Sep 80 the SECDEF Deciion Memorandua was
signed authorizing limited production of Patriot.

2. (U) FT 1981 Program: Tests planned during FY81 include the system environmental qualification tc.,t program, c,,mpo-
nenit tests, system performance tests, missile firing tests, tactical software reconfirmation testing, and djanced
Development AIM Decoy tests. Extensive testing of maintenance diagnostic software will be conducted to deotstrate improve-
ments In fault detection and isolation capability.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Tests planned to be completed during FY82 include software Tactical B.ild Set 2 System
testing, component design confirmation, system design confirmation, and Follow-on Evaluation 1. Software lactical Build Set
2 formal tests, Follow-on Evaluation 11 and Production System Environmental Qualification tests are planned to begin In FY82.
Three sets of tactical hardware will be used to form the first tactical half-battalion which will be activted at Ft Bliss,
Texas, as a training unit. Testing of maintenance diagnostic software will continue and development of maintenance support
test equipment will begin.

4. FY 1983 Planned Pr&!am: Tests planned to be completed during FY83 include Software Tactical Build Set 2 formal
tests, Follow-on Evaluation II, ARM Decoy prototype tests, and Production System Environmental Qualificaltin tests. Training
of the first |half-battalion for Europe with deployment planned for early Development and testing of maintenance sup-
port te~st equipment will continue.

5. Program to CompIjt4p: Production contracts will be executed until the currently programed number of fire units
are completed. Starting in 4development of several major product improvements will begin. These will include: a new
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bubble memory storage unit to replace the current mechanical recovery storage unit; a
an automated emplacement system; upgraded missile on-board processor; improved warhead; radar control imp-

rovcments; inproed missile fuze and improved launcher power generator. Funding of engineering development tests and produc-
tion engineering of these improvements is included in the cost estimates.

6. rijor Milestones:

Current Milestone Dates
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission
Completion of UT/OT Testing Aug 80 Jun 80
Limited Production Decision Sep 80 Not shown

DSARC III
Completion of Prototype System Oct 81 Not shown
Confirmation Test

Delivery of Ist Production Feb 82 Not shown
Fire Unit

First Battalion (FORSCOM) May 82 Not shown
Activation

Complete Production Sop 82 Not shown
Confirmation Test

First Battalion (USAREUR) IOC Not shown

7. (U) Resources ($ in thousands):

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to ConjLtion Coat

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 126218 53074 27292 To Be Determined
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
sub Jis.Ion) 125718 29132 0 Not shown 0 1804114
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Total

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estate
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completic-, Cost

Quantities (current requirements) Not Applicable
Quantities (as shown In FY 1981 Not Applicable
submission)

Other Appropriations:

Total
Missile Procurement, Army:

Fund (current requirements) 395950 442300-' 820800
-1  

902200 3340900-
/  

59021502/

Funds (as shown in FY 1981 395950 469600 575200 Not Shown 2004800 4092350
submission)

Quantities (current requirements) 2/
Fire Control Sections (FCS) 5 -- 18 63 103

Misslea 117 130 364 465 3197 4273
Quantities (as shown In FY 1980

submission)
Fire Control Sections (FCS) 5 12 1B Not Shown 68 103
Missiles 155 183 391 Not Shown 2907 4273

UNCLASSIFIED
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Total

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 P 1983 Additional Estimate
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate ToComletion Cost

Miiitary Construction, Army(MCA)
Funds (current requirements) 0 0 42200 3 66004 214048 322252

Funds (as shown in F 1981
submission) 3800 0 42000 Not Shown 0 0

I/ Cost increases caused by reduced production rate for FY81 and 82; OSD directed test program for FY81 and 82, and revised
production cost estimates from negotiation of FY80 production contract.
2/ Reductions in production quantities directed by OSD in SECDEP Decision Memo from DSARC Ii, 10 Sep 80.

3/ Increases In Military Construction, Army (MCA) are added requirements for deployment of Patriot to US Army Europe
(USAREUR) and US Army Forces Command (FORSCOM). NATO Infrastructure Funds will also be used for construction of operating
facilities in 1TSAREUR.

UNCLASSIFIED
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E. (U) TEST AND EVALUATION DATA:

I. (U) Development Test and Evaluation:

a. (U) The Patriot System (known as Surface-to-Air Missile Development (SAM-D) until 1976) was co. . Ived in the
early 1960'S. Conceptual designs were evaluated from two contractors with Raytheon sLiected to continue wlih concept defini-
tion. The multifunction phase array radar concept was investigated until 1967 when a Milestone I decision t,- made to enter
Advanced Development (AD). The AD contract was awarded to Raytheon Company in May 1967. AD defined a low- iik engineeilug
development (ED) program by demonstrating; the performance of the multifunction aspects of Patriot; the us, of softwirt to
control the system; and the track-via-missile (TVN) concept. Prototype equipment functionally identical to thit required in
the tactical system was built. This demonstration model was used to accomplish analyses and tests. As a r, silt of the suc-
cessful AD program, on 31 March 1972 the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved entry into engineering develolaakt, and a cont-
ract was awirded to Raytheon.

b. (U) Pour individual fire units were built during Engineering Development. Fire unit I wis cot t,,icted In a non-
mobile configuration as the radar antenna and the launcher were Installed in fixed positions at White Sandi 'ii isile lige
(WSMR). 4. Communications and coordination data were exchanged by cables between the equipment elements. Fire Unit 2 was
time first mobile fire unit. The radar and launcher were rotatable on their separate trailers, and the contiol station equip-
meat was In a van much like the final tactical design will be, but communications and coordination data was still by witr
between elements. Fire Unit 3 Is Fire lnit I upgraded to a tactical prototype. Fire Units 3, 4, and 5 are !;entLally ha a
tactical configuration as the production units will be. Communication by radio data link is used for the 4.t 3; with th-;e
units. Besides their severe Individual tests, Fire Units 3, 4, and 5 were included in tests of time battali, r ommand and
coordination capability. By exchanging data and receiving tactical directions from the battalion unit by t,.: eCaL dtgital
radio signals, these tests exercised multiple fire unit tactical requirements. These tests of production-li o equipment
provided input for a production decision.

c. (U) The engineering development (ED) test program was organized into contractor and goverment i .:,,ng catlad
Engineering Design Tests (EDT) and Prototype Qualification Tests (PQT). Time objective of the testing was It.,I low maximum
use of contractor data and avoid duplicative testing when possible. The contractor testing was divided into three phases:
the first phase was the initial proof-of-principle and EDT firings, rhe second was between Feb 76-Nov 77, and the third con-
tinued until February 1980. The contractor fired 50 missiles during these phases. The government test prugr.at was original-
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ly configured to fire 70 missiles. Thirty firings were reduced by the elimination of DT/OT Ill, and i .en were r ,luced In
1918 because data from other missions would suffice, leaving 25 for DT/OT. The reduction was offset tally by i Wing sim-
ulation capabilities to provide a more comprehensive system evaluation. These 25 firings were reduced iihsequently to 18
when a Jammer could not be developed to stress the system. A total of 68 missiles were fired in ED by h, contractJr and
government and eleven more are planned in an electronic countermeasures growth program. A summary of iII firings t,, date is
at subparagraph I below.

(1) The ED program progressed to build prototype equipment to be used in tests and firini,. Tein Control Test
Vehicles (CTV) were fired to prove missile aerodynamics and control. The ED program was reoriented in a,.usry 19/4 to demon-
strate the Track-Via-Missile (TVN) guidance concept through the Proof-of-Principle firing program. Pita . 1 syst,.t dlmoustra-
tion firings comprised of fourteen missiles were initiated by the contractor in February 1975 and conti I-. through February
1976. As a prerequisite to the live firings, Captive Carry Flight Tests were conducted. These captive tots used a missile
without rocket motor mounted on an aircraft to simulate the free space guidance conditions of a missile litercepting a tar-
get. The firing phase demonstrated the Track-Vta-Mtsitle guidance, the guidance modes, and fuzing lunc I-,as. Due to tile
success of the missile firings, the DOD objectives of the Proof-of-Principal demonstration were met wilL the first siA
Patriot Ruided missile flights against target aircraft. The target conditions included

Five additional eneineerine evaluati,,a firings were per-
formed against targets of An
additional three missiles were fired as C'V's to complete tile matrix of missile aerodynamic data. ThIrlto of the missile
flights were successful using an ED demonstration model system. No major deficiencies were discovered diring this phIase, and
at the caclausion of Proof-of-Principle firings foil Engineering Development status was restored.

(2) During Phase II tests, February 1976 to November 1977, tile contractor demonstrated sys as performai,-e and
fired nine missiles using fire unit I against various electronic countermeasures. An extensive search/t,t-k test program was
,conducted to exercise the system against various electronic countermeasures (ECH) and target scenarios, These tests Included

1:enian. chaff.
weather and natural clutter environssents were used.

In addition, the data I..... these tests was
used to evaluate: system diagnostic capabilities; built-in test equipment (BITE); reliability, availabilita, and
maIntainability (RAN); system status monitor; system displays and controls. All missile firings were su,-c-;sfully conducted
against targets of various intercept geometries In the presence of alLtipte
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simuitanvotiq engagemsentq w-re performed to demonstrate the capability to control multiple missiles In termitia guidance while
simultaneou~ly conductlu,. surveillance functions. Mas In Phase 1, the Phasec 11 firing tests revealed no major i-ficiencies;
minor adjustm-rts to equipmsent were made as required. During this phase an ASARC decision concurred In by 0.!;. was made to
accelerate the program h: moving the ful i-production decision from March 1983 to April 1980. This decision eliminated DT/i)T
Titl and replaced it with a Production Confirmatory Test and a follow-on-valuatiou. Tite overall success or the first 23
firings and the need f..r the system in the field led to this decision. The funds saved were applied to developing an im-
proved stmlition capability.

(3) (11) Phase TIT contractor tests were completed In February 1980. They consisted of 28 misiie fiphts in lec-
tronIc coontorseasures ([(N') environments In addition tu system environmental and multiple fire unit search/t-a-k tests. The
Government his monitor I and participateda in the POT by the contractor (PQT-C) during Phases 1-il1 to satisly anu many go
PqT-C; requirements As lc.,ticable, to preclude duplicative testing. Military personnel were Incorporated Into the program to
assess critical man-madifne Interfaces. Development Test and Operational Test evaluators atmo shared test daie for use
during their independent evaluations.

d. (ii) The 'It/DT events utilized prototype PU's 3, 4, and 5 for the conduct of both tests. FU 3 was used only for
specific tests luring or. The Communications Relay Set (CRS) (which provides for relaying data froms Fire Units to the
battalion-level system) i-tized for these tests was furnished by the Arany Communications Research and Develo~mmnt Command
(CORAT)COM) and is elect roncally equivalent to the required system. The production CRS will be functionally tqulvalent to
tue CORADCOM configurar i-n but wilt be manufactured by the prime contractor. The cumrrent Antenna Mast Set (MIS) (which
rises the anteona to tr aimit the data between FUJ's and the battalion system) Is an Army Standard item but do-r not meet
Patriot empi icement tir- r'-quiretments. A new design to meet the PATRIOT requirements will be manufactured by tie prime con-
tractor. 71- electroni: e-quivalents of the CRS and AMS were available for testing in DT/OT t1. The Electric Power Plant
(EPP) u.sing stanadard genferators did not meet the reliability requirements and a new development was fmplement-d. The C.RS,
AlAg, and E.PP will undergo development testing and production confirmatory tests (PCT) In 1980-82. One of the iiw development
Electric Pow,-r Plants wis available for fiT/DT and one for environmental testing. A wa-iver was granted by th- I;epartment of
the Army for evatuatinor en the complete Maintenance Support Package (MSP) and to defer complete evaluation of tie CRS, AMS.
and Electrical Power Pt uor (EPP) until the Post DSARC Tit evaluations. Tue MTSP tested in OT it provided data on bow well
tihe Patriot system performed against its RAM requirements. A maintenance enhancement program (MEP) is being developed to
significantly (75% to R92Z) Improve the capability of organizational maintenance personnel to isolate and repair malfunctions.
The Deipartmesnt of the Army will conduct a Maintainability Component Design Confirmation (MCDC) test as part ni the poqt-DSARC
IlI testing In 1981 to ev.luate 4EP.
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e. Reliability and maintainability dat3 has been collected on Patriot firing units since varly In Engineering
Development (ED) beginning with factory integration testing and continuitng with systems testing at Whlie Sands Missile Range.
NM . At; a result of this process, reliability and maintainability problems were Identified early, and corrective actions were
incorporated In the later El) firing units. The Patriot firing units have demonstrated less than satislac-tory growth toward
specified Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) values luring the government Prototype Oualification Tests and Operational Tests.
The ijon,,her reliability growth has been less than anticipated due to a lack of operational hours to dmonstrate its
reliability, but production reliability is expected to meet requirements. Missile reliability for the test program to date
has been satisfactory withcte Patriot missile achieving a point reliability estimate of- There LIjve been 32 firings
since tlie chlange to the modular digital airborne guidance system (MOAGS).-

f. (U) Environmental qualification tests were conducted as a coordinated governmet-cotract.-r test programs to
determine the effects of natural and Induced environments. Climatic testing has been conducted at Eglin AFB, FL . ..nd end
Item testing has been done at the contrac~tor plant facilities and WSIIR. Mobility and transportability t-;ts on tie launcher
and missile have been condulcted at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Compromising emanations testing has b, n conductedJ at IJSMR.

g. (U) The development contractor for the Patriot system Is Raytheon Company, Bedford, MA, With Martin Marietta of
O~rland. FL, as the primary subcontracter for tile missile. BG Jerry M. Bunyard is the Patriot Project. Mfiager. The
development testing Is being designed by AMSAA and conducted by the US Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM), and the
operational test is being conlducted by thie US Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA).

It. !ATR1r!yI lt Test Results to Date.

Fit Mission letbjt
No. Dat Ei~j,sset ibJectIve FU. Resul ts I Scorlqj-

1 27 Feb 75 JIM
2 i1 liar 75 Dii
3 19 Jun 75 [D4
4 13 Jul 75 131
5 15 Aug 75 [3M
6 1

6 
Sep 

7
5 ONi
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Fit Mission Reliablqjty
No. Date Enagement Objective FU Results!' Scor--in

7 30 Sep 75 O14
8 5 Nov 75 DM
9 

26 
Nov 75 D

10 19 Dec 75 DM
it 16 Jan 76 014
12 22 Jan 76 DK
13 6 Feb 76 DM
14 1

9 
Feb 76 ON

15 2 Dec 76 1
16 28 Jan 77 1
17 18 Feb 77 1

Fit Mission Reliability
No. Date Eogement Objective F Results Scoring

18 30 Mar 77 1

19 21 Apr 77 1
20 21 May 77 1
21 21 1iy 77 1
22 2 Jun 77 1
21 4 Nov 77 2
24 3 Feb 78 2
25 23 Feb 78 2
26 27 ?a r 78 2
27 24 Apr 78 2
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Fit Mission Reliability

No.. Date Engagement Objective U Results Scoring

28 17 May 78 2

29 31 May 78 2

30 31 May 78 2

31 31 May 78 2

32 22 Jun 78 2

33 31 Aug 78 2

34 
4 
Oct 7

8  
2

35 4 Oct 7
8  

2

36 4 Oct 78 2

37 28 Sep 78 2

38 12 Oct 78 2

39 17 Nov 78 2

40 19 Jan 79 2

41 24 Feb 79 2
42 6 Mar 79 3

43 27 Apr 79 3

44 2 May 7
9  

3

45 17 may 79 3

DT-G2 22 Aug 79 2

46 28 Aug 79 3

47 8 Nov 79 3

48 14 Nov 79 2

49 1 Dec 
7 9  

3

50 16 Jan 80 3

G22/23 8 Feb 80 4

G20/21 29 Feb 80 5
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Fit Mission Reliability

No. Date Ea aement Objective FU Results Scoring

C24/25 18 Mar 80 5

G14/18/ 25 Mar 80 S
19

08 19 Apr 80 5

013 5 may 80 5
GI 2J Hay 80 5

G6 5 Jun 80 5
Gi3a 13 Pun 30 5
G-6a 16 hlo 80 5
G;-26 18 Jul 80 5
G-27 21 h,1 80 5

* DM-Advan,,d Development demonstration model.

**First attempts to launch the above missiles resulted in launch aborts. These were not scored for flight lest results.

However, both were sror-d launch reliability failures. Results shown above for these missiles are for seco.d launch
attempts.

***Missions combined to demonstrate a capability to achieve terminal guidance

l/
- Mission results ba%el on criteria of project manager for contractor firings, AMSAA for DT firings, and OTEA for OT

firings.

2/
- Reliability scoring Iaqed on test community scoring criteria.

2. (U) peratloul, Test and Evaluation:
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a. (U) The US Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA) is conducting Operational Test [I (OT 11) irom
November 1979 to March 1980 and will conduct a Follow-on Evaluation (FOE) prior to deployment. Nine of twenty-five
Government test missiles were fired under the control oi OTEA. An independent evaluation report was provided by OTEA. OT II
was conducted at White Sands Missile Range and Pt Bliss, TX, on prototype equipment manned by soldiers from an active duty
bittaiion. These soldiers were selected by the US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), were tralind by the project
management office for theac tests, and underwent collective training by TRADOC.

b. (U) The Patriot OT [1 was a ten-month, two-phase test with a Patriot Battalion minus (consil;tlng of two f!ring
units, a command and coordination set (CCS), and associated government equipment) which conducted field .xerclses, tactical
evaluations, nonfiring exercises, and live firings. Phase I began in Jan 79 and covered approximately eight months. it
Included the new equipment training for operator and maintenance personnel and unit collective training. ihase II wis
delayed from 31 Aug to 19 Nov 79 by software integration problems. Subtest I was a Tactical Effectivene:;s Evaluation (TEE)
conducted under scenarios realistically depicting the threat environment to assess operator/machine capabiiities. During
Subtest 2, the Patriot units deployed, t.nd conducted movements under realistic operational field conditio s to include
simulated chemical environments. During Subtest 3 conducted 8-i4 January, the Patriot units engaged manned targets duril:g
ten repetitions with approximately 46 aircraft each during nonfire search/track exercises. Subtest 4 was a series ct Cou
Live fire exercises with one or two fire units launching nine missiles in four separate firings during mull iple simul~a,.oius
engagements "three firings of two missiles and one firing of three missiles). All firing missions were . ,,leted by the eid
of Marsch 1980. All testing during OT It was conducted in an EC4 envirot.cient using Standoff Jammera (SOl1 ed/or
Self-Screening Jammers (SSJ). Chaff was included during selected tests. The Patriot CCS was interfaced jilh an Ali Defene
Group Command and Control System, the AN/TSQ-73, when the battalion operated in the centralized or decentralized methods of
control for both live fire and nonfire exercises.

c. (U) OT 11 soldier trainir:g was an eight-month phase that primarily addressed the New Equip-a..: Training (NET)
and collective training required to qualify personnel to operate Patriot system elemeuts. The US Army Ti iliring and Doctrine
Commind (TRADOC) designated the number of personnel and positions required to operate the Patriot Battalion slice to be
tested in OT I, and these personnel attended NET provided by the Patriot Project Manager. The instructiun in NET included
launcher and fire control operations, crew actions, initialization, operator functions, and organizational maintenance proce-
dures. Training on the operation and maintenance of government-furnished equipment (GrE) incorporated Into Patriot was also
included. TRADOC provided approximately one month of collective training in addition to NET. Evaluations of the scope and
quality of training, as well is test performance data and debriefings administered throughout the test, w ere used to obtain
information on the adequacy of training. OTEA monitored the trainlng phase.
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Project: #D212 Title: --Patriot (SAH-D)
Program Element: 16.43.07.A Title: Patriot (SAN-D)
DOD Hisslon Area: 1213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity:- -- Tactical Programs

d. (U) The equipment utilized for OT It was preproduction prototype configuration Fire Units 4 and 5 except fo;, the
CRS and AMS. These l.ttor Items will be fully evaluated during the production confirmatory test and follow-n evaluation and
will have minimal Impact on collecting operational data for a full production decision. The entire Patriot paystem will h,
evaluated in the POE whl-h will be conducted by OTEA in two parts. The first part will be conducted during lh, Collective
Unit Training of the Ist Battalion to be deployed to FORSCO. The second will consist of maneuver, search/tiaok and missile
firings.

3. System Ch. icterlstics: The essential system requirements at the confidential level are provoizl below.

OperattonatL/Technical
Characteristics Objectives

Range (km) - Max

Min

Atitude (kin) - Max

MI n

Target - Max Velocity (m/)
Target Manever (g)In FormatIon

Availability - Inherent
Missile
MTSF (hra)

Reaction Time (Auto) (See)

PSSK
Reloid Tm-- (Minutes)
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Prolect: 0D212 Title: Patriot (SAM-D)
Program Element: 16.43.07.A Title: Patriot (SAM-91

DOD Mission Area: 02L3 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

4. (U) PATRIOT Verification Program:

a. (U) An extended R&D phase will be conducted In which preproduction prototype configuratio.t lire UlILS will be
modified and tested to performance values that will ensure that deficient areas found in DT/OT Ii have been corrected.

b. (U) Periodic reviews will be held to review results from four units of evaluation. Unlis I and 2 will be those
development-type evaluations/events to be conducted by the contractor and Project Manager. Units 3 ani 4 are to b,- formal
tests of the PATRIOT system under the teat direction and control of TECOMI and OTEA respectively. Inde:iendent Evaluation
Reports (lER) are to be rendered for these two tests. AS4SAA will provide an IER for Unit 3, and OTEA rid AMSAA will provide
TER's for Unit 4 testing. At the completion of each of these four units, progress reports will be provided to USDO{ (DDTE)
for his use in evaluating development progress and in reporting his evaluation to the DSARC principals. Each serit- of tests
will be evaluated against predetermine criteria.

c. (U) The complete test program will be conducted in accordance with a revised Test and Ev.ilurtion Hastr Plan
(TEMP). The TEMP will be structed along the lines of the tests snd reviews of DOTE Memo, subject: Tei and Evali.rtlon
Assesse-it of PATRIOT (11) , dated 15 Aug 80.

5. (U) Test Schedule Summary:

Test Dates Equipment Equipment Type

Unit 1 Jul 80-Jan 8t FU's 3. 4, 5 Production Prototype
Unit 2 Ian-Jun 81 FU's 3, 4, 5 Production Prototype
Unit 3 Jun-Oct 81 FU's 4, 5 Production Prototype
Software Jun 81-Dec 82 PU's 3, 4 Production Prototype
Component Design
Configuration (CDC) Feb-Mar 82 CS I Production
System Design
ConfIguration (SDC) Apr-May 82 CS 1, 2 Production
Unit 4 Nov 82-Apr 83 CS 1, 2, 3 Production
Environmental Qual-
ification Test (EQT) Aug 

8 2
-Oct 83 CS 4 Prodiselton

11-289
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Project: PD213 Title: PATRIOT Electronic Counter-Countermeasure (EC'hi) Enhancetment
Program Element: f6.43.07.A Title: PATRIOT (SAM-D)

DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity 4- Tactical Pro rms

A. OITAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The PATRIOT system is being developed to replace NIKE HERCUILES and IIAWK in the
Field Army. PATRIOT's eneincerin development has been keyed to an Electronic Countermeasure (ECH) threat postulated

of the threat.

Improvements from this program will Both hardware
and software enhancements will be made to achieve the improved performanice. Hardware improvements are:

Software improvements Inclue:

B. (U) REILATED ACTIVII'iES: None

C. (U) WORK PERFORIIED BY: The Raytheon Company at Bedford, MA, is the prime contractor. Teledyne Brown, Iluontvlile, AL.,
is a Software Verification and Validation Contractor. Government agency in-house work will be done by Harry Diamond
Laboratory, Adeiphl, "t, and the project will be managed by the PATRIOT Project Management Office, IHuntsville, AL.

0. (11) PROGRAM ACCOMPI.ISIIENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 19R0 and Prior Accomplishments: Not Applicable

2. (C) FY 1981 Pr,,Lram: Conceptual design, initial definition of performance trade-offs, and Initial design efforts
will begin on those items having i significant Improvement In performance against the advanced threat. The -mphasis will be
to provide specIfic harware and software requirements so that detailed design and evaluation can be started. Initial oval-

I I-'Ofl
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Prolect: D21 I Title: PATRI')T Electronic Counter-Countermeasurt, (ECCN) _i.ncement
Program Element: #6.

4 
.07.A Title: PATRIOT (SAN-D)

DOD Mission Area: I2-3 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

atilons will be made to demonstrate concepts, integrate software and hardware designs, and refine req,f..ents.
Modifications to system-level performance simulations will be made to provide the toots renuired to ev .ho-te de!;igi ,'hinges.
Emplihsls will be placed on

3. VY 1982 Planned Program: Continue design and testing of modifications to hardware and saltware Identilied In
requirements analysis. Simulations and breadboard tests will be performed on Engineering Developsment iqutpment ,it White
San-ls Missile Range (WSHR). Search/track tests will be made to evaluate performance and demonstrate -nccessful integration
of software and hardware changes. Documentation of proposed hardware and software design changes will begin. Development of
Fuze and warhead improvements wilt begin.

4. FY 1983 Plinned Program: Tests to be performed will include Engineering Ground to Air t.,.r;., Search/Tr ick tests
and missile firings. Simulations using results of live testing will continue to validate software and hardware pezijrmance
against numerous threat scenarios. Modification of production line procedures to accommodate design AtInges will bt'
initiated in a production engineering task. Complete develonment of tasks initiated in FY81 arid FY82 i,id continue torther
development of the Co.- oine tasks t., improve
system performance In

). Progrim to Completion: ECCH enhancements will be integrated into systems-level-tests and .-viluations.
Production release occurs and Improvements are Incorporated into production

6. (U) Malor Milestones: Not Applicable to this project.

7. (i) Resources (0 In thousands):

11-291
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UNCLASSIFIED

Protect: u21._3 Title: PATRIOT Electronic Counter-Countermeasure (IMGCN) nhau-ament
Program Element: #f6.43.O1.A Title: PATRIOT (SAM-D)
DOI) Mission Area: -213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

Funds (current requirements) 0 19573 28058 / To Be Determined
Funds (as shown1 In FY 1981
gubmission) 0 19606 24780 Not Shown 27177 71563

Q)uantities (-ti rent requirements) Not Applicable
o-,ntlties (is qhown In FY 1981 Not Applicable
submission)

Other Apprpt-iations: Improvements are to be folded into currently programed production contracts WAien system design
finalized and test d.

I/ () Increases r-.,itt from a more detailed analysis of tasks to be performed and evaluation of design changes necessary to
counter the evolving threat.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDOE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMIRY

Program Element: 16.41.09.A Title: ROLAND
DOD Mission Area: 1213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Progran

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimat d
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Cumpie I Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 11299 12613 4000 12419 H1371 3267)0
Quantity - Fire Units 4
Quantity - Missiles 901

D647 ROLAND 11299 12613 4000 12419 11371 1267v)

4I. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program provides fir .I.,at&,1 trnifer of the French/German
ROLAND.II All-Weather Short-Range Air Defense (SIIORAD) missile system to the US; modifications to seet required system

performance; and .evalopment of the ROLAND Institutional Trainer (classroom trainer) and Maintenance
Institutional Trainer (maintenance simulator). A US ROLAND ail-weather system has been fabricated imd tested. In Otctober
1979, a US production base began producing US ROLAND to meet the Army's all-weather SIIORAD missile cequlremeot. This system
Is required to fill the Army's urgent need for an all-weather SHORAD missile system capable of def,di1g criticcl targets
against the growing Soviet all-weather, low-altitude, high-performance aircraft threat. The Army d.,es not oow [I&Ve Such an
all-weather system.

C. BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST:

Curredt Milestone Dates
rialor 'lilestones Milestone Dates Shown In FY 1981 Submission

Defense Systems Acquisition
Review FEB 74 FEB 74
Council I/li

Ii-291 :I, J1 Mar 81
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Program Element; 46.43.09.A Title: ROLAND
DOD Mission Ari: 0213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Program

Source Selection Evaluation JAN 75 JAN 75

Joint US/Furopean Test
(Completed) NOV 78 NOV 78

Defense Systems Acquisition
Review NAY 79 MAY 79
Council III

Low Rat Production OCT 79 OCT 79

Defense Systems
Acqui-,ltion Review TBD
Council 1iib

Initial Operational
Capabilty(iOC)
(Tactical Unit)

D. (U) COMPARISON WITI F' 1981 RTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 19&2 To Completion Cost

Ri) rE
Funds (curreoi requirements) 11299 12613 4000 23816 326790
Funds (as %hi-uw In FY 1981

subm Iston 11299 .12638 0 0 299049

An increase of $.110 million in FY81 was the result of revised Department of Defense inflation guidance; $:.9 million In FY82
funding Initiates II5 share of the trinational Joint ROLAND Improvement Program to counter the advanced posc-FY85 threat;
$23.8 million In -I year funding continues Joint ROLAND improvement Program design/development efforts.
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: 06.43.09.A Title: ROLAND
DOD Hission Area: 1213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prograw

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ( in thousands)

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional E,. lmated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion C(-t

Missile Procurement, Army:
Funds (current requirements) 299702 428900 529300 To Be IDetermLsed

Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 296900 412000 551030 124000 0 1(.07200

Quantities - Fire Units:
(curreat requiresents) 18 17- 31 60 51 180
(as shown in FY 1981
submission) 18 23 51 0 0 95

Quantities - Hissiles:
(current requirements) 410 400V' 795 1200 3306 6186

(as shown in FY 1981
submission) 410 600 1230 0 824 3139

Notes:

I/ Award of the FY 1979 and FY 1980 production contracts was delayed more than four months because pr urcment funI could
nut be released until the FY80 authorization issue for US ROLAND was resolved by the Congressional join, .iiathorizatiro con-
ference. Award of the FY81 production contract was.delayed more than two months due to uncertainties asrcounding prgram
continuation within early FY82 budget guidance. The Impact of these delays and inflationary economtc c.niitions was handled
by reucing FY81 hardware quantities.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: *6.43.)9.A Title: ROLAND
DOD Mission Area: .01 I - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Program

F. FOI'iLE) BACKCiHIIND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of this program is to transfer technology and fainrinte hardware
for the nonlnc t of engclering development tests on a US-built ROLAND air defense system. The 11S ROLAND system wAIt provide
,n alI-weather surface-t-air missile capability for use in defense of fnrwnrl iIr' ues and other critical assets. Tile IIS
ROLAND will I replace tine prsently deployed European and CONUS nondivislonal CIIAPPARAL/VULCAN units. The US ROLAND system
consists of .a fire unit nIltinlm (two missile lanchers, internal missile storage compartment for 8 missiles, acquisition and
tracking rnuirs, electro -opt Icat gight, and other fire tontrol equipment) mountgd on a single 31975 tracked vehicle. Tile US
system cain 11g4ge Sow-fling targets at ranges out to km and altitudes up to km. Tine US ROLAND misste may be launched
in the trac:king radar mole for an all-weather capability or in the optical mode without using tile tracking radar. At Inter-
cept. warhead detonati lu can be Initiated by either a proximity or an impict fre.

. (iU) REI.AFED ACTIVIlES: Evaluations to verify tile technical performance of three foreign-developed air defense systems
(tile (erman/French ROi.\ii I, tne United Kingdom RAPIER, and the French CROTALE) were conducted under Project 0699
(Evaluations of Foreign Weapon Systems) of Program Element 6.33.01.A (A.lvanced Forward Air Defense Systems). Close liaison
Is maintained with tile development/productilon efforts of tile FreochGvrmao ROLAND t program. The development program for
the US ROLAND conforms to tile provisions of specific license agreements and Nemorandms of Understanding which closely con-
trol the coifigiritIon, otnt test management and international Int-rchangeablitty. The Joint ROLAND Control Committee
(.IRCC) was org noied to administer these provisions.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Tine program is managed by tile US Army ilissite Command (HiCMI), inntsville, AL. iilnghes Atrcraft
Company (lIA(:), Canoga P.Irk, CA, and Boeing Aerospace Company (BAC), Seattle, WA, are associate prime contractor;i for system
pr,)oction. IIAG and RAG are colirensed to produce the system In the US by Euromissile, the European consortlim responsible
for the European ROLANI I system.

I. (U) PROGRAti ACCO.IILI'INENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

i. FY 1980 and iri.)r Accomplishments: The Short-Range Air Defense (SIORAD) Requirements Stundy conlunded that a
requirement existed for an au|-weather, low-altitude SIIORAD missile system. This requirement was approved by tie Army Staff
in Augnst 1973 4nd ravalilated tn April 1979 at the ROLAND Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) i1l. The SIORAD
ilissie Program was inpproved by the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) in February i974. Four nontractors
responded to tine Army's re2q-aest for proposals: (1) Phttco-Ford for the alt-wetlner CIIAPRRAL missile system, (2) Rockwell
international fur the CGROLE missile system, (3) United Aircraft for the RAPIER system, and (4) iHlghes Aircraft Company for
tile ROLAND It system. A Cooperative Test Program was initiated in 1975 with the German Government. This progranm was destg-



Prigras Element: 0S.43.09.A Title: ROLAND
DOl tission Area: 21 3- Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Program

tied to reduce the techinical and schedule risk of tine engineering developaent phase of th. program. I, .,4.ust 19/ the Arimy's
.Mtractor (Hughes Aircraft Cosaptany) projected a cost growtlh in the technology transfer, fabrication, . ii test cini ra't . A
special Army Systems icnpisltit Revie.4 Cilt!s Ii (ASARC), oil 17October 1975, directed that the progranu b.a restru,.tai.ed to
provide an opportunity fir iei :a. I,:it system design to stabilize and to provide an opportunity to re s, as tla to.p's pro-
grame. During FY 1976 tite contractor's program was closely monitored by issuing funds in monthly Lucret ai it lI sUoiLl sof-
fi,.i cit to permit completion of the design transfer. Fabrication of electrical and mechanical aubcompnats of thn, 'missile
lot fire ,ilts began. The Cooperative Test Program was completed in February 1975 at Patrick AFB, FL. - restructured cont-
raLt proposed by Hughes Aircraft Company was negotiated in August 1976, sd a spenisi ASVIC was me.!ld I,- 'ieptember 1976. Tie
ASARC recommended continuation of the program to a Special Defense Systems Acquisition Review Cauncil (IIARC) which met 24
September 1976. During FY 1977 and 1978, fabrfcation of 4 fire units and 90 missiles to be used in te ring was .umpleted.
Full system testing consisting of a coordinated operatLional and developmental test program commenced Ic; Nvember 191/ and was
completed in April 1979. Design and fabrication of a US National Field Maintenance Test Set (Fl'rS) w, initiated it FY 1971.
:ijp-rstlve efforts on the International interchangeabtl.y continued with more than 550 field replae,: ble subassemblies
approved by the Joint (Germany, France, and US) ROLAND Control Committee. Initial Production FaciiitiationjiPF) tends were

released in mid-FY78 by Lhe Dep.nrtsent of Defense. Design effort was initiated in FY 1979 to incorporart
isodificaLLins inti the track radar and to provide the Fl'TS with a suppori , ipability for tine

Organiitional Maintenance Test Set's (ONTS) Surveillance RalLr Tes t S!t. \ 13\Vl it[ was held 31 May 1I19 for tie purpose
oi authorizing proluctl )n of tie US ROLANO. On 6 June i919, approval was granted by the Secr..tary ot I 1nse to proceed with
tine FY 1979 and FY i98d low-rate proluction programs as presented to tine DSARC. Award of tine FY79 and Ft') Low-rat, produc-
Lion contracts was delayed, Iowever, until October 1979 and January 1980, respectively, as a result of ia FY8O Congressional
aunthorization issue which required joint anthorizatLion conference resolution. Activities incident to a , ilonogy transfer
close-out and design/test efforts to incoraorate modLfications and prviti support capability wer. , Intnued In. FY8O.
FY80 initiated design/test effort on the modification and tine ?roblem and initl t. .1
development/prototype fabrication of tine ROLA1ND Institutional Trainer (classroom tri ner).

2. FY 1981 Program: 1980 saw low-rate production continued after a two-month delay due to .i ,rtalnties surroun-
ding program continuation within early FY82 budget guidance. December saw award of.nnroduction contract I totaling over $275
million, and completion of Reliability Evaluation Testing initiated in November. modifications d. in;/test efiorts will
be completed as will tine ROLAND institutional Trainer development. Development of the Maintenance lns. itaional Trainer
( lnt.innce Simulator) will begin as a productivity-enhcin Ig capital investment initiative. DSARC ilt, will be held to
review system relitbility and - improvement prior to foil-rate produtaci approval.
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Program Element: 16.43.0).A Title: ROLAND
DOD flission Area: -round Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Program

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Continue production to attain the Army's minimum essential aii-weather SiI,)i D require-
ment of four US Roland battalions; begin confirmatory testing in December 198i. Initiate US share of the tri-natinal Joint
Roland Improvement Program to counter the post-fY85 threat.

4. (U) fY 1983 Planted Program: Continue production and confirmatory testing. Continue design and deveLopM,..nt of
Joint ROLAND improvement Program modifications with Europeans to meet the post-1985 threat.

Program toCqmpetion: Complete confirmatory testing in January 1984 and deploy first tactical unit in
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE StdiNARY

Program Element: #6.43.09.4 Title: ROLAND
DOD Milsslon Area: 1213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity; #14 - Tactical Prograla.

J. (U) Test and E~iluatlon Data

i. (U) Development Test and Evaluation: The US ROLAND, an adaptation of m French-German-develop,-,I system, has completed
the Technology Transfer, Fabrication, and Test (TTF&T) phase. This phase contained test programs equivalent to
developmental/operational tests (OT/OT) and included joint tests with the Europeans. as well as natliaal testing of the
US-built system. The objectives of these tests were: (1) to determine if Ltae Suropean technology h.l iheen successfully trans-
ferred, (2) to evaluate system parformaace versus requirements, and (3) to collect sufficient data L,, validate system slmula-
tions. Completlon dates of the various tests follow.

Systes Inte3ration - Completed January 19178
Mobility Test - Completed September 1978

Arctic Test - Completed March 1979
Environmental Teat - Completed April 1974
Performance Test (4issile Firings and
Tracking Missions) - Completed April 1979

With the successful completion of the TTF&T program, a Defense Systems Acquisition RevLL.W :.ouncll (0SARC) IIl was
heli in lay 1979, and approval was granted to enter into low-rata production. A requirement for thr-, additional major tests

was presented by tie Army and endorsel by the DSA.RC. The first is a separAte special araluation test program which will be
conducted luring July 1990-June 1981 for the purpose of evaluating modifications to cucrrct deficllacles found
in TTF&T testing. These tests will be conducted by the developer. The second was a combliaeJ reliabilty e4aluatlon test that
was conducted iurina November-December 1931 to evaluate system reliability growth as a result of impr'1,-,d coupuneLa. This
test, hich include.l a re.listic and vigorous field test, was managed by the US Army Operational Teit tai Evgluatiun Ageacy
(OTEA). The third major test to be conducted is -the confirmatory test parogris which is scheduled t4 SaLrt Deceabcr 1981 and
run through January 1984. Production hardware will be used in conftrmat3ry testing, which 4ill intd. developer as well as

extensive operational testing. The major qbjectives of these combined tests are as follows:

Developer Testing
. Vrif/ prolu-tton hardwire performance in clear and adverse

weather conditions.
Evaluate mainesance support eqnipment.
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Progrim Element: 16.43.09.A Title: ROIAND
010 fission %rtv: Jil - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Progras-s

* Verify US missile sfety.
•.-%cept ta -thi missiles.
Operat lonal Ta', lig
. %valuate pri-luction equipment performance In an opertion1a

environment ,saler cl,,nr id, adverse weather conditions.
Assess ROLXNP training program.
Assess d i, licy of the support concept.

* Assess tactic., doctrine, and safety that iffect training,
maintenance, and emply eat.

The US ROLANI) Technology Transfer, Fabrication, nod Test (TTF&T) program consisted of missile firings, tracking
tests, environisentil tests, and maintenance demonstrations, The missile firing program, Included a Joint Europiao/US test (F.1r)
program as well as US iiational tests. The US fired 64 missiles In the national tests; 41 missiles were fired in the European
joint test (EJT) progrit for a total of 107 missile firings. Seventy firings were succeaful, and 31. (i8 US inJ 1] JES) were
unsuccessful. Ilowever. on 11 of the 31 total flights considered unsuccessful, suifficient test data was gathered to meet tl,
primary test objectiv,,.. Six firings (5 US and I EdT) were scored as no test. Major problems which resulted in failures w.ere
naused by either design deficiencies or inadequate acceptance procedures. The design deficiences were common to both the US
and European design. However, by using a test-fix-test philosophy, the deficiencies were corrected, the fixes wore retest,,
and sucessfully demontrated prior to the completion of the test program. The tracking. environmrental, ad msaintenance demon-
stration test-results In-licite that ROlAND set ill sljor requirements with two exceptions,

and system reliability. Modifications to Improve foltow.

A modification has been designed In cooirdination with the Euoropeans which Incorporates an

The com-
plete molfiration will be subjected to system testing from lily 1

9
4

0
-February 1981 as part of the special evaluation test pro-

gram.

The guropeans h.we tik!u the leal to incorporate a
Similarly, the US his taken the leai on the trick radar's' Ilardwire

with ihese modilficationq will be ivallable far teqt ng during the special evaluation test timeframe.

A joint IIS/European will be tested during fiscal year 1981, November 19') to lime 1931.

I A
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Program Element: 06.43.09.A Title: ROLAND
DOD Mission Area*

1
213 - Ground Air Defeuse Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prugras.

(U) During the test program, seven Items were identifLed that require improved reliability. ri-se items .ire the envi-
ronsental control unit, prime pouer unit. logic unit. track radar local oscillator and signal procesg.,r, and t%- irvellianco
radar transmitter and receiver. The reliability evaluation portion of the reliability Improvement pr,.gc m, underwiy since
Mirc. 1979, was complted 15 December 190.

The hardware to be tested in the rem3lning major test phases will be of the following coa.fi ;uratlns. The special
evaluation tests will use an updated Technology Tr'insfer, Fabrication & Test (TTfs) fire unit and ml:.slles which Incorporate
tle The confirmatory tests will use hardware deliiered from t. produ-ti.o line. At
this time, all required subsystems and support equipment ire eapectel to be available for these test i-r,.;rams.

(U) The development contractor on US ROLMND was the Hughes Aircraft Company. with the Boein4 A.rospace Cosapany as the
major subcontractor. Hughes and Boeing.will provide test support during the remianing tests. The devei.)pment tester Is the US
Army Test and Evaluation Command and the operational test agency is the US Army Operational Test and I.euiLtion kgency (3TEA).
The operatlanal test partion of the confirmatory test program will be conducted by 3T!. The followig ire the major test
facilities, ranges, and types of personnel that will conduct and/or pIrtlCIpate in the testing.

Test Facility Type of Personnel

Special Evaluation White Sands Missile Range, N4 Coverrssat and coatra.t.)r
civilians

Confirmatory Boeing Aerospace Company, US Army troops, Government
Seattle, W&A and contractor civilians
White Sands 4issile Range, NM US Army troops, Governmeant

s.iJ contractor civilians
Aberdeen Proving Ground, ND US Army troops. Government

and contractor itrilians
Redstone Arsenal, AL US Army troops. Government

and contractor civilians
Fort Ciayton, Panama US Army troops, Government

and contractor civilians

(U) The test schedule and major milestones follow.
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Progrim Element: 06.43.99.A Title: ROLAND
DOD Misston Area. 1i - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progrems

Special Evaluation Test Start Ily 1980
Complete June 1981

Confirmatory Tests

Developer Testing

... Logistics Evaluation Start December 1981
Complete September 1982

... Performance Testing Start January 192
Complete Hay 1982

. First Article/Initial Production Tests Start June 1982
Complete June 1993

Operational Testing Start September 1983
Complete January 1984

(U) The number of units scheduled to undergo testing follows.

Special Evluation Test - One fire unit and five to nine missiles for firing.
* anfirmatory Tests - 12 fire units, 40 missiles for firing, 3 field main-

tenance test sets, 3 organizational maintenance test
sets, and 3 operator proficiency trainers.

Below is 1 tabulation of missile firings of the US Technology Transfer, Fabrication, and Test (TiF&T) program.

Objectlve Successful Unsuccessful No Test

Establish System Bisetline
Min-vering Targ t
Courneasure"
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Program Element: 16.43.09.A Title: ROLAiND
DOD Mission Area.

1
213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: I4 - Tactical Pro jrams

Objective Successful Unsuccessful No Test

Formation Targets
Enviro"-ntal
Helicopter
Arctic

Total

(U) Hardware configurations for all Technology Transfer, Fabrication and Test (TTF&T) test -. re ldo.ti,3l. ROLAND
has not been previously tested by another Dipartm~nt of D,,fense -ouponent. atest requirements lurieo 11'F&T established the
need for the special evaluation test and the reliability test. The test environments for the previou oid futur. tosta are is
follows.

Preitous Future

Special Evaluation Test White Sands ilssile Range. Sase

System ground tests, tracking
and firing tests In an

electronic counter-
measures ceviroazent.

(U) The ISMR portion of the Special Evaluation Test has been underway since July 1939. This ),,gram consists pri-
marily of ECHIRCM. and chaff testing of modifications to be included in the production hardware. TIto IOCH and EC'i grouai
tests have been completed, as well as the EC9 tracking tests (including chaff). Seven misaile firin;,! Isive been codpleted to

date and the remaining are schedulei to be complet~l in arch 1991. The final evaluation report will I, avafIihit! hine t931.

Previous Future

Reliability Evaluation Combination af factary and In Combination with

-nrilopment tests conducted confirmatory testing
at White Sands Missile at White Sands Hissil,

11-299 D



Program Elment: #6.143.09.4 Title: ROLAND
DOD Mission Area; 0213 --Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

Previous Future

Range and an .perationat test Range, N4, Ft. Bliss,
at Juit Sands anl Vandenberg TX, Aberdeen
AFB, CA. Proving Ground, Mo.

R ilability, avatiablilty, and maintainability (RAM) testing is a primary Ingredient In tenting. The major objec-
tie of the reliability demonstration (November-December_ 19311) w s to lettrllne systvs reliability Improvement in terms of
average mean time S-itw n faiture (lTSF). A goai of hours fire unit average NTBF was set for this tost. A Technology,
T.mnsfer, Pobricil Ion and Test (TTF&T) fire unit was upgraded with production configuration hariware for those items which ex-
hibtted unacceptable failure rates in TTFT. The Reliabtlity Evaluation Test at Port Lewis, Washington, wa completed on
15 r)eceaber 133. Tle test was conducted by the Air Defense board for OTEA using FORSCO troops as oper3tors ad organiz-
tional maintenance p,.rsonnel. The total test system test time was approximately 560 hours of operation againat the tactical
scenario. Test results c.imflrsed that th,

. 
ostahlfa' ta.2t goal was successfully demonstated, and that the re)lability growth

aehlesel inlcates that the systea NTOF goals can be met. The OTEA final report Is scheduled for completion In late Norih

The c,)nfirmatory tests (December 1981-Jannary 1984) will include a complete evaluition of relil biltty,
availability, and maintainability (RA4) In both developer oln ope.rational testing. Aiditionaily. an evaluit!,in will be made of
the logistics supp,)rt concept to be used during deployment. The RAM requirements to be demonstrated during cnftrmatory test-
Ing ire in filows.

* lre unit avcrige MrTF - hours (after 500 confirmatory test hours)
S'len tise to repair - hours
* Operational availability -

* ia-flight missile reliability -

All hardware used In confirmatory testing will be proiuction units. US Army troops will conduct the tests and
maintain th,, system hrlware. Productton hardware planned for future testing anddeployment t functionally lientl.iul to that
seI luring development testing except for the inclusion of molifications for and reliability as previously

discussel. All subsyatem qualification and environmental tests have been completed, with the exception of tropic testing. The
syste-s su cessfnlly completed the roadability/transportaibllity testing at Abrievo, Proving Ground, MD, which involved approxi-
m.reiy 1930 miles nf road travel, arctic testing at the Cold Regions Teat Center in klaska, snd electromagnetic radiation

I 1- ?Q1 E
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Program Element: #6.43.09.A Title: ROLAND

DOD Mission Area: #213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

effects testing at White Sands Missile Range. fixes to all qualification problems identified during ti ; tests will be
incorporated Into the low-rate production harlware and requaltflel in the c,)nfirmatory tests. During c-ifirmatory testing, the
production units wilt be subjected to the same type of vigorous tests to assure no degradation from the ivelopment l.,rdware.
Tropic testing, which is a part of confirmatory testing, Is scheduled to be held at the Tropic Test Cenv,--r, Fort Ciayton, Canal
Zone, from April through October 1982. This testing will be in thr:2 phases. In the first phase, the [IS ROLAND flre unit,
support equipsent, anil tIcticl missiles will be stared in a tropic environment, after which the system w It uniarg, t func-
tional checkout. In the second phase, tie fire unit snd support equipment will be subjecte to a lOO-Iloseter inraitlity and
mobility test over secondary roads and cross-country terrain. The final phase will consist of target isacktitg tests to eval-
uate system performance anJ gunner capabilities in a tropic environment.

2. (U) Operational Test anI Evaluatio: The US ROLAND his completeJ tie Operational Test Ii (W? if) portion of tie
Technology Transfer, Fabrication, and Test (TTFPT) phase. of life cycle testing. OT 1I was completed tin tw,) phases--firing and
nnfiring. The firing phase was canducted at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, using military cre. perforaing the mis-
sion and contractor personnel performing maintenance. Th.- nonfiriulg phase was conducted at Vandenberg AfI Force Base,
California, to take alvmntage of the frequent occurrence of fog and low-level cloud cover. The object' of the test were to:
(1) nasess tie capability of the system to engage and destry threat targets in an operatinnal environmint including adverse
weather and enemy c~nnteri,-asnres, (2) assess the survivability of the US ROLAND in a hostile environument, (3) assess system
personnel requirements, (4) assess the effectiveness of doctrine and tactics as they affect the empluy",,at of tie system, (5)
assess the reliability and obtain information on the avallability and maintainability characteristics ,) thc system, (6) obtain
inf)ruation on the integrated logistics support concept, and (7) obtain infarsation on the program. Sigalltcant milestones of
the Operational Test it of tie TTFST phisc were:

Firing Phase - Completed August 1978
Nonfiring Phase - Completed November 1978

(U) An independent Follow-on Evaluation as part of time confirmkatory test program will be coniln:Led by the US Army
Operational Test and Evaluation Agency ()TEA) during September 19831-dauary 1984 to (1) evaluate production equipment perform-
anct. in operational environment, (2) verify correction of operational deficiencies from prior testing, (3) evaluate missile
durability under field handling conditions, (4) evaluate reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAM) of fire unit and
peaculiar support equipment, (5) assess Army ROLAND training program, (6) assess tequacy of tile integrsii logistics support
concept, and (7) assess tactics, doctrine, safety, and nm1aq fs':trA0 engineering that affect training s,,lntenance and
eploynent.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) As previously stared, Operational Test It (IT it) was conducted by the US Army Operational Test and Evaluation

Agency (13T7) In tw parts. The first part was the firing phase conducted at White Sands Missile Range using military crews

and amilitary test -onductor. During this phase a US ROLAND platoon (two fire units) fired both warhead (iUs and European) and
telemetry missiles it high performance drones considered to be hostile aircraft to demonstrate operational ffectiveness. All

flrings were double target presentations, i.e., eight presentations of tw,) targets. For four of the presentations, one fire

unit was to engage b.,th targets and during the other four presentations, two targets were engaged by two fire units. the tar-

get aircraft flew profiles that were as tactically realistic as possible within the limits of the range. Tue second part of
the OT 1i, the nonfirina phase, was conducta at Vandenberg Air Force Base. During this phase a series of fl-id exercises were

held, anI tactical let aircraft and helicopters were flown to assess the mission performance of the US ROLAI D. Particular eat-

phasia was placed on tie crew's ability to overcome limitations imposed by adverse weather and electronic cuttermeasures. The

tactical scenarlos and mission profiles used during the test "-ore develope:l by the US Army Training and Doctrine Command

(TR&DIC). gvnts were re-plicated during the tactical exercises as required in an operational environuent t, obtain essential
data for analysis. During the test, the system, supported by tie necessary command and control and maIntenn(:e support ele-
ments, cond-cted a 'r-iea of tactical operations. As a result of OT It, OTA came to the following overall conclusions con-

cerning the operational effectiveness of the US ROLAND system.

(i) . US ROLAND his demonstrated the capability to perform the all-weather, low-altitede air d-fense mission.

(U) . Desonstrated reliability of 'US ROLAND is Insufficie:t to support coapletion of a 72-hour consecutive opera-

tional mission period with only organizatLonal maintenance.

(U) . 4aintainmbility has not been .sted.

(0) . System effectiteness, with emphasis on performance under threat level electronics countermeasures (ECH),

systemra reliability, and system maintenrnce concepts should be further examined in the battery-level Follow-on Evaluation (FOE)

now planned.

(U) The reliability evaluation testing (previously discussed in paragraph 3.1.), conducted November-December 19,30,

provided over 503 hours of testing and confirmed Improved reliability. At the outset of the US ROLAND pro,;ras, a testing phi-
losophy was adopted which provided for t production decision to be supported by sufficient testing to demonstrate US R'IAND

performance, assure successful technology transfer, and validate sys tem operational performance. The evaluition of the
maintenance concept was consciously deferred. The maintenance concept and system effectiveness will be further examined by

OTrgA In the Follow-on Evaluation (FOE) scheduled for September 1983-January 1934 during confirmatory testing as pointed oat

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #b.41.O9.A Title: ROLAND
DOD Mission Area: 1213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

previously. As stated before, the test-fix-test philosophy corrected other deficiencies, retested the t and successfultly
demonstrated correction prior to completion of the test program. Identification friend or foe (1FF) was ,ot adequately tested
due to hardware availability. During the FOE, 1FF testing will be emphasized.

(U) The FOE portion of the confirmatory tests will use hardware delivered from the production like. At this time, all
required subsystems and support equipment are expected to be available for the test program. Currently, there are no con-
tractor firings and 16 service firings planned for the FOE. These firings, to include those in adverse weatlier if possible.
will be conducted tactically (within the constraints of range safety) to evaluate production equipment perfocmance in an opera-
tional environment. The reliability evaluation test has been completed, and confirms that fuLl-production reliability goals
can be met.

3. System Characteristics:

Operational/TechnicaL Demonstrate
Characteristics Objectives Performance-

Forward Intercept Range
Maximum (KH)
Minimum (W)

" Intercept ALtitude
Maximum (KH)
minimum (M)

System Reaction 'rime (Sec)

Reload Time (See)

System Operational Availability (Ao)
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Progrim Element: 16.41.9l9.A Title: ROLAND
DOI) Mission Area: 1, -_ Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

Operat lonal /Te tca Demonst rate/
Characterfst.ics -- Objectives Per foruance-

System Operational Effectiveness (Eso)
Bent gn (qonelectronie cOuottrmesures

(r.:N)), nonmaneuveringm single target

Benign (non-ECGM), maneuvering single

Benign (non-ECM), multiple target
fo rm it ion

ECM environment, nonmaneuvering, single
t ;irge-

E'N environment, multiple target
formit ion

Antir til ition missile (ARI) Survivability

Missile Reliability

fnhernt Availability (A)

rTarget Sr, ed

Maxlr, (MPS)
MinsIis, (MPS)

5
.ngageaent Target nianievers (g's)

FOOTNOTES:

I/ (11) Demontrit.'i during devetopventil/oper.ational testing (nT/OT I1).
2/ (U) To be retested during -onfir.sitory testing.
3/ (1) Limited by 41ite Sands Missile Range requirements and not by systems capability.
7-l fenontr..rri in European Joint testing with European qysteos; t.e saxnits d'monstrated by the US RulAND system was

IVI -q
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Program Element: #b.43.09.4 Title: ROLkN[J

DoO 4ission Are3: 02i - Groun-l Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Prura's

5/ (U) in cases Wi-r!- lemonstrat-d reliability, avaltability, and aaititqbillity (RAi) performance I s owt met t0-,
Ary' s goal, improved system operational availibility is expectel ii taciical deficiencies ire c- r,.ted, systca.
improvements demonstrated, and additionil testing is completel luring tie reliability demonstritivle test and

confirmatory test in.
if (U) To be recalculated based on results obtained from the special evaluation test (July 1980-Febro.ry 1981). thu

reliability demonstration test (October-Deceier 1930), and -infiraatory testing (December 1981-Apt ii 1983).

7/ (U) Baed on computer simulation 3nd analysis, not on a demonstratlonttest.

I 8/ Based on tracking tests; the firing maximum target speel wias which was constrained by the speed of the

drone available and not system capability.

) S Ltel in European Joint testing with European system; the maximum demonstrlLei by the IW: R)IAND syst m was

11-299
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAl. DESCRIPTIVE SUHMARY

Program Elm.nt: 06.141.1O.A Title: Ilellborne Missile - IELI.XFRE
DOD Mission Area: ..'1 --Close Combat Budget Activity: l -Tacticai Programs

A. (U) RESOIRCES (lvRc 'r LISTING): ($ in thousands)

T., t a
Project FY 1980 PY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAl FOR I ROGRAM ELEMENT 58000 45002 24791 19671 0 3203t3
QUIANTITI R'.; 229

D074 leleborn.- Illistle -
HELLFIRY 58000 45002 24791 19671 0) 320313

B. BRIEF DESCRU'I flM OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: HELLFIRE is a hellborne antinrsor terminal homing sod-tar missile
system whi h0 uses a :i,d charge warhead to defeat individual hardpoint targets with minimal exposure of the delivery v'hli-
cle to ene.vy fire. iiI:r,FIRE will Initially utilize semiactive laser terminal homing guidance and has been degigned to a(:cept
various other gulian,. eckages. The missile system will be employed from Advanced Attack Helicopters (All-W's) against
heavily armored vehl ](,I at longer standoff ranges and with greater lethality than missiles currently in tt- Inventory.
IIEi.LFIRE will providi, a-curate fire on targets acquired and autonomously designated by the attack helicopter or remotely
designated by ground ot, ervers, other attack helicopters, and aerial scout helicopters. HELLFIRE can be employed in a wide
variety of firing modhq in.dayr night operations. It Is being developed to meet the armored vehicles and other hardpoint
target threats of th,. timefrise. IIELLFIRV will provide greater versatility than missile systems ur-rentty in the
Inventory. The misslon engagement capability will he enhanced by the variety of methods of designation an, firing tech-
niqies. The system is 1iceded to counter the expanding armor threat. It has been designed to b, !daptIve, to be highly
lethal and to reduce la-nch aircraft vulnerability.

C. (U) BAStS FOR PY 1q82 RDTE RUEST:

I. (II) Englneering Development of the IIELI.FIRE odul.ar Missile System will continue through FY 1983. The Defense
Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) Ill production decision review will be conducted early in FY 1982 and the produc-
tion contr:irt will be a, irded. Hardware that has been exposed to environmental storage will undergo laboratory testing.

I I -Jnn
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Program Element: #6.43. 10.A Title: ilellborne Missile - iELLFIRKE
DO MissIon Area: #2l - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Work to be done by tile system prime contractor will Include correction of deficiencies revealed by the .11 64 operational
tests. Test program sets for the [ISM 410 test equipment will be completed for launcher test support. '.celoplaent .f the
warheoad marker charge will continue into FY 1982. Engineering design and fabrication of the minimum sai t, motor will be com-
pleted in FY 1982, and flight testing of the prototype models will begin.

2. (U) The Ull-60 Feasibility Demonstration, project number 069, which was included In the FY 19;1 submission under
this Program Element (P.E.), has been removed from this program element and Is now included in F.E. 6.4,.16.A. lACI. HAWK, In
order to facilitate progralm m:anagement. Funding under project number 069 lit the FY 1981 submission wa. .;I million in FY
1980 and $5.42 million in FY 1981.

3. (U) Development costs Included in this Congressional Descriptive Summary have been validated hy the Offic.- of tile
Co.ptroll.tr of the Army.

Current Milestone Dares

major mi lestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission

Army Systems Acquisition Feb 76 Feb 76
Review Count il/Defense

Systems Acquisition
Review Counil (ASARC/
DSARC It)

Engineering Development Oct 76 Oct 76
(ED) Contract Award

Operational Test (Or) if Apr 80 Apr 80
Start
Initial Production Contract Nov 81 Nov S1
Awnrd

Missile & Launcher l $3 Jul 83
Avillability
Initial Operational Oct 84 Jan 85

Capability ([OC)
on AdvanceJ Attack
Helicopter (AAiI)
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Program Element: 16.43.10.A Tftle: Heliborne Missile - HELLFIRE

DOD Mission Area: 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

The YOC date for the AAII has been changed to January 1985.

D. (U) COMPARISON WItH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Coat

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 58000 45002 24791 19671 320309

Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 61000 54844 21289 0 309978

The decrease in FT 1990 Is due to the transfer of Project Number 0069, UU-60 FeasibitLit Demonstratlon, fur, this Progr.iQ
Element (P.E.) to P.E. 6.42.06.A, BLACK HAWK, to facilitate program management. The decrease, in PY 1981 In also due to the

transfer of Project Number D069 ($-5420), Congressional reduction ($-4897) which deleted additional RDTE funding requested

when production start was delayed, and added inflation ($ 475). The FY 1982 increase reflects added inflation ($2498);
additional effort for shelf life surveillance, countermeasures/counter-countermeasures and enhancement progrias for the

warhead, seeker, and propulsion section ($413848); and deferment of the Production Validation Test (PVT), Df-sign-To-Olnt

Production Cost (OTUPC) award fee and risk capital funding to FY 1983 due to production schedule slip ($-12844). The

increase in cost to complete reflects a continuation of the efforts Initiated in FY 1982 ($45753) and the deferred efforts

from FY 1982 and associated Inflation ($+13918).

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.43.10.4 Title: lielborne Missile - ELLFIRE

DOD Mission Area: 0211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - TactIcal Progras

E. (U) OliER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ In thousands)

'Ital
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY t983 Additional E:tlmated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion (.,,st

Missile Procurement, Army
Funds (current requirements) 20995 96540 120726 1094888 1131149

Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 20800 126000 - 529986 676786

Quantities (current requirements) 502 1213 22885 24600
Quantities (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 2760 21840 24600

Tile FY 1981 increase reflects added inflation. The decrease in FY 1982 Is due to a reduction In procut aat funds i final

preparations of the FY82-86 budget ($-36000) and added inflation ($+6540). The increase in the total e Liaated coal for this
program element is due to the application of new inflation Indices ($49741), a revised production estLiu t,' ($466492), and
two-year schedule stretcLout imposed by internal Army funding constraints in FY 1983 and FY 1984 ($140L 0). The Increases
due to the revised production estimte are attributed to hardware cost increases In the missile bus ($L: 33o4), seeker
($139023), and launcher ($11789); engineering services ($21381). contractor system project manageaent ( .l5737), an iddi-
tional requirement of 240 launchers ($7083), increased test costs for first article and fly-to-buy test. ($11633), Inclusion
of allowances for cost of money and government warranty parts ($13614), and other refinements ($22368). lX!crease In the FY
1982 quantities Is due to the reduction of procurement funds and a resulting less economical rate of pr.d-tion.
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Program Elme.nt: 96.4 11.. Title: ileliborne Hssile - IIELLFIRE
DOD Mission Area: #211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - ractical Programs

F. DETAILED BACKI(:R'IND AND DESCRIPTION: This program began with exploratory development in laser guilance. Previou.s

work by the Army. Navy, ,nd Ai- Force established the technical feasibility of using lasers to designate targ,'r:: for terminal
homing of laser seeker e,iI pped ordnance. The Army conducted a successful prototype flight test program usI 4 the Air Force

IhORNET missile modified with laser terminal homing capahiliti..s. The flight tests reduced the developmental r1:ak and deem.s-

trated the, C,.asiblllty 3$ helicopter-iarmnched laser-guided missiles. During exploratory flight tests, fifty- rir missiles

were fired froe ground ,iirl aerial launch platforms using ground and airborne designation. Forty-one were sue':-r.-sful.

Competitive Advanced Dvlopment (AD) ceo:tracts for system design concepts were awarded to Hughes Aircraft Company and
Rockwell Int,.rnational Crrporation In lune 1974. In October 1976 Rockwell was selected as the prime contractor for

Engineering '1evelopment (EVD). Earlier in 1974 the Air Force was designated by the Department of Defense as the executive

agent for the Tri-Service- Laser Seeker. An Air Force contract was awarded for the Engineering Development of seekers to he

used on the Air Force MAVERICK missile and the Army's HELLFIRE missile. Due to the projected high production cost of this

tr-Service seeker, the Armty and Air Force pursued a joint cost reduction effort. In addition, the Army initiated a low-cost

seeke ,rogrim with Marrii Marietta Corporation to provide competition in the seeker development with the purpose of reducing

production seker cost-;. In November 1978, the Army selected the Martin-larietta seeker to be used for missile system quai-

fication and cancelled th. Army,. req(pLlrement for the Rockwell develoiaentalprotQtypes. HELLFIRE will be effective against

targets at ranges tip to In the direct fire mode anti to in the indirect mode. The longer standoff

range and i.- ability rihe helicopters to mask behind terrain feat-Ures proviawe a significantincrease In helicopter sur-

vivability ove.r antlirror helicoptirs currently In the inventory. The lethality against , longer range, less

time of fligit, and ver!u:rility of IIELLFIRE provide the Army a significantjmprqyement t8'-defeat armo"rompard to TOW. The

7-inch-dlameter missil, will weigh 98.5 pounds, penetrate a minimum of of semi-InfInite rolled homogenous steel ind

be capable of defeating ptential enemy tanks of the timeframe. This system will provide the Army with a common

missile airframe capable of accepting a family of ter--Tnal homing seeker modules to engage a variety of targets. The Initial

seekPer module will be a liser seeker which provides the capability to deliver accur.te flre on hard point targets which have

been designated by a laser designator. Other seeker modules may include a fire-and-forget Infrared seeker and an air defense

suppression seeke r.

C. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The IIELLFIRE missile system Is related to Air Force, Navy, and other Army systems which utilize

similar ti--buolegy. Coor-lination to preclude duplication of effort Is effected through technology coordination groups,
frequent lialson visits, exchange of components and subsystems, and exchanges of analyses, simulation, and hardware test

results. The, exploratory prototype program was conducted under Program Element (P.E.) 6.23.03.A, Missile Technology, and the

Advanced Development effort was conducted under P.E. 6.33.10.A, lellborne Missile - hELlFIRE. Work on the Incrared seeker,

I OI 1/
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Progr,.m Element: 05.43.[(l.A Title: leliborne Hissile - iiELLFIRE

DOD Mlssin Area: 0211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: *4 - Tactical Program;

will b,! done under P.E. 5.43.16.A, Fire-and-Forget iEIYlFiRE, currently programed for funding in FY 1911. Tile IS Air Force
portion of the tri-Service developsent was funded under P.E. 6.46.08.F. Close Air Support Weapon Syst-s. Tile Advanced

Attack ielicopter is funded under P.E. 6.42.07.A. There is no duplication of effort between ilElLFIhE ad other Army or
DUO Systei- within the samle size, weight, rane, and sission requirement classification.

II. (U) WORK PERFOR4ED BY: Contractors are Rockwell Interoatlonl Corporation, Columbus, Oil, for svl..'" devilp aent, and
Martin Marietta Corporation, Orlando, VL, for laser seeker development. The Army program manager (PM) is PH, IIELLFI R at
Redstone Arsenal. AL.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACC')IPLISIL'iENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1930 and Prior Accomplishments: Exploratory development work commenced in FY L971. Iht. FT 1972 program
initiated concept formulation activities. This effort included work on fire control integration, las,.r measurements, coun-
termeasure Investigations, and warheal des.gn. Exploratory flight tests were conducted with 5-degrt- ald 40-degr,.o
field-of-view seekers to obtain information on the achievability of terminal and designator tracking ,uracy. The funding
provided exploratory configurazion hardware for operational tests. The PY 1973 program provided for ,oupletlon e1 a
cost-effectiveness stuly and two phases of Military Potential Tests (NPT). These efforts were designed to provide a basis
for a decision to enter full-scale development of a ia'ier-guided missile in FY 1974. The results from the NPT and Cost and
Operational Effectiveness Analysis (CORA), houever, revealed some operational uncertainties that warrnied further investiga-
tion. These uncertainties were demonstration of different modes in varied battlefield conditions alid assessment of system
vulnerability, commaad and control requirements, and reaction times. Consequently. doling the 3rd querter of FY 1974 it was
decided to retain the laser missile program In Advanced Development (AD) for two more years. These uncertaintles were
resolved in further exploratory tests. Rockwell International Corporation and Hughes Aircraft Compan,/ -jere seleci,d in 1974
to continue development of modular missile technology for eventual competitive selection of one Engin.ertng Development (ED)
contractor. Efforts during FY 1974 included follow-on technical tests, field tests, and extensive us,- of simulation to
resolve the operational questions. Additional firings using the earlier experimental hardware were a complished it Redstone
Arsenal, AL. The two contractors were awarded contracts to conduct HELLFIRE modularity/verification ilight tests. Because
of FY 1976 funding constraints, the flight tests were not conducted. The contractors performed hardw.re-in-luop simulation
and alternate missile design concept effort In FY 1976. In-house effort in FY 1976 and FY 1976T supp-rLud the Cost and
Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA), Army Systems Acquisitlon Review Council/Defense System Acqnliition Review Council
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Progrim Eg iemnt: $6.4 3.i',.A Title: !leliborne Missile - iiELLFIRE
DID 4linion Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: Ii - Tactical Projrams

(ASAR./DSARC). and prepiration for award of the Engineering Development (ED) contract. In FY 1977 the ED contract was awar-
ded, the contract performance baseline established, the design effort initiated, major subcontracts awarded, and test plans
ie-elopei. In FY 1973 the first ballistic and programed rounds were fired. Component and subsystem perfonu..ue tests were
completed., and the n,,w equipment training was initiated. The system was flight certified for the All-I testhed aircraft.
Procuremca,:. fabrication, and testing of hardware were continund In FY 1979. The Engineering Design guided flight test pro-
gram was initiated. Three programed rounds were successfully tested, and eleven of thirteen guided flights wcre successful.
Integration of IiELL!IRE with the Y,11-64 helicopter was successfully demonstrated In FTY 979. The Martin Marietta low-cost
seeker was integrated with the IIE.LFIRE missile and successfully flight tested. The AAII/IIEIlLFIRE battlefield obscuration
testing which was initiated in FY 1978 was continued In FY 1979 and FY 1990. Government and contractor testing was Inten-
sified in FY 1980. Engineering Design Plight Tests (EDT) and component and system Prototype Qualification rests conducted by
the contrartor (Pqr-c) were continued. Environmental storage tests began. Thirty-one tactical prototype missiles, including
five with live wirheals, were flight tested in the IIELLFIRE EDT ind Pqr flight test programs. Seventeen development ind tac-
tical prototype missiles were fired from the YAII-64 helicopter Including day and night launches with laser designation from
Its Target Acquisition Designation Sight. Operational Tests (OT) were conducted by the Operational Test and Evaluation
Agency (OTEA) and supported by the system prime contractor. The AH-l (COBRA) was used as the testbed aircraft and 33 tacti-
cal prototype missiles were flight tested in operational tests.

2. (U) FY 1981 Praram: IIF.LFIRE engineering development testing and contractor system qualification tests will be
completel during FY 1981 and efforts to correct technical problems will continue. Testing of warheads against advanced armor
will be completed by the Ballistics Research Laboratory. The Technical Data Package (TOP) will be finalized to Incorporate
changes resulting from operational tests. Technical improvement efforts will include initiation of the minimum smoke motor
development and changes in the laser seeker section which are expected to enhance produciblity. The Production Engineering
Planning (PEP) effort will be completed, and environmental storage tests will continue. The YAII-64 Helicopter OT It tests
will be supported with halrdware and technical support. Contracts for Initial Production Facilities (1PF) in procurement of
long-lead items will be awarded to the system prime and seeker contractors. Preparations will be made for the Milestone Ill
proJuction decision reviews and for award of production contracts.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Prosram: Development and testing of the minimum smoke motor will continue in FY 182. Test pro-
gram sets for launcher test support will be completed. Enviroraentil storage missiles will be laboratory trat',d.
Deficiencies revealed in the YAJI-64 operational tests will be corrected. Development of the warhead marker charge will be
completed in FY 1982. he Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council-(DSARC) IlI decision review will be held in the first
quarter of FY 1982 with sibsequent award of the first production contract.

UNCLASSIFIED
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4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Testing of the minimum smoke motor will be completed in FY 1983 ind missiles with the
improved motor will be included in the third production buy; six missiles that have been subjected to c.ovironmenta[ storage
will be flight tested early in PY 1983. The first production hardware will be delivered, Production Vilidation Tests (PVT)
will be conducted, and the Configuration Item Verification Review (CIVR) will be completed in FY i983. HELLFIRE is scheduled
to be operational on the AH-64 Helicopter in January 1985.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This program is scheduled for completion in FY 1983.
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J. (U) TEST AND EVAI.IAI iON DATA:

1. (U) Develo~peot rest and Evaluation:

a. (U) Summary of test phases and objectives.

(l) Evaluation of the IIELLFIRE system concept started In t969, and the Terminal Homing Accuracy Demonstration
(TiAD) Program was started in 1970. A modified HORNET missile (7") with a modified Falcon motor was used as the testbed
missile to demonstrate feisibility. Technical feasibility of laser homing missiles was demonstrated during the THAD Program
(May 1971 through Janut.try 1972). This exploratory prototype program demonstrated a circular error probability (CEP) of

based on 14 missile firings. Missile flight tests, using the testbed 7" missile, of the wide field-of-view laser
seeker and the Army laser seeker were conducted at US Army Missile Command (MICOM) from November 197t through January 1974.
Combined results from these tests and the THAD tests (paragraph I.a.(l) above) were used to support Development Tests
(DT-i). Further technlcal tests were conducted at MICOM test range from 24 April t974 through 26 June 1975 to demonstrate
the feasibility of the ripple, rapid, night, airborne indirect, and ground indirect modes of operation for the iELLFIRE.
Countermeasure susceptibility testing was conducted at White Sands Missile Range, Hew Mexico, during the second and third
quarter FY74 and the second and third quarter FY75 to qualitatively and quantitatively assess the capability of the Army
laser seeker (plus counter-countermessures options) to successfully complete their missions in a hostile environment.
Feasibility testing of 6-Inch-diameter tandem liner warheads foc the HIELLFIRE missile was conducted by Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company during FY75. Two tandem liner configurations, were tested, The Department of the Army reques-
ted that the HELLFIRE project manager investigate improving the performance of the warhead by scaling up the 6"-diameter
design to 7" and 8" diameters. The seven-inch configuration was selected to be continued Into Engineering Development (ED).

(2) (U) Testing in E) consists of a series of Engineering Design Tests (EDT-C) and Prototype Qualification Tests
(PQT-C) conduceted by the contractor and EDT-G and PQT-G conlucted by the government to provide data necessary for deter-
mining the riELFIRE Modular Missile System's (HMiS) readiness to transition into production. Testing was intiaAted by
selecting and testing components and subsystems using an orderly progression through performance demonstrstio s with proto-
type models of the entire UMNS system. Additionally, testing will include participation of representative ur personnel
and "environmental proofing" through simulated and actual environmental testing. Reliability, availability, ;,nd
maintainability (RAN) %jilt be evaluated throughout development. Tests will allow the m4teriel developer to progressively
evaluate and refine compolent, subsystem, and system design to assure that system performance requirements are being

il-log
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achieved. Development teats are planned to be conducted so that important system characteristics will b,: tested and
deficiencies corrected prior to the Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARC I1). Six modified AiI-IG helicopters,
four basic and two equipped with the Airborne Target Acquisition and Fire Control System (AT&FCS). are bing utilized as
"testbed" aircraft to qualify the HELLFIRE Modular Missile System (iHHS). HELLFIRE missiles are also being launched from
the YAII-64 as part of the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AIi) developmental testing. Contractor Cumponent/sbsystem Teats were
initiated in January 1978 with contractor laboratory testing of selected piece parts and will include sui.seluent testing of
components, subassemblies, and assemblies of each HELLFIRE end Item. Results from these tests will substantlate performance
of components when integrated with other components and subsystems of their end items and validate their s,,lection as part
of the HMS. Samples of critical components will be independently tested and evaluated by the Government. Unguided missile
(ballistic) flights were conducted early in the development program to provide data for missile airframe/propulsion and
launcher design as it relates to missile launch parameters and helicopter safety. Preprogramed missile flight tests were
conducted to provide missile integration. Guided flight tests are being conducted to demonstrate perfortauce of end Items
as the configuration progresses toward final design. Contractor Component Qualification Tests were initiated In December
1978 to determine if critical components meet their performance requirements while operating under or after being snhJected
to the environmental extremes necessary for system functions. System Qualification Tests will be conducted to determine if
system end items meet their performance requirements while operating under or following exposure, as apptopria:., to natural
combinations of environments specified for the system. Environmental/Storage Tests will be conducted to demonstrate INNS
performance In the varied adverse environments.

(3) (U) In accordance with Department of the Army direction, the Army Hissile Command (MICON) Laboratory Is con-
ducting a program to evaluate and characterize Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH)/HELLFIRE performance in I,attlefleld obscura-
tion environments. The effort to gather field test data for simulation model development to predict the performance of the
target acquisition and designator system for the AA, the HELLFIRE seeker, and the Ground Laser Locator tosignator. was com-
pleted during FY80. This data, time correlated to carefully measured obscuration environments, will be the primary Input to
the Battlefield Environment Laser Designator Weapon System Simulation (BELDWSS). During the last quartet of FY80, trial
runs with BELDI4SS to predict system performance were Initiated. During the second quarter of FY81. the !.[mulation predic-
tions will be validated by system tests including HELLFIRE flight tests in obscurants. In the latter pait of FY81 tire vali-
dated BELODWSS simulation will be used to characterize system performance across the entire spectrum of ol,sctrant conditions,
to provide data for the AAI/HELLFIRE ASARC/DSARC evaluations. There are no Defense Systems Acquisition leview
Council-directed tests or demonstrations.
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b. (U) Seventy-thri c guided missiles, 58 with telemetry, have been launched in the current developmental testing pro-

grams for both IIELLFIRF and the AAII. Included in these launches were six live warhead missiles, all of which hit their tar-
gets. One of these was the first airborne launch of a live warhead IELLFIRE missile from a YAH-64. Test r!sults, para-
meters, and malfunctions of developmental guided launches are tabulated below:

(U) Results:

(U) Pro&ram (U) Prototype Hissl1ea

(Succes/Fired)

IIELLFIRE 42/49

YAII-64 t9/24

Total 60,'73

(U) Parameters:

Direct Fire indirect Fire

Lock-on before launch (LOBL) Maximum range of

Lck-on after launch (LOAL) Designation of GLD

Mtximum range of Low and high trajectories

15-igree offset

Moving target

Day-Night

II-110
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Designation by CLLD and TADS

Rapid and ripple fire

(U) Malfunctions:

(1) (U) Gyro circuit board short circuit: resolved.

(2) (U) Actuator potentiomseter short circuit: resolved.

(3) (11) Launcher release mechanism for missile separation malfunctioned resulting in a tiang-fire: resolved.

(4) (U) Defective integrated circuit: random failure. A high reliability component wa, ,-t available for

use in this test because of long-lead item requirements.

(5) (U) FLIR sighting system on COBRA malfunctioned: data indicated nominal missile p.- :rmance.

(6) (U) Short impact: Incorrect offset angle: resolved.

(7) (U) Short impact: smoke decoyed Seeker. A seeker modification which employs last pulse logic has
resolved the problem. Successful tests with the modified seeker have validated the correction.

(8) (U) Immediate excessive pitch-up rate: a lock-on-after-launch firing in which thru:tt misalignment was
compounded by premature turn-on of the designator. A repeat of this launch was successful but inveatlgition is continuing.

(9) (U) TADS FLIR broke track: TAOS design deficiency. Correction has been implementl.i.

(10) (U) Roll gyro tumbled: low stability margin. Autopilot has been modified.

(i) (U) Short Impact: a combination of launch elevation and pitch reference errors. :orrectious have been
Implemented on the YAl-64 to preclude similar errors.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(12) (U) Shor- impact: seeker design deficiency that allows "direction of track reversal' when target
acquisition occurs At unusually high energy levels at the edge of the field of view. Seeker design was clanged. Retest
with modified seeker was successful.

(13) (U) Missile broke track before target impact: thrust alignment malfunction. Missile turn rate was
faster than the seeker track rate. Investigation continuing.

c. (U) Description of equipment being tested. The HELLFIRE missile system is a high-exploslve antitank (HEAT) missile
with a laser seeker, fire control system, launcher, and container. The HELLFIRE launcher carries four missiles and is com-
patible with the armament stations of both the YAH-64 and A1-i (COBRA). A gas storage system (on the launcher) is provided
for cooling Infrared detectors in follow-on seekers. It is anticipated that there will be no significant differences
between the prototype and the production configurations.

d. (U) All subsystems and support equipment will be available during required test periods.

e. (U) Oeveloplng/Testing Organizations.

(1) (U) Development Contractor: Rockwell international Corporation
Hissill Systems Division
4300 East Fifth Avenue
Columbus, O 412t6

(2) (U) Service Program Manager: Project Manager, HELLFIRE/OLD

US Army Missile Command
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35609

(3) (U) Development Test Agency: US Army Test and Evaluation Command

Aberdeen Proving Ground, ND 21005

(4) (U) independent Operational Test Agency: US Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTRA)

5600 Columbia Pike
Falls Church, V& 22041
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f. (U) Major Test Facilities.

(I) (U) US Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL - Contractor and government personnel arC k-,lJucting tLhe
missile flight, captive flight, component qualification, system qualification, and electromagnetic radiation tests.

(2) (U) Eglin APB, Florida - Contractor and government personnel are conducting missile flight ::,ts.

(3) (U) Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona - Contractor and goverament personnel are conducting YA1I-6,/IIELLFlRE Integra-
tion tests to include missile flight tests.

(4) (U) fluoter Liggett Military Reservation, California - Government personnel conducted and p.i'ticipated In the
operational testing.

g. (U) Overall test program schedule.

(1) (U) lissile flight tests, Oct 78 - Jun 8.

(2) (U) Component Qualification Tests, Dec 78 - Jan 81.

(3) (U) System Qualification Tests, Jan 00 - Jan 8.

(4) (U) gnvironmental Storage Tests (PQT-G), Aug 80 - Jul 42.

h. (U) Tabulation of developmental firings in IIELLFiRE and Advanced Attack lelicopter programs.

UNCLASSIFIED
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No. Plights
Type Miss le PI anoedCompLe ted/:,ccess ful

(i) Exploratory Development Modified Hornet 56 56 41

(2) Terminal in, ltng A,:cracy
Demonstratin (THAD) Modif led Hornet 5 is 15

(3) II.FIRR Engineering Development
Balliatt, Rounds 3 3 3
Progra.- I Rounds 4 4 4
Guided ialles ED 7s 400 '.2

Advanced Ara-,k Hleilopter Engineering Dnvelopseat
RalllstI- R,,unds 6 6 6
Guided ?Ilqlle ED 50 24 18

I. (U) rlhe HIELLFIR tlodular Missile System has not been previously tested by another DOD component.

J. (U) HELLFIRE odilar Missile System reliability, availability, and maintainability - durability (RAM-) performince
requirements are to be 'erlfied by test, demonstration, and analysis prior to full-scale production using valid ,lata from
the guided flight test -l system qualification test programs. The test progrm for mlssion-criticsl componrlt.i Includes
demonstration of high T liability under critlcal environments. RA-) trade-offs will be performed within allowable limits
for achievement of manxil',- system effectiveness at minimum cost.

k. (U) rhe items be;ng tested during development are not significantly different from the hardware for p,.rationa
tests and production.

1. (IT) Tests wIll 1- 1)ndneted to determine If system end Items meet their performance requirements whI I -iperating
tinder or folI i,tw I tiap. o;ue to natural and Induced envi rosments as spe Ified for tie system. This portion o ;.. IIEI.LFIRE
test program began in the ?nd quarter of FY80.
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2. (U) Operational Test and Evaluation:

a. (U) Summary of Test Phases and Objectives

(1) (U) Laser-Guided Missile System (LAGUS) Military Potential Tests were conducted in 1972 ind 1973. Th .se
tests evaluated the ability of the helicopter gunner during target engagement and examined the tactic. -oployment if
LACIUHS-equipped helicopters. The tests also provided information on exposure and detectability of the L.inch aircraft and
target designators. The results of these tests were used In lieu of Operational Test (OT 1). Alditiouit operationai tests
were conducted by the US Army Combat Developments Experimentation Command (CDEC) during August-December 19 4. Them, tests
measured the vulnerability of the ground target designator. They also compared the mission effectiveuc; and operal lonal
performance of iiELLFIRE versus extended range TOW.

(2) (U) The Operational Test (OT) was conducted May-July 1980 with Tactical Prototype hardwar,: 1o validate the
operational capability of HELLFIRE using the COBRA helicopter as the testbed vehicle. Data was obtained in an operational
environment to assess the operational effectiveness to include command and control, hit performance, huaan factors, and
safety. Information was obtained on the reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAM) of the syalam during this
test. This test was conducted at Hunter Ligget Military Reservation, CA, and was managed by the US Azmy Operattonal Test
and Evaluation Agency (OTEA).

b. (U) Summary of Test Results.

(I) (U) Testing to satisfy the oT 1 requirements is described in subparagraph E.2.a.(l) above. The recently comp-
leted operational test described in subparagraph E.2.a.(2) was not designated as an OT II because it evaluated only the
operational capability of the HELLFIRE missile and not the total weapon system as it will be fielded. litat weapon syatem
will be evaluated during the AAI OT It In June-August 1981.

(2) (U) Thirty-three HELLFIRE missiles were fired in the operational test completed 1I July I')8J. A combination
of direct, Indirect, rapid and ripple firing modes were used in a battlefield environment which include l Just and saoke.
The Independent Evaluation Report has not been published to date; however, preliminary results of a scoring confereuce eval-
uation show 23 target hits out of 33 missiles fired. Results of the HELLFIRE operational test live firings:

II-115
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(U) System reliability

33 Missiles launched
3 Scored no-test
3 Scored missile failure

27 Scored reliable out of 30
Reliability - 90%

Accuracy given a reliable missile
27 Reliable attempts

3 Scored no-test
1t Target miss
Hits out of 24 reliable-attempts
Probability of hit -

(3) (U) Missiles were scored as "no test" due to limitatieu of the srrogate launch system, the Mi-1 (COBRA),
and crew error.

c. (U) Description of equipment being tested.

(i) (U) The 1FLLflRE missile system is a high-explosive antitank (HEAT) missile with a laser seeker, fire control
system, liunchers, and container. The HELIFIR9 launcher carries four missiles. A gas storage system is provided for
cooling IR detectors for follow-on seekers.

(2) (U) The IIELILFIRE missile and launcher being tested in the engineering development progrm have no significant
differences from the planned production hardware configuration.

d. (U) All IIELLFiR subsystems and support equipment were available during the required test period.

e. (U) Developing/Testing Organizations. Same agencies listed in paragraph E.l.e.

f. (it) Major test facilities - Operational Testing (OT) was conducted at Hunter Liggett Military Reservation. Tests
were conducted by government personnel with participation by contractor personnel.
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g. (U) Overall teat program schedule - Operational Testing (OT) was conducted May-July 1980. The preliminary results

are discussed in subparagraph E.2.b. above.

h. (U) Additional service firings will be conducted during OT Ii in the Advanced Attack llelicop,:i (AAHI) pcrcam as part of
the total weapon sySCatn evaluation. Twelve guided flights are planned.

1. (U) Operational tests (OT) to date have been those conducted to support OT 1. The Laser-Guided Missile System

(LAGUMS) Military Potential Tests (HPT) evaluated the ability of the soldier or helicopter gunner to i 1-e and hold a laser

beam on a target during target engagement and missile flight. The MPT were also used to examine the 3.'.Lic, organization,

and command and control for employment of LAGUMS-equipped helicopters. In subsequent tests, the opec Liinal performance of

IIELI.PIRE was evaluated against extended range TOW (XRTOW) In a series of realistic, simulated battles.

J. (U) Operational teats have been conducted with the current IIELLFIRE prototype missile which I Lo be the same as

the production missile.

k. (U) A missile reliability point estimate of .88 has been demonstrated on Engineering Develols, .t firing attempts to

date. The Materiel Need (NN) requirement band is .92-.95. The project estimate, based on missile h. 1,:rvements and OT
results, meets this requirement. Reliability verification includes a test-to-failure program to deteia.iie the reliability

design margin of critical missile system components and assemblies; the laser seeker program Includes i reliability

mein-time-between-failure demonstration test. All valid flight test data from the development progra,. i scored for

reliability. The development program also includes a formal maintainability demonstration utilizing trained military per-
solinelI.

11-317
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3. Stemn C i racter isti cs:

Operat inOil/TechnIcal
Characteristice Objectives Demonstrated Performanc,

Range
Direct Fire Kilometers Kilometers

Indirect Fire Kilometers Kilometers

Time of Flight

3 Kilometers Seconds Seconds
Probability of Hit
(Given Reliablity)

Stat ionary Targels
Moving Targets

Misl W.Ight, Mix 13. 5 pounds 98.5 pounds

li-.li ii
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SOMMARY

Program Element: #6_43.1I.A Title; PERSHING II
DWD Mission Area. #242 --- Theater-Wid,- Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Irograms

A. (0i) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ In Thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Nnnmber Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completioel Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 145765 147378 154107 106895 22771 66983i'i.

QUANTITIES 34

D599 PERSHING II 145765 147378 154107 106895 22711 669835*

* Does not Include $18.O1 received from AF PE 6.33.17.F (Theater Ballistic Missile Program) In FY 1979

B. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: PERSHING ii is an evolutionary modernization -I the curreotly dep-
loyed PERSHING Ia system. PERSHING It will provide vastly improved performance over PERSIIING Ia: Incc.-ed range
kilometers versus kilometers); higher accuracy meters versus meters); use of lower yield w,leads, ther eby
reducing unwanted collateral damage/civilian casualties; increased versatility through the use of the ,liburst/surface-burst
warhead; superior military effectiveness and survivability; and manpower savings. The PERSHING 11 dcv. ohment inclndes an
improved maneuverable reentry vehicle which Includes radar terminal guidance; new propulsion sections io achieve the longer
range and ground support equipment changes that provide enhanced system reliability, accuracy and targI og flexibility; plus
reduced operating and support costs. Five missile flight tests were conducted during the Advanced Dev, lpment phase In FY
1978. Based on the success demonstrated during these tests, the system was approved to enter Engineertng Development in PY
1979. Deployment to Europe Is planned to begin in December 1983. PERSIING II is planned to be the ballistic cop ponent of
the NATO Long-Range Theater Nuclear Force (IRTNF) modernization based on extensive negotiations with tie NATO Alliance. The
rapid fielding of extended range PERSHING I1 Is a program o national urgency needed to fill the land-iasod ballistic missile
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void In the NATO LRTNF. This is particularly critical In view of the unilateral expansion of the Soviet threat to NATOi
epitomized by the SS-20 missile and the Backfire bomber. In addition, there appears to be a continuing trend on the part of
the Soviet Union and non-Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP) countries to harden their military Installations, necessit.ting increased
accuracy in weapons to effectively defeat them. Tle Soviet/NSWP buildup is independent of NATO actions becat:e their buildup
has preceded NATI LRTNF modernization by several years. In recognition of the critical need for PERSHING 1i, the President
has designated the syst'-m a program of highest national priority.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 9ft RDTE REQUEST: During FY 1982, the fabrication of lie prototype Ground Support Equipmsient (GSE)
will be completed, and fahrication of the prototype missile will continue. The first six (6) of the planned 28 i)T/OT It mis-
sile firings will be conducted in FY 1982. During this period, qualification testing and preflight rating testlg on the
motors will he completed, and system environmental testing will be Initiated. The Phase I Captive Test Program (i.e.,
captive testing of prototype hardware on a fixed-wing aircraft) will be completed during FY 1982. Long-lead procurement for
the production phase will be conducted early in FY 1982, and following DSARC I11. the full-production decislon will be mde.

Current Milestone Dates
Malor Milestones Milestone Dates ShowiiIn FY 1981 Submission
Start Development Test I Nov 77 Nov 77
Complete Development Test I May 78 May 78
Defense Systems Acquisition Review Dec 78 Dec 78

Council II
Award Engineering Development Contracts Feb 79 Feb 79
Start Development/Operatlonal Test II Apr 82 Apr 82
tong-tlead Procurement Dec 81 Dec 81
Defense Systems Acquisition Review Jun 82 Jun 82
Start Full-Scale Production Jun 82 Jun 82
Production (Buy 2) Oct 82 Oct 82
Complete Development/Operational Test 11 Aug 83 Aug 83
Initial Operational Capability Dec 83 Aug 83
Proo,, tton (Buy 3) Oct 83 Oct 83
Product ion Deli vv, lea Complete Aug 86 Jul 86
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(U) In FY 1979 the decision was made to accelerate the IOC from December 1984 to August 1983. Tihli jccelerati-i was

initially planned to be accomplished by compressing the Engineering Development program by four (4) fiaths and pulling in the
production decision by 12 months. To accomplish this ED compression. FY 1979 supplemental funding wio required. Failure to

receive these supplemental funds made it necessary to accomplish the 16-month acceleration by accetliiting the production
decision by 16 months. The entire acceleration is, therefore, accomplished by overlapping the develolment and production
program. The initial production rate Is being kept at a minimum (5 missiles per month) until DT/Oi il completlen to reduce
cost exposure. Following DT/OT II, the production rate will Increase to a maximum of 13 missiles p., month.

(i) As a result of continuing negotiations with our NATO allies, the US Government has agreed to n, jk the European Initial
Operational Capabilities (lOC) of PERSHING II and Ground-Launched Cruise Missile concurrent. Acc,,rlijugly, on 26 November
1980 the Army was directed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense to delay .he European IOC of ,;li):RIING II from August
1983 to December 1983. The directive emphasized that the change to the lOC was for policy reasons .d that the basic program
would not change our would funding profiles be changed.

1). (i) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REi)IEST: ($ in thousands)

Tot al

Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completio, Cost

RDTE
Funds (Current Riequlrements) 145765 147378 154107 129666 669835*
Funds (as shown in FY 1981 144800 145985 150032 130127 663844*
submission)

* Does not include $18.0 million received from AF PE 6.33.17.F (Theater Ballistic Missile Program) in FY 1979. The change
from the FY 1981 submission reflects the adjutment to incorporate a more realistic rate of inflati,,ut, increased test range
costs (FY 1980). and the termination of the earth penetrator warhead program in Fy 1982 and beyond. The above total

development cost is approximately $8 million below the originally planned costs when they are escalited according to current
DOD Inflation Indices. Consequently, the total development cost may be understated by that amount
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Program Element: 16.43.1i.A Title: PERSHING II
IOD Mission Area: 42-Theater-Wide Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prnorams

R. IlIIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Total
FY 1980 PY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Missil,, Procurement, Army:
Fund v (current req.uirements) 0 0 207700 349800
F..ds (as show, In FY 1981
su.lIss ion) 0 0 179200 326800

Quo-t it les (current requirements)
C ' ties (as shown In FY 1981

b: "ss ion)

Change from FY 1981 suhmisslon reflects a more realistic inflation projection, addition of funds for the procurement of
shelters for housing the Platoon Control Central and the Reference Scene Generation Facility, and a transfer of funds from
GMA to IPA for conducting the Pit SWAP program (cost associated with swapping the PIt system for the PIt system). This sub-
mission also reflects an addition of PY 1982 funds for Department of Energy reimbursables. Not shown in this submission Is
an Additional $1.9 million In FY 1981 funds which will be reprogramed for Department of Energy reimbursables.

il-il?
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Program Element: #6.43.11 A Title: PERSHING Ii
DOD Mission Area: #242 - Theater-Wide Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: 54 - Tacti, I Icograms

F. DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: In order to meet the Supreme Allied Commander, Europet't. I:iACEIR's) expressed
need for an improved, mobile, surface-to-surface missile system, a Special Task Force was formed in .i,,lry 19/3 to validate
the need for an Improved PERSIIING system and to develop a Concept Formulation Paclage for tile system. In OcLober 1973 tiue
Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP) for PERSHING ii was presented to and approved by the Army Systems Acquisition Review
Council (ASARC) and forwarded to the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) on 22 January 19/4. As a result of a
fevorable DSANC recommendation, the Deputy Secretary of Defense directed the Army to proceed Wi it il, Advanced Development
(AD) of PERSII1NG I1. Five missile flight tests were conducted during the AD phase In FY 1978. These iI ights demonstrated
the capability of the new terminal guidance technique to achieve the required system accuracy. All Ijob,.tives of tIle AD pro-
gram were met. The Army, on 18 July 1978, conducted an ASARC II and concluded that PERSHING I1 was at dy for Engilleering
Development (ED). In the FY 1980 Amended Program Decision hemorandum (APDN), the Secretary of Defenl directed tile' Army to
proceed to DSARC If as soon as possible with the extended range option of PERSHING It. A DSARC II was conducted 21 December
1918. As a result, the program was authorized to proceed into ED with extended range PEWSHIING 11 an (Ill warheads--
airburstlaSnface Insist and an earth penetrator. This directed extended range decision represents a stlijstantial increase in
the range over the currently fielded PERSHING Is (Pla) version. A contract was a IIded to the PERSHING
prime contractor in Februa- 1979 for enginering development of the PERSHING I program. The FY 1982 i'IDH canceled funding
for the earth penetrator warhead program in FY 1982 and beyond based on budget constraints and priorit it-:;. The Army is sup-
porting Department of Energy efforts In FY 1981 to conclude the program In a logical manner. PERSIIIN ; II, a product improve-
ment of the currently fielded PERSHING system, uses a new propulsion system to accommodate the greater i;,lge and mdified
ground support equipment that eliminates and/or consolidates hardware to reduce firing platoon respons limes by a factor of
more than 50%, achieve greater flexibility, and reduce operating personnel. PERSHING 11 Incorporates ,c -w reeltry vehicle
that uses Radar Area Correlation Terminal Guidance to provide accuracy in the range of meters Ci 1:lar Error Probable
(CEP). This high accuracy represents an order of magnitude improvement over the currently fielded PIo .,stem and provides
the capability to effectively use low yield or specialized warheads. During ED phase, the tactical coliguratlon of the
reentry vehicle, propulsion stages, and ground support equipment will be developed, fabricated and teslei. This phase will
culminate with the firing of 28 missiles during Development/OperatLional Test II. During PY 1918, signilicant factors were
illuminated by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) igh Level Group discussions on Theater Nclear Forces
Moderni zat ion.

Thus, they pref-r al evolutionary
approach, such as PERSHING. PERSHING is currently fielded by both US and West German forces, is politially acceplable to
the NATO Alliance, and is not Involved in current SALT negotiations. Thus, extended range PERSHING II ifers an opportunity
to introduce improved Theater Nuclear Force capability with minimum adverse political involvement. Bated on the NATO High
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Program Fl-ment: 16.43.1i.A Title: PERSHING I

DOD Mission Area: 4242 - Theater-Wide Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Level Group recommendation, SACEUR's stated need, existing policy and weapons available, Pit has been identified as a system
to Insure consistency with the DOD Nuclear Policy amid provide improved military effectiveness for the Long-Range Theatre
Nuclear Foice (LRTNF). The rapid fielding of extended range PERSHING 11 is of national urgency to fill the land based bal-
listic missile void in the NATO LRTNF. This is particularly critical in view of the expansion of the Soviet threat to NATO
epitomized by the SS2ii missile and the Backfire bomber. In addition, there appears to be a continuing trend on the part of
the Soviet inion and non-Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP) countries to harden their military installations necessitating increased
accuracy in weapons to ,ffecttvely defeat them. The Soviet/NSWP buildup is independent of NATO actions because their buildup
has preced.1i NATO LRTNF modernization by several years. PERSHING 1I will have a range capability from km thus
providing iii immediately responsive firing capability covering the region from the forward edge of the battle area into the
Western Military Distrits of the Soviet Union. PERSHING I1 is a mobile, survivable ballistic missile with terminal guidance
that provides rapid response, assured penetration to the target area, high accuracy, minimum collateral damage, and thus the
ability to attack mobil, and fixed time-sensitive targets. PERSHING It has a rapid retargeting capability that makes it
responsive to both the MACEJR and the Theater Army Commander. Initial Operational Capability (lOG) in Europe is planned for
December 1983. Nobility and survivability are improved because of decreased ground support equipment whmich improves
employment flexibility.

C. (i1) RELATED ACTIVIIIES: Close coordination is maintained with the Air Force on advanced ballistic reentry developments.
Prior year efforts in smrface-to-snrface missile PERSHING (Program Elements (PE) 2.21.62.A and 2.22.54.A) and Radar Area
Correlation (PE 6.

3
3.0i6.A) under the US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command have been conducted by time same

Project Manager (PH) elected to develop this project. These efforts have been closely coordinated with the US Army Missile
Command funded under PE 6.23.O1.A, Missile Technology. This program is coordinated with all Services by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD). The technology employed in PERSHING II terminal guidance Is unique to PERSHING. PERSHING I1 Is
responsive to targetinp, requirements from the forward edge of the battle area to Its maximum range. This, plus its tactical
mobility which provid,,4 sustained operations wltiout constraining dependence on a main operating base, makes time system
munique.

II. (i1) WORK PERFORMID BY: US Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL; White Sands Missile Range, NM; Martin Marietta,
Orlando, Fl,; Goodyear Arospace Corporation, Akron, Ol; Singer Company (Kearfott Division), Little Falls, NJ; Bendix
Corporation (Navigatioi and Control Division), Iterboro, NI; - 'Prcules, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT.
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I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: The PERSHING 11 program started in FY 1975. The prii,t / effort doting that
year was directed toward design of the reentry vehicle (RV) for the missile flight program in FY 1971;. 'the RV tndtrwent

design changes during FY 1975 as a result of the Radar Area Correlation fixed-wing flight demonstrati,, program. The US Army
Armament Research and Development Command, Dover, NJ, was tasked with the responsibility for developiie the adaption kit for
the alrburst/surface-L.urst warhead section. The Department of Energy (DOE) was tasked with developing the earth penetrator
warhead. The earth penetrator integrated design, less nuclear physics package, was completed and set, .:tully tested at high
velocities Into hard targets. The major prototype missile components were delivered; RV fabrication as d ground/capLtIve test-

Ing was completed for the Advanced Development (AD) missile flight hardware. The five-missile flight liennStratiol program
was conducted in FY 1978. The capability of the Radar area Correlation Guidance Systems to attain the de sired accuracy In a
missile flight environment was proven during AD culminating with flight five, which recorded a ",,iss distautve. The
payload was an earth penetrator (EP) vehicle, and the capability of the EP to withstand missile flight ,iivironmenls, Impact,

and penetration was also demonstrated. All PERSHING 11 Advanced Development objectives were met. Dt ,e Systems
Acquisition Review Council (DSCARC) II was held in December 1978 and gave approval for entering into e,,gineering development.
The Engineering Development (ED) contract was awarded to the PERSHING prime contractor in February 197. Design ot ED proto-
type critical hardware was initiated in FY 1979. The initial phase of ED wind tunnel testing was cond-cted during FY 1979,
and preparation for fixed-wing captive tests was initiated. During FY 1980, fixed-wing captive flight to.sts were tonducted

to evaluate the correlator hardware. Prototype air vehicle and Ground Support Equipment (GSE) material procurement was
initiated, and reentry vehicle prototype fabrication was started. The wind tunnel program initiated It 1Y 1979 cut ithued,
and the development test on the propulsion sections was initiated. Procurement of tooling material o-curred, and !.ibrication

of production tooling was Initiated. Major design effort was Initiated on the Reference Scene Generation Facility (RSGF) and

the alrburst/surface burst warhead adaption kit with award of contracts by Engineering Topographic I.al,,iatory and A my
Armament Research and Development Command, respectively. In February 1980, the President granted iEkSitNl; II a BRItCKBAT (DX)

status, making it a program of highest national priority.

2. (U) FY 1981 Planned Program: In FY 1981, prototype procurement activities will be completed ,l fabrication, of the

prototype ground support equipment will be initiated. Fabrication of the Reentry Vehicle and propulsi,, sectio will con-

tinite, and prototype testing will be Initiated. The development testing of the propulsion section will be completed, and
Preflight Rating Test will be initiated. The wind tunnel test program will be completed during this fis, al year, and

fixed-wing captive tests to evaluate hardware and reference imagery will be initiated. Numerous syste,., subsystem, and envi-

ronmental tests will be conducted during this period. During FY 1981, reference scene preparation will lie completed for the
ED missile flight targets. The earth penetrator warhead prograis will be terminated.
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Program Element: 06.41.l11.A Title: P'ERSHIING 11
DOD Mission Area: 122-Theater-Wide Theater Nuaclear Warfare Budget Activity: 04 -Tactical Projiarns

3. (it) FY 1982 lHviiied Program: During IFY 1982, fabrication of the prototype ground support eqtulpmenL Will be
completed, and fabricagi.i~i of the missile will continue. Static testing of the propulsion section will be *-.apieted, and the
flight units will be &elivered. The first six of the planned 28 Development Tcsting/Operatitonal Testing flr/o'r) It missile
flights will be condo 1.1 during this period. Long-lead procurement for the production phase will be conducILd early lit FY
1982 and following DSAVt' 1ll, the full production decision will be made.

4. (U) FY 1983 t'la',nedProgram: The ED phase will culminate in FY 1983 with the completion of the 28 OF/o t 1 missile
flights. Til~ei 17of~ 1- !-dware will be made on production hard tooling, and thuis tooling will be used lin production as the
line will remain open Pol in cont inuonus operation between the ED prototype units and the production uits. 11ue second pro-
duction boy w.ill occur Ii FY 1983, and the Initial Operational Capability (10C) In Europe will occur in Dectemiur 1983, pro-
viding US troop units In Furope and the Continental United States with a modernized system designed to meet iho threat of the
199018.

5. (ii) Pirogram to complet Ion: A third and fourth production buy wtll occur In FY 1984 and FY 1985 to p~ovide PEiI!iHiNG
It hardware for dploymeiit of all P'ERSHiING 11 battalions and support the gnrlmsiefiringt programs. Produti on
deliveries will be rompi ted in 1986.



Program Element: #6.43.11.A Title: PERSHING It

DUD Mission Area: #242 - Theater-Wide Tlce.,l er Ncllear Warfare Budget Activity: 24 - Tact i I Programs

I. (I1) TEST AND EVAIIATION DATA:

I. (i) Development TesL and Evaltuition:

a. ( U) During tile cng Ineer Ing development phase of (lie PERSHING II Development Program, ex I,- I ve t, st ing Is being
coudneted. Wind tnnnel testing is belg conducted to verify the aerodynamic characteristics of the t. f-Ile design. The
fl,.,t phase ended in July 1979. The second phase was started in October 1979 and will end early in IYl. No design dif-
ficulties have been identified as a result of this testing. In order to simulate the missile reentr .ntvironment (with the
exception of velocity), tile PERSHING II reentry vehicle pod was attached to tile wing of a Fi4B aircrfc and flown at targets.
These captlve flight tests were conducted to verify that the terminal guidance system can achieve thi. rqulred accuracy and
verify that the reference scenes are adequate for correlation. The captive flight tests were conductd at White S.inds
Missile Range, NM, tile Watertown, NY, area, and tile Huntsville, AL, area. Tests will be conducted I, two phases. The early
plhase was completed in mid-FY 1980. The second phase will start in late 1981 on the prototype reentcy vehicle and continue
through late FY 1983. Tile prime objective of the second phase will be to evaluate the prototype harw.ice and verily the
reference scenes that will be used in the missile flight program. Six static firings of tile prototxp first and second
stage motors have been completed and have been judged successful. To date all testing has been scicec s:tul and hacs provided
Initial verification ,f required performance. System environmental testing will be initiated in early FY 1982 accd will con-
tinue through mid-FY 1983. These tests will include road shock and vibration, high-low temperature, temoperature Iock, snow,
Ice, humidity, wind, rain, dust, drop, salt, rail hump, EiP, etc. The purpose of these tests is to %erify that tlce system
remains operational throughout various specified environments. System marriage testing will start ic, early FY 1982. It will
demonstrate the ability of the system to work properly as a system rather than as Individual componeits. This will be the
first time that all hardware is tested as a system. Fourteen missiles will be flown in the lT I1 flcght test program. Tests

will start in mid-FY 1982, and missiles will be flown against targets at short, medium, and long ran:. These tests will
demonstrate the cabability of the system to achieve the required accuracy and range. The alrburst/scrtace-burst warhead
adaption kit will be tested In a flight environment. All of these tests are to be conducted by Martcn Marietta and monitored
by government agencies.

h. During Advanced Development (1974-1978), system test and fixed-wing captive tests were- conducted in prepara-
tion for Advanced Development (AD) missile flights. The missile flights were conducted at White Sands Missile Range, N,
using alt earth penetrator warhead its the payload. The planned sixth flight was canceled because of cice success deconstrated
through flight five. All flights were tested at a range of 60 nautical miles, since the combination ot inertial and radar
ccrrlation guidaice teclcniques is Independent of range. TIce overall flight test program at Whi1te Sccds Missile Range was
successful , and l I ich let i les w(re demollenstrated•
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AD MISSILE FLIGHT NO.

FLIGHT OBJECTIVE 1 2 3 4 5

c Deliver RV to Acquisition Basket * * I/ * *

o Demonstratte BV Maneuver Capability * * * *

o Demonstrate Required P11 System Accuracy
o Demonstrate EP Structural Integrity

During Penetration S * * a

o Verify EP Functional Performance * * * *

I/I In-flight failure - no test

Specific Goals in Advanced Development:

Objectives Status
Inert lal Measuring lu lt (IMI) CEP without terminal guidance Analytically Demonstrated

Sensor Correlator Subsystem (SCS) CEP Demonstrated in Captive aio Missile Flights

Reentry Vehicle (RV) RV will withstand the flight environment Demonstrated in Missile Flight Tests

c. () Dise to the limited production numbers of the PERSHING Weapon System, the engineering development prototype
hardware will be made with the same tooling to be used In the production program. Therefore, the prototype hardware used In
the IUT/OT It flight tst program, and in testing prior to the flight test program, wtil be the production configuration. The
hardware testing durlog this program Includes the missile (reentry) vehicle, first and second stage propulsion section) and
ground suppt rt equiim(,n (erector launcher, Platoon Control central, reference scene generation facility, system component
test statlo, etc.). All subsystems and support equipment will be available for scheduled tests during DT/OT II.

d. (i1) The prime coetractor for PERSIIING 11, Martin Marietta Aerospace, Orlando, FL, will be responsible for the
development and testing of PERSIIIN(G II. The PERSHING program Is managed by the PERSHING Project Manager, COL. William
Florentine, of the Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL. The independent test evaluation agencies for PERSHING it will

II- I'R
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.43.1l.A Title: PERSHING Ii

iX)t) Mission Area: #242 - Theater-Wide Theater Naclear Warfare Budget Activity: #4 - Tacti-al irograms

he the Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency (AMSAA) and (he Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agtrn (OTEA). "TEA will
perform both ground and flight tests as described in paragraph 2 below.

e. (U) All testing, with the exception of the OTEA ground test, flight test, wind tunnel tcvr , and fixed Ving
captive test. will be at the contractor/developer facility. Facilities for these tests are:

Test Facility

Fixed Wing Captive Test White Sands Missile Range (WSHR), NM
huntsville, AL
Watertown, NY
Pope AFIB, NC

Wind Tunnel Test LTV, Dallas, TX
AEDC, Tullahoma, TN
Naval Systems Weapon Center

OTEA Ground Test Fort Sill, OK

Missile Flight Test Eastern Test Range, FL
WSMR *

Troops to perform the OTEA ground test and tire DT/OT 1I flight tests will be from the PERSHING Battalli .t Ft. Sill, OK.
Contractor personnel will participate in tie DT portion of these tests.

5 The long-range firings will be conducted from tie vicinity of Boise, Idaho, and impact within WSMR.

f. (U) Tie major tests with planned spans are shown below:

Wind Tunnel Jan 79 - Jul 79 (Phase 1) Oct 79 - Feb 81 (Phase I)

Captive Test Oct 79 - Apr 80 (early) Jul 81 - Sep 82 (Phase I)

UNCLASSIFIED 11-329
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Progra. Element: 16.1 I1. A Title: PERSIIING II

DOD Mission Area: -0-40 - Theater-Wide Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

System Marriag, rest Jan 82 - Jan 83

Stuti-otral Te t Oct 81 - Mar 82

Environmental Ti,-;1 Jan 82 - Hay 83

DT II (14 missil. flights) Apr 82 - Feb 83

Op-al tonal Gre, I Test Feb 83 - Apr 83

or II (14 missile flights) Apr 83 - Aug 83

X. (11) 28 missile firings (14 IOr, 14 OT) are planned at the end of the ED program. In addition, six ground mis-
sties are planned for gri-nd test purposes. Eight erector launchers, four Platoon Control Centrals, five reference scene
generation facilities, aod four system component test stations are also planned for tests during the El) phast.

h. (ti) The curr,.tly planned missile firings for the DT II flight program scheduled for April 1982 through February
1983 are as follows:

FlIgh No. Range *

I & 2 Long
3 - f, Short
7 - 1t Medium
II - 14 Long

5 Achievement uf accuracy will, of course, be an objective of all flights. Specific objectives will he assilgned to each
flight as the test progrim Is more fully defined. There has been no prior testing by other DOD components.

I. (U) Reliability assessments will be conducted using the data obtained from all testing conducted during the E.D
program. This assessment will start with the early captive test results and eonttinue throughout the 28 missile flights.
Construction of the rellisbility growth curve for PERSHING II Is currently In process with the goal of obtaining the required

UNCLASSIFIED
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prngran Element: 06.43.11.A Title: PERSIING I1

IOD) Mission Area: #242 - Theater-Wide Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: 04 - Tact cal Program.

reliability following the development missile firings. Maintainability Is a parameter that is consid,red in any design

decision on PERSIIING II. A maintainability demonstration and evaluation is planned for early FY 19.13. This desonstra-

tion/evalation will he conducted by the contractor and monitored by TECOM/AMSAA. The demonstratloi/valuation will use pro-

totype hardware from production tooling. Units for development test, operational test, and productiou requirements will be

produced on the same "lard" production tooling and will be made of the same configuration. Extenst-it, environmental tests

will be conducted on the missile and ground support equipment. Tests will include road shock and vibration, high-low temper-

attre, temperature shock, snow, Ice. humidity, wind, rail hump, drop, EMP, etc. These tests will b, tonducred by tile con-

tractor at the contractor's facility.

2. (U) Operational Test and Evaluation:

a. (U) 'rite LIS Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA) is tile independent operaliional tester and eval-

uator for PERSHING I[ and has access for monitoring purposes to all testing conducted during enginering developsent. In

addition, OTEA will conduct an independent operational missile firing program of fourteen missiles. OTEA will have full in-

depiendence and control over these ground and flight tests.

b. (U) During Advanced Development, OTEA concluded that a separate Opertional Test (OT) I wizi not necessary.

However, IOTEA did participate in the DT I tests by observing with a broad view toward refining operitltnal issues. OTEA has

reviewed DT I teat data and concurred that the system was ready to enter engineering development.

C. (i) Hardware planned for OTEA Operational Test It flight tests will be of production c(,nliguration using "hard-

production tooling. All subsystems and support equipment will be available for scheduled tests. O)'EA ground and flight

tests will use facilities at Ft. Sill, OK, and White Sands Missile Range. Troops from the PERSHING Battalion at Ft. Silt

will be used In conducting these tests. The fourteen missiles to be fired during tite OT II flight program Included four that

will be used during tile groulnd test phase. Three.erector launchers and associated firing battery hardware will also be

available for use.

d. (1l) The currently planned missile firings for the 0T 1i flight program scheduled for April 1983 are as follows:

Fl Ight No. Range

15 - 24 I.ong

25 - 28 Short
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e. (U) Reliability and Maintainability assessments will be made by OTEA based on the lT 1i monitoring and OT if

ground and flight teats. However, the detailed tests, plans, and procedures have not been established.

f. As directed by the Secretary of Defense, the PERSHING 11 program is currently pursuing a schedule that
results In. an acceleration of the IOC by 16 months. This acceleration is accomplished by obtaining full-production approval
after the first two DT missile firings. This decision date occurs prior to the planned OTEA ground or flight tests. OTEA
participation prior to the production decision is limited to observing the development test phase of the engineering
development program. OTEA testing will be conducted prior to system fielding. The first Iq missiles of th missile
total buy will have been produced prior to the completion of testing.

g. (U) PERSHING II is an evolutionary improvement to the currently fielded Pla system. Therefore, PERSHING It is
net unlike PERSHING la, and a great deal of operational Information is available.

3. System Characteristics:

Operst ional/Technical
Characteristics Objectives Demonstrated Performance

Maintainability (mean time To be determined
to rips ir)

Range Requirements 100 - km To be determined

Accuracy CEP Less than
- Capability demonstrated In captive and missile flight tests during Advanced Development and captive tests during
EngJneerinp Developm,.n

11 112
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P¥ 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUIMARY

Program Element: 06.43.13.A Title: GRASS BLADE
DOD Mission Area: i213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Prog-n.r

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 PY 1982 FY 1983 Addition. Eatit-,,I
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To C.mpl i i Cost,

TOTAL FUR PROGRAM ELEMENT 30215 4 T 29919 To be determined
QUANTITIES

D112 GRASS Bi.ADE 30215 46713 29919 To be determined

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Program content Is SECRET "Limited Distribii. - Specill Access
Required," precluding further description in this summary. Access to GRASS BLADE information Is cont-.,ied by (h, Deputy Chief
of Staff for Research, Development, and Acquisition, Department of the Army.

C. (U) BASIS FOR PY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: Continue ROTE effort.

U. (U) COMPARISON WITH PY 1i81 RDTE REQUEST: ($ie ,,usands)

Total
Additional Est !., ed

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cosl

ROTE
Funds (current requirements) 30215 46713 29919 To be determined

Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 30215 35784 13324 Not Show 137b4

Details on funding Increases are available upon request lit accordance with paragraph B above.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ( In thousands)

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Progr~im Element: #b.43.13.A Title: GRASS BLADE

DOD ilssion Arta: #213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progrmv

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

it.sile Procurement . Army:
Fin'ls (current requirements) 0 29100 151000 To be determined
Fonds (as shown in FY 1981
.ubm ission) 0 11100 100200 292900 Not Shown 404200

Dctails on pot-urement increases are available upon request in accordance with paragraph B above.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element; #b.43.13.A Title: GRASS BLADE
DOD Mlislon Area: #213 - Ground Air Defense Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Progr,,

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Program content Is SECRET "Limited Distribution - Speclf! Access Required," pre-
cluding further description in this summary. Access to GRASS BLADE Information Is controlled by the [It ply Chief or Staff for
Resberch, Development, and Acquisition.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITLES: This project is related to work in other Army technology programs. Duplicauion of etiort Is
avoided due to access to the project being strictly controlled and limited to specific service and Dep,irtient of Deinse
idividuala involved it managing related technologies.

Ii. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Both in-house and under contracts.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOHPLISIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS: Details say be provided upon request in accordiiL.e with paragraph B and
F above.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE S(IHARY

Program Element: 06.43.l4.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (ILS) Iorseriy Known As
Genera Support Rocker System (GSRS)

DOD Hission Area: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PRO.JECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total

Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

D564 Multi Launch Rocket System 69209 68054 38291 Y 17330 0 313373 3/

quantities:

ROCKET/SPL' 257110 0/0 010 0/0 0/0 594/10

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The MLRS is a free-flight, area fire, artillery rocket system being
developed to offset the existing deficiency in conventional fire support. The primary mission is counterfire and suppres-
sion of enemy air d,-fenses. It supplements cannon artillery fires by delivering large volumes of firepower in a short time
against critical, time-sensitive targets. The basic warhead carries improved conventional submunitions. The Germans, one
of four partners in an International development program, are developing a scatterable mine warhead. Growth potential
exists to add a Term,,nai Guidance Warhead (TGI)--to defeat armor--and other warheads. Activities leading to a joint giVeed
States/Ilnited Kin l,,m/Cermany/France Concept for a TGW Program definition were initiated in FY 1980 under the terms of the

MLRS Memorandum of lnderstanding. signed in July 1979.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST:

I. (U) Contitiu,ition of Maturation R&D which Is being conducted concurrently with lov-rate production. Completion of

production qualification tests, live firing tests, force development test and evaluation and operational test (OT) tli.

II-136 I. I Mar RI



UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 16.43.14.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (MIRS) I ataerty Knowa As

Ceneral Support Rocket System (CSRS,

DOD Ilssion Area: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14-Tactical Programs

2. (Ii) A comparison of current milestones with those shown in the FY 1981 summary is shown below.

Current Milestone Dates
Major Milestones Milestone Oates Shown in FY 1981 Subinistiton

Start Operational Test (OT) Dec 79 Dec 79
Complete Development Tests/OT Feb 80 Feb 80
Army System Acquisition Review
Council (ASARC) IlII Apr 80 Mar 804/
Defense Systems Acquisition Review
Council (DSARC) III May 80 Apr 804/
Maturatlon/ProJuction Contract
Award Apr 80 May 805/
Complete Production qualification
Test Sep 82 Sep 82
ASARC Ilia Sep 82 Oct 82-
DSARC Ilia Nov 82 Nov 82
Initial Operational Capability

(C) Nov 82 Nov 82

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimted

fY 1980 FY 1981 fY 1982 To Completion Costs

ROTE 7/
Funds (current requirements) 69209 68054 38291 17130 3183/1
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
sulbmission) 69225 64191 39652 I'O74 310411

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.43.14.& il: u!tP een:, Title: utple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) Farmerly Known As

General Support Rocket System (OSK:;)OD igsion Area: 5212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: W4 - Tactical Programs

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

TotalFY 1980 FT 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional IRstimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Misile Procurement, Army
Funds (current rgutrements

)  61900 113700 179300 410900 3091800 3857600initial Spares - 1700 2800 25500 8900 6700 45600
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 61900 114200 150200 N/A 3169100 3495400Initial Spares 400 2800 3600 N/A 6000 12800

uantlttes (rurrent requirements)
Rocket/Launcher 9/ 1374/12 2340/32 2496/68 25968/172 330654/92 362832/276

Quantittes (as shown In FT 1981
submission) Rocket/Launchers 10/ 1764/32 2340/48 2496/93 N/A 356622/0 362832/173

(Launchers not shown in FY 1-81)

Other Procurement. Army
(Resupply Vehicles and Trailers)

Funds (current requirements)
Trucks 13900 12100 16900 55800 98700Trailers 1200 1300 1700 6100 10300

Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission were not broken out 16500 23000 N/A 82200 121700
by item)

Quantities (current requirements)
Trucks and Trailers 0 72 66 84 258 480

Quantities (an shown in FY 1981
submission) 0 72 100 N/A 347 519

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program ELement: 0b.41.14.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLIRS) Formerly Known As

General Support Rocket System (CSRS)
DOD 1lission Area: 0212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

NOTES:

I. This number ($38291) corresponds to tile amount budgeted for FY82. The actual requirement for F,82, however, is
I $61667. The difference ($23376) will be made up by allied contributions.

2. US share only. Addition of allied share ($23376) Increases total to $341749.

3. Self-propelled launcher loader.

4. Milestone delayed one month to permit more time to analyze test results.

5. Contract awarded one month earlier than planned.

6. Changed to correspond to Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) III goals estsbilshd in Kay 1981).

7. Changes shown in FY81 are to fund the Force Development Test & Experimentation (PDTE) program not previously pro-
gramed. The original request for FY82 in the FY82 budget was $36.OM. There was an increase to $38.3M to fund completion of
the FDTE & OT 111. $5 million in "Additional to Completion" was deferred from FY 1982 to FY 1983 to reluce tile possibility
of forward financing. Remainder is inflation adjustment.

8. Actual field trials conducted during Operational Test (OT 1) invalidated the engineering estimates for initial
spares. Increase in requirement also doe to'expanded force structure.

9. Total program quantities were revised to support the adjusted force structure and employment coc,:pt. Tie FY 1981
descriptive summary was written based upon a forcu structure of 24 batteries each with 6 launchers. This structure required
procurement of 173 launclhers. The revised force structure of fourteen separate batteries, each with 9 t.itUnchers, and four
battalions, each with 27 launchers, has increased tile requirement to 27b launchers.

10. Procurement quantities in FY80 were lower than planned (1374 vs 1764 for rockets and 12 vs 32 c,,r launchers).
These decreases were essential in order to remain within monetary appropriation constraints. Decreases r sulted because tile
Initial engineering estimates for the launcher proved to be too:low and because of cost growth of tile S,,II-Propelled
Launcher Loader.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 6',_I.14. A Title: i4uttipie Launch Rocket System (NIRS) Fori iy Known As
General Support Rocket System (GSRS)

DO Mission Area: #112 - Fire Suport Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

F. (I) I)ETAILED BiAC)(RIOUND AND DESCiRIPTION: This MIRS Ls the result of a continuing effort begun in FY 19 1. In a study
of the 1946-1990 bIttlefield, the Institute for Land Combat and the Army ?iaterieL Concept Agency identified ,.. need for a
rapid-fire, area-satnration weapon system. A Training and Doctrine Command Joint Working Group was establislied in Febru.11y
1974 to isseqs the n;. of an iLRS for counterbattery fires and suppression of enemy -air defense. In order t pedite a
decision in the prop-i.i to develop an artillery rocket system, tihe Assistant Secretary of the Army (R&D) rej.sted that the
Army ronlot a desl; ,i ind] evaluation study of future study of future artillery capabilities. This stody, Ta;k Force
BATTLF.KING;, wis comidt, i.d in December 1974. The conclusions reached indicated that improvements were needed if artillery
was to prnvile effe !I,,. counterfire, efficient attack of deep targets, responsive direct support fires, and fires to dis-
rupt the eonemy's ccsti ad, control, and maneuver. One of the weapons which was Judged to be capable of making a major
contribution toward iiprovement of the field artillery system was iLRS. These study efforts led to concept development and
a technology demons ; tion of the MLRS. In December 1975, a Special Study Group was organized to conduct an in-depth inves-
tigation of the KI' i incepts, study possible alternative systems and to recommend an approach to fulfill th,- system need.
The study was compli 'I in November 1976. The conclusion reached was that the addition of an MLRS to the art illery force
would be more cost ind operationally effective than any other alternative considered. In February 1977, the Secretary of
Defense authorized ihe Army to proceed with the development of the MLRS with a dual-purpose improved conventional munition
warhead.

0. (U) IIF.IATEO ACTIVI tIES:

I. Terminal Gulloce Warhead (TOW,). Development of the Terminal Guidance Warhead for the MLRS continue-; under Program
Element P.3.03.A, iroject D216. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency "Assault Breaker" demonstrations will
provide a technology baseline for both the LRS TGWI and the Army's Corps Support Weapon System antiarmor warhaad. The T(;4
effort is managed by the MLRS Project Manager, and under the provisions of the quadrilateralLy approved memorandum of tinder-
standing, the program is planned as a joint development (IS/UK/GF/FR) through concept definition.

2. IIlavy Expaniad Mobility Tactical Truck (iiEMMT). Procurement of 480 trucks with trailers is being accomplished by
the Commander, Tank Automotive Command. This effort was originally included in the HLRS program element. Each of these
10-ton resupply vehicles with trailers is designed to carry 8 launch pod containers each containing six rockets.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMIFO BY: The US Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL, has the overall responsibility for
development of the HLR. Vought Corporation of Dallas, TX, was selected as the prime contractor in May 1981). The Army also
has contracts with FMC Corporation, San Jose, California, for development of the self-propelled carrier vehicle. The war-

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.43.14.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (I.IiS ) Formerly Ko-n As
General Support Rocket System (I;SIS)

DOD Mission Area: 0212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

head fuze is developed by the US Army Electronics Research and Development Command at its Harry Diamond Laboratories,
Adelphi, Maryland. The dual-purpose improved conventional munition Is provided by the US Army Armaments Research and
Developsent Command, Dover, New Jersey.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOHPLISIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: The Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSAR:) I actions were comp-
leted in January 1977. In February 1977, the Secretary of Defense authorized the Army to proceed Witit development of the
MLRS. At the same time lie also directed the Army to study alternatives to accelerate the acquisition process, to solicit
NATO participation In the development, prepare a plan for development of terminal homing options and investigate the
potential to deliver scatterable mines. In April 1977, a special Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) approved
an accelerated development program which reduced the acquisition cycle from 84 to 63 months. Fuze development began in May
1977 and carrier development was initiated in June 1977. Competitive system development contracts were signed In September
1977. The program was restructured in January 1978 to enable the system to deliver the German-developed scatterable mine
warhead. The Validation Phase was increased from 29 to 32 months and the RDTE cost increased about 21) villlon dollars in
order to accommodate the new warhead. The Maturation Phase was simultaneously shortened to prevent any slip in the Initial
Operational Capability date. On 14 July 1979, the US formally executed a Memorandum of Understanding (HOU) with France,
Germany, and the United Kingdom for joint development of the MLRS system. This agreement calls for the US to underwrite the
R&D costs for the basic program. The US funds will be supplemented by $15 million contributions each from France ind the
United Kingdom during the PY80-82 period. The United Kingdom and France have made this Initial payment of $5 million.
Germany's contribution to the joint development effort is to fund the development of the scatterable nine warhead. On 23
.July 1980. the US and its three allied partners executed an agreement to negotiate the terms and conditions for joint
levelopment of a Terminal Guidance Warhead (TGW). All parties agreed to share the cost to support conccpt defiiltion
studies.

2. (1U) FY 1981 Planned Program.

(O)Conduct 63 Maturation Flight Tests
(l)Complete Component Qualification Tests

(1l)Complete Malor Engineering Design Activity

(lI)Fabricate FY82 Test Hardware

11-341



Program Element: #6.'o3.14.A Title: ltit Iauinch Rocket System (MLRS) F.',er~ 2 Knon As
General So pport Rocket System (CSRS)

DOD Mlision Area: '212 - Fire Support Bodget ActivIty: 14 - Tactical Programs

3. (Ui) FY 1982 Planned Pro.ram.

(lI)Conduct 42 Mit,iration Developed Flight Tests.
(I)Complete Syste:, Qualification Tests
(l)Complete Proho-tlon Qijallficatton Tests (PQT Includes 11M rocket Flight Tests).
(Il)rondoct Fore, Tievelopment Test & Evaluation (FDTE) and Operational Test (OT) III (FDTE and OT [it include 198 Flight

Tests).

4. (U) FY 1981 Planned Pro ram.

(Ih)Arhieve IOC In the first quiarter by fielding one firing battery at Fort Riley, KS. An additional traliing battery
will also be fielded at Fort Sill, OK.

Field one firing battery

5. (11) program to C omption. RDTE program will be completed in FY 1983.



UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.43.14.A Title. Multiple Laanci Rocket aystem ('i.H )_Formerly Koowm As

General Su pport Rocket Syst, i, (R;:;RS)
DOD Mission Are3: #212 - Fire jupfort Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prup., It

J. (U) TEST AND EVALUATION DATA:

i. (U) Developmenit Test and Evaluation:

a. (U) Test Phases:

(1) (U) Validation Phase. Because the validation phase results also served as the basis it source seiection,
competitive testing between Boeing and Voght was more extensive than that normally required during I -more tr adit inalI
Demonstration and Validation Phase. Testing was intended to demonstrate that all technical risks w t, Identifi.,, that
solutions were achievable and to provide documented proof of the MLRS military utility and operatic )iL suitabilimy. Ilm
addition to these objectives, competitive data were collected to support a decision to enter low-rate croductlut.
Validation Phase testing consisted of two subphases: Engineering Design Tests and Advanced Developc it Veriflc.mlion Tests.

(a) (U) Engineering Design Tests (EDT). These tests provided reliability and safety dat.t, A-,terimmed ,matur'l and
induced environmental effects, established performance levela, environmentally tested components, p , Ided si.I hzard
analyses, and identified technical risks and achievable solutions. Contractor Engineering Design I i (EDT 4:) saminem the
feasibility of the MLRS hardware design. Components, subsystems and systems were tested to invest( Ia. the ability ot time
hardware design to satisfy the requirements of the system specification in a cost-effective manner. . problem -,, ree-
countered, the components were improved ind retested. Government Engineering Design Tests (EDT[-C) oa lasted time ct sts I a
nunber of critical parts, components, subsystems, and systems. These tests were performed by the g v. mment be, icae It the
unique government-owned test facilities and expertise required. This approach necessitated that gm .went otfi, als
acquire an intimate knowledge of the hardware. Data from EDT-G were made available to respective c ,ractors ammi time lodc
penment evaluators.

(b) (U) dvanced Development Verificatinc Tests (ADVT). These tests provided human fact.) and ground smmppmrt
equipent performance data in a simulated arctic and desert environment; identified system emissai .ffluccts, .nd w.astes;

and required system demonstration flights. ADVT data were used by the independent government evaia cre to siil. ially score
system performance and reliability.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.4).14.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) Formerly Known As

General Support Rocket System (GSRS)
DlOD Mission Area: 1212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

I (it) Advanced Developent Verification Tests-Contractor (ADVT-C):

These ten.ts verified that the design approach was capable of evolving into a ruggedized weapon system that could achieve
n-essarv rithability and performance goals during the Maturation Phase. ADVT-C included performance testing of subsystems
and syste.m plus flight tests. Self-propelled launcher loaders with launch pod containers were exercised while exposed to
high and low temperatore extremes, high humidity, rain, sand, and dust, and Icing conditions. The testing assured that the
system was potentially capable of passing further Government testing such as Goverrment Advanced Development Verification
Test and Operationai rest I.

(U) Adlv:a.d DeveloSent Verification Teats-Government (ADVT-G). The government tested subsystems and systems
thit wer,. -onsiderel -ltical to individual design. ADVT-G provided the final quantitative data points and included ground
asnd flight tests. Co', Ieto La nch Pod Containers with rockets were subjected to tropic, arctic, and desert
qtockpli-t,, target ,t vlronmentAI life sequences, and the rockets were flight tested to demonstrate performnsce In extreme
w,, ther ., 3dItions. Viditlonal rockets were flight tested to determine accuracy and effectiveness at the required minimum.
meilism, ,.td satmum r -ges. Launcher mobtIIty and endurance teats were conducted for the purpose of colLeot-Ing reliability,
vl1iu0,1ty, and mil sitn.abiIIty data for the Independent government evaluators.

(2) (t1) Matt-ration Phase. The Secretary of Defense directed that special emphasis be placed on teoting of
h lit is tst equiplet to Include additional testing and demonstration of hardware maintenance features. These tests are
to he -- l,-Iied by FY 1992. Testing will be conducted on all components/subsystems which were not fully tested or qualified
duringt th.. Vilidatiin Phase. Included are the ten-ton truck with trailer, software, and hardware for the
Position )te,.rmsining yitem. Platoon Leader's Digital Message Device, and integration with ancillary systes such as the
fire dir.- t-in syst,,m and automatic test equipment. Testing will also assure the adequacy of the system design as It Is
satr.,i. ti-eloopmet toeting will be a jolnt contractor/government effort as opposed to independent contractor and govern-
enot tenf ng. The -n-tractor will prepare test plans for government coordination and approval, conduct tests at contractor
and Itev., "s-nt facililtl", as appropriate, Accommodate government test monitors, and use independent or mixed con-
tritor/: ,-.roent -. crews as test conditions warrant. Testing will consist of two phases: Maturation Development Tests
,.od Prod., rion i iall i' -t on Tests.

UNCLASSIFIED



UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 16.43.14.A Title Mutiple Launch Rocket System (Mi.-:) Foraurly Known As

General Support Rocket System IGSiKS)
DOD Mission Area: 0212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical'Progreib

(a) (U) Maturation Development Tests (HDT). This test program will start with component e. iation and progress
through total system demonstration. Test hardware will be produced by Vought in its low-rate produc i facility. The
following tests will be included:

1 (U) Component/subsyatea/systes performance. 7 (U) Human Factors.
2 (U) Rocket flight tests (including environiental). 8 (U) Maintainability demonstiion.

(U) Safety. 9 (U) Transportability.
(U) Countermeasures. I (U) Component/subsystem qonlltication.
(U) Electromagnetic radiation. IT (U) Computer software.

6 (U) Nuclear hardness. U2 (U) Reliability.

(b) (U) Production Qualification Tests PT). PQT will be jointly conducted by the contr . too and tc j;nvernment
using low-rate production hardware and will be divided into four categories: Environmental Qualificallo Tests, Riocket Per-
formance Tests, Mobility and Endurance Tests, and Command, Control and Communications Tests.

I (U) Environmental Qualification Tests. These tests are being designed to demonstrate p,-riutmance and
reliability of the design in simulated and actual operational environments. Test hardware will be ir ,dced by Vought In its
low-rate production facility. The Self-Propelled Launcher and other end items will be tested in slmut.ed arctic, temper-
ate, desert, and tropic environments to demonstrate acceptable hardware and man-machine performance. Tho purpose of this
test is to verify that MLRS will perform as required over the required operational extremes. The tat-,hcr pod cotainer and
rockets will be subjected to environmental sequential testing and then fired in flight tests. Both tc Launch Pod Container
and rockets will be temperature conditioned and flight tested to demonstrate performance at intermedi .t. and extreate temper-
atures.

2 (U) Rocket Performance Tests. Rocket flight tests will demonstrate rocket and Launch PoA 2,,tainer r.ltability
and accuracy versus range. End items used in these tests will be tine low-rate production hardware. I Il,;ht tests will be
conducted at White Sands Missile Range using contractor, government, or mixed launch crews. Launch pt Adures will simulate
tactical employment of MLRS.

3 (U) Command. Control and Communication Tests. Tils test program will use Battery Comput., itit, a Pinito-n
Leader's Digital Message Device, and three Self-Propelled Launchers to demonstrate that the MLRS batt, is a totally inte-
grated system and capable of performing Its intended purpose. _MLRS hardware will originate from tie V ... lit product ion line.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.43.14.A Title: MultipleoLaunch Rocket Sytem _LRS) F,r"merIy Knwn As

General Support Rocket System (GSRS)

DOD Mission Area: 02L2 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

The Battery Computer Ui't will be produced by Norden Corp.

b. (U) Test Semmaries.

(I) (U) Rokxt Flight Tests.

TEST LOCATION SCHEDULE NUMBER STATUS

Engineering Design White Sands Dee 77 - Nonscored

Tests - Contractor Missile Range Dec 79

(EDrT-C) (WSMR)

Advanced Development gaME Sep 79 - 36 one fin opening

Verification Test - Nov 19 problem. Others .ere

Contractor (ADVT-C) successful

Advanced Development tWSHg Nov 79 - 48 two fin opening poblems;

Verification Test - Feb 80 one pod cover problem;

Government (ADVT-G) others were succe .li

Operational Test (OT) I

(performed by soldiers) WSMR Jan go- 24 successful
Feb 80

Early Maturatlon SMR Nov 80 6 Successful. Test objectives

Flight Testi (contra- -ttr) Jan 81 focused upon attaining

correct warhead bost
patterns.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Prograis Element: 16.41.14.A Title: Holt.ple Launch Rocket System {4I.tS) VoErmel EKnown As

General Support RocketLSyt (,;SRS)

))1) Mission Arei: 1212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Pro . 4,.

rEST LACATION SCIHEDUI.E NUHBER STATUS

Maturation Development WSHR Mar 81 - t0
Flight Tests Jan 82

Production Quat Tests WSHR Feb - 114
Sep 82

Operational Test liI Jun - 144
Canada Aug 82

I)ev loper/Opnl WSMR Sep 82 54

T Fsts Plight

(2) (U) Self-Propelled i.Luncher Loader (SPLI.) Tests.

TEST LOCATION SCIIEI)iULE SrTTus

(;ovt. Eng. 0ev. Tests Aberdeen Proving Jul 79 - Test complete

(Mobility & Endurance) Ground, (APG). NI) Sep 19 No major

problems were
encountered

Contractor Advanced Egiin AFB, FL Jul - Climate testing
Dev Verification rests Nov 19 and himan factors
(Environmental) tests were

completed with no
major problems.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Elmet: 16.43.4.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (HLRS) Fomerl. Known As

General Supo it Rocket System (GSRS)
DOD Mivinn Area: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 Tactical Programs

TEST LOCATION SCIEDULE STATUS

Teats for iltrermining WSHR, Ni; Feb 81 -

human. environmental, Eglin AFB, FL, Jan 82
electromagnetic, nucle r Redstone
training. & flight Factors Arsenal, AL

Command, Control Fort Sill Jan 82-

and Communication may 82
tests to verily
hardware and qoftware
compatibility.

Production Qualificatitn WSHR, Eglin APR Feb 8Z -

Tests APG, Redstone Sep 82

Operational Test Il1 Canada Jun -
Sep 82

(1) (U) Somm..ry: Validation phase development testing was completed on schedule. The planning, conduct and

results of the contractor Engineering Design Tests were closely monitored by the government but were not evaluated for

reliability and accuray. During this testing the total system was demonstrated. firings included single, double, triple,
and six-rond ripple firings. Design changes were made to the rocket as a result of data collected during this phase.

Government-scored firings began with the Advanced Development Verification Tests. All scored tests were conducted in

accordance with the government-approved test plan. Developmental testing conclusively demonstrated that the MLRS system was
ready to enter a maturation and low-rate production phase. These conclusions were affirmed at the OSARC [II in May 1980.

and Vought Corporation was selected as the prime contractor. The following data relate to the performance of the lsitncher
and rocket:

(,) (U) Laun,-h Pod Container and Self-Propelled Launcher Loader Performance: The Launch Pod Container, rocket, and
Self-Propiled La.nclict Loader tests confirmed that the system was safe for operational testing. Single and ripple firings

with a cr., In the cib have been successfully demonstrated. The Self-Propelled Launcher Loader has performed well as a

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.43.14.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System h.iS) Formeriy Known As

General Support Rocket Syst., ,;SRS)
DOD Mission Area: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: I4 - Tactical Proer t.i.;

launch platform. 177 rockets have been fired from the launcher with no adverse effects on the veil :1.. LauncrLr and
carrier performance was good during the facility vehicle testing and the Mobility and Endurance T.L:.. Problem encountered
were Identified for corrective action during Maturation Testing. The launcher performed well in tl,., nimulated .irctic.
desert, and tropic environments with only minor problems noted at low temperature. No problems wer-. cncountered during tlie
loading tests of the launcher and launch pod containers Into the C141 aircraft. indications are thi i the Launch Pod
Container can perform the three Intended roles of transportation, storage, and launch pod. Rail it .iiportation testing of
the Launch Pod Container and rocket Is complete and no significant problems have been noted.

(b) (U) Firing Cycle Results: Both contractors accumulated 9792 km and 3996 firing cycles o, six launchers.
Vought fired 127 rockets (60 scored). Testing of both the launcher and rockets Included environmeniol conditioning and
rocket firing at temperature extremes (4-140 and -25"F) with rockets exposed to expected life cycle dynamic environments.
Although sample size was limited, the results compare favorably with requirements for tins stage of d.velopment testing.

(c) (U) Rocket Performance: The Vought rocket reliability includes results of 62 scored tiring attempts. There
were two prefire failures associated with open firing circuits. Of 60 rockets fired, there were tihre failures (one was
removed after a validated design change), and there was one "no test" due to failed range tracking iadlar. All furzes and
warheads functioned.

c. (U) Descrlktionojf Equipment Being Tested.

(I) (U) Tire MLRS is a surface-to-surface. free-flight rocket launcher system with the calnhility to lnnnch up to
12 rockets in a ripple-fire mode. The Mi.RS is comprised of three major components: the self-propel~i.l launcher loader
(SPLI.). the launch pod containers, and the rocket.

(2) (U) Tire SPLL consists of the carrier, the fire control system. and tie launcier loaden ,u,,drle.

(a) (U) The carrier Is a tracked veicle derived from tire XM2 infantry Fighrting Vehice.

(b) (U) The automated fire direction system for the MLRS is the Battery Computer Unit writi will commuaicate with
the HLRS Fire Control System via encoder radio link. The MLRS fire control system contains a microl-r-,esor that is capable
of computing fire mission data.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.43.14.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) Forsmrly Known A

General Support Rocket System (GSRS)

DOD Mission Area: 021 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

(c) (U) The L.a-ncher Loader Module provides an armored housing for two Launch Pod Containers.

(1) (U) The L.anch Pod Container serves as a shipping and storage container, aa well as a launch pod for six

rockets. In a tactical ,invironment the Launch Pod Container will be discarded after the rockets are fired.

(4) (U) The MItLS rocket Is a spin-stabilized, free-flight rocket. The warhead fuze contains an electronic timer
that is set by the Fire Iontrol System just before launch. The fuze initiates the warhead airburat dispensing system over

the target area to dispeiise approximately 600 subminitions.

d. (U) Test Manageient: The MLRS Maturation Phase testing is being conducted under the Single Integrated Development
Teat Concept. Results obtained during testing are being evaluated by the Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity, US Army

Operational Test and Evsalation Agency, and the Project Office.

e. (U) For all sub.;ystems and components, the contractor is required to produce a design with reliability,
availability, and maintainability (RAM) characteristics which are consistent with meeting performance effectiveness
requirements at lowest p,.ssible life-cycle costs. An important result of the Validation Phase was the establishment of firm
RAM system requirements which were converted to appropriate goals and threshold values.

f. (U) Source of HIrdware: Units tested during Production Qualification Testing and OT lII wril be manufactured on
the production line.

2. (U) Operatto nl Test and Evaluation:

a. (U) Validation Phase. The H.RS Operational Test (OT) t was an Integral part of a combined Development
Test/Operational Test (oP'OT). The OT portion of the test lasted for six weeks, and the equipment was tested by active dity

soldiers. Two firing ;e~tione. each manning an PELRS candidate system, conducted a series of firing and nonfiring opera-

tional exercises in a ts'tical environment. OT focus was directed toward man-machine Interfaces and was conducted in three
phases. Phase I was A tree-week phase that was devoted to training and pilot testing at Fort Sill, OK. Phase II, also
conducted at Pt Sill, coisisted of two weeks of nonftring field exercises In a simulated tactical environment. Phase ill
was a one-week combined (levelopment Test/Operational Test live fire exercise conducted at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR).

NM4. During that phase, 12 rockets were fired from each of the candidate systems. The OT provided data to assess opera-

tional effectiveness, reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAM). operational survivability human factors, safety,

UNCLASSIFIED
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Prograa Element: 16.43.14.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (MH i) Former!Y Known As
General Sueport Rocket System C;RS)

DOD Mission Area: 1212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progra'j.

training, doctrine, organization, tactics, and the adequacy of the proposed logistics concepts. kit data and associated
analyses were provided to the Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) III and were used as a basis for a favorable
DSARC decision to enter the Maturation and low-rate Production Phase. Additional operational testing will be conducted

during the design Maturation Phase. This testing will assess performance of production hardware including components and
equipment that were not available during the Validation Phase (Battery Computer Unit, on-board Position Determining System,

Platoon Leader's Digital Message Device, lO-ton resupply vehicle) and to resolve any remaining operailloal test Issues.

(1) (U) OTI Test results were evaluated by the Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency, the Oper.ttlonsl Teat and

Evaluation Agency (OTEA), and the Project Manager, COL Monte Hatciett. OTEA conducted the operatioa.,l testing.

(2) (U) Test facilities used during operational testing Included Ft Sill, OK and White Sands HiIilte Range. Two

Launcher Sections, a Fire Direction Center section, Maintenance Section, Ammo Section, and Direct/GCh,ril Support Mainte-

ance section participated In the operational testing.

(1) (U) Operational Test I was used to establish the RAM system requirements approved at DSARC ii.

(4) (U) Operational Test I was completed prior to the low-rate production contract award.

b. (U) Maturation Phase. In addition to the normal Operational Test (OT) ill, HQ TRADOC has elc ed to conduct its
own system evaluation during the period February-May 1982. This testing will assess the suitability .)f the systeiu to enter

into Operational Test III. Test objectives are essentially the same as those stated for OT I1.

(1) (U) Testing will be conducted to address the interoperability of command, control, anti ommunications in a
realistic electronic warfare environment with respect to:

(a) (U) NLRS Fire Direction Unit.

(b) (U) Launcher Fire Control System.

(c) (U) Platoon Leader's Digital Aessage Device

(d) (U) TACFIRE - the Army's Tactical Fire Direction-System

11-351



Program Element: 16.4_3.14.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) Formerl Known As
General Support Rocket System (GSRS)

DOD Mission Area: 4A12 - Fire Support Budget Actiity: 14 - Tactical Pograms

(e) (If FIREFIJDER (AN/TPQ-36 and/or AN/TPQ-37: The Army's Counterfire radars)

(2) (I1) Testlfi will also be conducted to address reliability, availability, maintainability, and supportability

to Include the impact .)t the built-in test equipment. Testing will also focus upon the TRADOC operational and organiza-
'_onal conrpt as it api-lles to a complete MLRS Battery.

3. (11) System Charact. ristics:

Operatonal/Technt-;-I Demonstrated

Characteristics Objectives Performance

System Accuracy
Maximum Range
Reaction time

- Prepare to Fire
- Displace
- Totil Mission

(ll) Reliability, Avaibility,
Maintainability

Reliability
- rocket .95-.97 .93
- SPIL .88-.92 .84
Availability
- MI.RS Operational Availability .60-.75
- Essetnt lal unsch-itled

maintenance a, tfoua per
WOOI hours of ltuncher
loader module .wperat ion 50 /

- Performance or ltilt-in Test
Fq. I pment

ii- 15?
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Program Element: 06.43.14.A Title: Multiple Launch Rocket System (AIS) Formerly Known As

General Su Dort Rocket System ((SRS)
DOD Mission Area: 0212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 94 - Tactical Programs.

(11) Operational/Technlcal Demonstrated
Chiracteristics Objectives Performance

- % of items removed with no
evidence of failure 7% t/

- Z Fault Isolation 90Z I/

- % Maintenance Actions Corrected THD
within specified mean
time to repair TBD

(U) Maintainability

- SPLL (MTTR/Hours)
Organizational 1.10 .7-.85
Direct/General Support 4.40 1.5-2.1

?9,TE
-

-(iI)Tobe verified by the developer and independent test agency.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUHARY

Program Element: #6.41.21.A Title: Joint Tactical Fusion Program
D)OU Mission Ar,,a: 55 Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical ProLrmjs

and Target Acquisition

A. RESOUICi s (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Proeter F¥ 1980 F¥ 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Nonh,r TiLl. Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

Tor.t FOR PR(XRAM ELEMENT 7900 10260 To be de- TBD TBD
termined (TBD)

D1 All ,)urce Analysis
Sy- rem (ASAS) 7900 10260 Not Shown Continuing Not Applicable

QIANI I Is

B. BRIEF OFSGRIPTiON OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The past decade has witnessed major technical advances and the
intr-d1-tion of increasingly sophisticated intelligence gathering and weapons systems into the strategic and tactical opera-
tions of military forces--both friendly and opposing. Commanders at all echelons must have an intelligence system which
will pravlde early detection, identification, correlation, and location of these enemy critical nodes in order to employ our
own forces and w.apons for effective enemy attrition. The objective of this program is to develop and field an All-Source
Analysis System (A.qAS) which will provide the tactical commander with a highly automated capability at Division, Corps, and
Echelons above Corps to analyse, correlate, fuse and report intelligence data from numerous tactical and strategic sensor
systemq; provide tirget nominations; and manage and control intelligence/electronic warfare assets.

jC. (U) BASIS FoR FY 1982 REQUEST: Includes funds to support Congressional redirection of the BattletlelJ Exploitation and
Target kcquisiti- (BETA) Project, the AUl-Source Analysis System (ASAS) and related Air Force projects into a Joint
Tactical Fusion pr,)gram, and the continuation of that program toward fielding of service systems. Total development costs
have n,,t been validated due to timeframe since official program Initiation (December 1980). Total ftandin!; profile and major
mlletcoe will he developed as part of program acquisition strategy to be completed by June 1981.

11-15 6 :1 11 Mar 81
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Program Element: 06.43.21.A Title: Joint Tactical Fusion Program
)O Misalon Area: 0255 Tactical Survgl lance, Reconnaissance Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

and Target Ac uisttl*g

U. COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTI RI1UKN'fe ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY l9g FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Coat

ROTE

Funds (current
requirements) 7900 10260 To be determined TBD

Funds (as shown in FY 
98L*

submission) 4200 10167

*In FY 1981 and prior, these funds were Included in P.E. 6.47.45.A., Tactical Electronic Support Measures Systums, under

Project 0926, Tactical EWI Comaand and Control lystems.

FY 1980: $1700 was reprogramed into this project as a result of Congressional approval for project BETA requtr,-meat.

FY 1981: The funding level difference is attributable to internal budget adjustments.

FY 1982: The funding level difference is attributable to the initiation of the Joint Tactical Fusion (JTF) Protrcam and
costs incilent to supporting JTF program management, JTF simulation efforts, operational testing end joint exercL ns partic-
ipatLion, fabrication of RDTE prototypes, and continued software development.

E. (u) )TIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not applicable.

11-357 tIl, 31 Mdr 81
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Program Element: 16.43.21.A Title: Joint Tactical Fusion Prot-r~ns
DOD Mission Area: #255 Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical irograms

and Target Acquisition

F. DEITAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The employment of highly mobile and technologically advanced weapon systems
by opposing tactical military forces requires early detection, Identification, and location. To support this requirement,
sophisticated intelligence sensor systems which can detect and locate basic elements (such as electronic emitters) are being
increasingly employed. There is a critical need to rapidly exploit this time-sensitive and high volume of sensor informa-
tion and effectfvely control and manage organic sensor and electronic warfare assets. The purpose of this program Is to
develop and field an All-Source Apalysis System (ASAS) which will correlate and aggregate the large lumber of elements

detected by various sensor systems; reduce them to force structures
;provide ground battle situation displays; provide target nomination aod intelligence sup-

port; and manage and control sensor/electronic warfare assets. The Services have submitted a Joint Tactical Fusion
Development and Acquisitiorn Program Plan to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) which combines the Battlefield
Exploitation and Target Acluisltion (BETA) Project, The Air Force Automated Tactical Fusion Division (ATFD) Program, the
Army All-Source Analysts System (ASAS)/TCAC-D Programs, and associated simulation projects into a joint acquisition effort,
now called tile Joint Tactical Fusion Program. The plan, approved by OSD and submitted to.Congress in December 1980,
describes a program to acquire systems for the Services at the earliest possible date r through a joint effort to en-
sure Interopetabitity within and among Services. The joint acquisition effort will mate a"mlmus use of the investments In
th e BETA, ASAS, and Technical Control and Analysis (TCAC) projects by incorporating their architecture and technologies into
tile development of tile joint fusion system. The joint Tactical Fusion Development and Acquisition Program Plan will become
the basis upon which to generate a program development p:an and a system acquisition strategy under the Army--the designated
lad Service. Subject to modification as a result of the Joint Fusion Program strategy, the evolution of the ASAS will be
based upon incremental improvements that are supported by technological advances and field experience, an- are In consonance
with DOD Dircr.tlve 5000.1 and Instruction 5000.2. (For further information see Program Element 6.37.45.A., Tactical
Electronic SlIport Measures Systems, Project D925, Tactical EWI Command and Control Systems.)

G. (U) RELAIED ACTIVITIES: Related Service activities will be combined and redefined upon implementation of the Joint
Tactical F-us-on Program. These activities include BETA, ATFD, ASAS, Technical Control and Analysis Center (TCAC) and
Associated Simulatin Projects. The following current related services/agencies program elements (PE) apply: 6.43.21.F,
Joint Tactical Fusin, Program; 2.74.31.F, Tactical Air Intelligence System Activities; 6.47.10.F, Reconnaissance/Electronic
Warfare Equipment; 6.17.11.E, Experimental Evaluation Major Innovative Technology; 6.47.45.N, Navy Integration/BETA;
6.37.45A, Tactical Electronic Warfare and Intelligence Command and Control Systems; and 3.58.85C, Tactical Cryptologic
Program.

11-358 C|, 31 Mar 8!
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Program Element: #6.43.21.A Title: Joint Tactical Fusion Progra
DOD Mission Area: #255 Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Proi .m,

and Target Acquisition

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Current major contractors are: TRW, Incorporated, Redondo Beach. CA; BDM, In, oiporated, McLean,
VA; Bunker-RAMO Corporation, Westlake Village, CA; RCA Corporation, Burlington, MA; URB-Singer, State College, PA;
Analytics, McLean. VA; and the Mitre Corporation, Bedford, HA. In-house development and contract monitoring are conducted
by US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM), Alexandria, VA; the BETA Joint Project Ofille, Adelphi, MD;
and Project Manager, All-Source Analysis Systems, Vint lill Farms, Warrenton, VA.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLIS1MENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS;

I. FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: A joint service and Defense Advanced Research Projects Alei.y (DARPA)
project, Battlefield Exploitation and Target Acquisition (BETA), was initiated to develop and demonstrat,, th,- feasibility of
automated correlation and display of sensor-derived information to support near-realtime target nominatlio, iiid battle
management at Army Corps, Division, and in the Air Force Tactical Air Control Center. Specifications wer, piepared and
approved for fabrication of Division Level Technical Control and Analysis Centers (TCAC(D)) on a Quick Rcc! ion Capability.
(QRC) basis to provide an initial semiautomated signals intelligence/electronic warfare control and analy,li:canability

pending fielding of the All-Source Analysis System. The TCAC(D) Is scheduled for i deploym, nt.
and field experience gained with it will contribute to the engineering development phase of ASAS. Projet I 1ILTA tesiheds
were scheduled to be deployed to Europe to conduct an operational evaluation. However, the testbeds wer, -i stable ad did
not successfully pass the systems integration test. As a result OSD and Congress opted not to deploy. 'Ii, cemaining
project focus will be on correcting testhed deficiences and completion of software development.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: The Joint Tactical Fusion Program will be initiated. Development and acqiti ilion strategy
will be finalized and implemented. All efforts and funding will be directed towards joint Service develt1,ttit and --qe isl-
tion of tactical systems for earliest possible fielding. The FY 1981 effort will focus on performing sy,l ms engi-
neering/integration functions; generating the Statement of Work and specifications and preparation of the ,eqwiests for
Proposals for hardware; continuing software development; and continuing development of the simulation progiaid to supptit
development during testing and operational exercises. Service operational testing on the fusion teetbed will be conducted
to refine requirements for their systems (ASAS/ATFD).

3. FY 1982 Planned Program: Pending revisions based on the Joint Tactical Fusion Program strtepy, the requect
for proposal will be released. Simulation development will continue. The fusion testbeds (BETA) will be .,vallable for use
in Joint Service exercises to evaluate techniques, procedures, and-benefits of multiservice sensor data ditctrlbution and
correlation for development of software to be used in the ASAS and ATFD. Engineering development will begin on the Initial
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Program Element: #6.43.21.A Title: Joint Tactical Fusion Progjim
DOI1) Mission Area: 1255 Tactical Surveillance, Reconnaissance Budget Activity: 04 -Tactical Prgrams

andTarget Acquisition

ASA,% and ATFD. Asithorization for full-scale development io essential even tiog allI pres~e~ d ion have not been
met if an inIti;.l ASAS capability is to be fielded in support of highly automated senaors ycl98Mj. This decision is appro-
priate because stficient conditions will have been met to demonstrate, test, and accept t e ASAS SEIIS/TCAC(D)/8ETA software
and hardware technology such thai an engineering developmsent (ED) contract can be awarded for the Integration and fusion of
th,,se softwart, increments Into the Initial ASAS and the ATFO.

4. (Ui) FY 1983 Planned Program: Pending revisions based on the Joint Tactical Fusion Program strategy, a contract to
devi-lop produtlio prototype hardware sets of tile Initial ASAS will be awarded. Development of the terminal and software
will continue.

5. Program to Completion: Pending revisions based on the Joint Tactical Fusion Program stratcgy, development of
p1'od'ction prototypes of the Initial All-Source Analysis System (IASAS) will be completed, fielded, and tested. ~Mtted
production of tlhe IASAS will be initiated ~snd completed. Software evolution will continue. Objective ASAS evolution and
acquisition will begin will, projected IOC
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FY 1982 ROTE COGRESSiON41L DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 16.46.01.4 Title: Infantry Support Weapons
WDO Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Pror...,

A. (U) RESOURCES (PRO.IECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

rotal

Project FY 1980 FY 1981 F1 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated

Nu1mbe r Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Comple tln Cost
TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 4546 3878 11973 6183 Continuing Cont I nulng
QUANTITIES

D029 Lightweight Company Mortar 975 216 1130 1368 1281 32082

Systems (.1UCHS)
D030 Multipurpose Ammunition 0 1025 1368 1405 0 3798

D144 Smoke Mortar Rounds 0 0 2543 1717 Continuing Continuing
0227 Battalion Mortar System 571 2637 422b 0 0 19133
Doll 25mm Ammo PIPS 0 9 2706 1693 0 4399

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program supports development to improve the performance and
effectiveness of Army mortar systema and other infantry support weapons. Mortar systems provide the !,n,ll unit ground com-
mjnders at the company and battalion levels with their own responsive, high-angle, indirect fire supp,.rt capability. The
6Omm Lightweight Company Mortar System (LWCMS) provides the company commander In nonmechanized infant y nmits with a
lightweight, responsive, easily transportable indirect fire weapon capable of delivering both high explosive (liE) and illu-
mination fires in offensive and defensive missions. The 81mm battalion mortar system wii! provide tili battalion commander

in nonmechanized units and the company commander In mechanized units with a weapon capable of achieving greater range,
greater lethality, a higher sustained tate of fire, improved stability, and enhanced illumination ove the current 81mm mor-
tar. The current smoke cartridges for the 81mm morta, and 4.2" battalion heavy mortar, in use since the 1940's, are lacking
in screening capability. The addition of a long-lasting screening smoke cartridge at the battalion level will provide the
ground commander with a greatly improved battlefield obscuration capability. Hultipurpose ammunition employs a fuzceless
technology developed in Norway to provide a significant increase in exploive and incendiary effects against light armor and
aircraft targets at a reduced cost. Rights to produce this ammunition have been obtained to facilitiato application of the
technology to US weapons. This fuzeless ammunition technology will be developed in 25mm and other clliher sizes for triser-
vice application. Project DO31, a new start in FY82, will improve the ammunitwin shipping coyitainer, provide an APDS-T
practice round, and modify the XH758 fuze for the 25mm BUSH1MASTER family of ammunition.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.46.(I.A Tifle: Infantry Support Weapons
DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

C. (I) BASIS FOR FY 1912 ROTE REQUEST: The request for Project 0029, Lightweight Company Mortar System, will permit
initiation of engtneering development (ED) of the XM721 illumination round. The request for Project D227, Rattallon Mortar
System, will permit completion of testing, correction of shortcomings discovered during testing, the integrat ion of
logistics support, the preparation of the Technical Data Package and incorporation of Producibitity Engilneelig and
Planning. rhe request for project D030 will permit the engineering development of multipurpose fuzeless te(!hnology in 250%
and other calibers. The request for Project O031 provides for a much lighter weight (plastic) ammunition shipping box which
will save 200 pounds on the IFV and 400 pounds on the CFV. In addition, the FY82 25mm PIP will provide an APDIS-T practice
round ballistically matched to the AP service round out to its maximum effective range and modification of the XH758 fuze to
enhance its range terra[i, functioning.

Current Milestone Dates
Project Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission

0029 Type Classification 60mm 3Q FT 1980 4Q Fy 1979
Training Roond

0029 Type Classification for 4Q PY 1981 None Shown
X4745 Gutted Multioption
Fuze

D00 Type Classification FY83 FY83
0144 Type Classification 81mm 4Q FY 1983 4Q FY 1985

Smoke Round
0227 Acquire 18 'rest Weapons IQ FT 19799 IQ FY 1979

Begin Development Test/ 4Q Py 1981** 4Q FY 1979
Operational Test (OT/OT) 2Q FY 1982"** 2Q FY 1980
Complete OT/OT 2Q FY 1982 2Q FT 1980
Development Acceptance IPR 3Q FY 1982*** 3Q FY 1980

Type Classificution 3Q FY 1982*** 3Q FY 1980
Initial Oper;ution Capability IQ FT 1985*** 3Q FT 1982

* Difference due to hltiation of engineering development In FY 1981 instead of FY 1982. Funds for FY 1981 initiation
will be obtained by reprograming within Development and Readiness Command resources.
** OT began as schedil,,l but wag suspended because of misfires and silort round problems with ammunition at ixtreme temper-

stures. DT II was again suspended in January 1980 due to blast overpressure and wet efficiency. A special r, vlcw in Hay

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.46.01.A Title: infantry Support Weapons
DOD Misslon Area: .211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: _4 - Tactical Pro, ri,,s

1980 recommended a codevelopment contract be negotiated with the UK to resolve the blast overpressuro" problem. rite United
Kingdom will demonstrate solutions for wet efficiency/overpressure In March 1981. Subsequently, a pro1gram decision on the
feasibility of a codevelopment effort, DT Il/OT 1i, and type classification wilt be made based upon time requirtaents and
fiscal resources.
*** Difference due to problems with ammunition during DT which resulted in a two-year program slip.

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Touta
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 4546 3878 11973 Continuing Contituing
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 5809 4273 4262 9188 59342

Differences between FY 1981 and FY 1982 submit: Reduction in FY50 resulted from reprugraming to hi.zher priority Army
projects. The FY81 decrease is attributable to tie application of general congressional reduction.

Increase In FY82 includes Initia-
tion of development of an illumination round for the Lightweight Company Mortar, a significant incr.a.-s in project D227 to
resolve the blast overpressure probl al with the Improved 81mm mortar and provide for DT/OT testing od developmeinit testing
of the gisna illumination round, and initiation of a 2Smm Product Improvement Program (PIP).

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.46.0|.A Title: Infantry Support Weapons
OO Mission Area: 2il-- Close Combat Budget Activity: f4 - Tactical Programs

E. (U) OTUER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

TotaL

FY 1980 PY 198L FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Weapons and Tracked Combat

Veh!cles, Army
Mortar, Sim, XH252
Funds (current requirements) 0 0 8300 18500 27400 5420o1
Funds (as shown in PY 198!

submission) 0 14900 20000 - 7100 42000)

Quantities (current requirements) 0 0 300 636 883 -

Quantities (as sh,wn in FY t98i
submission) 0 742 939 - 325

Differences due to an additional one-year slip In proposed procurement of the UK 81mm mortar because of overlr,.ssure and wet
efficiency problems in testing. Cost increases are due to increase in sales price from UK and devaluation of the dollar
against the British pound.

Lightweight Company Mortar

(LWCMS), M224
Funds (current requirements) 0 0 0 0 0 1 400*
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 0 0 0 0 0 11800

* Total cost reduction (life to favorable contract on sight for the Lightweight Company Mortar System. The est imate was for

about $1700 unit cost; contract was for about $1000 unit cost.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.46.0l.A Title: infantry Support Weapons

DOD Mitssion Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Prolrans

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimate,]
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completioi Cost

Quantities (current requirements) 0 0 0 0 0
Quantities (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 0 0 0 0 0

Difference in funding due to more current cost estimates.

Procurement Ammunition, Army

Cartridge, 60m, LWCMS,
All types
Funds (current requirements) 0 0 17100 0 22900**
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 20800 0 33000 0 134600

Quantities (current requirements) 0 0 164000 0 *
Qeantities (as shown in FY 1981 28200 0 28200 -

submission) - - - - -

Cartridge, 8lmm, Improved

Funds (current requirements) 0 0 0 34900 k 349300**
Funds (as shown In FY 1981

submission) - 26300 - 165800

Quantities (current requirements) 0 0 0 136000 -

Quantities (as shown in FY 1981
submission) - 136000 -

Cost to completion not estimated for ammunition since procurement is continuous based on usage.
• Represents total five-year defense program requirements (FY82-86).

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.46.l.A Title: Infantry Support Wea ons
Ill) Mission Area: $21--- Close Combat Budget Activity: 0 4 - Tactical Programs

F. (u) I)ErAII.ED BACrICROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The Lightweight Company Mortar System (LWCiS) consists of an Improved 6Omm
mortar, conventional-styIe fire control, high explosive ammunition fuzed with a new 4734 multioption electronic fuze, and
the X4745 training f':e (gutted M734 muiioptlion fuze). Illuminating ammunition will be developed. Tile Lightweight Company
4ort.r System fulfill: tie requirement to provide a manportable fire support system at the company level for n,natechluniz
uilts and will repla, 'he 81mm mortar in all infantry units except mechanized infantry. Even though the 4?-piund mortar
nI 3. S--piimnd reond ,( ammunition weigh less than half the present 

9
5-pound Slimm mortar and nine-pound round if ammunition,

the lethality of the iW :MS equals about 70X of the ams mortar per round. The mortar can be fired out to 1000 meters using
small bisplate an

t 
n., biped, or out to 1500 meters using the standard haseplate and bipod. The new Iilitaittting round

will have a suffilelt range to Illuminate targets being engaged with the high explosive (tIE) cartridge at maximum range
(150) met..r%). The l1m smoke screening cartridges will provide greater screening capability. The Battalion ortar System
will provide an timpr-,li Slm mortar capability of Increased range. increased lethality, greater accuracy, and a higher sus-
tainel rat,. of fire thai the current Si1 mortar. The Improved 8lm mortar will fire newly developed ammunition to a range
of approximately 570 m.ters. The United Kingdom (UK) L16A2 81sm mortar is being tested and evaluated as a candidate to
fill the Improved Slmm 'ortar requirement. The system Includes a UK L16A2 barrel and L5A5 mount, US N3 baseplate and M64
sight, and ttK XlIIE2 1IE projectile with the US H734 motioption fuze. The Illumination round under development in the US
will provide- Improved I Iinmlnation through Increased burn time and greater candlepower. Multipurpose guin ammunition,
developed by Raufoss Aa:inlsonsfabrikker, Norway, In 20mm and .50 caliber sizes will provide a major increase In light
armor and aircraft kill capabilities. This ammunition uses a fuzeless technology to delay detonation and enhance incendiary
effects at a cost reduction over fuzed cartridges. rhte Army negotiated for technology and production rights to support tri-
Service requirements. The Army will develop ammunition In 25mm and other calibers. The 25mm family of ammunition incithdes
the XH242 chain gun, th, primary armament for both the Infantry righting Vehicle (17V) and the Cavalry Fighting Vehicle
(CFV). Til, iFV with it-: '5mm armament will provide a large volume of firepower at all ranges during both day and night
operatlons. In addI t I-, the CFV will provide armored cavalry reconnaissance and security missions.

C. (11) REI.STED ACTIVII'IRS: These developments will also satisfy the US tiarine Corps' requirements for a mortar and mortar
mmI,nonlt1.. Full Coordination of this development with the Marine Corps continues. Program Element (PE) 6.36.O8.A, Weapons

and Amm,,nit Ion, Llghtaelght Company Mortar System (LWCMS). supported advanced development of the LWCNS except for the mul-
tloption foize. PE 6.16.1).A, Advanced Fuze Design, supported the advanced development of the multioptlon fuze, XH734. PE
6.46.02.A, Field Artil',.ry Ammunition, supported engineering development of the fuze initially until it was transferred to
this Pg in FY 1914. I'' 6.16.[3.A, Advanced Fuze Design, supported the advanced development of an electronic time fuze for
one year in FY 1978 in order to demonstrate that technology Is In hand to provide an electronic time fuze for the LWCHS iL-

lumlinatlog roun0. PE ..16, .27.4, Combat Support Munitions, supports advanced development of 81mm smoke mortar round. The ilK
1.16A2 ev.ihit In has ... ,rgone feasibility testing tinder PE 6.57.09.A, Exploitation of Foreign Weapons. The mel[tipurpose
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Program Element: 06.46.01.i. Title: Infantry Support Weapons
D0D Mission Area: 0211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 54 - Tactical Pro~racs,_

ammunition has been evaluated under PE 6.26.17, Small Caliber and Fire Control Technology, and PE 6.5:.11U, Intern.ltLioal
4ateriel Evaluation.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: In-house efforts are accosplished by US Army Armaments Research Developnp-at Command, [over, NJ;
and US Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen, MD.; Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, NY; and Harry Diamond Labo.ratories,
Adelphl, MD. Major contractors are: Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY; Bergman Manufacturing, Garland, rX; luoff, lot.,
Runnemede, NJ; Norris Industries, Los Angeles, CA; International Telephone and Telegraph Research lnst itute, Chicago, IL;
tie United Kingdom Royal Ordnance Factories; and A/S Raufoss Ammunisjonsfabrikker, Norway.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Lightweight Company Mortar System (LWCMS): The basil LJCMS, high-explosive
round, and revolutionary new multioption fuze were fully developed and type classified standard in J.ly 1977. Engineering
development work was completed on the subcaliber training round and it was type classified in June 1)943). In FY78
producibility Engineering and Planning (PEP) on the M734 multioption fuze was completed and resulted in lower pro orement
costs. In FY79 engineering development was initiated on the X1745 multioption training round fuze. S.nke Mortar Rounds:
Advanced development on the 8imm smoke round was undertaken in Combat Support Munitions, Program Eie1at. (PE) 6.36.27.A,
Combat Support Munitions, Project DE82. A draft requirements doctuent for a 4.2-inch smoke screening rt,.ind was approved.
Battalion Mortar System: A US Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) feasibility test of the UK 8,ics 1.16A2 mortar system
in the October 1976-April 197 timeframe, supported a full test and evaluation of the UK system as a candidate to fulfill
the Improved 81ma Mortar Required Operational Capability (ROC). Eighteen mortars and 16,700 rounds were procured from UK to
conduct development test/operational test (DT/OT) testing. Barry Diamond Laboratories (IIUL) contracL-I with Eastman Kodak
to buy M734 multlptlon fuzes (HOF) to test their adaptation to both the US and UK 81mm cartridges. la:, UK mortarti and 600
rounds of UK X3IE2 immunitlon were acquired for the compatibility tests which demonstrated the adaptation of the M734 to
the UK 81mm mortar cartridge. Tests are continuing with the US cartridges. Four MI25AI 81mm mortar carriers, modified ver-
sions of the Mii1 armored personnel carrier, were converted to carry the UK system and delivered for test. Analysis of the
mortar tube design and material was conducted by Benet Weapons Laboratory of the Armaments Research anA Developiment Command
(ARRADCOl). Development Testing (OT) was commenced in October 1978 at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, knJ the Cold Regions
Test Center, Alaska. Problems with misfires iad short rounds developed with the ammunition at temperature eXtremse, and
testing was suspended in January 1919. A Special In-Process Review and a General Officers' Review evaitited tl,-' program and
recommended that the IlK correct the deficiencies and the program be resumed. This was accomplished, a-di DT was re-'ssed in
Aigust 1979 at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Mi. UT It was again suspended in January 1980, due to exces:,I it- blast overpressure
and wet efficiency. A special review in iy 1984 recommended a codevelopment contract be negotiated wiih the UK to resolve
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the bi tst Wsorprssre :,ilr'm. Development of the 8Imm illumination round was initiated with acqmisition of components folr
test ing. Tho hU ted K I ijsdv wi( II demonst rate solt ions for wet efficlency/overpressure in March 1981. Sibsequently, 1 pro
gr.m decision on the f.,- lbility of a codevelopment effort, DT IT/OT I[I and type classification will he made bised upon
time requlrements and ti fis resources.

2. (I) FV 1981 Prram: Lightweight Company Mortar System: VnzlneerIng Development and Testing (DT It) of the V4141
gutted maltloptlon fuz wll be completed. Smoke Mortar Round: DOe to concept problems in developing tire Sim mortar smoks
round, this project wil I remain in advanced developrsent. Money is scheduled to be reprogramed into higher priortty
projects. Bittalion Hnrtar System: The United Kingdom will demonstrate tire feasibility of a solution to the
overpressur,/wet efficiency problems. if approved, a codevelopment effort with the IlK will result in tire design, fabri-
cation, And rest of in overpressure attenuation device and improvement in the lilgir-exploslve round; and in the conduct of
selected pirtions of development testing (DT i). Mounts for vehicle application will he developed, fabricated, and tested.
Integrated Logistic Support Items will be updated. Component testing of the 8imm Iliuminatlon round will be conducted.
Multipurpose Ammrruition: Mailtlpirpose technology will be translated, and test cartridges in 25mm, 20mm, and 50 caliber will
be f:ihrlcarid to support initial engineering design tests.

1. (Il FY 1982 Pianned Program: Lightweight Company Mortar System: Engineering Development will be Initia.ted on the
XM721 Ilhumination Round. Smoke Mortar Round: Due to concept problems in developing an 81mm mortar smoke riund, this
project will remain In advanced development. Battalion Mortar System: Development Test It, Operational Test I[, and opera-
tlonal climatic testing will be conducted to evaluate technical data and performance characteristics of the syst,,m. These
tests will he conducted by the Test and Evaluatton Command (TECOM) and the Operational Test and Evaluation Crmmnd (OTEA).
Subsequently, a Development Acceptance In-Process Review will be held to determine whether the system meets the requirements
arnd should he type classified and procured. All elements of Integrated Logistic Support will be completed. Tihs Technical
Data Package will be prepared and a producibility, engineering, and planning effort undertaken for US production of the 81mm
high explosive round. Complete round testing, confirmation testing, and procurement of Development Test i roors will be
accompllsh l for the 81mm illumination round. Multipurpose Ammunition: Engineering design test of the 2Smm, 2oiim, and 50
c.aliher ammunition will he conducted. Testing will Include alternate explosive fill, Interoperability, and trrcor Imprrv.-
ment. The dsign engineering effort for the 25mm product Improvement will reduce vehicle weight. Improve amnnlii ion per-
formance, and achieve cosi effectiveness.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planared_Program: Lightweight Company Mortar System: Development of the XK121, illutMinatlri round wili
Iontinue. Smoke Mortar Riund: The Sims smoke screening round w II enter engineerIng development. All necessarv expermer-
tal work will be performed, and the proposed system will be readv for full-scale development. Battalion Mortar ;ystem:
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)oeiloapent Testing II and O1,eratlonal Testing It tor che Slami Illumination round are a recognized r-j, 1rement although lano
folnds are currently programed for this effort. Huitpurpose Ammunition: Work on 2Oma, 25m, and 50 , illber will continne
with fLabric.tion of hlrdiware and conduct of LT [i. Type classIfication of tlhese projectiles is exl., i I-A In late 'Y 1983.
Prelimlnary work will be! Initiated on the selected caliber (1Smm or 40ma) for tihe DIVAD gun. Pro t- Ic0O is cocaleted in
FY 1983.

5. (LI) Pror. _tomtetlon: LightweighLt Compdny Mortar System: Comp~eLton of deveolpment ot Lte 6 I llumination
round Is planned. Shok, Mortar Round: Biaum smoke screening rotnds will be tested and evaluated. witha type cLaisif ictioa
sclhedlel for 4QFY85. Battalion Mortar System: DT l[/Of II evaluatlon for the 3lmi illuminatIon ro-ial will be a-anjleted
aad the round type classIfIed standard in 2QFY84.
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCR[PTIVE SMIARY

Program Eleme.t: 06.46.03.A Title: Nuclear Munitions

DDl) Mission Area: 241 - Battlefield Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: 44 - Tactical Program

A. RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ In thousands)

Total
'ro lect FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
-e,-r Title Actual Est fmate Estimate Estimate to Compiel ton Cost

TOTAL FoR PROGRAMI ELEMENT 21077 11379
)ih NT iT IES * *

09.35 Improved 155mm Nuclear 18998 9153
Pro lect lie

11"I Co,tm nd Control and Security
SIstems 200 216

D6.63 Improved 8-in Nuclear
Proectile 3879 1810

t 'J;rhevl qo.n! Itles exceed the classification of this document.

• rtfl thousand is in the FY 1982 Budget Amendment.

I. BRIR.F I)ESCRIPTI'N 9F ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The mission of the Theater Nuclear Force (TNF) is to deter both
n I, .ar and - ventlonol attack by enemy forces, and should deterrence fail, to support the defense of the theater. This
ml,;slon reqoIr i Army noclear weapons that are controllable, effective, discriminant, and survivable.
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Program Element: 6.46.03.A Title: Nuclear Munitions
DO) Mission Area: #241 - .attlefled Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity- 4 - Tactical Prograsi

This program element is the foundation of the program to complete the .loroIzatLIou .,f

tile Army's battlefield nuclear weapons by improving the S-inch and 155mm artillery-fired atomic projectiles (,\.').

!iodernized AFAP will provide the critically needed reserve of combat power to ensure numerically Inferior US .id NATO fort,;

are not defeated. They also provide tile ability to tailor nuclear support for contingency force operations Iii neo-NATO th.a-

ters. Because AFAP's are controllable and usable, their presence provides a real threat to enemy forces, red- ig their

effectiveness in massing to conduct a conventional battle. The NAT) cannon artillery force structure is predI,linantly (80)

iMSmm, ind the a-inch AFAP alone or with the old 155mm AFAP wilt not provide an adequate cannon-delivered nut l.,-r capability.

Tile combInei US and non-US NATO forcs have only about leployable B-inch cannon, versus approsimately deployabiw

15nmm cannon. Some countries maintain only 4 token number of -inch cannon (e.g.,
and others hive The 155mm APAP program is the only nuclear progl m that has

been developed in conjunction with. and In consiJeration of, the Allied interest. A modernized nuclear pruj- tile capability

is required to replace tile 155mm and 8-inch artillery-fired atomic projectiles (AFAP) currently

available for NATO forces. The mission need for tile improved 155mm Nuclear Projectile is developed in additinal detail In
the D135 Project Discriptive Summary. ROTE on the Improved B-inch Nuclear Projectile wilt be completed with the transition
to production In FY 1981. Fielding of the 155mm and B-inch AFAP will enhance the survivability and effectiveness of US all

NATO TNF. All modernized weapons will have a command disable system that will prevent the weapon from being tised In its

intended mode; however, an improved capability is required to deny unauthorized access to weapons currently sLotkpiled, a.

well as newer weapons, when they are threatened by capture from a nontacticaL stockpile storage configuration. Prototype

weapons access denial system (WADS) barriers and access-nhibItors will be installed on an upgraded nuclear w.aons storag

site in Europe and evaluated to identify tile best combination of subsystems to improve the security of forward deployed Aray

nuclear weapons.

C. BASIS FOR FY 1982 RiTE REQUEST: The Improved Nuclear Projectile program was initially deferred in FY 1982 but has

been reestablished by the FY 1982 Budget Amendment. PY 1982 funds requested will provide for initiation of pr-uctlon of

hardware for Developmental Testing - Operational Testing, Phase It (DT/OT Ii), initial system safety study, M.tiltenance eval-

uation, and new equipment test part of OT It for the Improved 155mm Nuclear Projectile, and Initial system ef-tiveness

evaluation of alternative weapon access denial systems installed in FY 1981 with Defense Nuclear Agency fundq l.,r the

Commind, Control and Security Systems Project. No FY 1982 ROTE funds are requested for the WM153/79 tmprovet 8-inch Nuclear

Projectile project which will be in Its second year of quantity production for tile stockpile.
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Program El, A-.t: #6.46.0l.A Title: Nuclear Munitions
DOD Hissi ), rei: #241 - Battlefield Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: 

1
'4 - Tartl II Program

Current Milestone Dates
'TI or Milestones tilestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission

Improved Ilimm Nuclear Projectile
Initial Operritional Capability

Commind, Control and Security System See below None specified, see below
Initial Operitiona Capability

Improved 8-inch Nuclear Projectile
Initial Operational Capability

Approving the Budget Amendment for the Improved 155mm Nuclear Projectile orolect in FY 1982 will ensure achievine an Initial
')peratlonal Capability in and The Command,
Control, and 5;ecurity Systems project objective was redefined In late FY 1980 from disablement system hardware development to
weapon access denlal system hardware development.

f. COr!I'4RiSON WITH FY 1981 RDT8 REQUEST: ($ In thousands)

Total
Addltion, Estimated

FY 1910 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Complhtioa Cost

Funds (current requirements) 23077 11179
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submIssion) 25646 1?241

(I1) The $2569 thousand decrease in FY 1980 is a result of:

(uI) DI)S - Reprogramed $2269 thousand unespected funds mide available by the leveling of project effort following the sharp
relurtion in the FY 1981 effort.

(11) D58# - lteirgramed $1000 thousand to higher prlolty Army requirements.
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Program Element: 16.46.03.A Title: Nuclear unitions

DOD Mission Area: 1241 - Battlefield Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: # - Tactical Prugram

(U) D663 - No Changes.

(U) The $862 thousand decrease in FY 1981 is a result of:

(U) D385 - The FY 1981 decrease reflects the application of general Congressional reductions.

(U) D584 - The FY 198L decrease reflects the application of general Congressional reductions.

(U) 0663 - The FY 1981 decrease reflects the application of general Congresssional reductions.

(U) The $100 thousand decrease in FY 1982 is a result of:

0385 - Deferring project resulted in a $34140 thousand decrease; but the FY 1982 Budget Amendment restor. Lio-u-

sand for a net decrease of $1140 thousand in this project. (see 0385 Project Descriptive Summary.)

(U) Redefinition of project (see paragraph c, above) produced a $1040 thousand increase.

(U) D6.3 - No funds required.
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Program EI.-m,t: #6.46.0 .A Title: Nuclear Hunitlons

DOD MIsl,-, Are.3T 1 - Sattleflell Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tact icl Program

K. "'IE'R APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Total
FY 1981 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Adlitional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Compiet ioa Cost

AUssuttion Procurement, Army 155m
Fnds (current requirements) 0 0
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
subeision) 0 0

Quanrttes (current requirements) 5* **
Quanttiles (as shown in FY 1981
submssion) **

Ammunit ton Procurement, Army - 8-inch:
e

Funds (current requirements) 19200 19700
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 17800 19800

Department of E-ergy-Defense Programs (DOE-OP) (formerly Energy Research and Development Agency, formerly Atomic Energy
Commiss ion)

155mm nuclear nuclear Projectile 55* 5*e *5* is* s** *5*

8-Inch Projectile *5 55e *5 *5 ** *s

* Department of Defense Nuclear Weapon Components only.
** Warhead qantities exceed elaesification of this document.
*D* IOE-DP bulget figures exceed classification of this document.

The $6100 thoisand increase In total estimated procurement costs for the Improved 155sm Nuclear Projectile from FY80 to
FY I's due to $52100 thousand Increase due to excess inflation beyond FY 1980 indices and FY 1981 8aseline Cost Estimate
Inrrea es of.,et by a $46900 reduction due to a 55% stockpile quantity decrease In accordance with the FY 1982 Amended
Program rec ison Ilemoran4um. The FY 1981 8aseline Cost Estimate Increases are detailed In paragraph V1 of the 0185 Project
Descriptive Sommary. The $1400 thousand increase In total estimated procurement costs for the lmpro.4d 8-inch Nuclear
Proectitle fr.m FY80 to FTSI io due to inflation to FY 1980 constant dollars, 30% and greater incre-.s..3 in electronic costs,
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the addition of prescribed under load containers, the addition of limited life component exchange vans, and th,! addition )f
alternate fuze setter power supplies.
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Program Element #6.46.01.A Title: Nuclear Munitions
DOD 41ssion \rea: #241 - Battlefield Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Program

F. DETAII.ED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of this program is modernization of the Army's battlefield
n- lear weap-i,; to improve their real warfighting capability against the growing Soviet-Warsaw Pact armred forces, and
tl reby impr , their deterrent value. Deterrence of armed aggression results from the enemy offensive planners' net assess-
ment that the.tr military operations wilt not succeed. This effect is produced by batttefteld theater niclear forces that are
effective, dlo. rimtnatory, controllable, and survivable. The potent reserve of combat power provided by battlefield nuclear
we ipons, part it lary artillery-fired atomic projectiles (AMXP), and the linkage to strategic systems they imply are two of
the most tmp.rt mat elements that deter Warsaw Pact attack in Central Europe and Soviet military adventurism around the world.
By their pre;e o'- and possible use on the battlefietd, US battlefield nuclear weapons wilt force an enemy to deploy his
forces in a r,d,,c ed mass posture that wilt decrease their effectiveness In conventional combat. The Army modernization pro-
gram improves the deterrent value of Army nuclear weapons and reduces the likelihood of a conflict that would lead to nuclear
war. The nli leir capability for the LANCE missile and S-inch howitzer was modernized in preceding years, and these weapons
-re being flliH- beginning in :espectively. The major effort required in FY 1982 and outvears Is the
mnoernization of the 155mm nuclear capability. The current 155mm AFAP is

,See paragraph A, 0385 Project Descriptive Summary), It employs early
19i)'s nuclear technology

The modernized 155mm AFAP will be a lighter prolectite, stressed for
twice the lat iri setback forces and, with rocket-assist, wilt achieve ranges that allow standoff from the Soviet can-
non artillery. The modernized weapon will have a yield Limes greater titan the old 155mm projectile, and will
provide Atmes the lethal coverage. The new projectile will have a fuze to produce a precise height-of-burst
with greater .is.t;rance of precluding fallout. Firing data corrections derived from the conventional immunition being fired
will re:duce delivery probable errors by more am compared to the calculated corrections for the current 155mm NFAP.
Finally, comaanl and control on the new weapon will be provided by an electromechanical multiple-code permissive action link
(PAL) insteal of :a mechanical lock, and weapon security will be Improved by an integral, nonviolent command disable system.
Tihe ommand, coitrol, and security system project Is to develop and evaluate security system components and their integration
lar Improved an-lear weapon access deniat systems to improve the security of overseas nuclear weapon storage sites. The
purpose of thet. systems wilt be to Impose a guaranteed minimum delay for security backup forces to react to engage
un thorized site iriders. These systems wilL consist of active and passive devices functioning In synergism to impede the
at(,,ss to or rettoval of nuclear weapons In storage. This program Is in response to a theater requirement to increase secu-
rity beyond that provided In the Long-Range Security Program (LRSP)(ntorage site upgrade).

r. (11) RELAI ACTIVITIES: The development of improved nuclear projectiles is a Joint Department of efense (DOll) and
Dela-rtment of .ergy-Defease Programs (lOiE-Op) undertaking. In addition, the 8-inch nuclear projectile (Project 0661) uses
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Progr..m Element: 06.46.01.4 Title: Nuclear Muni tions
)OD Mission Area: #2141 - Battlefield Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: #4 - Tattlics Progri.,.

the rocket motor developed for the 46%0 conventional 8-inch projectile (SSN E66600). The Mb5O is tie convee: i .iat bal i i i-
mace cht will be used to derive firing data corrections for the .1753. ?Iuch of tile electronic technology -. 1 producl:i,

expertise developed for tile 8-inch fuze will be applicable to the 155mm fuze. The command, control, and sex-icy system,
project is being done In coordina;inn with and Is sponsored in PY 1981 by tile Defense Nuclear Agency, T'teat. Nuclear F:, !.s,

Security, and Survivability (TNFS-) Program. All Army nuclear munitions projects are coordinated through ti-, 'roject Ma.~er
for Nuclear Munitions as well as the Army Staff to preclule duplication of effort.

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: US Army Research and Development Command (ARRADCOM). Do~ler, NJ; 1larry Diamond LIboratorles,
Adelphi, MD; trmy 'fateriel and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown, MA; Ballistics Research Laboratory, Abkerdeen, HD;

Department of Energy-Defense Program activities and contractors in Germantown, MD; Albuquerque, NM; Amarilt, rK; Kansas

City, tit; Los Alamos, NM; Las Vegas, NV; Livermore, CA; Denver, CO; Aiken, SC; Ferrulmatics Inc., Patterson, NI; Chamberlin

Corporotion, Waterloo, IA; 4otorola Corporation Incorporated, Scottsdale, AZ. (See also 0385 Project Descrlptive Summary.)

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCONPLfSiHHE9ITS AND FlUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. PY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Redesign of the LANCE warhead adaption kit to support a Oel~irtmenit of
Energy (DOE) in-production change to the reduced blast/enhanced radiation (RB/ER) W70 MOD I warhead and its non-RB/ER ver-

sion, W70 3OD 4 warhead was completed in FY 1981. Completed laboratory, field, and joint flight testing of D)O0-produced

LANCE hardware leading to type classification in FY 1981. Production of LANCE warhead adaption adaption kits was completed

in FY 1979. The Army provided design support for the projectile main body case allowing DOE to

Engineering Development and
subcomponent packaging redesign of the fuze for the 15 qum APAP wert initiated in FY 1979. Process engineering and

design testing of the aft projectile body and rocket motor were conducted in PY 1979 and FY 1980. Ballistic characterization

flight tests of mock 155mm mucear projectiles were conducted in PS 1979. Engineering design support was provided for the

Tni-Service EDS project and Army Materiel System Analysis Agency (AISAA) Command, Control and Security Systems (CC&S) study.

Fuze safety flight tests were completed on the uze for the improved 8-inch AFAP in 'Y 1980. The fuze, f ce span er

wrench. projectile extractor, and training projectile were type classified for the 8-inch APAP in FY 1979 a,.i 'Y 1980. ngl-

feering development of the APAP limited life component (LLC) exchange van and stand was initiated In FY 1979.

I 17
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1)OD1) lssion 4 ea: #Z11 Battlefield Theater Nuclear Warfare Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical I r.''rm

Teting the str-'tuirai integrity of field interchangeable projectile aft body/rocket motor joint and *,r',ess enghueering for
rot ating band] ,ti ent to the titanium projectile body of the 155mm )kFAP was done In FY 1980. Ptlght testing of the 155mm
AFAP design for ballistic performance wal continuel In FY 1980. The AIISAA CCIII study was completed, .,nd the objective of
prijec D584 .At redefined to orient on weapon access denial systems (WAU). Developsment Test in&/Opert lonal Testing Phase?
(nt/or It) for the %)-inch AFAP, LLC van design, and transition to production for the 8-inch AFAP was onpteted in FY 1990).

i. T 1981 Program: The reduction in IS5mus APAP modernizatton effort in FY 1981 (see D335 Project fe!rlptlve
&ea'aary) previoots the planned procurement of hardware to support required OT/OT It testing. The rev[l;, program itlaws the
kney to m-sltii continuity in the engineering development program for the radar fuze and to complete eoiineering lesign
testing on the nft projectile body/rocket motor for the 155mm 4PAP modernization in FY 1981. Defense Nuclear Agency wil
sponsor prototype access denial subsystmsm installation at the theater nuclear weapon storage site foc ievaluation andl
development by the Army in the command, control. and security systems project. Department of Defens±- (1):)D) production line
fuzes, rocket motors, and containers will be provided to Department of Energy (DOE) for assembly mft., t0W first proiduction
unit 8-inch nut,!~ar projectiles, First delivery of the new S-Inch APAP to 0DOD will occur in and
IOC will he to the

3. fY 192 planed Pro ra: Procure production-line quality fuzes, projectile aft body/rockot motors, containers,
and fuze setters to sluport DIT T 11 testing In FY 1983 and continue ballistic characterization flight tests for the i55.m
APAP mo.Iernizati to. Initiate evaluation of Integrated weapon access denial subsystem at a theater storage site.

4. (U) FT 1983 Planned Program? Initiate DTIOT It testing and long-leadtime procurement and toolloig to support produt-
tin of the Impro)ved _1_5_5muclear Projectile. Provije funds to DOE for Army reimbursable items of Doig -leveloped equipment.
Complete evaluation of access denial systes.

S. Program to Completion: Complete DT/OT It testing, firing table flights, type classification; production, and
training require- to achieve Initial Operational Capability (IOC) with the modernized lS5mo nuclear projectile in
Iterate weapon a'ceaa denial system design as required and initiate military construction and other pr.icorement airequired
to upgrade theat.'r storage sites. Complete procurement of DOD-hardware to support deployment of the .1 s1 rove'i 8-inch nuc lear
projectile, XC~ii/1179.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE S1MMARY

Pro iect: D385 Title: Improved 155m Nuclear Projectile
Program Element: #6.46.O3.A Title: Nuclear Munitions

DOD Mission Area: -Tl2-i-BattlefleId Theater Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs
Nuclear Warfare

A. DETAILED BACKGROUND AN DE SCRIPTION: The objective of this project is the development of-anf.lnroved I55im
Nuclear Projectile, the XM "8 to replace the current 155mam artillery-fired atomic projectile (AFAP)

Soviet-Warsaw Pact (diP) tactical doc-
trine Is based on massing maneuver forces to achieve a numerical superiority ratio ei 10 or 12 to I at tih. decisive point In
battle and to support their maneuver forces with massive firepower. Overall Soviet-UP maneuver forces 00 nnudher NATO maneu-
ver forces by about their cannon artillery outnumbers NATO cannon artillery by more than' nod their maneuver
forces are highly mo ile with armored protection. AFAP's give NATO forces the additional battlefield i.re snnjport needed to
counter the Soviet-W' force superiority. Because they are controllable and useable, NATO AFAP present a tl-ront to Soviet-U4P
forces that cause them to adopt combat formations that reduce their effectiveness in executing their doctrine for th, conduct
of battle. Thus, the real warfighting capablijty of AFAP deter; conventional conflict as well as It provide±; a nuclear capa-
bility and a link to strateoic systems. However. because of

The NATO cannon artillery force structure is predominantly
(80%) 1 Snms. The 8-in, h cannon will not provide an adequate battlefield nuclear capability alone, or even when augmented
with the LANCE, the modernized 8-inch AFAP, and the old 155m AFAP. Numerous comprehensive analyses by th( Army, Office of
the Secretary of Defense, Department of Energy, and the Defense Science Board have all concluded that both a modernized 8-in
AFAP and a modernized 155mm AFAP are essential to a credible battlefield nuclear capability that provides first deterrence
and then effectiveness, snould deterrence fail. Nuclear capability provided by a dual-capable cannon foree is also required
becaunse It needs no clange in force structure of weapons, communications equipment, and manpower spaces beyond tine artillery
needs for tine condun of conventional fire missions. Analysis has shown that a nuclear capability In both the 8-inr-h and the

S
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Projee '85 Title: Improved 155mm Nucle.r ProJectle
Program Element: #1).46.03.A Title: NlCiear M,,nItions
DOl Mission Area: 5241 - Battlefield Theater Budget Activity: 04 - Tact c_.l Protr.:o.

Nuclear Warfare

155mm cannon enhances the overall survivability of theater nuclear forces by compounding and comptic; ii the nue::: effort to
target NATO nuclear forces. The combined US and non-US NATO forces have only about deployable is in cannon, vcrsus
approximately deployable 155mm cannon. Not all non-US NATO 155mm and B-inch cannon are currently "nuclear certified"
but 80% or more are. certifiable- and hence a nuclear threat to enemy forces. Some countries maintain only a tokon nmber of
8-in cannon's and others have only the 155mm cannon
Tihe 155ma AFAP-project is the only nuclear modernization program that has been developed from the bi.ai,stlung In conjunction
with and in consideration of the Allied interest. Based oi this ongoing modernization, the NATO Alli I ave dt.llimed to cer-
tify their new family of howitzers, the SP/FII-70, with the old 155am AFAP. The modernized 155mm AFAI : I1 have i yield

times greater than the 1950's technology could providam in the old 155mm AFAP and will provide times thm. lethal
coverage. The new projectile will weigh less and be stressed for twice the launch setback f:cces. Willt rocket-a-ist, it
will achieve approximately twice the range of the old 155mm AFAP allowing standoff from of Soviet :.-noa artillery. The
modernized 155mm AFAP will have a fuze Instead of the Inherently Inaccurate doppler proximity-at Amlcal tlieie fuze oi
the H454, and will produce a more precise height-of-burst and have greater assurance of not producing f.,liout. Firing data
corrections derived from the conventional ammunition being fired will reduce the delivery probable er,,: by 50% or more com-
pared to the method of calculated corrections used for the current 1551m AFAP. Finally, weapon contr,, :0 the new AFAP will
be provided by an electromechanical multiple-code permissive action link (PAL) instead of a mechanical Iock, and security
will be Improved by an Integral nonviolent command disablement system.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The Department of Energy, Defense Programs (DOE-DP) will develop the n:. i, ir warhead. A joint
DOE/DOD project officers group will coordinate the integrated DOE/Army development effort. The XM785 : i attempt to match
the ballistic characteristics of the M549 conventional I55mm projectile. It will also employ fuze te, lmtology developed and
engineered for the 8-inch projectile. England, Germany, and Italy have completed development and are a-cm beginning produc-
tion on a new 155mm howitzer, the SP/FI70, with which the new 155mm nuclear projectile will be compatIbl.

C. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: US Army Armament Research and Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover. NJ; !i::ry Diatimoit.
Laboratories, Adelphi, MD; Army Materiel and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown, MA; ARRADCOM, Abe- :,, MD; Oep.Irtment of
Energy, Defense Programs facilities, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA; Sandia Laboratorte. LIvermore, CA;
Denver, CO; Aiken, SC; Chamberlain Corporation, Waterloo, IA; Motorola Incorporated, Scottsdale, AZ.
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Project: IDS85 Title: improved 155mm Nuclear Projectile
Program Elneot: 06.4,.O1.A Title: Nuclear Munitions

DOD Mission Area: #,'it - Battlefield Theater Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs
N, lear Warfare

D. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPL.ISIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. F 1980 an Prior Accomplishments: Subsequent to the Public Works Subcommittee hearings on the FY 1977 Energy
Research and Developeir Agency (now Department of Energy-Defense Programs (DOE-DP)) Appropriation Act, DOE anl Department of
Defense (DOD) were dir.itd by Congress to jointly reassess the 155mm nuclear projectile requirement in light -f the approved
8-Inch nucleir projectile and the LANCE Mod 3 warhead production. Tie "155mm Artillery Fired Atomic Projectile Modernization
Analysis" report was provided to Congress in February 1977. The Army requested DOE-OP participation In a jolin engineering
development program for on improved 155mm projectile in May 1977 and DOD forwarded the request to DOE in October 1977. DOE
accepted the program and began engineering development (Phase 3 for POE) in February 1978. The Secretary of: Otefense had
directed in Ilis FY 1979 Amended Program Decision Memorandum (APDH) that the Initial Operational Capability date for the im-
proved lSSmm nuclear projectile be accelerated The basis for this directive was the
possibility of a pre-comprehensive test ban (CTB) moratorium on testing that would stop development of the tie., prolectile.
The Army and DOE pursued an atypical development program that resulted In an underground nuclear test in of a
weapo izable nuclear device for the 155mm projectile. This test assured that the Army could modernize the 155mm in the event
of a CTB. It was also a proof test for design changes that produced a yield greater thtan All Army ROTI effort in FY
1978 was devoted to engineering design work on the projectile main body in support of the early DOE nuclear tost. Deslgn
changes in the nuclear device forced a reduction in the volume available for a rocket motor. The need to develop a new
rocket motor, the delay io DOE acceptance of the program, and the push for an early nuclear test caused the Army to slip the
Initial Operational Capability (1OC) Full Engineering Development was initiated in FY 1979.
Electronic packaging of fuze functions, test firing of high energy rocket propellants, ballistic characterizai ion analyses,
interface iteration with DOE, and metallurgical manufacturing processes were all emphasized. The developer's acquisition
plan was formalized and reviewed by the Army Staff in late FY 1979. Ballistic characterization flight tests ind structural
Integrity flight testing of DOE components were conducted. The design of the field joint between the DOE weapon in the pro-
jectile main body and the projectile aft body that provides for interchangeability of the range-extending roclet motor wa!;
finalized. Process engin,-ering for the attachment of high-pressure obturating bands/rotating bands to the titanium aft pro-
jectile body/rocket motor was dev.eloped in an Army laboratory and transferred to the Chamberlin Corporation. Conducted filaC-
tional flight tests of prototype fuzes. Established the ballistic validity of ballistic verification projectiles and
further characterized the ballistic performance of the XM785. After a DOD reduction in the FY t981 program (to relieve
mid-1980's demands on the Department of Energy (DOE) nuclear weapon production complex), the FY 1980 program was
Intentionally slowed to irvel the effort through FY 1980 and FY 1981, and to minimize the impact of the reduction on
out-of-house contractor-;.
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Project: 01085 Title: improved i
5
5am Nuclear Projectile

Program Element: 06.46.03.A Title: Nuclear "unitions
DOD Mission Area: 241 - Battlefield Theater Budget Activity: T -Ta.ticalt P¢(er.U.i

Nuclear Uarfare

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Sustain the contractor (Motorola) fuze production line to preserve the validity of FY 1980
fuze testing data for use in conjunction with Development Testing/Operational Testing, Phase 2 (OT/OT I ). Complete valida-
tion testing of titanium aft body process engineering. Conduct Special In-Process Review to update A-loiistlon Plies and a
design review and acceptance of the DOE Preliminary Weapon Development Report.

3. (U) FY 198? Planned Pro r.": Initiate production of production-line quality fuzes, prujectli .lt/boJc/r.uket
motors, containers and fuze setters for DT/,iT l1 testing. Continue ballistic charActerizatloon fliglLt I.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Initiate iT/OT I testing. Initiate long-leaitime procurement .- 1i tooling tL' support
quantity production.

. to Copl:etlon: Complete development and DT/OT I, testing, firing table flights, I o- classuiation,
and production of tile )N785 nuclear projectile with XH74Q luze and all ancillary and support equic.,. itc. Complete new
materiel training and achieve initial operational capability (1OC) with an Improved i55mm Nuclear Proj- ile in 4.F'll5.

6. ,!1or Milestones:

-jal (A1, It Mar 8i



Project: 10385 Title: improved 155mm 'Auclear Projectile
Program Element: #6.46.O.A Title: Nuclear Munitions
1)1) Mlss3on Area: -W ~ Battlefield Theater Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Proais

Nnclear 
Warfare

Current lI Lestone Dates
'Ilr Milestones 4lestone Dates Showi In FY 1980 Submission

Army requested joint Department

of Defense-Department of
Energy (DOD-D E) Engineering
Development of new 155nm

iuctear Projectile May 1977 May 1977
OSD forwarded request to DOE Oct 1977 Oct 1977

DOE accepted request (Initiated

Phase 3) Feb 1978 Feb 1971
DOE underground nuclear test
provea technology

in-Process Review ([PR) to

approve Acquisition Plan Mar 1979 Mar 1979

fNIE underground nuclear test
proves weaponizat ion

if~gln development testing/

operational testing (DT/OT

I[) January 1983* 4QFYI
9

82
D#ovelopment Acceptance (DEVN) IPR February 1984 4 qFY1983

(DOD components only)
First DOE Production Unit May 1985* 4QFY1

98
4

Type Classify Total System

(DOD & DY)E components) 2QFY1985* IQFY1985

First War Reserve Hardware

Available for DOD

initial Operational

(apability (10C)
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ProJe t: #1385 Title: Improved 155mm Nuclear Projeltile
Program Element: 6.46.01.A. Title: Nmclear Mnitlons
DOD Mission Area-l41 - Battlefield Theiter Budget Activity.. - Tactical Programs

Nmc lear Warfare

because of the urgent need for the imm nuclear projectile modernization, slippage In the current al leStoll, .les from
time lates shown In tie FY 1981 submission resulted from refinements to development scheduling by both Imi) and )O1E iim further

ad justment to the FY i981 decrement. No slippage of the loC due to DOD develoicient program Is anticliiLe.l . Time prelcted
capacity of the DOE production complex ind the could forte 101 demIyS in the tlture.
Asterisked (*) milestone dates depend on the tLousand In the FY82 Budget amendment.

7. Resources ($ in tihousands):

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1981 Additional Estimitid
ActualI Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completi,, Cost

Funds ILurrent requirements) 18998 9151

Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 21267 10049

Quantities (current requirements) A *
Quantities (as shown in FY 1981

submission) * A

A Total in FY 1982 Is FY 1982 Budget Amendment to restore funds deferred by tie preceding adminLst iLi n.

Tile $2269 thousand decrease in FY 1980 is the result of reprograming unexpended funds made available by the leveling of
effort In FY 1980 and FY 1931 after the sharp reduction in the FY 1981 program (see explanation. paragr '.il DI). At least
$1999 thousand of this amount is anticipated to be reprogramed back in Lte future. The $696 thousanI ilLL r.,,se 1mm FY 1981
reflects the application of general Congressional reductions. Time $1140 thousand decrease in FY 1982 F dime to a $911 thou-
sand decrease due to refinements in the program that followed the FY 1981 reduction (see explanation, c-i,,raph l) -md a

thomsand decrease that occurred when tile thousand deferred from tile FY 1982 budget was "rou,,ht-off" to,
timousand In tie FY 1932 amendment.
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Pro)ect: ID195 Title: improved 155mm Nuclear Projectile
Program Element: 76.'6.01.A Title: Nuclear Munitions
DOD Mission Area: T241 - Battlefield Theater Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Nuclear Iarfare

rutal
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Istimated
ectual Estimate Estimate Esttmate to Completion Cost

Othter Appropriat Ios:
" i t

Procurement Ammiunitton, Army
Fondi (current roqutrements) 0 0
FooIls (as shown In PY 1981
submission) 0 0

1uu-lntitles (corr,!st requirements) 0 0
Quatittes (as shown in FY 1981
soltmssioo) 0 0

*iiarihead quantities an. production rates exceed the classificatlon of this submission. Overall quantity cl nged from FY 1981
to FY 1982 (see below).

**Departi.ment of Def ,os-procured components only; Department of Energy-Defense Programs (DOE-DP) budget figures exceed ctas-
sificatton of this docoment.

The $6110 thousand licrease in procurement coat from FY80 to FY81 is due to $521930 thousand increase due to inflation to FY
1980 constant dollars nd Base Line Cost Fstimate increases offset by a $'46090 reduction due to a 55Z stockpile quantity dec-
reuse in :rcordance with the FY 1982 Amended Program Decision Memorandum. The FY 1981 Base Line Cost Estimate Increases were
doe to I). and greatutr Increases In electronic costs, the atdition of titanium for rocket motor bodies, the a1Ltition of pres-
crihel npp' lear loa,| irliners, the addition of limited-life component vans, and the addition of alternate fi:.-ietter power
Sulppl leo.
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UNCLASSIFIED
FLY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.46.08.A Title: Army Small Arms Program

DOI) Mission Are.j: #:I - Close CoLahat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Progi.,

A. (i) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING); ($ In thousands)

Tota l

Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estl ... I

Nubmber Title Actuil Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 1446 a 40Q 400 Contlnutng Not Ail :cable

DF 21A NATO Small Arms Evaluation 1446 0 400 400 Continuing Not AppI cable

B. (U|) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The NATO Small Arms Evaluation was completed Il FY80 and has resul-

ted in a NATO standardization Agreement (STANAG) that f-tundergoing ratification by member countries. lie standardization
effort described below represents a new start In FY82 under this program element. The product of thli -fort Is the
development, maintenance, and assurance of complete interchangeability of small caliber and automatic .,iiton caliber ammuni-
tion and weapons among all NATO countries with all of the logistic, strategic, and tactical advantages ;:isoclated therewith.
This Is achieved by developing, implementing, and maintaining NATO standardization agriements (STANAG':) and by periodic
inspection of compliance thru structured batteries of standardized interchangeability tests at specialIy equipped ind calib-
rated Test Centers (chartered by NATO and operated under NATO aegis), one of which Is the North Amerl, i Regional l'st
Center (NARTC) located at US Army ARRADCOM, Pt DIx, N.. Included In this program is the development of these standard test
procedures and test equipment and their codification into standard NATO Manuals of Proof and Inspection Procedures, as well
as the stafftng and operation of the NARTC. The program Includes all studies, experimental work, and inalyses required to
generate and support US positions and to fulfill commitments made to NATO. The program covers the entire range of weapon
systems up to and including 40mm, and is currently active In 5.56mm, 7.62mm, 9mm, 20mm x 139, and 

2
5mm ammunition and

includes all ancillary items such as links, clips, chargers, and magazines. The addition of 35mm-
4
0m,, .imunition Is an-

ticipated in consequence of the DIVADS program.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: These funds are to support US participation in the work of ti,. NATO Panel (AC/225
Panel 1l1, Sub-Panel I) responsible for NATO small caliber ammunition; the implementation of NX.TO agremants Into the US
production base; the staffing, maintenance, and operation of the NARTC; and all necessary engineering ind laboratory support
required during FY 1982. This program has been operational for 20 years and supported from procurement .pprprlstfons, a
method now deemed unsuitable for supporting this continuing program. Milestones are not applicable to this program.

D. (U) COMPARISON wITS FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands) Not Applicable. There was no FY81 submission.

E. (U) OTIER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: Not Applicable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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rogram .. nl 6.46 ...... Comb. UNCLASSIFIED Title: Army Small Arms Pro .. a
)OD Mission Ar,,a: T11 -- Close Combat Budget Activity: 7-4-Taeth lt Programs

F. (I) )fETAILI) RACKGROUND) AND DESCRIPTION: The objectives of the program are the partlcip-itlon in multiiler zi efforts
to a(lieve complete battleffield inttrchangeabitty of all smIalI caliber and automaitic-cannon caliber lim litin produced In
all NAT) countries in all of the weapons produced by or used In those countries; to Implement re3ultant 9t.'n,|'r llzation
agrteesents Into IS prodoe-tion; to participate In the design ind operation of a mechanism for guaranteeing .ini a.i taining
comliance wI tIh NATO st0 I -it inn agreements by the UtS. The program has the following discrtte elemsenta:

i.(1 To p irt I lpate In ile developnent of t he technical content of all NATO standardizat ion agreements (srr ,).

h.,)To f,;Ier, dvo-ile, and recommend use by the NATO Panel and Incorporation Into applicable STANAG's It tlie fullest
extent possible, designq, processes, requirements, procedures, and equipment of the US so that compliance of thi. terms and
i.ondlitons ,I tie STANA; -oin be acthhev.d by the US5 at minimum cost and with tile least possible disruption of
we l-est.mlbl islle procedurs and processes.

c.()To re'oncile dltf,.rences, when they exist, between US national Interests and those of NATO; to obtain through

suitable negot tation. a :!,lruene of these Interests and to achieve the goals and objectives of the NATO) panlI with tile
least possblo coiprom:.,. of or modification to US national Interests, policies, programs, and procedures. Ti, provide teh-
nicea gildan e to nationl delign, production, or procurement agencies early enough to prevent embarkation on a :ourse wthJ.hi
ultimately will prove detisental to US interests or deleterious to the goal of battlefield interchangeabilit,.

d.Iu)To mlittor the outpit of tile US design, procurement, production, or using agencies to obtain timely Ii,dl .ation of
difficulties or hardships fir which relief should ue sought through modification of some aspect of the agreem,nti In the
STANAG; to prepare an eff,,cIve technical position (often requiring testing or other experimental work) to petition for such
relief and to endeavor io obtain that relief without endangering or diminishing the ultimate accomplishnsent of the NATO

pane I.

eo) To prepare and lliish the English language version of the NATO Manuals of Proof and Inspection Procedures and
amendments anI revisioni thereto, Is a service to the NATO panel.

fJul To manage! the Int(.rfaces between NATO and tile US authorities in areas of ammunition standardization.

g4l To staff, equip, ialntaln, and operate the North American Regional Test Center (NARTC), which serves is an

extra-iiational test ageo-:y to conduct, as a service to NATO, official NATO qualifIcatIon-approval, production and surveil-
lance testing of ammunlrln and ancillary items produced in NATO countries, and other engineering-type tests directed by
NATO. Such oilier tests iclude tests to qualify new weapon designs for use In ammunition tests, tests to design and approve

new test equitsent and m.i hods for adoption by NATO, tests to establish international standards for reference rounds,

piezo-electrl,- pressure .. insluccersq, and test barrels.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 

1
6.46.08.A Title: Army Smal Arms Program

DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Pro6!:*.,,

h.(4)To participate In the affairs of the NATO panel through active attendance at plenary sessioiss and meetitgs of the
executive committee and North American Regional Panel and all ad hoc committees and working groups stablished IY the
Chairman for the accomplishment of a specific Job or consideration of a particular problem.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The program embodies the total US effort In achieving NATO lnterchangability of siall caliber
and automatic cannon caliber Infantry weapon-Bystems. This program contains no duplication of effout either within the Army
or DOD and meets the relevant mission requirements of all services.

N. (0) WORK PERFORMED BY: RDTE work associated with this program is conducted in-house at the US At~ay ARRADCOM facilities
located at Dover and Fort Dix. NJ. No contractors are associated with this program except for small procurements of test
equlament and material.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOHPLISIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Prior efforts under this program element were the loinding of the NATO Small
Arms Evaluation through FY 1980. That program has been completed and has resulted In the selection or a second NATO stand-
ard caliber (5.56mm) for small arms and 'ih production of a NATO Standardization Agreement (STANAG) which is undergoing rat-
ification by member countries. The described effo:r is a new program under this program element. The prior program was
generally funded from the procurement allocations under which ammunition standardization programs w re developed and Imple-
mented for 7.62mm., 9am, 20mm x 139 and for 7.62mm links. clips, and chargers. A STANAG for 5.56mm imasunLttoui han been
initiated, and a STANAG for 25mm ammunition is in process. The North American Regional Test Center (NARTC) has been fully
staffed and equipped and has been operational for 19 years. It actively maintains calibration and orrelation with its
European counterpart and ten National Test Centers. As a result of these efforts, the srmies of t-s NATO countries are
equipped with rifles, machine guns, sidearms and automatic cannon which will fire any ammunition produced in any of the NATO
countries. As a result of the mechanisms established in these prior years, the interchangeable stockpile of NATO ammunition
Is still growing, in some cases, 20 years after ratification of the STANAG, and the introduction of qouninterchangeable ammu-
nition has been depenably prevented. The cost of the program is fully justified by the magnitude s the follow-on ammuni-
tion production whose interchangeability Is guaranteed by this work. As an example, since the ratil! is;tion of SrANAG 2310
(7.62mm ammunition), the US has produced approximately 6500 lots containing nearly 10 billion roun,6 of interclhasigeable
7.62mm ammunition worth some $750 million and approximately 2 million 7.

6 2
mm weapons worth $500 millist. The total NATO

7.62mm system consists of some 25 cartridge designs fully interchangeable in more than 20 weapons Ih slsyed throuaghout NATO.
Furthermore, the confidence with which the Interchangeabilityeetabllshed by this program is held allows for the acqulsltion
of foreign weapona with no question of Incompatability with domestic ammunition; for example, the US adoption of the Belgian
MAC 58 machine gun as the M240 machine gun for use on US tanks.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.46.08.A Title: Army Small Arms Program
DOD Mission Area: -Vli - Close Combat Bedget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

2. (11) F¥ 1981 Program: FY 1981 is the transition year from prior funding sources to RDTE. flereoms an F¥ 1981
proposal was not submitted In time to be included in the budget, a below threshhold reprogramming action Is expected to
provide sufficient funIs in FY 1981. These funds will be used to continue all of the ongoing efforts including operation of
the North American Regional Test Center (NARTC), and to complete the development of the standardization program for 5.56mm
ammunition.

3. (Ui) FY L982 Planned Program: The PY 1982 program will primarily support the completion of the 25iam standardization
program, the design, .qilsltlon, and/or fabrication of 5.56mm-peculiar test equipment and gauges, the publication of the
5.5

6
mm Manual of Proof and Inspection Procedures, and Initiation of full-scale efforts on standardization of 5.5

6
mm link,

clips, and chargers. The FY 1982 program will also continue the operation of the NARTC and will probably support the first
interchangeabitlity firings of 5.56mm amminition and the first US attempts at 9mm ammunition production.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: The FY 1983 program will support the continuation of all ongoing programs and opera-
tion of the NARTC, and will complete the design, acquisition, and/or fabrication of 

2
5mm-pecultar test equipment and gauges,

the publication of the 
2

5sm Manual of Proof and Inspection Procedures, and completion of work on the STANAC's for 5.5
6

ma
ancitlary equipment.

5. (U) Program t Completion: This is a continuing program that will extend as long as the interchaugeablity of
weapons and ammunition within the NATO community is US policy. In the outyears existing programs will be -ontinued and new
ones added as the NATO standardization of additional calibers becomes a desired objective.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
FY 1982 RDTE CO!GRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6.46.09.A Title: Combat Support Systems
DOD Mission Area: 0215 - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Progra,

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Tot a I
Project FY 1981 EY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 AdditioaI Etilated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to_ COral!! I Ia - Cs t

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEM1ENT 1297 548 3102 2701 Continuh,, i  Not ApplIcable
QUANTITIES

D9l Smoke Monitions and Material 1297 548 3102 2;Ot Contiuh, .g Not ppI icable
System

I. (iU WRItY DOESCRIfTIOU OP ELV.EIMRT Alib MISSION NEED: This program provides for the Engineering 1.4elopment (ED) of new
and improved smoke munitions and systems. Adequate tactical protection of armored vehicles require; that they possess the
means to rapidly and effectively obscure the enemy's surveillance and thus Interfere with his weapoo. icquisiti r, aiming,
and guidance capabilities. Armored vehicle on-board smoke screening systems being developed wilt p ,,ide rapid response
protection systems that meet this requirement.

C. (U ) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST: Funds are required to complete development of the rapid smoke grenade liauncher for
tactical vehicles such as self-propelled artillery, seLIf-propelled air defense systems, and combat .pport vehi, Ivs, to com-
piete validation and adaptation studies of the vehicle engine exhaust smoke system (VEESS) to the ,,O, M60A2, a-I "48A5
tanks, Armored Vehicle Launch Bridge (AVLB), 728 Combat Engineering Vehicle (CEV), and N88AI Medli,, Recovery V,-hicle (MRV),
and to continue development of VEESS for armored vehicle engines such as self-propelled artillery .l., jir def.i;,! systems.

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ In thousands)

Total
AdditionII Estim.,ted

Ff 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completi on Cost

Funds (current requirements) 1297 548 3102 Contlnui,,i, Not Applicable

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Progr;am Element: if,.4,,.09. A Title: Combat Support Systems

DOD !1i-Inn Area: 115 -Land Combat Sup.1ort Budget Acttvity -TctcIrSu

Additional Es I imated
FY 198q Fy 1981 FY 1982 To Completion 1:0st

Funds (as sho." I n FY 1981 1028 620 1528 Continuing ,l Applicable

suhmission)

The $169 thousand d,,ll ir increase In FY 1980 was required to complete type classification of the XH257 gr -,,le launcher.

The decreeqe of $72 th.,usand In the FY 1981 funding level reflects the application of general Congresslo-i1 ieductions. The
$426 thoosind decreuse In FY 1982 Is the result of not receiving projected requirements for developing gr-icile launcher

systems for self-pr-,pe led air defense weapons and -artillery.

E. (Ui) O rER APPROiR ArION FUNDS: ($ in thousands): Hot Applicable.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Elemcnt: #..4t).19.A Title: Combat lpport Systems

DOD fi ssIon Area: I2 5 -Land Combat SupjLort Radget-ct- -ity: -rtactcea Programs

F. ([I) DETAILED BACKGRIIIND AND DESCRiPTiON: This program supports tire developsent of rapid smoke pfl ction for [IS

armored vehicles to l bade the following: application of tile H239 or M250 rapid smoke grenile Iaoelhhr to M60)A2. Xiii, -nd

1,4S tanks, M728 Combat Fngineer Vehicle, D[VAD Gun, and NSBAl Medium Recovery Vehicle, developmtent ,f a 4-tube diselarger,

grenade launcher system for application to the Infantry Combat Vehicle, Improved T0d Vehicle, SIIFAE, 11ii Squad ad TOW
Carrier, and other combat vehicles. Additionally, a vehicle engine exhaust smoke system (VEESS) for iti;,I/A3 tanks jnd

other IS d iesel-irivea iamored vehicles Is belng developel which will complement the rapid smoke grea id.o laincher -ystem.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The Army is [lie lDaart-liat of Defense (DOD) Execntive Agent for ,levelio mail of ;i,-k,. and mil-

isiiectral obscurants. The other Services sponsor engineering developent for materiel unique to e;a(c s- vice. Ia Isuon per-
soni-al froma each Service monitor thre developing igencies programs, and joint committees meet regularl. to revILw Service!
needs an insure developsent programs ;are orlent.a-i to satisfy joint neeis. This program Is supported h/ Program Elements
6.26.22.A. Chemical Munitions and Chemical C7ombat Suapport, and 6.36.27.A, Combat Support Munitions.

II. (iU) WORK PERFORMED BY: Tire Smoke Systems praograum is managed by the Project 4anager-Smoke/Obscur si. Approximately 601

percent of tie armored vehicle rapid smoke protection systems effort willt be in-house by US Army Chei, i I Systems
Laboratory, Edgewood, iD; 20 percent will be the test effort of the US Army Test and Evaluation Co.,i:a,.d, Aberdeen Proving

Ground, MD; and 20 percent will he contractor effort. Fifty percent of thre vehicle exhaust smoke gei,-ruting syst,.m will be

in-house by the U1S Army Chemical Systems Labocatory, Egewood, MD, and 50 percent will be contractual .stfort with 'eledyne

Continental Motors Corporation, Muskegon. Mi. Other efforts supporting this program will be conduct . Iy US Army 'est and
Evluation Command, Aberdeen, MD; Miller Research Corporation, Baltimore, MD; Battelle Corporation, :,.uabos, (ill; P1roject

Manager-MbO; Project Officer-HiS; Project tlanager-XI; Project Manager-Fighting Vehicle Systems (FVS), Project
Manger-mproved TOW Vehicles; Project Mange, 113AI Armored Personnel Carrier; Chrysler Corporation lIetense Diviln,

Warren, MI; and US Army Armament Materiel Rei 'ness Command, Rock Islind, IL.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIIIENTS AND FUTUIE PROGKAMS:

I. (U1) FY 1980 an-I Prior Accomllshunm-ats: Concept feasibility testing, laser testing, and type - I iaslfiC tiliu of the

42)9 launcher (6-tthe) and LAI Smoie Grena,le for M160AI/A3 Tanks were completed in FY76 along with it, initlatlian of design
for a 4-tibe l auncher for other types of armored vehicles. Durling FY 1978, tiae US Tank Units in Eur

1
I.e received approxi-

mltely 600 of the recently type classified H239 rapid smoke grenade laancher systems. rhe Initial fi, I lig plan, which
called for Issuing 1291 4239 systems to hIS Army forces ia Eiarope for application to H60A[ tanks, was .uuieted in )ecember

197. In FY 1979, type classificatton of thLe M243 and M250 rapid smoke grenade launchers was comple ,I. A valte umagi-
neering program to r,.design iithe M29 lauancher dischtargers to reduce the weight, develop Interchangehl hases, ani lower the
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Elm,,nt: 06.46,.0'.A Title; "tombat Snort Systems

DO) Mission Area: 215 - Land Combat Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progra.ms

root wjas Initiated. Coordination with Project Manager-I60 was initiated for fielding of the vehicle engine I lst smoke
system (VEESS) on P46OAI/AI tanks. Validation and adaption programs of the VEESS to the M60, M60A2, M48A5 tan:;, AVLB, M728
CrV, and NRSAI Median Recovery Vehicle (fRV) were initiated. and artillery. In FY 1980 the M257 snoke grenah, laincher
designed for use on the infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) wis type classified. Effort continued on develop ment ,-f the XM25

9

grnide li,-irher and adaptation for follow-on armored vehicle requlirements, and the validation and adaptation ,1. nles of LheP
VYESS to the M60, M60A2 and H48A5 tanks, AVLB, M1728 CEV and MlAl MRV. A feasibility study of a VEESS for th! I ',troii
Diesel 6V53 engine was Initiated.

2. (if) FY 191l Program: ievelopmsent efforts will rontlon on the KM259 grenade launcher for the MIl -,ared
Personnel C arrler, Surface Lioncl Unit Fuel Air Explosive (SI.IIFAE), and the Marine Corps LVT-7 vehicles. Wor. ,III a1o
continue on validation and idaptation stnies of the VEESS to the M60, M60A2, and M48A5 tanks, Armored Vehi. I .launch Brilge
(AVLB), 1728 'EV, and Mg3t41 MRV. Developmental work on an engine smoke generator for the XI4t tank and Infalnt y Fightlig
Vehicle/Cavalry Fightinp Vehicle will be monitored by PM Smoke. System-specific work will be accomplished Iy rtch system';
respective project manager office.

1. (U) FY 1982 PlinnedProjram: Development and adaption of rapid smoke grenade launcher systems for time MII3AI
SIIFAF and the LVT Vehicles will be completed. The feasibility study of a VEESS for the 6V51 Detroit diesel engine will
also be complirted. Fielding programs of the vehicle engine exhaust smoke system (VEESS) will be coordinated ,ith PM-il for
the 160, M61A2, and M48A5 Tanks, Armored Vehicle I.aunch Bridge (AVI.B), and M728 Combat Engineer Vehicle (CEV). Engineering
Development will be initiated on a manportable smoke/obscurants generating system. The Development Test Il/Operational Test
Ii plan will be prepared. Procurement of test Items will be initiated.

4. (11) FT 1983 Planned Program: Engineering Developsent effort on launcher adaptation for additional Ilentified areor
vehicle requiroments will continue. Development will be Initiated on a vehicle engine exhaust smoke system (VE:SS) for the
6V53 Detroit dlsel engine and other tracked vehicle engines as required. The DT Ti/OT It tests of the manpoitable obq-
curants generiting system will he completed and evaluated.' Production prototypes will be selected. Plans for IT II/OT 1I
on the XM76 infrared defeating smoke grenade will he prepared.

5. (U) Program to Compltion: This is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: #6r'46.10.A Title: Lethal Chemical Munitions
DOD Mission Area: #215 - Land- Combat Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical I'r-,, .

A. (Il) RESOURCES (PIROIECT LISTING): ($ In thousands)

Totl I
Prolect FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 AdditionI Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Com I,. i on Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 1050 3 2219 1583 Cont InuIr.. Not Applicable
QUANTITIES

DF94 Lethal Chemical 1050 0 2219 1583 Continuing Not Applicable
Ground Munitions

DF95 Lethal Chemical
Missile Warhead 0 0 0 0 Continuil Not Applicable

B. (i)) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ElEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Tile Soviet Union has developed and contino, - maintain a
formidable offensive chemical warfare capability which presents a threat to the survival of United i -tes (U;) iud North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces, in contrast, the US has not manufactured any chemical , pons since, 1969.
Consequently, tile current stockpile is deteriorating and becoming obsolete. National defense poll, --quires the
development and maintenance of a crelible deterrent/retaliatory chemical warfare capability. This -,gram Elemenr supports
that requirement by providing for the Engineering Development of agent/munition prototypes completil q Advanced I)cveloinment.
Work accomplished under this program supports all Engineering Development needs of tile Army, and th round forers of the
Marine Corps for tile development of a chemical capability for artillery, rocket, and tactical missl i - warrheals.

C. (U) BASIS F0R FY 1982 ROTE REiEST: Engineering Development (ED) will be initiated on a lethral I-tiary lrterrrediate
Volatility Agent (IVA) S1-mm projectile. The ertiaiced inhalatlt% and percutaneous effects of tire i A will siglificantly
Increase casualty prodrction in tire target area. The longer persistency of the IVA will also redr ite number rf mulitions
required to maintain contamination in a given area for a specified time. Funds are not programed f,, work in Piroct
6.46.10 DF95, Letiral Chemical Missile Warheads, until FY 1984 when a chemical warhead for tire ull lre Launch Rocket System
(MIRS) is scheduled to transition from Advanced to EnglneerLrng Development.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Progr:m Elment: 16.46.10.11 Title: ILeth;l Chemical MuniLons

titBO isn:D Area: 1 5- ' 1. indCombat Support Budiget Activity _4 - ~ TjtIa Progrs

Current I leatone Dates

4., jor I e tont es _i le t ne Dates Shown In FY 1981 submission

Initiate RaRineering IQ FY 1982 Not Shown in FY 1981

fevelops.enr (EU) on 1551M Submission

Binary lntrrme-ilate

Volatility Agent Projectile

Complete El) on 155mm 4Q FY 1984 Not Shown In FY 1981

IVA Projecrile Submission

Initiate El) on Chemical IQ FY 1984 Not Shown In FY 1981

Warhead for MLRS Submisslon

Complet., AI) on Chemlcal 4() FY 1987 Not Shown in FY 1981

Wirlead for MIRS SuIbmission

The schehuled milest,,n and programed funding for this Program Element are extremely sensitive to changes in national policy

in regard to chemi:ca marfare and Congressional and Presidential support for construction and operation of at binary produc-

tion facility. AcquflslIon and maintenance of a crelible deterrent/retillatory capability requires consistent support.

I). (U) COMPARISON Wi t'I FY 1981 RT. RF.QIF.ST: ($ in thousands)

Total

Additional Its imated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cora

Funds (Current R-.quirements) 1050 0 2219 Continuing riot Applicable

F..uin (as shown In FY 1981 (COS not Submitted for FY 1980 and FY 1991)

sublssion)

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

i'rugt-.v Elemwflt: #6-46.l10A Tit Ie: iLetfal rhemical Monitions
DOD)1 M-Iloniw Arei: 021 La~CO-mh~t S-1119r! Bmigt Acivity.l _ -: Tctical rrS..:

F.I. ( OTHER API'RI)PIATLON FUNDS: In hou hoeids): Not appti cable.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Elemont: 06.46.1 ).A Title: Lethal Chemical Munitions

DOD iission Area:-?i 5 Land Combat Support Budget Activity: f4 - Tactical Programs

F. (If) DE'AILED BACKCROIJND AND DESCRIPTION: The objective of the Program Element Is to apply the Inherent i;fety chai.-
teriqtics of tie binary c-ncept to Engineering Development of lethal chemical artillery munitions and warhead-; for rockets
and mlsslles which succesqfully complete Advanced Development. The program Is essential to the development of a credible
deterrent/retaliatory capibtility required by national security policy and to counter the formidable threat posed by the
Soviet Union. Development of both artillery munitions and rocket and missile warheads is required to provide a capability
to engage targets in both the forward and rear areas of the battlelield. Such a capability will increase the
deterrent/retaliatory value of our chemical stockpile.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Department of Defense (OD) Directive 5160.5 assigns the Army executive agent responsibilities

for the development of all lethal chemical agents and munitions from Basic Research (6.1) through Advanced Development

(6.3), and for Engineering Development (6.4) for common use munitions. Each Service sponsors Engineering Develoipment on

lethal chemical agent weapons unique to Its own specific requirempnts. Information is exchanged and efforts coordinated

through exchange of technical doctesents, liaison officers, and joint technical coordinating groups which meet on a regular
basis. This Program Element (PE) is supported by technology developed in PE 6.26.22.A, Chemical Munitions anI Chemical
Combat Support, and PE 6.16.15.A, Lethal Chemical Munitions Concepts, Project 6.36.15.DE76, Lethal Chemical Mit,.riel.

ii. (U) W4tRI PERFORMED B': The IIS Army Chemical Systems Laboratory at Edgewood, MD, is the In-house developr for lethal

chemical agent muntitlo-. The US Army Test and Evaluition Command (TECOM), at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MI), aud l)ugway

Proving Ground, Thgway, UT, provide test and evaluation support.

1. (U) PROC'RA ACCOMPIiSIIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: The M687 binary nanpersistent lethal chemical nerve agent projectile comp-

leted Engineering Development (ED) and was type classified in FY 1976. Development has continued on the XM73I. iinary per-

sistent lethal nerve agent 8-inch projectile from FY 1977 to the present. Type classification for the X14736 wat Initially

scheduled for FY 1979. rnohnicsi problems have required a delay in type clhsslficatlon to 4th quarter FY 1981. Funds to

continue the ED efforts it FY 1980 have been provided by Army reprograming, and it is planned to reprogram funds in FY 1981

to continue the work. te a,ine there have been no funds programed for this PE since FY 1979, a Congressional fie-riptive
Summary (CUS) was not suba[itted In FY 1980 and FY 1981. The programed funding in FY 1982 and beyond reflects tht increas,|
urgency to modernize or deteriorating chemical weapons stockpile and develop a credible deterrent/retaliatory c.ipabitity.

[iring FY 1980 Development Test Il/Operational Test it (T [Il/OT 1i) was resumed on tue X 7 36. The testing waa cheduld to

be completed In the lot Quarter of FY 1981.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Program Element: #6.46.iO.A Title: Lethal h ,C,emlcal MunItions
DOD Mission Area: #215 - land Combat S rpport Budget Act lv ty; *4 - Tactical Prorj,..

2. (i) FY 1981 Program: The OT fi/OT 1t testing of the XM?36 bintiry projectile was temporarily *. ispcnded Iii Uvember
t980 white deficiencies observed during dynamic firing using agent stimulants are Investigated and evil-,med. A decision to
resume testing or Initiate additional engineering design work is scheduled to be made before the end or 2l Quarter FY 1981.
The $594 thousand required to support the efforts will be provided by reprograming by the Army. Unles. tlse-con:isslug
redesign work Is required, completion of ED and type classification Is scheduled for 4th Quarter FY 1981.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: It Is planned to initiate ED on the l55mm binary Intermediate vI Itity aget (IVA)
projectile. Manufacture of munition components will be Initiated. and the OT I[/OT ii test plan will i, ,,ompleted.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Engineering Development of the iSSmm binary IVA projectile will -itinue wit, the
Initiation of DT i[/OT IT.

5. (U) Program to Completion: Engineering Development will be completed on the 155mm projectil. in FY 1984 alI

initiated on chemical wiarheads for the Multiple Launch Rocket System (MI.RS) and the Corps Support Weap... ,stem (CS:I).
Work will continue on the KLRS and CSWS chemical warheads through FY 1987. The PE will continue to supl-IrL Ell on n . muni-
tion requirements identified by the user community.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Elcmcut; #6.46.t2.4 Title: Countermine and Barriers
DOD Mission Area: 2i4 -ilne Warfare Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

A. (It) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Tot.1
Pro j- t FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Esl Imared
ouberi Title Actual Estiate Estiate Estimate to Completion Cost--

TOTAL. FOR PROGRIAM ELEMENT 3608 1.786 __331 5212 Continuing Not Applicable
')IIAN fITtES Not Applicable

D021 Expiosivre Deoittlons 600 203 211 1458 Continuing Not Applicable
D145 Surf~ice-Latched Unit, Fuel-

Air Explosive (SLUFAE) 1969 351 0 0 0 261V.3
0300 Countermine and Barrier (NATO) 0 538 0 0 0 '

0415s Mine Neuteraicationf
Detection 1039 694 2820 3814 Continuing Not Applicable

The total eat lotted cost of project number 0145 as reported In FY81 Congressionil Descriptive Summary was unJ rstated doe to
administrative- oversight. The project total under this PE did not Include R&D totals accruing during the FYII-F'Y77 time
period while included iet P1. 6.36.19A, Landmine Warfare and Barrier Development, Project D606, Landmine Warfat,. tDevelopessent
and FE 6.46.12A, Counterie and Barriers, Project D415, Mine Neutralizat ton/Detectlton. The cturrent total eit imated coat
represents it,,al total ElI) costs based on government records throtght FY80 and those additional known remaining; R&D cosqts In
FY81.

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This FE provides for the developsent of explosives ai.d devices for
general ticttoii demolit lois missions, special-purpose Itemts for general Army and Special Forces use, equipmen~t for US Army
Techincal Escort, Army-pec.,l ar toc Is and kits for Explosive ordnance Disposal (EOD) units and engineering dovelorssent of a
group of complementary mint, detection and neutralization systems. Demolitions are used to assist in the rapid creation of
obstacles to -nesy movemen[ and to aid friendiy mobility by clearing enemy obstacles and debris. Technical es~,trt provides
for the safe movement of p,)tenttally hazardous munitions. EOD units provide a capability to neuitralize inherent explosive
ordnance hazards whtich prestent a possible threat to operations, installations, personnel, or materiel. ilistoritcatly,
mineftlds have proven to he effective combat multipliers used primarily In the defense. Defensive minefilis are selectedl
to ta-ke advantage of nalturil obstacles and to stop or canalize attacking forces. Mines are also used offensimily for flank
protectiot of advancing tor-matio,,m to deny access to vital terraine and routes of communiceat ions. The Warsaw 1,1 * whose
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: Ib.4b.12.A Title: Countermine and Barriers

DOD Mission Area: 0214 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: .- Tactical Progar~m.;

doctrine specifies the use of minefields durLng both offense and defense operations, can emplace al. tields r.pidly by

mech1anical mans. The current capability to counter tht mining threat by US Forces is extremely ,Idl 1I, ent in that it con-

sists of handheld detectors which require a slow point-to-point search and then manual or explosive ,eutr4lizatit:u of

individual mine-. Priority is placed on development of detection/neutralization devices and syst-eji which allow friendly

forces to maintain the momentum of the attack by rapidly breaching enemy minefields and neutralizli their barri,,r

potential. Project D300, Countermine and Barriers (NATO), has been deleted from this PE as a separ.itc project .I in the

future will be included as 4 task under project 0415.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 ROTE REQUEST: Initiate engineering development (ED) on the Bridge Oestro, t 1.)n Device, a manpor-

table line charge mine neutralization system (POIINS), a vehicle magnetic signature duplicator syst., (VEMASID), aedesign

the fuzing mechanism of the British mine-clearing line charge (Giant Viper), and continue ED on the .. ,.icie-mouni,-d road

mine detector.

D. (U) COMPARISON wirl FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST: ( in thousands)

Total
Additional Esti mated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Compl etL in Cost

RUTE

Funds (current requirements) 3608 1786 3031 Continuing Not Applicable

Funds (as shown In FY 1981

submission) 3671 1876 5788 Continuing Not Applicable

The small decrease In FY80 reflects reprograming to higher priority Army requirements. The FY81 dectiee is the result of

general Congressional reductions and reprograming o higher priority Army requirements. The decreas ia the FY82 program

reflects a delay In tile initiation of work on some D021 tasks and program delays associated with a tev,.d deveiolkaent

efforts on the Israeli Portable Mine Neutralization System (POKiNS) and the Vehicle Magnetic Signatuie Duplicator (VEMASID)

D415.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program El,ent: f62.6.12.A Title:.. Countermine and Barriers

DOD Missl,,s Area: '214 - Htne Warfare Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

E. (U) Oi'lER APPROI'RIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Tot .I
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Est I .ted
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To CWmpe_on Co~s --

Ammsunition Procuri-,t ii . Army
(BIIsting Agent)
Funds (current requirements) 0 2500 0 0 0 200
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 0 2500 2700 Not Shown 8900 1410o

Quantities (current requirements) 0 1650 0 0 0 1650
Quai fities (as .iown In FY 1981

aubsot.sion) (10)0 1 kits) 0 1650 2000 Not Shown 2000 ihso

Ammunition Procurement, Army

(SLUIFAE)
Funds (current requi rement 0 0 0 0 0 1)
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submi sIon) 1 2 8700 0 144900 1511,, O

Quantities (curreni r2quirements) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Quantities (as shonl in FY81

submission) (rouids each) 0 0 1250 Not shown 36996 18246
Weapons and Tracked :ombat Vehicles

(SLUFAI)

Funds (current r.quirements) 0 0 0 0 0
Funds (as shown in FY81

submission) (I.ingeter mod
of M548 and lonieh-r mod of
transporter) 0 0 8000 - Not Shown. 32500 40500

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Progr.am Element: 16.46.12.A Title: Countermine and Barriers

L)D Mission Arc .-- !214_- HIne Warfre Budgot Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Total
FY 1980 PY 1981 FY L982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual tiLate Estimate Estiate To Complet1lul Coa! t

nu:tities (curront requirements) 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Qoantiie. (as shown in FY81

submission) (launcliers) 0 0 53 Not shown 0 275

The entire SLUFAE procurement schedule has changed as a result of system test failures during OT It and ooSequsent Army
decision to delete the system from the funded level in the 82 PON. Since then, however, the system su, 'sfully completed
OT IA and Is scheduled for type classification in IQFY8t. Funding of the procurement of Blasting Age,,t (BA) in FY83 and
beyond Is deleted due to changes in the Army priority for and time extent of the requirement for the ny.;ta.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Elem,t: #6.46.1.A 'title: Countermine and Barriers
IID NIssloo Area.l2I1' ---Mine Warfare Budget Activiy tical Progra s

F. (i) DETAILED BACKGROINI) AND DESCRIPTION: This program provides development support for several mine war ire functlo-;
performed by the Army. [i, the area of tactical demolitions, simple firing devices for explosives are develop.d with the
goal of increased relialllity and a reduction in size and weight, and a long-range remote control firing devi'e will soon
begin development. Spe. li:i-purpose explosives are also developed such as the Bridge Destruction Device designed to be
effective ig;linst steel ohilge members. Items have been developed to assist Explosive Ordnance Disposal (ROD) personnel In
the neutrali lon of hisi,;irdous munitions, and Hard Overpack, a container for moving leaking chemical munitioins, has been
developed. This requirir Is continuous because of the introduction of new items into the inventory and the icquisilto
of foreign It ems from both friendly and enemy sources for evaluation and potential adaption. Since the deveIpmont of
|oint-Servlce EOD Items haq been assumed by the Navy, this program supports Army-peculiar developments and integration of

Navy-developud items Into the Army system. Providing effective countermeasures to landmines continues to present a signifl-
cant cl[i[lungo, to the Army developer. In recent years, efforts have been directed towards devices to perform both hasty and
deliberate hriacl-ies of mitlniel-s. Since breaching must take place while under fire as well as in a more benign envi-
ronment, two distinct aclvitiles must be iddressed: mine detection and neutralization. The preponderance of demvelopmental
effort has ben directed i,)wirds hasty minefield neutralization and breach with minimum impact on the momentoum of tile
attick. The Surface-Lainnched Unit, Fnel-Air Explosive (SLIIFAR) mine neutralization system has been designed I o provide a
rapid standoff breach of a minefield up to 240 meters in depth. SI.UFAE Is scheduled for type classification standard during
FY 1981. Follow-on systemq In this program include modtfication of the British Giant Viper projected line charge which will

accomplish both explosiv. eutralization of mines and NATO standardization, and a vehicle-mounted road mine detector to
rapidly clear lines of vmntications, a vehicle-mounted magnetic signature duplicator to cause premature actuation of mines
employing magnetic tnfli-ne fuzes, and m manportable line charge mine neutralization system capable of clearing antiperson-
nel mines, barbed wire, and other barrier devices.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVIIIES: Joint Service EOD items are fundeJl and developed by the Navy as the single manager for EOD
items in Program Elemens 1-1.6.54.N and 6.46.54.N, EOD Equipment to avoid duplication. Countermine developments in this
program element (PE) follow from advanced development (AD) efforts in PE 6.36.t9.A, Countermine and Barrier Systems. Army
countermine efforts are -liely coordinated with the Development Project Office for Selected Ammunition, Dover, New Jersey,
who is responsible for the development of mine fuzes, sensors, kill mechanisms. and logic In PE 6.36.06.A, 6.36.19.A, and
6.46.19.A, Lanlmine Warf.r. The Army has significantly reduced the cost and developmental effort on Surface-Launched Unit,
Fuel-Air Explosive (SLUFAE) by utilization of Navy-developed fuel-air explosives and rocket technology. The Army continues
to monitor the joint Fuel-Air Explosive (FAE) if program to avoid duplication. Available Navy in-house capability has been
used to produce develpuenial hardware. US continues to monitor RDTE efforts of foreign nations, particularly NATO, for
technological breakthroo, ih in the detection and neutralization of landmines. The procurement and testing of the British
Giant Viper Nine-Clearing line Charge and the Israeli Portable Mine Neutralization System (POMiNS) are examples.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 06.46.12.A Title: Countermine and Barriers

DOD Mission Area: #214 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

II. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Explosive Demolitions is the responsibility of the US Army Armament Re;r-'eh and IDvvelopment
Command (ARRADCOM), Dover, NJ. The US Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command (MHEIi ):OH), Fort Belvoir,
VA, is assigned responsibility for the Army Countermine and Barrier Program. In-house support Is pivided by: Navel
Weapons Center, China Lake, CA; Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak, MD; US Army Test and Evalu.tIn Commanld, Aberdeen,
MD; Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma, AZ; and the US Army Missile Command (MICO), Huntsville, AL. Contra, trs inclule: loneyweIl
Corporation, Hopkins, MN; Lanson Industries, Cullman, AL; Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, Ml; Cubic (:,irporatioi, i Jolis,
CA; and Martin Marietta, Orlando, FL.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLSIIHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: In FY 1975 a track-width mine plow was developed fiea, a Soviet design, but
was terminated because of blast vulnerability. During FY 1976, initial Surface-Launched Unit, Fuel Air Explosive (SLUFAE)
prototype items were fabricated, and engineering design tests were conducted against a live minefielA. IN FY 1911, the M122
remote firing device was type classified and limited production initiated. Efforts continued on th, blk explosive
(blasting agent) system to assist in the rapid creation of obstacles. The vehicle-mounted exploslv.. ,,ntalner fr transport
of hazardous explosive items to safer areas and the Hard Overpack to contain leaking chemical munitia): were initiated. In
FY 1977, SLUFAE Development Test (DT) 11/Operational Test (OT) 11 launcher hardware and initial protype rounds with elec-
tronic fuzes were procured. Surface-Launched Unit, Fuel-Air Explosive (SLUFAE) reliability, availability, and
maintainability (RAM) tests and logistic support concept tests were conducted. Artic and tropic tei;tlng on the SI.UFAE was
completed, and the compilation of the SLUFAE technical data package was initiated. During FY 1978, ti, mine-clearing roller
was type classified standard and production initiated. Initiated engineering development (ED) on the vehicle-mounited road
mine detector. All necessary experimental work on the detector had been performed, and tie proposed system was retdy for
full-scale development. Initiated ED on an overhead prototype shelter for troop positions. During 19/9, Developmental
Testing (DT 11) on the blasting agent was completed, and development test and operational testing (Dt/U1T 1I) tests on the
overpack were conducted. The vehicle-mounted explosive container was transferred to Navy Explosive Ji-Inance Dispsal (EODO)
for development. Completed DT/OT 11 on SLUFAE and developed requirement to conduct OT iIA to resolv, iperatlunal problems
with defining the target and ranging to It. Initiated International Materiel Evaluation (IME) of th,: iritish Gl.ant Viper
mine-clearing system. During FY 80, conducted OT ILA for the surface-launched unit, fuel-air explosla. (SLUfAE) mine neu-
tralization system. Continued engineer design tests on the vehIcle-mounted road detector and effort n ,,u combat shelters for
troop positions.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Type classify SLUFAE. Conduct DT I/OT ii on the Vehicle-Mounted Ral illne Deteclor.
Continue evaluation of the British Giant Viper System. Type classifty the chemial munition containr, lard Overl.ifk.
Continue testing combat shelters and Initiate production on ihe blasting agent.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.46.12.A Title: Countermine and Barriers
D0D Mission Area: 14 -line Warfare Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

3. (U) PY 1982 Planned Program: Continue ED of vehicle-mounted road mine detector (VHRMD). initlat-; ED on the
portable mine neutralization system (POMINS), the vehicle magnetic signature duplicator system (VEMASID), the Bridge
Destruction Device, and modify the Giant Viper fuze mechanism.

4. (if) FY 1983 Planned Program: Type classify the vehicle-mounted road mine detector. Continue ED on the Giant Viper
fuze, portable mine meutralization system, the vehicle magnetic signature duplicator, and the Bridge Destrm,:tion Device.

S. (U) ProLrzm to Cometion: This is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 3-! RiYE iCit~;NGESSIONALI. I)1(Bie-rI[tI SUMM4ARY

Pr.igrim Element: fi. '1). s, . A Title: Fight lg Vei Ice Sys ess ( FV
D1)0) 'lission Arce: 4211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Pr, ,r us

A. (U) RESOURCES (PR:) r LISTING); ( in thousands)

Proj)ct FY 1930 FY 1981 FY 195! FY 1983 AJlJiti. i E,( itated
Number Title ActuaI Estimate Estimate Estimate To C,) .I.

, 
loin CoilCA

TOTAL FlR PIOGRAM ELEMENT 14637 41651 106721 TB' TO rBi1

qUANTI rIES

Infantry Fightin& Vehicle (IFV)
Cavalry Fighting Vehicle

I))-1 Fighting Vehicle Systems (FVS) 34631 41451 1(6721 'BL) ril)

tincluiJes one automotive test rig.
t
tiiitlndes FY13 and prior.

f. (0) 3RIEF IDESCiPWI'N OF ELEIEJT AN) MISSION VE D Warsaw Pact doctrine envisions the employm,', ,f highly ibiue,
arm)r-heavy maneuver forces supported by massive artillery fire and air strikes to rapidly breach eli, iy lefenses imli pene-

trite deep into rear areas. The mobility, firepower, and survivability of these forces are being enili . .dl through an ongoing
moilrilitlon program. In oppositlon to tie imnerilally suiperior Warsaw Pact forces is the NATP) COtilimm. Arms Ler,. In tie
1980}°s, the primary antlarmor system within that teiam will be the MI main battle tank. Ilowever, Ill r to Jefea.t the total
threat array, other systems within the combined arms team mist provide combat capabilities which arc, mitlementary to and

,impatible with the 4i. The Infantry and Cavalry Fight)ng Vehicles (IFVJCFV) were developeI to provi Iv these c ai.1lilt les Ill
both minted and JIsmicetlte operatlorns. they ire re,.lired to more flitly enhan-e the apabiliies ii Ih t ink adi tol actos-

ill Ish those tasks wiltl h the taik , anoot perf.rm. The IFV and CFV will provlie to the combineJ 3rins I i1 2 an lisprieed armored
fll-crick fightin clivihie which sIobstantiJilly Increases the (rouss-ountry mobility, firepower, all ,i lvabil tLy if combat
iuf intry and armrel retunti Iaie suads. Both IFV and FKV provi.e a two-an turret which m1oun11ts rL el' Vticlc R.ipii Fire
l.!apon System (YRFWS), I tabliZeJ, intl l-feel 25.m eapon, and a 7.62mm coaxial machineguln. 91), ci iI ;urat imis ,)oint, the

"raie-L inctiheJ, rpt it ijly rr , kel, ir--G;ui eld Missile (tITi) syistem. Tie IFV carries a nine-man squtul wil alt aalmtat loll for
SIX Firilg Port Wea pl (FF%4). Tie CFV tarries a five-min sqmai And the Same armament is tie IFV (,! s tie FPl) aid is prin-
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Pr,,r .kIe.et: . 6. Title: FLhtin Vehlle Systems, (FVS)
ii,i .ion an i 11 ( s-i e Combat Budget Activity: I - Tactical Proer _t

cIpilin Iv |''lin- I i umlp[ Iqh rec,|nalssance, security, and economy of force oper3tionq. Soth ifV/CFV ar, i ompatible with
Is,. il Fink< Syntem, ive .in inherent swimming capabllty, ild are air-transportable In the C1 l and 5% iieci ift.

C. (11) _W.\iS FORF f 1. ROTE REQUIESr: Finds requested are to support the continued development of Test Neasurement and

Iii ,pmtsi Icqusipment (T40E), and skill performance aids (SPA) mteriats; adJittonal Logistics development to permit immediate
government is.mupt) i if integrated logistics support; development of training devices; and apply modification for TOWd
'lissile jui lince ole truinris for integration of TO14 1. rhe initial Operational Cpabilty ([OC) is three months later
be( ose of exteniel pricrthon leadtimes and reduced quantities of production vehicles during initial production buys. The
Armiiy is pl- Inin t impilment a competitive program Juring FY82 for improved maintainabliity and cost reduction of the Inte-

gr it,_I SIghi lnlt (I I

Current Milestone Dates
lh or 'i I Itones Mi lestone Oates Shown In FY 1981 Submission

Complete Ir It on IFV Nov 79 Nov 79

krmy System% Acquisition Review

Cou, ii III (ASARC [it) Dec 79 Dec 79
Compie Pr,)totype Qualification

rest - C;uvernment (F(QT-Z) on IFV Apr 80 Jun 80

[nitil i perationat Capabitlity (il0C) ?IFY33 4QFYS2

1). i) GIP.ARISO'4 WIi r:i FY 1931 ROTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total

u41it tonal Estima led

FY 1930 FY 1981 FY 1987 To Completion Cost

Rgu'
Finds (curreuf requirements) 14637 '1651 106721 riO riml
Fi,, (as sh .ur in FY 1991

ibmisqion) 3?917 1 1960 2
9 8

6
9  

19?9, 195991)
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Program Element: $.46.16.A Title: Fighting Vehicle Systems (FVSi)
D)) Mission Area: i7 I - Close Combat 5,ulget Activity: # - Tactical Pr.,r,,s

The FY80 increase reflects a $1;)O0 reprograming action for the CFV Force Development and Experimentarii, e ffort. le FY81

variance Is attrlbutable to an lflation adjustment. The amount of $48855 was added by the President.' hodget .ineihlment to

restore the FY82 program to an executable level. Additional funding will cover Increases in contraIi- stimats tr tech-

nical manuals, automated test equipment, training devices, TWAI ? conversion, and Integrated logistli -- port (I1s)

requirements to facilitate the Army's ability to meet Its projected IOC in 2QFY3I. Increases beyond I e-; are orrc.liy under
study.

E. OTIIER APPR)PRIATION FUNDS: ($ In thous nils)

AdJit iiiii )EiLimAted
FY 198.) FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 195 I Ciiiii. cion Cist-

Weapons and Tracked Combat Vehicle

Procurement, Army:

Funds (current requirements) 211600 52770 80990) TBD T8I0 IS'1)

Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission)

FVS 225400 14644)0) 514700 Not Shown 4851t, Io 1Li6500

Qunities (current requirements) 100 400 610 600 58182 6882
Quintitles (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 29 400 600 Not Shown 10 S i 9261

The above procurement program combines IFV and CFV under the FVS program. The current procurement reqpiirements is shown are

baised on a sole-source procurement strategy. Although a competitive second-source program has been ioiti ted with Irelimi-

n.ary efforts ongoing to identify a second producer, the above program Joes not include funds to fully i 1 iLement a sciud

surce strategy.

*includes FY79 and prior years; does not include Initial spares.

D)! 2 - Budget increases from the FY81 submission shown in the-Current requirement are due to several f a ['irs. The Iitest

UNCLASSIFIED
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t'r,;irlu FIement 1, 1,6.16. A Title: Fi~lhtiiig Vehicle Systems (FVS)
MI)1) Liy.ton *rC l - .)se Combat Budlget Activity: 4 - Tactical Pro g r a,

e.tim iL- for pr,)lhoct[on were derive, primarily from contractor proposl[ lata and revised contractor estim3tes for the

outyeirs which rdlert conslleribly higher projections for Inflation than previolsy sulmitted. In a dltlon, there were

,idlel fequtrement for rest l(1.storement i)lagnostlc Equjipment which increased the total vehicle program cost. The vehicle

quantity Initial )por.atIonal objective (100) was lecreased from 9,161 to 6,882 per Department of the Army lirection.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: . .46.16. I Title: Fhtin Vehl.le -st.!a (ij:;i

1)01) HissIon Are:- #211-- Close Combat Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical I r ...-.rams

F. (U) DETAILED BA.K;R!IIINI) AND DESCRIPTION: The Fighting Vehicle Systems (FVS) program has a tw, f. Id objtleve. The first
objective Is to develop a ftll-tracked, lightly armored Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) which prov) I,.; the mecli-led Infan-
try with protected cross-country mobility and velicular-mounted firepower necessary to accomplIsh A Igned missions. The
second objective Is to provide a Cavalry Fighting Vehicle (CV) for the armored cavalry and tile me ,slzed bitt ilion scout
squadis which allows them to iccomplish reconnalssanco asi security missions. The IFV, with its fit hillized 2Smm cannon and
7.62mm machinegan, tite TOW antitank gulle-I missile system, and six firing port weapons, will provJ) a large volume of
firepower at lose and long ranges during both day and night operations. Its armor protection is -,ificautly Increased
over the current Mill ar-orel pesonnel carrier due to space) lam-inate armor. Its speed and mobility ire coim1 arible with the
XHI. The CFV is a modified [FV with a lifferunt storage configuration and no firing part weapons. A unique capabilty of the
IFV and CFV is the stabilized turret drive which permits tie main gun and machinegun to be firel a-m -ately !,cut when the
vehicle is moving ripldly over rough cross-country terrain. Tie FVS Primary Weapon, 25mm aitomati ('annon, witia in effective
range in excess of 2500 meters, delivers both armor-piercing and high-explosive fire with extreme i-caracy. Th TOd antitank
missile is fired from a double-tube, armore launcher which Is attached to the turret weapon stati-i. The TOWd ean defeat any
currently known enemy tank at ranges out to 3,750 meters. An 4240C 7.62mm machinegun Is coaxtally satel wittin the weapon
stition and supplements tle firepower of tie other weapons.

G. (II) RELATED ACTIVITIES: Program Element (PE) 6.46.17.A, Veilte RaplI Fir. 14-iapon System (V I, iSa, support-; tile Fighting
VeIi(cle Systems program by providing for a 25mm automatic gun for use with both vehicles. Funds aim- irovided to IFV from the
Multiple Launch Rocket System, Program Element 6.31.03.4, for Jevelopment of the MLRS Derivative VIIlle. Im' Firing Port
Weapon (FPW) project wis formerly funded in PE 6.36.07.A, Army Small Arms Program, and the CFV dewi.il,1 ment clf-ii w- funlelI
i PE 6.46.29 Dil65 In FY30 and prior. The FVS Product Improvement Program inder PE 1.17.11 'll! ,.a activated] in FY8) and Is

fnled st.rtng in FY92 to begin PIP developents.

II. (I1) WORK PERFORMED -BY: The IFV/.FV engineering development Is helng con-mhted by FMC Corpor..t iota, San los-,, CA. Major
subcontractors Involved In this programs ire G'-neral Electric,. Pittsfield, MA; Cummins Engine Co., G.)iombus, IN; aid Hughes
Aircraft Co. an- ilghes ilellcopter Co. botia of Calver City, CA. Support. as required. Is being p, f ,eA by t,. IS Army
Tank-Automotive Commanl, Wrren, MI; US At my Armament Research and Development Command, Dover, NJ; i! Army El:cm ronics
Research and Development Command, Adelphi, HD; US Army Hissle CommanJ, iluntsvtlle, %I.; and the Pi 1- t Manager, TOW/DRAGON,
Ihuntsville, AL-

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCIIPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

UNCLASSIFIED
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Pr',,r im Element: 6.46.16.A Title: Fiahtlna Vehicle Systems (FVS)
DOD Mission Area: I- i- Close Combat Budget Activity:!'. - Tactical Progrim-;

I. (i1) FY 198) and Prior Accomplishments: The Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle (HiCV) progr:am was approved by tile
Defense Systems Acquisltlon Review Council (DSARC) In April 1972. Following thie source selection process, a

cost-plus-incentlve-fet, contract was awarded to FMC in November 1972 for Engineering Development and Advan, -I Produc tion

Engineering. The Firing Port Weapon (FF14) prolect was transferred to this program following the Concept Frinalation
in-Procesq Review in Miy 1974. The Modified 16 Rifle was selected to enter engineering development is th.. randidate FPW.

Prototype Qualiftcition Test-Government (PQT-C) was Initiated on I Octobpr 1975, but when testing revealed uncertilnties

relative to the suspension ant transmission, tests were terminated In February 1976. During the remandler of FY 1976, trans-
mission prohiems were corrected and verified. Tile rqr-G was restarted and Operitional Test (0) 1initl itel in ictohor

1976. D irlng the fin-il quarter of FY 1976, the Army organized a Special 41CV Task Force to review tile tot !I MIV progi.am and
mike recommendattons on vehicle configuration In view of the operational requirements. The Task Force rec- nr,nded a r.iirec-

tion of the. program to develop a single fighting vehicle for the infantry and scout roles which would mount i two-man tLurret
with a 25mm gun and TirW launcher. On 1 November 1976, the Secretary of tile Army approved the recommendathnl of the Task
Force. The developmeot of a new Fighting Vehicle was begun w th the Award of the sole-source letter contr..ct to FMC
Corporation. In Jan ary 1977, a Defense Department program budget decision eliminated the one-man turret, 

2
0imm NICV from FY

1979 production and auhorized only 27 vehicles in FY' 1979. Since these 27 unique vehicles were determineA n t to be cost
effective, the Army terminated the 20mm MICV program In March 1977, and approved the application of its resources for use In
the develol~ment of the new Infantry and Cavalry Fighting Vehicles. At that time, ongoing PQT-G and Producibility Engineering

and Planning (PEP) efforts related to the 20mm NICV were terminated. On 10 July 1977, the HICV Systems Office was offlicially
redesignated the Fighting Vehicle Systems (FVS) Office. The NICV was renamed the Infantry Fighting Vehilet. ([FV), H2. and

tile NICV/Soout became tile Cavalry Fighting Vehicle (CFV) MI. The PEP contract was awarded in June i978. Inittal Tolw firings
were succ.sfully con uted In holy 1978. A Congressionally directed study (Crizer Task Force) confirmed tihe requirement for
and current design of the IFV/CFV. Further, it recommended against developing a more survivable vehicle i this time. As
directed by the Offl. of the Secretary of Defense, a study of less costly derivatives and force structurQ changes was con-
dun-ed by the 4ahaff.-y htuidy Group which concluded that the current IFV/CFV progrm was the best In terms of cost ald opera-

tional effectiveness -m,uig all derivative-type vehles considered. First Engineering Development ve-ricloi; were rcei ed in

November 1919. Formil ,ontractor testing begin In December 1978 ani government testing in June i979. Te,, IFV Operational
Test Ii (O1 I) trinin, began In Jily 1979. The test, utilitzing four IFV's and mechanized Infantry platei-n with appropri.te
support from Fort Car .o,., 'M, verified tile operatIonal cipabillity of the system. Operational testing COT I) of tile IFV with
armament waq ompletedA in November 1979. The final report was published In February 1980. A Force Deve l n..t Test &
Experimentition (FDTE) .ffort was conducted at Fort Knox with, five CFV's to demonstrate the operational o iujhility of tihe
vehicleq in the cavalry role. Follow-on development and fix verification testing of two prototype vehiclt,, was Initiated In

UNCLASSIFIED
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Prograzm Element: 6.46.16.A TItle: Fighti,ng Veit.cle Systems (Pv;)
Di0 4ission Area; 5211 - Close Combat 3uJget Activity: V4 - Tactical PI j'_' ins

selp S1) and is continning. Development resting (Dr II) began in Joly 1979 and was completed In Iun, Ip1:,). CFV t t ing was
conlucted during April-August 1983. NSARC Il/ISA',C Ill decisions made were fur type classificatlci, vlhIcle pr,,luction
testing. and competitive vehicle acqulsition Iin FY82. I sole source contract was awarded to FiC I', i Irary 1981: to Initiate
product ion. Development efforts began for Test Measurement and Diagnostic Equipment and training , .

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Engineering leveloplent will continue on Test, Measurement, and Dia;,-t it Equpin,,t (f lDE),
skill performance aids (SPA) materials, Depot Maintenance Work Requirements, and additional logisti, . support to permit
government assumption of integrated logistics support at LOC; integration of ventilated NBC proteca i,, masks; devopment of
training devices; and modification for TOW missile guidance electronics to integrate TOW 2 tlrough I -agtneering change pro-
posed to the current iughes TOW 2 contract for immediate cut-in. Initial deliveries will begin in My 81i. The fY81 program
will Inclule First Article Preproduction testing of six vehaicles to verify the performance of the sy ,Ia when built in
accordance with the full-production process. First Article Preproduction Test Is to be accomplisheI tiring April-ictober
1981.

1. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Engineering development will continue on the training devices, iaproved row 2, Test
Measurement & Diagnostic Equipment, and other logistics support efforts including Physical Teardown .id Mainteisanle
Evaluation. A, competitive effort to redesign/repacknge the Integrated Sight Unit (ISO) for improved Mlintalnabllity and cost
reduction will be implemented by the Army if suitable alternative approaches are proposed. Initial .)perational tapability
(IGC) for the Continental United States is schedulel for ,tirch 1983. k comparison testing will be i.rtarmed on twl vehicles
from November 1981 and April 1982 production runs to verify performarce and quality standards. Duri'ig this period, skill
performance aids validation will be achieved as part of the maintenance evaluation. Initial production Test ([PI') will be
conducted on a total of eight vehicles commencing in January 1982 and continuing through October 198'.

4. F-'Y 1981 Planned Program: Engineering development will continue on training devices, Teitt beaasurement and
Diagnostic Equipment, and TOW 2; completion of Opot Maintenance Work Requirements and Physical Tear Iowa and talntenance
Evaluation; start development of Extension Training Manuals; and initiation of study for nuclear hardettng of the iFV/CFV
vehicle system. Follow-on test and evaluation effort wiltL be initiated con-
currently with Initial operational capability to verify the suftahltity of the entire Logistics packag e to Includie maintenance
manuals and Test Measurement and Diagnostic Equipment (TtlDE).

5. (U) Program to Completion: In FY85, Test Measurement & Diagnostic Equipment (THI E) devel, isient will be completed
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ind effort ,n training devices continued. Implementation of efforts to hirden the vehicle against nmclear elfvrts will

cout Inue .

I. (U) rKhST AND EVAL.14T1ON DATA:

I. (U) Development Teqt and Evaluation:

a. (I) )evelrpmnomt;al testing (DT) began In January 197 with the Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle ('41CV) and was In-

terruptei in "arch 1976 for seven months due to unsatisfactory transmission performance. Transmission redesign was achieved

and testing resumed in October 1976 continuing through January 1977. The MICV/2Omm program was terminated I% tirch 1977

after an Army review determined it was not cost effective for development in view of its operational shortfalls. Subse-

quently, all resources remaining were applied to the development of the Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) and the Cavalry

Fighting Vehicle (CFV). Results of HICV contractor testing were based on completion of 142,000 RAM miles ant I'O,OOO rounds

of 2()mm ammunition firet. Subsequent contractor testing on the iFV/CFV was comprised of 18,000 RAM miles tritveLed, 118,000

rounds of 25rmm ammmnitlmn firel, and 56 TOW missiles fired. Contractor testing revealed only minor deficiencies which were

all correctable. The IIV/CFV test and evaluation program made maximum use of prior ICV/20mm test data and reentered the

development test program at the DT I1 milestone. The extensive effort since 197% on the 11iCV assured concept validation suf-

ficient to warrant committing resources to full-scale development.

b. (U) Dmmvelopmmmnr Testing It (OT I[) began In June 1979 at Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG), MD. DT 11 1 r aided the
flna technical data for determining the IFV/CFV system readiness for transition into the full-productton plise of the aqmlt-

sitlmn cycle. Develmmimmntal testing assured that engineering was reasonably complete; that all significant design problems

associate. with survlsalmiLity/vtnerability, human factors, and supportability had been identified; that solmutlons to these

problems were at mand; mnd that all test issues critical to the production decision had been resolved. CritictL milestones

are listed: oT H sttirted Jun 
7
9, Interim Evaluation teport (IER) to the Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASAiC

111)-Dec 79; IKR to the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC III)-Jan 80; DT ii completed Jun 811; Final

Report-9er hi).

c. (11) rNo Inf.,mt y Fighting Vehicles (IFV) and one Cavalry Fighting Vehicle (CFV) have undergone DT If it APG.

Vehicles are to be us-3 aq weapon-mounted fighting stations as welt as troop carriers. Vehicles have two-man trrets which

incorporit time 7.6nm I ;oixlal 4achinegun; The Tube-Launched Optically Tracked, Wire-Guided (TOW) Missile System and the 25mm

UNCLASSIFIED
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l'cgram ELement: . 16.4 Title: FIhI ng Vehicle Systems (FVS)
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Automait ic Cannon. Except for minor design changes. the configurat ion tested will also be procured. Ne liproved TOW
Subsystem, Jesignate. Test Measurement and Dl ignostic Equipment ('"IDE), and the Integrated Logistics Soij,,rt ([L:;) System ate
still being ,eveiopol and were not available for test during OT I[ and OT It. The Improved TOW subsy:;t-' will be
developmentally tested during First Article Preproduction Testing, and the technical data package will be: verified during
Initial Production Testing (lPT). rThe designated 'hiE wilI also be evaluated during these tests. The L':lE is comprised of
the Ilit-in Test Equipment (BITE), the Simplified Test Eajuipment-Translttonal (STE-T), the Direct SuppcIL Electric. System
Test Set (DSESrS), TOW Subsystem Support EquIpment (TSS-SE), and EQUATE (AN/USM 41O). A complete ILS package will be tested
during IPT and also during a logIstics follow-on evaluation (FOE) scheduled for late FY82.

d. (U) Reliability results achieved during government testing is based on the following test mesarements; 12,500
miles traveled; 27,300 rounds fired by primary weapon and 68 TOW missiles fired. The mlnimum acceptabl.e value for system
performance In test was 195 mean miles between failure (81BF), reliability demonstrated was 219 HMBF. tauintalnabillty
Standards require schedaled organizational maintenance and service no more frequently than every six s.a.ihas or 1500 miles.
The demonstrated reliability and maintainability results are tabulated in paragraph 3 below. Organizit i,at and US/GS
mtntenance performance is expected to improve with toe appropriate THDE and adequate spare parts provi ;i,,ning. A aluber of
problem areas were recorded in test on tlae Integrated Sight Unit (ISU). These included image flutter, a pruble, noted during
previous OT testing; detent mechanism failure of boreslght knobs; effect of electromagnetic interferent,.; reticle I rightness;
faulty thermal swir h rheostat control; and vertical wavy lines In sight picture. Corrective action Iat; been identified for
each and will be verified during IPT. Other problems cited during test included a sporadic U-Joint tor., spike; ecLessive
power converter failures; toxic fumes (high carbon monoxide levels) whaen firing all weapons in buttoned-ap configuration;
powertrain and powerpack cooling failures; faulty catch bir on driver's hatth; degraded communications It, to high nolse
levels; no ISU backup sight; inadequate test equipment and technical manuals. Corrective action has be,, identified for each
problem area. In nearly all cases, corrections will be incorporated into the production vehicles and ancllary equipment.

e. (U) The Program Manager, Fighting Vehicle Systems, Is BG Donald P. Whalen, assigned 2 July 198.). The prime con-
tractor is FNC Corporation, San lose, CA. Some of the major subcontractors include General Electric Corp., lughes Aircraft
Corp., Hughes Helicopter Corp., and Cummins Engine Co. The US Army Tank-Automotive Command (USATACOI) ad contractors are
preparing qualification test procedures to environmentally test the iFV/CFV and armament. A copy of th, iPQT-C final report,
dated lune 1980, was received from the contractor. The developmental tester is the US Army Test and Evaluation Command
(FECOM), and the test evaluator is the US Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency (AHSAA).
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D001) tlission Area: #211 - Close Combat Rulget Activity: S - Tactical Program

f. (I) UT It testing was completed in June 1980 with no significant technical problems beyond those citd above. All
signifLcant Army requirements for transportability have essentially been demonstrated in test. Accuracy requirements for the
'42 15m Automatic Cannon exceeded the stated requirements for all rounds and all rates. Reliability. dur,.ltity, and

maintainability requtrements for the XH231 Firing Port Weapon have been demonstrated. Results are tabulated in paragraph 3.

2. (Ii) Operational Test andi Evaluation:

a. (II) A combined Operational ClimatIc Test/Force Development Test and Experimentation (OCT/FDTE) was conducted during
ianuary-March 1976 for the MICV/21mm program. The test was conducted at Fort Knox, KY. using US Army Forces Command
(FORSC04) personnel as player participants. The OCT provided limited data nn capabilities, limitations, a.l safety aspects
of tile Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle (MiCV) system in European winter thaw conditions. The FOTE developed
mobility/movement rate data on the l[CV. The initial Operational Test was conducted by the US Army Operational Test and
Evluation Agency (nITrA) at Fort Renning, GA, using mechanized infantry troops as player participants. The test started
4 O)ctober 1976 and (ontinued through 3[ January 1977. A need for additional user training and 2Omm gun modifications became
appirent tile to complexity of the one-man fighting station. Tils test was discontinued as a result of termination of the
hIIICV/ZOmm gun program In Mijrch 1977.

b. (U) Operationlt Testing Ii (OT ii) for the IFV was accomplished during October-November 1979 at Fort Carson, CO, by
the Army's Operational Test and Fvaluation Agency (OTEA). The purpose of the test was to provide data and associated
analyses on the operational effectiveness of the Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV). Firing Port Weapon (FF11), and the 25mm
Cannon for consideration in determining a full-scale production decision. The objectives of testing were to provide informa-
tion on the effectiveness, survivability, reliability, availability, maintainability and integrated logistics support system
(ILS) for the TFV systtm. The organization, doctrine, training, and human factors, as they pertain to the employment of the
IFV system, were also evaltuted. Operational testing was conducted independently, yet concurrently, with dtvetopmentat test-
Ing. flariware In OT II Included, for the first time, the improved fire extinguisher system (IIALOh) and the up.-raded Phase It
sights. Systems use-i in OT It were similar, but not all had the IIALON fire extinguishers and the upgraded Pha4e It sights.
Organizatlonal and ,11rct support maintenance was performed by military personnel; general support maintenance was accom--
plished by FMC. Resouts of OT It were presented to the Army System Acquisition Review Council (ASARC 1i1) In December 1979
and the Defense Syst,-,sy Acquisition Review Council (USARC I1) in January 1980. The OT It test report was availabte in
February 1980.
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c. (U) OT Ii testing was comprised of tile following: 3,919 miles traveled; 30,528 rounds fired; -l 19 Tlail missiles

fired. Results of OT It Indicated that tile Army's requirements have been met in all of the critical a,: of test. Tie test

vehicles demonstrated the Army's Materiel Need (MN) requirements for all mobility and transportability ci, racteristics in

contractor tests, DF and O°. Also, critical firepower requirements were met. In each performance are , tie reql-irement was

either tet or exceeded for the l5mm Attomatic Cannon, the Firing Port Weapon0, and the Coaxial Machiieqo. The ission pro-

file used for reliability performance Is based on combined )TY/OT [i goals for the IFV/CFV system. Bel ability i'urairmance

dring DT/OT i[ for Nobility, Firepower, and System Is summarized In paragraph 1. These estimates arc hated on !i5'4 RAM

ilies for firepower, 20,982 RAM miles for mobility and support and 49,778 primary weapon rounds fired ortnalized toJ k combat

mission profile. All technical problems were isolated and appropriate fixes definad. Among the signit i, ant tettill, 'i prob-

lems surfacei during test were the following: vibrations in the Integrated sight unit with vertical I in,!; in rite niiht mode;
universal Joitt/final drive failures due to cracked materials and improper installation; coaxial maclvite:,un failure daae to

bad ammunition lots, damlged feed chutes and mounts and poor weapon maintenance; insufficient electrit ., power for s i"lent
witch" mode of operation cstaied by less than filly charged batteries and possible inadequate power sotLce; heater a, venti-

Lation system failares; easily damaged swim barrier; excessive generator failures due to malfunction at liodes; aiad excessive
transmission wear due to engine torsional vibration. Fixes iaave been identified for each problem, anl will be appli-d an!

tested prior to tle start of initial production.

d. (0) The Armor and Engineer Board, Fort Knox, KY, conducted a CFV Force Development Test and T.-rimentatioa (FDTE)

iaring April-August 1980. This evaluation was accomplished to provide data to determiane tle adequacy , t *rganizati-, doc-
trine, tactics, means of employment, and inatiLtuiooal/exportabiLe training and organizational mainten~i., . training Iprograms

envisioned for implementation upon fielding of tie CFV System. The Lest was completed on schedule wilt, oiL major objectives

met.

e. (ii) Survivablifty testing to include faiiL-up ballistic nondestructive and destructive testing ill be accotitshed

Juring November 1931-April L981. The Initial Production Trest (iPT) will be accomplished during lao-ct 3!. The iPl' will
verify he quality of performance and material wien produced in accordance with tle Technical Data Pali.- and the

full-production process. Comparison Testing Is scheduled during Nov al-Apr 82 and will be conducted by 'oCtm on tw vehicles

to verify performance and to insure that production vehicles achieve and maintain quality standards tilaalalout prodac tion.

f. (U) The Logistic support package, complete with TMDI will be further evaluated in a follow-on evaluation (FOE) with

[i)C Battalion, Nov 82-.pr 83. The logistics evaluation both during and subsequent to FOE, will be met by a dedicated Sample
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Iata Collection (1)
:
) effort planned and programeJ by the rink Atitomotive Command (TACOH). The coordlnatio, I. in process.

The collection and v luation of logistic data will he administered by TACOM. Specific interest will be llsecLed toward the
aileqs,lcy of technic it minuals, maintenance procedures, logistic task alilocations, repair times and the aieq,=a( y of new

t rain Io.

(11) s;ysteM C1ii1, L'ristics:

OPFRA r[)N.L/TECIiNI CAL

DEMONSTRATEiD IJIIERE

CI1ARACTERiSrIc REtJUIREMENT TO DATE STATUS I)EMONSTRATE

Reliability (DT/,)l 11)

- M1obilty (mean mites
between fili are) 600 636 HET P(T-G/OT Il

- Firepower (mean miles

betwe-.: f ilI lre) ?90 706 MET PQT-C/OT If

- Syntem (Riin miles
between falltre) 195 ZR9 t1ET PQT-C/OT Ii

Ilaint ilnailtity (System)
- Maslmum-Time-lo-Repair 95% 8qY LO,4 PQT-G

Organizatinil, (time

not to exceeI '# hrs)

- :kixmuim-time to-Repair 90% 96)t MET PQT-G

Dirtct Support, (time

not to excee I12 hr)

- aximinm-Time-to-Repair 90% 86% LOW PQT-G

UNCLASSIFIED
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DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 4- Tactical Prov-,,_

General Support (DS
backup)
(time not to exceed 12 hrs)

DEAIONSrRATED IIERE
CIIARACTERISTIC REUIREtIENT TO DATE SrATUS DEMONSTRATE

Firepower

a. 15.2 Gun

- 4uzzle Velocity (feet per second)
* Armor Piercing 4300-4500 4390 MET PQT-C

(APDS-T)
* High Explosive 3000 3573 MET PQT-C

(HElT)
- Rate of Fire

* MAXIMUM 450-600 Motor MET PQT-G
(rounds per minute) Depend.

* Controlled 200 200 MET PQT-G
(shots per minute)

* Lethal Area - I0-20 
-
' 16.7.- MET PQT-G

- Reliability
M ean rounds - biWeen ?001 72614 MET PQT-G
stoppage (MKBS)"
M ean Rounds 500 6226 MET Pi'r-G
between clearabi,
stoppage (MRBCS)-

- MaintainabIlity
M Mean time to repair - 15 mtn 12 min MET PQT-G/OT iI
(MTTR)

UNCLASSIFIED
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*Max time of reptir - 60 min 30 mil MpT PQT-G/O.T I I

- cilability .90 .99 Mur r)T-i7/3T I I

DEMONSTRArE)) W~IERE
C1I'.RAc irR ['TIC REIjU I REMENT TO DATE ST1, uS DEMOINSTR'TE

- Ihr ihitity (25 min)

*Birrel life (ri19) '4000 S000 ETir PQT'-G-/OT I I
*R,-( ,Iver i fe ( rJs) 29000 30000 MF.T PQT-G/OT 11

- 'pDs-r ,sit4
*P-l--trat ion I" MET PQT-G

*Ve Ii I t y (M/IS(" I 1010 1270 MET,, PI)T-
*Tracer Rnq (mt-terq) LOW- PQI'-G

- Ir iT mmonlition
* Idc iiy (m/sc: 1 10)00 1050 MEFT PQT-C

r ri. Cr Rag (mteteis-- gTG

b. (0) Firing Port W..;p,nr

- Siwatlietl Firinp Rite 60 rpm f i a IET PQTr-C-
( OIIs per mtin,,tc Intervals

- Ain Range (meters) I - TOlT
- Length (in) 15-)7 28. 5 Lo)ng PNT-G
- Protris ion (in) 1-5 7 L~ong PQT-C
- 4eiglit (1h) .-lI O15 VER PQ-C(
- 1.) tainhity

* 'ean Rrionis I)00 '#701 MET PfiTCIor I[

letIN .jce1 t oppage
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Program Element: 6.46.16.A Title: FL ihtieg Vehicle Systems (FVS)

DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 54 - Tactical Proujas.

K Mean Rounds 4)500 5289 MET PQT-Q/OT It
between failure (MkBF)-

- Durability
* Receiver Life (rds) 1000 10000 MET PoT-G/OT i

DE MONSTRATE) WIIERE
CARACTERISTIC REQUIREMENT TO DATE STATUS DEMOSTRATE

* Barrel life (rds) 10000 Exceeded MET PQT-G/OT It
10000

,4b IlI ty

- Range (ml) 300 mt 303 *i MET PQT-C
(Ave 25 mph)

- Acceleration 0-39 mph 19.7 sec MET PQT-G
in 18-22 sec

- Fwd Speed 
4 0

-
5 

mph 4 1.8 mph MET PQT-G

- Cbt Weight (ib) 35-w,000 50,000 MET PQTG
- Reverse Speed 5-10 mph 13 mph MET PQT-G
- 3raking Deceleration 15 feet 24 feet MET PQT-C

(from 25 mph)
- kscend Slope 60Z YES MET PQT-C
- Milk Speel 2.5 mph YES MET PQT-C
- Turning Radius 301 19.7 MET PQ-C
- Water Speed 4.5 mph 4.4 mph LOW PQT-G

I/
2/ 121) meter range @ -65°F.

MRBS - Firing malfunction which requires more than 10 seconds to clear for the 25mm gun and less thea 20 secotnd, for the
Iring Port Weapon.

" MRBCS - Firing malfunction which can be cleared in 10 seconds or less.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FiP1ring 1nifuo t Ioo WiIch refloares 20) sec or more to lfear for the PI'.I.

Fln~i l' It Pest Rep,,rt to he pobtisheI to flee 1980.
tnVpe~t oao), 8rj i J p06 ishe~i in ttktcb 1991.
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-FY 1982"RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 16.46.19.A Title: Landmtne Warfare
DOD Mission Area 14 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Program@

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ In thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FT 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Coat

TOTA, FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 8742 9572 8310 9940 Continuing Not Applicable
QUANTITIES

D016 Mine Systems 0 0 3183 5016 Continuing Not Applicable
D088 Modular Pack Nine System 5199 8698 5127 4924 1158 35769
D407 Antitank Artillery Mine 687 229 0 0 0 17644

XH4718
D568 Ground-Emplaced Mine 2856 645 0 0 0 41644

Scattering System Anti-
tank/Antipersonnel Mines

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program element provides for increased tactical effectiveness and
responsiveness of landmines by supporting the development of a Family of Scattersable Mines (FASCA) which can be dispensed
rapidly from helicopters, ground dispensers, cannon artillery and rockets, and tactical aircraft. The minefteld continues to
be one of the most effective, efficient, and adaptable obstacles available. The increased pace of modern warfare together with
the fluidity and porosity of today's battlefield makes the use of labor-intensive, hand-emplaced, logistically burdensome con-
ventional landmines less effective than in previous wars. Current mines, which must be emplaced well in advance of the actual
tactical need, lack the responsiveness and flexibility necessary for effective employment in rapidly changing tactical situ-
ations. Scatterable mines placed with multiple delivery means provide a formidable threat and deterrent to mass armor attacks
such as can be mounted by the Warsaw Pact. Scatterable mines will be used to delay, canalize, or interdict attacking enemy
forces and to deny selected areas to the enemy.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTg REQUEST: Continue engineering development (ED) on the Modular Pack Mine System (MOPHS) and
initiate ED of the off-route antitank mine system (ORATHS).

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: #6.46.19.A Title: Landmine Warfare

DOD mission Area-:214 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programi

D. (U) COMPARISON WITII FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE
"ands (current requirements) 8742 9572 8310 Continuing Not Applicable

Funds (as shown in FY 1980 8767 10401 13141 Continuing Not Applicable
submission)

FY80 funds were reprogramed to higher priority Army requirements. The FY81 decrease reflects the application of a
Congressional general reduction for inflation. The FY82 decrease reflects a delay in initiation of engineering development
efforts on new mine systems and restructuring within the program element.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Total
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Ammunition Procurement, Army:

Funds (current requirements) 29900 61500 58400 64300 196600 480300

(Artillery AT mines)
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 30900 61500 86400 Not Shown 214500 445000

Quantities (current requirements) 13000 27000 25000 28000 84000 205000
(rounds)

Quantities (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 15000 27000 39000 Not Shown 96000 201000

UNCLASSIFIED
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DOD Mliasion Area: 1214 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

To I
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Ammunition !Locurement Army:
Funds (cirrent requirements) 9800 12900 35500 19100 97100 174400

(GEMSS XN74/XM75 mines)
Fuals (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 6700 11800 12600 Not Shown 41600 72100

Quantities (current requirements) 11000 30000 70000 37000 197000 345000

(mines)
Quantities (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 12000 30000 30000 Not shown 90000 162000

Other Procurement Army:
Funds (current requirements) 5000 0 12400 9100 30400 190000

(GEHSS dispensers)
Funds (as 9 .own In FY 1981
submission) 4900 0 12100 Not shown 44700 61700

Quantities (current requirements) 6 0 23 24 78 379
(each)

Quantities (as shown In PY 1981
submission) 12 0 39 Not Shown 184 235

The FY82 decrease in artillery-delivered AT mines is the result of increased procurement unit costs and slippage in prior year
production deliveries beyond the normal procurement leadtimes. FY83 and beyond quantities have also been adjusted consistent
with OSD consolidated guidance. The increase in GENSS funding for mines in FY81 reflects higher titan anticipated costs for
mines. The quantities were reduced to stay within obligational authority. The funding profiles for 82 and beyond reflect a
change in Army requirements for GENSS mines. GEHSS dispenser unit costs for 81 have increased significantly, primarily because
of the small quantities. These high costs have resulted in a reduction in quantities planned for PY81 and VY82.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: Ib.46.19.A Title: Landmine Warfare
DOD Mission Area, 2l4 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: 94 - Tactical Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The minefield continues to be one of the most effective fficient, and adapta-
bie obstacles available. Conventional hand-emplaced antitank (AT) and antipersonnel (AP) mines cannot k ep pace with related
battlefield activities. To overcome this deficiency, the Army has pursued development of a Family of :.catterable iiines
(FASCAM). FASCAM consists of smaller mines with improved lethality, target sensing and discrimination. ind response times,
packaged for delivery by multiple means. Tie first scattarable mine, the 156 helicopter-delivered AT :ilne, has been fielded in
US Army, Europe. Production has commenced on both tihe M692 artillery-delivered AP mine and the companion M7i
artillery-delivered AT mine. The Ground-Emplaced Mine Scattering System with both AT and AP mines has completed development
and entered production. The Modular Pack Nine System is well into development and will complete this eneration of
Army-developed acatterable mines. Scatterable mine systems utilize extensive component commonality doing manufacture. The
option to emplace mineftelds when and where desired in a matter of minutes provides the tactical commanider with a unique capa-
bility which will impact on both friendly and enemy tactics.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVIl'IES: This program follows from advanced development (AD) Program Elements (PE) 6.36.06.A, Land
Warfare/Barrier Development, and 6.36.19.A, Barriers Systems, where components and mine hardware concepts are devised.
Principal system technical development responsibility is assigned to the US Army Armament Research and Development Command
(ARRADCO), Dover, NJ, under the management of the Development Project Office for Selected Ammunition. Closely related to this
PE is the joint-Service development of air delivered scatterable mines (GATOR). The scope of this dev,,lopment Is controlled by
an approved joint development plan. The Army Is developing both Antipersonnel (AP) and Antitank (AT) .ines for the GATOR
systems using existing components under the Air Force as lead Service. Joint-Service mine requirement. are coordioated through
the Department of Defense (DOD) Armaments/Munitions Requirements and Development Committee and the Joi.t Technical Coordination
Group for Bombs, Mines, and Clusters.

Ii. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Principal Army Management Agency is the Development Project Office for Selected Ammunition,
ARRADCON. Dover, NJ. In-house support is provided by the US Army Mobility Equipment Research and Develoi~sent Command Fort
Belvoir, VA; US Army Test and Evaluation Command, and the Army Materiel System@ Analysis Agency, Aberd-c,, ND; and Yuma Proving
Ground, Yuma, AZ. Principal contractors are: Aerojet Ordnance and Manufacturing Company, Downey. CA; IhIghes Aircraft Company,
Fullerton, CA; Honeywell, Inc., Hopkins, MN; Solid State Division, Sommerville, NJ; AAI Corporation, C,,ckeysville, ND;
Chamberlain. Waterloo, IA.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) PY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Scatterabie mine development was initiated in the lat. 1960's with emphasis on
tihe KH56 helicopter-delivered antitank mine system and the XH692E1 artillery-delivered antipersonnel mine system. During FY

UNCLASSIFIED
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1973, the XH56 and thet X4692EI systems entered developmental tenting (DT) and the XM718 artillery delivery AT mine system
entered engineering development (ED). In FY 1974, the 156 helicopter antitank (AT) mine system was type classified standard.
During FY 1975. the ?IlS AT mine system went into production; Development Tent iU/Operational Test 11 (OT I[/0T It) continued on
the X4692F.I antiper!-,inel (AP) mine system, and engineering design tests continued on the XM718 AT mine system. Design and
testing of the Groui|-IEmplaced Mine Scattering System (GRMSS) and its associated XH75 AT mines and XH74 AP mines continued with
emphasis on system abitlity, maintainability, and human factors. Efforts continued on the joint-Service (,ATOR air-delivered
mines In coordinaton 'with Navy and Air Force. During FY 1976, the M692 artillery-delivered AP mine was type classified stand-
ard and went into i(ltial production. In FY 1977, the H56 helicopter AT mine was fielded; initial production continued on the
M692 artillery AP min;c DT tI/OT It was completed on the X4718 artillery AT mine and initiated on the GEMSs; advance
development on the Kidlar Pack Mine System (MOP IS) was completed. In PY 1978, DT Il/OT iI continued on tice GEMSS; The 1718
artillery AT mine was type classified standard and production initiated; aT III was conducted on the 1692 irttltery AP mine,
and HOPHS entered engineering development. In F¥ 1979, initiated full-scale production on the 1692 artill,!ry AP mine; conduc-
ted OT lif on the M718 artillery AT mine, and completed OT I and conducted 75% of DT II on the GEMSS system. In FY8O
full-scale production of the M718 at mine was Initiated; GEMSS DT/OT It was completed; type classification was accomplished and
production initlated; "IOP1S Force Development Test and Experimentation FDTR was completed, and an in-process review conducted
to determine future pr.)gram direction. Production of the ADAM M692 AP mines continued.

2. (Ii) P 1981 Program: Continue production of the 1718 AT mine, complete DT III, and conduct productlon validation IPR.
Continue production of GESS 4128 dispenser and mines, and continue publications preparations and EOD testing of mines.
Conduct MOPHIS System Engineering Development test and procure long-lead DT/OT It hardware; initiate development of training
aids and manuals. conLtinue ADAM 1692 production, complete DT Il, and conduct production validation IPR.

3. (11) FY 1982 Planned Program: Continue GEMSS production and RDTE of manuals. Conduct final Engineering Development
tests for M4ONS4.5. Proccre Developmental Testing Il/Operational Testing I1 hardware; conduct DT 11 and Initiate OT 11. initiate
engineering 1velopemeot (ED) of the off-route antitank mine system (ORATMS), to Include the evaluation of do-sign approved
materiels, ann/weapons Interface studies, and development of engineering models for evaluation of alternativw approaches that will
lead to selection of the most cost effective hardware.

4. (I1) FY 1983 Planned Program: Continue ED on the off-route Antitank Mine Syntem. CEMSS production will continue and
ROTE of manta wil b- completed. MO(PMS development will be near completion.

5. (11) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPiIVE SUMMARY

Project: 0008 Title: Modular Pack Mine System (11OPHS)
Program Element: 06.46.19.A Title: Land Mine Warfare

DOD Mission Area: #214 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The Army has been developing a Family of Scatterable Mines (FASCAM) to replace
current labor-intensive, logistically burdensome conventional mines. These small, highly lethal, scalterable mines are
delivered by artillery, ground vehicle, helicopter, and tactical aircraft. This new capability to deliver mines rapidly acts
as an effective combat multiplier. One of these systems, the Modular Pack Mine System (HOPMS), can b, ased independently or in
conjunction with other FASCAM systems, natural or manmade obstacles, and conventional mines to provld, a rapid means of emp-
lacing tactical, point or protective mineftelds, and to close lanes and gaps in existing mineftelds. H,)PMS consists of a man-
portable module which serves as the shipping, storage, and dispensing container for 21 mines, AT, AP, or a mix. A remote com-
mand dispense capability will be provided to permit key areas to remain free of mines until tactically ippropriate. The module
can be recovered for reuse if the mines are not dispensed. HOPMS utilizes the baseline FASCAN compoamnc. (commonality of bat-
teries, safing, and arming mechanisums, and some electronic), thereby accelerating the development at a .gnificantly reduced
risk.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This project follows from advanced development Program Element 6.36.06.A, land Mine Warfare,
where components and the concept were devised. Principal system technical development responsibility i; assigned to the US
Army Armament Research and Development Command (ARRADCOK), Dover, NJ, under management of the Develop.eL Project Office for
Selected Ammunition. HOPMS Is being developed under the family concept and utilizes a high degree of component commonality
with other FASCAN systems.

C. (U) W4ORK PERFORMED BY: Principal Army Management Agency is the Development Project Office for Selected Ammunition,
ARRADCOH, Dover, NJ. In-house support is provided by the US Army Test and Evaluation Command and the Army Materiel Systema
Analysts Agency, Aberdeen, MD. Principal contractors are: Aerojet Ordnance and Manufacturing Company, Downey, CA; Hughes
Aircraft Company, Fullerton, CA; and Honeywell Incorporated, Hopkins, MN.

D. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior AccomptishmentS: In FY78, conducted Validation In-Process Review aftet system concept was
demonstrated. During FY79, initial prototype hardware was procured, and engineer design test conduct-i, demonstrating
achievement of acceptable patterns from the dispenser and satisfactory functioning of prototype electi.nlcs. The XMIL remote
control unit was fabricated. Initial engineering tests were conducted satisfactorily. Furing FY80, Force Developeent Test and
Evaluation (FDTE) was conducted and an IP. held. The first mistems enaineering development test hardwire was procured.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Project: 10088 Title: Modular Pack Mine System (HOPNS)
Program Element: #6.46.19.A Title: Land Mine Warfare

DOD Hisglon Area: -214 - Mine Warfare Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

2. (I) FY 1981 Program: Conduct System Engineering Development Tests with PT 1980 hardware and adapt design based on
test results. Procure final systems engineering development test hardware and long-lead development test and operational test
(DT/OT) hardware. Initiate development of skill performance aids (SPA) and technical manuals to support Army training pro-
grams.

3. U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Conduct final Engineering Development Tests. Complete fabrication of Devetopmental Test

It/Operational Test It (DT II[OT I) hardware and initiate testing.

4. (W) PY 1983 Plannned Program: Complete DT Il/OT It and conduct a Development Acceptance In-proces: Review (DEVALPR).

5. (11) Program to Completion: Type classify standard for Army use and initiate Procurement in FY84.

6. (U) Major Milestones:

Current Milestone Dates
Major Milestones Hilestone Dates Shown in PY 1981 Submission
Validation In-Process Review tQPY78 IQFY78
Developmental Testing II 3QPY82-2QFY83 3QFY82-2QFY83
Operational Testing 1I tQPY83-2QPT83 IQPY83-2QPYg8
Developmental Acceptance In-Process
Review and Type Classify Standard 3QPY83 3QPY83

Initial Procurement P84 PY84
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Project: #D088 Title: Modular Pack Mine System (HOPHS)

Program Element: 06.46.19.A Title: Land Nine Warfare
DOD Mission Area: 0214 - Nine Warfare Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

7. (U) Resources ($ in thousands):

Total

Fy 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Compltti Lo Cost

RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 5199 8698 5127 4924 1158 35769

Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 4052 9462 7414 - 1972 31563

Quantities (current requirements) Not Applicable
Quantities (as shown in VY 1981 none shown
submission)

The total estimated cost is based on contractor and government experience gained on this and other FASCAI development and pro-
duction efforts and is considered good. Low risk characterizes remaining development effort.

Other Appropriations:
Ammunition Procurement, Army

Funds 0 0 0 0 18700 124800

Quantities (Modules) 0 0 0 0 1080 10525

Changes in the RDTE profiles reflect the following:- In FY 1980, increased costs were caused by prototLpe design complexity and
were financed by below threshold reprograming. PY81 decrease reflects the application of general Congr.+-sional reductions.
PY82 and FY83 changes reflect an internal program restructuring of the PE.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONCRESSION9L DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Elemnent: 06.46.20.A Title: Tank Systems
DOD Mission Area Tly - Close Combat Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 PY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 51784 51569 29063 13602 0 697034
QUANTITIES 13

DC20 Tank, XI 51784 51569 29063 13602 0 697034

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This element supports the development of the XHI tink, a four-man,
highly mobile, fully tracked combat vehicle with significantly improved survivability, mobility, and firepower. The XN1
mounts a InS-millimetr main gun and three machine guns. The 1141's improved day/night fire control and shoot-on-the-move
capabilities assure a high probability of first round hits at engagement ranges. High acceleration and cross-country speeds
provided by a 1500 horaep.wer turbine engine and improved suspension system make the 541 tank a more difficult target for
opposing ground and air forces. The 1141 Is required to counter ever-improving enemy armor threats of the 1980's and 1990's.
It will replace the 160-series tank as the primary ground combat offensive weapon in the Army's combined arms team.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST:

1. (U) The final phases of the third Development Test (DT I11) will be completed in January 1982 when nuclear effects
blast testing and validation of equipment publications is finished. The results of the development and operational testing
completed in FY 1981 will be the basis for further efforts in reliability and maintainability growth in areas where improve-
ments are cost-effective and savings can be realized. The ten X1t's which accrued high mileage during development and oper-
ational testing will be refurbished at the Anniston Army Depot prior to redistribution to meet Army inventory requirements.
The refurbishment of theie tanks will assist in the development and validation of the Army's overhaul program for the tank.

2. The funds r,-quested are necessary to accomplish the developmental work scope required to provide a fully
developed X(I tank system capable of being operated and maintained by Army tactical and/or supporting units.
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Program Element: 06.46.20.A Title: Tank Systems
DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Current Milestone Dates
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission

Complete Development Test/Operational September 1979/ July 1979

Test (DT/OT) 1I February 1979
Defense Systems Acquisition Review April t979 April 1979
Council (DSARC) IlI

Award-Low Rate Initial Production May 1979 Hay 1979
(LRIP) Contract

Delivery of First LRIP Tank February 1980 February 1980
Conduct DT IIl/OT IIt March 1980/ March 1980/June 1981

September 1981
Management Review #I February 1980 February 1980
Management Review 02 Requirement deleted July 1980
Management Review 13 Requirement deleted JanuaTy 1961

Initial Operational Capability (0C) January 1981 July 1980
(Tank Company)

Decision to Start Full-Production October 1981 June 1981

(DSARC IIIA)
Award Full-Production Contract October 1981 August 1981 (for ltd year buy)
(3rd year add-on option)

European Operational Capability

(Tank Battalion)

DT/OT III termination date reflects time to complete majority of work scope. The operational capability dates were adjusted
due to availability of production tanks and due to the need for remedial gunnery training (IOC only). Office of the
Secretary of Defense cancelled the requirement for Management Reviews 92 and 03 based on the successfal demonstration of ]0Il

mission reliability and power-train durability growth during the extended engineering tests at Fort Knox, KY, In
June-December 1979. A combination of FY 1979 and F1 1980 funding shortfalls, production bass start-u!. problems, and short-
comings In 0I reliability and durability performance in testing due to production quality problems h.ve necessitated post-

poning the full-production decision, shifting the fall-production contract award to a FY81 add-on op, ion buy, and

deferring achievement of the first KNI battalion-size unit In.urope until the second quarter FY 1982.
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Program Element: 16.46.20.A Title:- Tank Systems

DOD Mission Area: 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FT 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 51784 51569 29063 13602 697034

Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 49549 51320 14866 1o 665087

Increases in funds over those previously reported result from: Fy80, increased by the Army $1,999,000.00 for additional
turbine engine durability efforts to achieve long-term life-cycle coat savings; remaining FY80 and FY81 cost increases com-
pensate for the impact of inflation; FY82, cost of deferred development and testing of training devices, increased scope of
integrated logistic stprort efforts to achieve enhanced system support capabilities, and cost effective reliability and
maintainability improvements to achieve long-term operating and support cost savings. FY83, complete logistic support
development and the near-term reliability and maintainability program for the initial production XMI tanks.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Tota

FiT 1980 Fy 1981 FY 1982 PY 1983 Additional Estimated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Weapons and Tracked Combat
Vehicles Procurement:

Funds (current requirements) 717800 1147500 1346800 1448000 12474700 17710200

Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 713900 1100300 1078500 - 7936700 11404700

Quantities (current requirements) 309 360 569 627 5103 7058
quantities (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 352 569 7O - 5307 7058
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Program glement: 16.46.20.A Title: Tank SystemsDOD Mission Area: 0211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

FT 1980 P¥ 1981 F¥ 1982 FY 1983 Additional gstimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Military Construction, Army:

Funds (current requirements) 18900 7800 10700 8000 45300

Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 5800 - - 2500 8300

- Procurement: The reduction In tank buy quantities in FY80 through FY83 was caused by a composite of escalation, pro-
gramatic changes, contractor claims, and cost growth. To stay within budget limitations, the FY79 and FY8O production cont-
racts were renegotiated. These changes necessitated baseline changes in FY81 thru FY83 and beyond to reflect the maxsum
procurable tanks within funding limits. In regard to funding variations, the increase in FY80 was due to escalation
adjustments and Congressional plus-up of spares. FY81 and FY82 increases are due to escalation adjustment increases in
advanced procurement, spares, and training equipment. When appilel, the FY83 increases reflected an additional procurement
of 82 tanks and advance procurement for an additional 278 tanks to be procured in FY84. The funds provded by these
adjustments were considered in maximizing the number of 0I'a to be provided In FY's 80 through 8.

- Military Construction: The increase In FY80 provides for gunnery range upgrade at Fort Knox, KY; in FY82 reflects a shared
cost of gunnery range upgrades at Grafenwoehr, GE; in FY83 for Institutional training facilities at AI-erdeen Proving Ground.
HO and for construction at conduct-of-fire trainer sites; and in FY84 expected construction at camps ,.nd stations where 20t1's
are located.
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Program Elieent: 16.46.20.A Title; Tank Systems
DOD Mission Area: 121t - Close Combat Budiet Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: Congress terminated the XH803 Main Rattle Tink progr m in FY 1972 as unneces-
sarily complex, excessively sophisticated and too expensive, and directed initiation of a new tank prototype program. The
objective of this program is to counter the quantitatively superior and increasingly sophisticated tank fores of tile Warsaw
Pact by producing a qualitatively superior tank for use as the primary ground combat weapons system in a hij;hly mobile, sus-
tainable, combined arms force. The XDI will be superior in the areas of survivability, firepower, and mobility, thereby
providing a dramatic increase in combat capability. The ballistic protection offered by special armor coupled with the
tank's Inherent agility makes the XDI significantly more survivable than the M60 tank. Likewise, a reduced silhouette ind
fuel and main-gun ammunition compartmentalization increase the tank's and crewmen survivability. Improved firepower is
provided initially by a 105 millimeter (m) gun and subsequently (planned for initial production In late PT 1984) a tZOsm
gm. The 1500 horsepower turbine power package coupled with the high performance suspension system provide-; superior
cross-country mobility. The XNI lank Program was approved on 18 January 1973 and contracts awarded to General Motors and
Chrysler for competing prototype designs. Evaluation of the prototypes was completed on schedule (iuly 1976); however, the
Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) delayed the selection of the prototype for engineering development 120
days until a resolicitation to consider a standardized version of the HII could be evaluated. Testing of the LEOPARD 2
(Americanized Version (AV)) tank in accordance with agreements reached with the Federal Republic of Germany was conducted
from September to Dceher 1976. On It November 1176, Chrysler Corporation was selected to fabricate eleven pilot-model
111l's for development and operational testing in 1978-1979. Results of the test program disclosed that while Army system
design requirements were being met overall, significant shortfalls existed in the areas of mission reliability and
power-train durability. Subsequently, the Deputy Secretary of Defense in Nay 1979 authorized the Army to proceed with the
first year's production of 110 XHl's, but constrained FY 1980 and subsequent-years production pending the outcome of
extended engineering development testing. This extended test program was completed in December 1979 and resulted in the
demonstration that prior problems with 0I mission reliability and power-train durability had been solved. The Office of
the Secretary of Defense subsequently removed the constraints placed on the program in may 1979.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: There Is no other program being conducted by other Services that meets the XII1 requirements.
The Marine Corps is closely monitoring the D0I development In relation to their requirement for a main battle tank in a high
intensity environment for subsequent operations ashore. Related and nonduplicitory Army activities are being conducted In
Program Element (PE) 16.46.30.A, Tank Gun Cooperative Development; and PE 12.35.37.A, Combat Vehicle Improvement Program.

H. (U) WORK PERFIRMED BY: The prime contractor for the XDi is Chrysler Defense Incorporated, Detroit, Hi. Major subcon-
tractors to Chrysler are: Detroit Diesel Allison, Indianapolis, IN; Hughes Aircraft Corporation, Culver City, CA;
AVCO-Lycoming, Stratford, CT; and Cadillac Cage, Detroit, MI. In-house work is managed by the Office of the Program
Manager, XMI Tank System with work being accomplished by the US Army -Tank Automotive Command, Warren, HI; the US Army
Armament Research and Development Command, Dover, NJ; and the Ballistics Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Provli:; Ground, MO.
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Program Element: #6.46.20.A Title: Tank Systems

DOD Mission Area: 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Based on the recommendations of the XMI Defense Systems Acquisition Review
Council (DSARC) Ili, the Deputy Secretary of Defense on 8 May 1979, authorized the Army to proceed with the first
production-year buy of 110 HIi's, the majority of which are being used in Development and Operational rest tli (DT/OT Ill),
now ongoing. Extended engineering development at Fort Knox, KY, demonstrated that previous shortfalls in XHI mission
reliability and power-train durability had been overcome. Lessons learned from this test have been incorporated into the
first-year production tanks being used in the third and final Development and Operational Test (DT/OT [11) program. The
first production tank rolled out of the Lima Army Tank Plant and was delivered to the Army on 28 February 1980 on schedule.
DT III started in March 1980 and OT III in September 1980. As a result of production start-up probt,as, only 41 of 7t XI's
scheduled for acceptance by the Army through November 1980 were available to support planned testing and institutional
training programs. The September 1980 start date reflects this shortfall in )Mil' for the test program.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: The majority of development testing and all of the operational testing for the X(HI tank will
be completed by 30 September 1981. The tank's training devices less the driver trainer will also have completed testing.
Integrated logistic support efforts will continue with emphasis on adjustments resulting from lessons learned during testing
and development of general support and depot level repair capabilities. The Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council is
expected to meet in October 1981 to decide on XMI full production. Finally, an outcome of the XoIi development and opera-
tional testing will be the initiation of a near-term reliability and maintainability growth program, should shortfalls in
the production-model tank be disclosed In testing. This effort, tentatively, will continue into PY 1983, or until all XKI
reliability and maintainability requirements are met. With about thirty percent of RAN-D test data scored, the X)ii is
meeting or on track to meet all but two durability requirements. In the meantime, work Is ongoing to improve the quality
of the Xiii coming off the production line. The Army is considering an extended RAI-D test for the period June to October
1981 to verify the improvements in tank quality.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Final developmental testing in nuclear effects blast testing and manual validation,
driver trainer evaluation, and close-out actions resulting from DT/OT Ii1, e.g., refurbishment of DT/OT Ill tanks to a con-
dition ready for reissue to gaining units, will be accomplished during this period. Development of depot-level maintenance
capabilities for vehicle and component overhaul will be completed as well as the software package to pirmit diagnosis of
printed circuit boards using Automatic Test Equipment at the general support maintenance echelon. The near-term reliability
and maintainability growth program will continue with emphas&Lon applying the lessons learned from tle test program and
developing changes that have long-term operations and support cost savings.
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Program Elemont: 16.46.?O.A Title: Tank Systems

DOD Hisslon Area. 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs-

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: The near-term reliability and maintainability growth program will be completed. X)I
used in demonstration testing will be refurbished to a ready-for-issue condition at the Anniston Army Depot.

5. (U) P pletion: Tropic testing of the XII production tank will be accomplished in VY 1984. with com-
pletion not later than FY 1985. A funding request for this effort will be identified in the PY 1983 budget asbaission.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.46.20.A Title: Tank Systems
DOD Mission Area- f21 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Progrua

J. (U) TEST AND EVALUATION DATA:

1. (U) Development Test and Evaluation: The Army's third Development Test (DT 1l1) is being co,,hicted by the US Army
Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) and independently evaluated by the US Army Materiel Systems Analyal:; Activity. DT iII
started in March 1980 and for the most part will end in September 1981. Nuclear-effects-blast testing %dtl be completed in
November 1931 and manual evaluations in January 1982. A total of nine production-model XMI's are belal, used by TECOM to tech-
nically evaluate the automotive aspects of the tank; its weapons and fire control; Reliability, Avail iblity, Maintainability
and Durability (RAM-D); and environmental effects. Testing is being done at Aberdeen Proving Ground, till; Yuma Proving Ground,
AZ; White Sands Missile Range, NH; and at the Cold Regions Test Center, Port Greely, AK. The objectlJ-v; of the test are to
determine whether the problems discovered during testing of the pilot-model tank in 1978 and 1979 hv ! been corrected, the
production-model XII meets Army requirements and contract specifications, the system support packag, -g., manuals, test sets,
tools,) Is adequate to support the XMI in the field, the XMl's RAM-D requirements have been met, and h,- XMI is capable of
operation in various climatic environments. The assessment of RAM4-D performance will support deriva ti- of the XVll's
maintenance and logistic burden in an operational environment. These estimates will be used to evalh it XMI manpower and
logistic burden at the battalion and theater level and as a basis for future XNI RAM-D improvements sitild such improvements
prove to be cost effective. The majority of the DT III test program wilt be accomplished by Army tcaciical experts. However,
those aspects of the test which are highly affected by man-machine interface considerations will be p riormed using soldiers.
In addition to the tank testing, TECOM evaluated the XM's prototype maintenance troubleshooting tralatia in Decealber 1980.
This was accomplished at the contractor's plant site In Orlando, FL. Results of the devdlopment test will be considered by the
Army 3nd Defense Systems Acquisition Review Councils to recommend whether to enter full production of tle XII. These council
meetings are scheduled for November and December 1981, respectively. Initial development test result; Indicate that the X21
should meet its system performance and RAM-D requirements. By the time the test program is complete, the nine development-test
XMls and XICI's periodically operated by the contractor will have traveled approximately 30,000 miles and fired 12,000 rounds
of main-gun ammunition. The test is structured to provide for periodic tank configuration changes anl validation of these
changes. After the test is completed, the nine XMI's will be brought to the final test coofiguratt(,n aud will be reissued for
use by the Army to satisfy tank inventory requirements and distribution plans. The )NII production talk differs from the
hand-tooled pilot tank tested during the second Development and Operational Tests (DT/OT II) in that I. production tank is an
assembly-line product that incorporates changes resulting from lessons learned during DT/OT ii (Februry 1

9
78-September 1979)

and the extended Full-Scale Engineering Development testing at Port Knox, KY (June-December t979). Cemaents oi prior and
future XMI development test programs follow:

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.46.20.A Title: Tank Systems

DOD Mission Area: f it - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

a. (U) Prior Development Testing: Phase I of the first Development Test (DT 1) wan conducted by the TECOM at
Aberdeen Proving Gronnd, 4D, from February to April 1976 to provide data for selection of either the Chrysler or General Notors
Xl prototype vehicle and the decision to enter engineering development. Both prototypes successfully demonstrated the ability
to meet or exceed XMI requirements. Selection of the prototype Xil for engineering development, initially scheduled for July
1976, wax deferred 120 days by the Secretary of Defense pending the outcome of a resollcltation which considered Incorporating
standard components In accordance with agreements reached with the Federal Republic of Germany. On 12 November 1976, the
Source Selection Authority announced selection of the Chrysler prototype for engineering development. Phase It of the first
Development Test (OT I), testing of the Leopard 2 (Americanized Version (Ay)), ran from September to mid-December 1976. As a
result of this test. the Army concluded that the I! best met Army requirements for a main battle tank:. In January 1977, the
US and Germany agreed to limit interoperability/standardization efforts to subsystes/components only. The second Development
Teat (DT 11) ws run from February 1978 to September 1979. This test was designed to assess the degree to which eleven
pilot-model XiI's met the Materiel Need statement, to demonstrate that engineering development was reasonably complete, and
that engineering solutions to problems were in hand. The test disclosed that XII performance objectives were met. except for
mission reliability, power-train durability, track durability, and the tank's maintenance ratio; i.e., the ratio of maintenance
man hours to operating hours. Later, extended Full-Scale Engineering Development testing at Port Knox, KY, demonstrated that
mission reliability and power-train durability problems had been overcome. Track-durability problems were recognized as tech-
nology pacing items reqilring further technical development before significant improvement can be expected. Finally, in the
case of the maintenance ratio assessment, it was recognized that the ongoing development and operational tes's will provide the
best opportunity to mak,t a detailed evaluation of this requirement. In addition to the Government testing. AVCO Lycoming ran
1,000 hours of endurance testing in the laboratory on each of two engineering-development engines with prodiction modifica-
tions. The Blue Ribbon Panel which reviewed the Fort Knox and laboratory test results concluded that significant Improvements
had been achieved, and with further improvement in a few areas, significant long-term operations and support cost savings can
be realized. The Army Is working to make the improvements recommended by the Panel.

b. (U) Future Testing:

(i) (U) Training Devices: Delays in concept definition precluded development testing of all of the prototype 10l
training devices concurrent with the tank test program. Development testing of these devices will be conducted at the con-
tra-tor's plant site ,in.ler the "ices of the US Army Test and Evaluation Command. Two competing prototypes of the KNI
hinlit-ondort of Fire rrifner (U ) will undergo development testing in April 1981 in Daytona, FL (General Electric
"ompuny).. 4nd Warren, 41 (Chry., Defense, Incorporated). The objectives of the development tests are to insure that the
11 -WT -ngln-erlng deqlios are complete and meet contract specifications. The development test of the prototype driver trainer

I..- ,)ber ,, Iecember 1981 at the Sperry Secor Company plant in Fairfax, VA. The objectives of these tests are the
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Program Element: #6.46.20.A Title: Tank Systems
DOD Mission Area: 21t - Close Combat Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Prog.amL

same as for the competing U-COFT devices. The final climatic-region testing of the XM1I is scheduled for Fiscal Year 1984 at
the Tropic Test Center. Fort Clayton, The Canal Zone. The primary objective of this test is to ases the effect of high
humidity and heat on the tank. Funding and test-support requirements have caused deferral of this tet to 1984.

(2) (U) Production Acceptance Test and Evaluation: In fiscal year 1982, six production-mod-I HMl's produced at the
Detroit Arsenal Tank Plant will be subjected to system-performance testing to insure quality of produ tion. Five of these will
undergo Reliability, Availability. Maintainability and Durability testing, and the sixth will undergo engineering performance
tests. In excess of 20,000 test miles will be run over mixed terrain, and 4,000 rounds of main gun assenition will be fired.
The test will be conducted by the US Army Test and Evaluation Command. As an additional check of quailty assuran:e, a
production-model 1141 will be randomly selected each quarter from both tank plants. These tanks will ,niergo 2,000 miles of
Army testing and will fire 100 rounds of main-gun ammunition.

2. (U) Operational Test and Evaluation: The third Operational Test (OT [II) of the b4i tank is a t o-site test being conduc-
ted by the US Army Armor and Engineer Board at Fort Knox, KY, and by the US Army Training and Doctrin, C)mmand Combined Arms
Test Activity at Fort Hood. TX. The tests began on 16 September 1980 and are scheduled to end by 31 ray 1981. At Fort Knox, a
3250-mile operational mission profile test of each of four production-model XM1's, is being run by Coipaey H. 2d Squadron. 6th
Cavalry. The data collected will be used in conjunction with the development test results to assess ihe 1041's Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability and Durability (RAM-D), and the crews' ability to tactically employ the ti,,k. At Fort Hood. OT
III is being conducted using a three-company battalion (41 production-model XHI's in the battalion, pjui one 10I In the
maintenance support unit). The test started with the handoff of the X4 to the armor unit and is pro, eing with individual.
crew. and unit training as the unit transitions from a fully trained, combat-ready 160 tank battallot t) an operationally
effective 1041 unit. The test includes crew and small unit maneuver exercises, individual tank and pl. c,,,n gunnery, and company
and battalioa-level field training exercises, all conducted under varying operational and environment I !onditions in both
daylight and night. The test unit is the 2d Battalion, 5th Cavalry, 1st Cavalry Division. The OperaiI ,al Test and Evaluation
Agency is responsible for managing and independently evaluating operational tests at both sites. The orlectives of the tests
are to: assess the RAM-D performance of the production-model X1[; determine If the production-model X'L incorporates, without
degradation, the Improvements made to the pilot-model XHI; evaluate the adequacy of institutional trialag programs for tank
crews and maintenance personnel; and provide the data with which to assess the logistic supportabilit5 ,tf the XlI in battalion
and smaller units. Initial results from the Fort Knox test indicate that XIII mission reliability pertoaance is below expecta-
tions and that power-train durability cannot be achieved, if only the Fort Knox test data Is consider-J. The principal causes
of these shortfalls are imature production processes and InaAequate quality control during assembly .)f the XDI. Corrective
action is being taken, and the Army Intends to run an extended RAM-D test from June to October 1981 ,ishg XMI's produced In the
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Hay-June 1981 timeframe and benefiting from remedial improvements to the production base. The XII tanks will accrue a total of
over 28,000 miles and will fire over 8,500 rounds of main-gun ammunition in the course of the operational test. The results of

this test program will assist the Army and Defense Systems Acquisition Review Councils to make XMI full-production recom-
aendetions. In addition to the MIl operational test, the XDI prototype maintenance trainers for the turret, engine, transmis-
sion, hull electrical systems, laser rangefinder and thermal Imaging system, and the ballistic computer will be subjected to
operational testing froa February through July 1981. The test will be conducted by the US Army Armor and Engineer Board using
personnel from the 1st Advanced Individual Training Brigade, Fort Knox, KY (for the Turret Organizational Maintenance Trainer),
and the US Army Ordnance Center and School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, HD (for the other trainers). The Director of Training
* ivelopment, US Army Armor Center. will conduct the independent evaluation to assess each of the trainers' performance charac-
eristics and training contribution; the ability of soldiers to apply skills learned on the trainers to act,,al XI hardware;
and the reliability, avalability, maintainability, safety features, and support aspects.

a. (U) Prior Operational Testing: Phase I of the first Operational Test (OT 1) was conducted by the Operational Test and
Evaluation Agency (OTEA) at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, during April 1976. This test was accomplished in conjunction with the
first development test using one prototype vehicle and one automotive test rig from each contractor (Chrysler and General
Motors). Both prototypes met the operational effectiveness objectives required for that stage of development. Phase It of OT
I tested the the German Leopard 2 (Americanized version) prototype and was completed in December 1976 at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, id, by OTEA against the same test criteria used to evaluate the US competitive prototype tanks. As a result of this
test the Army concluded that the XI best met Army requirements for a main battle tank. The second Operational Test (OT II)
was conducted by OTEA 3t Fort Bliss, TX, using five pilot-model XMI's sno personnel from the 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment. The
test ran from May 1978 to February 1979 and resulted in ratings of satisfactory in firepower sad survivability; marginal in
availability, mobility, and fightability; and unsatisfactory in reliability. Satisfactory ratings reflectei the superior armor
protection of the XDI, the compartmentalization of fuel and service ammunition, and significant Improvement in XNI main-gun
accuracy over that of the M6OAI tank. Marginal assessments reflected the higher fuel consumption of the XDI. XNI track reten-
tion and reliability problems, some design features having undesirable human factors implications, and vehicle downtime result-
ing from the poor reliability of the XMI. The detailed results of this test in conjunction with the Development Test results
were the bosis for design changes to preclude recurrence of these shortfalls in the production model XMI. Many of the correc-
tions, particularly those affecting reliability and safety, were validated during the extended Full-Scale Engineering
Development testing of ihe three refurbished pilot-model XM1's at Fort Knox, KY, from June to December 1919.

b. (U) Future Operational Testing: Operational testing of two XMI prototype Unit-Conduct of Fire Trainers (U-COFT's)
will be conducted by the US Army Training and Doctrine Command Combined Arms Test Activity. The test of the U-COlT's
will be run at Port Ho i, TX, from July through September 1981, using personnel from the XMI opera-
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ttonal test unit, the 2d Battalion, 5th Cavalry, 1st Cavalry Division. -The independent evaluation will be accomplished by the
Director of Training Development, US Army Armor Center (USAARMC). The evaluation of the U-COPT's will address performance char-
acteristics; the effectiveness of training transfer to the XHi; the reliability, availability, and maintainabiiity characteris-
tics; and safety, human factors, and supportability aspects. The results of this test will be used in tl,, determination of
which prototype U-COPT will be procured by the Army. The driver trainer will be tested at Fort Knox, KY, from March through
May 1982, using personnel from the tst Advanced Individual Training Brigade. The Director of Training De.velopment, USAAR14C
will conduct the independent evaluation. The evaluation of the driver trainer wilt assess performance ib.itnst the same objec-
tives listed for the U-COFr evaluation. In late fiscal year 1981, five XMI tanks will be delivered to Fort Knox, KY, for 4,000
miles of testing per tank In an operational environment. The objective of the test will be to demonstrit., that the X141 is
maintaining its performance requirements.

3. (0) System Characteristics:

Operational/Technical
Characteristics Objectives- Demonstrated Performance 

2 /

Acceleration (hard surface, 0 6-9 5.8
degree slope, 0 to 20mph) (see)

Speed (mph)
10% slope 20-25 26
60% slope 3-5 5
maximum 40-50 45

Cruising range (miles) 275-325 270
Horsepower/Weight(tons) 26-30:1 25:1
Height (inches) 90-95 93.5
Width (inches) 120-144 144.25
Stowed ammunition (main gun rounds) 55-65 55
Reliability (Mean Miles Between Failure)

ASARC/DSARC III 216 (goal) 145
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Program Elment: 16.46.20.A Title: Tank Systems

DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: F4 - Tactical Programs

Operattonal/Technical 2/
Characteristicse / Demonstrated Performance-

Management Review it 326

End DT/OT I1 320 /

Power Train Durability (Probability of
achieving 4000 miles)

ASARC/DSARC I1 .4 (S311) .2

Management Review 01 .5/.3
4
- 44

End DTIOT 1i1 .5
Maintenance ratio (maintenance/man-hours/ 1.25

operational hours)

I/ End Development/Operational Test (OT/OT) It requirements except an indicated.
2/ DT/3T 11 and extended Full-Scale Engineering Development test results.

3/ Values reflect Office of the Secretary of Defense requirementslthrehold@ for Management Review i1 in February 1980.

T/ To be demonstrated at the end of DT/OT 1i1.
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FY i982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMNARY

Program Elemant: 06.46.21.A Title: COPPERHEAD (Cannon-Launched GuidLd Projectile)
DOD Nisaon Area, 12 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Progr -s

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 VY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 9035 6091 3362 2077 0 15-9389

D073 COPPERHEAD 9035 6091 3362 2077 0 159389

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program supports engineering developmen. of the COPPEItiEAD
smiacttve laser-guided projectile. The COPPERHEAD is a 155ma field artillery projectile fired from ,.ventional howitzers
and designed to attack stationary and moving hard, point targets such as tanks with a high probability *sf achieving
first-round kills. The projectile acquires and homes on liser energy reflected from a target which h,s been Ilium|itated by
a laser designator. This projectile will provide the Army the capability to effectively attack armorvd ,rgets of the
numerically superior Warsaw Pact forces at ranges beyond the capability of direct fire antitank weapons. The high
single-shot kill probability provides a force multiplier that significantly Improves the Army's antitc apability within

the existing force structure.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST: The warhead product improvement program initiated in PY81 will he continued with
emphist on completion of confirmatory tests commencement of safety tests and preproduction studies. lvstigation of range
enhancement feasibility will be continued.
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Program Element: #6.46.21.A Title: COPPERIIEAD (Cannon-Launchel Guided Projectile)
D')O Mission Are: i2-Pire Support Buiget Activity: 04 - ractical Programs

7urrent Milestone Dates
Major Nileetones 4lileetone Dates Shom in FY 1981 Submission

initiate Aivanced
Development Feb 72 Feb 72

Initiatte Engineering

Developmet Jul 75 Jut 75
initiate nT ii Mar I8 Mar 78
Defense Systems Acqufsition
Ravlew :o,.ncll (DSARC li) Nov 79 Nov 79

Initilt Operittonal
C.apmbllIt, (13C) Nov 41 Sep 81

Delay In tllR, III inrr used materials leaftlme, and late delivery of selected initial production facility equipment at
contrlbut-,l to the tw,)o nth slip of tOC.

0. (U) CPIPARISO WltTiI FY 1951 ROTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1989 Fl 1991 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

ROTE
Fundq (current requirements) 9015 6091 3362 2077 159389
Punlq (ig ihown lit FY 1981
anhbaisqqIon) 703r) 6035 3349 2051 157296

FY81
) 
funds were incrtis,. to iccommolate required fixes ilentlfied as a result of the exhaustive failure analysis following

OT/OT. Relignment of internal componentry to permit Increased reliability In launch environments, complete redesign of the
container aol seeker logic changes constitute the significant engineeting changes accomplished with the addition-il funding.
These fixes will be incorporated in first production rounds. Increises in FY's 81 and 32 are attributable to the amended
budget riqP l't and the application of higher fuel, Inflation, and civilian pay pricing Indices than were applied last yeir.
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Program Element: 16.46.21.A Title: COPERHEAD (Cannon-Launched iulled PruolJtle)

DOD Nission Area: 12 - Fire Support Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical P,.V'aS

E. (II) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ In thousands)

Total
FY 1980 F e 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 A-iitional Estimated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to C,1pletion Cost

Ammunition Procurement, Army
Funds (current Requirements) 71200 122100 ILS00 129600 6V,400 1118900

Funds (as shown in Y 1981
subamisson) 66300 121000 103800 Not Shown 959800

Quantities (current
requirements) 2100 4300 4229 5075 2'i.82 44386

Quantities (as shown In FY 1980
submission) 2100 4300 )900 Not Shown 3'0,8h 44386

PY 1980 funds were increased to cover cost Increases (n the production facility resulting from s,. r-'cetpt of production
line equipment, a slightly higher target price for the first procurement and increased cost of loog-l.ad materials. The
FY81 increase Is attributable to the application of higher fuel. inflation, and civilian pay prlclig indices than were app-
lied last year. Dollar and quantity changes for FY82 and the increase in total estimated cost sr., driven by the inability
of the Army to procure COPPERHEAD at an economically efficient rate, near-term readiness and affordability considerations.

and the application of higher inflation indices to outyear procurement.
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Program Elementz 16.46.21.A Title: COPPERHEAD (Cannon-Launched Guided Projectile)

DOD Mission krea: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

F. DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: A requirement exists to increase the indirect fire capability of field artil-
lery cannon units by providing terminally guided projectiles that acquire and home on stationary and moving point targets
with a high probability of achieving first-round kills. The COPPERHEAD projectile satisfies this requirement. The
COPPERHEAD is compatible wich standard Mstmm howitzers and propelling charges and will be Included in the ba.IV ammunition
loads of appropriate field artillery units. COPPERHEAD fire missions viii be conducted using standard artillery procedures
and fire contrbl techniques. COPPERHEAD fire missions have been successfully conducted using the Ground Las.r Locator
Designator (GLLD). the primary designator as Well as the remotely piloted vehicle (RPV), and a helicopter-mouinted airborne
designator. During the final portion of the trajectory, the observer Illuminates the target with a narrow bam laser. The
COPPERHEAD ;cquires the reflected energy and guides to the target using proportional navlgatio%,guidance. The COPPERHEAD
has a maximum range of 16, kilometers and carries a shaped charge warhead that can penetrate of hom,,geneous armor.
The COPPERHEAD will complement rather than replace available projectiles In field artillery cannon units.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: The COPPERHEAD project is related to program elements 6.47.30.A (RPV) (Remotely Piloted
Vehicle)) and 6.43.O8.A (Precision Laser Designator) where work is being performed to develop laser designat,,rs for use by
forward observers. An extensive effort is underway to insure maximum component commonality between the Army projectile and
the Navy 5-Inch projectile in order to avoid duplication of effort and to achieve maximum possible savings. To facilitate
the achievement of this objective, these projectile development programs are jointly managed with the Army established as
the responsible service.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Martin Marietta Corporation, Orlando, FL, is the contractor responsible for system development.
Responsible government AItivities Include: US Army Armament Research and Development Command, Dover, NJ; US Army Missile
Command, Huntsville, 414 Project Manager, Cannon Artillery Weapons Systems, Dover, NJ; US Army Test sod Evaluation Command,
Aberdeen, MD.

1. (0) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishmenta: The COPPERHEAD program began in 1971 with $1.6 million emergency funds to

conduct In-house systems studies. Semiactive laser homing was selected for use during the Initial phase of the program
because it wis the most technically advanced. In February 1972, contracts were signed with Texas Instruments and Martin
Marietta to conduct a tio-phase competitive prototype demostratlon. Each contractor fabricated and delivered fully func-
tional prototype projectiles with telemetry to the Army for testing. In January 1975, a Special Commonality Defense Systems
Acquisition Review Counell (DSARC) directed the Army to continue the Advanced Development program. Sixteen of I8 prototype
projectiles and six Navy 5-Tnch/lSum prototype projectiles were tested and evaluated. DSAIC II was conducted in June 1975,
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: #6.46.2l.A Title: COPPERhEAD (Cannon-L.aunched Guided Projectile)

DOD Mission Area: 12 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Progr..m_

and approval to enter Engineering Development ED was received. The (ED) contract was awarded to the Martin Marietta
Corporation in July 1975 based on the results of the competitive advanced development phase. The FY 191r funding was
reduced by over 31 percent (from $24.8 million to $11.0 million) necessitating a complete program resl ructure which|| resulted
In a program slip of six months and the initiation of ED at a lower level than Initially anticipated. Dring PY 1376 and FY
1977, design changes to the warhead, fuze, roll-rate sensor, and seeker gyro were tested, and the findI two Army prototypes
were successfully fired. The first one was fired at a tank Illuminated by a designator mounted in a uemotely Piloted

Vechicle (RPV), and the second was fired at a moving tank illuminated by a helicopter-mounted designator during darkness.
During FY 1977 subsystem testing was completed, and the first series of all-up-round baseline tests wins conducted at White
Sands Missile Range (WSlg). Producibility Engineering and Planning (PEP) was initiated in December 1976 under
Congressionally imposed dollar and time constraints. PEP constraints were lifted in April 1977. During FY 1978 the prelim-
inary Technical Data Package (TDP) was delivered by the contractor and reviewed by government persono, . Naval Avionics
Center (MAC) initiated technical dita package (TDP) validation efforts in December 1977. Prototype Qualification rests
(PQT) were initiated in March 1978. The Initial Production Facilities contract was awarded in 1977. Qualification tests,
development test/operational test I were completed In September 1979. An Army Systems Acquisition Rview Council (ASAgC)

was held in September 1979 which recoamended the POflA guided pro)ectile enter production beginning in FY 1980. The
Naval Avionics Center completed the technical data package desk top validation. DSARC iII was held it. November 1979, and
the Army was permitted to enter production at a rate not to exceed 200 units per month until a threshold reliability has
been demonstrated based on production validation test firings. Seeker fixes to provide increased projectile effectiveness
under obscured environment conditions were successfully tested in 2QFT80. These fixes and other improvements, which focus
on the attainment of enhanced reliability, will be Incorporated In first-production rounds. A container redesign to dimin-
ish shock and vibration effects of rough handling was completed.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Payment of the Desig,-to-Unit Production Cost (DTUPC) Award fee will he birsed on tie prime
contractor's performance. Initiation of a projectile effectiveness enhancement characterized by an ia-roved warhe,-i program
which will Increase the probability of kill against future armor threats and a range enhancement inv,-ti),ation. The Naval
Avionics Center Independent validation of the COPPERiEAD Technical Data Package continues.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Progrem: Continuation o the projectile effectiveness Improvement effort to lnclu,ie tompletion
of improved warhead confirmatory tests, commencement of safety tests and preproduction studies. Completion of lidepeadent
validation of the technical data package.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element 16.46.21.A Tfktle: COPPERIIEAD (Cannon-Launched Guidel Projrile)

91) Hiaion Area:-rf2 -Fire Support gudget ,ctvfty: 14 - Tactical Programs

4. (U) FY t983 Plmnned Protam: Completion of the warhead Improvement program and Integration of the Improved warhead

into production hardware.

S. (l1) ProgramtoC letion: Program completed in PY 1983.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 06.46.21.k Title: COPPERHEAD (Cannon-Launched Guided 11rojectile)

DOD Mission Area: 9212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: F4 - Tactical Programs

J. (U) rEST AND EVALUATION DATA:

1. (U) Development Test and Evaluation:

a. (U) The COPPERHEAD cannon-launched guided projectile is being developed by the Project .iniger, Cannon

Artillery Weapons System, Dover, NJ. The development contractor is the Martin Marietta Corporation, Orlando, Florida.
Advanced development of COPPERHEAD was highlighted by competitive feasibility demonstrations betweee Kirtin Marietta and
Texas Instruments. The Naval Surface Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia, also participated by 3aboting their 5-inch
guided projectile to 155m. The engineering development contract was awarded to Martin Marietta when their prototype guided
projectile achieved 8 direct hits out of 12 rounds fired Including two hits on moving tanks, a direct hit on a stationary
tank that had been designated from a remotely piloted vehicle, and a direct hit on a moving tank designated by the Airborne
Target Acquisition and Fire Control Systems (ATAFCS). Prototype Qualification Testing for the engineering development ver-
sion Developmental Test (OT It) was conduct .. , the US Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) at White Sands Missile
Range (WSHR) between March 1977 and Decemb 09. In July 1978, DT testing was delayed when it becase necessary to incor-
porate design changes for improved reliablik,, and In-flight performance. A titanium gyroscope was .ulsttuted for the
original plastic gyroscope, and large-scale integrated circuits replaced hybrid electronics. New projectiles were
manufactured in August and testing resumed in September 1978.

b. (U) Major subteats included enviromental qualification, battlefield environment, cold -,,ther performance, and
range performance and reliability. In addition, nuclear effects, nuclear-biological-chemical deconu-.i.nation, and elec-
tromagnetic radiation effects were also tsted. 168 rounds were fired during the DT 11 firing progc, a. During severe envi-
ronmental qualification firings, the projectile reliability was lower than desired. Design changes w.-ro, identified and a

limited number of projectiles which incorporated the design flues were reworked in August 1979. Th-,i projectles were
fired in September and October 1979, and resulted in a significant improvement in reliability. Over.. l reliability achieved
during DT 11 was 0.69, which was consistent with the desired reliability level for OT testing. The projectile
effectiveness and single-shot kill probability met or exceeded the required value as shown in paragrph three below. A
technical data package (TOP) suitable for production was provided to the project manager. The TDP included the final design
configurations.
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Program Element: *6.46.2l.A Title: COPPERHEAD (Cannon-Launched Guided Projectile)

DOD Mission Area: 8212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

c. (U) Otgotng and future testing includes Production Facility Proof Tests to evaluate and refine the new
COPPERHEAD production facility. 30 rounds have been allocated for this purpose, 20 of which will be actual all-up-round
firings and the remaining 10, component/subassembly tests. This test program is scheduled to be conducted In the second
quarter of FY81. In the third quarter of FY81, ',e Army plans to initiate a 30-round first article test program. This wilt
be followed by a lOS-round series of initial prr -tion tests designed to demonstrate COPPERHEAD performance with rounds
produced on the actual production line. It Is a. .cipated that after initial production testing any remaining reliability
problems will be identified and corrected prior to the 75-round Special Reliability Demonstration scheduled for January
1982. The purpose of this demonstration is to show sufficient reliability growth (.8 Is required) to warrant proceeding
into full-scale production. Other tests planned include a 13-round-per-month Lot Acceptance Test Program scheduled to com-
mence with the April 1981 production and a follow-on evaluation scheduled for the first quarter of FY83.

2. (U) Operational Test and Evaluation:

a. (U) Operational Test I (OT I) was conducted at White Sands Missile Range during 25 Harch-30 April 1974. Test
results indicated that a Forward Observer (PO) section equipped with the Ground Laser Locator Designator (GLI.D) would suc-
cessfully complete an artillery fire mission with the COPPERHEAD. An independent operational test (OT 11) was conducted by
the Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTA), Palls Church, VA. The test was conducted during the period March-June
1979 at Port Carson, CO, using soldiers of the 4th Division. The doctrine and tactics used by the test units were in
agreement with the operational concept developed by the Army's Field Artillery School. OT It consisted of two phases. The
nonfire phase was conducted under both day and night conditions. Laser designator operators were evaluated for their abil-
ity to properly designate for the COPPERHEAD guided projectile. Acquisition, tracking, engagement, training, and
command-control-communications were also evaluated. During the live fire phase. 71 rounds with full guidance and control
were fired against single and multiple moving target arrays in a tactical scenario. Firings were conducted at various
ranges under day and night conditions, and several missions were conducted in conjunction with smoke and dust normally
present on the battlefield. Of the 71 rounds fired during OT 11, 29 rounds hit the target. The results of both DT and OT
I generated the requirement for improved reliability discussed above. Of particular concern was degraded performance on a
smoke- or dust-obscured battlefield. In response to this concern, signficant changes in seeker circuitry were developed and
tested by the prime contractor in August 1980 in an exercise called Smoke Week Ill. The results of this testing demonst-
rated major improvements in COPPERHEAD performance and utility on the obscured battlefield.

b. (U) The test unit for OT Ii was a i5ms 11109 (SP) howitzer direct support battalion with an H198 towed howitzer
section attached from the XVIII Airborne Corps. COPPERHEAD projectiles were drawn from the ammunition supply point and
transported to the firing unit in tactical vehitles, subjected to the-normal ammunition handling procedures used by combat
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Program Element: 06.46.21.A Title: COPPERHEAD (Cannon-Launched Guided Projectile)
DOD Mission Area: #212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

soldiers. The fire control procedures and communications procedures used in the test are those curreutly being employed by

field artillery units.

c. (U) A follow-on evaluation test is planned for the first quarter of FY83 utilizing product ion projectiles. The
test will be conducted with an active duty unit equipped with fire control devices scheduled for fielding concurrent with
the COPPERHEAD system. The evaluation is planned to approximate the OT It variety of tactical situations and verify tile an-
ticipated Improvements in reliability and performance on the obscured battlefield.

3. System Characteristics:

Operational/Technical
Characteristics Objectives Demonstrated Per orimance
Weight (pounds) 150 138
Length (inches) 54 54.2
Accuracy (CEP-ft)
Range (k)
Maximum 16-24 16
Minimum 1.5-3.0 3.0

Single-Shot Kill Probability
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FP 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SIMMARY

Program Element: #6.46.24.4 Title: High obitity Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles (HNMWV)
DOD Mission Area: #-tl -Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROIECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY l98l FY 1982 Fty 1981 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Coat

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 1300 2797 3074 2810 0 9981

QUANTITIES 33

D1117 High Mobility Multipurpose 1300 2797 3074 2810 0 9981
Wheeled Vehicles

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPrTON OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The High Mobiltiy Mulitpurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMIIV) Program is a
Tr-Service Program, under Army lead, to develop a family of vehicles to meet critical Army, Air Force, and Marine Corps com-
bat, combat support, and combat service support mission requirements and selectively replace vehicles in the 1/4-ton to
I t/

4
-ton weight class presently in the tactical wheeled vehicle fleets of the three services. The I 1/4-ton vehicles of the

UNtWV family will uttiliie a common chassis, minimizing logistic support requirements, in three body configurations specifically
tailored for mission requirements by the application of kits. Typical mission requirements Include TOW mlssllo carrier,
forward air control, re:ir area and base security, personnel and cargo transport, and command and control. Obsolescent and
overage vehicles to be selectively replaced by vehicles of the MHMHW family include vehicles from four families: the JEEP
(11SI), the HULE (M274), the GANA GOAT (M561 utility and M792 ambulance), and the N880 I 1/4-ton commercial series. To the
maximum extent possible, existing commercial and military components will be used in the HMWV. A Joint Mission Element Need
Statement (JIIEIIS) has b,-q approved.

C. (U) BASIS FOR P I982 RDTE REQUEST: Funds requested provide for continuing the engineering development of the common
chassis, body configurations for the weapons carrier, utility, and ambulance versions, and kits for the HiBh Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMM1WV). Specifically, the FY82 funds are required to: complete the design and fabrication of
prototype vehicles, test prototypes for compliance with the performance specification and government requirements, support the
tests of the prototyp,! In a military environment, assess the results of testing, and conduct an In-Process Review to determine
acceptable contractor c:andidate vehicles to compete for the production quantities.
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Program Element: 06.46.24.A Title: High Mobility Multipurpose Wheele, Vehicles (HMWV)

DOD mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

Current Milestone Dates

Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown in FT 1981 Submission

Special IPR (Specifications) December 1979 December 1979
Special IPR (Specifications) Septembu 1980 Not Shown

Release RFP for prototype M Month- January 1980

test vehicles /
Award competitive contracts Mi-5 Months- April 1980

for prototype test vehicles I/
Initiate Development Test Il/ 14l5 Months- February 1981
Operational Test II

Development Acceptance IPR H+21 Months- September 1981

(type classification)
Award Production Contract N+21 Month - September 1981

'I/
Initial Operational 14+49 Months- September 1983

Capability

!/Milestone dates are inexact due to pending Congressional action on Army's FY 1980 reprograming requeit.

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTm RRqUEST: ($ In thousands)

Toa a
Additional Ee rniated

-FY 1980 FT 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Co:jt

ROTE
Funds (current requirements) 1300 2797 3074 2810 99f1

Funds (as shown in FT 1981
submission) 1300 2771 2612 2680 9363

The funding level difference in FY 1981 and increased costs in FY 1982 and beyond are the result of hi :her fuel, inflation, and
civilian pay pricing indices than were applied last year.
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Program Elemeot: 16.46.24.A T:tle: High MobiIitl Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWV)
DOD mission Area: 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

9. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: (Q in thousands)

Total

FY 1980 ry 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Other Procurament, Army:
Funds (current requirements) 0 0 3600 0 933900 937500
Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submisslon) 0 0 11500 0 926000 937500
Quantities (current requirements) 0 0 0 0 38129 38129
Quantities (as shown in Y 1981
submtssion) 0 0 394 0 37735 38129

(U) Procurement funds and quanpities in the FY 1981 submission were predicated on development being initiated in FY 1980
which required Congressional approval of Army's FY 1980 transfer request of $4900 tHouaand. The FY 1982 estimate of $3600
thousand io to fund the Army share of FY 1982 support costs which will be the first year of a five-year muttiyear procurement
contract. FY 1983 procurement funds will be identified by the Army prior to submission of the FY 1983 budget request.

(U) The estimates of total cost and quantities are minimums as they are based on old estimates of Army Initial Issue
Quantities. The Initial Issue Quantity and the Authorized Acquisition Objective based on the recently completed Tactical
Wheeled Vehicle Fleet requirements Study are being developed. Also, the estimates do not include the requirements of the Air
Force and Marine Corps.
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Program Element: 16.46.24.h Title: High Mobility Multipurpose Wheel,!d Vehicles (IIHMWV)

DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 -Tactical Pro& a.is

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: The High Nobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) family combines the
1/4-ton through I 1/4-ton family of wheeled vehicles into a common baseline chassis with variations in body design to accom-
modate specific roles and missions. The common chassis concept greatly advances the tactical vehiclto procurement process for
the Services by emphasizing logistics commonality and standardization. The existing fleet of 1/4-to, through I I/4-ton wheeled
vehicles has demonstrated a degree of obsolescence and operational deficiencies sufficient to warrant immediate upgrading.
Also, many of the vehicles are already overage. Vehicles in the current fleet include: the MISI 1/4-ton JEEP and H274 1/2-ton
HULE (as weapons carriers), the M561 1/4-ton CAMA GOAT, the 1792 t 1/4-ton Ambulance, and the 1S48 Sorles of commercial
I 1/4-ton trucks. Each is limited in off-road mobility, payload capacity, and survivability when astigned to various combat.
combat support, and combat service support roles critical to the success of today's Army. For most of these vehicles, obso-
lescence and the absence of a warm production base have seriously degraded supportability and maintainability. In the weapons
carrier role, both the JEEP and the MULE are grossly overloaded, unprotected, and slow. Vehicles from the HMHWV family are
required to selectively replace vehicles in the current fleet. Additionally, the Marine Corps expects to completely modernize
its 1/4-ton through I 1/4-ton tactical wheeled vehicle fleet with common chassis derivatives of the iHMMWV. The program is
designed to capitalize to the maximum extent possible on existing commercially available vehicle technology. The development
effort is minimal and is considered to be a low technical risk. The program will depend on industry for the design and fabri-
cation of prototype test vehicles.

G. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This program is supported by other Army ground mobility research and development programs, to
include: Program Element 16.11.02.A, Project AF22, Research in Vehicle Mobility; Pg D6.26.01.A, Tank-Automotive Technology;
and Pg 16.36.21.A. Vehicle Engine Development. This program also is supported by US Marine Corps research and development PR
16.37.29.H, ?roject 075J, High Mobility Tactical Truck-Light. Duplication of effort i precluded by Joint Services' partici-
pation in the planning and conduct of this program, review and coordination of the program at all Service management levels,
and by participation in the development of the Performance Specification and In-Process Raevias.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: US Army Tank-Automotive Command, Warren, HI, has the responsibility for ibalementation of this
program. Contractors for the program are to be selected.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOHPLISMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: No research and development funds were appropriated for the Army for this pro-

gram in FY 1919 and prior years. arine Corps research and development funds in PV 1919 in the amount f $251 thousand and ia

UNCLASSIFIED
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Program Element: 16.46.24.A Title: Hlgh !obilIty Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles (HKWV)

DOD Mission Area: 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

FY 1980 in the amount of $1,000 thousand werF provided to the Tank-Automotive Command. Marine Corps plus Army funds were used
to provide engineering support in program planning, development of the performance specification, preparation of the Joint
Mission Element Need St;temeot, mobility studies, release to Industry of a Letter of Intent with the performsance spectflcation
and a request for industry comments on the program plan and performance specification, and the conduct of an In-Process Review
to incorporate industry comments to improve the program plan and performance specification.

2. (U) FY 1981 Pr.Jgram: Request for Proposals for the design and fabrication of prototype vehicles wilt be released to
industry. Responses will be evaluated and contracts awarded. Development of kits and preparation of the Integrated Logistic
Support (ILS) Package will be initiated.

3. (U) FY 1982 Pl.nned Program: Development Test IT/Operational Test II (DT/OT I1) on the prototype vehicles will be
conducted. A Development Acceptance In-Process Review (OEVA IPR) will be conducted, and the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled
Vehicle (H8VMW) Family till be type classified. A contract for the initial production of vehicles will be awarded.
Development of kits and preparation of the Integrated Logistic Support (ILS) Package will continue.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: The ILS Package and kit development will be completed. Required engineering support
will be provided. The high Mobilitf Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (IIMiWV) Family will be adapted to new roles and required
capabilities.

S. (U) Program to Completion: Conditional Initial Operational Capability (bOC) will be achieved by First Quarter FT
1985. Full-support bOC will be achieved by Third quarter FY 1985.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUIIMARY

Program Element: 06.46.26.A Title: Fire Support Team Vehicle (FISTV)
DOD Mission Area: 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 471 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estit'd
fitimb-r Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Compl i ,j Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELENENT 7720 8216 9806 7070 None 33812

OF3 PISTV 7720 8216 9806 7070 None 338t2

B. (U) BRIEF D'I CRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: Supports development of a Fire Support Team 'ehlicle, which will

provide sgnific4/lMF 'jcreased capability to the Fire Support Team Headquarters in support of fast-mvlng armor, mechanized
iniantry and cavalry units. Currently, the Fire Support Team Headquarters must rely on a standard Mill Armored Personnel
Cirrier with limited communications ability, no target location capability, and no armor protection fr its laser desig-
nator/rangeflnder or its operator when in use. The Fire Support Team Team Vehicle provides a mobile, survivable pilatform with
enhanced communications capability, significantly increased target location capability, and an armorol onvironmeot for laser
designation of enemy point targets for destruction by precision-guided munitions such as Copperhead ai Hellfire. This program

integrates the Ground Laser Locator Designator into an armored targeting station similar to the wealioas station of the improved
TOWI Vehicle. A North Seeking Gyro compass Is being developed and integrated into the targeting stati,)n to provide accurate
target heading i.nd target elevation information. This information, when combined with target range d ita from the Ground Laser
Locator D0sLgnator, provitles highly accurate target information for conventional or precision-guided i l, missions. The program
also aids remote capability to the Ground Laser Locator Designator to permit operation from within 1h, vehicle and supports the

development of a new intercom which allows transmission or reception of radio traffic on any one of f ,- radios from any one of
four crew stations. (The Fire Support Team Vehicle will have the necessary radios to allow voice and digital interface with
the platoon forward observers and TACFIRE.) Although the Fire Support Team Vehicle uses the MIIA2, kasets will be converted

to the appropriate configuration at depof. and new Armored Personnel Carrier procurement will not be required.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY82 ROTE REQUEST:

i. (U) Conttnues development of the Fire Support Team Vehicle. During this period, the first titse prototype vehicles
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Program Element: 86.46.26.A Title: Fire Support Team Vehicle (FIST?)
DOD Mission Area: 121 -:Close Combat Budget Activity: IA - Tactical Programs

wilt continue Pngineering Development Test-Government. After testing, required changes viii be maJe and tha vehicles will be
upgraded and refurbished prior to Operational Test. A second lot of three prototype vehicles viii be mannfactured, fabricated,
and assembled during this period. These vehicles will be used for Prototype Qualification Test-Government. Remoted proluction
model Ground Laser Locator Designators funded by this program will be delivered for use on the Fire Support Team Vehicle for
development and operational testing.

2. (11) The total esttmated development costs are $33.8 million. This estimate has been reviewed in detail by the Army
and is considered adequite to complete this research project.

Current Milestone Dstes
Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown In PY 1930 Submission

Start Engineertng 4Q FY1981 3Q FY198i
Development Testing II

Start System Operational IQ FY1983 3Q PY1982
Testing It
Complete All Testing 2Q PY1983 4Q FY1982
Production Tn-process ?Q FY1981 4Q FY1982
Review ([PR)

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH F? 1981 RDT1 REQUEST:

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FT 1981 FT 1982 To Completion *Cost

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 7720 8216 9806 7070 33912
Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission, FiSTY only) 6050 8i19 9488 5379 30056
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Program Element: 16.46.26.A Title: Fire Support Team Vehicle (FISTV)
DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat budget Activity: .4 - Tactical Programs

Funding requirements shown in the FY81 submission were reduced by OS from $13.139 to $8.139 million. Since the FY81 submis-
sion. the development funding requirements have bean refined and the lack of available funds for thii. effort in FY8L has
extended the length of development time and has resulted tn higher program costs as outlined above. Tne increase from $6.050
million to $7.720 million in FY8O funding was a reprograming action caused by actual contractor costi; versus earlier contractor
estimates.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Total

FY 1980 FY 1981 PY 1982 FY t983 Adittonal Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Cmpletto, Cost

Weapons and tracked Combat
Vehicle Procuremont, Army:

Funds (current requirement) 0 0 0 87600 301600 389200
Funds (as shown in PY 1981

s submission) 0 0 25000 30400 303600 359000
Quantities (current requirement) 0 0 0 225 755 980
Quantities (as shown in FY 1981 0 0 57 107 806 970

submission)

The FY81 submission estimate for both quantities and dollars was based on preliminary estimates of this FY79 new start develop
ment. Quantities ani dollar estimates have been refined based on FY80 development efforts. The smst change in the total buy
is based on unit deployment changes. The cost estimate for the procurement of 980 vehicles has been Curther refined to show
estimated costs.
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Program Element: 06.46.16.A Title: re Smport Team Vehicle (FiSTV)
DOD Mission Area: #211 - Close Combat Budget Activity'-4 - Tlactcal rorams

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRiPTION: Artillery Forward Observer Teams, now called Fire Support Teams equipped with
the Ground Locator Laser Designator, have opened a new dimension in artillery warfare--precision fire capability to kill moving
enemy targets and more accurate and effective fires to support fast-moving mechanized warfare. Because of this increased
effectiveness, it can be anticipated that enemy forces will take extra measures to neutralize or destroy the US Fire Support
Teams by al means available. It is the vulnerability of the Fire Support Teams and their equipment to enemy fires which
reqmirei that the Army undertake a development program to protect the Fire Support Teams and equipment to Insure their combat
survivability and effectiveness. The Fire Support Teams, when supporting highly maneuverable cavalry, mechanized, and armor
units, are particularly vulnerable. Cavalry, mechanized, and armor units rely on their mobility and armor protection for their

survivability, and their operations are characteristically fast-moving. Therefore, there is little or no opportunity for the
Fire Support Teams supporting these forces to "dig in" for protection of their personnel and equipment. Recognizing the criti-
cal nee for Fire Support Team mobility and protection, the Army has provided the Fire Support Team a Personnel Carrier when
supporting these units. While the Mil3 Armored Personnel Carrier provides mobility to the Fire Support Team, it does not
provide the needed protection to the Fire Support Team directing the fires of the supporting artillery when operating In the
battle area. That shortcoming Is the genesis for this program request; that is, to protect the Fire Support Teams and their
equipment, espectally th., Ground Laser Locator Designator, while conducting lasing operations and directing fires. The easiest
and most cost-effective way to accomplish this task is to develop a remote control capability in the Ground Laser Locator
Designator and integrate It into the armored elevated hammerhead developed for the Improved TOW Vehicle program. Since a hand-
held magnetic compass normally used by Fire Support Teams to obtain direction is not accurate when used on or near an armored
carrier, an idditional effort requires the integration of a North-Seeking Gyro compass, also to be located 1i the hammerhead to
complement the Ground iqiier Locator Designator. The combination of the Ground Laser Locator Designator, providing distance to
target and Lasing capability, and the North-Seeking Gyro compass, providing direction and vertical angle, give the Fire Support
Team highly accurate, timely data. This new timeliness and accuracy goes far beyond any observer capability in the past which
will result in a major increase in firepower effectiveness.

C. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: None.

If. (U) WORK PERFORMED Y: The overall In-house program responsibility lies with the Project Manager, Improved TO Vehicle
(ITV)fFIre Suipport Team, and the US Army Tank-Automotive Materiel Readiness Command (TARCOM), Warren, 141, with issistance from
three zther agencies: The US Army Communications Research and Development Command (CORADCOM), Ft Monmouth, NJ; the US Army
Engineering Topographic laboratories (ETL), Ft Belvoir, VA; and the US Army Missile Research and Development Command (NIrX?4),
Huntsville, AL. The prime contractor for development is Emerson Electric, current prolucer of the Improved TO Vehicle,
located in St Louis, MO.
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Program Element: 86.46.26.A Title: Fire Support Team Vehicle (FISTV)
DOD Mission Area: 0211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: The Project Officer was established at the Tank-Autocotive Command with the
Project Manager, Improved TOW Vehicle, as the responsible officer for this program. A contract for dsign and integration of
the vehicle was awarded to Emerson Electric. A contract to design and modify engineering development Ground Laser Locator
Designator with a remote operating capability was awarded to Hughes Aircraft Co. Bendix was selected as the subcontractor for
development of the North-Seeking Gyro. The majority of the design effort was completed, and contractor testing of brassboard
subsystems was initiated. A systems model was completed and began contractor testing.

2. (U) PY 1981 Program: More extensive contractor testing and Systems Model Testing will be coompleted using prototype
subsystems. The first three prototype vehicles will be fabricated and tested by the contractor prior to Government acceptance
planning and support, to include spares and draft technical manuals, will be completed to support GovrLiaent Engineering Design
Testing. A contract to remote six production GLLD's will be awarded.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Engineering Design Testing will be completed. Correction of d-ficiencies and short-

comings discoverel during this testing will be incorporated into the first three prototype vehicles. Th.se vehicles will be
refurbished and upgraded for training and user operational testing. Three additional prototype vehicles will be fabricated for
Goverment prototype qualification testing. All six prototype vehicles will be equipped with the remoted production Ground
Liser Locator Designators. All planning and test support for operational and development testing wilt take place, and
development testing will be initiated.

4. (U) FY 1983 Planned Program: Development and Operational testing will be completed. Reduction and analysis of test
data, correction and redesign, and producibilLty and engineering planning wilt continue, culminating In a production decision
in March 1983. The first production contract willt be awarded. Technical publications and the Technical Data Packige will be
upgraded. Equipment ,,sed for testing will be refurbished to a 'like new" condition.

5. (U) Program to Completion: Complete production and fielding..
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FT 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONOL. DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Elementz #6.,6.?8.A Title: Indirect Fire Training Munitions
DUD Mission Ares: d212 - Fire Support Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)
Total

Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 IF 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAL FOR PR)GRAM ELEMENT 1094 5"41 1368 1421 Continuing Not Applicable
D250 , Indirect Fire Training 1094 593 1368 1421 Continuing Not Applicable

plunition

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program supports the engineering development of a new family of
srtillery and mortar training projectiles to meet the Army need of significantly reducing the cost of training ammunition
while continuing to provide realistic training. The training rounds being developed in this program are full caliber projec-
tiles that use pyrotechnic fuze spotting charges to provide training realism. The cost avoidance associated with subs-
tituting thin new family of training ammunition for the standard high-exploaitve ammunition now being used is expected to
exceed 25. The Army will begin to realize this cost avoidance beginning in FY82; i.e., upon receipt of the FY81 procurement
quantities.

C. (i) BASIS FOR FT 19/2 ROTE REQUEST: Completion of engineering development of the 8-inch artillery training
projectile.

0. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 ROTE REQUEST: ($ in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

PY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

ROTE
Funds (current r,-,,irements) 1094 593 1368 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 1489 636 1307 0 Not Applicable
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Program Element: f6.46.28.A Title: Indirect Fire Training Munitli'::.
DOD Mlission Area: -1212- Fire Support Budget Activity: #4 - Tactlcal FPrj a,,s

$195 thousand in FY 1980 funds was reprogramed to higher priority Army requirements. The FY81 decrt. .t is attrib,iable to
the application of general Congressional reductions.

The FY82 increase is the result of the amended budget request and the application of higher fuel, infiation, and evilfan pay
pricing indices than were applied the previous year.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

P'otal

pY 1980 FT 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Complet ion :ost

Ammunition Procurement, Army:
Funds (current requirements) 0 12800 0 Continuing Not Applicible
Funds (as shown in FY 1991 0 13600 18400 Not Shown Continuing Plot AppIlIcabIe
submission)

Quantities (current requirements)
XH804 155mm 0 15300 0 0 Continuiig Iot Applic.ible

XH798 lsmm 0 0 0 0 Continuing lot Applic.,hle
XM816 60mm 0 0 0 0 Continuing 1ot Appltc-ble

Quantities (as shown in FY 1981

submission)
XHM804 155m 0 153000 101000 Not Shown Continuing :lot Applicable
X4798 81mm 0 8000 115000 Not Shown Continuing riot Applicable
11816 

6
0ram 0 0 26000 Not Shown Continuing 3ot Applicable
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UNCLASSIFIED
Program Element: 06.1,6.28.4 'ritle: Indirect Fire Training Munitions

DOD Mission Area: 12t2 - Fire Support Budget Activity: .1 - Tactical Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BA(XCROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This program supports development of a new family of artillery and mortar
training projectiles which will significantly reduce the cost of ammunition for training purposes and improve the methods of
training artillery and mortar crews. Exploratory development efforts demonstrated that low-cost training projectiles can be
developed to provide gunner and fo.-vard observer training at a cost substantially less than present lIE projectiles. The con-
cept being pursued for mortar ammunition is a plastic:-Jacketed projectile filled with concrete. This projectile provides the
same exterior ballistics and will produce a signaturi for fire adjustment on Impact. The mortar training rounds wilt use the
standard fins and propellant ignition system used with high-explosive (HE) rounds, but the conventional fuze will be replaced
with a pyrotechnic spotting charge that provides realistic flash, smoke, and noise to train observer personnel. The
eight-inch and 155mm artillery projectiles will use thick-walled, inert metal shells, which will be ballistically matchei to
the current high-exptosive projectile. The munitions will be fired using standard propelling charges which will provide
realistic training for field artillery units. Cost savings will be derived from reduced shell cost, fuze costs, and
packaging coats.

G. (U) RELATED ACTiVIrIES: This program is the normal engineering development program supporting advanced development of
the artillery and mortar training projectiles conducted In program element 6.36.28.A, Field Artillery Ammunition.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMEDR Y: US Army Armament Research and Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover, NJ, ARRADCO, Aberdeen, MO.
To date the only work accomplished on contract was done by Chamberlain Manufacturing Corporation, Waterloo, IA. Other con-
tractuil effort will 1e accomplished upon selection of contractors from current Requests for Proposals.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCO!IPLISIINENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 ant Prior Accomplishments: Prior development in this program was conducted in program element
6.36.28.A, Pield Artll.'ry Ammunition Development. Advanced development of the 155mm artillery projectile, XN804, and Rimm
mortar cartridge M799 wuis initiated in FY 1977. In FY 1978 work was initiated on the 60mm mortar cartridge, XMR16, applying
technology gained in rth, Alm effort. In FY79 sufficient quantities of 155mm, 60mm, and Atmm training ammunition were fabri-
cated to satisfactorily demonstrate ballistic similitude and adequate target signature under most terrain conditions. Fuze
and spotting signatures and low-cost packaging designs have been evaluated. Both artillery and mortar rounds have been fired
for ballistic characterization, fuze suitability, and cartridge integrity. In FY80 sufficient quantities of 155mm artillery
training projectiles were fabricated for engineering development testing, safety testing, and the conduct of development test
and operational test It (DT/OT It). Development acceptance in-process reviews (DEVA IPR) and type classification action were
conducted for the 155mm projectile, and a Technical Oats Package (TOP) for production was completed. The previously iched-
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Program Element: 16.46.28.A Title; Indirect Fire Training Huniti,n;DOD Mission Area: 1212 - Fire Support Bulget Activity: 14 - Tactical Pro, r ..us

uled initiation of Engineering Development for the 8". 60mm, and 81mm mortar rounds wis rescheduled fur YRI. This was

necessitated by unexpectedly high coats of development for the 155mm round which exhausted availlibl't f,, ds.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Engineering development of the 8" artillery training projectile KH84'1 ail be initiated. DT

and OT It of the 60mm and the 81mm mortar training projectiles will be initiated.

3. (0) FT 1982 Planned Program: Complete T/OT 11 for the 60mm and 81mm mortars and 8-inch artillery practice rounds.

Complete engineering development and type classification of these training projectiles.

4. (U) PY 1983 Planned Program: Conduct DT/OT It for the 60mm XH840 one-tenth range and 81mm a, tenth ringe mortar

practice rounds.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This is ,a continuing progr.am.
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FY 1982 RDTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 16.46.30.A Title: Tank Gun Cooperative Development

DUD Mission Area: Q211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 4I - Tactical Programs

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY t982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated

Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cst

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 40226 62061 84567 54219 287 2H7260

QUANTITIES:

Ammunition Rounds 30770

Cannon (Tube and Breech) 22

Spare Tubes 43

D060 120mwk Gun D,-velopment 3000 3010 2971 1388 0 23567

D064 i2flmm Tank run Ammo
Oevelopment 18500 19207 19539 10450 287 12183

0287 Tank Gun Integration 19726 39844 62057 42381 0 181608

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program provides for the technology transfer, fabrication, and

testing (TTF&T). and adaptation of the Federal Republic of Germany (GE) 120mm smoothbore tank gun system to US manufacturing
methods, development of improvements to this system, and integration of the system into the X141 tank. The t20mm gun-equipped

XIMI tank has been designated as the EWlEI tank. This program is required to assure the availability of a ftture tank main

armament system for the XMI tank to defeat the postulated tank threat equipped with more advanced armor of the late 1
9
801s

and beyond and to maintjin a high degree of interoperability with the NATO tank fleets equipped with the Leopard 2 tank.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY _182 RDTg REQUEST: Testing of the 120mm gun tube tnd breech will be completed. With the exception of

the modern technotogy kinetic energy round and the kinetic energy training round, the ammunition systems contractor will com-

plete final design testing of the ammunition family, and hardware fabrication for ammunition development testing (DT 11) will

be completed. Developmnt and testing of the modern technology kinetic energy round will continue. Fabrication of ammuni-

tion, cannon, four X1IEI tanks, and necessary supporting hardware for development and operational testing will be completed.

The major emphasis of FY82 will be the initiation and conduct of Development Test I1 (March 1982) and the preparation for the
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Program Element: 16.46.30.A Title: Tank Gz2 Cooperative Development

DOD Mission Area: 2 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 8 - Tactical rogs

Operational Teat II. Contractor activity, including systems engineering, system logistics work, proddCLbility, engineering,

and planning (PEP) for all US-produced hardware, will continue.

Current Milestone Dates

Major Milestones Milestone Dates Shown in FY 1981 Submission
Tank Main Armament
Decision 2QFY78 2QFY78

Start US Development/
Integration of 120mm
Gun System 2QFY79 2QFY79

Complete XMIEl
Tank System Development
and Operational
Testing (DT/OT I) 2QFY83 4qFY82

Convene Defense Systems
Acquisition Review
Council (DSARC III) 3QFY83 3QFY83

First Production
Delivery of XMIEi Tank 4QFY84 4QFY84

The Development and Operational It test completion date has been slipped to 2Q PT 1983 to insure that sufficient 120mm

training ammunition rounds are available to support the operational test of the XMIEl tank system. The delay has been caused
by problems encountered during the technical translation of the German ammunition design.

D. (U) COMPARISON WITH FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: ('in thousands)
Total

Additional Estimated
FY 1980 PY 1981 PY 1982 To Completion Cost

ROTE
Funds (current requirements) 40226 62061 84567 54506 2F1260
Funds (as shown in FY 198t
submission) 42069 - 61492 49303 22820 221584
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Program Element: #6.46.30.h Title: Tank Gun Cooperative Development
DOD Nission Area: 7 - Close Combat Budget Activity: IA - Tactical Progr-es

The current aubmission (Total Estimated Cost) incorporates a reduction from an FY 1980 Army reprograming -ett,n ($1.99
million) and an increase of $63.5 million in FY 1982 ($33.5N) and FY 1983 ($30.04) in the D287 Tank Gun Integration portion
of the progr:mI. The cost growth can be ascribed to a substantial increaae In work scope associated with logiotical
development costs of )04191 tank-peculiar hardware and a sizable increase in the magnitude of the number and rcmplexity of
tank system-related hardware changes required to integrate the 1

2
0ma weapons systems Into the Xi1 tank. $7.4 million of

TRACE funds has been added in FY 1983. The additional variations of $4 million from the FY 1981 submission ar-e the result of
escalation and minor program adjustments. There ia significant risk in attaining the OSD-mandated first-production delivery
date of August 1984 beeause of lack of flexibility in the overall program schedule.

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Tot il
FY 1980 Fy 1981 Fy 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Weapong and Tracked Combat Vehicles, Army
Funds (current requirements) 0 0 12100 6100 0 18O
Funds (as shown In FY 1981
submission) 0 0 13700 0 0 13700

Ammunition Procurosment, Army
Funds (current reqimlrements) 15000 3988 15000 189400 1032300 Contlnulng
Funds (as shown ti FY 1981
sibmIssion) 15000 3900 19867 Not Shown 367200 Con inning

Quantities (current requirements) 0 0 0 62000 796000 Cont inuing
Quantities (as shown in FT 1981 0 0 0 Not Shown 175000 Continuing
submission)

Differences under -Weapons and Tracked Combat Vehicles" reflect a realignment of the funds required for t2(ksm gun facil-
itization at Watervliet Arsenal and for XHI91 system facilitization of Detroit Arsenal Tank PLant and Lima Army Tank Plant.
The total faclititzation amount has Increased over the FY 1981 submtision by $4.5 million due to increased special tool
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Program Element: !6.46.A0.A Title: Tank Gun Cooperative Develote,.t
DOD Mission Area: - Close Combat Budget Activity: _a - Tactic-l-Pr-,g,;,s

requirements. Fjnda and quantities shown under "Ammnition Procurement" reflect the continuing as, inition requirement and

assoctated procurement costs necessary to support fielding and operation of the X0411 tank system. The VY 1983 and "addi-
tional to completion" funds are for the facilitization of ammunition production facilities and pro, urement of service and
tranng ammunition to support the August 1984 204111 first production delivery dae. The "oal :tiastd Cost" is not shown

in recognition of continuing ammunition requirements, both to meet the Authorized Acquisition Obje. tice (AAO) and for
training.
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Program Element: 06.46.30.A Tftle: Tank Gun Cooperative Development
DOD Mission Area: f-ll - Close Combat Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BACKCROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This program is an outgrowth of the 1975 Tripartite (United States, United
Kingdom, and Federal Republic of Germany - US, UK, and GE) Tank Main Armament Evaluation to determine an optimum future tank
matn armament system, a continuing analysis of future armor threats and recognition of NATO harmonization/standardization
efforts. ThIs Program Element consists of three projects, D060 - 120m Tank Gun Development, D064 - 120mm Tank Gun
Ammunition Development, and D287 - Tank Gun Integration, and was originally established in response to Congressional guidance
which specified that testing and evaluation of alternative 120mm gun systems would be conducted as a parallel program ,
separate and apart from the funding of the NMI program. Evaluation of alternative tank main armament systems was completed
in December 1977 and on 11 January 1978, the Army formally announced the selection of the GE 120mm smoothbore gun system for
adaptation to US manuficturing methods and future incorporation into the Xt tank. The objectives of this program Include
translation and adaptaton of GE technology to US manufacturing methods, verification and certification of US-produced
hardware, development (f i new modern technology Armor-Piercing, Fin-Stablttzed Discarding-Sabot Tracer (APPSDS-T) kinetic
energy round, developmpnt of a range limited kinetic energy training round, and integration of the 120mm smoothbore gun aye-
telm into the XMI to me.t the postulated tank threat equipped with more advanced armor of the late 1980's and beyond.

G. (U) RILATED ACTIVITIES: This program is related to Program Element (PE) 6.46.20.A, Tank XNI, and Is dependent upon
technology developed under PE 6.25.18.A, Ballistic Technology and PE 6.26.03.A, Large Caliber and Nuclear Technology.
Program activities are fully coordinated to assure no unnecessary duplication of effort, either within the Army or other
Department of Defense agencies.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: Chrysler Defense Incorporated, Warren, HI; US Army Armament Research and Development Command,
Dover, NJ; US Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen, liD; US Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency, Falls Church,
VA; Rhetnmetall Limited, Dusseldorf, Germany; and Honeywell Inc., Hopkins, MN.

1. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Following extensive evaluations of UK, US, and GE candidate tank main arma-
ment systems spanning the period 1971 through 1977, in January 1978, the Army selected the GE 120mm smoothbore gun system for
continued US development and future incorporation into the XM7I tank. An Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) con-
vened in April 1978 and approved a 120mm gun program leading to first production ieltvery of a i20mm gun XMI (XMICI) tank in
Asgust 1984, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense concurred. Program initiation, however, was delayed pending a satis-
factory license agreement with the GE developer, Rheiasmetall, for US production of the 120mm system. The program was
initiated In March 1979 following the February 1979 signing of the license agreement. A special ASARC in March 1979 approved
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a revised program leaing to an August 1985 first production delivery. OSO. however, did not concur with the proposed
one-year slip, directing Instead that the Army continue planning for first delivery In August 1984. Initial deliveries of
techn icsl data and hardware were received from GE in accordance with the license agreement and a ha dw-tre contract awarded to
GE In July 1979. Systems contracts were awarded to Chrysler Corporation in June 1979 for the valid.ttion phase of the systems
integration effort and to Honeywell Incorporated In August 1979 for the Technology Transfer, Fabrict ion and Test of the GE
family of ammunition. A US/GE joint feasibility demonstration program for a modern technology kinet ic energy round was comp-
leted in July 1979. The 120mm gun-equipped XIII was designated the XMIEI tank, and system integrat i.n ictivities were
Initiated. As the result of a 120=m breech design decision review in October 1979, the GE design wai selected for adaptation
to US production methods and integration into the XHIEI tank system. Technology transfer, fabricatin, and test efforts con-
tinued with fabrication of tubes and breeches and initiation of dynamic and verification firing tests. Initial US tubes and
breeches for subsequent gun, ammunition and tsnk system testing were fabricated with the fitst US-proluced gun (tube and
breach) delivered from Wiatervliet Arsenal on schedule. Test quantities of ammunition were fabricaterd and tested to assure
conformance with GE technical data packages and pactormncia caqnlitaments determined to obtain a safety release of hardware
required for XHlEI tank system tests. Developmental work on the modern technology Armor-Piercing, Via-Stabilized,
Discarding-Sabot Tracer (APFSDS-T) kinetic energy round (XMS29) and a kinetic energy training round (XM832) was Initiated.
System integration activities continued with the development of hardware and software necessary to integrate the larger gun
system into the 1041 tank and assure fightability and survivability comparable to that of the baseline 105mm system.
Procurement and fabrication of hardware to convert two XIII tanks to the MDIEt configuration for contrnetar testing and
physical teardown/maintenance evaluation (PT/ME) was initiated. Procurement actions were begun to obtain necessary XMIEI
system hardware for development and operational testing (DT/OT 11). The test planning for OT/OT if wuis continued, and a
draft test plan developed.

2. (U) PY 1981 Program: Dynamic testing of US-fabricated tubes and breeches will continue, and verification firing
teats will be completed. Hardware required for XMtEI system testing will be fabricated. Validation testing of US-fabricated
ammunition will continue concurrent with testing of the German-produced ammunition to asesre Lnteroperability of designs.
The modern technology kinetic energy round (XM829) will continue in engineering design with various designs being fabricated
and tested to optimize penetration and accuracy performance. A kinetic energy training round (XH832) also will continue in
enqineering design and undergo testing to determine range-limiting capability and dispersion data. Two X4' tanks ara be .Ing
converted to the XtNIEt configuration for contractor testing and PT/ME and those tests conducted. Fabrication of hardware and
assembly of four 1041E1 tanks for DT/OT 11 will be initiated as will procurement of necessary guns and ammunition to support
these tests. Planning and preparation for DT/OT It will continue.
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3. (U) PT 1982 Planned Program: Testing of the 1
2 0

m gun tube and breech will be completed. With the exception of the
modern technology kinetic energy round and kinetic energy training round, the ammunition systems contractor will complete
final design testing of the ammunition family, fabricate hardware for ammunition development testing (DT 11) and initiate DT
it. Developent and testing of the modern technology kinetic energy round and kinetic energy training round wiltl continue.
Fabrication of ammunition, cannon, six XlEiI tanks and necessary supporting hardware for development and operational testing
will be completed, and DTIOT It will be initiated. Contractor activity, including system engineering, syslems logistics
work, producibtity, engineering, and planning (PEP) for all US-produced hardware, will continue.

4. (11) r 1983 Planned Program: The 120.m gun, ammunition, and tank system testing will be completed and data compiled
In preparation for a J-,ne 1983 Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (OSARC) production decision. XMI l tank systems
OTIOT It and System Interchangeability testing wllI be completed. ProducLbility, Engineering, and Plannknp (PEP) and tech-
nical data packages will be completed and the six X1IK tanks used for testing will be refurbished to a "like new" condition.
The modern technology kinetic energy round will begin developmental testing. Current plans envision initial production
delivery of X11111 tanks in PY 1984.

i. (U) Progrm_ to Completion: The Development Test (DT Ii) of the XM829 modein technology kinetic energy round will be
completed and type classified in TY 1984.
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FY 1982 ROTE CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Project: OD064 Title: i2Omm Tank Gun Ammo Development
Program Element: 16.46.30.A Title: Tank Gun Coo erative Development

DOD Mission Area: _ -I - Close Combat Budget Activity: 04 - Tactical Proraa.

A. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This program implements the Army decision of January 1978 to sel-t the
German 120m smoothbore gun system for future Incorporation on the )141 Tank to meet the arizo threui of the aid-1980's and
beyond. This project concentrates on translating, developing, testing, and qualifying a five-round ftlily of 120ma ammuni-
tion consisting of: a German Armor-PLercing. Fin-Stabilized. Discarding Sabot, Tracer round (APFSD:.-F) (RH827) codified
with a US-designed staballoy penetrator; a modern technology APPSDS-T round (mod Tech APFSDS-T) (X4:-29); a Nigh-Explosive
Antitank Multipurpose Tracer round (%EAT-MP-T)(XM830); and two Training rounds. The training round. ire: an Armor-Piercing
Fin-Stabilized Discarding Sabot, Target Practice round (APFSDS-TP)(XM832); and a High-Explosive A t.t.-,k Target Practice
round (HEAT-TP)(XN831) for use with the 120mm-equipped XHI Tank. These training rounds are necessa-y to meet rune safety
limitations and to reduce training costs. The 04827, XM830, and X14831 cartridges viii be transtatei trom the Geraan
designs. The 14829 will be a new development of US design. German development of the XM832 will b, sonitored t: determine
it the projectile will meet US requirements for accuracy; if not, a US design for this round will b, pursued.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This project is related to Program Element (PE) 6.46.20.A, Tank X41; 11E 6.46.30.A, Tank Gun
Cooperative Development, Projects D060-120m Tank Gun Development and 0287-Tank Gun Integration, and is dependent upon tech-
nology developed under PE 6.26.18.A, Ballistics Technology, and 6.26.03.A, Large Caliber and Nuclear Technology.
Duplication of effort is avoided through centralized management by Project Manager, Tank Main Armam,.nt Systems.

C. (U) WORE PERFORMED BY: US Army Armament Research and Development Command, Dover, NJ; the US Aimy Test and Evaluation
Command, Aberdeen, MD; Rhinemetall Corporation, Dusseldorf, GE, and HIoneywall, Inc.. *lopkins, MN.

D. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMIPLISIIENTS AND FUTURE PROGAHS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: ThrOprogram was initiated In February 1979 when a i1-nae agrecent was
signed with the German developer, Rheireetall. 3ubsequently, initial deliveries of technical data .ore received from
Germany, and a system contract for technology transfer, "abrication, and test (TTF&T) of the Germat aamunition family was
granted to Honeywell, Inc. A Joint US/German Feasib:tlty'emonstration of the Modern Technology APftS)S-T (XM829) round was
conducted. However, initiation of a codevelopment program O.lr this cartridge was not approved by the German governmet.
Initial tests of US-produced propellant and the X0827 stabat[oy penetrator wera conducted. The fuxt, desin program for the
10180 WEAT-MP round was begun end improved sabot and penetrator designs for the Modern Tech Xi4829 cartridge were tested.
initial firings of the US design for the X14832 were conducted, and monitoring of OR design testing continued.
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Project: 10064 Title: 120m Tank Gun Ammo Development
Program Element: 1

6
.4

6
.30.h Title: Tank Gun Cooperative Development

DOD Mission Area: .. - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

2. (U) FY 1981 Prorams: Fabrication and testing of APPSDS-T 1827. HEAT-1P-T 14830, and IIEAT-TP KM331 cartridges will
continne with fibric.tion of Development Test 1I hardware. The Modern Technology APPSDS-T X4829 cartridg. will continue in
the engineering design phase with hardware being fabricated and the selected designs subjected to a series of armor pene-
tration and accuracy teats. The APPSDS-TP X4832 round will continue in ED. Hardware will be fabricated and the selected
Jesign will be subjertei to maximum range and dispersion tests. A Producibility Engineering and Planning (PEP) effort will
be initiated and hardwire tested to evaluate producibility of all rounds.

3. (U) FT 1982 Planned Program: The system contractor (Honeywell) will complete the final testLng, if the design
selected for APFSDT-T )N827, HEAT-P-T X4830, and HEAT-TP 1L4831 cartridges, complete fabrication of DT it h.irdware, and
Initiate DT It. The APFSDS-TP X4832 program will continue with a series of development tests. DT 11 hariware will be fab-
ricated, and the sif ty phase of DT It will be conducted to obtain safety release of hardware for the X.t'1i Tank System
tests. Hardware iit( be fabricated and testing of the APFSDS-T X,829 will be conducted to confirm and freftze the design.

4. (U) P¥ 1983 Planned Program: UT 11 tests will be completed for the APPSDS-T &827, IIEAT-NP-T X1:410, HEAT-TP X:4831,
and APFSDS-TP 814l82 dth type classification scheduted for 3Q7Y83. Hardware for DT I1 of the Mod Tech APFS;)S-T XH829 will
be fibricsted. and the DT It will be conducted.

S. (U) Progrm to Completion: DT It of the Mod Tech APFSUS-T 214829 will be completed and the round type classified in
the IQFY84.

6. (U) Major 4, lestonos:

Current Milestone Dates
4J,)r MILestones Milestone Dates Shos in PY 1981 Submission

APF"D;-r X81827
Type ;lssiflcatlon 3Q83 3Q83

Mod T,'ch APFSDS-T XH829
Typ' iassification tQ84 tQ84

HEAT-71P-T X4330
Type ,lassificaton 3Qs3 UNCLASSIFIED 3Q83

11-4??
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Project: 1D064 Title: 120mm Tank Gun Ammo Developci,t
Program Element: 16.46.30.A Title: Tank Gun Cooperative Develoer ort

DOD Mission Area: f - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Pro ;r.a

Current Milestone nates
Major Milestones Hilestone Dates Shown in F. 1981_Submtssion
HEAT-TP XH831
Type Classification 3Q83 3Q83

ApFSDS-rP X832
Type Classification 3Q83 3Q83

7. (U) Resources ($ in thousands):

Total
PY 1980 P 1981 FY 1982 P¥ 1983 Additional EstiMrteJ
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completio, Cost

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 18500 19207 19539 10450 287 82183
Funds (as shown in FT 198L
submission) 18544 19026 19986 Not Shown 10199 .82231

Quantities (current requirements)
APFSDS-T (Rounds) 1570
Mod Tech APFSDS-T (Rounds) 2850
mEAT-mP-T (Rounds) 3925
1EAT-TP (Rounds) 766
APPSDS-TP (Rounds) 1446

Quantities (as shown in FT 1981
submission)
APFSDS-T (Rounds) 1570

UNCLASSIFIED
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Project: OD064 Title: 120mm Tank Gun Ammo Develon
Program Element: #6.46.30.k Title: Tank Gun Cooperative evelopent

M)D Mission Are-,: -Vi- Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - -Tactical Pro grams

FY 1980 FY 1931 FY 1932 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
ACtual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

Mod Tech APFSOS-T (Rounds) 2850
EAT-HP-T (Rounds) 3925

IIEAT-TP (Rounds) 766
APFSDS-TP (Rounds) 1!4,

The minor variations from the FY 1981 submission are the result of adjustments made for changes In escalilion.

Other, Apjropr.itton Funds ($ In thousands)

Tot .i I

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Est imited

Actual Estimate Estimate Estima:te to COnletion CosL

Procurement Ammnnit[in, Army
Funds (cucrcnt

requiresen s) 15000
-
- 3933

2  
151.001 1894400 - 10323005- Co.t Inking

Tot ii

Funds (a Rhown in FY 1981
submission) 15000 300 14361 tiot Shown 367200 Cont ioNlng

I uaofit ' i u t t .. quike t, ) 62000 796300 5 ContiIti ng

Quaut.tliv.' (, I ...ow in FN 1')8i subts iou) Not Shown 175000 Continuing

I/ FY 1980 funds are for Initial payment of licensing fees.

2/ 1981 funds are for inutfactorlng Methods tnd Technol agy (M;IIt4.
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Project: 1D064 Title: 120mm Tank Gun Ammo Development
Program Element: 06.46.30.A Title: Tank Gun Cooperative Development_

DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 - Tactical Pro1r4m

3/ FY 1982 estimate is for final payment of licencing fees.

4/ The FY 1933 funJs are for initial facilitization of ammunition production facilities ($93.811) .i.dJ procurcsnnt of service
(37.6M) and training ($36.7M) ammunition to support fielding of the XIiI. tank system. $21.3h is fut, procuremavt of over-
seas components to insurt- available antirun itiion to support the iianidated Augist 1984 XMILI lits.t deliviy.

5/ Funding for completion includes $77.9M to complete ammunition production facilities capable of producing both 105mm and
120mm tank ammunition. Also included are $230.2M for service ammunition and $724.2M for training aattinition prucuremcnt.
These figures have increased primarily due to the addition of training ammunition which was not icuided in last year's sub-
mission because requirements had not been established.
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Project: #D287 Title: Tank Gun Integration
Program Element: 16.,6.30.A Title: Tank Gun Cooperative Development
DOD Mission Area-: ----1211 Close Combat Budget Activity: I4 - Tactical Programs

A. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION: This program is an outgrowth of the 1975 Tripartite (United States, United
Kingdom, and Federal Republic of Germany - US, UK, and G9) Tank Main Armament Evaluation, a continuing analysis of future
armor threats and recognition of NATO harmonization/standardization efforts. Comprehensive testing and evaluation of can-
didate tank main armament systems (US 105mim rifled bore, UK 120D rifled bore and GE 120ms smoothbore) continued through
December 1977. to deterifne the best follow-on main armament system for the XHI tank. This program implements the Army deci-
sion of January 1978 to select the CE 12omm smoothbore tank gun system for future incorporation on the X[ tank to meet the
threat of the late-1980's and beyond. This project will concentrate on developing, testing, and qualifying XMI tank subsys-
tems, i.e., Ri mount, turret, and automotive subsystems, and ammunition storage compartments, necessary to integrate the
120mm gun system into the XNI while maintaining the survivability and fightability of the tank system. In August 1979, the
12Omm gam KI tank was offictalty designated the XNtEI tank.

B. (U) RELATED ACTIVITIES: This program is related to Program Element (PE) 6.46.20.A. Tank XMi; PE 6.46.30.A, Tank Gun
Cooperative Development, Project D060 - 120mm Tank Gun Development, and D064 - 120mm Tank Gun Ammunition, and is dependent
upon technology develop.4 under PE 6.26.t8.%, Ballistics Technology, and PE 6.26.03.A, Large Caliber and Nuclear Technology.
All program activitiea tre fully coordinated to assure no unnecessary dupifcation of effort, either within the Army or other
Department ,f Defense agencias.

C. (U) WIRK PERFORl.ED HY: Chrysler Defense incorporated, flarren, NI; the US Army Armament Research and Development
Command, i,,aar, N1, U Asy Teat and Eval [ition Command, Aberdeen, H4); and the US Army Operational Test and Evaluation
Agency, Falls Church, VA.

0. (U) PR'1CRAM ACCOP.LISi14ENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

i. (U) FY t980 andl Prior Accomptishments: Following the 12 February t919 signing of a t2Omm gun system licensing
agreement with the GE d.veloper, Rheinmetall, the US integration program officially commenced on 8 March 1q79. A systems
contract va awarded ti Chrysler Corporation on I June 1979 to initiate concept/feastbility studies for integration of the
20mM gun system into the XMI tank and the 120mm gan X[il tank was designated the XKIEI. System engineering tni design ac-

tivities were Initiated In the areas of 120mm weapon system/vehicte interface, gun mount/recoil system, fire control and hal-
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listic protection. Detailed system design analysis for all affected X1KI1 system/subsystem component has been conducted,
and procurement and fabrication of hardware and assemblies necessary to convert two XMI tanks XNIEI-c.stiigured tanks have
been completed. A full-scale engineering development letter contract has been awarded to Chrysler Defesise Inc, and con-
tractor activity in the areas of armor development, ammunition compartmentalization, fire control, syitta Integra-
tion/engineering. logistics, product assurance, human factors, value engineering, producibility engin,.ering and planning
(PEP), safety and life cycle costing has begun. Fabrication of two XHIEl tanks for contractor testint and Physical
Teardown/Maintenance Evaluation (PT/HE) has been initiated as will procurement of system hardware for development and opera-
tional testing (OT/OT 11). Formal test planning for DT/OT It and follow-on XMIE system interoperability tests has con-
tinued.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Conversion of two X4 tanks (less 105m components) to the 111411 configuration will be comp-
leted. Contractor tests and PT/HE will be conducted to assess ammunition storage, weapons and fire control performance, and
other related system integration factors (fightability, safety, and overall system performance) and cnformance to spe-
cifications. Fabrication and assembly of four XH191 pilot tanks for DT/OT II, incorporating system clanges resulting from
contractor tests and related system development activities, will be initiated. Procurement of necess..ry 120mm cannon, ammu-
nition, and system hardware and software to support ongoing and pending contractor and government test programs wii con-
tinue. System-related activities in such areas as system engineering, quality assurance, logistics, PEP, value engineering,
costing, and scheduling wilt continue as will planning and preparation for conduct of DT/OT It.

3. (U) FY t982 Planned Program: Procurement and fabrication of the necessary hardware will be (ospleted to convert
four XKII tanks to X1IEI configuration. The major emphasis of FY82 will be the initiation and conduct of Development Test II
(Karch 1982) and the preparation for the initiation of Operational Test It in October 1982. Contractc ,ctivities including
system engineering, configuration management, integrated logistics support. PEP, and safety will continti,!.

4. (U) FY 1981 Planned Program: DT/OT It will be completed during the second quarter, and US tirrrchangeability test-
ing wilt be initiated. A system confirmatory test using the XH832 kinetic energy training round will b,- conducted. The six
XlIEI tanks required for testing will be refurbished to a "like new" condition, snd contractor activi,las. including PEP and
preparation of the XHIEI technical data package, will be completed. A Defense Systems Acquisition Rvi,j Council (DSARC Ill)
production decision Is envisioned in June. 1983 with first production delivery of an X/4IEI tank planned f,)r 4QFY1984.
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Program Element: #6.46.30.A Title: Tank Gun Cooperative Develpment

DOD Miaston Area: 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14. Tact catl ro-ar

5. (U) a or Milestones:

Current Milestone Dates
StlorIllestones Milestone Dates Shown in PY 1981Submleton

lnitiate integration of 120mm Sun
Into XMI tank 2QPY79 2qFY79

Equip two XMI tanks to 12Omm

configuration for Contractor
testing and physical teardown/
maintenance evaluation P'1Y FYS1
Equip four XMI production tanks
with 120mm system for DT/OT It FyB2 FY82
Complete 12(0w. gun 7XI tank
system DT/OT It 2QFY8

3  
FY82

First Production Delivery
of XHIEI Tank 4QFY84 Kot Shown

The IT/OT It completion date has been slipped to 2QFY83 to insure that sufficient US-produced1120. training ammunition is
available to support the operational test of the XMIEi tank system. The delay has been caused by problems encountered during
the technical translation of the German ammunition design.
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Project: 50287 Title: Tank Gun Integration
Program Element: #6.46.30.A Title: Tank Gun Cooperative Development
DOD Mission Area: #211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

6. (U) Resources ($ in thousands):

T,, tat
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

RDTE

Funds (current requirements) 18726 39844 62057 42381 0 181608
Funds (as shown in FY 1981
submission) 20725 39484 26466 tO1s 0 116290

Quantities (current requirements)
Ammunition (approximate) 17000o
Cannon (Tube and
Breech) iii

Spare Tubes 15
Quantities (as shown in FY 1981

submission)
-mmunition 18200
Cannon (Tube and
Breech) 12

Spare Tubes 26

Other Appropriations:
Weapons and Tracked Combat

Vehicles, Army
Funds (current
requirements) 0 0 4700 6100 0 L(80
Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission) None Shown
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Project: *D287 Title: Tank Gun Integration
Program Element: 06.46.30.A Title: Tank Gun Cooperative bevelopent
DOD mission Area: #211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Programs

The current RDTE submission (Total Estimated Cost) incorporates a reduction in rY 1980 funds of $1.99 million (Army reprog-
raiIng action) and an lecrease of $63.5 million in FT 1992 ($33.5H) and FT 1983 ($3.0M) in the system integration program
costs. The cost growth can be ascribed to a substantial increase in work scope associated with logistical development costs
of XHII tank-peculiar hardware and a sizeable increase in the magnitude of the number and complexity of tank system-rela:ed
hardware changes required to Integrate the 120m weapons systems into the XHI tank. $7.4 million of TRACE funds has been
added to the FT 1983 increase. The additional variations of $3.8 million from the FT 1981 ROTE submission are the result of
escalation. The sdditinal $6.1 million under "other appropriations" Is required for additional facilitization of Lime Army
Tank Plant and Detroit lrsenal Tank Plant to produce the W1ill tank and was not specifically identified as 120-m Sun-related
during the P 1981 budg.!t submission. There is significant risk in attaining the OSD-sandated first-production delivery date
of August 1984 because ,)f lack of flexibility in the overall program schedule.
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FY 1982 RDTS CONGRESSIONAL DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Program Element: 16.46.1l.A Title: Field Artillery Ammunition, 155m
DOD Mission Area: -211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: #4 -Tactical Pr-ograms

A. (U) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): ($ in thousands)

Tot a
Project PY 1980 FT 1981 Py 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Comple, ln Costs

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 5671 1691 1483 7101 Continuing Not Applicable
QUANTITIES (Not feasible to list due to number of diverse items)

D175 Field Artillery Fuzes 0 0 0 0 Continun1  Not Applicable
D286 Field Artillery Ammo (NATO) 309 377 522 837 Continulnj Not Applicable

D373 Anmo Cannon, 155mt 5362 1316 961 0 0 Not Applicable
D369 SADARM 0 0 0 6264 0 Not Applicable

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: This program supports development of 155.m Field Artillery
Ammunition to provide increased lethality, range, accuracy, reliability, and speed in delivering fLise required to offset the
numerical advantage of the Warsaw Pact Forces. This program also provides for compatibility testint; of US Ammunition in NATO
country howitzers and NATO ammunition in US howitzers, engineering development of new indirect fire foees. and for the engi-
neering development (ED) of the new Sense and Destroy Armor Munition (SADARM), which is expected to enter ED in FY83.

C. (U) BASIS FOR FY 1982 RDTE REQUEST: Funds requested provide for: Continuation of engineering Jevelopment of the new
t55m XM825 -P Smoke projectile for type classification. Continued evaluation and testing of the cifliteral (United Kingdom,
Germany. Italy) nations' newly developed 155mm projectiles and propelling charges with US 155mm houwtitrs.
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Program Element: 0 6.46.31.k Xitle: Field Artillery Ammunition e 155' m
DOD Nission Area: 211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical programs

D. (U) CO4PARtSON WT1 FY 1981 RDTE REqUEST: (S in thousands)

Total
Additional Estimated

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

RDTE
Funds (current requirements) 5671 1693 1483 Continuing Hot Applicable
Funds (as shown In FY 1981)
submission) 7657 1821 3330 Continuing Not Applicable

FY 1980 funds were reduced as a result of decreased funding requirements in project D286 which resulted from increased
cooperation among the Trilateral Nations, which reduced testing requirements, and a successful fix to the M509 eight-inch
dual-purpose improved conventional munition, which obviated the requirement for RTDZ expenditures in project 0369. The dec-
rease In FY8L is attributable to the application of general Congressional reductions. The reduction in FTY82 results in the
delay of projected initiation of Engineering Development of a follow-on electronic time fuze in project D175.
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Program Element 0 16.46.3i.A Title: Field Artillery Ammunition, 155m

DOD Mission Area: f211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: f4 - Tactical Proms

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Total
PY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated
Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Ammunition Procurement, Army:
Funds (current requirements) 12900 18500 15000 17300 Continuing Not Applicable
Funds (as shown in F ' 1981)
submission) 9900 27500 61700 Not Shown Continuing Not Applicable

Quantities (current requirements) 79 80 81 82 Continuing Hot Applicable
K203 66 95 60 42 Continuing Not Applicable
M211 0 0 0 0 Continuing Not Applicable

Quantities (as shown in PY 1981

submission) (in thousands)
m203 59 163 126 Not Shown Continuing Not Applicable
X%211 3 0 714 Not shown Continuing Not Applicable

Significant changes in procurement dollars and quantities in each fiscal year result from the determimation that the N203
charge cannot be used with the N109 series self-propelled howitzers and the consequent complete realignment of the Army's
procurement profile. The deletion of the projected procurement of the XM2i propelling charge is consistent with the Army's
decision to terminate the development program for this item.
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Program Element: 0 6.4.3l.A Jitle: Field Artillery Am "unition 155..

DOD Mission Area: --lTi - Close Combat Budget Activity: gf - Tactical Programs

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCR.IPTION: A requirement exists to increase the indirect fire capability of field artil-
lery cannon units by providing Improved ammunition. The KH795 projectile is ballistically similar to the cargo optimized
family of projectiles (M483AI, 1CH; M692/M148 mines) and uses high-fragmenting steel to provide significantly increased
lethality and. when fired with the M203 propelling charge, has a 231 range increase over the standard high-explosive projec-
tile. The projectiles are In agreement with ballistic parameters contained in a Memorandum of Understanding (HOU) signed in
1978 between the United States and three European nations. Germany, Italy. and the United Kingdom. Project D286 provides for
compatibility testing of newly devleoped NATO weapons and munitions with US howitzers and ammunition. The trilateral nations
(United Kingdom, Germany, Italy) have developed the FH7O, towed 155mm Howitzer, a new family of propelling charges, and a new
high-explosive projectile, the L25. All of these items are in agreement with the ballistic parameters in the MOU mentioned
above. Testing to demonstrate compatibility/interchangeability began in FY 1979 consistent with availability of test items.
Projects D175 and D369 provide for the Engineering Development of follow-on Indirect fire munitions fuzes and the Sense and
Destroy Armor Munition (SADARM) respectively.

C. (U) RELATED ACTIViTIES: This program which was previously accomplished under Program tement 06.46.lA.A, field
Artillery Weapons and Amtailtion, 155mm (prior to FT 1981), ts the normal engineering development program for advanced
development that has been in Program Element 6.36.28.A, Field Artillery Ammunition, and is dependent upon technology
developed under Program Element 6.26.03.A, Large Caliber and Nuclear Technology. Cooperative agreements exist with NATO
nations on the characteristics of L55mHowitzers to Include the requirement for ammunition interchangeability. A NATO panel
has ben constituted to insure that duplication of effort is avoided.

H. (U) WORK PERFORMED BY: United States Army Armament Research and Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover, NJ, Aberdeen,
MD; and Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma, AZ. Contractors on the M198 Howitzer production are: Consolidated Diesel Electric
Company, Old Greenwich, CT; and Numax Electronics, Incorporated, Ilauppauge. Long Island, I.

I. (U) PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

1. (U) FY 1980 and Prior Accomplishments: Engineering development was initiated for a new family of 155mm propelling
charges (XH2l1 low zones, KH201 intermediate zones, M203 maximum zones) for the M198 and MIO9AI Howitzers. The 1203 charge
was type classified in FY 1977 with the K196 Howitzer and was tested for compatibility with the 1109A1 and found to be incom-
patible. In F78 the X201 charge development program was suspended as a result of the charge's Inability to meet cannon
tube wear constraints. In the interim, the 114211 charge was modified to provide intermediate zone capability. In FYSO the
X1211 charge development was terminated as a result of the design being incompatible with automatic loading hardware and a
reorientation of priorities. Advanced development of the X795 HE cargo optimized projectile was initiated In PY76. A
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Program Element: I 16.46.31.A Title: Field Artillery Ammunition, lS5mm

DOD HIston Area: 0211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: IA - Tactical Programs

validation In-process review (VAL-IPR) was conducted In FY 1978 and the X1795 entered engineering dev.lopment. initial
development snd operational tests (OT/OT 1) were conducted in VY 1978 on two competitive smoke projeclile designs. ind the

XH825 was selected for continued development. Engineering Development on the XH795 HE projectile continued. The Advanced
Development program on the XN825 WP Smoke Projectile was completed, and a Validation IPR held In Deceiber 1978 approved entry

into Engineering Development. In FY79 static tests on the XN825 were conducted at the Chemical Systea Laboratory. Edgewood

Arsenal. ID, and ballistic testing with the X1203 propelling charge was accomplished at Dugwsy Provin Ground, UT. In
Project D286 in PY79, UK charges were not received until October 1979. Scheduled testing was initistd tn December 1979 at

Yuma Proving Ground. OT/OT I[ tests on the 104795 High Esplosive (HE) projectile were del.Ayed as a re:,ult of minor technical

problems. DT/OT Ii testing for the XH825 WP Smoke projectile was delayed as a result of technical prblems which have subse-
quently been resolved.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: DT/OT 1( testing for the X4795 will be conducted, and a technical data package (TOP) suitable

for production will be completed. At present there is no planned procurement for the XK795 since the Army's 155ma High

Explosive projectile requirements are met with current assets. The XN795 will be the preferred 155m HE projectlI ro meet
future Army requirements. DT/OT I testing will be the initiated for the XH825 WP Smoke Projectile. NATO interoperabill'

testing will continue.

3. (U) FY 1982 Planned Program: Rationalization. Standardization. and Interoperebtlity (RS) testing wil be P-;frmed

using trilateral nations' propelling charges and US smoke projectiles in H198 and HIO9AI Howitzers to confirm In-
teroperability. DT/3T II testing for the X492S smoke round will be completed, and a DEVA-IPg bor typ. :lssetcatton will be
conducted.

4. (U) PY 1983 Planned Program: The Trilateral Smoke and Illumination Projectile will be tested for interoperability

in the 109 series and H198 Howitzers. Engineering Development of the Sense and Destroy Armor (SADAW) projectile will be

initiated in project D369.

5. (U) Program to Completion: This is a continuing program.
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Program Element: #6.46.32.A Title: 105mm Tank Ammunition
DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Support

A. (0) RESOURCES (PROJECT LISTING): (5 in thousands)

Total
Project FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 Fy 1983 Additional Estimated
Number Title Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate to Completion Cost

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM ELEMENT 1844 1 5297 4576 25128 40562

QUANTITIES 2725
Dl7 Tank Targ, t Practice 0 431 0 0 0 431
Dr2l Service Ammnition 1844 3286 5297 4576 25128 40131

B. (U) BRIEF DESCRIPiION OF ELEMENT AND MISSION NEED: The purpose of this program is to develop 105mm tank ammunition to
meet near-term and foelnire enemy threats through the improvement of terminal effectiveness, accuracy, range, and reliability;
and c.Apanfon trainIng ammunition. The program element consists of two projects. Project D173 supports development of car-
tridge it351, Target Practice, fin-Stabilized, Discarding Sabot Tracer (TPFSDS-T) X1797. This cartridge Is a ballistically
similar training coepanion to the M735 and M774 Armor-Piercing, Fin-Stabilized, Discarding Sabot Tracer (APFSDS-T) cartridge.
A reduced range permits tank crew training on ranges throughout the world which are too mall to accommodate firings of serv-
ice ammunition for training. Project DG21 provides for the Engineering Development of Cartridge, Armor-Piercing,
Fin-Stabilized, Discarling Sabot-Tracer (APFSDS-T) X1833, and Cartridge, High-Explosive Antitank lultipurpoae Tracer
(HEAT-MP-T) Xil5. Tne XN813 employs modern technology to combat threats projected beyond the mid-198t's. The round is
required to Insure that the fleet of 105ma Gun Tanks will be capable of defeating the newest armors now appearing on threat
tanks. The XMSIS is a companion to the APFSDS-T cartridge and provides a significantly improved capability against light
armored vehicles, fort licattons, and personnel.

C. (U) BASIS F FY !982 RDTE RE(UST: The FT 1982 program comptetes Engineering Development (ED) of the APFSDS-T car-
tridge XIR11 and iyp.- tassifies the round. Engineering Development of the HEAT-HP-T Cartridge XM815 will be initiated with
the fabrtration of c,r'rtdges for development testing; conduct of tests to verify strength of design, penetration, accuracy,
fuze functIoring, ani ibsequent refinement of design.
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Program Element: 6.46.32.A UNCLASSIFIED Title: 105. Tank Ammunition
DOD Mission Area: #211 - CLose Combat Budget Activity: D4 - Tactical SupLori.

Current Milestone Dates

ajor milestones Milestone Dates Shown In FY 1981 Submission

Cartridge, L05m XM315
Validation Inprocess Review 4QFYSI Not Shown

Type Classification 4QFY84 Not Shown

Cartridge. 105m XH833
Validation In-process Review IQYYBI aQFYSO
Type Classification 4QFY82 4QFY82

D. (U) COMPARISON WITIi FY 1981 RDTE REQUEST: Q in thousands)

Total

Additional Estimated
FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 To Completion Cost

DT!
Funds (current requirements) 1844 3710 5297 25128 40562
Funds (as shown In FY t981

submission) 1400 4231 1959 8136 17689

The Increase in FY 1982 is to provide for Engineering Development of the 10815 HEAT-MP-T cartridge. Einineering Development

had been postponed pending redefinition of requirements as was reflected in the FY81 submission and wis further reduced by

the application of general Congressional reductions. Addlitonal to complete and total estimated coal increases reflect com-
pletion of the X4815 Engineering Development and Initiation of Engineering Development for the Rocket-At;tsted Kinetic Energy
projectile in the outyears. This is a continuing program and total estimated cost represents anttclpaLud requirements

through F¥ 1986 only.
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Program Element: 16.46.32.A UNCLASSIFIED Title: 105mm Tank Ammunition

DOD Mission Area: 1211 - Close Combat Budget Activity: ,4 - Tactical Support

E. (U) OTHER APPROPRIATION FUNDS: ($ in thousands)

Tot 1

FT 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Additional Estimated

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate To Completion Cost

Procurement of Ammunition, Army

n833 Cartride
Funds (current rtqntirements) 0 0 0 88300 297300 Continuing

Funds (as shown In FY 1981

submission) Not Shown

Quant ities (currnt requirements) 0 0 0 114000 3417000 Continuing

Quanttties (as shown In FY 1981

submission) Not Shown

XH797 Cartrid&e-
Funds ( urrent requirements) 0 0 0 101200 539100 Continuing

Funds (as shown in FY 1981

submission) 0 0 0 0 336200 Continuing

Quantities (current requirements) 0 178000 995000 Continuing

Quantities (as siown in FT 1981
submission) 0 0. 0 0 799000 Continuing
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Program Element: #5.46.32.A Title: 105mm Tank Asuition
DOD Tiliason Area. 21I - Close Combat Budget Activity: 14 - Tactical Support

F. (U) DETAILED BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTIONt Project DG2I, Tank Service Ammunition, supports fieldi ij of the new kinetic
energy cirtridge 10833. This projectile employs a long-rod staballoy penetritor, lightw eight sabot, id high-ire. propellant
t , obtain maximum penetration against the newast armors. The project also supports developent of th! t,1odern-te'l,,:ology
high-explosive antitank cartridge X1815 which wilt provide increased armor penetration and muitipucrl, , 1 apabiltils through
the use of advance,| shaped charge liners and the latest fuzing techniques.

G. (U) RELATED ACTiVITIES: The activities of this Program Element are a continuation of Advanced Delt lo sent condncted in
PE 6.16.33.A, Tank Ammunition Development.

ii. (U) WJORK PERFORJED BY: In-house agencies Include US Army Armament Research and Development Comm.u I (ARRADCOM) Dover, NJ;
US Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen, HD; Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma, AZ; contractors includ, Chaber.iiu Mfg.
Corp., Waterloo, [i; Finchbauch Products, Inc., Red Lion, PA; National Lead of Ohio, Pernald, ON; anl Hlclear MetAls, Inc..
Concord, MA. The project is managed by Project ,tanager, Tank Main Armament Systems, Dover, NJ, to in.ure no duplication of
efforts.

1. (1I) PROGRAM ACCOIPLIS3ENTS AND FUTURE PROGRAMS:

I. (U) FY 1980 and Prior 4ccomplishsents: Development was completed for cartridge OlOmm, Armor Il rcing, Fi,-Stabilized

Discarling Sabot-Tracer, "1735. This development was completed and the round type classified stindiad it FY 1977. It Is
now in production. Foll-scale Engineering Development of the more advanced XH774 kinetic energy cart,'dge was contlete.t and
the round type classified in Septeusber 1980. The Target Practice Pin-Stabilized, Discarding Sabot-Tr ce.r X11797 cartridge

transitionel to Engineering Development in 1980 and will be type classified in FY82.

2. (U) FY 1981 Program: Engineering Development efforts including fabrication of Development T,.st 1I (DT II) hardware

an4 Development Test It of the TPPSDS-T X4797 cartridge will be continued in VY81. This round is platned for type clas-
stfIcation in FY8?. Pull-scale Engineering Development of the APFSDS-T X1833 cartridge was initiated with successful com-

pletion of Development Test 1. Prototypes wilt be fabricated and tested to finalize projectile desigit.

3. (11) FY 1982 Plannel Program: Pull-scale Engineering Development of the APFSDS-T XM831 carterdie will continue.

Manufacture of DT II projectiles will commance and testing will be conducted leading to type classflI at ton of the round In
4') PY32. Engineering Development of the IIEAT-MP-T XiSi5 will be initiated. Prototypes will be fabriateJ and tested to

evaluate design. Subsequent design changes will be Integrated an.! evaluations made of penetration, 1, coracy, and fuzing.

4. (I) FY 1983 Planned Program.: ED of the X.4315 will continue with design Yalidation tcsting i,.d Initiation of
mafa.,ictuare of DT If Iardware.
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Program Element: 06.46.32.A UNCLASSIFIED Titte: 105.. Tank Ammunition

DOD "Ission Area: [I11 - Close Combat Budget Activity: 4 - Tactical Support

5. (UI) Program to completion: The HIEAT-Wf-T XH815 cartridge viii complete Full-Scale Engineering Develoilaent and be

type classified In FYt984. The Rocket-Assisted Kinetic Energy projectile will begin Engineering Developmeot during this
period.
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